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Abstract 
The exploration of Australian English (AusE) social and perceptual dialectology is in 

its infancy. While there has been an increase in interest regarding different forms of 

AusE speech variation over the past 40 years, the consensus of AusE linguistic 

research still lies with an approach that focuses on social varieties (roughly 

determined by social class) and downplays regional variation. This focus on social 

variation, pioneered by Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a), has dominated AusE 

linguistics for the past 60 years. As Australia has grown as a nation, this has led to a 

mismatch between folk-linguistic perceptions of AusE variation and linguistic 

analysis of AusE production. Folk-linguistic perceptions help to paint a much more 

complex picture of AusE by comparing folk-linguistic beliefs and experiences with 

linguistic understandings and expertise. This thesis is an attempt to further the field 

of AusE dialectology through an examination of folk-linguistic perceptions. This 

thesis seeks to examine the following questions: 

1. Do non-linguist native speakers of AusE perceive speech differences 

across Australia? 

2. How has AusE dialectology changed since the formative work of Bryant 

(1992)? 

3. Can the study of AusE dialectology benefit from the inclusion of folk-

linguistic perceptions of AusE variation? 

The significance of this thesis lies in its breadth of methods and focus. No study has 

gathered and compared both attitudinal and dialectological data across every state in 

Australia. This study aims to widen the research into variation in AusE by 

demonstrating the sociocultural relevance of including speaker perceptions as part of 

the larger understanding of language varieties. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis provides a detailed analysis of folk-linguistic perceptions of speech in 

Australia and an updated account of reported lexical and phonetic variation of AusE. 

By incorporating folk-linguistic analysis into these theories, this thesis provides a 

detailed and novel analysis of perceptions and reported use of English spoken in 

Australia. This introduction provides the theoretical underpinnings of the thesis, by 

introducing folk-linguistic perceptions and (post)modern dialectological study. The 

chapter concludes with an outline of the thesis. 

1.2 Theoretical perspectives of the thesis 

The theories underlying this research are drawn from a wide array of fields, including 

the social psychology of language, dialectology, sociolinguistics, and perceptual 

dialectology. The distribution of linguistic forms identified through the study of folk-

linguistic perceptions is revealed through patterns of social evaluation of speech 

communities (Jaworski et al. 2004: 11). Within speech communities, societal 

knowledge is not discovered through experience of people and events, but rather 

constructed “collectively in a culture, and this is communicated and negotiated 

between the members of the cultural group” (Hinton 2000: 156). These folk-linguistic 

perceptions of speech communities have been compared to dialectology and 

sociolinguistics findings, which have shown that non-linguists use factors other than 

linguistic differences to create their mental maps (Benson 2003: 307). Patterns 

identified by non-linguists may reflect actual patterns of linguistic variation and 

match linguistic divisions (Mase 1999; Lance 1999). At other times, folk boundaries 

instead match political, civil or cultural demarcations (Sibata 1999; Preston 1986; Inoue 

1996; Lance 1999).  
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The examination of the relationship between linguistic features and social 

characteristics is fundamental to sociolinguistic theory. Kretzschmar (1995: 280) posits 

that linguistic ‘studies are first motivated by popular perceptions: i.e. people act on 

their perceptions.” This thesis uses the methods of both dialectology and perceptual 

dialectology to explore the relationship between social and linguistic characteristics in 

English in Australia.  

The traditional model of dialectology is underpinned with the assumption that 

a group of people need to share a linguistic system in order to understand each other. 

Kretzschmar (2000) argues that this model of traditional dialectology does not work 

in reality due to the inherent complicated nature of language and the ability of 

speakers within a community to adopt different or even competing linguistic systems, 

thus resulting in a system so complex linguists cannot determine what it means to 

share the same system. The complexity of the shared system has been addressed in 

sociolinguistic research (see Eckert 2002; Irvine and Gal 2000). This research has 

shown that all elements of the speech act – the individual, their perceptions, their 

social and cultural background, the speech act’s physical setting, the greater 

sociohistorical and political setting, the individual’s perceptions of the interlocutor(s), 

and the perceptions of others who may overhear the interaction – all account for 

variation in speech.  

Kretzschmar emphasises the importance of focusing on postmodern 

dialectology, and specifically dialect variation, which he described as “a central 

feature of language, perhaps the central feature” (Kretzschmar 2000: 237). 

Kretzschmar describes three key areas of postmodern dialectology research: 1. 

Perception versus production of speech, looking into identity acts and the 

psychological assessments of interlocutors regarding speech acts; 2. Correlational 

studies, looking at how region, social, and cultural factors are related to language use; 

and 3. Quantitative empirical methods, by evaluating speech recordings with 

inferential statistics.  
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This thesis is situated primarily within the second area of research proposed by 

Kretzschmar: correlational studies. However, this thesis takes the notion a step further 

– I will not only be exploring how region, social, and cultural factors are related to 

reported phonetic and lexical term use – I will also be examining how perceptions of 

region, social, and cultural factors help paint a clearer picture of language variation in 

AusE.  

1.3 Chapter outline 

Following this introduction, in Chapter 2, I explore the role of folk-linguistic 

commentary and perceptions in linguistic research, further exploring how folk-

linguistic analysis is involved in social psychological, sociolinguistic, dialectological, 

and perceptual dialectological research. This chapter is designed to introduce the 

concepts to those unfamiliar with folk-linguistic research, and to further explore the 

role of folk-linguistic research in linguistic studies. 

In Chapter 3, I discuss variation in AusE, providing an overall background for 

those unfamiliar with AusE as an English variety and explores the role of language 

attitudes and folk-linguistic methods within studies of AusE. 

In Chapter 4, I describe the methodological design of both the perceptual 

dialectology and dialect surveys by providing detailed information on the structure 

and initial findings of the pilot study, the online survey design, and the expansion of 

the survey to include the Dialect survey. 

In Chapter 5, I present the perceptual dialectology results and discussion, 

where I explore how proximity, cultural prominence, and language ideologies impact 

perceptions of speech (and variation) in AusE. 

In Chapters 6 and 7, I provide the methodological design of the dialectology 

survey by presenting a detailed analysis of the dialectology study results. These 

results include both qualitative and quantitative analyses of reported use of 58 items, 

including an updated look at all items discussed in Bryant (1992). Each of the items is 

presented individually, following the same presentation format: a literature survey 
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looking at etymological, dialectological, and sociolinguistic research on that item; the 

presentation of the quantitative results of reported use of the terms; and a discussion 

of the qualitative folk-linguistic commentary provided by respondents and a 

comparison to previously conducted research.  

In Chapter 6, I introduce the analysis techniques and respondents involved in 

the dialect survey, exploring 29 items which showed significant regional variation in 

the results. The discussion section includes the many factors influencing regional 

variation in term use, including recognition and solidarity of Shibboleth terms and 

unrecognised variation through homonymy and small social networks.  

In Chapter 7, I explore another 29 items which showed significant age-group 

variation in the results. The discussion section looks at the factors influencing the 

variation over both apparent and actual time, including globalisation, dialect 

levelling, urbanisation, cultural shifts, and manufacturing and production patterns. 

Chapter 8 is the final chapter and the overall conclusion to the thesis. In this 

chapter, I synthesise the findings presented in the perceptual dialectology and 

dialectology chapters to show how a folk-linguistic analysis within a postmodern 

dialectology study progresses the study and understanding of language variation in 

AusE. 
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Chapter 2: Folk-linguistic perceptions in 
linguistic research 

2.1 Introduction 

Folk-linguistics is the study of non-linguists’ beliefs about language. The term folk-

linguistics, as used here, does not indicate incorrectness or ignorance, but rather refers 

to non-linguist perceptions of language (Penry Williams 2011; Preston 1993, 2000). 

This interdisciplinary field brings together sociolinguistics, social psychology, 

dialectology, and linguistic anthropology to further the incorporation of 

metalinguistic data into the study of language (Bucholtz, Bermudez, Fung, Vargas, 

and Edwards 2008: 63; see Blommaert 1999; Jaworski, Coupland, and Galasiński 2004; 

Kroskrity 2000; Niedzielski and Preston 2003; Woolard 1998). This chapter will 

explore the role folk-linguistics plays in regional and sociocultural linguistic research.  

In Section 2.2, I will explore how folk-linguistic analysis is employed in social 

psychology studies of language, focusing particularly on theories of accommodation, 

stereotyping, and standardisation. Section 2.3 looks at the role folk-linguistic analysis 

plays in sociolinguistic studies, examining theories of indexicality, language 

ideologies, and social meaning. Section 2.4 examines the interaction between folk-

linguistic analysis and dialectology studies and discusses the methodology of 

perceptual dialectology and its role within linguistic study.  

2.2 Folk-linguistics and the social psychology of language 

One of the cornerstones in the social psychology of language is the study of language 

attitudes. Ryan, Giles, and Sebastian (1982: 7) define language attitudes as “any 

affective, cognitive, or behavioural index of evaluative reactions toward different 

varieties or their speakers.” Language attitudes studies assume a notion of 

arbitrariness of the linguistic form – a form itself does not have inherent value, but 

rather value is assigned via individuals within a sociocultural setting (Evans 2005). 
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According to descriptive theories of linguistics there are no superior language 

varieties: “everyone speaks a dialect, even those who use a standard variety of a 

language” (Crystal 1994: 101). In societies with standard languages, non-linguists tend 

to adhere to a prescriptive notion of language, judging a variety without justifying the 

judgement linguistically or adhering to the descriptive understanding of linguistic 

equality across varieties (Paltridge and Giles 1984).  

Language attitudes studies in social psychology since the 1970s were 

dominated by matched guise and verbal guise techniques, where attitudes to speakers 

were measured by questionnaires using semantic differential scales. In a matched 

guise studies, respondents listen to speakers with different accents or languages, and 

are then asked to rate their speakers on a number of factors such as character, 

likability, and intelligence. Unbeknownst to the respondents, the ‘different’ speech 

variants in matched guise studies actually come from the same bi- or multilingual 

speakers. By using a single speaker to present multiple accents or speech in multiple 

languages or accents controls for specific qualities of a voice or speaker and allows for 

the specific elicitation of attitudinal perceptions based on language or accent. The 

original matched guise studies were led by Lambert et al. (1960), looking at 

perceptions of French Canadians towards both English and French speech. Matched 

guise studies in particular have shown that respondents are capable of characterising 

speakers who represent various social groups in their environment, and that the 

evaluation patterns that evolve from these experiments are remarkably uniform 

(Bradac 1990; Giles and Coupland 1991; Lambert et al. 1960). This stereotyping, 

according to Lippmann (1965: 59), is a necessary method for helping people orientate 

their world: ‘‘we notice a trait which marks a type and fill in the rest of the picture by 

means of the stereotypes we carry about in our heads”.  

Milroy and McClenaghan (1977) found that stereotypes persist whether or not 

they align with correct accent identification. People would tend to misidentify voices 

even amongst native speakers, but the same biases appeared regardless of correct 

identification – consistency of stereotypes despite misidentification of accents could 
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be explained by considering how a stereotyped reaction is stimulated. It has been 

widely assumed that an accent acts as a cue identifying a speaker’s group membership 

(Milroy and McClenaghan 1977). Perhaps this identification takes place below the 

level of conscious awareness. For example, when a person from Ulster hears a 

Southern Irish accent, because of the stereotype they have formed, they feel that the 

speaker is untrustworthy and unfriendly, but relatively powerful whether or not they 

consciously recognise the accent. In other words, accents with which people are familiar 

may directly evoke stereotype responses without the listener first consciously 

assigning the speaker to a particular reference group (Milroy and McClenaghan 1977: 

8-9). Ladegaard (1998) reported this finding even with non-native speakers of English.  

Language attitudes studies have found evaluative patterns of language 

stereotypes are remarkably uniform cross-culturally. Standard varieties rate highly on 

status and competence and low on social attractiveness and integrity, rural varieties rate 

low on status and high on social attractiveness, while urban working-class varieties 

are rated low on all dimensions (Edwards 1982). Accented speech related to social 

class stereotypes receive unfavourable social evaluations (Ryan and Sebastian 1980). 

Accented speech that is difficult to understand is often given negative affect ratings 

(Sebastian, Ryan, Keogh, and Schmidt 1980).  

The leading studies of perceived aesthetic differences among language 

varieties carried out by Giles (1970) and Trudgill and Giles (1978) found surprisingly 

similar results: Received Pronunciation (RP) was rated at the top, regional accents in 

the middle, and urban accents at the bottom (van Bezooijen 1999:13). RP, the region-

less, marked sociolect of upper-class English speech, embodies notion of correctness 

across English-speaking countries – primarily former British colonies – including 

Australia (Gallois and Callan 1981), New Zealand (Huygens and Vaughan 1983), and 

USA (Stewart, Ryan, and Giles 1985) and even within non-English speaking countries 

such as Denmark (Ladegaard 1998). Despite the fact that many of these former British 

colonies have been independent for many years – and some have even surpassed 
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Britain in economic and social power – the results of language attitudes research show 

people still look to Britain for identification rather than elsewhere around the world.  

Giles, Bourhis, and Davis (1975) suggested two hypotheses to account for this 

standard variety preference: the inherent value hypothesis and the imposed norm 

hypothesis. The inherent value hypothesis is the belief that a particular variety of a 

language has been elevated to a position of power and prestige due to inherent 

qualities that make the form of language more pleasing. According to Garrett, 

Williams, and Evans (2005: 38-39), “attitudes are not just values seen in the somewhat 

abstract dimensions based on correlated groupings of scales (e.g., ‘social 

attractiveness’), but are to be found in cultural images and resonances”. Linguists are 

able to better understand the roots of purism by discovering to whom non-linguists 

assign power, esteem, and tradition (Evans 2005: 242). The second hypothesis is the 

imposed norm hypothesis, which posits a variety has been elevated to a prestige 

position solely based on social and cultural norms (Trudgill and Giles 1978). 

Sociolinguists and social psychologists take the position that the prestige attained by 

a standard language variety has come from its association with a socially and 

culturally powerful group that happens to speak that way.  

Stereotypes of social groups are available whether or not the subjects are 

consciously aware of the social connotations of a particular variety of speech. 

Williams, Garrett, and Coupland (1997) also argue this same point, that recognition of 

an accent is a complex process in which the assessment of a linguistic feature or variety 

is inherently good or bad will be based on certain sociolinguistic understandings and 

experiences. Ladegaard’s (1998) results found respondents who were unfamiliar with 

the variety spoken in the task and were unable to place the variety in a nation or social 

context could still allocate stereotypes that matched prevailing cultural norms for 

those varieties. Trudgill and Giles (1978) tested the validity of the two hypotheses, 

finding that respondents who were unfamiliar with the social and cultural 

connotations of a speech variety could not make discriminations on linguistic 

grounds. While Brown and Lambert (1976) found American respondents with no 
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French language knowledge could assign French Canadian voices to different social 

classes, supporting the imposed norm theory. This claim was refuted by Trudgill and 

Giles (1978), who argued the American judges could have been reacting to class-linked 

differences in reading skills, shared paralinguistic features linked to both American 

English (AmE) and French-Canadian varieties, or (sub)conscious exposure to French 

culture without detailed knowledge of French language.  

To understand the role that perceptions play in language variation, it is 

important to first explore the theories underpinning social interaction through 

language. Within social psychology of language studies, accommodation forms the 

connection between language perception and interaction.  

Communication accommodation theory (CAT) posits that linguistic choices are 

a feature and function of creating and maintaining social distance within an 

interaction (Giles 1973; Giles and Coupland 1991; Giles, Coupland, and Coupland 

1991; Shepard, Giles, and LePoire 2001). CAT is based on the following assumptions:  

1. All speech interactions are embedded in a social, cultural, and historical 

context. 

2. Speech interactions serve to exchange meaning between interlocutors and to 

position personal/social/cultural/etc. identities between the interlocutors. 

Speakers address the two previous points by accommodating their behaviour 

to their interlocutor’s perceived identities and social affiliations. As a cognitive 

process, accommodation allows speakers to maximise communicative efficiency 

given the pressures of real-time production (Garrod and Pickering 2004). Garrod and 

Pickering (2004) addressed accommodative behaviours when they proposed the 

interactive-alignment model. Within this model, all linguistic levels are represented 

and are connected between the speaker and the listener (Babel 2010: 440). Their mental 

models align through priming at different levels of linguistic representation. Through 

the process of automatic priming, a speaker’s use of a particular linguistic 

representation is activated in the interlocutor, and this activation leads to increased 

use of that primed feature. As a social function, accommodation is used to socially 
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position a speaker to their interlocutor. Linguistic accommodation through 

convergence reduces the level of social distance between people, while a lack of 

linguistic accommodation (divergence) increases social distance between 

interlocutors (Giles et al. 1991).  

Bourhis and Giles (1977) examined convergence and divergence in Welsh-born 

adults, finding a difference between exposure to Welsh language and culture and 

Welsh identity. Convergence was noted in Welsh adults who attended Welsh 

language and culture classes. They adopted a Welsh-accented dialect when the RP-

speaking interviewer questioned the modern vitality and function of Welsh language. 

Welsh adults who only attended Welsh language classes on business time with the 

goal of furthering their careers converged to the RP-speaking interviewer during the 

same style interview.  

Additionally, research has shown that language accommodation is a 

continuously updating process, as demonstrated by the extensive work conducted on 

Queen Elizabeth II’s Christmas speeches over six decades (Harrington et al. 2000a; 

Harrington et al. 2000b; Harrington 2006). These studies demonstrated that an 

individual’s language continually changes over time: the Queen’s pronunciation has 

changed over time, accommodating toward the speech community as a whole.  

Babel (2010) replicated Bourhis and Giles (1977) by looking at New Zealand 

respondents completing a production task with an AusE voice model. Respondents 

were given one of two conditions through a story about the beliefs of the AusE speaker 

(either insulted – negative condition; or flattered – positive condition). In the study, 

differences in accommodation were found to be based on participants’ pre-existing 

sentiments toward Australia. Respondents who harboured more positive feelings 

toward Australia showed more convergence to the model speaker’s vowels, in 

particular, respondents accommodated considerably to the Australian speaker’s 

DRESS vowel. Following CAT, participants with a positive perspective of Australia 

can be interpreted as having decreased the social distance between themselves and 

the model talker by accommodating the AusE vowels to a greater degree than those 
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participants who viewed Australia negatively. The DRESS vowel showed 

considerably more accommodation than the KIT and TRAP vowels, which are the 

three most divergent vowels between NZE and AusE (Hay 2006). Babel (2010) also 

reported that vocalic convergence with the Australian accented model was automatic 

in the sense that participants were not aware they were doing it but affected the 

participant’s attitude towards the speaker. Thus, implicit social biases about how a 

participant feels about a speaker strongly influence the extent of accommodation. 

Speakers of a language cannot help accommodating but group-identity attitudes 

modulate this automatic process.  

A model similar to CAT, known as audience design, was proposed by Bell (1984) 

to account for style-shifting in conversation. In audience design, a speaker considers 

not only the person they are speaking with, but also those who might overhear the 

interaction. The following style shift selection was proposed by Bell (1984: 167):  

The speaker designs their style by examining their interlocutor’s personal 

traits. 

1. Speakers design their style by gauging the general speech style of their 

interlocutor.  

2. Speakers select stylistic variants by listening for specific variables used by 

their interlocutor. 

Bell (2001) expanded this notion to include the simultaneous occurrence of 

referee design, noting a comprehensive theory of style-shifting must consider both 

audience and referee design simultaneously. Referee design is the change in a 

speaker’s style that affiliates the speaker with a particular social group as prompted 

by the audience (Bell 2001: 163). A speaker adapts their speaking style to meet the 

needs of the audience, while at the same time feeling pressure to maintain faithfulness 

to their own social affiliations. Sociolinguistic factors such as social biases and the 

desire to create social distance and positive affiliation may affect the degree of 

accommodation. Dialect change and style-shifting research shows speakers modify 
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their speech patterns as a result of changes in social contexts and new cultural 

environments. 

 Edwards (1982: 21) claims there are three possible reasons for the remarkably 

uniform transmission of language-based stereotypes:  

1. There are intrinsic linguistic superiorities or inferiorities 

2. There are intrinsic aesthetic differences 

3. Social convention and preference 

The first two reasons fit neatly within the inherent norm hypothesis while the 

third reason describes the imposed norm hypothesis. Giles and Coupland (1991: 37-

38) found that language evaluations reflect levels of prestige and status associated 

within speech communities and do not reflect linguistic or aesthetic qualities. The 

perception and recognition of standard language is an important aspect of the study 

of the social psychology of language, as it embodies assessments of prestige held 

within a society (Coupland 1990: 237). Standardisation of language is considered by 

Milroy and Milroy (2001) to be more of an ideology, where people seek to adhere to a 

set of abstract societal norms. According to Ladegaard (2001: 28), the ideas in the mind 

and abstract norms referred to by Milroy and Milroy (2001) are the very essence of the 

folk-linguistic perception approach.  

2.3 Folk-linguistics and sociolinguistic theory 

Folk-linguistics had long been viewed outside the interest of sociolinguistics (see Boas 

1911; Bloomfield 1944), and the introduction of such a subfield has led to contention 

within the greater linguistics community. Labov (1972), for example, argued that 

unconscious attitudes of respondents are consistent and worth incorporating into 

sociolinguistic study, while folk-linguistic commentary is not. Labov also argued that 

the metalinguistic vocabulary of non-linguists is inadequate and therefore unreliable. 

An example he uses is the way non-linguists describe speech as ‘nasal’ – believing 
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they collapse nasalised and non-nasalised speech into a single category.1 This focus 

on ‘consciousness’ has led to the use of subjective reaction tests (SRTs) and matched 

guise studies (Lambert et al. 1960; Garrett 2010; Niedzielski and Preston 2003).  

One of Labov’s (1972) major concerns with folk-linguistic research was the 

inconsistent and deficient linguistic descriptions provided by non-linguists (where 

terms such as ‘twang, sing-song, nasal, guttural’ were used by non-linguists to refer 

to different or contradictory aspects of speech). He also expressed concerns about the 

impact of the interviewer on the speaker, which could influence the speaker’s 

linguistic behaviour. For example, by wanting to present themselves more favourably 

to the researcher or to appear more politically correct, a speaker might not give an 

honest opinion of their beliefs. In social psychology, this desire to moderate behaviour 

in front of the researcher is known as the social desirability bias (Edwards 1957). The 

speaker’s misrepresentation of their views could lead to a misunderstanding or 

miscategorisation of their comments by the interviewer.  

In addition to the concerns regarding inaccuracy of statements by non-

linguists, there is also the inability of non-linguists to recognise their own linguistic 

features. Labov (2001) has discovered that speakers would criticise linguistic forms 

that they themselves unknowingly used, while Labov (1966, 2001) and Trudgill (1998) 

have found that respondents report using more prestigious linguistic forms than they 

actually use.  

Much of the work conducted by variationists looks specifically at the 

correlation between linguistic features and social characteristics. This type of 

correlation explores what Silverstein (1992) refers to as first-order indexicality – the 

emblematic (and often unconscious) representation of a group or entity through a 

linguistic form. Indexicality was brought to linguistic anthropology in the 1970s by 

Silverstein as a means of relating analysis at the micro level to macro-level analysis. 

 
 
1 See Preston (1996) for a rebuttal to the nasalisation argument. 
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First-order indexicality is the direct and observable relationship between a group and 

a linguistic form. Second-order indexicality is the noticing of first-order indexical 

connections – how speakers interpret social meaning of linguistic forms. Language 

behaviour therefore reflects ideological stances by means of style-shifting, 

convergence, and divergence, folk-linguistic commentary, language attitudes, and 

beyond. 

While variationists’ takes on folk-linguistics have tended to follow Labov’s 

position, folk-linguistics has been valued in ethnographic traditions (Niedzielski and 

Preston 2007). The original push for a subfield focusing on folk-linguistic information 

came from Hoenigswald (1966), who argued that linguistics, as a field, was incomplete 

without taking into account non-linguists’ attitudes. He argued linguistics should not 

just take folk notions as errors but should be interested in what goes on in language, 

how people react to what goes on and non-linguists’ metalinguistic information (20). 

Hymes (1971) was very positive about Hoenigswald’s (1966) proposal – as part of the 

work on ethnographic description, there is no issue with consciousness/ 

unconsciousness of evaluation. Conscious evaluation provides information on social 

and cultural life of the language and its speakers. If researchers do not actively take 

into account conscious evaluations provided by respondents, they can only make 

assumptions on respondents’ societal and cultural evaluations. 

Wassink and Dyer (2004) argue for the need for attention to metalinguistic 

commentary in sociolinguistic studies. By looking at the metalinguistic awareness of 

speakers, linguists can gain access to second-order indexicality by better 

understanding the social and cultural influences that lead to particular language use. 

Attention to metalinguistic commentary is necessary for understanding the 

distribution of linguistic variants in speech communities (Wassink and Dyer (2004: 

27):  

If it is important for linguists to understand the meaning of variation in phonological 

forms for the speakers, then they clearly must understand how speakers construct 

their social worlds. Assumptions based on first-order indexicality are insufficient for 
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understanding linguistic variation where the same variant may have different 

meaning for different speakers. 

As perceptions influence everyday behaviour (Downs and Stea 1977: 12), the 

study of folk-linguistic perceptions offers insights to meanings assigned to linguistic 

varieties associated with imagined communities (Anderson 1983). Past research on 

perceptions of language variation suggests speakers are aware of sociolinguistic 

patterns, especially in regard to linguistic differences by comparing others’ language 

varieties to their own (Preston 1989; Rensink 1999; Sibata 1999; Niedzielski and 

Preston 2003). In order to fully describe a particular language variety, how other 

groups perceive the variety and feel about the speech community associated with the 

variety, and how the speech community feels about itself should be part of the 

description.  

The examination of the relationship between linguistic features and social 

characteristics is fundamental to sociolinguistic theory. Much of the work conducted 

by variationists looks specifically at the correlation between linguistic features and 

social characteristics. Language ideologies form a link between social and linguistic 

theories by serving as the socially constructed ideas of language (Penry Williams 2011: 

16; Wassink and Dyer 2004). Within language ideologies, notions of culture and power 

are intertwined and reinforced through social interaction. The concept of a ‘standard’ 

language variety is supported by this notion of culture and power, creating a social 

sanction and rationale for prescriptive norms and linguistic codification (Woolard 

1992; Silverstein 1992, 1995; Gal and Irvine 1995; Irvine and Gal 2000; Milroy 2000). 

Perceptions and attitudes can serve as crucial components to the scientific analysis of 

linguistic description and analysis, in much the same way folk biology can influence 

the field of biology by presenting scientists with observation and cultural association 

(Atran 1998). This was made clear in a recent example of folk-linguistic study 

influencing sociolinguistic study. In research in Washington State, for example, folk-

linguistic metadata is shaping sociolinguistic investigations, where residents 
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described the pronunciation of Washington as ‘Warshington’ (Evans 2011). This 

feature had not yet been documented by linguists, opening a new avenue of research.  

Ideological interpretation of language use is required for the understanding of 

the relationship between a linguistic form and its speakers (Woolard 1992). 

Correlations between macro-level social categories and linguistic variation is not 

strong enough, as significance of linguistic differentiation is embedded in politics of a 

region and its observers (Irvine and Gal 2000; Johnstone 1999; Eckert 2000). These 

reactions viewed as manifestations of ideological stances, are evident both in language 

behaviour that reflects a speaker’s evaluation of a form (hyper correction, style 

shifting), in convergence or divergence from the behaviour of other speakers, in overt 

comment about language, and about other social phenomena. Attention is paid to 

speakers’ own comments about language and other social phenomena as a means of 

interpreting and understanding speakers’ social category formation. Reconsidering 

the value of allowing people to speak for themselves – would allow sociolinguists to 

better study second-order indexicality (Wassink and Dyer 2004). 

2.4 Folk-linguistics and dialectology 

Traditional studies of dialectology focused on understanding ‘dialect’ varieties of 

languages spoken in different regions and in rural areas. The focus was particularly 

set on NORMs – non-mobile older rural men – who were believed to hold the most 

archaic, preserved, and regionally distinctive dialect forms (Chambers and Trudgill 

1998). Dialectology on the other hand focuses on the classification of speech features 

by geographical place and is not as concerned with understanding the language itself 

or its ‘universe of discourse’ (Pederson 1995: 36-37). Traditional dialectology was 

based on the assumption that a regional or sociocultural group of people must share 

a linguistic system in order to understand one another and function as a community. 

The belief was that such study of the linguistic features of these groups would help 

inform linguists about historical linguistic developments and information on the 

culture of speakers. This formed the basis of the use of NORMs, where non-mobile, 
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older, rural men were considered the maintainers of archaic regional features due to 

their isolation and age.  

With dramatic increases in mobility and an increasingly interconnected global 

population, this traditional concept of dialect appears to be disappearing. Regional 

terms and social dialect classifications, for example, are becoming harder to 

characterise for linguists through traditional dialectology methods (Kretzschmar 

2000).  

With the shift in accessibility, means, and culture of communication, the study 

of linguistic forms must shift as well. Kretzschmar (2000) suggests the way forward in 

postmodern dialectological studies is to focus on linguistic perceptions by 

concentrating on the psychological factors underpinning language use, correlational 

studies to better understand how linguistic features correlate with different 

sociocultural groups, and quantitative empirical methods to evaluate the relevant 

variables.  

Recently, there have been calls for more connections between language use and 

geographical space (Auer and Schmidt 2010; Lameli, Kehrein, and Rabanus 2010). 

Space can be defined as the geographical distance between regions with little to no 

social connotation (Johnstone 2004; Eckert 2004). Understanding space as an 

extralinguistic variable is also important for the future of sociolinguistics: “critical 

sensitivity to the socialized nature of human space(s) is required if we are to advance 

the discipline further” (Britain 2004: 45).  

Social evaluation of dialects from a geographic perspective helps define 

cultural communities and linguistic details (Evans 2011: 385). Respondents tend to 

orient to different aspects of the linguistic landscape, from language choice to slang to 

stereotypical social groups, which were often associated with particular regions 

(Bucholtz, Bermudez, Fung, Edwards, and Vargas 2007: 348). Language attitudes 

toward both socially and geographically defined regions reflect broader linguistic 

ideologies, which can uncover greater awareness and appreciation of sociolinguistic 

diversity.  
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Folk-linguistic studies examine openly-stated speaker perceptions in order to 

reach a more thorough understanding of underlying attitudes toward dialects. It has 

its origins in attempts by dialectologists to complement performance data with 

speakers’ subjective views about areal language variation. Preston (1989) explored 

dialect perception not as an aid to mapping features on dialect maps but rather as an 

area of study with its own value. By combining investigations of regional language 

use and of language attitudes and ideologies, we can better understand how powerful 

symbolic boundaries partition space into discrete social groupings (Bucholtz et al. 

2007: 348). 

2.5 Perceptual dialectology: the study of folk-linguistic 
perceptions 

Perceptual dialectology (PD) examines how folk-linguistic beliefs of speech are 

evaluated in particular geographic regions (Bucholtz et al. 2008). PD exposes 

respondents’ sociocultural associations about the spatial distribution of variants that 

are salient to them. It does so by recording which linguistic variants speakers mention 

and it can help researchers identify which variations are socially salient (Evans 2013a: 

3).  

The most influential and pioneering research in the field has been conducted 

by Dennis Preston (1989, 1996, 1999a, 2000). Preston’s work has provided the basic 

structure design for most if not all of the recently conducted studies in the field of 

perceptions. Focusing primarily, although not exclusively, on the United States, his 

work has adapted a number of important methods from neighbouring fields, 

including the important characterizations of respondents and qualitative data on 

perceptions found in sociolinguistics (Labov 1966, 1972); the “mental maps” 

questionnaire of cultural geography (Gould and White 1986); the attitudinal 

dimensions of social status (correctness) and group solidarity (pleasantness) from 

social psychology of language (Ryan, Giles, and Sebastian 1982); and the emphasis on 

degree of difference and the importance of regional variation from earlier 
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dialectological perception studies (Weijnen 1999; Grootaers 1999). One of the major 

issues with the field of PD has been identifying how and where it fits into the field of 

linguistics (Montgomery 2007: 36). Figure 2.1 provides an illustration designed to 

address that issue. 

 
Figure 2.1 Preston’s (1999a) model of language as revised by Montgomery (2013) 

This model of language examines the three basic aspects of linguistic research 

(Preston 1999a: xxiii-iv; revised by Montgomery 2012a). At the top lies (A) the raw 

data of what people say, which, as linguists of many fields have discovered, tends to 

vary by group. Below that lie (B1) conscious reactions to language and comments on 

language and (BN) covert reactions to language use and variation. There is an added 

layer of depth: behind (A) sits A’: “linguists seek not only to classify language use but 

also to account for it by determining the cognitive, social interactive, geographical and 

other forces that explain its acquisition, shape, distribution, change and employment” 
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(Preston 1999a: xxiii). Behind (B1) and (BN) is B’: the attitudes, beliefs, stereotypes and 

values people host that control (B). 

Preston’s five-point methodological approach to PD study includes a diverse 

array of tasks adapted designs from ethnographic, sociolinguistic, social 

psychological, and dialectological studies used to uncover different aspects of 

language perceptions (Preston 1999a: xxxiv; see Montgomery and Beal 2011: 129): 

1. Draw-a-map. Respondents draw boundaries on a blank (or minimally 

detailed map around areas where they believe regional speech zone exist. 

2. Degree of difference. Respondents rank regions on a scale of one to four (1 

= same, 2 = a little different, 3 = different, 4 = unintelligibly different) for the 

perceived degree of dialect difference from the home area. 

3. “Correct” and “pleasant”. Respondents rank regions for correct and 

pleasant speech. 

4. Dialect identification. Respondents listen to voices on a “dialect 

continuum”, although the voices are presented in a scrambled order. The 

respondents are instructed to assign each voice to the site where they think 

it belongs. 

5. Qualitative data. Respondents are questioned about the tasks they have 

carried out and are engaged in open-ended conversations about language 

varieties, speakers of them, and related topics. 

By adopting this approach, Preston (1999: xxxiv-v) found that respondents 

tended to label stigmatised and local varieties most frequently in the draw-a-map task 

and reported a distinctive difference in scales responses based on how linguistically 

secure respondents felt. Respondents who reported higher levels of linguistic security 

(favourability of their own variety) would rate the least correct and least pleasant 

areas as the most different sounding areas. They tended to rate their own area as the 

most correct and included their area among a larger dialect region as the most 

pleasant. Linguistically insecure respondents on the other hand tended to rate their 

dialect as pleasant, but perceptions of correctness and degree of difference were not 
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as consistent as those from linguistically secure respondents. Studies conducted 

throughout America reveal that American respondents have agreement over areal 

prescriptivism, respondents have a tendency to identify their own local regions, and 

the studies once again concluded that: “dialect perception may be generated by 

linguistic differences, popular culture caricatures, and local identification strategies” 

(Preston 1989: 122, 1999; Fought 2002; Hartley 1999). 

Details of language varieties available to non-linguists depend on exposure and 

familiarity rather than on specific linguistic information. Preston (1999) identified a 

strong link between language use and social groups, even though linguistic 

information available to establish that link is often limited. In some cases, people can 

evaluate a variety but not produce any specific linguistic features of that variety. Some 

respondents can provide entirely inaccurate linguistic information on a variety but 

may still describe the social stereotypes attached to that particular group.  

Exposure to a language variety and the development of perceptions of the 

speakers of that language variety can be through either face-to-face interaction or 

through sociocultural facts such as historical connections, popular culture, and media 

exposure. Montgomery (2007; 2012a; 2012b) further elaborated on this by examining 

the roles of cultural prominence and proximity in PD studies. He found that 

respondents had more commentary, and more accurate commentary, about speech 

groups they were local to or very familiar with. This included both geographical 

proximity (regions around them) as well as sociocultural proximity (groups often 

broadcast within the community – either through storytelling, media, politics, etc). 

Cultural prominence was described in terms of sociocultural proximity: that is, the 

acquired knowledge of a speech group that is well-known despite not being 

geographically nearby. Crucially, effects of cultural prominence cannot be separated 

from the effects of contact (Leach, Watson, and Gnevsheva 2016).  
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2.6 Summary 

This chapter has examined the role of folk-linguistic study in various forms of social 

linguistic analysis. By focusing on the folk-linguistic perceptions and social meaning 

found in language ideologies expressed by respondents, this thesis will further 

research conducted in Australia by looking not only at social meaning through PD 

studies, but also through examining comments discussed by respondents in reported-

use tasks. PD highlights the extent to which geographically bounded, and socially 

contingent language ideologies are situated to particular places, times and people. PD 

also reveals perceptions of ethnic, social and linguistic diversity across space. The 

scope of the field includes social dialects, subcultural styles and other languages that 

may be tied to social geography of a place as well, painting a more complete picture 

of variation across speech communities (Benson 2003: 327). PD builds upon and 

extends the range of language attitudes research by providing a more contextualised 

setting in which to interpret respondents’ perceptions. By specifically addressing 

perceptions of geographical distribution of language variation and enabling 

comparison with dialectological findings, the study of folk-linguistic perceptions adds 

depth otherwise missed to linguistic study (Montgomery 2012a: 638).  
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Chapter 3: Australian English variation 

3.1 Introduction  

This chapter provides an overview of AusE as a variety of English, focusing on its 

development and exploring the different forms of variation that have been studied – 

paying particular attention to instances of recognised linguistic, sociocultural, and 

perceptual variation. Section 3.2 situates the reader to the development of English in 

Australia through the Dynamic Model of Postcolonial Englishes. Section 3.3 explores 

previously conducted linguistic variation in AusE, looking at lexical, phonetic, and 

other identified forms of variation. In keeping with sociolinguistic conventions, I use 

the Wells (1982) standard lexical set to describe pronunciation variation in this 

chapter. The review of speech differences in this Chapter forms the basis for much of 

the discussion of the perceived linguistic findings in Chapter 5. Section 3.4 looks at 

elements of sociocultural variation in AusE, particularly focusing on social-class, 

urban-rural, Aboriginal, and Migrant influences. Section 3.5 examines perceptual 

variation in AusE. By investigating ideological stances within Australia, such as the 

cultural cringe, egalitarianism, and other cultural mythscapes uncovered in 

perceptual studies, this section shows the relevance and importance of perceptual 

studies in sociolinguistic studies. 

3.2 Australian English as a postcolonial variety of English 

From early on in Australian history, linguists noted regional homogeneity across 

AusE (Mitchell and Delbridge 1965a, 1965b; Bernard 1969, 1989; Blair 1993; Cochrane 

1989; Fritz 2007; Leitner 2004). For example, in the first edition of the Macquarie 

Dictionary, Bernard (1981: 19) stated:  

The picture is of a widespread homogeneity stretching from Cairns to Hobart, from 

Sydney to Perth, a uniformity of pronunciation extending over a wider expanse than 

anywhere else in the world. 
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While some linguists argue this homogeneity is due to the English variety’s 

young age or its internal movement patterns (Leitner 2004), others are more inclined 

to view this absence of regional variation as deriving from an intentional focus on 

similarity at the expense of variation (Schneider 2003).  

The progression of AusE from an imported colonial language to a fully 

autonomous variety has been examined through the Dynamic Model of Postcolonial 

Englishes (Schneider 2003, 2007). The Dynamic Model of Postcolonial Englishes is a 

theory which explores similar patterns of language use and perceptions found across 

colonial varieties of English by taking into account historical and socio-political 

events, language ecologies, and local and global social identities. The Dynamic Model 

has five phases: Foundation, Exonormative stabilisation, Nativisation, 

Endonormative stabilisation, and Differentiation. Each phase progresses into the next, 

seeing the language variety and its speakers becoming less dependent as a colony and 

more independent as a sovereign nation with its own diverse English language 

variety. The focus on internal stability, local standards and linguistic confidence 

described above by Bernard (1981) aligns with phase 4: Endonormative Stabilisation 

(Schneider 2007). Schneider (2007) posits that Australia has recently left phase 4 and 

has entered phase 5 of the diversification cycle of postcolonial Englishes. English in 

phase 5 is categorised by differentiation, political and ideological stability, therefore 

allowing room for the internal diversification of language and identity. Regional, 

ethnic, and social identities take precedence over the national identity. However, 

linguists and non-linguists are still arguing over the presence of AusE dialect 

diversification, and thus a conservative argument may be that Australia is on the cusp 

of phase 5. 

The dialects across Australia and – perhaps more importantly – perceptions 

towards these dialects, are changing, but the process is slow and still met with 

resistance. As Australia enters the 21st century, the focus on nationalistic identity and 

dialect homogeneity is lessening (Blair 1993; Collins and Blair 2001). This shift to 

reported dialect diversification has been present in much of the last 30 years’ worth of 
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AusE dialect literature, and has been demonstrated in the recognition of Indigenous, 

ethnic, and regional varieties of AusE and Australian culture (Moore 2008). 

3.3 Linguistic variation of Australian English 

3.3.1 Earlier work on lexical variation 

Dictionaries of Australianisms have been a part of Australian culture and folklore for 

most of the time English has been in Australia. The first of these dictionaries was self-

published by Vaux in 1819 (McLachlan 1964), and many publications on the topic have 

followed (Morris 1898; Baker 1945; Wilkes 1990; Hornadge 1980; Keesing 1982; Blair 

1989). Australian dictionaries include The Macquarie Dictionary (Delbridge et al. 1981), 

The Australian National Dictionary (AND1) (Ramson 1988) and the follow up second 

edition (AND2) (Moore 2016), and The Macquarie Book of Slang (Lambert 2000). A 

collaboration between the Macquarie Dictionary and the Australian Broadcasting 

Corporation (ABC) resulted in the Australian Word Map (AWM), a formerly dynamic 

website where the general Australian public could record Australian regionalisms 

(Butler 2005). The AWM is now closed to new entries, but the results are hosted on the 

Macquarie Dictionary website (Butler 2005). Specific regional dictionaries have 

addressed lexical variation at the state level as well. Brooks and Ritchie (1994) 

examined Western Australian terms as well as Tasmanian terms (1995). Jauncey (2004) 

discussed South Australian regionalisms, while a collection of Queensland 

regionalisms was compiled and edited by Robinson (2001). Despite the quantity of 

descriptive AusE studies, Görlach (1988/1991) noted a lack of empirical research on 

AusE heteronyms.  

The most comprehensive study of regional variation in AusE was conducted 

by Bryant (1985, 1989, 1992, 1997). She identified three different forms of AusE words 

(Australia-wide, elective, or regional), which fell into two different classes of regional 

distribution. AusE words were either distributed Australia-wide or regionally. If 

terms were distributed regionally, those regional distributions could either occur as 
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elective words, existing as synonyms alongside the Australia-wide term, or as the sole 

obligatory regional term, which she labelled regional words. According to Bryant 

(1992), elective and obligatory regional terms were mutually exclusive.2  

Bryant (1992) compared 72 Australian terms across different regions of 

Australia, which resulted in the first attempt to create lexical isoglosses of dialect 

regions across Australia and the subsequent assignment of regional dialect areas. She 

found there were four primary dialect regions across Australia, as shown in Map 3.1 

below. I have enhanced the map with colour to improve legibility of the image. 

 
Map 3.1 Lexical usage regions of AusE (Bryant 1992: 304) 

 
 
2 In this thesis, Bryant’s use of elective regional terms and obligatory regional terms have been 

modified to elective terms (elective regional terms) and regional terms (obligatory regional terms). 
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The Northeast region encompassed the states of both New South Wales and 

Queensland, with New South Wales and Queensland considered individual 

subregions. As individual subregions, the states’ speakers shared many variants, but 

also differed considerably. The South-East region included Victoria, Tasmania, and 

the Riverina area of southern New South Wales. Subregions for the South-East were 

the South-East mainland and Tasmania. The third region identified was the South-

Centre region, which was southeast South Australia and the neighbouring western 

areas of Victoria and New South Wales. The final region was the South-West, which 

was the entirety of southwestern Western Australia. Bryant (1992) had insufficient 

information for other regions of Australia, so she did not include northern Western 

Australia or the Northern Territory in her discussion of regional dialects. 

Bryant (1992) identified minor mixed regions. Canberra was listed as taking on 

both northeastern and southeastern characteristics, as its physical location is entirely 

within New South Wales, but it has historical ties to Melbourne through its early 

development as the capital. Broken Hill was another region which was identified as 

economically and geographically closer to South Australia (White 1968:95). It was 

originally settled from Adelaide, is geographically closer to Adelaide than Sydney, 

and is the only NSW region to use central standard time. Although she only had one 

respondent born and raised in Darwin, she found that person’s lexical use was a mix 

of South-Centre, South-Eastern, Queensland, and North-Eastern terms. 

Bryant (1992) identified a number of reasons as to why variation has remained 

unnoticed for so long in Australia. She found that within Australia vast regions 

encompassed single dialect terms which meant people might not come into contact 

with other variants regularly. Unrecognised regional terms were often humble terms, 

for example mainly discussing childhood or home life (see Kurath 1972). Due to the 

settlement patterns and early increases in geographic mobility, Australia did not 

develop traditional rural dialects of English in the same way BrE or early AmE had 

(Chambers and Trudgill 1992; see the Survey of English Dialects (Orton 1962) and 

American Linguistic Atlas Project (Kurath 1939)).  
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Bryant (1992) found that recognition of variation was hindered by the presence 

of regionally synonymous and homonymous terms. She identified cases of what she 

called neighbouring homonymy, where different variants in neighbouring regions 

have the same name. Footpath in the three southern regions does not mean the same 

thing as footpath in the northeast; and spinach and silverbeet were considered different 

vegetables by Northeast and Southeast respondents: “Many SE speakers were 

adamant that NE speakers were wrong when they call different but related things by 

these names” (Bryant 1992: 329). This perceived incorrectness was simply a case of 

unrecognised regional variation in term use. 

Beyond Bryant’s work on regional lexical variation, there have been few studies 

conducted in the AusE dialectology space. Seal (1999) compared regional variation 

across a number of children’s lexical items. Oliver, McKay, and Rochecouste (2002) 

used Bryant’s list of terms to look exclusively at school children’s lexical terms in WA. 

Public interest in the topic of lexical variation has waxed and waned in the media, 

with Bryant providing a number of interviews regarding the state of AusE 

regionalisms. Public interest also led to the creation of the Australian Word Map, a joint 

project of the Macquarie Dictionary and the ABC, which collected and recorded terms 

and idioms from around Australia (Butler 2005). The Australian Word Map went into 

more detail than Bryant’s (1992) dissertation, listing 27 regional language divisions. 

The regional divisions were determined by Macquarie Dictionary in accordance with 

mapped patterns of colonial settlement in Australia (Butler 2005). 

Most recently, the Linguistics Roadshow, a secondary school engagement 

program in Victoria, went viral with its short online questionnaire of lexical variation 

in Australia, leading to over 20,000 people taking part in the study (Billington, Gawne, 

Jepson, and Vaughn 2015). While not originally conducted for dialectological 

purposes, the popularity of the survey reignited the interest in AusE regional 

variation. However, while there is obvious interest in the topic across the Australian 

public, there have been no major studies of lexical variation across Australia for nearly 

30 years. This thesis is intended to fill this gap on lexical variation studies in AusE. 
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3.3.2 Phonetic variation 

For many varieties of English around the world, phonetic variation is expressed 

regionally, however in AusE, phonetic variation has been described as having a 

stronger socio-stylistic continuum of accents than regional variation. Mitchell and 

Delbridge (1965a), identified the pronunciation spectrum of Cultivated, General and 

Broad accents with social class, linking to upper, middle, and working classes, 

respectively. Their work with Australian high school students remains one of the most 

comprehensive investigation of AusE phonology to date (Collins 2014).  

 While the works of Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a) formed the foundation of 

research into AusE phonetic and social class variation studies, their signature variants 

of Cultivated, General, and Broad accents are widely viewed today as outdated.3 

Horvath (1985) was the first to systematically correlate the pronunciation spectrum 

continuum of AusE with social and cultural factors. She looked at social class, gender 

and ethnic parameters of the Cultivated-Broad continuum, using principal 

components analysis (PCA) to establish four sociolectal divisions of AusE: Ethnic 

Broad, Broad, General, and Cultivated. The macro social variables of gender and social 

class were also used to explore correlations with the four sociolectal divisions. 

Horvath found, for example, that working-class men used more Broad features while 

middle-class women used more Cultivated features.  

While regional phonological differences are less marked than sociolectal 

variation, they have been recognised as growing. Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a), for 

example, maintained that their data at that time did not contain sufficient evidence to 

show regional dialect variation. Likewise, Harrington, Cox, and Evans (1997) 

discovered considerable overlap in phonetic realisations across Broad, General, and 

Cultivated speech. More recent research has revealed sociocultural and regional 

 
 
3 See Cox and Fletcher (2017) for a more current understanding of AusE phonetic variation. 
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variation across both consonant and vowel pronunciation. This section will examine 

the three most well-documented phonetic features exhibiting regional variation: the 

TRAP-BATH split and l-vocalisation in South Australia and the CELERY-SALARY 

merger in Victoria. 

TRAP-BATH split 

The TRAP-BATH split is one of the most studied features of AusE phonology (Bradley 

1980, 1991; Horvath and Horvath 2001a). Wells (1982: 233) identified variation in 

BATH and TRAP vowels, noting that many Australians use the TRAP vowel while 

others use the broad-a “in all the BATH words, as do New Zealanders and South 

Africans”. Marked variation between short-a (TRAP) and broad-a (BATH) vowels 

have long been recognised in AusE. Mitchell (1958: 66) mentioned that /æ/ was found 

in the majority of speakers as well as among younger speakers, while older, more 

conservative speakers used /a/. Bradley (1989, 2008) found the BATH vowel to be a 

marker of high socioeconomic class and formality. This view was also shared with 

Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a), who described broad-a as “a sign of pedantry, 

snobbishness, or of undue striving for effect”.  

This variation is recognised outside of Australia as well. Wells (1982: 79) 

identified the TRAP-BATH split as a feature of “indexical importance in 

distinguishing high vs popular accents in the north of England”. The BATH vowel is 

regarded as the affected form, typically associated with high class or British forms. 

Bradley (2008) notes that: “Many Australians have quite strong negative feelings 

about…these words, which also reflects an increasing departure from the former RP-

as-superposed-prestige-norm situation”. 

There is noted regional variation in the TRAP-BATH split in Australia as well, 

which can be seen in Map 3.2 from the recently conducted linguistics roadshow 
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survey (Billington et al. 2015).4  The map shows the pronunciation ‘dance rhymes with 

aunts’ was more commonly reported by speakers in South Australia than elsewhere.  

 
Map 3.2 Linguistics Roadshow map showing TRAP-BATH split (Billington et al. 2015) 

The regional distribution is said to reflect social and historical characteristics of 

colonial Australian settlement, as well as the change in southeastern BrE which 

occurred during the time of this settlement (Bradley 1991). Regions settled early in the 

19th century and mainly by people of lower social status (such as Sydney and Brisbane) 

use a higher proportion of the TRAP vowel. Both Melbourne and Adelaide were 

settled in the mid-19th century. The primary difference between the two cities was 

 
 
4 The TRAP-PALM split was also recognised in pronunciations of place names such as Castlemaine, 

Newcastle, Albany, and the Mall. For example, Newcastle and Castlereagh are locally pronounced with 

the BATH vowel in NSW, while Castlemaine in Victoria is locally pronounced with a TRAP vowel. 
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Adelaide’s establishment as an entirely free-settler colony, while Melbourne had some 

penal settlement. Table 3.1 shows percentages of reported use of the TRAP vowel 

among different words across Australian cities. The highest reported use of the TRAP 

vowel was recorded in Brisbane, while the lowest recorded use was in Mt Gambier 

and Adelaide. This table also demonstrates the phonetic conditioning of the variation 

preceding a nasal + consonant (/nd/ /ns/, /nt/, /ntʃ/, and /mpl/) in AusE (Horvath and 

Horvath 2001a: 342). 

 
Table 3.1 TRAP vowel regional distribution by city (Horvath and Horvath 2001a: 352)  

Horvath and Horvath (2001a: 352) argued that use of the TRAP vowel in 

Australia was primarily a geolectal feature rather than a sociolectal one in their study, 

which controlled for socioeconomic status.  

CELERY-SALARY merger5 

A noted feature of Victorian speech is the loss of contrast between /e/ and /æ/ in pre-

lateral contexts. Postvocalic /l/ pairs, such as ellen-allen, pellet-pallet, and telly-tally, are 

becoming homophonous (Bradley 2008; Cox and Palethorpe 2004; Loakes, Hajek, and 

Fletcher 2010a, 2010b; Loakes, Clothier, Hajek, and Fletcher 2014; Elvin, Williams, and 

Escudero 2016). The merger appears to occur across the state of Victoria, as it has been 

 
 
5 While Wells (1982) would refer to this as the DRESS-TRAP merger, I have changed the name to 

align with more commonly used terms in the AusE phonetic literature. CELERY-SALARY is used 

predominantly in the AusE phonetic literature as most instances of this merger in AusE occur 

prelaterally (Cox and Palethorpe 2004).  
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identified as occurring in Melbourne (Loakes et al. 2010a, 2010b; Billington 2011), 

Wangaratta in north-east Victoria (Cox and Palethorpe 2004); and Warrnambool in 

south-west Victoria (Loakes et al. 2014). 

Cox and Palethorpe (2004) looked at rural Australian speech in southern NSW 

and Northern VIC towns bordering the Murray River. They found the CELERY-

SALARY merger was present in the speech of all the Victorian respondents but none 

of the NSW respondents. Loakes et al. (2010) found that listeners from Victoria were 

more likely to confuse or misperceive /el/–/æl/ stimuli, which was not found anywhere 

else in Australia.  

Social variation and internal conditions have also been recognised as 

influencing for the CELERY-SALARY merger. Bradley (1989), for example, discovered 

the merger was more common in spontaneous speech, by men, and in lower 

socioeconomic groups. Loakes et al. (2014) also recognised age and gender findings of 

the feature. Meanwhile, Loakes, Hajek, and Fletcher (2011) identified Victorians to 

have /el/–/æl/ transposition, raising occurring in the first syllable of words such as 

alcohol and albert to [εl] rather than [æl]. Billington (2011) also noted the feature was 

related to the lowering of the short/lax front vowels in Melbourne compared to the 

rest of Australia. The merger has been identified in numerous other English-speaking 

countries around the world such as South Africa, the USA, Canada, and New Zealand 

(Thomas and Hay 2005). The regional breadth of the variation led Loakes et al. (2014) 

to suggest this to be a case of shared spontaneous innovation rather than contact 

diffusion.  

L-vocalisation 

While much of the phonetic research focuses on vowels, consonant features such as l-

realisation, have also been studied in AusE. The most studied consonant feature in 

AusE has been l-vocalisation (Borowsky 2001; Borowsky and Horvath 1997; Horvath 

and Horvath 2001b, 2002). This feature is noted as both postvocalic /l/ vocalisation and 

also vocalisation of syllabic /l/ (as in pickle).  
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A number of researchers have identified l-vocalisation as a feature of South 

Australian speech. D’Onghia (1995) recognised the feature as most frequently 

occurring in South Australian speech, with a frequency of 40% in words such as fill, 

feel, and fool. Oasa (1989) also identified l-vocalisation as a feature most prominent in 

Adelaide speech. Vocalisation in words such as pickle also occur most frequently in 

South Australia (around 60%) (Horvath and Horvath 2001b).  

Studies of l-vocalisation have found geographical and age-related variation 

present in AusE. Geography was the strongest effect in the Australasian study of l-

vocalisation by Horvath and Horvath (2002). Below-average rates of l-vocalisation 

were found in Melbourne and Brisbane, while above-average rates of l-vocalisation 

were identified in Mount Gambier, Adelaide, Hobart, and all regions measured in 

New Zealand. In terms of age, all Australian and New Zealand regions except 

Melbourne showed increased l-vocalisation among younger respondents (Borowsky 

and Horvath 1997).  

GOAT-GOOSE centralisation 

Pre-lateral vowels in words such as school and goal are fully back and 

monophthongised in South Australian speech, while these vowels are less rounded 

and tend to be more centralised and diphthongised elsewhere in Australia (Bradley 

2008). There is a sharper difference in South Australia compared to NSW and QLD. 

Elvin et al. (2016) also noted variation in the pre-lateral GOOSE vowel realisation also 

occurring between NSW and VIC.  

3.3.3 Other forms of linguistic variation 

High rising terminal 

Beyond phonetic and lexical variation, research into AusE shows variation in prosody, 

morphology, syntax, and discourse features. High rising terminal (HRT) also known 

as uptalk, high rising terminal/tone, rising tone, and AQI (Australian questioning 

intonation) has been one of the more recognised prosodic features of AusE (McGregor 
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and Palethorpe 2008; Fletcher, Grabe, and Warren 2005; Warren 2016). AusE speakers 

are noted to use declaratives with HRT in contexts where other varieties of English 

would use a falling tone (Fletcher and Harrington 2001). Declarative HRT has been 

observed in UK, USA, Canadian, and NZ varieties of English (Warren 2016). Fletcher 

and Harrington (2001) found HRT is not identical to yes/no question tone.  

The feature is relatively young and increasing in use. Guy, Horvath, Vonwiller, 

Daisley, and Rogers (1986) identified HRT as having an interactive function, where 

HRT was used to check continuously for understanding. Britain (1992) argues HRT 

functions as a politeness marker used to emphasise speaker-hearer solidarity. Horvath 

(1985: 132) defined the meaning of HRT as “by using such tones a speaker requests the 

heightened participation of the listener” (emphasis in original). Similarly, Guy and 

Vonwiller (1984) found the feature appears more often in narratives, storytelling and 

semantically complex interactions. 

HRT is a salient and often stigmatised marker in many places where it is 

present. In Australia, HRT was originally associated with teenage girls from lower-

socioeconomic and/or immigrant backgrounds (Guy et al. 1986; Horvath 1985; 

Kiesling 2005). Kiesling (2005), for example, suggested that the feature was being 

spread by Greek immigrants due to higher recorded use in those communities. 

Prescriptivist language writers have described speakers who use HRT as having 

reduced language competency (Watson 2003). Allan (1984) also reported that the use 

of HRT made speakers sound hesitant, lacking in confidence, and of low social 

standing. 

Harrington et al. (1997), found respondents associated use of HRT with young 

women, marking low-prestige and Broad variety speech, and Fletcher and Loakes 

(2006) also noted the stigmatisation of HRT in AusE. On the other hand, instrumental 

studies by Fletcher and Harrington (2001) and Fletcher et al. (2005) found that young 

men, older people, and General accent speakers used HRT most often. Regardless of 

the populations associated with the term, Fletcher and Loakes (2006) identified the 

feature as heavily stigmatised in AusE. 
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Hypocoristics 

The primary focus of lexical morphology research in AusE has been on hypocoristic 

forms, such as when the suffixes -ie and -o (e.g., bikkie for biscuit, Jonno for John) are 

added to names and common nouns (Dabke 1976, Austin 2006).6 The most common 

forms of hypocoristics in AusE are -ie, -o, and one-syllable clippings (Simpson 2004; 

Kidd, Kemp, and Quinn 2011; Kidd, Kemp, Kashima, and Quinn 2016). According to 

Bauer (2002), -ie endings might come from Scottish English/Modern Scots, while 

Simpson (2001) posits the suffix -o may come from Irish English.  

Taylor (1992) proposed that the difference between hypocoristic suffixes was 

determined morphologically rather than semantically. Wierzbicka (1984) and 

McAndrew (1992) argue there are differences in meanings and use, suggesting -ie 

forms denote affection, familiarity and solidarity while -o forms denote roughness and 

anti-intellectualism. Similarly, Chevalier (2006) identified -ie as an expression of 

childishness or femininity and mateship while -o marked Australianness and 

masculinity. Penry Williams (2011) found Melbourne respondents associated the use 

of hypocoristics with casual and familiar speech. 

ING realisation 

There have been several studies of ING or g-dropping in AusE (Shnukal 1982; Shopen 

1978; Bradley and Bradley 1979). The name ‘g-dropping’ is in fact a misnomer. The 

variable ING is derived from the Old English present participle suffix -inde/-ende and 

the verbal noun -inge/-ynge (Hazen 2006; Labov 2001; Liberman 2004). These forms 

merged into the modern -ing suffix by the 19th century (Labov 2001). The use of the 

velar vs the coronal final consonant pronunciation is found to occur in nearly all 

 
 
6 Alternatively, Penry Williams (2011:259) calls this feature clippings and acknowledges there are 

many names for this feature of AusE morphosyntax including: ‘shortenings, diminutives, 

abbreviations, truncation or hypocoristics’. 
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English speakers to varying degrees, depending on formality, social class, type of 

speech, etc. Labov (1966) found g-dropping to be a more common feature of working- 

and lower-class speech and to be most common in casual speech. The realisation of 

ING varies from the prestige form /ɪŋ/ to the informal form /ən/ (Wells 1982).  

Shnukal (1982) also identified the realisation of [ɪŋ] to [ɪŋk] in -thing forms to 

be a socially and regionally marked variable. Words such as somethink and everythink 

were found to be more frequent in informal speech, lower social status speakers, and 

around mining towns in the Hunter Valley region of NSW. In Cessnock, for example, 

the overall frequency of [ɪŋk] pronunciation was around 60%. Bradley and Bradley 

(1979) found this feature was not widely used elsewhere in Australia. Shopen (1978) 

noted that use of the alveolar variant was negatively perceived by Australian 

respondents and was associated with being ‘ocker’, uneducated and careless. Penry 

Williams (2011: 288) found Melbourne respondents’ use of the velar ending indexed 

“effortful, formal and educated speech”, while the use of the alveolar ending indexed 

“easy-going, casual, uneducated speech”.  

Tag question eh 

The use of the tag question eh is often more widely recognised as a feature of Canadian 

English (CanE) (Avis 1972) and New Zealand English (NZE) (Meyerhoff 1994). The 

research conducted on the tag question in CanE have found the feature to be used in 

informal speech and among lower-class, rural men with lower educational 

achievement (Gold 2005). Meyerhoff (1994) identified the use of the tag question eh 

was pronounced with a rising pitch, similar to HRT. 

There are however instances of the eh – often orthographically written as <ay> 

or <hey> – in AusE. The AWM entry for ‘eh’ described the tag as used in “expressing 

inquiry or surprise or inviting assent. Usually the latter in Queensland!” (Butler 2005). 

Contributors on the page reported the feature in Queensland, while those from within 

Queensland reported the feature was used in North Queensland.  
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Final but 

Final but is recognised as a nonstandard discourse marker found in AusE (Butler 2005; 

Peters 1995). Peters (1995: 102) described final but as less ‘accepted’ and ‘colloquial’. 

Mulder (2002) recognised final but as a stereotyped feature in Australia, while Mulder 

and Thompson (2006) studied written text, internet forums, corpora, and spoken data 

to identify instances of final but in AusE. Mulder and Thompson (2006: 3) provide the 

following example of literary dialogue use of the feature in O’Fear by Peter Corris 

(1991: 100):7 

Bradley slapped the tops of his thighs. “mine accident,” he said. “Both legs buggered 

for good. Compo’s coming through, but.” 

I nodded. “No hope?” I said. “Physio? Operation?” 

“Stuffed,” he said. “Mind you, I miss the fishing more than the bloody work.” 

As shown in the quote above, speakers use final but at the end of a sentence to 

soften its impact for the listener (Peters 1995: 65). Mulder and Thompson (2006: 16) 

likened the use of final but to that of final though. Mulder and Thompson (2008) and 

Mulder, Thompson, and Penry Williams (2009) found final but to be a fully 

grammaticalised discourse particle recognised as a feature of contemporary 

nonstandard AusE, which they claim indexes Australianness.  

3.4 Sociocultural variation of Australian English 

3.4.1 Social class variation  

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the most prominently documented form is social 

variation, originating with the works of Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a) who 

 
 

7 Emphasis not original but added for clarity. 
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introduced three broad sociolects – Broad, General, and Cultivated AusE. The original 

work by Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a) included five different sociolects, which they 

reduced to three broader categories. Research using subject reaction tests (SRTs) 

began in Australia during the 1980s (e.g. Ball, Gallois, and Callan 1989). The 

methodology was developed as a way to examine unconscious perceptions to 

language in the field of social psychology of language (Lambert et al. 1960). In this 

research, a speaker listens to different speakers reading the same passage and assigns 

ratings to each speaker based on pre-determined scales. While some tests use the same 

speaker adopting different accents (matched guise tests), this technique has not been 

generally adopted in Australia. AusE social psychology research has focused on 

comparing ethnic varieties of AusE to neutral or Anglo-AusE (see Callan, Gallois, and 

Forbes 1983; Gallois and Callan 1981, 1989; Gallois, Callan, and Johnstone 1984).  

SRT research has also examined attitudes towards speakers along the AusE 

sociolect continuum. Research in the 1980s reported that respondents rated Cultivated 

AusE most highly on status measures (Eltis 1989; Seggie, Fulmizi, and Stewart 1982; 

Berechree and Ball 1979), and Broad AusE highly on solidarity measures (Seggie et al. 

1982). These findings demonstrate that, at that time, the Cultivated accent was 

considered the prestige norm. However, in a dissertation ten years later, Al-Hindawe 

(1998: 166) discovered that although Cultivated AusE rated highly for certain status 

features on SRTs, “interview results indicated that the [General] sociolect is 

considered to be both the best and the nicest sociolect to have”. There have been many 

different types of studies performed which have examined these categories, including 

anecdotal and lexical studies (Moore 2008; Butler 2001). 

While many early studies have focused around the inclusion of the socio-

stylistic continuum, more recent publications have voiced concerns regarding overuse 

of these categories and the misrepresentation and inaccuracy of these divisions (e.g. 

Bradley 1980; Kiesling 2007; Lee 1989; Cox 1999; Horvath 1985). There have also been 

systematic phonetic variationist works performed by Kiesling (2004, 2007) and 

Horvath (1985), which have produced slightly different categorical classifications 
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from those of the early 1960s. Horvath (1985), for example, discovered Ethnic Broad 

as a fourth sociolectal group. Cox (1999) produced a fine-grained phonetic analysis 

replicating the work of Mitchell and Delbridge (1965a) and discovered inconsistencies 

within their original phonetic analyses as well as dialect change over time.  

One example of the continued representation of these categories can found in 

Penry Williams’ (2011) thesis; she initially contests their value: “These categories have 

been entrenched in the literature, although little has been done to confirm their 

validity…it is problematic that these categories have been maintained despite their 

age and critiques which suggest serious limitations” (Penry Williams 2011: 71-73). 

However, she goes on to use the sociolects in her thesis: “Despite the reservations 

expressed here, using Broad, General and Cultivated in this thesis is unavoidable as so 

many researchers have relied upon them” (2011: 73). The sociolect continuum should 

be viewed as part of AusE speakers’ greater linguistic repertoire; AusE speakers are 

no more restricted to use of one sociolect for all situations than speakers of any other 

language.  

3.4.2 Urban-rural variation 

Another factor reflected by the sociolect continuum is reflected in the distinction 

between the city and the bush, which has always been an important part of Australian 

social history (Butler 2001). Bromhead (2011) recognised the bush as a cultural keyword 

in AusE, which evokes themes of Australian settler culture and a strong relationship 

with the natural landscape. This distinction has separated the ideologies of urban 

Australia from that of the nostalgic bush, which is exemplified in the following quote 

cited by Moore (2008: 110) of a passage from 1905. This quote demonstrates the societal 

distinction established between city dwellers and those outside the city:  

The Australian of the cities speaks of the rest of his continent as ‘the bush’. The 

dwellers in the agricultural country speak of the district further inland as the ‘back 

country’. Those themselves in the back country have behind them a land, partly 
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unknown, and therefore attractive to the adventurous, which they call the ‘Never-

Never-Land’.  

This distinction was discussed in direct opposition to one another by Davison 

(1982) who described the bush and the city as the two places in Australia where people 

can live. The bush was also depicted as the place of Aboriginal Australians (Prichard 

1967; Lawson 1948). 

Linguistically, this distinction between urban and rural has been difficult to 

describe, and few studies have been able to show a marked dialect difference between 

city and bush speech, at least phonetically. Bradley (1989:  262) describes this 

difference as “country speakers do tend more towards the Broad end of the continuum 

than native Melbournians of comparable socioeconomic backgrounds”. Rural 

Australians used Broad vowels more than urban Australians (Mitchell and Delbridge 

1965). Bradley (2008) did notice that while rural areas continue to show different social 

characteristics in speech from neighbouring urban areas, rural surrounds of a capital 

city show the same regional phonological characteristics as that capital city. 

Perceptually, people from the bush have been considered to be more narrow-

minded than multicultural city dwellers (Forrest and Dunn 2010: 81). Thematically, 

people of the bush are considered tough, masculine battlers (Moore 2011). The figure 

of Mick Dundee played by Paul Hogan in the 1986 film Crocodile Dundee is emblematic 

of the bush (Curthoys 2000; Bromhead 2011). The bush has a special affinity within 

Australian culture. Ward (1974: 1) claimed the “Australian spirit is somehow 

intimately connected with the bush”. This thesis will examine the differences between 

urban and regional respondents.  

3.4.3 Aboriginal English, Mixed Languages and Creoles 

In addition to social class and urban-rural distinctions, Aboriginal-influenced 

Englishes are significant varieties of AusE. Aboriginal Englishes (AbE) are Indigenous 

varieties of English, which has distinctive grammatical items, vocabulary and 
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pronunciation separate from AusE (Malcolm 2018; Blair 1989; Moore 2008; Eagleson 

1982). There is a vast continuum of varieties spoken by Indigenous Australians from 

the Torres Strait to Tasmania. Regional variation has been documented in AbE, 

depending on the Australian language or dialect from which AbE was influenced. 

There exists a spectrum of stylistic variation “ranging from contact jargon, pidgin, and 

creole to post-creole Aboriginal English” (Holm 1988-1989: 538). There are many AbE 

varieties that range on a continuum from ‘light’ varieties close to AusE (acrolectal 

varieties) to ‘heavy’ varieties close to creoles (basilectal varieties) (Eades 1996). The 

acrolectal varieties tend to be spoken in more urban areas, while the basilectal varieties 

tend to be spoken in more remote areas of Australia (Eades 1996). Many speakers are 

multilingual or multidialectal, with AbE serving as one variety spoken within the 

community. 

The development of AbE is complex, with many different historical, social and 

linguistic factors involved. When the First Fleet arrived in Sydney, over 250 

Aboriginal languages with over 600 dialects were spoken across Australia (Koch and 

Nordlinger 2014). In the early years of colonisation, there was documentation of AusE 

pidgin used for trading and general communication between settlers and Aboriginal 

Australians (Dixon 1980; Kaldor and Malcolm 1985). AusE pidgin developed as a 

lingua franca for the Aboriginal people as colonisation expanded and traditional 

languages disappeared (Eades 1996: 133). AbE varieties are thought to be the most 

widely used languages used by Aboriginal peoples when traditional languages or 

creoles are not spoken.  

In addition to AbE, traditional languages, mixed languages and creoles still 

exist in different parts of Australia (Meakins 2014). There are two main creoles spoken 

in Australia: Kriol and Cape York Creole (Malcolm 2007). Both of these forms 

developed through the process of creolisation from AusE pidgin. Kriol is now spoken 

across the Northern Territory, North-West Queensland, and the Kimberley region of 

Western Australia, while Cape York Creole is spoken in the Torres Strait and Cape 

York Peninsula (Malcolm 2007). Kriol is still used by over 100 Aboriginal communities 
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and has diverged so far from AusE pidgin that the language is no longer mutually 

intelligible with AusE (Moore 2008).  

AbE serves a variety of cultural and linguistic functions for its speakers. It is a 

shared form of expression, and it maintains a meaning system which links its speakers 

to their histories and serves as a marker of Aboriginal culture (Dixon 1980; Walsh and 

Yallop 1993, 2005). Use of AbE also plays an important part of pan-Australian 

Aboriginal identity, where it is embraced as an identity marker to signal Aboriginality 

(Eades 1996: 135). For example, Harkins (1994) found that for speakers of AbE as a 

second or additional language in a Central Australian community near Alice Springs, 

the use of AbE was perceived as a way of communicating cross-culturally between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities. Likewise, Eades (1983, 1988) found that 

Aboriginal lexical items provided context and understanding of Aboriginal culture in 

southeast Queensland speech. This could result in koineisation occurring across 

Australia, as culturally integrated and mobile speech communities, where Aboriginal 

Australians are expressing perceived commonality through dialect (Malcolm 2007).  

3.4.4 Ethnic and Migrant Englishes 

Prior to the 1970s, the strong societal push across Australia for monolingualism and 

national identity, led to the assimilation of immigrant languages to AusE. The final 

dismantling of the White Australia policy in the 1970s led to increased migration from 

Asia and the Middle East. Horvath’s (1985) study of Sydney English was the first to 

point out ethnic varieties of AusE present in first- and second-generation speakers 

using dialect to mark ethnicity. Increased migration and established migrant 

communities have led to the development of these ethnic varieities into a stylistic 

continuum between family, culture, and nationalism.  

For speakers of Migrant Englishes, the structure, vocabulary and pronunciation 

are affected by their native languages (Moore 2008) and by the surroundings in which 

they find themselves after migration. The use of AusE or a migrant’s community 

language is partly determined by the parents’ competence in English; however, the 
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use of ethnic AusE (ethnolects) can occur as a marker of identity and solidarity with 

the speakers’ original language and culture. There has been variation in in-group and 

out-group use of ethnolects in Australia. Individuals and groups whose ethnic 

identity is salient have more ethnic marking in their language than those who have 

chosen to assimilate to Australian culture (Clyne et al. 2001). Some speakers will 

choose to employ or enhance ethnic variation. The derogatory term, wog, referring to 

foreigners from Europe and later the Middle East, has been reclaimed by some ethnic 

AusE speakers, particularly by younger, urban men and women. Wogspeak now serves 

the function for ethnic youth to separate themselves from both their parents and the 

dominant Anglo culture. This ‘pan-ethnic’ variety acts as a badge of identity (Warren 

1999). Recognised forms of ethnolects in Australia include Lebanese, Greek, Italian, 

and German (Moore 2008; Clyne et al. 2001). 

3.5 Variation in perceptions of Australian English 

While the inclusion of Migrant Englishes, AbE varieties, and other sociocultural forms 

of AusE are needed to further understand Australia as an English-speaking 

community, so too are perceptions of speech varieties. Non-linguist attitudes and 

perceptions to AusE remain an under-researched area of Australian linguistics 

(Willoughby, Starks, and Taylor-Leech 2013; Penry Williams 2011).  

It is first important to acknowledge that a lack of research on AusE perceptions 

does not mean a lack of perceptions toward AusE. There have always been 

perceptions and evaluations of AusE – not only in terms of the sociocultural variation 

as discussed above – but also in terms of regional variation. Figure 3.1 shows a cartoon 

depiction of people from different states printed in The Australian (Petty 1969).  
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Figure 3.1 Depictions of different Australian states by cartoonist Bruce Petty in The 

Australian8 

Another example of more recently conducted non-linguist regional variation 

work was printed in the University of New South Wales student newspaper, Tharunka, 

as shown in Figure 3.2 (2011). In Figure 3.2, Sydney’s geographic regions are described 

by people from five different areas of Sydney. These perceptual maps show 

widespread regional perceptions based on where people are from.  

 
 
8 The image in Figure 3.1 shows men across the bottom and women across the top from the same 

regions from L-R: ‘Tasmanian’, ‘Queenslander’, ‘Victorian’, ‘West Australian’, ‘South Australian’, 

and ‘NSW’.  
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Figure 3.2 ‘Sydney’ according to five different regions of Sydney. 
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The methods utilised in perceptual studies of AusE have focused on media 

studies, sociological and ethnographic studies of Australian nationalism, and social 

psychological studies of language attitudes. Only recently have studies begun to focus 

on the role of social meaning in AusE (Penry Williams 2011, Davidson 2014); and prior 

to this dissertation, no studies have explored perceptions of AusE on a national scale. 

In this section, I explore how studies of AusE identity have been incorporated into 

linguistic research on AusE.  

According to Cox and Fletcher (2017: 15), the earliest perceptions toward AusE 

as a new dialect were positive. They do not, however, provide any concrete examples 

of these positive perceptions. They claim negative attitudes toward AusE arrived in 

the 19th century after the development of RP in England. Ramson (1966) documented 

attitudes found in autobiographies from early Australian settlement days (through to 

the turn of the 19th century), showing that Broad AusE was viewed negatively. 

Journalists and the public who wrote to newspapers and journals also held 

prescriptivist attitudes against Broad speech until relatively recently, with some 

members of the public still holding onto such views. Reeve (1989) examined letters to 

the Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s radio magazine, ABC Weekly, through the 

1940s and 1950s, finding writers viewed the Australian accent very negatively, 

focused on correctness of speech, and held the language standard as external from 

Australia.  

Public use through acceptable broadcast accents enabled Price (2012) to 

conclude that there has been a change from BBC English accented broadcasts of the 

early 20th century to the presence and acceptance of authentic Australian accents in 

broadcasting today. Bradley and Bradley (2001) have found that the national 

broadcaster, the ABC, has increased the use of General AusE in broadcasts and that 

there has been an increase in Broad-accented Australians in comedy and politics over 

the last thirty years. 

Bell’s (2003) theory of mythscapes provides another method of exploring 

societal and cultural norms in AusE. Mythscapes can be defined as constantly 
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constructed and reconstructed myths created through national collective memories 

which are “rooted in an often-idealized bounded territory, for example a romanticized 

national landscape” (Bell 2003: 76). Beasley, Bulbeck, and McCarthy (2010) studied 

primary and school-aged children in Adelaide with regard to Australian identity and 

discovered students held vague and conflicting conceptualisations, or mythscapes, of 

Australian identity when analysing popular films. Tranter and Donoghue (2007, 2008) 

examined questions about Australian national identity from the 2003 Australian 

Survey of Social Attitudes, which found that Australian heroes identified as bushmen, 

diggers and soldiers embody romantic and rebellious aspects of Australian identity. 

Their characteristics of competitiveness and masculinity, which are typified by 

outlaws and bushrangers, suggest the emphasis has been placed on “physical rather 

than intellectual achievement” (Tranter and Donoghue 2007: 166). Tranter and 

Donoghue also proposed that mythscapes in Australia may be constructed differently 

by Australians of different backgrounds, noting “mythscapes which focus on 

Aboriginal peoples and multiculturalism are largely restricted to younger urban 

dwellers” (Willoughby et al. 2013: 37). 

Willoughby et al. (2013) is one of the first studies on AusE to examine overt 

perceptions through keyword analysis and their work has provided additional insight 

into Australian perceptions and identity. Willoughby et al. (2013) conducted the first 

study analysing overt perceptions to the phrase Australian English by documenting 

three keywords of over 600 Victorian and Queenslander high school students.9 They 

discovered that open-ended question design yielded “a variety of rich insights into 

the current views of Australian adolescents about Australian English” (Willoughby et 

al. 2013: 47). The students’ keywords fell into three types of categories: features, 

attitudes, and cultural references. They found that overall, AusE is associated with 

 
 
9 It is important to recognise a main limitation to these three studies: children can struggle to 

present sophisticated socio-political and even cultural responses to questions of national identity.  
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rural and informal lifestyles. The findings indicated AusE lacked high social status 

and evoked mixed responses for solidarity. Australian lifestyles and stereotypical 

linguistic features were recognised, and many respondents still identified the ‘cultural 

cringe’ involved in Australian identity.  

The cultural cringe can be described as “the widespread feeling of linguistic 

inferiority and insecurity in Australia” (Leitner 1984: 55). It has a long history in both 

Australia and New Zealand, arising from their colonial past and a sense of grudging 

inferiority of their accents compared to RP (Gordon and Deverson 1985). Bell (1982: 

246) referred to the cultural cringe as occurring when a dominant power exercised 

control over a colonised area: “the response of one country toward another country 

which has exercised (or still exercises) imperial power over it”. Phillipson (1992: 47) 

considers it a form of linguistic imperialism.  

More current research has indicated a shift in perceptions away from cultural 

cringe (Görlach 1997). Bradley and Bradley (2001) noted that Australian speakers of 

AusE were increasingly positive toward AusE as a variety. Penry Williams (2011) 

interpreted these findings as indicative of the existence of two competing social 

images: one of the idealised BrE norm (cultural cringe) and the other as an ocker AusE 

norm (solidarity focused).  

Solidarity in Australian cultural identity has also been expressed through the 

very anti-cultural cringe notions of acceptance of incorrectness, informality, vulgarity, 

and creativity in AusE language. Collins (2014: 464-465) identified the following 

aspects of language as cultural expressions of Australianness: the use of taboo terms 

such as racist expressions (wog, chink, pom, etc); prison expressions (bludger, stink, sort 

out, etc); colloquial creativity with swearing (shit-faced, up shit creek, shit a brick, etc); 

and creative insults (silly as a chook with its head cut off; lower than a snake’s belly; one 

sandwich short of a picnic; a kangaroo loose in the paddock). Allan and Burridge (2009: 385) 

noted that Australians “really do live up to their popular image of having an 

unusually rich and creative ‘bad’ language”. They describe the use of vulgar, 
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insulting, and abusive language to in fact be extreme forms of solidarity in Australian 

culture (Allan and Burridge 2009: 371).  

Another identity concept linked to both the cultural cringe and solidarity is the 

boganism. Bogan is a term used to describe a “person, generally from an outer suburb 

of a city or town and from a lower socio-economic background, viewed as uncultured” 

(Butler 2005). Portrayals of bogans have been very popular in Australian media for 

decades, including characters from The Castle and Kath & Kim. Nichols (2011) in his 

social critique and travelogue through 21st-century Australia, identifies the concept 

of the drunk, racist, rural bogan to be nothing more than an excuse for urban Australians 

to avoid rural areas. Rowen (2017) addressed boganism in Australia in her PhD thesis, 

identifying it as a negative social category from the 1980s, which was in the process of 

transforming into contemporary self-identified form of Australian nationalism into 

the 21st century. 

Mateship is another example of egalitarianism expressed in Australian culture. 

Within an Australian context, mateship implies egalitarianism and equality and an 

image of a working-class Anglo-Australian man (Alimoradian 2014). Penry Williams 

(2011) argued egalitarianism was indexed as a particularly Australian aspect of the 

culture but was not found in empirical research – rather with social contexts 

describing the culture. Others argue that egalitarianism can be identified linguistically 

as the preference toward a General Australian accent and away/y from the extremes 

of Broad and Cultivated accents (Bradley and Bradley 2001; Al-Hindawe 1998). The 

push towards the centre of the continuum might be an example of cutting down tall 

poppies (Peters 2004). This could in fact be part of the desire for cultural egalitarianism 

to be expressed through language (Kiesling 2004).  

Collins (2014) suggests the close relationship between Australian language and 

culture is reflected in the preservation of words such as cobber, and larrikin. As 

discussed earlier, the grammaticalized discourse feature final but has also been used 

to index Australianness (Mulder and Thompson 2008). Similarly, the use of vocative 

mate has been identified as quintessentially Australian and carries special resonance 
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culturally within Australia (Rendle-Short 2009; Moore 2010). Wierzbicka (1997: 101) 

went so far as to claim it as a key marker of Australianness: 

if one word had to be nominated as a key word in traditional Australian culture, few 

would hesitate to nominate the word mate… it is key to the Australian spirit, 

Australian national character. 

3.5.1 The impact of globalisation 

There is an ongoing shift from smaller regional spheres of influence to a larger more 

interconnected global environment, which has impacts on AusE identity (Crystal 

1997; Phillipson 2003). Meyerhoff and Niedzielski (2003) argue that this global 

development in language is occurring across all varieties of English, not just within 

Australia. Through popular culture, consumerism and entertainment, the spread of 

the English language and particularly American culture are ubiquitous (Phillipson 

2003; Evans 2005). Globalisation theorists often discuss the pervasive presence of US 

English and predict the outcome as a homogenised world English that resembles that 

of the US. According to Barber (1996: 84), “the global culture speaks English – or, 

better, American. In McWorld’s10 terms, the Queen’s English is little more today than 

a high-falutin dialect used by advertisers who want to reach affected upscale 

American consumers. AmE has become the world’s primary transnational language 

in culture and the arts as well as science, technology and commerce”. 

The impact of globalisation has been expressed within Australia particularly 

through discussion of the ‘Americanisation’ of language. There are numerous papers 

which have been written investigating the impact of AmE on AusE (Butler 2001; 

Ferguson 2008; Taylor 2001; Price 2006). Taylor (2001) notes this cultural ‘invasion’ is 

recognised by the general public and not just academic scholars. According to Bell and 

 
 
10 Emphasis added, as McWorld is not a name but a reference to American culture in Barber (1996). 
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Bell (1998: 5), the issue at hand is not America-specific, but applies to any threat to 

Australian nationalistic identity.  

Despite views of increasingly global influences of AusE, studies have shown 

consistent stereotypes of Australian culture held by both Australians and non-

Australians alike (Evans 2005). Garrett et al. (2005) noted the stereotypes of Australia 

were quite clearly defined for respondents from North America, the UK, and New 

Zealand. US respondents were influenced by the “respected laid-back toughness of 

Crocodile Dundee”, while UK respondents described Australians as having a “valued 

down-to-earth, trustworthy nature”, and New Zealanders described Australians as “a 

thoroughly irritating neighbour” (Evans 2005: 232).  

While much of the discussion thus far has focused on a national level of 

perceptions, recently conducted research has shed light on internally divergent 

perceptions of AusE language, cultures, and speakers. For example, Sheard (2017) 

interviewed 16- to 26-year-old native speakers of AusE from Western Sydney and the 

Northern Beaches (5 men and women from each location) to explore regional variation 

in their indexicality of like. The results indicated strong regional differences in 

perception and in reported use. Respondents of both sexes in Northern Beaches 

reported using like regularly and associated use of like with their own Northern 

Beaches culture. Western Sydney respondents distanced themselves from the use of 

like, associating it with wealthy, Anglo-Australians. Reported use of like in Western 

Sydney was also made exclusively by women. Despite the strong ideological 

differences there were no differences in recorded use of like in speech between 

Western Sydney and Northern Beaches respondents. 

Similarly, Sherwood et al. (2018) explored respondent identity and social 

meaning perceptions by examining the discourse marker yeah-no. They reported that 

respondents associated yeah-no with younger speech (students rather than 

employees), and that respondents who claimed to not use the discourse maker were 

more likely to judge use of yeah-no by men than by women. This study showed that 

socially indexed meanings were dependent on interlocutor’s identification of a 
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variable. They called for more studies to look at the combination of production, 

perception, and self-reported research in order to better understand how these factors 

effect on one another.  

In an experimental study Kidd et al. (2016) tested the hypothesis that 

hypocoristics serve as culturally emblematic lexical items in conversational interaction 

in Australia. The study looked at reactions to the use of hypocoristics – which index 

Australianness – and respondents’ perceptions of common ground to interlocutors of 

different ethnicities and different accented speech types. Respondents perceived 

common ground significantly higher for Anglo-Celtic interlocutors than for Asian 

individuals who did not use hypocoristics. When an Asian individual speaking in 

AusE-accented speech used hypocoristics, the respondents’ perceived common 

ground mirrored that of Anglo-Celtic interlocutors. However, when the Asian 

interlocutors used standard speech (with no hypocoristics), their perceived common 

ground was reduced to that of non-AusE-speaking Asian individuals. Kidd et al. 

(2016) thereby found use of hypocoristics play a role in establishing social closeness 

between in-group speakers of AusE.  

The only other PD work in Australia thus far was conducted by Danielson 

(2014) who found more mixed results of egalitarianism in her PD work in Sydney. 

Using Preston’s methods (1999a) and Bucholtz et al.’s survey techniques (2007, 2008), 

she collected data from 85 respondents located in Sydney, NSW, but from a wide 

range of age groups and regions. She found respondents did perceive regional 

variation, with Queensland and NSW regions identified most frequently in the 

surveys, while rural regions were indicated more frequently than urban areas. The 

thesis uncovered social stereotyping of bogans, negative discourse on immigrants, 

and conflicting views of egalitarianism and multiculturalism.  

Using discourse analysis and folk-linguistic interviews, Penry Williams (2011) 

explored social meaning in a small cohort of Melbourne teenagers. She uncovered five 

locally salient Others for the Melburnian teens: the ocker, the wog, the bogan, the 

Queenslander, and posh types. The ocker was identified as representative of rural/ 
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outback, hardworking working-class Australians, while the wog was identified as an 

ethnic, immigrant Australian. The bogan was seen as a suburban or working-class and 

unemployed Australian. The depiction of Queenslanders overlapped images of both 

the bogan and the ocker for the respondents, with a particular focus on the state. The 

final identity posh type was in contrast to the other four identities. Posh types were 

linked to high-class and snobby urban Australians. The thesis was the first of its kind 

to thoroughly approach folk-linguistic discussion in AusE and helped set the 

precedent for the focus on social meaning in AusE. David Nichols found in his pop-

culture book The Bogan Delusion found that the concept of the bogan was  

3.6 Summary 

The research presented in this chapter has shown that AusE as a postcolonial variety 

of English has progressed toward a multifaceted variety of English independent of its 

colonial historical ties. While many forms of variation have been acknowledged and 

studied within AusE, there are definitely further areas to explore – particularly within 

the space of perceptual and folk-linguistic studies of AusE. Recently conducted 

research exploring AusE ideologies have focused primarily on urban centres (Penry 

Williams 2011; Sheard 2017; Danielson 2014). This thesis broadens perceptions beyond 

Sydney and Melbourne to include ideologies from both urban and rural regions across 

Australia. It also heeds the call to action recently posed by Sherwood et al. (2018) to 

examine more closely the relationship between self-reported use of terms and socially 

indexed perceptions of those terms. The theories and features described in this chapter 

form the groundwork for the remainder of the thesis. This thesis therefore seeks to 

combine perception and reported use data in an innovative way, and to provide a 

large-scale nationwide comparative perceptual study of AusE.  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter lays out the chosen methodological frameworks and the aims of the 

project. It explores the methodological development of the thesis, from the early pilot 

study stages of the PD study through the final design process, as well as the decisions 

to expand the thesis to include a dialect survey and the methodological processes that 

survey followed. In Section 4.2, I discuss the development of the PD study, from early 

pilot study development through the final online questionnaire data collection. 

Section 4.3 examines the changes made as a result of the pilot study findings, 

including the move to an online format, the expansion of the scope to include a dialect 

survey, and updated research questions. Section 4.4 looks at the methodological 

background of the dialectology survey. The remaining sections present the final 

survey methodologies. Section 4.5 details the design of final perceptual dialectology 

questionnaire, while Section 4.6 presents the final design of the dialect survey. Section 

4.7 describes the demographic information collected for both the PD and Dialect 

surveys. 

4.2 Perceptual dialectology methodological framework and 
the pilot study 

This project was initially designed to examine folk-linguistic perceptions in AusE. 

While PD research has grown considerably over the last 30 years in the US, UK, and 

Europe, research in Australia is in its early days. Therefore, there was plenty of room 

to carve out a PD study in AusE. The original design method for the study followed 

Preston (1999a), which has been replicated in numerous studies around the world. 

One of the most interesting aspects of studying PD in Australia was been the long-

held perceptions of regional homogeneity described in Section 3.1. PD research on the 

west coast of the US has shown that perceptions exist even when documented regional 
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variation does not (Bucholtz et al. 2007, 2008; Evans 2012a; Hartley 1999). I therefore 

hypothesised that Australian respondents would hold regional perceptions of speech 

differences across Australia regardless of the lack of AusE regional variation found 

thus far. The initial pilot study was designed using the framework described in Section 

2.5. This included a demographics section, a hand-drawn maps task, a set of short-

answer questions, and a scales rating task. 

4.2.1 Respondents 

The data were collected in February 2014 at the Australian National University 

(ANU). There were two primary methods to selecting respondents. The first was 

through mass-distribution of questionnaires in linguistics courses. Two linguistics 

courses: LING1001 the introductory linguistics course, and LING2012 Cross-Cultural 

Communications a second-year and postgraduate level course, were selected. 11  The 

majority of the questionnaires were distributed this way. The questionnaire was also 

included as a way to earn credit for first-year psychology students, as part of a 

laboratory participation scheme within the School of Psychology. Seven students 

filled out questionnaires through this method. In total, over 120 questionnaires were 

distributed to students at ANU. I was present for all of the data collection periods, and 

all instances involved multiple respondents completing the questionnaires 

simultaneously. 

 The demographic data gathered basic information about the respondents. 

Respondents were asked about age, gender, native language, where they grew up, 

other places they had resided (if any), and linguistic knowledge/study. These 

questions ensured respondents were qualified for participation in the study, allowed 

 
 
11 Students can take courses out of order, which means some students may have already taken 

linguistics courses before signing up for the courses the task was administered in. 
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for the removal of respondents from the study as necessary, and provided 

sociolinguistic variables data for later analyses. 

Number, Age, Gender, Population, Native Language 

As the purpose of this pilot study was to gather as much information about perceived 

variation in Australian English (AusE), the only restrictions to qualify for participation 

were native AusE speaker status, academic enrolment at ANU, and being under the 

age of 30. Seventy-three respondents were utilized in the study, ranging in age from 

17 to 26 years old, with the average age being 19.5. Only young adults were included 

as respondents for this study to minimize the variable of age to a single category, as 

most of the students involved in the courses where questionnaires were distributed 

fell into this age category anyway. The gender balance was disproportionate, 

consisting of 57 women (78%) and 16 men (22%). Therefore, gender was not compared 

as an independent variable in the analysis.  

Region 

As regional variation is the primary focus of the dissertation, having a sample of 

students from across Australia was helpful. The distribution of respondents’ locations 

coincided with the location of the university. Location (hometown) was determined 

based on how respondents answered the question: In what town/city/region did you grow 

up?. If a single area were listed, this response counted as their hometown. If more than 

one location were indicated, hometown was determined based on where respondents 

spent most of their life between the ages of 10 and 18. Four respondents listed multiple 

locations without referencing how long was spent at each, and these respondents were 

therefore not included in this distribution and later regionally based analyses. The 

majority of the respondents, who did specify where they grew up, 28, were from the 

ACT (38%), while 21 respondents (29%) were from neighbouring NSW. This fit with 

the location of ANU being within the ACT. Nine respondents (12%) were from VIC, 

six were from TAS (8%) and five were from QLD (7%).  
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Remoteness 

Another variable tested was regional status. Rurality is an important ideological 

underpinning of Australian identity, and it was therefore important to identify what 

type of regional status the respondents were from in order to gauge the effect this has 

on their responses. This was determined based off the location the respondent listed 

as where they grew up. Using the Australian Government Department of Health: 

Rural and Regional Health Australia’s Map Locator, I could determine the level of 

remoteness based on the ASGC-RA classification system. This system was developed 

by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) to quantify comparisons between ‘city’ 

and ‘country’ Australia. Using census data from 2006, the Remoteness Areas (RAs) are 

categorised in terms of ‘remoteness’, which is defined as “the physical distance of a 

location from the nearest Urban Centre (access to gods and services) based on 

population size” (ABS 2014). The RA categories include RA1 (major cities of 

Australia), RA2 (inner regional Australia), RA3 (outer regional Australia), RA4 

(remote Australia), and RA5 (very remote Australia). By inputting the name of the 

hometown listed on each respondent’s questionnaire, the Map Locator would 

determine the level of remoteness for each respondent’s hometown. Not surprisingly, 

50 respondents (68%) were from RA1 (major cities of Australia). Only 13 respondents 

(18%) were from RA2 (inner regional Australia), while six (8%) were from RA3 (outer 

regional Australia). This uneven distribution did not allow for comparative analyses 

of the three regions; however, this is a category that will be utilised in the larger-scale 

study across Australia. Within this pilot study, the location of the respondents 

interfered with the level of remoteness, since most of the RA3 respondents were from 

Tasmania.  

Linguistic Knowledge 

The final demographic variable tested was linguistic knowledge. Linguistics students 

were intentionally selected for this pilot study with the hopes that these respondents 

could articulate in linguistic terms regional variation in AusE. While linguists will not 
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be included in the final study, this data was helpful for the qualitative analyses of the 

pilot study. Four respondents had no linguistic knowledge at all (5%). These 

respondents were psychology students who had never studied the subject. Fifty-eight 

respondents, the vast majority, (80%) had taken one linguistics class, primarily the 

class they were sitting in while taking the survey. Seven respondents listed that they 

had taken more than one linguistics course (10%), and three respondents (4%) had at 

least a degree in linguistics. One respondent did not answer the question. 

4.2.2 Maps task 

Methodology 

The first page of the questionnaire was a map-drawing task. The map followed in the 

methodological footsteps of Preston (1986, 1989, 1999a, 1999b). The instructions 

presented at the top of the page stated: Below is a map of Australia with 13 cities identified 

for geographical reference. Please circle areas where people speak and/or sound differently. 

Provide any names, labels, examples, or descriptions to these areas. The map was a blank 

map of Australia, including Tasmania in accurate geographical approximation to 

mainland Australia. The first initial of 13 Australian cities were marked on the map 

for geographical reference. These cities (in clockwise order) were Perth, Broome, 

Darwin, Alice Springs, Cairns, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Newcastle, Sydney, Canberra, 

Melbourne, Hobart, and Adelaide. Based on the conclusions drawn from previous 

studies, the inclusion of geographical reference points appears to aid in the 

establishment of geographical reference without hindering awareness of other 

perceived regions (Preston 1989; Montgomery 2007; Tichenor 2011; Kingstone 2015). 

As Australia is a geographically expansive nation, and as it is regarded as having one 

of the most urban populations, the inclusion of the cities was thought to be more 

helpful than hindering for the map-drawing task.  
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Analysis and results 

To analyse the maps data, all of the maps were separated into three categories based 

on the type of response: (i) maps that were left blank (ii) maps that had lines but no 

text, and (iii) maps that had demarcated areas and labels/descriptions.  

Perceptual isoglosses were used to define dialect boundaries from trace paper 

composites, by “drawing an (approximate) boundary for each salient region from the 

first map and then ‘overlaying’ each subsequent respondent’s map and drawing the 

‘perceptual isoglosses’ for each region” (Preston 1999b: 361). These overlays were then 

grouped into eight maps on a single composite before laying each of the eight-map 

composites over grid paper to create a heat map based on the perceived dialect 

isoglosses. The regions were separated by the number of respondents who identified 

each area. Each colour represents increments of five. Yellow areas were the least 

remarked upon regions, with five or fewer respondents demarcating the area; while 

light green areas were the most remarked upon regions with over 35 respondents 

marking the area as unique.  

The labels, descriptions and examples from the maps were transcribed and 

frequencies of community names were collected. The qualitative labels associated 

with lines and shapes on the maps were analysed in a similar method to Evans (2011). 

A content analysis was carried out on the labels written on the maps (Evans 2011; 

Garrett et al. 2005; Bauer 2000). These labels were associated with a line or figure on 

the map, and the labels were categorised to find emerging themes. These groupings 

were based on similar semantic fields, and the six largest categories were represented 

on composite maps to visually identify regions associated with particular language 

ideologies. 

The qualitative data were compared with other regions to better understand 

the perceived speech regions and the perceived differences in speech between regions. 

The text descriptions on the maps were also combined with the short-answer 
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questions data for categorical analysis, and the findings will be discussed in 

conjunction with those questions. 

Of the 73 respondents to participate in the survey, 63 respondents completed 

the map-drawing task by demarcating dialect areas and/or labelling areas of the map. 

54 of those respondents demarcated areas and labelled/described areas on the map. In 

Map 4.1, this respondent identified accents as broader and more bogan further inland 

and north, a commonly found stereotype across the data. The respondent also 

identified major cities as sounding ‘posher’. Two regions were specifically singled out 

by this respondent: the centre (Alice Springs) and Adelaide. Alice Springs is identified 

as having a strong Indigenous influence and is labelled ‘pidgin’, while Adelaide is 

seen as sounding posher and the local Shibboleth /a/ is identified as a unique feature 

of the area as described in the example ‘dahnce’ instead of ‘dance’.  

 
Map 4.1 Hand-drawn map 

The respondent who drew Map 4.2 identified northern Australia as really 

broad and the southeastern cities as sounding the same. The centre (Alice Springs) 
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was once again considered broad and to have an Aboriginal influence, while Perth 

and Adelaide sounded similar to one another and British. 

 
Map 4.2 Hand-drawn map 

In Map 4.3, the respondent identified phonological variation across Australia. 

Western Australia is identified as having a unique syllable structure for words 

considered monosyllabic elsewhere by the respondent “be-ah for beer”. Once again, 

Adelaide is described as phonologically distinct by its further back and lower vowel 

/a/, and Queenslanders are singled out as having a unique vowel in ‘pool’ and ‘cool’. 
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Map 4.3 Hand-drawn map 

Composite map 

The 63 maps with demarcations were combined to form a single composite map of 

perceptions of differences in Australian speech, found in Map 4.4 below. The most 

remarked upon areas were the northern cities: Darwin, Cairns and Brisbane. These 

were followed by Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Alice Springs. The least 

remarked upon areas was the southwest areas of South Australia, the western areas 

of New South Wales, and the eastern areas of Western Australia. In addition to 

respondents possibly not having any experience with these areas, the regions lack a 

substantial population. Green indicated the highest percentage of agreement, while 

yellow indicated the least. 
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Map 4.4 Composite map of areas dialect demarcations 

Overall, respondents tended to focus on the cities provided on the maps. The 

two major areas identified on the maps were the northwest, which was identified as a 

single region beyond the cities mentioned, and the east coast from Cairns down to 

Melbourne, which was also identified as a series of regions focused around the major 

cities. While the visualisation of variation in AusE was valuable for the overall study, 

the analysis of the pilot study map task confirmed the difficult and time-consuming 

process of analysing hand-drawn maps. I decided to explore other options of 

presenting the map-drawing task for the final questionnaire study. 

4.2.3 Keywords analysis 

In total, 54 respondents demarcated areas and described them. For those 54 

respondents, a total of 215 tokens were collected. These tokens were placed into 18 

semantic fields or categories. The open-ended nature of the question led to many of 

Percentage of 
agreement by 
colour: 
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the categories having only a few labels in them (Evans 2011). The top five categories 

are shown in Table 4.1 below. 

 
Table 4.1 The five largest categories of labels associated with areas marked on maps 

The top two categories fit with the well-documented linguistic cultural 

dichotomy of Broad vs Cultivated speech. Nearly twice as many tokens focused on 

Broad speech than Cultivated speech. This finding is not surprising, as stereotyped 

speech is well documented among PD studies as being one of the most frequently-

remarked upon aspects of language (Preston 1999a). The next two categories 

(Pronunciation and Slang) point towards speech description: phonetic and lexical 

variation perceived in AusE. The final category, Indigenous, makes reference to the 

Aboriginal Australian population perceived to live in the northwest of Australia. 

Maps 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 visually represent where the top five categories 

were described on the national map of Australia. ‘Broad’, as seen in Map 4.5, is 

described throughout Australia by various respondents. The broadest regions were 

centred around Darwin and Cairns, while the areas described as broad the least were 

located in the south and southeast areas of the map.  
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Map 4.5 ‘Broad’ composite map 

Map 4.6 shows regions described as ‘Cultivated’, which occurred exclusively 

in the southeast region of Australia, focusing mainly on Sydney, followed by 

Melbourne and Canberra. Map 4.7 shows areas labelled within the ‘Pronunciation’ 

category. This map shows the focus on phonological descriptions centred primarily 

on stigmatized regions (Queensland) and regions where respondents were most 

familiar with the speech (the southeastern cities). Map 4.8 shows the regions labelled 

with the category, Slang. Like Broad, Slang was described by respondents across most 

of Australia. The primary focus was once again on the stigmatized areas of 

Queensland and the southeast capital cities. The final map, Map 4.9, shows the areas 

labelled ‘Indigenous’. Respondents labelled the northwest areas of Australia within 

the Indigenous category, centring around Alice Springs, followed by Darwin then 

Broome.  
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Map 4.6 ‘Cultivated’ composite map 

 
Map 4.7 ‘Pronunciation’ composite map 
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Map 4.8 ‘Slang’ composite map 

 
Map 4.9 ‘Indigenous’ composite map 
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4.2.4 Open-ended questions 

Methodology 

The open-ended question section posed a series of questions to gather qualitative data 

to better understand the folk perceptions of AusE speakers, and to reveal perceptions 

regarding language variation in Australia. Each question was followed by open space 

for respondents to write their answers. The method provided for free-form responses 

and respondents could write as many answers and respond as thoroughly as they 

wanted to each question, which led to a wide variety of responses. 

The questions were as follows:  

1. Are there differences in how people talk across Australia? If so, what 

are they?;  

2. Are there areas of Australia that sound unique? What makes them 

sound different from other Australians?;  

3. What words best describe how Australians talk?;  

4. What makes someone sound Australian?; and  

5. Are there any other reasons that people within Australia might sound 

differently from each other? In what other ways – besides regional 

accents – do Australians talk differently?  

The questions were designed to assess respondents’ views on the types of 

variation present in Australia, regional variation in Australia, keywords describing 

AusE, and ideological conceptualisations of AusE. To analyse the qualitative short-

answer questions, all of the responses for each question were transcribed into an excel 

spreadsheet, where each response was coded and categorized. This allowed for as 

much quantification of the data as possible.  

Q1 results: Are there differences in how people talk across Australia? If so, what 
are they? 

All but one of the 73 respondents participated in this question, which was geared 

towards understanding if non-linguists could identify and describe variation in AusE. 
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Figure 4.1 shows that 70 respondents stated ‘yes’, that they believed there were 

differences in how people talk across Australia. Only two respondents said they were 

‘unsure’ and none of the respondents said ‘no’.  

 
Figure 4.1 Q1 pilot study results: Are there differences in how people talk across Australia? 

Responses were categorised into 13 categories describing what impacted the 

differences in how Australians talk. The top three categories were rural (33 

respondents), unspecified regional (25 respondents), and social class (24 respondents).  

Q2 results: Are there areas of Australia that sound unique? What makes them 
sound different from other Australians? 

This question was designed to specifically elicit attitudes toward perceived regional 

variation. Sixty-six of the 73 respondents answered the question. Fifty-five of those 

respondents said ‘yes’, they did think there were areas of Australia that sound unique. 

Four respondents said ‘no’, there were no unique sounding areas of Australia, while 

seven respondents were ‘unsure’, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Q2 pilot study results: Are there areas of Australia that sound unique? 

As this question focused on regional variation, it was not surprising that the 

top two factors respondents listed were specific state and city differences. The top 

three categories of 13 categories were state specific (28 respondents), city specific (19 

respondents) and Indigenous (11 respondents). Following these three were 

unspecified regional differences, rural, and social class differences.  

Q3 results: What words best describe how Australians talk? 

Sixty-nine of the 73 respondents answered this question asking for keywords to 

describe how Australians talk. The responses were categorised as separate tokens, 

which were then placed into 48 categories of semantic fields. Many of those categories 

consisted of less than five tokens. Those which included five or more tokens are 

presented in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Q3 pilot study results: What words best describe how Australians talk? 

The results of what words best describe Australian speech is also presented in 

Figure 4.3 as a word cloud based on frequency. This was not based on the categories 

but on the words themselves used to describe AusE. While a detailed analysis was not 

conducted at that time, a preliminary glance at the findings revealed two dichotomous 

findings. Respondents described AusE speech in negative terms (e.g., bogan, lazy, 

slurred) which may indicate the cultural cringe is still present in Australian culture. 

However, the frequently referenced terms (e.g., casual, relaxed) indicate respondents 

also felt a sense of solidarity toward AusE. 
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Figure 4.3 Word cloud of Australian speech descriptions 

Q4 results: What makes someone sound Australian? 

Seventy respondents answered Q4, which asked what qualities made someone sound 

Australian. There were 179 tokens categorised, which fell into 21 categories. Seven 

categories had 10 or more tokens, while the other 14 categories had fewer than 10 

tokens. The tokens with 10 or more tokens are presented in Table 4.3. 

 
Table 4.3 Q4 pilot study results: What makes someone sound Australian? 

This question clearly showed native speakers could identify speech qualities 

linked to sounding Australian. It is important to acknowledge that some of the 
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knowledge and description employed by respondents may have been influenced by 

the majority of respondents’ linguistics backgrounds.  

Q5 results: Are there any other reasons that people within Australia might sound 
differently from each other? In what other ways – besides regional accents – do 
Australians talk differently? 

Fifty-two of the 73 respondents answered Q5, which asked respondents to think about 

ways other than regions that influence how Australians speak. The most relevant 

category was social class (23 respondents), followed by city speech, education, and 

upbringing (all 15 respondents each). Interestingly, regional differences were 

mentioned quite often for this question, despite explicitly asking respondents to not 

reflect on regional differences.  

4.2.5 Scales 

Methodology 

The scales task was the final section of the pilot questionnaire and gathered 

specifically quantitative data. Respondents were asked to rate the eight Australian 

states/territories on a scale of 1 through 4 according to five different criteria: degree of 

difference, correctness, pleasantness, broadness, and speed of speech. The 

states/territories were listed in alphabetical order on each of the scales: Australian 

Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory, Queensland, South 

Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, and Western Australia. All five scales were delivered 

with the same 1 through 4 rating system to maintain consistency across the section, 

and a fifth option X ‘I don’t know’ was available on each of the scales.  

The degree-of-difference scale was adopted from Preston (1989, 1999a), and 

was presented in the original format (1=same, 2=a little different, 3=different, 

4=unintelligibly different) (Preston 1999axxxiv). There is no standard for the scales 

numbers in PD surveys; 1-4 was chosen to follow the degree-of-difference scale set up 

of Preston’s (1989) original studies. For the correctness and pleasantness scales, 
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respondents were asked to rate the sections as (1=not correct/pleasant, 2=a little 

correct/pleasant, 3=correct/pleasant, 4=very correct/pleasant). The broadness scale 

was listed as (1=not broad, 2=a little broad, 3=broad, 4=very broad). Respondents were 

asked to rate the states as (1=not slow [fast], 2=a little slow, 3=slow, 4=very slow). 

Analysis and results 

There were multiple analyses run on the scales data. First, all the scales data were 

transcribed into an excel spreadsheet before being transferred into SPSS. In SPSS, the 

mean of each state/territory was calculated for each scale. These means were then run 

through SPSS k-means cluster analysis, a statistically sound method of identifying 

homogeneity between groups based on means (McKinnie and Dailey-O’Cain 2002: 

280). The number of clusters was set at three to give a base comparison for each scale. 

The data were divided into three groups based on mean similarity, which is 

represented visually as three different colours on the bar graphs. Shared colour 

indicated shared k-means clustering. Using the results of the k-means cluster analysis, 

the data were presented in five figures, one for each scale. These appear in Figures 4.4, 

4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. 

 
Figure 4.4 Degree of differences ratings (0 = most similar; 4 = most different) 
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Figure 4.5 Correctness ratings (0 = least correct; 4 = most correct) 

 
Figure 4.6 Broadness ratings (0 = least broad; 4 = most broad) 

 
Figure 4.7 Pleasantness ratings (0 = least pleasant; 4 = most pleasant) 

 
Figure 4.8 Speed ratings (0 = fastest; 4 = slowest) 
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There was a consistent trend throughout the pilot study scales ratings tasks 

based on region. Across all of the scales, there were two main regional groupings at 

the more extreme ends of the ratings. The northern states were consistently grouped 

together: NT, QLD, and WA were considered the slowest, broadest, least pleasant, 

least correct, and most different sounding. The southeastern states were also 

consistently grouped together: ACT, NSW, and VIC, were rated as the fastest, most 

cultivated, most pleasant, most correct, and least different sounding. As respondents 

were mostly from the southeastern states, these results demonstrate a proximity bias 

to local areas, as well as stereotypical attitudes of the urban-rural and north-south 

Australian divide. The pilot study demonstrated both an interest in the subject matter 

and an awareness of variation of AusE language use across Australia.  

4.2.6 Pilot study findings 

To briefly review the findings, the respondents demarcated five culturally prominent 

regions: Northwest, Queensland, Rural Australia, Capital Cities, and Southwest. 

Respondents believed variation exists in AusE and could explicitly describe various 

aspects of AusE variation, which included regional, remoteness and social class 

distinctions. Additionally, respondents rated states and territories differently across 

the five scales and demonstrated linguistic security. Despite the ideological stance of 

dialect homogeneity across Australia, respondents were able to easily distinguish 

dialect differences based on region, remoteness and social class. By exploring 

perceived variation, particularly in places like Australia, where variation in Australian 

English has not yet been extensively explored, this data can influence future 

production studies by addressing salient linguistic features mentioned by non-

linguists, which may provide insight into where to look or what features to focus on. 

PD study is therefore a valuable and untapped field worth exploring and may indicate 

greater folk-awareness of regional differences, among other forms of variation, across 

Australia. 
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4.3 Changes adopted from the pilot study 

4.3.1 Expansion of the scope 

The pilot study results revealed non-linguists held many perceptions, often in 

consistent patterns, regarding social and regional variation in AusE speech. The 

results also confirmed the value of a larger-scale PD study in Australia, as at that time, 

there had been no published work in PD within Australia. There were three primary 

findings uncovered in the pilot study open-ended questions:  

1. respondents can identify regional and social variation in AusE;  

2. respondents hold shared perceptions of regional and social variation in 

AusE; and 

3. respondents can identify features of AusE variation not yet studied by 

linguists.  

Based on these confirmations, I knew the final PD questionnaire would focus 

on open-ended commentary to further explore these preliminary findings. As there 

was a tremendous amount of overlap in responses for the five questions in the pilot 

study, I decided to reduce the number of open-ended questions asked in the final 

study questionnaire to only address the first two open-ended questions of the pilot 

study. I made the structural change of not analysing scales ratings data for the thesis 

in order to focus more closely on the open-ended questions. 

In addition to revealing perceptions of AusE speech, the pilot study results also 

revealed a number of previously unstudied sociophonetic features, as well as 

discussion of lexical items which had not been studied in over 20 years. I realised that 

I did not have up-to-date comparisons for the perceptions held by respondents 

regarding lexical variation. I therefore decided to expand the scope of the thesis to 

update reported use of lexical variation, and to begin documenting reported use and 

perceptions of previously unstudied AusE features.  
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4.3.2 Updated research questions 

With the expansion of the scope of the thesis, it was necessary to update the overall 

research questions posed by the study. The final questions the thesis sought to 

discover were: 

• Do non-linguist native speakers of AusE perceive speech differences 

across Australia?  

• How has AusE dialectology changed since the formative work of 

Bryant (1992)? 

• Can the study of AusE dialectology benefit from the inclusion of folk-

linguistic perceptions of AusE variation? 

4.3.3 Moving the surveys online 

While the PD pilot study was conducted through hand-written questionnaires, the 

decision was made to move the questionnaire online in order to expand the size of the 

respondent pool without increasing the cost, as well as to trial the map task and 

overall PD methodology in a new format.  

There are a number of advantages to online data collection. Online surveys are 

more economically advantageous, as the distribution of the data is much faster and 

cheaper than traditional pen and paper surveys (Lefever, Dal, and Matthiasdottir 

2007). Data entry is also managed, as the responses are already electronically coded, 

which saves time and energy in the data analysis stage (Lefever et al. 2007). With the 

ability to complete the survey in their own time, online surveys are more convenient 

for respondents, and there is also an absence of interviewer bias (Van Selm and 

Jankowski 2006). As PD looks at language attitudes, which may be sensitive in nature, 

the online survey platform allows respondents to potentially feel more open and 

honest given the privacy of the online environment and the confidentiality of their 

responses. There is also a wider reach by means of a greater number of respondents 

from more areas of Australia than would be possible through handwritten survey 

distribution.  
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Although there are numerous advantages to online data collection, it is 

important to discuss the potential risks of moving a survey online, and to elaborate 

on steps I have taken to minimise those risks. One of the risks in using a survey 

accessible via an Internet link is that once the “survey is posted to the Web, anyone 

who stumbles across it can fill it out” (Kay and Johnson 1999: 326). While I could not 

entirely select who took the survey, I could control participation based on 

demographics questions. The survey therefore had a long series of demographics 

questions, which allowed me to remove respondents from the survey. Another step 

to gather the right demographics was to utilise the Quota feature on Qualtrics, so that 

after a total number of respondents from a specific demographic set was filled (i.e., 

young men from urban Queensland), I could close the survey to that demographic 

based on their background question responses. Just as with written questionnaires, 

there is the concern that respondents might not be who they say they are, misrepresent 

themselves, or lie on the questionnaire (Cantrell and Lupinacci 2007; Lefever et al. 

2007). Survey responses were screened in the initial download process to check for 

completion and acceptable responses (i.e. I removed respondents who left answers 

blank or whose answers consisted of nonsensical items, such as random letters or 

numbers). Van Selm and Jankowski (2006: 440) found that another simple way to 

reduce sampling error was to increase the number of respondents, which is not 

particularly difficult with an online survey.  

4.3.4 Piloting the online survey 

As the survey was distributed mainly via media sources (online news articles, printed 

newspapers, and radio broadcasts), the population of the survey was established via 

snowball effect. The reliance on the snowball effect was unavoidable due to the time 

constraints and access to online populations for the project, and the results will never 

give all units of a population equal coverage (Van Selm and Jankowski 2006). 

Therefore, it is essential to note that the findings of this survey are a reflection of the 
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sample of those respondents but are not necessarily representative of the entire 

Australian population. 

Through the Australian National University access, I was able to establish a 

subsidised university account with Qualtrics, a software company based in the United 

States which specialises in online data collection and analysis (Qualtrics 2017). 

Qualtrics has user friendly tools to design survey questions in many different formats, 

such as heat maps, scales tasks, and open-ended text boxes. The questionnaire formats 

fit the types of tasks required within the PD framework, and therefore, Qualtrics was 

considered the most appropriate survey platform to use for this project. 

I therefore decided to trial the survey through Qualtrics using a small sample 

of respondents of linguistics students to test the feasibility of the move online. 

Qualtrics uploads survey respondent results in real time, so I was able to analyse the 

feasibility of the design very quickly and discovered that the wide range of tasks 

available through the survey platform were in fact compatible with the hand-written 

survey. As only very minor revisions were made between the online trial and the final 

survey design, I will discuss the online survey design of the PD survey in Section 4.3, 

and the online survey design of the dialectology survey in Section 4.4. 

4.4 Dialectology methodological framework  

4.4.1 Background of dialect survey 

The dialectology section of the thesis focuses on Kretzschmar’s (1995) call for 

postmodern dialectology studies. As he noted (2000: 237), “[r]egion and social position 

are just two of an infinite array of potentially relevant cultural characteristics, from 

age to gender, to loyalty towards sports teams, to what somebody likes for breakfast. 

We should consider both the frequency of use by linguistic features by people with 

different characteristics and the psychological salience of particular features for 

people with different characteristics”. The impact of multiple English varieties on 

postcolonial Englishes has been addressed as an area of ongoing focus on the 
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transmission and use of Englishes around the world (Görlach (1988/1991). This thesis 

provides an ideal platform to explore the use and evaluation of English in Australia 

through this lens. The following list was compiled by Görlach (1988/1991: 168) on 

empirical questions future studies could address in AusE: 

(a) What word-pairs conventionally regarded as in BrE vs. AmE 

contrast have come to co-exist in Englishes outside Britain and the 

U.S. (or even within these communities)? 

(b) Which of these are now interchangeable, and which are semantically 

or sociolinguistically distinct? Which differ in style or frequency 

according to medium and formality? Which are becoming dated or 

literary? 

(c) To what degree are speakers aware of such phenomena and how do 

they react? 

(d) What are the national differences involved in 1-3, and are these 

indeed distinctive for individual regions or nations? 

Through a combination of perceptual dialectology studies of Australian respondents 

and a correlational and quantitative analysis of reported language use of AusE lexical 

items and pronunciations, the following chapters of the thesis embarks on 

postmodern dialectological study of AusE. The four questions posed by Görlach 

(1988/1991) above will be addressed in the following ways: 

(e) Do BrE and AmE word-pairs co-exist in AusE? 

(f) How do these word-pairs differ in terms of semantic and 

sociolinguistic variation in AusE? 

(g) Are AusE speakers aware of the etymologies and what are their 

reactions and perceptions to them? 

(h) What are the AusE differences overall and are there any differences 

by age group, gender, region, or other social factor? 
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4.4.2 Dialect survey design 

The online distribution of the reported use survey had also already been tested 

successfully both within Australia and around the world through online platforms. In 

the US, the Harvard Dialect Survey was open from 2002 through 2003 (Vaux and 

Golder 2003). This survey included 122 questions of lexical, phonetic, and 

grammatical variation across the US. Over 30,000 participants filled out the 

questionnaire. There were no age limit restrictions for participation, and the findings 

included results from all 50 states. Map 4.10 shows the prompts and results for the 

Harvard Dialect Survey’s Pronunciation of Aunt. Vaux (2016) has continued his work 

on English varieties, with the currently open study of Global Englishes. This survey is 

collecting data through an online platform of multi-choice, multi-select reported term 

and pronunciation use.  

 
Map 4.10 Harvard Dialect Survey: Pronunciation of Aunt (Vaux and Golder 2003) 
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Josh Katz, a graphics editor, used the Harvard Dialect Survey data for his PhD 

and collected additional survey responses from a total of 350,000 people through the 

distribution of the New York Times Dialect Quiz as seen in Map 4.11 which shows the 

distribution of terms reported for the second-person plural in AmE.  

 
Map 4.11 How Y’all, Youse and You Guys Talk (Katz and Andrews 2013) 

Work is currently being done using apps to track English dialects across the 

UK has shown dialect levelling occurring throughout the UK (Leemann, Kolly, and 

Britain 2018). An example of such dialect levelling is shown in Map 4.12, which shows 

the dramatic reduction in regional term use for SPLINTER between the 1950s and 

2016.  
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Map 4.12 English term use for SPLINTER over time (Leemann et al. 2018) 

Australia has had a few studies explore visual representation of lexical 

variation. The Linguistics Roadshow maps went viral and provided a way for the 

Australian public to engage in discussion of lexical variation. Map 4.13 shows one of 

the maps created by the Linguistics Roadshow looking at reported variation in AusE, 

which was shared widely across the Internet.12  

 
 
12 The Linguistics Roadshow tour was being run around the same time as the research for this 

thesis was being conducted. There were plenty of shared ideas between myself and the researchers 

involved in the Linguistics Roadshow, particularly in the projects’ early stages. 
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Map 4.13 What general term do you use to refer to swimwear? (Billington et al. 2015) 

4.4.3 Dialect survey content 

The dialectology survey did not go through extensive pilot testing, in the same way 

as the PD. The decision was made to replicate Bryant (1992), and to also include 

additional regionalisms reported in the PD pilot study. All 72 of the survey questions 

of Bryant (1992) were repeated, including the five items not mapped in Bryant’s final 

thesis due to a lack of regional variation. This was done in the event regional variation 

had changed for those items over the past 30 years. The additional regionalisms 

derived from unprompted variation described in the PD pilot study. The items 

included in the dialectology study included the following lexical items: 

canteen/tuckshop, early mark/early minute, and face washer/flannel. 
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Based on the success of reported use data collected for the Harvard Dialect 

Survey and the Linguistics Roadshow on reported sociophonetic variation, I decided 

to also include a series of phonetic items based on reported use in the PD dialect 

survey. These items were: the BATH-TRAP split (pronunciation of dance/darnce), the 

CELERY-SALARY merger (pronunciation of Melbourne/Malbourne), the 

diphthongisation of the GOOSE vowel (pronunciation of pool/pewel), the vocalisation 

and epenthesis of L (pronunciation of film/fiwm/fillum), and the previously 

undocumented pronunciation variation of lego/laygo. 

This section therefore concludes the methodological design and content 

established in an online format for both the PD survey and the dialect survey. In 

Section 4.3 describes the final PD methodology, while Section 4.4 describes the final 

dialect survey methodology. Section 4.5 shows a joint presentation of the respondents 

included in the final survey analyses. 

4.5 Final perceptual dialectology survey methodology 

Respondents completed a 30-minute online questionnaire for the PD task. The 

questionnaire included an information sheet, a background information section, a 

short-answer section, and two map-drawing tasks.13 This section elaborates on the 

final questionnaire design and describes the specific tasks and online survey 

modifications made to the questionnaire in the same order in which respondents 

viewed the survey. The background data for both surveys will be discussed in Section 

4.7 as both surveys included the same set of demographic information. 

 
 
13 With the decision to expand the study to include a dialectology survey and the focus on open-

ended data, the decision was made to not continue with the scales task in the final PD study.  
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4.5.1 Open-ended questions on AusE variation 

The AusE variation section posed a series of open-ended questions to gather 

qualitative data to better understand folk perceptions of AusE. The respondents could 

write as many answers as they wanted to each question, which often led to a wide 

variety of responses and response lengths.  

Unlike the pilot study, which consisted of three short-answer questions with 

overlapping responses, the final questionnaire consisted of two short-answer 

questions. These questions looked at ideologies associated with particular linguistic 

varieties and social groups (Bucholtz et al. 2008: 65). Both questions were taken 

directly from the pilot study. The first question was: Are there differences in how people 

talk across Australia? If so, what are they? This question garnered qualitative responses 

that were predicted to list a number of categories describing different forms of 

variation. If respondents selected ‘Yes’ to this question, the following follow-up 

question was also presented to respondents: Which parts of Australia have speakers who 

sound unique? What makes them sound different from other Australians? This question 

focused respondents’ attention more closely on regional differences, which was the 

primary focus of this thesis. The questions were designed to assess whether variation 

in AusE could be identified by native speakers, which types of variation were salient 

for the speakers, and whether regional variation was recognisable (and if so, where 

and what kind). 

4.5.2 Maps Task 

The map task followed Preston’s (1986, 1989, 1999a) methodology. It consisted of a 

detailed map of Australia produced by the Australian Surveying and Land 

Information Group (AUSLIG 1996), which was adapted to an online heatmap format 

through the Qualtrics survey design platform. Instead of hand-drawn demarcations, 

respondents were asked to click a single point on the map and to describe it. The 

instructions presented at the top of the page stated: Click on one area of Australia that 

sounds unique. Then describe that area in the textbox below. The textbox below the map 
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reinforced the question, with the following instructions: What would you call the speech 

in this area? How would you describe it? This task could be repeated up to eight times, 

with the follow up question: Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? 

posted below the textbox. If the respondent selected Yes, they would be shown the 

map a second time with the same instructions. Therefore, instead of a single map with 

multiple locations identified, each respondent could repeat the national map task up 

to eight times, and each description of the region was linked directly to the map 

coordinates for that click. Map 4.14 shows the map that was presented to respondents 

for the maps task. The map is in colour with state names, boundaries, major 

transportation routes, and cities listed.  

 
Map 4.14 Map of Australia used in maps task (AUSLIG 1996) 

The data was collected over a 10-month period from April 2015 through to 

February 2016. The survey was promoted via local and national Australian radio 

shows, local and national newspaper articles, and online news articles and blogs. The 

survey was also accessible through a project website hosted through WordPress, a 
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Facebook page, and a twitter handle. Once the survey was closed, all of the results 

were downloaded from Qualtrics into a csv file in Microsoft Excel. The details of each 

section’s particular analysis procedures will be discussed in the relevant results 

sections.  

4.6 Final dialect survey methodology 

Respondents completed a 20-minute online questionnaire for the dialect task. The 

questionnaire included an information sheet, a background information section, and 

a multi-choice, multi-select survey gathering lexical and phonetic reported use.  

4.6.1 Dialect survey presentation 

The questionnaire was picture-based, along with a written definition of the item. The 

questions were presented as multiple choice, which included all of the term options 

reported by Bryant (1992) where applicable. The multiple-choice questions were also 

multiple-select, which enabled respondents who used more than one term to select all 

of the terms they used. This gathered more realistic data as it did not limit responses 

to a single option, which might not reflect natural use. To give a consistent age 

reference, respondents were asked to identify terms they used while they were 

growing up (if possible, as some terms such as cigarette papers did not fit that criterion). 

Respondents could also select no word indicating they did not use any word for this 

item, additional terms where they would write in a text box what terms they used so 

new terms could be added to the list, and they could also provide comments in a 

separate textbox for that term.  

The survey design was an adaptation of these online surveys. All of Bryant’s 

72 terms were included in the survey as a baseline comparison. I also added 8 

additional questions, based on comments provided to the PD study on lexical and 

phonetic variation. The new lexical items included were canteen, face washer, and early 

mark. Five phonetic items were also included in the survey: dance, film, lego, Melbourne, 

and pool.  
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4.6.2 Data collection 

The questionnaire was hosted through Qualtrics, the same platform used in the PD 

survey. Questions were presented in a random order and included a picture of the 

item, a written description of the item, a multiple-choice list of possible terms, a 

textbox to list additional terms, and a textbox to add commentary. The questions were 

presented as multiple choice, which included all of the terms reported by Bryant 

(1992). The multiple-choice questions were also multiple select, which enabled 

respondents who used more than one term to select all of the terms they used, rather 

than limit it to a single option, which might not reflect natural use. To give a consistent 

age reference, respondents were asked to identify terms they used while they were 

growing up (if possible, as some terms such as cigarette papers did not fit that criteria). 

Respondents could also select no word, indicating they did not use any word for this 

item, additional terms, where they would write in a text box what terms they used so 

new terms could be added to the list, and they could also provide comments in a 

separate textbox for that item.  

I was aware that 120 questions would be too many for respondents to answer 

at once. I therefore divided the 120 questions into four sub-surveys, with respondents 

asked to complete a block of 30 questions at a time. At the end of the 30 questions, 

respondents were asked if they wanted to answer further survey questions. If they 

selected yes, they were given another block of 30 questions. To give consistency across 

the results, I only included respondents who answered at least three of the four survey 

question blocks. Therefore, there are some survey questions which were not answered 

by every respondent. The survey was active from October 2015 until February 2016 

and a total of 2170 respondents completed three of the four survey blocks, making it 

the largest AusE survey of this breadth. 

4.7 Demographic information collected for both surveys 

The first section gathered respondent data, which included demographic information 

and their perceptions of AusE variation. Respondents were asked about their age (18-
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29; 30-49; 50+), gender (male; female; declined to state), Aboriginal or Torres Strait 

Islander ethnicity (Aboriginal; Torres Strait Islander; neither), where in Australia they 

were raised (open ended question designed to capture remoteness areas (RA) and 

state), where they were born (in Australia; outside but raised from at least age 5 in 

Australia; outside Australia), type of high school they had attended (private school; 

public school; other), where their parents and grandparents were from (first-

generation; second+ generation), which languages they spoke natively, and how 

familiar they were with linguistics (unfamiliar; familiar; extensively studied/degree).  

The demographics questions served two purposes, with some of the questions 

establishing viability and other questions allowing for regional and sociocultural 

analysis. The questions establishing viability were age, where they were born, native 

language, and familiarity with linguistics. These questions ensured respondents were 

qualified for participation in the study and allowed for removal of respondents from 

the study as necessary. Respondents were disqualified from the survey if they were 

under 18, if they had not grown up in Australia from at least the age of 5, if AusE was 

not their native language, or if they had a degree in linguistics.  

As respondents were asked to state the community/town/city in which they 

grew up, the locations were categorised by remoteness based on the ASGC as 

discussed in Section 4.2.1. For the purposes of this pilot survey, respondents were 

divided into two categories: urban and rural. Urban regions are those placed within 

the RA1 category as defined by the ASGC, while rural regions are those placed within 

the other four remoteness categories (RA2, RA3, RA4, and RA5). A full exploration of 

visual results for both surveys can be located by following the links found in 

Appendix G. 

The age-group variation utilised the apparent-time hypothesis in order to 

analyse variation based on a synchronic collection of reported language use (Labov 

1972; Chambers 2002). Age-stratified studies allow for a single point-in-time collection 

of data while showing change in progress based on differing language use between 

age groups. This theory is based on the assumption that respondents have developed 
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relatively stable language use post-adolescence. In order to test this hypothesis, I am 

in the fortunate position to compare the results of older respondents in the current 

study’s responses to the younger respondents’ results from Bryant (1992). Those 

respondents align to the same age group, which will test the success of the apparent-

time hypothesis.  

4.8 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed the methodological development of the thesis, from an 

initial focus purely on PD, to a larger scale examination of both folk-linguistic and 

dialectological studies. The pilot study established the initial viability of the project 

and revealed a lack of recent dialectological data. The thesis was therefore 

repositioned and expanded to include a dialect survey to fill this gap in research. The 

inclusion of the second survey was not seen as entirely independent from the PD 

study, but instead a complementary study of reported use and folk-linguistic 

perceptions. The thesis therefore includes two different forms of folk-linguistic data 

analysis while concurrently updating reported use of lexical variation in AusE. The 

next chapters present the findings of these studies.  
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Chapter 5: Perceptions across Australia 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the PD survey findings. Section 5.2 introduces a detailed 

presentation of the respondent demographics. This is followed by a discussion in 

Section 5.3 of the PD survey analysis techniques, including the content keyword 

analysis. In Section 5.4 the maps task and open-ended question results are presented. 

This includes a discussion of the top 13 regions uncovered on the map task, and the 

additional 10 speech groups uncovered in the open-ended commentary. A detailed 

analysis of the folk-linguistic commentary is discussed in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 is a 

discussion of the results, which explores the roles of prominence, proximity, and 

sociocultural ideologies in AusE perceptions.  

5.2 Survey respondents 

A total of 989 respondents completed a 30-minute online questionnaire for the 

perceptual dialectology task. The questionnaire included an information sheet, a 

background information section, a short-answer section, two map-drawing tasks, and 

a scales-rating section. Due to length requirements for the thesis, the analyses 

presented in this dissertation only include the demographic information, short-

answer section, and one of the map-drawing tasks. A full copy of the final 

questionnaire design for both surveys can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.  

There were 989 of the respondents to qualify for and take part in the survey. 

All of the respondents stated that they were native speakers of AusE and were born 

and/or raised in Australia from at least the age of five. None of the respondents had a 

degree in linguistics or had moved often in their childhood. The majority of 

respondents reported that they spent their childhood in a single location. A complete 

list of the respondents involved in the perceptual dialectology study are presented in 

Appendix H. 
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 The focus of the perceptual task was primarily on regional differences, so I only 

focused on regional variation between the nine locations. However, information on 

age, gender, occupation, etc were collected as well. I split the respondents into state-

based groups. Due to the large size and differing cultural elements found across NSW, 

I also divided that state into two further groups: SYD and RNSW (rural NSW) regions. 

Therefore, there were a total of nine respondent groups in the PD survey. As Figure 

5.1 shows, the total number of respondents by region in the survey did not directly 

align with the general population. There was an over representation of ACT 

respondents due to the local media focus on the survey during data collection. 

 
Figure 5.1 Total respondents per region in PD survey 

Respondents were divided into three age groups, which each consisted of around 20 

years. The YOUNGER age group was respondents who were 18-29 at the time of the 

survey (born 1987-1998); the MIDDLE age group had respondents who were 30-49 at 

the time of the survey (born 1967-1986); and the OLDER age group had respondents 

who were at least 50 years old at the time of the survey (born 1966 or earlier).  
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As Figure 5.2 shows, there were more respondents in the YOUNGER bracket 

than the MIDDLE bracket, which had more respondents than the OLDER bracket. As 

the survey was conducted online, and promoted through social media and university 

channels, the survey might have been harder to find for older respondents who were 

either not reached via social media channels or had difficulty with the online design 

of the survey. However, there still were around one third of the respondents who were 

at least 50 years old. 

 
Figure 5.2 Total respondents by age group in PD survey 

Respondents could choose to indicate FEMALE, MALE, or DECLINE TO 

STATE for gender identity. Figure 5.3 shows there were only three respondents to 

select DECLINE TO STATE in the total respondent pool, however. There were more 

far respondents to identify as FEMALE than MALE, a finding relatively common in 

previously conducted PD surveys (Evans 2011; Montgomery 2007). 
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Figure 5.3 Total respondents by gender identity in PD survey 

As a primary interest for this survey was the urban-rural divide in Australian 

culture, respondents were placed into two categories based on their postcode RA: 

URBAN, which was comprised of respondents whose post codes were RA1; and 

RURAL, which included respondents whose post codes were RA2-5. As Figure 5.4 

shows, just under two-thirds of the respondents’ postcodes fell into the URBAN 

category, while just over one-third of the respondents’ postcodes were considered 

RURAL.  

The respondents overall represent a diverse representation of Australia: the 989 

respondents represent two genders across three age groups across two remoteness 

categories within eight states/territories.  
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Figure 5.4 Total respondents by RA level in PD survey 

5.3 Analysis techniques 

In order to analyse speaker group data from the open-ended questions, the responses 

downloaded to an excel file where the data was coded for each response into two 

initial categories: linguistic data and speaker group data. Respondents did not focus 

solely on regional variation but included many types of variation they believe exist 

across Australia. The following respondent quotes below show the types of variation 

described:  

Slight differences in pronunciation of some words, a few small differences in 

vocabulary, / Some regional, some age-related, or cultural or socioeconomic 

background 

Aboriginal communities sound unique. Also, people from the country generally, 

speak with more twang and 'sayings'. 
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Victorians pronounce their 'a's like 'e's, South Australians have a clear rising 

inflection and slightly more 'English' sound, people from the outback tend to have 

broader accents (influenced by Aboriginal languages?) 

The bolded words in all three responses are the coded speaker groups. In 

response (a), the respondent mentioned larger categories of variation, without 

describing specific speaker groups. While region was one of the categories, so too were 

age, culture and social class. Response (b) mentions people from the country, which 

was coded as ‘rural’, as well as Aboriginal communities, which was coded under 

‘Aboriginal. In (c), there were three regions listed, which were coded as VIC, SA, and 

REMOTE.  

Any spelling variation of a speaker group was coded together, for example: 

South Australia, South Oz, SA, Sth Australia, and South Aus. were all coded as SA. 

However, older people from Sydney’s North Shore were coded separately from 

younger Western Sydneysiders, which were coded separately from general 

descriptions of speakers from Sydney. 

5.3.1 Unspecified speaker groups 

Unspecified speaker groups were separated from specified speaker groups. This 

meant that references such as those in response (a) were not grouped together with 

those from responses (b) and (c). By separating the unspecified examples, I could 

better understand the types of variation categories respondents found salient for 

Australian speech. Table 5.1 shows the total number of unspecified speaker group 

categories found in the data. 
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Table 5.1 Unspecified speaker group categories in PD survey results 

The top two categories mentioned by respondents were Location and State, 

which individually were mentioned by more respondents than the rest of the 

categories combined. This finding was not necessarily surprising as the questions 

were framed around regional variation. The most frequently mentioned non-regional 

type of social variation was social class followed by ethnicity.  

5.3.2 Commentary content analysis 

There is no consistent process for data aggregation of open-ended responses. Some 

studies rely on preconceived categories, such as Long (1999), which was used in Japan 

and then adapted by Montgomery (2007) for his work on Northern England PD. In 

both studies, the comments were divided into linguistic and non-linguistic 

characteristics (Long 1999: 213; Montgomery 2007: 246). The linguistic characteristics 

included separate categories for paralinguistic features, phonetic, prosodic, and 
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lexical/morphemic features, while the non-linguistic characteristics included 

evaluative attributes, clarity, and cultural comparisons.  

A number of studies have started with structured categories but have had to 

drastically adapt the analysis to a more emergent style. Willoughby et al. (2013: 38-40) 

initially attempted to extract response tokens, however, they found that individual 

term interpretation led to issues of ambiguity and overlap in their coding styles. They 

therefore opted for a broader analysis separating the data into linguistic features, 

cultural features, and attitudes to the language. They included four additional 

categories to account for responses that overlapped between the three primary 

categories. Bucholtz et al. (2007: 337) began the data analysis process with four set 

categories: geographic, social, linguistic, and descriptive/evaluative; however, they 

found the data overlapped too often in those categories. Through a more emergent 

process, they found the data naturally fell into the following four themes: geographic 

areas, languages and dialects, slang and other lexical items, and social groups. There 

are other papers, such as Evans (2013a), which did not attempt to group at the 

metacategorical level, but instead presented maps of the top six categories identified 

with areas in Washington State. 

I therefore adopted an emergent style of coding, based on the content analysis 

keywords technique to gather the most intuitive and respondent-led ideologies 

(Garrett et al. 2005). Garrett et al. (2005) described the content analysis keyword’s 

technique as a method of grouping common semantic fields together to find common 

themes. Evans (2005, 2011), Duhamel and Meyerhoff (2015), and Jeon and Cukor-

Avila (2015) relied on this type of method to concentrate the results on the specific 

sociocultural and linguistic features of the regions in focus. A macro analysis of this 

method reveals the data typically fall into three metacategories:  

1. evaluative comments (often positive vs negative);  

2. linguistic features comments, which typically focus on lexical, phonetic,  

prosodic, and grammatical factors; and  

3. status and standardness comments, which often reflect social class standing  
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and dialect comprehensibility.  

Most studies include more than three categories. I consider the remaining 

categories to fall into a fourth category, called socioculturally specific comments. 

While the status and solidarity comments, linguistic features comments, and 

attitudinal/evaluative comments are found across most studies, the socioculturally 

specific comments vary widely depending on the study. For example, Jeon and Cukor-

Avila (2015) found that for respondents in South Korea, gender association was a 

widely used marker of language variation. In California, Bucholtz et al. (2007) 

discovered that regional variation was marked by use of different languages. 

Duhamel and Meyerhoff (2015) found that rural/urbanness was a significant factor for 

New Zealand speech variation.  

Through emergent coding of the open-ended commentary, I uncovered three 

macro categories for analysis: social commentary, cultural associations, and linguistic 

features. The fourth category discussed above – evaluative comments – was combined 

with the social commentary in the current survey results. Social commentary included 

discussions of ‘high-’ and ‘low-status’ speech (described most frequently as ‘posh’ and 

‘bogan’) as well as standard and nonstandard speech (described most frequently as 

‘formal’ and ‘broad’). While the macro analysis discussed above separated evaluative 

comments into a separate category, evaluative comments, both positive and negative, 

were produced far less frequently than other forms of comments in the current survey. 

I therefore opted to combine evaluative comments into the social commentary 

discussion, as these reflected high and low solidarity for respondents.  

The descriptions of cultural associations most often mentioned were 

‘Australian’, ‘British’, ‘Aboriginal’, and ‘Migrant’. The use of these cultural 

associations drew on the socio-political and ethnocultural history and development 

of Australia, and often combined linguistic features together with social factors. The 

complexity of these descriptions therefore warranted their own section. 

Finally, respondents described linguistic features found in speech groups 

across Australia. These linguistic features ranged in topic from what Garrett (2010) 
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described as global features (South Australians sound unique) to very specific features 

(South Australians say darnce instead of dans). At a more detailed level, the results 

uncovered many different types of linguistic variation. The most common forms 

identified by respondents were lexical, phonetic, paralinguistic, intonation, speed of 

speech, and syntactic variation. 

The results of the two questions in Figure 5.5 show that the majority of 

respondents believed variation existed in AusE. While over 90% of respondents 

believed that people talked differently across Australia, the number of respondents 

who identified regional variation (areas that sounded unique) in AusE fell to just over 

60% of respondents. The number of unsure responses in the question on regional 

variation rose to nearly 30% of the respondents. 

 
Figure 5.5 Open-ended questions quantitative results 

The results to these questions indicate that respondents viewed regional 

variation as one of the types of speech differences across Australia, but clearly not the 
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only one. A more thorough discussion of the free responses of the ‘yes’ results will be 

discussed in Section 5.4. 

5.4 Maps task and open-ended questions results 

In this section, I present the overall content findings and corresponding heat maps 

from the map task. After that, I discuss additional sociocultural speech groups 

brought up in the open-ended questions task.  

5.4.1 Map task regions 

Due to the fact that the maps task was part of an online survey, the clicks were 

documented within the heatmap software. Each click was given X,Y coordinates, 

which were then combined to produce the composite map. Map 5.1 shows the 

composite heat map of the total clicks collected in the task. The heatmap is colour 

coded to show variation in clicks, with the red areas indicating the highest frequency 

of overlapping clicks to the blue areas where clicks are very spread out. 

 
Map 5.1 Map-drawing heat map results 
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To uncover a regional variation pattern, I first looked at the results of the map-

drawing task, the results of which were presented in a heatmap. The heat map results 

showed strongest marks over capital cities as well as state names marked on the map 

(in the case of Queensland, South Australia, and New South Wales. There was a total 

of 13 distinctive regions within the maps task, as shown in Map 5.2. 

 

 
Map 5.2 Map-drawing heat map results with regional indicators 

To analyse the results of the maps task, I looked at the geographic placement 

of the comment and assigned comment to one of the 13 distinct regions identified by 

respondents. This allowed for a two-dimensional representation of Australian speech 

by location. I counted up all of the comments and looked at the most frequently 

mentioned keywords. For the most part, the words were left as typed and were not 

combined. The few instances of combined words were around speech sounding 

Australian (‘Oz’, ‘Aussie’, ‘Australian’, ‘Strine’ were all combined); and British 

(‘English’, ‘British’, ‘Queen’s English’, ‘London’ were all combined). The other 
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keywords that were combined involved descriptions of specific pronunciation or 

syntactic features – particularly the BATH-TRAP split, the CELERY-SALARY merger, 

and tag questions. Descriptions such as ‘darnce’ and ‘grarf’; ‘malbourne’ and 

‘hemmer’; ‘hey’/’aye’/’eh’ etc. were combined into separate keyword categories. 

Unless specified above, the commentary was left as it had been written by 

respondents. The top comments made by respondents collectively about each of the 

13 regions will be discussed below.  

1. SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 

The most widely discussed region was South Australia, with 276 respondents 

discussing South Australian speech. In terms of reported use, more than half of 

respondents from South Australia reported use of SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE 

speech on the map task. Just over 30% of respondents in neighbouring regions of New 

South Wales and Melbourne reported SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech. 

Interestingly, very few Western Australian respondents reported their eastern 

neighbour’s speech. 

The focus of much of the speech – and the physical location of the majority of 

dots in this heat map centred on the capital city, Adelaide. The top descriptors were 

‘British’ (110), the BATH-TRAP split, presented primarily as ‘darnce’ (46), ‘posh’ (45), 

‘proper’ (25), and ‘formal’, ‘different pronunciation’, and ‘refined’ (13 respondent 

comments each). The salient features of SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ ADELAIDE speech 

revolved around ‘high status’, ‘Britishness’, and the distinctive BATH-TRAP split, 

which was most salient for South Australia. In fact, many of the respondents discussed 

all three characteristics together.  

2. CENTRAL QUEENSLAND speech 

The speech of CENTRAL QUEENSLAND was the second-most described speech, 

with 210 respondents commenting on it. The speech region was reported by over 10% 

of respondents from all regions, while local Queenslanders had the highest percentage 
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of respondents report CENTRAL QUEENSLAND speech, followed by neighbouring 

New South Wales and ACT respondents. 

The speech in CENTRAL QUEENSLAND was described as ‘slow’ (47), ‘broad 

accent’ (27), ‘drawl’ (26), ‘nasal’ (25), ‘bogan’ (24), ‘Australian’ (23), and ‘country’ (20). 

The speech was almost in direct contrast to SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech. 

The speech was seen as Australian and while no specific phonetic features were 

discussed, comments regarding the paralinguistic ‘drawl’ and ‘nasal speech’ were 

most salient. 

3. VICTORIA/MELBOURNE speech 

The third most discussed speech region was VICTORIA/MELBOURNE, with 170 

respondents commenting on this speech. As with South Australia, the focus of most 

comments was on the capital city, MELBOURNE. Victorian respondents had highest 

reported mention of VICTORIA/MELBOURNE speech, followed by neighbouring 

South Australia and New South Wales respondents. I was surprised to find that only 

5% of neighbouring Tasmanian respondents discussed VICTORIA/MELBOURNE 

speech in the maps task. 

The most widely discussed feature of speech was the CELERY-SALARY 

merger (31), which many respondents identified as the ‘Malbourne’ feature. The other 

top descriptions were the BATH-TRAP merger identified as the ‘dance’ feature (15). 

The speech was also described as ‘Australian’ (12), ‘slang’ (11), ‘broad accented’ (9), 

‘posh’ (8), and ‘having different vowels’ (8). The diverse and seemingly contradictory 

combination of ‘broad’, ‘slang’, and ‘posh’ showed the salience of multiple social 

classes present in this urban centre.  

4. NORTHERN TERRITORY/CENTRAL AUSTRALIA speech 

This region which focused primarily around the Central Northern Territory was the 

fourth most discussed speech region. There were 155 respondents to comment on this 

area. Over 40% of respondents from the Northern Territory reported NORTHERN 

TERRITORY/CENTRAL AUSTRALIA speech. Southeastern urban centres reported 
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the next highest percentages on the maps task, perhaps referencing the region as 

representing very different speech. 

The comments on this speech region primarily focused on culture. The top 

cultural terms used to describe NORTHERN TERRITORY/CENTRAL AUSTRALIA 

speech were ‘Aboriginal’ (37), ‘Australian’ (30), and ‘Indigenous’ (20). The accent was 

also described as ‘slang’ (26), ‘slow’ (17), ‘broad’ (13), and ‘strong’ (12).  

5. NORTH QUEENSLAND speech 

There were 144 respondents to comment on NORTH QUEENSLAND speech. The 

speech was most salient for Queensland and Northern Territory respondents – the 

two closest regions geographically, as well as Tasmanian respondents. 

The primary focus of this region was on the sound of the speech. The region 

was described as sounding ‘slow’ (35), ‘drawling’ (22), ‘slang’ (20), ‘broad’ (15), and 

‘nasal’ (13). Culturally, the region was described as ‘Australian’ (16) and ‘bogan’ (12). 

The only linguistic feature mentioned by a majority of respondents was the tag 

question feature described primarily as ‘aye’, ‘hey’, and ‘eh’ (12).  

6. REGIONAL NSW speech 

There were 99 respondents to comment on CENTRAL NSW speech. Local 

respondents from Rural NSW reported highest clicks of the region’s speech, followed 

by neighbouring Sydney and Canberra respondents.  

The speech in CENTRAL NSW was described as ‘Australian’ (24), ‘rural’ (23), 

and ‘country’ (18). The speech was described as ‘slow’ (18), ‘slang’ (17), ‘bogan’ (13), 

and ‘broad accented’ (12).  

7. SYDNEY speech 

There were 88 respondents to comment on SYDNEY speech. Sydney respondents 

reported highest use of the local speech, followed by neighbouring NSW respondents. 

Interestingly, SYDNEY speech was not as widely discussed by neighbouring Victorian 

and Canberran respondents. 
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SYDNEY speech was described as ‘Australian’ (18), ‘multicultural’ (17), ‘ethnic 

influenced’ (12); ‘suburban’, ‘bogan’, and ‘varied’ (8 each). Despite SYDNEY and 

CENTRAL NSW speech regions being described very differently overall, both regions 

were described as sounding ‘Australian’. While the focus on CENTRAL NSW was on 

the ‘country-sounding speech’, the focus on SYDNEY speech was primarily on 

‘multicultural’ and ‘diverse speech’, which showed perceptions of Australianness 

indexed more than the ocker Anglo-Australian in the Outback. 

8. REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA speech 

There were 72 respondents to describe REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA. One 

quarter of Western Australian respondents reported REGIONAL WESTERN 

AUSTRALIA speech, more than any other respondent region. Tasmanian respondents 

were the only other respondents to report the speech region by more than 10% of 

respondents. 

The focus was less on particular sounds and more on the cultural identity. The 

most widely used descriptors for REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA were 

‘Aboriginal’ (11), ‘Australian’ (9), and ‘slang’ (7). The speech was also described as 

‘ocker’ (6), ‘mixed’, ‘slow’, and ‘country’ (5 each).  

9. BRISBANE speech 

There were 63 respondents to describe BRISBANE as a distinctive speech region. Over 

20% of Queensland respondents discussed BRISBANE speech, compared to no more 

than 8% of respondents from other regions. Higher percentages of respondents from 

South Australia, Tasmania, and Western Australia reported BRISBANE speech more 

than neighbouring regions. 

The descriptions of BRISBANE speech were similar to that of NORTHERN 

TERRITORY/CENTRAL AUSTRALIA speech. The speech was described as 

‘Australian’ (9), ‘bogan’, ‘slang’, and ‘slow’ (7 each), as well as ‘broad’ (6) and ‘surfer’ 

(5). The stereotype of the Gold Coast surfer was a particularly salient image for 

respondents.  
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10. CANBERRA speech 

There were 51 respondents to identify CANBERRA as a distinctive speech region. 

CANBERRA speech was almost exclusively discussed by Canberra respondents. Over 

20% of local ACT respondents discussed the speech region, compared to 6% of 

neighbouring New South Wales respondents NSW, and no more than 3% anywhere 

else. 

The speech in CANBERRA was described as both ‘Australian’ and ‘British’ (8 

each), ‘educated’ (7), ‘mixed’ (6), ‘less slang’, ‘multicultural’, ‘proper’, and ‘formal’ (5 

each). The dual description as both ‘Australian’ and ‘British’ was quite rare among 

regions, which could be related to the region’s status as the capital of the country. The 

rest of the descriptions focused on the ‘standardness’ and ‘high-status’ aspects of the 

speech. 

11. TASMANIAN speech 

There were 49 respondents to describe TASMANIA as a distinctive speech region. 

Nearly 40% of Tasmanian respondents discussed TASMANIA speech. This was far 

more than any other region. Only 7% of neighbouring Victorian respondents reported 

Tasmanian speech, more than any other group of respondents.  

TASMANIA was described as ‘slow’ (10), ‘British’ (7), ‘Australian’, ‘broad’ (5 

each), ‘country’, ‘drawling’, and ‘uneducated’ (4 each). In this case, the southern 

elements of being British were combined with perceptions of ‘nonstandardness’ and 

‘remoteness’. 

12. PERTH speech 

There were 46 respondents to describe PERTH speech. PERTH speech was discussed 

by 30% of Western Australian respondents, but by no more than 5% of respondents 

from any other region. 

Comments were the least cohesive, indicating respondents did not have a clear-

cut image of PERTH speech. The only descriptor repeated significantly was ‘British’ 
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(14). Otherwise, respondents described the speech as ‘Australian’ and ‘different’ (4 

each), as well as ‘broad’, ‘slow’, and ‘with long vowels’ (3 each).  

13. DARWIN speech 

The final region described by respondents in the maps task was DARWIN, where 29 

respondents described the speech. Nearly 40% of Northern Territory respondents 

described DARWIN, compared to only 3% of respondents from any other region. 

The top keywords used to describe DARWIN speech were ‘multicultural’ (11), 

‘slang’ (8), ‘Aboriginal’, ‘Indigenous’ (7 each), ‘mixed’ (6), ‘different words’, and 

‘Australian’ (5 each). A large focus on DARWIN speech was on the historical and 

cultural contexts of Darwin – specifically, the transience of the population based on 

the type of work, as well as the movement of people through events such as war and 

the Stolen Generation. 

5.4.2 Sociocultural speech groups in the free-response commentary 

While the maps task provided an easy tool to collect, analyse, and present 

visualisations of regional variation, it inherently only captures perceptions at a 

regional level. With this task in particular, this was even more limited due to the fact 

that the maps task only collected heat map clicks rather than larger map demarcations 

traditionally used in PD studies (see Preston 1999; Evans 2012a; Jeon and Cukor-Avila 

2014).  

Therefore, in addition to the salient 13 regions depicted in the maps task, the 

open-ended question data provided invaluable details of speech group perceptions 

which otherwise would have been lost if solely relying on a map-based task. There 

were 10 additional speech groups reported by respondents in the open-ended 

responses. The details related to these speech groups is reported below. 

1. RURAL speech 

There were 305 respondents to describe RURAL speech in the open-ended 

commentary. RURAL speech was most salient for Sydney and Rural NSW 
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respondents, however, respondents from across Australia describe RURAL speech. 

The most frequently listed descriptors of RURAL speech were ‘Australian’ (61), ‘broad 

accent’ (60), ‘slow’ (40), ‘rural’ (32), ‘slang’ (29), and ‘drawl’ (23).  

2. URBAN speech 

There were 157 respondents to describe URBAN speech. The speech was most salient 

for east coast respondents from Sydney, Canberra, Rural NSW, and Queensland. The 

top descriptions of URBAN speech included ‘pronunciation’ (9), ‘slang’, and ‘fast’ (6 

each), ‘Australian’ (5), and ‘cultural diversity’, ‘posh’, ‘cultivated’, and ‘British’ (4 

each). The descriptions indicate that some respondents could identify differences in 

pronunciation, possibly relating to the cultivated-broad spectrum (Mitchell and 

Delbridge 1965a).  

3. INDIGENOUS speech 

There were 59 respondents to describe INDIGENOUS speech, with respondents from 

all areas of Australia commenting on this speech group. The top terms used to 

describe INDIGENOUS speech were ‘Aboriginal English’ (14), ‘Indigenous accent’ (8), 

as well as ‘second-language English’, ‘Aboriginal language’, and ‘Indigenous 

language’ (4 each). There were not many specific attitudes or descriptions of linguistic 

features among respondents; which shows a lack of recognition or salience to specific 

features of AbE speech for many respondents. 

4. CENTRAL/REMOTE speech 

CENTRAL/REMOTE speech was mentioned by 41 respondents. The CENTRAL/ 

REMOTE region included the Northern Territory, western areas of NSW and 

Queensland, northern areas of South Australia, and northeastern areas of Western 

Australia. Although described by respondents from around Australia, the speech 

group was most salient for Canberra, Victoria, and Sydney respondents. The top 

descriptions of CENTRAL/REMOTE speech were ‘Australian’ (11), ‘slang’ (9), ‘broad 

accent’ (7), ‘outback’ and ‘slow’ (6 each), and ‘drawl’ and ‘rural’ (5 each).  
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5. EASTERN speech 

There were 37 respondents, primarily from South Australia along with a few Western 

Australians, to describe EASTERN speech. Respondents noted linguistic features most 

often when describing EASTERN speech, indicating recognition of accent differences 

between the east coast and the other regions of Australia. The most described features 

were ‘pooooool’ (7), ‘different terms’ (6), ‘dants for darnce’ (5), ‘rising tone’, and 

‘different accent’ (4 each). Respondents recognised the diphthongisation of the 

GOOSE vowel, a lack of pre-lateral BATH-TRAP distinction, HRT, and lexical 

variation as EASTERN speech features.’ 

6. LOWER-CLASS URBAN speech 

A total of 37 respondents mentioned LOWER-CLASS URBAN speech as a distinctive 

speech group in Australia. Respondents to describe LOWER-CLASS URBAN speech 

exclusively from Sydney, Canberra, Victoria, and Queensland. The descriptions 

focused on ‘nonstandard’ and ‘lower status’ for the speech group. LOWER-CLASS 

URBAN speech was described as ‘broad accented’ (11), ‘bogan’ (10), ‘slang’ (7), 

‘Australian’ (5), ‘nasal’ (4), and ‘uneducated’ (3). 

7. WESTERN SYDNEY speech  

A total of 36 respondents described WESTERN SYDNEY speech. Only respondents 

from the east coast regions mentioned the speech, with most of the comments coming 

from local Sydney respondents. The top descriptors of WESTERN SYDNEY speech 

were ‘bogan’ (7), ‘Australian’ (5), ‘broad accent’, ‘different accent’, ‘flat accent’, and 

‘Middle-Eastern accent’ (4 each). 

8. UPPER-CLASS URBAN speech 

Thirty-five respondents mentioned UPPER-CLASS URBAN speech. Once again, all of 

the respondents to comment on this speech group were from the east coast regions: 

Victoria, Rural NSW, Sydney, Canberra, Queensland, and Victoria. The respondent 

regions with the most mentions came from states with the largest urban 
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environments: Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland. The presence of the class 

divide in these cities may be more salient than elsewhere.  

The top descriptors indicated UPPER-CLASS URBAN speech was considered 

more ‘high status’ and ‘standard’. Keywords included ‘private-school accent’ (9), 

‘British’ (8), ‘rounded vowels’ (7), ‘educated’ (5), ‘posh’ (3), and ‘Australian’ (3). All of 

the descriptions except ‘Australian’ describe cultivated speech along the social class 

continuum. The descriptions of UPPER-CLASS URBAN speech as ‘Australian’ reflects 

a dynamic conceptualisation of ‘Australianness’ for respondents. As will be discussed 

in more detail in Section 5.6.1, the term ‘Australian’ was used to describe many 

different types of speech. 

Based on the results from both LOWER-CLASS URBAN and UPPER-CLASS 

URBAN speech, the distinctions between urban social classes was most salient – if not 

exclusively salient – for (primarily urban) east-coast respondents in Australia. While 

linguists have been moving away from the Broad-Cultivated accent continuum, the 

non-linguist survey respondents (particularly those from the east coast) appeared to 

adapt the continuum in the social class descriptions of urban speech described above.  

9. MIGRANT speech 

A total of 35 respondents commented on MIGRANT speech. While respondents from 

across Australia commented on MIGRANT speech, the discussion came 

predominantly from Sydney and Victorian respondents. The most frequently listed 

descriptions of MIGRANT speech included ‘multicultural’ (10), ‘migrant accent’ (9), 

‘migrant English’, and ‘ethnic accent’ (8 each), and ‘Australian’, ‘different 

background’, and ‘Greek accent’ (6 each). The focus on immigration was particularly 

salient to the Englishes of these diverse communities. 

10. NORTHERN speech 

There were 32 descriptions of NORTHERN speech, with respondents from all around 

Australia identifying this speech group. The speech was discussed most often by 

respondents from Victoria and Rural NSW. The most frequently used terms to 
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describe NORTHERN speech were ‘broad accent’ (10), ‘slow’ (8), ‘nasal’ (5), ‘drawl’ 

(4), and ‘Australian’ (3).  

5.5 Commentary analysis 

I also looked at the heatmap results for the maps task by state. This gave insight into 

regional diversity of maps terms as reported by respondents. The heat maps presented 

here were standard features within the Qualtrics reporting tools available through the 

survey. The heatmap sensitivity was determined within the Qualtrics software. The 

heatmaps range from no colour/original image (0 clicks) to red areas (highest 

concentration of clicks). The highest concentration of clicks is noted in the colour range 

presented below each map.  

 Interestingly, the results indicated very different regions of interest depending 

on where respondents reported growing up. In each respondent group by state, areas 

within that state were among the most clicked areas of the heat map. For respondents 

from ACT, the most clicked regions were South Australia, Central Queensland, and 

ACT. For NSW respondents, Sydney, Victoria and South Australia were the most 

selected regions, followed closely by Central NSW and Central Queensland. NT 

respondents focused almost all of their maps clicks on Darwin followed by South 

Australia. Queensland respondents focused primarily on Brisbane and South 

Australia, followed by Victoria, Central Queensland, and North Queensland. SA 

respondents focused primarily on South Australia, followed by Victoria, and Sydney 

speech. Tasmanian respondents focused primarily on Tasmanian speech followed by 

South Australia and North Queensland. VIC respondents selected Victoria most times 

followed by South Australia. WA respondents selected Perth most often, followed by 

Sydney and Central Queensland. 

What became apparent in this task was that familiarity with the local region 

respondents grew up in was the most salient feature for respondents. Interestingly the 

cultural salience of other speech groups appeared to vary depending on where 

respondents were from. Often, the culturally salient regions were not neighbouring 
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states, but regions seen as very different. For example, ACT respondents hardly 

mentioned Sydney or Melbourne speech but instead commented on SA and QLD 

speech in the maps task. Tasmanian respondents did not mention neighbouring 

Victorian speech but instead focused on South Australian and North Queensland 

regions. The most discussed regions overall carried the highest cultural salience 

nationally. In addition to local or geographic salience, the top five regions discussed 

in the heat map also showed cultural significance for the respondents. 

5.5.1 Status, Standardness, Evaluations 

I have combined two of the categories used by Garrett et al. (2005) into a single 

category to examine comments on both status and solidarity descriptions of 

Australian speech. The status comments were split into two categories: high status 

and low status. ‘High status’ included comments on social status and education 

(‘slightly more posh’; ‘an educated-sounding accent’) as well as ‘standardness’ of 

speech (‘better enunciation generally’; ‘pronounce their words more correctly’), while 

low status included comments indicative of lower social standing (‘have a bogan 

accent’) and ‘non-standard’ speech (‘have broader accents’; ‘aren't trained to speak 

well’). The affective comments were divided into positive (‘cute Australian accent’) 

and negative (‘a lot more rough’) categories.  

Descriptions of ‘standardness’ were focused primarily around the southeastern 

capital cities of Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, and Perth as shown in Map 

5.3. ‘Nonstandardness’ appeared generally outside urban areas, although the greater 

Sydney and Brisbane regions were clearly identified as ‘nonstandard’. 

As Map 5.4 demonstrates, most of Queensland, NSW, Tasmania, and large 

portions of the Northern Territory were identified as ‘nonstandard’. ‘Standardness’ 

appeared to reflect an urban/south and rural/north dichotomy.  
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Map 5.3 Perceptions of ‘standard’ speech 

 
Map 5.4 Perceptions of ‘nonstandard’ speech 
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‘High status’ shown in Map 5.5 revealed an urban and southern divide, while 

‘low status’ showed an east coast divide. South Australia and the southeastern capital 

cities were considered the most ‘high-status’ regions for respondents. The main 

differences between the two were that all states’ capital city regions showed more 

‘standard’ speech, while Darwin, Brisbane, and Tasmania were not described as 

‘posh’. 

 
Map 5.5 Perceptions of ‘high-status’ speech 

Lower social standing was shown in Map 5.6 identified primarily through the 

descriptors ‘bogan’ and ‘ocker’. ‘Bogan’ speech was referenced in lower 

socioeconomic urban regions in nearly half of its comments, while ‘ocker’ speech was 

referenced toward predominantly rural, Queensland and Northern Territory speech. 

The ‘status’ and ‘standardness’ comments were more frequently occurring than 

the evaluative comments, with ‘nonstandard’ comments occurring most frequently in 

the data. ‘Broadness’ of speech was the most salient description of ‘nonstandard’ 

speech in the survey, with many of those comments linked to rural speech areas:  
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broader accents in very regional areas 

Often people in rural and remote areas have broader accents 

 
Map 5.6 Perceptions of ‘low-status’ speech 

Negative evaluations occurred more frequently than positive speech 

evaluations, with negative evaluations describing speech as ‘rough’ and 

‘unattractive’, as well as ‘pretentious’ and ‘snobby’. The negative speech evaluations 

primarily fell to Queensland, and the southeastern capital cities. 

Positive evaluations mainly described ‘friendly’ and ‘pleasant’ speech. Speech 

regions described positively did not always correlate with regions described as having 

‘high status’ and ‘high standardness’. The speech in North Queensland, South 

Australia, and Victoria evoked more positive emotions for respondents than 

elsewhere. 
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5.5.2 Cultural comparisons 

The most frequently mentioned cultural comments were comparisons to other 

varieties of English: 

Adelaide have a New Zealanderish accent 

Some rural Queenslanders can have a slight Texas-like drawl. Some others have a 

more British accent. 

The two most common varieties were contrasted as ‘British’ and ‘Australian’. 

South Australia and Adelaide were identified in 56.8 percent of the ‘British’ comments 

in Map 5.7, while rural and remote regions were identified in 37% of the ‘Australian’ 

comments. 

Regions described primarily as ‘Australian’ were the northeast and central 

outback regions of Australia as shown in Map 5.8, Sydney and Central NSW were also 

described as sounding ‘Australian’.  

‘British’ regions of Australia were identified primarily in South Australia, as 

well as Perth and across the southeastern capital cities. There appeared to be a 

dichotomy, where regions were either seen as ‘British’ or as ‘Australian’ but rarely 

both. When visually presented, social and cultural perceptions followed two primary 

trends: ‘Britishness’ and ‘Australianness’. ‘Britishness’ aligned with descriptions of 

‘standard’ and ‘high-status’ speech, while ‘Australianness’ aligned with 

‘nonstandard’ and ‘low-status’ speech.  
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Map 5.7 Perceptions of ‘British’ speech 

 
Map 5.8 Perceptions of ‘Australian’ speech 
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Beyond the ‘British’ and ‘Australian’ dichotomy were two additional cultural 

speech varieties uncovered in the maps task: ‘Migrant’ speech and ‘Aboriginal’ 

speech. ‘Migrant’ speech shown in Map 5.9 was described primarily over Melbourne 

and Sydney in the maps task. These regions were described as having the greatest 

ethnic influence in their speech.  

 
Map 5.9 Perceptions of ‘Migrant’ speech 

The Central NT, Darwin, and Central WA regions in Map 5.10 were primarily 

identified as ‘Aboriginal’ and having an Indigenous influence. The southern regions 

across the country had the least comments referencing ‘Aboriginal’ influence. The lack 

of ‘Aboriginal’ and ‘Indigenous’ influence is not surprising as the language and 

cultural loss in Aboriginal societies due to colonial factors was strongest throughout 

the south. 

Respondents also discussed cultural icons in the commentary, including 

references to specific media personalities, television programs, and politicians:  
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People living in the northern parts of QLD have accents similar to Steve Irwin 

The older people from the lower North Shore and Eastern Suburbs accent which is a 

pseudo pommy accent (like Prue on Kath and Kim) 

Some south Australians can sound more English (Such as Alexander Downer, 

Christopher Pyne) 

 
Map 5.10 Perceptions of ‘Aboriginal’ speech 

References were also made to historical settlement of Australia, with many of 

those comments discussing convict settlement (or a lack thereof) in southern cities: 

slightly more "posh" in free settled areas like Adelaide and Melbourne 

I believe this may be because SA was the only state not settled by convicts. 

The environment was also referenced as impacting the language. Northern 

cities were described as more relaxed due to the hot climate, while another discussed the 
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speech in Inland NSW and QLD as a sort of mumbling drawl, with the mouth mostly closed, 

because of a shitton of flies. 

5.5.3 Linguistic features 

Lexical features 

While Garrett et al. (2005) placed all linguistic features into a single category in their 

keyword analysis survey, the linguistic data here fell into three quite distinct 

categories: lexical, pronunciation, and other. As Preston (1996) found, folk-linguistic 

description of speech falls along a continuum from detailed speech descriptions 

(Adelaideans say 'early minute' instead of 'early mark' to leave early from work, school) to 

more global descriptions (Some words are different). For lexical items comments, there 

were four subcategories: in addition to detailed comments and global comments, there 

were comments which discussed slang and as well as idioms (my mother always used 

to say 'silly as a wheel' and 'mad as a cut snake'). Map 5.11 shows the placement of all 

lexical item references in the maps task. 

Respondents most frequently commented on general lexical variation, with 

37.9 percent of respondents providing global descriptions of lexical variation. These 

comments indicated that the vocabulary varied across Australia, without necessarily 

discussing in detail what those differences were. Any references to different word use, 

calling things by other names, and terminology were included in this category. There 

were references focused on variation without specifying regional or social speaker 

differences (vocabulary; there are different words sometimes; choice of words/terminology). 

There were comments focusing on regional variation (use of different terms for the same 

thing between different states; certain words that are used in some parts of Australia and not 

others). Two respondents commented on social and cultural variation: (terms specific to 

a religious, ethnic or professional group, even a family; class differences in word use). 
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Map 5.11 Perceptions of lexical variation 

Specific examples were the second most discussed form of lexical variation, 

with 30.7 percent of respondents providing detailed descriptions of lexical variation. 

There were 49 different specific examples of lexical variation mentioned in 192 

comments. The most popular example was varied terms for swimwear, with 57 

comments. Respondents’ discussion of swimwear variation was not mentioned in 

Bryant (1985, 1989). Australia was a very different place in the 1980s when Bryant’s 

work took place, and this lexical variant might not have been a particularly salient 

example of regional lexical variation. According to this most recent survey, however, 

this variant appears to be the most prominent example of lexical variation across 

AusE. Togs was the most referenced example of swimwear, a term discussed as a 

Queensland Shibboleth. Swimmers (NSW), cossie (NSW/VIC), and bathers (SA) were 

also discussed. Respondents indicated lexical variation was perceived to be more 

prevalent on the east coast than on the west coast, and specifically, Queenslanders and 

Victorians were perceived to have the most lexical variation. It is important to note 
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that the increased variability found on the east coast of Australia is likely related to 

the region’s increased population density and cultural diversity. 

Terms for suitcase and school bag were mentioned in 27 comments as varying 

across Australia, with port predominantly described as occurring in the east and 

northeast. Regionally varied words for lunchmeat (polony, fritz, devon, etc.) had 12 

comments and fried potato snacks (potato cakes-VIC vs potato scallops-QLD vs scallops-

NSW vs potato fritters-SA) had ten. While the majority of responses did not reference 

speaker groups at all, the top four speaker groups referenced with specific lexical 

examples were the following states: QLD, SA, VIC, and NSW. 

The references to ‘slang’ were entirely generalised, with any specific references 

to lexical items listed under the specific-examples category. In addition to the word 

‘slang’, references to ‘lingo’, ‘vernacular’, and ‘colloquial terms’ were included. 

According to Preston and Niedzielski (2003), slang can widely vary in its 

interpretations to non-linguists, but the term primarily indicates ‘nonstandard’ 

language. Slang may also have a meaning that refers to ingroup words and phrases 

not privy to everyone. Evans (2011) found in her PD survey that the label ‘slang’ 

tended to refer to urban speech, however, this does not appear to be the case in 

Australia. There were fewer references to slang in urban areas in this study, compared 

to rural speech: 

People in more rural areas use more traditional 'Aussie slang' 

I find that people from country areas speak with more slang. 

‘Slang’ was also used to describe AbE speech and Aboriginal-influenced speech 

found in Northern and Western regions of Australia: 

We all learnt many aboriginal words from the Indigenous kids. Hence we learned 

aboriginal slang and some dialect 
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The least commented section was on sayings and expressions found in 

Australian speech. There were only 55 references to sayings and expressions in the 

comments. Of those comments, 50 were global references (some small differences in 

idiom; sayings and expressions), while there were five detailed comments which 

discussed specific idioms and expressions in Australia: 

In my experience people out in the bush also use more of the old-fashioned sayings - 

my mother always used to say 'silly as a wheel' and 'mad as a cut snake' but I never 

hear other people say things like that near the coast 

Rural outback people tend to use more mannerisms e.g. flash as a rat with a gold 

tooth, than urban city people. 

There were no speaker group references to specific states in the global 

references, while the five comments with examples of idioms and expressions tended 

to reference rural speakers (3) more than any other group. 

Phonetic and paralinguistic features 

Following lexical variation, phonological variation was the second most frequently 

mentioned type of linguistic variation. Map 5.12 reveals that respondents perceived 

SA/Adelaide to have the most distinctive pronunciation, followed by VIC/Melbourne 

respondents. 

The largest subcategory for pronunciation features were detailed descriptions, 

at 53.8 percent of the pronunciation comments. There were 258 comments discussing 

vowels. The most frequently mentioned feature was the BATH-TRAP split referenced 

by 173 respondents. TRAP and BATH vowel variation in AusE, introduced in Section 

3.3.2, was discussed in terms of regional variation by 53 of the respondents, and social 

class by five of the respondents. 
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Map 5.12 Perceptions of phonetic variation 

Table 5.2 provides examples of the responses for regional and class variation: 

 
Table 5.2 Descriptions of regional and social class variation 
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Respondents’ commentary on the regional and social variation of the 

TRAP/BATH variable fit with previously conducted phonetic research on AusE 

phonetic variation. According to Horvath and Horvath (2001a), the BATH/TRAP 

vowel varies most consistently in terms of region, with the long-a (BATH) usage 

mostly confined to South Australia, while a weakly significant variance exists in terms 

of social class usage of the pronunciation. Of the regional variation comments in this 

study, 32 comments linked the long-a vowel to SA, while 18 linked the short-a vowel 

to VIC. This is therefore a good example of non-linguistic perceptions of regional and 

social variation falling in line with phonetic studies. 

There were three different types of BATH-TRAP split variations described by 

respondents. The pre-nasal BATH-TRAP split was described most frequently, with a 

total of 125 respondents mentioning combinations such as dance, plants, and 

commander as regionally and socially varied. There were 74 respondents to discuss the 

BATH-TRAP split occurring specifically within the word castle, including the 

following examples: 

A native of Melbourne seems to call "Castlemaine" "Casselmaine". 

Adelaide has the soft vowels, like saying cahstle instead of cassle.  

There were also 24 respondents to mention BATH-TRAP variation for the term graph: 

Typical examples of differences are in pronunciation of vowels such as, "graph" 

sounds like "graff" in Victoria and "grarf" (rhymes with giraffe) in South Australia. 

The lowering of /e/ before /l/, widely recognised as the CELERY-SALARY 

merger (see Section 3.3.2), is recognised as a regionally distributed feature for speakers 

from Victoria. There were 67 respondents to identify the feature, with many of the 

respondents attributing the merger to Victorian and Melbourne speech:  

People from Melbourne often pronounce their 'e' vowel more to sound like an 'a' 

vowel; Sydney-siders say "MELbourne" whereas Melbourners say "MALbourne" 
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The CELERY-SALARY merger appears to be a stable feature of VIC speakers’ speech 

for both linguists and non-linguists alike. 

The regional distribution of L-vocalisation (as described in Section 3.3.2) was 

discussed by 28 respondents in the PD survey. Comments reflected a general 

perception of l-vocalisation in South Australia and l-pronunciation in Victoria, which 

fit with previously conducted research on regional distribution of l-vocalisation 

(Horvath and Horvath 2001): 

South Australians also tend to drop, or swallow Ls at the end of some words - 

"school" almost becomes "schoo" 

The consonant l is also not articulated before a k sound, with 'milk' becoming 'miwk' 

- it is clearly 'milk' in Victoria. The l sound is very pronounced in the Melbourne 

accent. 

There were also seven respondents to discuss L-epenthesis in ‘film’ as a feature 

of the east coast AusE: 

Film is sometimes pronounced as filum in some eastern states 

Eighteen respondents described ING realisation, as discussed in Section 3.3.3. 

Unlike previously conducted research which found ING realisation variation 

regionally limited to regions of NSW (see Shnukal 1982, Bradley and Bradley 1979), 

the current survey indicated more widespread perceived regional variation: 

South Australians don't pronounce their words clearly and shorten their words ie 

talking they would say talkin 

Northern cities in relaxed hot climates have a more Ozzie "twang" and shortening of 

word endings e.g.: "goin" for "going" 

Queenslanders shorten words and drop the endings of words like comin' and goin'.  
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Nasality, drawl, and mouth position were the most widely referenced 

paralinguistic features, which are represented in Map 5.13.  

 
Map 5.13 Perceptions of paralinguistic variation 

Of the speaker references in the comments, QLD was mentioned most 

frequently, in 14 comments, and rural areas were mentioned in seven comments. 

Queenslanders speak a bit more nasally than people from elsewhere 

Rural vs urban - notice more of a twang. 

Round speech was the opposite description to nasal speech, and was mentioned 

in eight comments, with most of the comments referring to southern and south-

eastern urban areas:  

In SA and ACT there is a rounder accent- rounder vowels;  

Victorians More rounded vowels.  
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Syllabic duration was expressed through lengthening and shortening of 

vowels. Poyatos (1993: 192) refers to syllabic duration as “conspicuously 

paralinguistic in drawling and clipping, which as primary qualities, can also be 

permanent characteristics of a person’s voice norm”. Respondents discussed the drawl 

of speech most frequently, and tended to attribute this quality to Queensland (17) and 

rural areas of Australia (12):  

drawl-y' NT, WA and QLD  

generally, Country people tend to speak with more of a drawl than people in cities  

Queenslanders, NT and rural WA talk with a drawl  

The most frequently mentioned drawled vowel as the pre-lateral GOOSE 

offglide in words such as pool and school. These examples were mentioned by 65 

respondents as a predominantly a difference between the northeast and southern 

states: 

South Australians and Western Australians tend to rhyme "school" and "pool" with 

"pull" whereas Queenslanders (and some New South Welshmen and Victorians) 

make them rhyme with "rule" and "fuel"  

The way someone from NSW or QLD pronounces 'pool' sounds to me almost like 

'pewel'.  

According to Cox and Palethorpe (2007), the retraction of the GOOSE before /l/ 

is less of a regional marker for South Australian speech, as noted by Oasa (1989), and 

is increasingly a variant used universally by young Australian speakers. Interestingly, 

this could be indicative of a current change in progress, as younger respondents to 

this survey were associating the lack of retraction of the GOOSE vowel as a regionally 

distinctive feature of QLD and NSW speech. Descriptions of the retracted vowel 

tended to link the pronunciation of pool to that of pull: 
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Most Victorians pronounce words like pool, fool as pull, full / Sydneysiders will often 

pronounce these words as 'pewl' and 'fewl' 

South Australians and Western Australians tend to rhyme "school" and "pool" with 

"pull", whereas Queenslanders (and some New South Welshmen and Victorians) 

make them rhyme with "rule" and "fuel" 

Clipped speech, on the other hand, was referenced in 10 comments and was 

used in conjunction with urban speech in seven of those comments:  

those in Canberra, Hobart and Melbourne having more 'clipped' speech 

Perhaps city accents can be slightly more clipped than country 

The range of comments categorised under pronunciation features once again 

display non-linguists’ varied abilities to analyse and discuss details of linguistic 

variation from ‘detailed’ speech references (dance sounds like ants) to ‘global’ speech 

references (sometimes the pronunciation of words) (Preston 1996: 41; see Evans 2011; 

Garrett et al. 2005).  

Other linguistic features 

While lexical features and pronunciation features were the two most frequently 

discussed comment categories overall, the rest of the linguistic features could be 

grouped into a category together. Of the linguistic features present in this category, 

speed of speech, shown in Map 5.14 was the most frequently discussed.  

 Slow speech had the most comments in this category, with 49 comments. Slow 

speech was mainly used to refer to rural areas, and various parts of Queensland:  

Slower in rural areas and in the northern half of Australia 

Queenslanders speak more slowly.  
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Fast speech, on the other hand, referred to urban and south-eastern speech, 

with the eight comments referencing urban speech (3), Melbourne/urban VIC (3), TAS 

(1), and West Sydney (1).  

 
Map 5.14 Perceptions of prosodic variation 

Intonation and vocal inflection were commented on by 18.5 percent of the 

respondents. These varied from global descriptions (The inflections on the end of 

sentences or words; Different intonation) to detailed descriptions of uptalk (The inflections 

on the end of sentences or words, e.g., going up at the end; inflection at the end of a sentence 

that's not a question). Uptalk, also known as high rising terminal (HRT) and Australian 

Questioning Intonation (AQI) has been a widely studied feature of AusE over the last 

40 years (Cox and Fletcher 2017). Regional variation of uptalk was also noted by 

respondents:  
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I also find that South Australians end their sentences on a flat or steady tone whereas 

eastern states - particularly Queensland and NSW end many of their sentences on a 

rising tone as if they were asking a question.  

One respondent even noted that the feature has become widespread:  

Eastern States had a rising inflection, which has now spread all over.  

Map 5.15 shows tag questions were recognised folk-linguistically as a 

prominent feature of Queensland speech in 30 comments. 

 
Map 5.15 Perceptions of morphosyntactic variation 

There was one particularly prominent grammatical subcategory present in the 

data: sentence final tag questions. The use of tag questions was mentioned in 45 

comments (words used at end of sentences). The spelling and presumed 

pronunciation of the tag varied, as these examples demonstrate: 

the addition of the term 'aye' at the end of a sentence. 
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Some Queenslanders add 'ay' to end of sentences. 

Queenslanders add "hey" at the end of a sentence. 

Queenslanders say "heh" at the end of a sentence. 

Often people from rural areas/WA/QLD say 'ey' at the end of sentences 

The use of sentence final ‘but’ was also referenced by respondents. Mulder, 

Thompson, and Penry Williams (2008) identified final BUT as a final discourse particle 

which can serve as a social index of Australianness, but in that paper, they do not 

indicate if the feature is regionally distributed. In this study, North Queensland and 

the Northern Territory were the most recognised as regions whose speakers use this 

feature:  

People from NT are more likely to put "but" at the end of a sentence, rather than at 

the start or in the middle 

Many from North QLD and NT finish a statement by turning it into a question by 

saying "eh?" or end negative statements with "but", where others would use 

"though" e.g. "It's bucketing down, eh? "I don't think it will flood, but." 

Accent strength and diversity 

There were 419 comments reflecting accent strength and diversity in the follow-up 

question responses. The largest subcategory of comments reflected accent strength, 

denoting strong or distinctive accents (thicker accent in rural areas) as shown in Map 

5.16.  

 Global descriptions of accent (such as, some accents differ) had nearly a third of 

the comments, while nearly a fifth of the comments discussed slight or minimal accent 

variation (Accent changes slightly between Queenslanders and southern states. These are only 

slight changes). Accent diversity was discussed the least, with 32 comments (Rural areas 
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have very distinctive accents compared to each other; In the city I believe there is a lot more 

diversity). 

 
Map 5.16 Perceptions of distinctive variation 

The most striking finding of the accent comments was the pairing of strong 

accents with rural speech and slight accents with urban speech. The reverse was true 

for the discussion of urban speech: comments discussing urban speech was more 

likely to coincide with less distinct or slight accent variation, as opposed to distinctive 

speech variation (Rural QLD (and other rural parts of Aus.)- more "characteristically" 

Australian, use words such as "mate", thicker accent…Sydney/Melbourne- accents are not 

very thick, harder to pick by foreigners). The other speaker groups mentioned (namely, 

states, unspecified locations, social class, etc.) were relatively similar for both groups. 

There were few comments about linguistic diversity in the data, however, there were 

a handful of comments which discussed how little diversity occurred in Australia 

compared to other languages and varieties of English: 
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There are definitely differences, but they are difficult to pin down to a region like you 

would be able to do in USA or England. 

I think there is much less variation in Australian English spoken across the country 

than there are in other places such as the UK, or countries like China and Japan with 

dialects often very different from "standard" language (e.g. some Tohoku dialects in 

Japan are considered by many Japanese as being incomprehensible and sounding 

closer to Chinese or Korean).  

This gives an indication to the perceptual understanding of AusE and provides 

an interesting backdrop to the research: when prompted, respondents could describe 

variation – often in great detail. However, respondents indicated time and again that 

the variation they knew about was small or subtle. 

5.6 Discussion 

The results above demonstrated a strong link between how respondents described 

AusE speech and where those respondents were from and other demographic details. 

The lexicographer Bruce Moore (2008: vix) states: “Of all the markers of identity, 

language is by far the most significant…Australian English is central to the process of 

giving a voice to our Australian identity in important ways, we are what we speak, 

and we are how we speak”. In this discussion, I will identify the role of language 

ideologies uncovered in the PD survey and tie them to the social, cultural, and 

historical contexts of AusE. 

5.6.1 Cultural prominence and the evolution of the Australian 
identity 

This section presents the macro-perceptions of AusE uncovered in the open-ended 

questions commentary. Within each macro-perception, I look more closely into the 

specific regions and sociocultural elements connected to the larger unit. For the 

analysis of this section, all of the comments were categorised by name. For example, 
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all comments describing Queensland were grouped together. This was performed to 

a very detailed level, so respondents who described rural women’s speech in 

Queensland were in a different group to those who commented on southwestern 

Brisbane speech, to those who commented on Indigenous outback speech. Only the 

speech perceptions of the 23 most discussed speech groups are presented in this 

analysis and discussion. A complete list of the commentary for all 23 items is provided 

in Appendix D. 

The historical context of Anglo-Australian settlement provided the most salient 

cultural comparison for respondents. This cultural comparison was drawn regionally, 

with free-settled speech areas – particularly those in South Australia, were compared 

to convict-settled regions along the east coast. This was in line with experiences of 

cultural and geographic proximity discussed at length by Montgomery (2007; 2011), 

where respondents tend to focus on regions close by and regions with widely 

recognised cultural salience – either media recognition or sociohistorical importance. 

Perceptual studies in the United Kingdom and the United States have both 

revealed different language ideologies (Milroy 2012). In the UK, ideologies tend to be 

based around class distinctions, while in the US perceptions are focused around 

mainstream (unmarked) varieties and non-mainstream (marked) varieties of English. 

In Australia, there are ideologies that reflect high- and low-class distinctions as well 

as marked and unmarked speech distinction.  

Danielson (2014) argued perceptions of Australian speech were modelled on 

Broad Australian (see Mitchell 1946). Willoughby et al. (2013) had also identified 

Broad Australian as both a marked variety of AusE and also the quintessential 

Australian accent. Marked varieties are typically low in status, high in solidarity 

(Bradley and Bradley 2001; Willoughby et al. 2013). By respondents modelling 

Australian speech as Broad Australian, they are implicitly expressing traditional 

notions of the cultural cringe, Australian egalitarianism, and national solidarity. 

Under this assumption, to be Australian, therefore, is to have a marked variety of 

English. An unmarked variety such as RP is not Australian. This was expressed in 
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commentary describing South Australian ‘British’ speech negatively. One 

Queenslander went so far as to describe South Australian speech as anti-Australian: 

I'm quite proud of my Australian heritage, but for some strange reason, the South Australians 

seem to be ashamed of it, and want to keep sucking up to Britain. They seem to think that the 

only correct way to speak is to copy the Brits, but I'd much rather we choose our own unique 

manner of speaking so we can assert our independence, just like the Americans did before 

us…Anyone would think that South Australia was a bastion of monarchists, who grovel to kiss 

the Queen's shoes. I, for one, am glad that the rest of Australia decided to assert its 

independence from Britain.  

The results from the present study are not consistent with the idea that 

‘Australian’ speech is limited to a specific national stereotype of Anglo-Australian, 

broad-accented rural men. While this stereotype was present and at times pervasive 

in the folk-linguistic discussion, a more subtle inclusion of the term indicated 

perceptions of ‘Australianness’ were much more ubiquitous. The term ‘Australian’ 

was found underpinning many diverse descriptions of speech in the survey 

commentary. For example, Adelaide was described as ‘British Australian’; Western 

Sydney was described as ‘Ethnic Australian’; Darwin was described as ‘Native 

Australian’; Melbourne and Sydney were described as ‘Urban Australian’.  

The perceptions of AusE at the broadest level fit into five categories, as shown 

on Map 5.17: the Aboriginal Australian, the British Australian, the Queensland 

Australian, the Rural Australian, and the Urban Australian.  

Perceptions of Aboriginal Australia include Central Australia, the Northern 

Territory, Darwin, and Western Australia’s far north. Visually, the divide can be 

described as the large division in the Northwest of the map, including the northern 

half of Western Australia, all of the Northern Territory, and the northern half of South 

Australia. The main perceptions to come out of the north reflected its remoteness and 

Aboriginal peoples.  

Perceptions of British Australia include Western Australia, Perth, South 

Australia, and Adelaide. This region presented on the map includes the southern half 
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of Western Australia and the southern half of South Australia, and a small section of 

far western NSW, where respondents described the speech as similar to South 

Australia. Perceptions of this region focused primarily on Britishness of speech.  

 

 
Map 5.17 The five regional perceptions of Australia 

Queensland was its own perceptual area of Australia. The perceptions of 

Queensland primarily reflected an Anglo-Australian focus and primarily addressed 

‘non-standardness’ and cultural stereotypes. 

South of Queensland is the perceptual area of Rural Australia. This includes 

perceptions of Eastern Australia, New South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania. When 
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mapped, this region incorporates the southeastern states and territories of New South 

Wales, Victoria, Tasmania.  

The final perceptual category, Urban Australia, sits within the Rural Australia 

category, encompassing the southeastern capital cities. Urban Australia includes 

perceptions of Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne, Urban, Upper-class Urban, Lower-class 

Urban, Migrant, and Western Sydney speech. The discussion of Urban Australia 

reflected complex and intertwined perceptions, focusing on social and cultural 

variability. 

Beneath all of the diverse social and cultural perceptions presented in the PD 

survey was the shared theme of being ‘Australian’. This indicates there was not one 

static cultural identity linked to ‘Australianness’: all of the diverse identities were 

considered Australian. The diverse perceptions of what it meant to be ‘Australian’ 

support the position of AusE entering the final phase of the Dynamic Model of 

Postcolonial Englishes (Schneider 2007). The national identity was no longer 

dependent on the sociocultural force of its colonial past. Australian identity now 

provides the foundation upon which many discrete identities flourish.  

5.6.2 Proximity effects: East Coast perceptions vs Isolated regions 

Perceptual dialectologists have long acknowledged the differences between gathering 

data from local respondents vs national or global respondents (Evans 2011). In this 

survey, I was able to perform both types of analysis – looking at the overall trends, as 

well as the local perceptions from respondents of different areas. By looking at 

perceptions across Australia as well as by region, I was better able to distinguish 

between perceptions which demonstrated cultural salience, and those which 

demonstrated proximal salience. Both of these aspects were discussed as principal 

findings in Montgomery’s (2007) PD dissertation on English perceptions.  

Many perceptual dialectology tasks, even those which look at a national 

picture, tend to select respondents from a single location (see Preston 1999a). The 

country-wide analysis conducted in the current study revealed that respondents from 
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different regions held different perceptions. Where respondents grew up affected 

their perceptions of AusE regional and social groups. Very broadly speaking, the 

results showed that South Australians focused primarily on differences between the 

East Coast – particularly Queensland – and South Australia, while Western 

Australians focused on the West Coast versus Northern and Eastern Australia and 

paid little attention to speech in South Australia.  

The most linguistically salient regions were the first five regions identified in 

the maps task: Central Queensland, South Australia/Adelaide, Victoria/Melbourne, 

Central Australia/Northern Territory, and North Queensland. Beyond these regions, 

the data supported the theory of proximity more than the theory of cultural 

prominence by demonstrating perceptions based more heavily on proximity rather 

than cultural salience (Montgomery 2007; 2012a). This of course is at an aggregated 

level and does not discount personal ties to different regions of Australia. 

Respondent region had a major effect on speech group identification. The 

results showed effects of geographic proximity as well as sociocultural effects such as 

social class and urban-rural differences. The top five speech groups for all nine 

respondent groups are found in Table 5.3.  

 
Table 5.3 Top five perceived speech groups by respondent groups 

Overall, the speech regions selected tended to be the most culturally 

prominent, the closest in geographic proximity, or the most different perceived speech 

from their own region. The influences of cultural prominence and local speech factors 

described by Montgomery (2007, 2012a) were confirmed in this study. The results also 

indicated that cultural prominence and proximity were regionally determined for 
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Australian respondents. The urban-rural divide was particularly salient for east-coast 

respondents, with all east-coast respondent groups describing Rural Australia as one 

of the top five-most discussed speech groups. The more salient divide for SA 

respondents was the SA-east coast divide. WA, NT, and TAS respondents did not 

correlate closely with any of the other regions. This could be due to the fact that the 

populations of WA, NT, and TAS are geographically isolated from the other 

populated regions of Australia.  

Smaller and more specific speech groups were predominantly recognised by 

local respondents, such as Western Sydney, Darwin, Canberra, Brisbane, and 

Tasmania. On the other hand, larger speech groups (Central Australia, Eastern 

Australia, Northern Australia) were predominantly recognised by respondent groups 

from far away. Respondents showed greater awareness, accuracy, and detail of 

differences between local speech communities, demonstrating the role of proximity 

and contact between speech communities on perceptions (Montgomery 2007). For 

example, Eastern Australia was described primarily by SA and WA respondents, 

while Northern Australia was predominantly described by SYD, and VIC 

respondents. These were groups which encompassed much larger swathes of land – 

showing less local knowledge and less detailed awareness but a general 

understanding of difference between ‘us and them’. 

Non-regional speech groups were recognised predominantly by east coast 

respondents (Urban Australia, Lower-class Australia, Migrant Australia, Upper-class 

Australia). That is not to say non-regional speech groups were not recognised 

elsewhere – but these had more respondents from the east coast discuss them in more 

detail. The highly varied social and cultural climates of the larger east coast cities 

could lead to this. As Willoughby et al. (2013) had found, younger urban respondents 

from the east coast focused more predominantly on ethnic variation (including both 

Migrant and Aboriginal speech). The current results show urban, east coast 

respondents also focus more closely on social class variation than respondents from 

elsewhere. 
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The perceptions identified across the Australian states confirm Montgomery’s 

(2007, 2012a) theories of proximity and cultural prominence effects on language 

perceptions. Regional proximity allows for greater contact between regions, which 

means greater awareness of and familiarity with neighbouring speech features 

(Montgomery 2007). On the east coast, there is a more or less continuous population 

from Southern Victoria through to Northern Queensland, reaching every capital city 

in between. The perceptions held by respondents across the east coast were far more 

cohesive. Respondents across the east coast regions depicted their own capital city as 

well as South Australian speech as the most ‘standard’; they viewed a distinctive 

urban-rural divide in culture and language; and they focused on the sociocultural 

variation present in urban centres.  

Respondents from the east coast tended to have unified perceptions: Western 

Australia and Tasmania were described as both Australian and British sounding, while 

the Northern Territory was identified primarily as the centre of Indigenous and outback 

culture, and South Australia epitomised high status speech. The interconnectedness of 

the eastern states could be one explanation for the shared perceptions presented by 

respondents. For example, there were at least 7 respondents per region to describe 

Adelaide speech as high status – except for respondents from NT, TAS, and WA: NT 

had only one respondent describe Adelaide speech as high status, while WA and TAS 

had no respondents mention it. For respondents across the east coast, speech in 

Western Australia and South Australia were described quite similarly. SA 

respondents, meanwhile, had very little to say about Western Australian speech and 

vice versa.  

The focus of the urban-rural dichotomy – as well as the class-based distinctions 

within urban environments – were far more salient for east-coast Australians. This 

could be related to the much larger urban populations present throughout the east 

coast. Data collected from Tourism Research Australia for the years 2004 and 2014 in 

Figure 5.6 shows that significantly more overnight trips take place within NSW, VIC, 

and QLD than in any other state or territory (Domestic Research Australia 2014).  
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Figure 5.6 Domestic Tourism in Australia 2004 and 2014  

Perceptions within NSW, VIC, and QLD are all quite similar to one another. 

This could be due to the interconnectedness of these places. Interestingly, ACT 

respondents did not show the same type of connectedness. There is far less domestic 

travel to the ACT than to the other east coast states. While this figure does not detail 

which part of Australia the travellers came from, it does show a significantly higher 

portion of people traveling through the large east coast states than anywhere else in 

Australia. Shared perceptions were found both by respondents Australiawide 

discussing those three states and by respondents from those three states. These 

findings indicate proximity played the major role in promoting the interconnectness 

of perceptions (Montgomery 2007, 2012a). 

The urban-rural differences present a trajectory of status and standardness 

perceptions. Cultural differences along lines of rural and urban dwellers have long 

been identified as a salient dichotomy by sociologists (Abrahamson and Carter 1986; 

Wilson 1986; Amato 1993). Evans (2013a: 403) argued that descriptions of ‘farmer’ 

speech in her study of Washington state also reflected this dichotomy. Upper-class 

urban speech, particularly the local variant, was considered the ‘highest status’ for 
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respondents. ‘Nonstandard’ speech was described as Australian, while remote speech 

was associated with ‘Aboriginality’. Urban speech was described along lines of social 

class, while rural and remote regions were described as ‘lower social class’. 

‘Multiculturalism’ was used to describe urban centres.  

There was not one consistent region identified Australia-wide as the most 

‘standard’ speech or the ‘idealised’ speech – for example, respondents from Canberra, 

Perth, and Adelaide all described their own speech as ‘highest status’ and ‘most 

standard’. The impact of upper-class speech was also found here without a regional 

basis, as it is in the UK. There did not appear to be a regionless preferred variety as 

with RP, but with local urban regions. Research out of more recently settled areas of 

the United States show a similar effect, where respondents perceive their own local 

speech as the ‘most standard’ – regardless of how outsiders perceive their speech 

(Bucholtz et al. 2007; Hartley 1999; Evans 2013a). The settlement of these regions 

closely resembles that of Australia, with more highly mobile and geographically 

spread populations. Hartley (1999) suggested the traditional categories of linguistic 

security and insecurity do not apply in those types of regions the way they do in areas 

that were settled earlier with less mobile and highly distinctive regional varieties. 

Evans (2013a) argues this demonstrates that local categorical salience is not found at 

a higher level or national scale.  

There were, however, consistent descriptions of ‘low status’ and ‘nonstandard’ 

speech occurring in rural areas and lower social class urban speech. Speech in urban 

areas was considered more ‘low status’, while speech in rural and remote areas was 

considered ‘more nonstandard’. Social class evaluations were heavily linked to 

perceptions of status, while urban-rural differences were linked to discussions of 

standardness. Therefore, urban upper-class regions were seen as having the ‘highest 

status’ and the ‘most standard’ speech, followed by urban middle class and upper-

class rural areas. Lower-class urban speech aligned more closely to rural speech and 

Queensland speech. 
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There is not a continuous community connecting the urban state centres 

beyond Australia’s east coast, and the perceptions held by respondents outside of the 

east coast states were far less cohesive. There are such large expanses of Australia 

which are uninhabited that it is impossible beyond the southeastern region to explore 

proximity as it has been conducted in studies such as Montgomery (2007). Perceptions 

held by Western Australians, Northern Territorians, and Tasmanians did not follow a 

similar pattern, but reflect independent and regionally-specific ideologies.  

The geographic isolation and smaller populations found in the far northern, 

western and southern regions made regional comparisons quite diverse for NT, WA, 

and TAS compared to other identified speech regions. However, respondents from 

TAS, NT, and WA had quite diverse perceptions toward other regions of Australia, 

and their perceptions of Australia were particularly different to perceptions held 

collectively across the east coast. The diverse perceptions of the geographically 

isolated regions compared to the shared perceptions of the geographically connected 

regions confirm the theories of cultural prominence and proximity as discussed by 

Montgomery (2007, 2012a; Leach et al. 2016). The respondents from the interconnected 

and highly mobile east coast of Australia maintained similar perceptions, while 

respondents from Western Australia, Northern Territory, South Australia, and 

Tasmania held disparate perceptions. These regions therefore cannot be thought of as 

neighbouring in terms of proximity effects in the way the east coast states are. There 

is not a continuous population linking between urban centres. There is also less travel 

between those regions than between states in the east coast, and the largest centres of 

population are all on the east coast. Therefore, in looking at Australia, perceptions and 

reported use are divided between the four states/territories of the mainland east coast 

of Australia, and isolated pockets in the other four states/territories.  

5.7 Summary 

This chapter provided a novel and up-to-date understanding of how Australian 

respondents construct their social worlds. The spatial descriptions combined with 
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open-ended commentary suggest a multi-faceted depiction of folk-linguistic 

perceptions of English in Australia. This chapter has shown that many Australians do 

not perceive Australia to be a homogenous speech community. This finding has been 

common in other studies of regions which have also held beliefs of homogeneity, such 

as Washington State (Evans 2011, 2013b) and South Korea (Jeon and Cukor-Avila 

2015). Many salient dialect areas fall on more densely populated urban centres. The 

more rural areas of Queensland and Central Australia were also noted as distinctive 

speech regions. 

The content analysis comments provide additional insight into perceptual 

speech boundaries. On one hand, findings of this study aligned with many other 

studies of language attitudes, such as ‘high status’ correlating with urban centres, 

‘high social class’, and ‘Britishness’; ‘standardness’ connecting to local capital speech, 

and ‘non-standardness’ linking with immigrant, Indigenous, and working-class 

communities. On the other hand, the findings demonstrate a diversified perception of 

what it means to be ‘Australian’. Respondents viewed the many different social and 

cultural identities across the country to all be ‘Australian’.  
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Chapter 6: Regional variation in reported use 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter is the first of two chapters exploring the dialect study results, with the 

findings predominantly focused on regional variation. Section 6.2 displays the 

demographic information for the 2170 respondents who took part in the dialect 

survey. Section 6.3 explains the analysis techniques and the structure of items 

presented in both Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Section 6.4 presents 29 dialect study items 

with the most distinctive reported lexical and phonetic regional variation. Within each 

of the items, there is a brief literature review of the terms in AusE, a detailed 

discussion of the results where all significant results found in chi-square tests (p < 

0.01) are reported, a discussion of themes uncovered in the commentary regarding 

respondents’ term use, and a comparison between term use reported in Bryant (1992), 

Oliver et al. (2002), and the current study results. The maps presented with each item 

show top term reported use, using the Australian Statistical Geography Standard 

(ASGS) Statistical Areas Level 4 (SA4) map. The SA4 map clusters Australia into 

population groups of at least 100,000 in remote areas, and up to 500,000 in 

metropolitan areas. The colours used in the maps represent the order in frequency of 

term selection. There were multiple influences affecting the existence of regional 

variation across Australia, which are discussed in Section 6.5. These influences 

included settlement, social network structure, social and geographic mobility, trade 

and manufacturing patterns, and identity and solidarity factors.  

6.2 Dialect survey respondents 

The survey was active from October 2015 until February 2016 and a total of 2167 

respondents completed the final survey. While there could have been respondents 

who took both the PD survey and the dialect survey, tracking that overlap was not 

possible due to the anonymity designed into both surveys. Respondents completed 

very similar sets of demographic questions in the dialect survey as they had in the PD 
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survey. There were two differences for the dialect survey. I asked respondents to 

include the postcode of where they spent the most significant portion of their 

childhood (5-18 years of age), and I asked them to provide their year of birth rather 

than simply select an age group. This allowed for a more fine-tuned analysis of age 

variation. 

Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of respondents in the dialect survey based on 

the regions. The colours represent the larger regional groups, while individual bars 

sharing the same colour represent sub-groups for those regions. By far the largest 

number of respondents came from the capital cities of Sydney and Melbourne. There 

was a considerably high number of Victorian respondents who took part in the dialect 

survey. This was due to the promotion of the survey by the Victorian researchers 

involved with the Linguistic Roadshow, which had linked to the survey on their 

website (Billington et al. 2015). As with the PD survey, there was an overrepresentation 

of ACT respondents due to the promotion of the survey in the Canberra region 

through the ANU and local media.  

 
Figure 6.1 Total respondents by region for Dialect Survey 
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Figure 6.2 shows the respondents by age group. A total of 44.9% of respondents 

were between 30 and 49 years old at the time of the survey, while 30.2% of respondents 

were 50 years old or older, and only 24.5% of respondents were 18 to 29 years old. The 

promotion through regional radio interviews and newspaper articles led to a larger 

portion of middle-aged and older respondents taking part in the survey. A complete 

list of dialect survey respondent demographic information is presented in Appendix 

I. 

 
Figure 6.2 Total respondents by age group for Dialect Survey 

Figure 6.3 shows the gender break down of respondents. There were nearly 

twice as many women (66.2%) to take part in the survey compared to men (33.2%), 

and very few respondents (0.6%) declined to select either male or female. 
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Figure 6.3 Total respondents by gender identity for Dialect survey 

 
Figure 6.4 Total respondents by RA for Dialect Survey 
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Figure 6.4 above shows that there were nearly twice as many respondents from 

urban postcodes (65.2%) to take part in the survey as rural respondents (34.8%). 

The school distribution of respondents in Figure 6.5 shows a considerably 

higher percentage of public-school attending respondents (59.4%) took part in the 

survey compared to private-school attending respondents (34.8%). Only 5.8% of 

respondents declined to state which type of school they had attended. 

 
Figure 6.5 Total respondents by high-school type for Dialect survey 

Finally, Figure 6.6 shows respondent numbers of first-generation compared to 

second- (or more) generation respondents. There were far more respondents to take 

part in the survey whose family had lived in Australia for more than one generation 

(89.3%) compared to first-generation Australians (10.7%). 
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Figure 6.6 Total respondents by generation for Dialect survey 

Overall, the 2169 respondents who took part in the Dialect survey represented 

a diverse sample of Australian respondents. The inclusion of such a diverse range of 

age groups and regions would hopefully demonstrate age and regional variation, 

while the other sociocultural factors of gender, generation, school type, and 

remoteness, would lead to further identification of correlations between language use 

and social factors. 

6.3 Dialect survey analysis techniques 

In order to analyse the terms for variation, all terms listed were separated and ordered 

by frequency. In addition to overall and regional variation of reported use, I also 

examined how term use varied by social factors. Chi-square tests of independence 

were calculated comparing reported use of the terms by age group, generation, 

gender, remoteness, and school type. I chose to use chi-square tests for this analysis 

due because the results could show the binary indication of use vs non-use at for each 
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term within each item. Significance is reported at p<0.01 for the results. Due to the 

number of tests run, only significant results will be discussed in the thesis. 

By separating the terms at this level of detail, I was able to catch minor regional 

variations, such as hidey and hideys. This also allowed me to catch age variation 

between similar terms, such as dixie cup being reported by a higher percentage of older 

Victorian respondents compared to dixie, which was reported by a higher percentage 

of younger Victorian respondents. 

6.3.1 Identification of dialect regions 

Regional variation was assigned based on the postcode respondents listed in the first 

part of the questionnaire. Respondents were asked to give the postcode where they 

grew up. This way, Australians who were living elsewhere (in Australia or around 

the world) could still take part and their responses would correspond to their peer 

groups. As respondents only had to complete three of the four surveys, not all 

postcodes were present across all of the data. I ran chi-square analysis on the 64 

regions to identify terms which had statistically significant regional variation in 

reported use. All terms exhibiting statistically significant regional variation were 

collated, and percentages of use by region were compared across all of the terms. 

There were 16 distinct dialect regions identified through this process: North QLD, 

Brisbane, North NSW, Sydney, Canberra, Riverina, Central VIC, Melbourne, 

Tasmania, Adelaide, Central SA, Broken Hill, Perth, South WA, North WA, and 

Darwin.  

Description of dialect regions 

The results of each region were considered separately. As is common in dialectology 

surveys, term use often extends beyond a single region into neighbouring regions 

(Chambers and Trudgill 1998). In cases where more than one region reported the same 

item, Table 6.1 details how neighbouring regions will be discussed in the event of 
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shared term use. Regions in parentheses show regions which will only sometimes be 

included in the shared term region. 

 
Table 6.1 Descriptions for regions with shared term use 

Terminology 

To keep the results sections as clear as possible, I have adopted the following 

conventions for the dialectology results descriptions. Any word reported by more 

than 1% of respondents from each region was called a term. Terms are presented as 

italicised words throughout the chapters. As a higher level, each question asking 

about different term use is called an ITEM. There are 58 ITEMS in the survey. The 

word used to represent the ITEM is the most frequently reported term for that ITEM. 

ITEMS in the following chapters are presented in uppercase.  
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Description of regional term use 

 I expanded upon Bryant’s (1992) labelling of term use, and I attempted to quantify 

the process as much as possible. Bryant (1992) reported terms to be either minor, 

elective, or obligatory based on regional use, however there was little comparative 

quantification in the process. I grouped reported use means into categories based on 

percentage. At the broadest category, an item could be considered either Australia-

wide or regional. Australia-wide items contained terms which were reported by at 

least 20% of respondents across all regions. There were 19 items which had only one 

term or pronunciation listed for all 16 regions at more than 20% reported use, 

indicating a general consensus of the term being the Australia-wide preference.  

 
Figure 6.7 Reported use of FOOTPATH by region 

Figure 6.7 provides a clear example of an Australia-wide item, where for the item 

FOOTPATH the term footpath is reported Australia-wide. Minor terms were reported 
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by fewer than 20% of respondents in a region. For example, nature strip in the item 

FOOTPATH was a minor term. 

 Australia-wide items could also contain regional terms, as shown in Figure 6.8, 

where for BILLY CART, the term billy cart is Australia-wide (reported by more than 

20% of respondents across all regions) and the term go cart is an elective term. 

 
Figure 6.8 Reported use of BILLY CART by region 

If no term was reported by more than 20% of respondents across Australia, the 

item was considered a regional item. Regional items could contain regional and 

elective terms. Regional terms were reported by over 60% of respondents in a region. 

Elective terms were reported by between 20% and 60% of respondents in a region. 

Minor regional terms were reported by less than 20% of respondents in a region.  

Figure 6.9 shows the regional item SLIDE. Respondents from WA, TAS, and 

VIC regions reported slide as a regional obligatory term, while respondents from SA 
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and NSW reported slippery dip as a regional obligatory term, and respondents from 

North QLD reported slippery slide as a regional obligatory term. For respondents from 

Darwin and Brisbane, all three terms were elective terms; while for Canberran 

respondents, slippery dip and slide were elective terms and slippery slide was a minor 

term. 

 
Figure 6.9 Reported use of SLIDE by region 

 To focus the results more clearly, the decision was made to separate the items 

into three distinct groups; two of which would become dialectology chapters. In the 

first dialectology chapter, Chapter 7, are the 29 items which exhibit the most 

significant regional variation. The second dialectology chapter, Chapter 8, contains 

the 29 items which exhibit the most significant age-related variation or change over 

time. The remaining items, which showed either consistent Australia-wide term use 

or less prominent regional and age-related variation, are located in Appendix C. It 
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was important to include these items alongside the thesis for the analysis of the thesis, 

although the results did not provide enough variation to warrant inclusion in the main 

thesis. 

Item presentation 

As there are many items to discuss, the structure of each item will follow the same 

pattern in order to make the chapter easier to follow. The discussion of each item is 

broken down into multiple sections. The first section (Literature survey) includes a 

formal definition or references provided by the AND2 (Moore 2016), AND1 (Ramson 

1988), Oxford English Dictionary Online (OED 2018), and the Macquarie Dictionary 

Australian Word Map (Butler, 2005). The literature survey also includes previously 

published linguistic references to term use in Australia.  

Following the Literature survey section for an item is the Findings section, 

which presents the results of the dialect survey. The Findings section includes the 

percentages of all terms reported by at least 1% of respondents for the item, as well as 

the percentages of respondents to select no term name and additional terms. Additional 

terms is an aggregation of all terms reported by fewer than 1% of respondents in the 

survey. If less than 1% of respondents report no term name, this is also amalgamated 

into the additional terms category. If less than 1% of respondents reported additional 

terms overall, the number of respondents is listed rather than the minute percentage. 

The Findings section then includes the results of chi-square of independence to 

examine the relationships between reported use for each term (dependent variable) 

and the following independent variables: region (measured by state); age (older, 

middle, younger); gender (men, women, declined to state); RA level (urban, rural); 

school type (private school, public school); and familial generations (first-generation, 

second-generation). These factors were reviewed in detail in Section 4.3.3. In terms of 

comparative discussion of the three age groups, the age group 18-29 is referred to as 

younger respondents, the age group 30-49 is referred to as middle respondents, and 

the age group 50+ is referred to as older respondents. Length of respondents’ familial 
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generations in Australia was aimed primarily at determining a difference between 

first-generation respondents (those whose families had come from elsewhere) and 

second- (or more) generation respondents (whose families had been in Australia for 

some time). RA or remoteness level measured differences in reported use between 

respondents from RA1 (urban) postcodes and respondents from RA2-5 (inner regional 

to very remote) postcodes. While I did not gather data specifically measuring social 

class differences, I did look at differences between respondents who had attended 

public high schools and respondents who had attended private high schools to see if 

there were significant differences between these categories. The significance for the 

results of the chi-square tests were measured at p < 0.01.  

After the quantitative results from the current study, the overall themes 

reported in the commentary section are discussed. A textbox was available at the end 

of each item in the dialect survey questionnaire for respondents to provide additional 

information or feedback on the item. The folk-linguistic details of this section provide 

additional clarity and depth to the overall results. For example, the commentary 

allowed respondents to confirm which terms they used at different times of life (as 

children, as teenagers, as adults), or if they heard terms used by previous generations 

(grandparents, neighbours from overseas, etc) or if they used terms in specific contexts 

or registers (use in formal situations, informal situations, etc), or awareness of regional 

variation (we use this word but they say another word elsewhere, etc). The majority 

of responses fell into the following comment categories: age, location, word meaning, 

word use, register, evaluation, and culture. Due to the ad-hoc nature of the 

commentary provided by respondents, I made the decision to not perform a formal 

systematic content analysis of the commentary. Instead, the commentary discussed in 

this section reflected the overall themes and perspectives discussed most widely by 

the respondents who chose to comment on the terms. 

The final section for each item was the Comparison, which explored changes 

to reported use from other AusE lexical or phonetic dialect surveys where applicable 

(Bryant 1992; Oliver et al. 2002; Penry Williams 2011). The accompanying item 
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visualisations and commentary for each item can be accessed by following the link 

below the item title. 

6.4 Results: Recognised variation 

This section contains items which were recognised by respondents in both the PD 

survey and the Dialect survey as regionally varied. The recognition was established 

in commentary provided in the PD and Dialect surveys by respondents describing 

where terms were used. 

6.4.1 BATHERS 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call an outfit worn at 

the pool or beach?14 

Literature survey 

Bathers was a Tasmanian and Victorian regionalism for swimming costume (Brooks and 

Ritchie 1995: 12). Earliest attested use in the AND2 of bathers was 1911 in Perth, 

Western Australia (Moore 2016: 100-101). The OED referenced bathers as a distinctly 

Australian term, with quotes dating back to Baker (1945). Swimmers was attested in 

the AND2 from 1967 in Brisbane, with most quotes coming from the northeast and 

central north (Moore 2016: 1563). Cossie/cozzie from (bathing) cos(tume) was attested in 

the AND2 from 1924 in Sydney (Moore 2016). Almost all of the references were from 

Sydney, with a single quote from the Riverina region. Togs (bathing togs, swimming 

togs) were reported in the AND2 as coming from the transitive verb tog out or tog up, 

meaning to clothe or to dress (Moore 2016). Earliest attested Australian use of the noun 

togs was in Hobart in 1905. According to Jauncey (2001: 59), togs was a primarily 

Queensland term for swimming costume attested from 1918.  

 
 
14 The images used for each question can be found in Appendix B. Further visualised findings for 

each item can be found by following the links in Appendix J. 
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Findings 

 

Map 6.1 Regional distribution for BATHERS 

Bathers was reported by 55% of respondents, while swimmers were reported by 32%, 

followed by togs (25%). Cossie and other variants of swimming costume were reported 

by 19% of respondents. Just over 1.5% of respondents listed other terms, and only one 

respondent had no name for this.  

Significant regional variation was reported for the terms bathers (χ²(7, N = 1766) 

= 1108.743, p < 0.0001), swimmers (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 553.257, p < 0.0001), togs (χ²(7, N = 

1766) = 573.663, p < 0.0001), cozzies (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 457.039, p < 0.0001), swimming 

costume (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 151.645, p < 0.0001), and costume (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 36.182, p 

< 0.0001). Bathers was the regional obligatory term for respondents in the Western, 

Central, and Southeastern regions. Togs was the regional obligatory term in QLD. 

Swimmers was the regional obligatory term for the Central/East, and within that 

region, cossie was a regional elective term in North NSW, Sydney, and Canberra. 
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Swimmers, bathers, and togs were all regional elective terms for Riverina. Other variants 

of swimming costume were reported as minor terms in Sydney. 

Age-related variation was significant for swimmers (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 53.337, p < 

0.0001) and togs (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 36.361, p < 0.0001). Togs was reported by a higher 

percentage of older respondents, while swimmers was reported by a higher percentage 

of younger respondents. In terms of regional variation, togs was reported by older 

respondents in rural Victoria, ACT, and NSW, leading to the overall reported use of 

togs to drop from 33% to 18% of younger respondents. Swimmers was the preferred 

term for older respondents in ACT and rural NSW, while older urban New South 

Wales respondents reported using the term cossies most often.  

The following terms demonstrated significant variation between urban and 

rural respondents: swimmers (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 8.275, p = 0.004), togs (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 

25.172, p < 0.0001), cozzies (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 9.495, p = 0.002), and swimming costume 

(χ²(7, N = 1766) = 10.966, p = 0.0009). Swimmers and togs were both reported by higher 

percentages of rural respondents, while cossies and swimming costume were reported 

by higher percentages of urban respondents. There were no significant differences in 

reported term use across gender, generation, or school type. 

Commentary 

This was the most referenced lexical term in the PD study, with 57 respondents 

commenting on the item. This could have been due to the cultural application of beach 

culture and long-term regional Shibboleths associated with swimwear. Another factor 

was the inclusion of the image in Figure 6.10 circulated around Australian news 

websites including the Daily Telegraph and News.com.au with the headline ‘Do you wear 

bathers, cossies, swimmers or togs? The questions that spark great Australian debates’, as a 

promotion for the survey. This could have primed respondents to comment on 

swimwear in the PD survey (Shorten 2015).  
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Figure 6.10 Promotional headline: ‘Do you wear bathers, cossies, swimmers or togs? The 

questions that spark great Australian debates’ 

There were 74 respondents in the dialect survey to also comment on the item. 

Recognition of age and regional variation were the two most widely referenced 

themes.  

I think I added togs after moving to QLD 

I'll also use bathers (from my time in Victoria) 

used togs when in Brisbane, but changed to bathers in Perth 

Swimmers in Canberra. 

depends on who I'm with (bathers for Adelaide, swimmers for East coast) 

Costume / cossie = NSW, togs = QLD 

Togs was referenced as a term used by respondents over 30 years old as children 

growing up along the east coast: 

As a young child, we called them "togs" (older VIC) 
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Togs when very little, then swimming costume or cozzie and now swimmers. (older 

NSW) 

I used togs and bathers more when we were kids. These days I use swimmers mostly. 

(older ACT) 

Used to use togs many years ago (older VIC) 

The use of togs outside of Queensland was described by one older Victoria respondent 

as: rare to use togs...old fashioned. There were also a number of comments discussing 

togs and cossie as terms used specifically as or with children: 

togs was one I remember from childhood, but it was more something said to a very 

young child. (older VIC) 

cozzies used more when young (older NSW) 

When I was little my dad would call them cozzies, and I would use that term as a 

child, as an adult I say swimmers (middle NSW) 

Growing up they were always togs, but in adulthood I've unconsciously switched to 

swimmers. (middle QLD) 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 215) provided a picture of womens’ swimwear, which biased the 

responses toward womens’ swimwear names. At the time of Bryant’s survey, bathers 

was the primary term for all southern regions, while a subset of southeastern 

mainlanders of all age groups also reported togs. In the northeast there were two 

primary terms: in Queensland, togs was the regional name, while in NSW, the terms 

were swimming costume, swimmers, and cossie. While togs was reported throughout the 

southeast from respondents over 50, this term has become exclusively associated with 
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Queenslanders, and reported use of the term for younger respondents reflected that 

association. This item continued to show stable and well-known regional variation. 

6.4.2 CORNER SHOP 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a small shop 

selling groceries and general goods? 

Literature survey 

Deli was the only term listed in the AND2 as an Australianism. It was considered a 

South Australian term from the word delicatessen, used to mean a corner shop or local 

store (Moore 2016: 480). Corner shop was defined as a small local shop in the OED, 

attested from the 13th century. Milk bar was listed in the OED as a snack bar selling 

refreshments, with later use being attributed to Australia as a local store, however the 

term was not found in the AND2.  

Findings 

 

Map 6.2 Regional distribution for CORNER SHOP 
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Corner shop was reported by 35.8% of respondents, while 35.5% reported milk bar. 

Corner store was reported by 19% of respondents, and 18% reported deli. Five percent 

of respondents reported additional terms such as convenience store, general store, or the 

shops, and only 1% had no name for this.  

Significant regional variation was identified for reported use of corner shop 

(χ²(7, N = 1760) = 500.947, p < 0.0001), milk bar (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 1020.145, p < 0.0001), 

corner store (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 244.640, p < 0.0001), deli (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 1099.048, p < 

0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 71.733, p < 0.0001). Corner shop was a 

regional obligatory term in NSW. The Central/West regions reported deli as the 

regional obligatory term, while milk bar was the regional obligatory term in VIC. In 

QLD, both corner shop and corner store were regional elective terms. Darwin, Tasmania, 

and Canberra had multiple regional elective terms, with corner shop the most 

frequently reported. Broken Hill and Riverina also had multiple regional elective 

terms. The most widely reported term in Broken Hill was the Central/West term deli, 

while in Riverina, milk bar was the most reported term. Canberra and Darwin regions 

reported the highest number of additional regional elective terms.  

Results for corner store (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 11.804, p = 0.002) and additional terms 

(χ²(2, N = 1760) = 23.957, p < 0.0001) reported use showed significant age-related 

variation. Corner store and additional terms showed increased reported use by 

younger respondents compared to older respondents. At a more detailed level, 

reported use of milk bar was stable throughout Tasmania and Victorian regions, 

however, the majority of older ACT respondents (69%) selected milk bar, but that 

figure dropped to only 7% for younger respondents who favoured other terms (43%) 

instead.  

Remoteness was a significant factor for reported use of corner shop (χ²(1, N = 

1760) = 8.250, p = 0.004), milk bar (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 13.871, p = 0.0002), corner store (χ²(1, 

N = 1760) = 14.775, p = 0.0001), and deli (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 19.680, p < 0.0001). Rural 

respondents reported higher use of corner shop and corner store, while urban 

respondents reported higher use of milk bar and deli. Both deli (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 11.294, 
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p = 0.0008) and additional terms (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 15.025, p = 0.0001) were reported by 

higher percentages of first-generation respondents. Corner shop was reported by a 

higher percentage of public-school respondents (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 13.810, p < 0.001). 

There were no significant differences between genders for any of the terms. 

Commentary 

There were two respondents in the PD survey and 37 respondents in the dialect survey 

to comment on this item. Age, meaning, and region were the three most commonly 

reported themes. Respondents compared South Australia and Victoria term use: 

i called it a deli when i was a kid in SA 

It was 'deli' as a child in Adelaide, milk bar in Melbourne 

Respondents from Tasmania and New South Wales reported that a corner shop still 

retained the name even if it were not on a corner: 

It's still a corner shop even if it's not located on a corner! The only criteria is that it 

has to be a shop on its own selling basic groceries and usually take-away food, ice-

creams etc in a residential area. 

There were four New South Wales respondents to note that a milk bar referred to a 

store that sold hot food: 

A milk bar would have hot food (hamburgers and chips, etc.), whereas a corner shop 

wouldn't (and would be on the corner!). 

I would call it a milk bar if it was primarily selling take-away food. 

milk bars sell milkshakes and iced confections; delicatessens sell cold meats and 

pickled vegetables ; corner stores are on the corner 
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NT and ACT respondents did not have the same type of shop culture as the other 

states (probably due to their more recent development), which was reflected in the 

comments provided by respondents:  

Darwin is structured with approx. 1 small shop per suburb. So, they are referred to as 

"[suburbs name] shops" 

Would have called it a milk bar in Victoria. We don't really have shops like that in the 

ACT. 

Comparison 

Corner shop and corner store were reported Australia-wide in Bryant’s (1992: 270) 

survey. Milk bar was reported by respondents under 50 in the mainland southeastern 

region and deli was reported in the southern-central and south-western regions. The 

distribution of terms in the current survey indicated three regional obligatory terms 

that centred on capital cities (deli for Perth and Adelaide; milk bar for Melbourne; and 

corner shop for Sydney). This item was used to distinguish regional Shibboleths 

between South Australia and Western Australia deli and Victoria milk bar in particular. 

Older Canberrans reflected Victorian influence in term use, while younger 

Canberrans no longer looked to Victoria for this term. 

6.4.3 DEVON 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call processed lunch 

meat? 

Literature survey 

The term German sausage was mentioned in the OED from 1773, referring to a sausage 

made from primarily pork, smoked to preserve, seasoned with herbs and spices and 

boiled. Empire sausage was a patriotic allusion to the British Empire during WW1 to 

replace German sausage (Moore 2016: 566). Fritz (pork fritz, fritz sausage) were listed in 

the AND2 as South Australian regionalisms for the sliced sausage (Moore 2016). The 
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term is a transferred use of the nickname for Germans ‘Fritz’, with reference to 

German sausage (Moore 2016: 643). AND2 quotes in Perth and Adelaide appeared in 

print from the late 1870s and 1880s (Moore 2016). During WW1, the government tried 

unsuccessfully to change the name to Austral (Jauncey 2004: 119).  

Polony was also of English origin as a variant of the Italian bologna, with use 

dating back to the 1650s (OED 2018). Polony was listed as a trademark term in Western 

Australia (Brooks and Ritchie 1994: 145). Polony was the most popular term used by 

young Western Australia respondents, followed by ham in Oliver et al.’s (2002: 214) 

study of Western Australia schoolchildren’s lexical variation. The terms devon and 

German sausage were not mentioned by respondents at all in that study. Devon came 

into AusE from the name of the county in southwestern England in the 1910s as a 

replacement for German-type sausage names as a result of anti-German sentiment in 

WW1 (Moore 2016: 487): 

Jingoism up-to-date. The Sydney sausage-makers are now labelling the German 

mystery ‘Devon sausage.’ Frankfurts, Lieberwurst, etcs., are non-sellers at present 

(Leader, 1914, Orange NSW). 

Windsor sausage was a Queensland regionalism and British reference used to replace 

German-sounding names in WW1, presumably after the British royal family changed 

its name from Saxe-Coburg-Gotha to Windsor in 1917 (Jauncey 2001: 47; Moore 2016: 

1753). Belgium (Belgian) sausage was a third German sausage replacement, used in 

Australia after Germans invaded Belgium in 1914 during WW1 (Moore 2016: 110; 

Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 12). The term was later considered a Tasmanian regionalism: 

The German sausage trouble. Why not call them Belgium sausages, made from 

Tasmanian meat. It would represent pluck and quality. (Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 7/1, 

Launceston, Tasmania) 

Luncheon meat was a pre-cooked meat containing preservatives, with use from the 

1940s (OED 2018). Straz was an abbreviation of Strasbourg sausage, with quotes 
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reflecting use in Melbourne and Adelaide from 1986 onward (Moore 2016: 1526). 

Byron sausage or Byron Bay sausage was named for the town where the sausages were 

made (Moore 2016: 304).  

Findings 

 

Map 6.3 Regional variation for DEVON 

Devon was the most widely reported term, with 47% of respondents, followed by 

variations of Strasburg/Stras/Straz at 22%, fritz at 13%, and polony at 8%. Luncheon 

sausage was reported by 5% of respondents, while an additional 5% collectively 

selected the terms German sausage, Windsor sausage, and Belgium sausage. Four percent 

of respondents listed other names for this item, while 7% of respondents had no name 

for this. Berliner was reported by three middle-aged to older respondents in capital 

cities along the east coast (Sydney, Brisbane, and Melbourne). Empire sausage was 

reported by one older respondent in Newcastle, NSW, and Byron sausage was reported 

by one older respondent from Mullumbimby in NSW’s north coast.  
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Significant regional variation was uncovered for devon (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

781.383, p < 0.0001), fritz (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 1166.138, p < 0.0001), Strasburg (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 384.018, p < 0.0001), straz χ²(7, N = 1763) = 417.718, p < 0.0001), polony (χ²(7, N 

= 1763) = 1045.365, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 78.479, p < 0.0001), 

luncheon sausage (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 310.409, p < 0.0001), German sausage (χ²(7, N = 1763) 

= 39.271, p < 0.0001), Windsor sausage (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 199.419, p < 0.0001), and Belgium 

sausage (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 467.264, p < 0.0001). There were three regional obligatory 

terms: devon in the Central/East, polony in the West, and fritz in the Central/South. Straz 

and Strasburg were both regional elective terms for the Southeast mainland. Other 

regions reported multiple elective terms: Queensland respondents reported both 

devon and luncheon sausage, Darwin respondents reported devon and fritz, and 

Riverina and Tasmania respondents reported both devon and Strasburg. The other 

terms were only reported as minor terms. Windsor sausage were reported in 

Queensland, while German sausage was reported in Central VIC, and Belgium sausage 

in Tasmania.  

The four primary terms showed no age significant age variation. However, age-

related variation was significant for no term name (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 61.376, p < 0.0001), 

luncheon sausage (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 9.834, p = 0.007), German sausage (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 

30.236, p < 0.0001), and Windsor sausage (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 20.083, p < 0.0001). No term 

name was reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while the rest of 

the terms above were reported by higher percentages of older respondents. There was 

a switch in reported use for Northern Territory respondents, with older respondents 

reporting polony and younger respondents calling it fritz. Older respondents overall 

had much greater variability in names for this item, due to multiple manufacturers of 

the product across Australia (Bryant 1992: 113). In Queensland, a subset of older 

northern rural respondents selected Windsor sausage (13%), while older southeastern 

urban Queensland respondents preferred the term luncheon sausage (30%). Older and 

middle-aged respondents in Tasmania called the meat Belgium sausage (45%). Older 

rural Victoria respondents (23%) called the item German sausage.  
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Remoteness was a significant in reported use of devon (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 10.641, 

p = 0.001), no term name (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 8.272, p = 0.004), and Belgium sausage (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 44.417, p < 0.0001). Rural respondents reported a higher percentage of 

devon and Belgium sausage, while urban respondents reported higher use of no term 

name. Significant variation by generation was found for reported use of devon (χ²(1, N 

= 1763) = 7.880, p = 0.005), straz (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 10.868, p = 0.0009), polony (χ²(1, N = 

1763) = 8.144 p = 0.004), and no term name (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 11.495, p = 0.0007). Use of 

devon and the hypocoristic form straz were reported by higher percentages of second-

generation respondents, while polony and no term name were reported by higher 

percentages of first-generation respondents. There were no significant differences 

between genders or school types. 

Commentary 

There were 12 respondents in the PD pilot study and an additional eight respondents 

in the final PD survey to mention this item. There were 72 respondents to provide 

commentary on the dialect survey itself. The term was widely recognised as varied, 

with 19 respondents identifying terms as regionally distinct:  

In Tasmania I would have to call it Belgium 

Fritz in south Australia, devon in QLD. 

When I lived in the ACT I used devon, but on moving back to South Australia at age 

10 had to use fritz because no one understood what I was talking about otherwise. So 

now I use fritz all the time. 

depends on who I'm speaking too (Adelaide or east coasters) 

Devon at school in NSW, then Fritz in Adelaide and now [polony] in Perth! 

Sixteen respondents noted variation in meaning between the terms: 

But stras and devon are two different processed lunch meats 
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They are all different, for instance Devon and Windsor have a different texture from 

each other therefore one size does not fit all. 

Polony and Strasbourg is the meat that has the lumps of fat in it. 

There were 16 other respondents to provide evaluative comments on the item - only 

two of which were positive: 

best fritz made in South Australia by German butchers 

Grouse with sauce 

It's terrible... 

Why does anyone eat this! 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 113-115) noted extensive regional variation in term use for this item. 

Older respondents in all regions reported German-sounding names, while younger 

respondents reported English sounding names due to the anti-German sentiment 

which occurred around WW1. Bryant also noted that local manufacturing of this term 

led to many different regional terms. In Victoria, Bryant found German sausage was 

reported by older respondents in western regions of the state, while younger 

respondents in southeastern Victoria reported strasburg/straz. Devon was used 

primarily throughout New South Wales and ACT, with the far north New South 

Wales using Byron sausage as well. Older respondents around Newcastle/Hunter 

Valley New South Wales reported saying Empire sausage. Windsor sausage was reported 

throughout Queensland and luncheon sausage was reported by a subset of older 

Queensland respondents. Belgium sausage was the only term reported in Tasmania and 

also by a small number of respondents around Rockhampton, QLD. Fritz was a clear 

obligatory term for South Australia and neighbouring regions (such as Broken Hill 

New South Wales and far western Victoria), while polony was the obligatory term in 
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the southwest. Polony was also reported in the northwest corner of the southeast 

region near Mildura.  

In the current survey, older rural respondents exhibit the greatest variation in 

term use, and overall term use was disappearing for younger urban respondents. 

Following the closure of smaller manufacturing plants, the names have settled on four 

primary terms discussed above: devon in the northeast and Tasmania, fritz in South 

Australia, Strasburg/straz in Victoria, and polony in WA. For South Australian 

respondents, in particular, term use was linked to local identity: Some unique words 

that are intrinsic to Adelaide such as 'fritz’. This term also reflected the strong German 

influence of the Barossa Valley: The Barossa Valley is heavily influenced by its German 

influence. This is the origin of the South Australian term Fritz. This strong German 

influence and distinctive identity within South Australia could have led to the 

retention of fritz as opposed to an anti-German sentiment replacement as found 

elsewhere across Australia.  

6.4.4 LUNCH 

There were 1766 respondents to provide terms for the prompt: The mid-day break at 

primary school. 

Literature survey 

The only Australianism identified for this item in the AND2 was big lunch, which was 

reported as the term for both the midday meal and the break for this meal at school 

(Moore 2016). Jauncey (2001: 38) described big lunch as the meal eaten at the midday 

break, rather than the break itself. According to Seal (1999: 101-102), lunchtime was the 

midday food break across Australia except for Queensland where the term big lunch 

was used. Big lunch and lunch were mentioned as regionalisms in the AWM (Butler 

2005). 
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Findings 

 

Map 6.4 Regional variation for LUNCH 

Both lunch time and lunch were reported by nearly half of the respondents (49% and 

48%, respectively). Big lunch was reported by 25% of respondents while lunch break 

was reported by 5%. There were 14 respondents to call the break by another name. 

There were no respondents to have no name for this item.  

Significant regional variation was uncovered for reported use of lunch (χ²(7, N 

= 1766) = 61.996, p < 0.0001), lunchtime (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 202.851, p < 0.0001), and big 

lunch (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 583.605, p < 0.0001), Big lunch was the regional obligatory term 

for Queensland, while both lunch and lunch time were regional obligatory terms for 

the rest Australia. In Western Australia, South Australia, and NSW, lunch was 

reported by a higher percentage, while in the Southeast, lunchtime was reported by a 

higher percentage of respondents. Big lunch was a regional elective term throughout 

the rest of the Northeast.  
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Age-related variation was significant for lunch (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 106.992, p < 

0.0001), lunchtime (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 38.017, p < 0.0001), big lunch (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 

25.291, p < 0.0001), and lunch break (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 10.638, p = 0.004). Only 30% of 

older respondents reported the term lunch, compared to 62% of all younger 

respondents. Middle and older respondents reported higher percentages of reported 

use of lunchtime, big lunch, and lunch break. Big lunch was reported by a higher 

percentage of rural respondents compared to urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 

9.797, p = 0.002). There were no significant differences in reported term use across 

genders, schooling, or generations. 

Commentary 

There were 28 respondents to comment on the item in the dialect survey and none 

from the PD survey. Twelve of the respondents noted using big lunch as children in 

primary school. The term appeared to be connected to the smaller break in the 

morning:  

I would only use 'big lunch' in the context that there is also a smaller break called 

'little lunch'.  

Big lunch was also recognised as a Queensland regionalism by three respondents: 

Big lunch in QLD. Lunch in New South Wales 

big lunch in QLD; lunch in SA 

Big lunch in Brisbane  

Replacement of lunchtime with lunch was not a contentious issue for respondents:  

We mostly called it "lunch", but "lunchtime" wouldn't have earned any strange 

looks.  
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 255) identified the terms lunch, lunchtime and lunch break as Australia-

wide, while big lunch was the Queensland regional term. In the current survey, big 

lunch was recognised as a Queensland regionalism. The other terms were being 

reported by fewer younger respondents, and lunch time was being shortened to lunch 

for younger respondents. 

6.4.5 POTATO CAKE 

There were 1760 respondents to provide terms for the prompt: Slices of potato dipped in 

batter and deep fried. 

Literature survey 

Potato cake and potato scallop were both referenced in the AND2. Potato cake was 

mentioned as a Victorian regionalism of potato scallop; while potato scallop was first 

quoted in 1930, with most quotes coming from east coast states (Moore 2016: 1199). 

The quotes for scallop were entirely from Sydney, New South Wales (Moore 2016: 

1333). Use of fritter to mean a dish of batter containing sliced meat, etc. fried in oil has 

been in the English language since the 1460s (OED 2018). Direct use of potato fritter 

was first quoted in the OED in 1736, so the use of potato fritter in Australia would have 

likely come from England. 

Findings 

Potato cake was reported by 42% of respondents. Potato scallop was reported by 38%, 

while the shortened version scallop was reported by 18%. Potato fritter was reported by 

8% of respondents, while both fritter and hash brown were both reported by 1% each. 

Three percent of respondents had no name for this.  
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Map 6.5 Regional variation for POTATO CAKE 

 Significant regional variation was found for potato cake (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 

1150.283, p < 0.0001), potato scallop (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 685.092, p < 0.0001), scallop (χ²(7, 

N = 1760) = 363.315, p < 0.0001), potato fritter (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 565.881, p < 0.0001), no 

term name (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 137.076, p < 0.0001), fritter (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 65.422, p < 

0.0001), and hash brown (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 56.973, p < 0.0001). Potato cake was the 

regional obligatory term for the Southeast regions. Potato scallop was the regional 

obligatory term for Queensland. In New South Wales and Canberra, both potato scallop 

and scallop were regional elective terms. Both potato fritter and potato cake were regional 

elective terms in South Australia, with potato fritter the preferred term. In Darwin, 

Broken Hill, and Riverina regions, potato cake was the preferred regional elective term. 

Western regions showed the most mixed term use, with the highest reported use of 

both additional terms and no term name.  

Age-related variation was only significant for reported use of no term name 

(χ²(2, N = 1760) = 14.255, p = 0.0008) and hash brown (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 31.447, p < 0.0001). 

No term name and hash brown were reported by higher percentages of younger 
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respondents. Respondents in NT and Western Australia of different age groups 

preferred different terms. Older respondents in NT reported saying potato scallop, 

while younger respondents reported potato cake more often. In WA, respondents over 

30 preferred listing potato scallops, however, younger rural Western Australia 

respondents reported using potato fritter more often. There were no significant 

differences in reported use across gender, remoteness, generation, or school type. 

Commentary 

There were nine respondents in the PD pilot study and eight respondents in the final 

PD survey to comment on this item. Another 38 respondents took to discussing the 

item in the dialect survey. There were 12 respondents to discuss regional variation: 

In Queensland they say potato scallop 

Potato cake in Vic 

Potato scallop is only used when speaking with New South Wales family. 

Partner from New South Wales calls it potato scallop 

Things got confusing when I moved to Victoria! Here a 'scallop' refers to what we 

called a 'Tasmanian scallop' in Sydney. These days I call it a 'potato cake'. 

Nine respondents mentioned variation based on meaning and use, with four New 

South Wales respondents identifying a need to add potato to scallop to differentiate 

between the seafood and potato dishes: 

Context dependent. At a takeaway I'd order scallops, at a fresh/cooked fish shop I'd 

need to specify. 

usually scallop, sometimes with 'potato' if it needs to be differentiated from the 

shellfish 
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I was surprised to learn that a scallop was a marine animal. I thought they were only 

potatoes. 

An additional nine respondents commented on age-related variation, although most 

of these comments reflected term use change based on regional change over time: 

As a child they were potato cakes, my adult life has been in northern nsw and I now 

call them potato scallops 

When I grew up they were scallops or potato scallops, in Victoria they're potato cakes. 

Evaluative comments were left by three respondents. Two respondents voiced pride 

in their regions’ terms and another respondent noted the friendly rivalry between the 

terms: 

[potato scallop] And all other words are nothing more than Satan's trickery. 

potato cakes are where it has been mashed up first and I will fight anyone who 

disagrees 

This causes much discussion between my Victorian born parents and us New South 

Wales kids! 

Two respondents in Sydney mentioned the pronunciation of scallop as varied: 

Scollop 

and it’s a scOllop not a scAllop! (lol) 

While the potato cake-potato scallop rivalry appeared strong along the east coast, the 

item did not appear to be as well-known out west. Western Australia respondents had 

the highest percentage of respondents list no term for this item and five respondents 

commented on not having a particular term. One Western Australia respondent even 

commented: I don't think I've ever seen these served in my part of Australia.  
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 99) identified scallop as the regional name in the northeast and ACT, with 

potato scallop not regularly used, as the need to distinguish between the shellfish and 

the potato dish was not often necessary. At the time of the survey, the regional term 

in the southern region was potato cake and the obligatory name for the southern central 

region was potato fritter. This item was one of the most distinctive reported and 

perceived variants in the current survey. The specific term used for this item was a 

way for respondents (particularly in New South Wales and VIC) to signal regional 

identity. Younger respondents preferred potato scallop to the stand-alone scallop, and 

younger respondents were also not as likely to have a name for it. 

6.4.6 ROCKMELON 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the small round 

melon with orange flesh and ribbed skin? 

Literature survey 

Rockmelon was reported in the AND2 as several types of Cucumis melo melons, with 

the term primarily considered Australian and NZ. The term was first referenced in the 

AND2 in 1828 (Moore 2016: 1285). The OED considered rockmelon a chiefly Australian 

and NZ term for cantaloupe and listed the earliest reference to rockmelon in 1789. 

Cantaloupe was considered a regionalism for rockmelon in Tasmania and Victoria 

(Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 26).  

Findings 

Rockmelon was reported by 79% of respondents, while cantaloupe was reported by 28%. 

Only three respondents listed other terms.  

Regional variation was significant for reported use of both rockmelon (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 767.701, p < 0.0001) and cantaloupe (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 957.390, p < 0.0001). 

Rockmelon was the regional obligatory term for all regions except in Victoria and 

Tasmania, where reported use of cantaloupe outnumbered rockmelon. 
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Map 6.6 Regional variation for ROCKMELON 

Reported use by generation was significant for both rockmelon (χ²(1, N = 1742) 

= 10.986, p = 0.0009) and cantaloupe (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 7.501, p = 0.006). First-generation 

respondents reported higher use of rockmelon, while second-generation respondents 

reported higher use of cantaloupe. There were no significant differences for gender, 

remoteness, or school type. There were no significant differences between age groups 

overall in reported use. Within Tasmania specifically, the reported use of cantaloupe 

was growing. There were 53% of older Tasmanian respondents who reported use of 

cantaloupe, and that had increased to 85% reported use of the term for younger 

Tasmanian respondents. 

Commentary 

There were five respondents in the PD pilot study and three respondents in the PD 

survey who mentioned variation between cantaloupe and rockmelon. Two of the 

respondents in the final survey respondents and four of the respondents in the pilot 

study identified cantaloupe as the term used in Victoria. One respondent described this 
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lexical variation as the classic 'rockmelon' versus 'cantaloupe' and another respondent 

indicated that cantaloupe was a Shibboleth for Melburnian speech:  

but I feel like you can tell a Melburnian by... 'cantaloupe'. 

There were 26 respondents to comment on the dialect survey. Ten of the respondents 

noted regional variation: 

Cantaloupe in Vic 

Victorian relatives all say cantaloupe 

Cantaloupe from Vic, rockmelon from NSW. 

was rockmelon in Sydney, Cantaloupe in Melbourne 

Rockmelon used more generally where I grew up. Cantaloupe used by father and 

mother as grew up in western districts of Victoria (and had South Australia parents 

themselves) so were used interchangeably 

Use of the term cantaloupe invoked regional pride in Victoria respondents: 

Ha ha! My partner & I fight over this all the time! It's now called orange melon in 

our house! 

It annoys me that they call them rockmelons in supermarkets in Melbourne. It's a 

cantaloupe. 

Comparison 

Rockmelon was the Australia-wide term in Bryant’s (1992: 128) survey, while cantaloupe 

was the regional elective name in the southeast. A subset of older South Australian 

respondents (over 55 at the time of the survey) also reported saying cantaloupe. Oliver 

et al. (2002: 216) reported that all of the Western Australia schoolchildren used the 

term rockmelon. Bryant (1992: 128-130) had reported South Australia respondents aged 
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55 at the time of the survey and older had also reported cantaloupe. In the current 

survey, only eight respondents from South Australia (4%) had reported use of 

cantaloupe, and all but one were over 30 years old. Based on the commentary provided 

by respondents, it appears the term continues to serve as a regional Shibboleth in the 

southeast. 

6.4.7 SUITCASE 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call luggage or a school 

bag? 

Literature survey 

Port was the Australianism mentioned in the AND2 as an abbreviation of portmanteau 

(Moore 2016). Early quotes from 1898 and 1900 showed use in NSW, while later use 

indicated a strong regional association with Queensland and northern NSW, 

particularly as these regions have retained the term into modern use (Jauncey 2001: 

55). The term in Queensland was used to describe any bag and is particularly used in 

reference to a school case. Seal (1999: 101) identified the term as ‘perhaps the most 

widely known regional variation’ for schoolbag or general luggage in Queensland and 

northern NSW.  

Findings 

There was a large amount of multiple term selection for SUITCASE terms. While over 

80% of respondents reported the term suitcase, there were 30% of respondents who 

reported bag, and 11% reported using port. Nine percent of respondents reported using 

case, and 1% reported additional terms. Only 2 respondents had no name for this.  
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Map 6.7 Regional variation for SUITCASE 

Regional variation was significant for reported use of suitcase (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

28.504, p = 0.0002), bag (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 30.088, p < 0.0001), port (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

458.903, p < 0.0001), and case (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 38.019, p < 0.0001). Suitcase was the 

Australia-wide term. Port was reported alongside suitcase as an elective term in the 

Northeast, with highest reported use in North Queensland. Bag was the regional 

elective term across northern regions, while case was the minor term across the 

southern regions.  

Age-related variation was also significant for reported use of suitcase (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 27.181, p < 0.0001), bag (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 37.0318, p < 0.0001), port (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 59.116, p < 0.0001), and case (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 47.541, p < 0.0001). The terms 

suitcase and bag were reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while 

older respondents reported higher use of case and port. Remoteness variation was 

significant for suitcase (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 20.078, p < 0.0001) and port (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 

27.807, p < 0.0001). Port was used by more rural respondents, and suitcase was reported 
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by more urban respondents. Port was reported by a higher percentage of second-

generation respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 7.055, p = 0.008). There were no differences 

in reported use by gender or school type. 

Commentary 

Just as Bryant (1992: 161) had recognised port as a popular Queensland stereotype, 

which was stigmatised by other regions, the term port continued to serve as a 

Queensland speech Shibboleth in the PD survey. There were 17 respondents to list the 

term in the final survey, and an additional four respondents in the pilot study to 

comment on the variation of this item. “Suitcase” was referenced from at least one 

respondent in every state, indicating the item was widely recognised as regionally 

diverse. All but one of the respondents to comment on it in the PD tasks was under 30 

years of age.  

There were 48 respondents in the dialect survey to leave comments regarding 

use of this item. Only five of those comments were from younger respondents, and of 

those five, only one of them mentioned use of the term port. Comments on meaning 

and use of the term were described by 30 respondents. Thirteen of the respondents 

mentioned they used different terms depending on the size or shape of the item: 

suitcases and cases were described as larger and sturdier, while bags were considered 

smaller and softer. Port was described by 11 respondents as referring to a school bag 

while five respondents said they had heard port used as the generic term for luggage.  

There were 20 respondents to reference age variation for this item, and all of 

them commented on port being used when they were children or by their 

parents/grandparents. One respondent went so far as to say the term had fallen out of 

use: No one under the age of 50 says port. Interestingly, little was mentioned in terms of 

the rise in reported use for suitcase or bag nor in the reduction of reports for case. All 

13 of the comments on regional variation mentioned the term port. Eight of the 

respondents claimed port was used in Queensland and the other five mentioned use 

of port in New South Wales - particularly the northern part of the state.  
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My mother was born in northern New South Wales in 1919 and called any case a 

port 

My mother grew up near Taree and called a suitcase a port 

Port is used when speaking to my relatives from country NSW. 

As the commentary revealed, port continued to be seen as a stigmatised Shibboleth of 

Queensland speech:  

I said port for school bag until we moved from nth QLD to nth New South Wales and 

got ridiculed. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 161-163) identified suitcase and case as Australia-wide terms and found 

that port was used by 88% of Queensland respondents. Bryant (1992) also found a 

subset of rural New South Wales by respondents over 30 reported using port and 

noted that the term was not associated with NSW, which she attributed to the term 

not being present in metropolitan Sydney or ACT. Despite the reduced reported use 

in the term port for younger respondents in the current survey, the term continued to 

be widely recognised as a Shibboleth for Northeastern speech – particularly among 

older respondents. The attitudinal association of this regional term appears to extend 

beyond the actual use of the term. The recognition of port as a northeastern or 

Queensland Shibboleth was limited to older generations of speakers; it was hardly 

recognised by respondents under 30.  

6.4.8 TELEGRAPH POLE 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a tall pole used to 

carry telephone wires above the ground? 
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Literature survey 

Stobie pole was a South Australian regionalism named for James Cyril Stobie, a South 

Australia engineer who invented and patented the steel and concrete pole in 1924 

(Moore 2016: 1511; Jauncey 2005: 228). SEC pole (state electricity pole) was considered a 

regionalism in both Victoria and Western Australia, attested from 1949 (Moore 2016: 

1355; Brooks and Ritchie 1994: 170). Hydro pole was considered a Tasmanian term 

derived from hydro-electric power supply, from the Hydro Electric Commission, which 

used to be the sole electricity provider in Tasmania (Moore 2016: 872; Brooks and 

Ritchie 1995: 71). Telegraph post and telegraph pole were both recorded in the OED from 

the start of the 19th century. Telephone pole and power pole were considered North 

American variants, attested from the late 19th century (OED 2018).  

Findings 

 

Map 6.8 Regional variation for TELEGRAPH POLE 

The most popular names were telegraph pole (39%), power pole (36%), telephone pole 

(29%), and Stobie pole (11%). Around 1% of respondents reported SEC pole and hydro 
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pole. There were 2% of respondents to list additional terms and nine respondents 

stated they had no name for this.  

Regional variation was significant for reported use of telegraph pole (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 470.444, p < 0.0001), power pole (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 203.173, p < 0.0001), telephone 

pole (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 142.848, p < 0.0001), Stobie pole (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 1234.831, p < 

0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 53.975, p < 0.0001). Stobie pole was the 

regional obligatory term for the Central/South regions. Telegraph pole was the regional 

obligatory term for Sydney. All other regions showed mixed use of regional elective 

terms. Both power pole and telephone pole were regional elective terms in the West and 

mainland Southeast regions. Telegraph pole, telephone pole, and power pole were all 

regional elective terms for Tasmania, Riverina, Canberra, North NSW, and QLD. SEC 

pole was the minor term for the Southeast mainland, while hydro pole was the minor 

term for Tasmania.  

Significant age variation was uncovered for telegraph pole (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 

28.471, p < 0.0001) and telephone pole (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 33.126, p < 0.0001). Telegraph pole 

was reported by a higher percentage of older respondents while telephone pole was 

reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents.  

Remoteness variation varied significantly for reported use of telegraph pole 

(χ²(1, N = 1760) = 6.704, p = 0.009), power pole (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 9.876, p = 0.002), Stobie 

pole (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 8.288, p = 0.003), and additional terms (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 10.123, 

p = 0.001). Telegraph pole and Stobie pole were reported by a higher percentage of urban 

respondents, while power pole and additional terms were reported by a higher 

percentage of rural respondents. There were no significant differences in reported use 

by gender, generation, or school type. 

Commentary 

There were 24 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Most of the 

comments discussed variation by region or by term meaning. Respondents noted 
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Stobie pole as a distinctly South Australian term and hydro pole as a distinctly Tasmania 

term. The other terms were less regionally set: 

Changes as I live in different states. Stobies for South Australia and hydro here in 

Tas. 

hydro pole = blank looks in QLD so have shifted to power pole 

I used power pole while living in Vic - no one knew what Stobie meant. Plus, they 

weren't made out of concrete. 

I usually call them "power poles", but I occasionally use the term "telegraph pole" 

instead. I often heard them talking about "Stobie poles" on the news when I was 

living in Adelaide, but it took me a long time to figure out what they actually were. 

It's such an obscure word that I could never bring myself to use it outside of South 

Australia. 

Stobie pole was referenced by some respondents as only referring to concrete poles, not 

wooden ones: 

Stobie pole is two I-beams and concrete, otherwise they're power poles 

that particular picture is a telegraph pole, but in South Australia, the concrete and 

steel poles are Stobie Poles 

Stobie poles are not made from wood, they are steel framed with concrete inside 

the word Stobie pole would be used by me (and only if) it was made of concrete with 

iron sides 

For a handful of South Australian respondents, there was regional pride in using the 

term Stobie pole: 

[Stobie pole] South Australian through and through! 
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I love the term Stobie pole and use this for those build of metal 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 183) found most terms were used Australia-wide: telegraph pole, telephone 

pole, power pole, electric light pole, light pole, electricity pole, lamp pole, or pole. She noted 

pole outnumbered post for these terms. Bryant reported that semantic broadening had 

occurred for Stobie pole, the regional South Australian term, from its original reference 

to the steel and concrete electricity poles to include references to wooden poles 

carrying electricity as well. SEC pole was reported by Victorians and hydro pole was 

reported by a subset of Tasmanians. The respondents in Broken Hill called them tele 

poles. 

This was one of the few terms that genuinely had multiple regionally preferred 

terms. The Australia-wide terms identified by Bryant (1992: 183-185) had regional and 

state-based variation in the current survey. While the modifiers (telegraph, power, 

telephone, Stobie, etc.) had remained more or less the same, the compound head 

discussed by Bryant (1992) post has been almost entirely replaced by pole in this current 

survey.  

6.5 Results: Unrecognised variation 

Section 6.5 contains items which exhibited regional variation which went 

unrecognised by respondents. These items did not contain as many (if any) 

commentary on recognised regional variation of term use.  

6.5.1 BARLEY 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What special word do children have 

to say if they want to stop for two minutes in a game? 

Literature survey 

According to Opie and Opie (1967: 141), the truce term – calling for a temporary 

respite in the middle of a game – is one of the most important words in a child’s 
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vocabulary. The terms barlees and barley are referenced as long-standing children’s 

truce terms in Australian folklore (Davey and Seal 2003: 19-20). These terms can be 

traced back to dialectology studies of children’s terms in the United Kingdom, as 

being most likely derived from the British dialect term parley, from the French parleez 

(Moore 2016: 92-93). Seal (2012: 11) believes the terms are potentially among the 

“earliest linguistic continuities of British origins of modern Australian society”, most 

likely arriving in Australia with children of British convicts and settlers. Opie and 

Opie (1967) listed around 60 different terms used to signify a truce in a children’s 

game, including barley, bars, and crossing fingers in the United Kingdom. According to 

the AND2, barley was the Victorian term, while bar(s) was used in New South Wales 

and Queensland, and barlies was reported in South Australia and Western Australia 

(Moore 2016). One of the earliest recognised written sources of barley was found in the 

northwest English 14th-century alliterative poem Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knight 

(quoted in Opie 1967: 148). 

And I shal stonde hym a strok,  * stif on this flet; 

Elles thou wil dight me the dom  * to dele him an other, barlay, 

And yet gif him respite, 

A twelmonith and a day.’ 

Barley was widely used across east Scotland, northwestern England and most of 

Wales, as shown in Figure 6.11 above. Bars was listed as a term predominantly found 

in Devon. The act of crossing fingers was listed as the “usual way a child shows that he 

wants to drop out of a game” in England and Wales (Opie and Opie 1967: 143).  
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Figure 6.11 Regional distribution of truce terms in the United Kingdom. BARLEY distribution 

is characterised by horizontal lines. 

Barleys, or ‘BAR’-lees (pronounced with additional emphasis on the final 

syllable) was described as a Western Australia term used by adults to signify they 

have ‘had enough’ of something (Seal 2012: 12). Seal (1999: 100) details the regional 

variation found across Australia: 

The term kids use to indicate that the speaker gives up or is in a safe place and 

cannot be attacked, tagged, or otherwise made ‘it’ varies from State to State. In Perth 

it is BAIL-EASE, in Sydney B-A-R BAR, in Melbourne BARLEY, in Adelaide 

BARLEYS and in Brisbane just BAR. In Tasmania the kids do not seem to use this 

term. 
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The terms barley, barleys, and on bar were regionalisms reported in the AWM (Butler 

2005). 

Findings 

 

Map 6.9 Regional variation for BARLEY 

Barley and bar were the two most frequently reported terms, at 23% and 22% overall 

reported use, respectively. Barleys was reported by 16% of respondents. Nine percent 

of respondents discussed having to cross fingers to take a break. Spelling out the term 

B-A-R was reported by 7% of respondents, while 6% reported saying B-A-R bar. On 

bar was reported by 5% of respondents and 4% reported saying bars. Additional terms 

accounted for 4% of the results, while 23% of respondents reported having no name 

for this. The high percentage of respondents with no name for this is most likely 

related to the fact that the survey question was framed around recollecting childhood 

usage, rather than seeking current usage for what young people use today.  

Regional variation was significant for reported use of barley, with highest 

reported use from Victorian respondents (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 732.785, p < 0.0001). Barleys 

also showed significant regional variation, with highest reported use in the Southwest, 
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Central, and Broken Hill regions (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 670.225, p < 0.0001). The act of 

crossing fingers was reported by a significantly higher percentage of respondents from 

Central and Western regions (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 71.062, p < 0.0001) as well. Central 

regions also reported significantly higher use of the regional elective term bars (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 95.563, p < 0.0001). Respondents across the Northeast reported bar as the 

most commonly used regional elective term (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 329.676, p < 0.0001). 

Significant regional variation as also uncovered for B-A-R (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 157.857, p 

< 0.0001), B-A-R bar (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 104.926, p < 0.0001), and on bar (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

80.431, p < 0.0001), all of which were minor terms across the Northeast. No term name 

distribution showed significant regional distribution (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 94.521, p < 

0.0001), with 68% of Tasmanian respondents reporting no term name. Reported use of 

timeout was reported by a significantly higher percentage of Tasmanians (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 37.090, p < 0.0001). A small subset of older Victoria respondents (eight in total) 

also reported using the minor term Barley Charlie. 

Reported use of barley showed significant age-related variation (χ²(2, N = 1763) 

= 19.207, p < 0.0001), with higher reported use among older respondents, while on bar 

was reported by a significantly higher percentage of younger respondents (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 18.836, p < 0.0001). Younger respondents were also significantly more likely to 

report using other minor terms such as time out (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.033, p = 0.007) and 

pause (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 34.670, p < 0.0001).  

Urban respondents reported significantly higher instances of crossing fingers 

(χ²(1, N = 1763) = 8.476, p = 0.004). There were no significant differences of reported 

use between genders, generations, or school types. 

Commentary 

There were no references in the PD survey. Despite that, this was one of the more 

popular items, with 63 respondents making comments. Nine of the respondents noted 

that their children said pause as opposed to any of the terms mentioned in the survey, 

which shows ongoing age-related variation: 
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barley' if talking my childhood, 'on pause' if I'm listening to my own kids 

my kids say pause, it's taken from computer games where you literally pause them 

There were 10 older respondents who struggled to remember what terms were used 

in childhood. Just as Bryant (1992: 297) had discovered, respondents had a difficult 

time answering the question as it related back to childhood: 

You're stretching my memory with this one. 

It has been MANY years since I've played as a child! 

As it turns out, this question clarified a long-standing confusion for one respondent: 

I'm so pleased you asked this! My Victorian cousins always said 'barley' and it made 

no sense at all to 8-year-old me! 

Seven respondents from Western Australia commented on pronunciation of barleys: 

barleez - both syllables have equal emphasis 

One word, sounds like "bar-lease"? 

The term was also reported to signify a particular designated location from which the 

person could yell the term:  

bar is usually a spot or thing you have to touch which you are then safe, if you just 

want to stop in the middle of the game you yell pause (if you aren’t hurt or have a 

good reason you are normally overruled) 

Barley is a designated zone; you can't just invoke it wherever you are. 

Barleys can also be applied to objects of a certain colour or a certain location 

Respondents from central and western regions described the pronunciation of barleys 

as well as its orthography as accenting both syllables of the word: 
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barleez - both syllables have equal emphasis 

I always imagined it was spelt barlese 

I would have spelled this "bar-leez" for no known reason 

For "barleys" the emphasis is on the second syllable. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992) identified bar being a primarily northeastern term and barley being a 

primarily southeastern mainland term. She separated barleys from ‘bar’leys, claiming 

the former in both south-central and southwest while the latter exclusive to the 

southwest based on orthographic descriptions provided by respondents. In the 

current study, there were no significant pronunciation differences between 

respondents from south-central and south-western regions. The inclusion of the 

Northern Territory in the current survey added to the understanding of regional 

variation. For example, this survey identified bars was not exclusively used in the 

south-central region but was used throughout the Central regions of both South 

Australia and the Northern Territory. 

6.5.2 BEACH HOUSE 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What are the holiday cottages on 

the beach called? 

Literature survey 

According to Jauncey (2004: 226), shack was the South Australian term for holiday house 

or beach house “rather than the usual sense of a ‘roughly built hut or cabin’”. Shack was 

also used as a Tasmanian term for “a house having various levels of comfort, usually 

privately owned and used for holiday accommodation, especially at the beach” 

(Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 125). Shackie was defined in the AND2 as a term in South 

Australia, Tasmania, and Western Australia for someone who lives in a rural or coastal 
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simple dwelling often on Crown land (Moore 2016: 1366). Beach house was attested in 

the OED from 1824, but no references in the AND2 were made to beach house, holiday 

house, or beach shack. Shack was identified as a regionalism in the AWM as a term for 

holiday house (Butler 2005). 

Findings 

 

Map 6.10 Regional variation for BEACH HOUSE 

Beach house was reported by 52% of respondents, while holiday house was reported by 

43%. Shack was reported by 15% of respondents and both beach shack and weekender 

were reported by 8%. A number of minor terms, including bach, cabin, humpies, hut, 

and coast house, were also reported by 1%, and only 2% of respondents reported no 

name for this..  

Significant variation was found for the terms beach house (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 

74.306, p < 0.0001), holiday house (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 110.065, p < 0.0001), shack (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 608.211, p < 0.0001), beach shack (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 48.255, p < 0.0001), weekender 

(χ²(7, N = 1742) = 90.443, p < 0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 25.059, p 
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= 0.0007). Shack was the regional obligatory term for Central/South and Tasmania 

regions. Beach house was the regional obligatory term in Darwin and North QLD. 

Regional elective use of both beach house and holiday house were found across all other 

regions. Minor use of beach shack was reported in the Central and Western regions, 

while minor use of weekender was reported in New South Wales and Brisbane. Humpies 

was reported by respondents in Queensland, which according to Moore (2001: 20) was 

a Queensland term derived from the Yagara word ngumbie, similar in meaning to 

gunyah (NSW) and miamia (VIC), for a makeshift shelter. Queenslanders also reported 

the additional term bach more often than other regions. An unexpected finding was a 

small but significant cluster of respondents in Canberra calling the item a coast house. 

This term was not reported elsewhere.  

The terms beach house (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 51.002, p < 0.0001), holiday house (χ²(2, N 

= 1742) = 19.315, p < 0.0001), and weekender (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 64.828, p < 0.0001) showed 

significant age-related variation in reported use. Beach house and holiday house were 

reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while weekender was 

reported by a higher percentage of older respondents. 

Significant differences in reported use between urban and rural respondents 

were identified for holiday house (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 10.319, p = 0.001) and shack (χ²(1, N 

= 1742) = 22.991, p < 0.0001). Holiday house was reported by a higher number of urban 

respondents, while shack was reported by a higher percentage of rural respondents. 

Significant differences between generational use was found for additional terms (χ²(1, 

N = 1742) = 16.476, p < 0.0001), while significant differences in reported use between 

school types was found for the use of weekender (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 12.433, p = 0.002). 

Additional terms were reported by a significantly higher percentage of first-

generation respondents; for example, the minor term bach was reported by 3% of first-

generation respondents, compared to only 0.3% of second-generation respondents. 

This term is a well-known New Zealand English term, and those respondents had 

identified themselves as having parents from New Zealand. Weekender was reported 
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by a significantly higher percentage of public-school respondents than private-school 

respondents. 

Commentary 

There were 31 respondents from the dialect survey and none from the PD survey to 

comment on “Beach House”. Over half of the respondents commented on term use 

and meaning variation. For respondents outside of the southeast, the term shack was 

used to describe a derelict dwelling:  

Depends on the quality of the structure, shacks are rough. 

I would call it a shack if it was very basic and/or shabby 

Depends on how nice it is!  

It depends how fancy it is whether it's a beach house or a shack (shacks are more 

rundown and relaxed)  

According to one respondent, term use varied by ownership:  

weekender you own, a holiday house you rent.  

Other respondents noted it depended on age of the structure:  

Shack for older dwellings, holiday house for the modern sort which are usually fully 

appointed 3 brm homes. 

I got a big surprise when i arrived at the Victorian boyfriends' families' " beach house 

" to find a fully-fledged brick and tile 4 bed house and not the fisherman’s' style 

shack/ weekender i was expecting. 

The term holiday house was also not beach-specific:  

holiday house is a broader term that encompasses cottages in the countryside too.  
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An older Tasmanian respondent commented on local term replacement:  

"Beach House" or "Holiday House" has started to creep in, sadly.  

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 140) identified holiday house and beach house as Australia-wide names. In 

NSW, holiday house was the primary term, with the minor term weekender used by all 

age groups except teenagers. Beach house was the preferred term in Queensland, with 

shack reported by very few respondents there. The southern elective terms were shack, 

holiday shack, and beach shack. Holiday house was reported by southeastern respondents 

under 30, shack was reported by southeastern respondents over 30, while beach house 

was reported by respondents over 50. She found no differences in use between coastal 

and inland respondents. In the current survey, reported use of weekender was falling 

out of use. The commentary provided additional insight to the recognition (or lack 

thereof) of shack as a synonym to beach house. While the term shack was used Australia-

wide, it was only referenced as a synonym for beach house or holiday house by 

respondents in South Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania.  

6.5.3 BLOOD NOSE 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: When your nose bleeds, which do 

you call it? 

Literature survey 

According to Seal (1999: 101), the term blood nose was specific to South Australia, 

Tasmania, and most of Victoria, while, the terms nose bleed, bloody nose, and bleeding 

nose were present elsewhere. None of the terms were present in the AND2 (Moore 

2016). Blood nose, bloody nose, and nose bleed were regionalisms in the AWM (Butler 

2005). 
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Findings 

 

Map 6.11 Regional variation for BLOOD NOSE 

Blood nose was reported by 51% of respondents while nose bleed was reported by 40% 

of respondents. Bloody nose and bleeding nose were both reported by around 12% of 

respondents. Only one respondent indicated another term (my nose is/was bleeding). 

The terms blood nose (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 619.314, p < 0.0001), nose bleed (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 256.920, p < 0.0001), bloody nose (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 26.091, p = 0.0005), and bleeding 

nose (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 201.546, p < 0.0001) showed significant regional variation in 

reported use. Blood nose was the regional obligatory term in the Western, Central, and 

Southeastern mainland regions. Nose bleed was the regional obligatory term in the 

Northeast. Reported use of both blood nose and nose bleed as regional elective terms was 

found in Tasmania and Canberra. Bleeding nose was a regional elective term in 

Tasmania, NSW, and North QLD. Bloody nose was a minor term predominantly across 

the East Coast. 
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The only term to show significant age-related variation was bleeding nose (χ²(2, 

N = 1742) = 11.613, p = 0.003), which was reported by a lower percentage of younger 

respondents compared to middle- and older respondents. Blood nose showed 

significant variation between urban and rural respondents’ reported use (χ²(1, N = 

1742) = 8.288, p = 0.004). The term was reported by a higher percentage of urban 

respondents. There were no significant differences in reported use of the terms across 

gender, generations or schools. 

Commentary 

There were two respondents from the PD pilot study and 24 comments in the dialect 

survey for this item. In terms of tense usage, bleeding nose was used in the past tense (I 

have a bleeding nose) whereas nose bleed was used to the reference past action (he had a 

nose bleed). Respondents reported using bloody nose used when the nose was hit and 

nose bleed when the event occurred spontaneously: 

You have a bloody nose, but you get a nosebleed 

a bloody nose requires fighting or an accident 

Those distinctions appeared to be most relevant to respondents who used the term 

nosebleed, rather than blood nose. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 83) identified blood nose as the obligatory term used in all southern 

regions and Canberra. Nose bleed and bleeding nose were reported in the northeast and 

bloody nose was used in NSW. In the current study, the term blood nose was not limited 

to the southern regions as Bryant had mentioned; but was found throughout the 

Central and Western regions as well. 

6.5.4 BUBBLER 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What would you drink water from 

at school? 
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Literature survey 

The only term for this item identified as a historic Australian term according to the 

AND2 was bubbler. Quotes for bubbler were listed in Sydney from as early as 1913 and 

appeared mainly around New South Wales and Canberra (Moore 2016). According to 

the OED, bubbler originated in Australia, attested from 1913. Bubbler, taps-based terms, 

and drinking fountain were identified in the AWM as regionalisms (Butler 2005). 

Findings 

 

Map 6.12 Regional variation for BUBBLER 

Bubbler was reported by 52% of respondents, while 43% reported fountain-based terms 

(water fountain, drinking fountain, drink fountain) and 17% reported tap-based terms 

(water tap, drink tap, drinking tap). Just over 3% of respondents selected bubble tap, 

an apparent combination of bubbler and tap.  

Significant regional variation was found for bubbler (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 864.583, 

p < 0.0001), drinking fountain (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 364.267, p < 0.0001), water fountain (χ²(7, 

N = 1742) = 200.696, p < 0.0001), drinking tap (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 309.229, p < 0.0001), drink 
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fountain (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 244.188, p < 0.0001), water tap (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 35.866, p < 

0.0001), and bubble tap (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 132.114, p < 0.0001). Bubbler was the regional 

obligatory term throughout the Northeast and Darwin. Fountain terms were preferred 

in the Central and Western regions, while both fountain and tap terms were reported 

in the Southeast. Drinking fountain was the regional obligatory term in the 

Central/South region, while water fountain was the regional obligatory term in North 

WA. In the Southwest regions, water fountain, drink fountain, and drinking fountain were 

all regional elective terms. Drinking tap was a regional elective term in Victoria, while 

bubble tap was a regional elective term almost exclusively used in Central Victoria and 

Riverina. The term appears to combine the northeastern regional term bubbler with the 

Victorian term tap, most likely influenced by the surrounding New South Wales and 

urban Victorian lexical terms. 

Bubbler (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 11.678, p = 0.003), drinking fountain (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 

9.382, p = 0.009), water fountain (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 22.908, p < 0.0001), and drink fountain 

(χ²(2, N = 1742) = 19.624, p < 0.0001) showed significant age-related variation in 

respondents’ reported use. Reported use of drinking fountain was higher for older 

respondents compared to respondents under 50, while reported use of water fountain 

and drink fountain were much higher for younger respondents. Bubbler was reported 

by fewer respondents over 50 than those under 50. 

Gender was a significant variant for reported use of the terms bubbler (χ²(2, N 

= 1742) = 15.251, p = 0.0005), drinking fountain (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 16.219, p = 0.0003), drink 

fountain (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 25.229, p < 0.0001), and drink tap (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 10.347, p 

= 0.005). Bubbler was reported by a higher percentage of women, while drink fountain, 

drinking fountain and drink tap were reported by more men. Reported use of drinking 

tap (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 9.679, p = 0.001) and bubble tap (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 42.925, p < 0.0001) 

showed significant remoteness variation. Bubble tap was reported by more rural 

respondents, while drinking tap was reported by more urban respondents. Water 

fountain (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 13.008, p = 0.0003), drink fountain (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 16.212, p 

< 0.0001), and water tap (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 10.114, p = 0.001) showed significant variation 
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between generations, with all three terms reported by higher percentages of first-

generation respondents. None of the terms showed significant variation in use 

between school types. 

Commentary 

One respondent in the PD survey identified lexical variation for this item and 18 

respondents in the dialect survey commented on it. Ten of those respondents 

mentioned age and school as significant factors in term use, with certain terms being 

used more as children in schools while fountain was reported by respondents as 

adults: 

It was always bubbler at school then 'something' fountain after I started Uni/work 

Used to say tap as a kid, now would use the water/drinking fountain options 

interchangeably 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 164) found fountain variants everywhere except for New South Wales 

and ACT, where bubbler occurred extensively. She attributed this division to the 

structure of the state-based education system. The southeastern region had the minor 

terms (drinking/water/bubble) tap. The current survey findings were similar to Bryant’s, 

with bubbler throughout the northeast, taps in the southeast, and fountain used 

elsewhere. The term bubble tap appears to be a regional variant local to rural northern 

Victoria, where taps speakers meet bubbler speakers.  

6.5.5 CANTEEN 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What would you call a small food 

selling retailer often found in schools? 
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Literature survey 

Tucker shop was listed in the AND2 as a food shop or restaurant, attested in Australia 

from 1902 (Moore 2016). The term is described as originally British slang which had 

come to both Australia and New Zealand in the 19th century. Seal (1999: 102) 

described tuckshop as falling out of use with canteen becoming the universal term for 

school food shop across Australia. Both canteen and tuckshop were identified as 

regionalisms in the AWM (Butler 2005).  

Findings 

 

Map 6.13 Regional variation for CANTEEN 

Canteen was the most widely reported term, with 66% of respondents reporting use, 

while tuckshop was reported by 48% of respondents. There were nine respondents to 

list other terms, including kiosk and cafeteria, and only one respondent listed no name. 

Both canteen (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 380.574, p < 0.0001) and tuckshop (χ²(7, N = 1742) 

= 289.844, p < 0.0001) showed significant regional variation in reported use. Canteen 

was the regional obligatory term for all regions except Queensland. Tuckshop was the 
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regional obligatory term for Queensland respondents. Both canteen and tuckshop were 

reported by over 40% of respondents in Darwin, Tasmania, Melbourne, and NSW.  

Significant variation was found in reported use between age groups of canteen 

(χ²(2, N = 1763) = 97.988, p < 0.0001), tuckshop (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 98.800, p < 0.0001), and 

additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.183, p = 0.006). Reported use of canteen was 

higher for younger respondents (79%) than for older respondents (50%). Reported use 

of tuckshop dropped in reported use from 65% for older respondents to 33% for 

younger respondents. Reported use of additional terms also rose for younger 

respondents. 

Reported use of both canteen (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 83.208, p < 0.0001) and tuckshop 

(χ²(1, N = 1763) = 149.499, p < 0.0001) showed significant variation depending on the 

type of high school respondents attended. Canteen was reported by 74% of public high 

school attendees, compared to 52% of those who attended private high schools. 

Tuckshop was reported by 68% of private-high school attendees compared to 37% of 

public-high school attendees. There were no significant differences in reported use 

across genders, remoteness, or generations. 

Commentary 

The inclusion of this term came from a conversation early on in the project with Evan 

Kidd, regarding dialect variation and his experience with the item’s variation between 

public and private schools across Australia (personal correspondence). There were 11 

respondents to comment on regional variation awareness, while the majority of 

comments reflected an understanding of age variation.  

tuck shop when i was in QLD; canteen in SA 

Lived in Brisbane and Melbourne. In Brisbane tuck shop was used and in Melbourne 

"canteen" was used. 

A number of those comments described age variation in terms of a shift from tuckshop 

to canteen between what they used as children and what they (and/or their children) 
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use now. Respondents also commented on the difference in term use between primary 

schools and high schools. Respondents described tuckshop as the term used mostly in 

their primary schools, while those same respondents (often in the same community) 

would comment that their high school used the term canteen for the same item.  

for me it was 'tuckshop' in primary school and 'canteen' in high school. 

The commentary by respondents on the private-school public-school variation was 

provided exclusively by respondents in the southeastern regions of Australia (South 

Australia and VIC): 

It was the tuck shop when I was at (private) boarding school, and the canteen when I 

went to public high school. 

They called it the tuckshop at my stepbrother's catholic school. Maybe it's something 

like the 'haitch' thing (although I can never remember if that's actually legit or not) 

Comparison 

The findings showed the terms were regionally and socially varied. Tuckshop served 

as both the regional term in Queensland and the private school term in South 

Australia and Victoria. While use of the term canteen was replacing tuckshop in 

reported use overall, Queenslanders’ use of tuckshop remained a stable regional 

variant.  

6.5.6 CRAYFISH 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call this marine 

crustacean? 

Literature survey 

Crayfish (also crawfish) are Australian terms used to describe both marine and 

freshwater crustaceans (Moore 2016: 437-438). The terms have been in English as a 

general name for crustacea other than crabs since the 1440s (OED 2018). Reported use 
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of crayfish in Australia came from Cook’s journals in 1770. Lobster is an even older term 

in the English language, dating back to the 1000s (OED 2018). Lobster was also an 

Australian term used for both marine and freshwater crustaceans in Australia, dating 

back to the 1780s (Moore 2016: 898). All three terms cray, crayfish, and rock lobster were 

all reported by Brooks and Ritchie (1994: 38-39, 119), in their book of Tasmanian 

regionalisms as the fishing of these crustaceans plays a significant role in the local 

Tasmanian industry and economy.  

Findings 

 

Map 6.14 Regional variation for CRAYFISH 

Crayfish was reported by 54% of respondents and lobster was reported by 50%. Cray 

was reported by 6%, while only 1% reported use of other terms, and 2% reported 

having no name.  

Significant regional variation in reported use was found for crayfish (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 250.838, p < 0.0001), lobster (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 212.300, p < 0.0001), and cray (χ²(7, 
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N = 1760) = 43.221, p < 0.0001). Crayfish was reported Australia-wide, with highest 

reported use in Western and Central regions and lowest reported use in NSW. Lobster 

was a regional elective term with highest reported use across the Northeast. Both 

terms were reported equally in Darwin. The minor term cray was reported in most 

regions except the northeast. 

There were no differences in variation of reported term use across age-groups, 

gender, generation, remoteness, or schooling. Overall, use of the terms across age 

groups appeared stable. Upon closer examination of age groups within different 

states, I noticed differences in reported use. In the NT for example, older respondents 

preferred crayfish (75%) compared to lobster (25%), and younger respondents preferred 

lobster (67%) compared to crayfish (33%).  

Commentary 

There were 24 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey and none 

from the PD survey. Thirteen of those respondents commented on differences in use 

and meaning, particularly in reference to the size of the crustacean: 

If it's big, I'd call it lobster - medium sized would be crayfish.  

depends on the size 

One respondent also noted a difference depending on whether it was alive:  

crayfish when it is alive, lobster on the plate.  

Other respondents either could not identify it or did not know what the differences 

were between them: 

I'm not 100% sure about the different between a crayfish and a lobster. 

Never actually seen a cray or lobster, so IDK 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 110) reported that lobster was the term primarily used in the northeast, 

while crayfish was reported primarily in the southern regions. She found Western 

Australia and Tasmania reported clear-cut use of crayfish, while there was mixed term 

use in Queensland. The terms lobster and crayfish were used interchangeably for 

Western Australia schoolchildren (Oliver et al. 2002: 212-213). This item continued to 

exhibit stable regional variation in the current study, with the northeastern regions 

calling it lobster and the southern and western regions referring to it as crayfish. The 

central north was split between the two, with younger respondents leaning toward 

the northeastern term. 

6.5.7 EARLY MARK 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call leaving school (or 

work) early? 

Literature survey 

According to the AND2, the term early mark has been mentioned in Australian print 

since 1928 meaning permission to leave a classroom or workplace early (Moore 2016: 

555). Early minute was mentioned as the South Australian equivalent to early mark, 

mentioned in print from 1987. Early mark and early minute were regionalisms according 

to the AWM (Butler 2005). 

Findings 

While numerous terms were identified (including skiving off, leaving early, and early 

knockoff), the primary two terms were early mark reported by 48% of respondents and 

early minute, reported by 12% of respondents. Thirty percent of respondents identified 

no term for this item.  
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Map 6.15 Regional variation for EARLY MARK 

Regional variation was significant for reported use of the terms early mark (χ²(7, 

N = 1766) = 837.312, p < 0.0001), early minute (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 1046.862, p < 0.0001), 

and no term name (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 567.944, p < 0.0001). Early mark was a regional 

obligatory term throughout the Northeast (including Canberra and Riverina) and 

Darwin. Early minute was the regional obligatory term for the Central/South and 

Tasmania. The majority of respondents from the Southwest and Southeast regions 

reported having no term name. 

Reported use of early mark (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 20.250, p < 0.0001), and no term 

name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 22.773, p < 0.0001), showed significant age-related variation. 

Early mark was reported by a higher percentage of older and middle respondents and 

younger respondents reported a higher percentage of no term for this item. Significant 

differences in reported use by gender were revealed for early mark (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 

11.496, p = 0.003) and no term name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 9.331, p = 0.009). Early mark was 

reported by more women, while men were more likely to report no term. No term 
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name was reported by a significantly higher percentage of urban respondents (χ²(2, N 

= 1766) = 9.353, p = 0.002). Both early mark (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 10.665, p = 0.005), and no 

term name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 12.076, p = 0.002) showed significant school-related 

variation as well, with early mark reported by a higher percentage of public-school 

respondents and no term name reported by a higher percentage of private-school 

respondents. 

Commentary 

There were 49 respondents to leave comments in the dialect survey and one mention 

in the PD survey. The following comments reflected the general sense of most of the 

comments - that the term was only used in certain areas of Australia and only in 

reference to leaving school early:  

"Early mark" is deliberately child-like; but implies permission.  

Early mark at school; sounds juvenile in a work context. 

Adelaideans say 'early minute' instead of 'early mark' to leave early from work, 

school (NSW) 

Comparison 

This item was not part of Bryant’s 1992 study, although commentary in the current 

study indicated extensive use of these terms across all age groups. Early mark and early 

minute appear to be well established regionalisms used in public schools in most 

regions except Victoria and Western Australia.  

6.5.8 FACE WASHER 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What would you call the cloth used 

to wash your face? 
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Literature survey 

The AND2 listed face washer as an Australianism for a cloth used to wash one’s face, 

with attested use from 1910 in New South Wales (Moore 2016: 579). According to the 

OED, face flannel was an Australianism attested from 1951. One of the OED quotes 

from 1970 for face flannel listed face washer instead. Both face washer and flannel were 

listed as regionalisms by the AWM (Butler 2005). According to the AWM, flannel was 

the New South Wales regional term for face washer. Flannel defined as a piece of flannel 

or other fabric for washing faces and hands, was attested in the OED from 1819. 

Facecloth was attested in the OED from 1584, face towel from 1867, hand towel from 1454, 

and washcloth from 1915 as a US term.  

Findings 

 

Map 6.16 Regional variation for FACE WASHER 

Face washer was reported by 55% of respondents, followed by flannel (24%) and washer 

(22%). Other terms reported included facecloth (12%), face towel and hand towel (6%), 
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and washcloth (1%). An additional six respondents listed other terms, while only two 

respondents had no name for this. 

Significant regional variation was found for the terms face washer (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 204.656, p < 0.0001), flannel (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 271.589, p < 0.0001), washer (χ²(7, 

N = 1760) = 255.486, p < 0.0001), face cloth (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 34.007, p < 0.0001), and face 

towel (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 22.305, p = 0.002). Flannel was the regional obligatory term used 

throughout Western and Central/Southern regions. Face washer was the regional 

obligatory term used throughout the Southeastern regions. Both face washer and washer 

were used throughout the Northeast, with increasing use of washer reported in New 

South Wales and QLD. Facecloth was a regional elective term in Darwin and the 

northeast. Highest reported use of minor term face towel was in WA. 

The terms washer (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 23.155, p < 0.0001), face towel (χ²(2, N = 1760) 

= 36.016, p < 0.0001), and hand towel (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 85.228, p < 0.0001) had significant 

age-related variation in reported use. Washer was reported by a higher percentage of 

older respondents, while face towel and hand towel were reported by higher percentages 

of younger respondents. Reported use varied by gender for face washer (χ²(2, N = 1760) 

= 15.903, p = 0.003), face towel (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 12.769, p = 0.001), and hand towel (χ²(2, 

N = 1760) = 36.551, p < 0.0001). Face washer was reported by a higher percentage of 

women, while face towel and facecloth were reported by a higher percentage of men. 

Remoteness varied significantly for respondents for face washer (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 

11.468, p = 0.0007), flannel (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 12.79, p = 0.0003), and washer (χ²(1, N = 

1760) = 25.289, p = 0.005). Face washer and washer were reported by higher percentages 

of rural respondents, while flannel was reported by higher percentages of urban 

respondents. Significant generational differences in reported variation were present 

for face washer (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 16.297, p < 0.0001), washer (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 24.178, p 

< 0.0001), face cloth (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 35.301, p < 0.0001), face towel (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 

28.129, p < 0.0001), and hand towel (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 13.232, p = 0.0003). Towel and cloth 

terms were reported by higher percentages of first-generation respondents, while 
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washer terms were reported by higher percentages of second-generation respondents. 

There were no significant differences in term use by school type.  

Commentary 

Face washer was not one of Bryant’s original items explored for lexical regional 

variation. Two comments made by respondents in the PD survey led to the decision 

to further explore regional variation for this term: 

In QLD we say washer and Vic. Says flannel 

[Western Australians] have a lot more Englishisms such as flannel for face towel.  

There were 22 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Discussion 

of age-related use was the most frequently discussed theme. Nine respondents over 

the age of 30 from across Australia mentioned using flannel as children: 

called it a flannel as a child  

Grandparents said flannel  

I would have said "flannel" when I was little.  

We said "flannel" when we were young. Now I say "washer".  

There were also four respondents to note flannel as an English term: 

my grandmother was English so hence flannel 

We say face flannel at home because of UK origin of partner 

As an English child, I always referred to them as flannels 

I suspect flannel is one of the terms I've picked up from an English Aunt, as hand 

towel seems more common in Tasmania. 
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Comparison 

This item was not included in Bryant (1992) but was reported as a lexical Shibboleth 

by respondents in the PD survey. Flannel and face washer were distributed regionally, 

showing comparable variation to many of Bryant’s surveyed items. The AWM 

reference to flannel being a New South Wales term was not reflected in the current 

survey results, which instead showed use of flannel predominantly in Central and 

Western regions. The term flannel was the more marked variant indexing Britishness 

according to respondents. 

6.5.9 HIT AND RUN 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What is the type of cricket where 

you have to run if you hit the ball? 

Literature survey 

None of the terms for this item were found in the AND1 (Ramson 1988). The only term 

found in the OED was tip-and-run, defined as “cricket in which the batsmen must run 

for every hit”, with a quotation dating back from the year 1891 referring to the term 

in a cricketing context. The AWM mentioned the following terms without reference to 

regional variation: tippety, tippety-run, hit and run, tip and go, tip and run, tippy cricket, 

tippy go run, tippy runs, tipsy, tipsy run, snick and run, tippy go cricket, tippety cricket, and 

tippety runs (Butler 2005). Seal (1999: 100) identified tip and run the reported term in 

Perth, tippy go in South Australia, and tippety run in VIC. Both hit and run and tip and 

run were reported in NSW, and tipsy run in Brisbane (Seal 1999). 

Findings 

There was a slightly higher reported use of no term (28%) as well as a particularly 

high number of regional terms. Hit and run had the highest percentage of reported use 

(27%) followed by many tip- terms: tippety (run) (21%), tippy go (run) (5%), and tipsy 

(run) (4%). This item had more variation than most other items in the survey, with 7% 

of respondents reporting additional terms and 10% of respondents reporting the use 
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of multiple terms. The number of additional terms was higher than most other items 

in the survey, with 26 terms counted as additional terms. These terms included: tip 

and go (38), cricket (16), tiggy (13), tip (10), French cricket (8), continuous cricket (7), 

backyard cricket (4), nick and run (4), tippety go (4), kanga cricket (3), and tippety cricket (2). 

 

Map 6.17 Regional variation for HIT AND RUN 

Significant regional variation was reported for no term name (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

39.465, p < 0.0001), hit and run (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 128.620, p < 0.0001), tip and run (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 190.365, p < 0.0001), tippety (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 333.475, p < 0.0001), tippety 

run (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 262.436, p < 0.0001), tippy go (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 528.954, p < 0.0001), 

tipsy (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 163.454, p < 0.0001), tipsy run (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 184.341, p < 

0.0001), and tip and go (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 37.412, p < 0.0001). Hit and run was a regional 

elective term widely reported in North New South Wales and across the Northeast, 

while tip and run was a regional elective term reported in WA. Tippy go run was the 

regional elective term primarily reported in the Central/South regions, while tippety 

and tippety run were both regional elective terms reported throughout the Southeast 
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regions. Tipsy run was a regional elective term for respondents in North Queensland. 

Over 40% of respondents in Darwin and Canberra reported no term name for this 

item.  

There were many regional minor terms as well. One respondent in Newcastle, 

New South Wales called the game beach cricket, while a younger respondent in 

Toowoomba, Queensland called it tap and run. A Penrith, New South Wales 

respondent called it hit and giggle, while an older Sydneysider called it puttocks. Just 

south of Sydney, a respondent from Heathcote reported the term boyer cricket: I believe 

this term is local to the Engadine New South Wales area.... Not sure what else it would be 

called. Additionally, a small cluster of younger respondents from southeastern New 

South Wales (Thirlmere, Cootamundra, Manly, and Goulburn) called the game nick 

and run. The term six and out was reported by one younger respondent from 

Bassendean, WA. Rounders was reported by a single older respondent in Hurstbridge, 

VIC. The minor terms timpany, tipperny, tip hit, tippety cricket, and tippety go were also 

reported by respondents throughout the Southeast. There were many terms found 

throughout Australia which had no distinguishable regional variation. Those terms 

included backyard cricket, continuous cricket, kanga cricket, French cricket, and tiggy.  

Age-related variation was only found to be significant for tippety (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 39.621, p < 0.0001) and tippety run (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 49.528, p < 0.0001). Tippety 

run was reported by a significantly higher percentage of older respondents, while 

younger respondents in that area reported a significantly higher use of the shortened 

version: tippety. Gender was significantly varied for reported use of no term name 

(χ²(2, N = 1763) = 76.412, p < 0.0001), tip and run (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 22.218, p < 0.0001), 

tippety (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 12.564, p = 0.002), tipsy (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 13.899, p = 0.0009), 

and tipsy run (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 16.991, p = 0.0002). Men were more likely to report all 

of the term names listed above, while women were more likely to report no term 

name. Significant differences in remoteness was found for reported use of no term 

name (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 7.395, p = 0.006) and tipsy (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 9.961, p < 0.002). 

Tipsy (run) was reported by a significantly higher percentage of rural respondents, 
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while urban respondents were more likely to report no term name. Respondents from 

public schools reported significantly higher use of the term hit and run than 

respondents from private schools (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.354, p = 0.006). There were no 

differences by generation in reported use. 

Commentary 

There were no references made to this item in the PD survey. There were 41 comments 

in the dialect survey. Seven respondents noted pronunciation or phrasing variations 

(It's more tip'n'run; more like "tip'n'go); and 15 respondents reported having no idea 

what this was called or had no interest or experience with the sport in general: 

Isn't all cricket like this? Forgive me, I know shit all about sports. 

I didn't play much sport as a child 

One respondent noted that kids today simply refer to it as T20. The terms tipsy and 

tipsy run were reported primarily from respondents in rural QLD. One respondent 

described how the two were distinguished: 

Tipsy was what we called it if you played with little kids. Bigger kids - it was tipsy 

run. That made the running mandatory and not optional which you could negotiate 

with little kids. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 285-288) found hit and run variants to be more popular amongst men 

than women. Tip and run was considered an obligatory term for the southwest, while 

the southeast mainland used tippety (run). The northeast generally used tip and run, 

with hit and run more common in New South Wales and tipsy (run) used in 

Queensland. According to Bryant, Queensland teens were likely to say tipsy run, while 

older respondents preferred the variant tip and run. The current survey results showed 

variant use in Tasmania was unclear, while in Canberra, the term use reflected closer 

ties to Melbourne than NSW. Once again, this item demonstrated gender-based 
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differences with men having greater awareness of the cricket game names than 

women. There was little age-related variation for this item, but very distinct regional 

variation. Use amongst young peer groups could account for the diversity of terms. 

6.5.10 ICY POLE 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call an iced 

confectionary on a stick? 

Literature survey 

Both ice block and icy pole were referenced in the AND2 as Australianisms dating back 

to the 1930s (Moore 2016). The OED listed them both as Australian terms for an ice 

lolly. Icy pole was listed as a proprietary name with a patent lodged in Canberra in 

1932 (Moore 2016: 784). Icy pole was reported to be a Tasmanian and Victorian term 

for “a confection of flavoured and frozen water or milk on a stick” (Brooks and Ritchie 

1995: 72). Both terms had quotes with use of terms across Australia (Moore 2016: 784). 

By jingo was a brand name for this item that was manufactured and sold in northern 

Queensland in the 1960s and 1970s (Jauncey 2001: 40).  

Findings 

Icy pole was reported by 64% of respondents, while ice block was reported by 41%. 

Paddle pop was reported by 9% of respondents, by jingo was reported by 1%, and 1% 

of respondents also reported other terms. Only one respondent had no name for this.  

Regional variation was significant in reported use of icy pole (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 

590.559, p < 0.0001), ice block (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 750.122, p < 0.0001), paddle pop (χ²(7, N 

= 1766) = 38.804, p < 0.0001), by jingo (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 115.790, p < 0.0001), and 

additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 23.849, p = 0.001). Icy pole was reported Australia-

wide, with highest reported use in WA, the Southeast, and Darwin. Throughout the 

South/Central and Northeastern regions, ice block was the preferred regional elective 

term. Reported use of both terms was found in Canberra and Broken Hill. Paddle pop 
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was reported as a minor term by a higher number of respondents from east coast 

capital cities, while by jingo was reported as a regional elective term in North QLD.  

 

Map 6.18 Regional variation for ICY POLE 

Age-group variation was significant for paddle pop (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 12.128, p = 

0.002) and by jingo (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 17.961, p = 0.0001). Both terms were reported by 

higher percentages of older respondents. Gender-based variation was significant for 

ice block (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 10.330, p = 0.006) and paddle pop (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 13.068, p 

= 0.001). Ice block was reported by more women, while paddle pop was reported by more 

men. Ice block was reported by a higher percentage of urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 

1766) = 12.513, p = 0.0004), while by jingo (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 26.236, p < 0.0001) was 

reported by a higher percentage of rural respondents. There were no significant 

differences in term name based on school type or generation. 
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Commentary 

There was a single Victorian respondent in the PD pilot study who referenced 

Queensland as having a specific term for icy pole. Of the 55 respondents to add 

comments in the dialect survey, 47 discussed variation related to meaning and use of 

the terms: 

Depends on water or milk based, milk is paddle pop, water is iceblock.  

paddle pop for milk based icy pole 

Icy pole for water ones, Use paddle pop for milk ones 

Iceblock - generic brand, icy pole - interchangeable with iceblock, paddlepop only for 

branded paddlepop. 

interchangeable, but ice block has a stick and icy pole is usually the ones in the plastic 

tube 

Five respondents also noted regional variation for this item between New South Wales 

and VIC: 

Icy pole in Vic but paddle pop in NSW 

Icy pole in Vic 

By jingo was considered Queensland specific, with respondents from other states 

unfamiliar with the term: 

I stopped saying "by jingo" after I left QLD in the early 1980's 

"by jingo" what in the what?!  
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Comparison 

According to Bryant (1992: 167), the types of iced lollies varied slightly, but were all 

flat and cylindrical. Ice block was used in the northeast and ACT, while paddle pop was 

used in that region as a minor term. Icy pole appeared to be used everywhere except 

QLD, while in coastal northern QLD, by jingo or jingo was reported. In WA, 

schoolchildren reported icy pole primarily, with ice block used by a subset of southern 

lower SES children (Oliver et al. 2002: 219-220). Ice block and icy pole remained the two 

regionally diverse generic terms for younger respondents in the current survey 

results. Fewer respondents were recognising by jingo, while paddle pop was reported 

as the milk-based equivalent.  

6.5.11 JETTY 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a structure that 

projects from the land out into water? 

Literature survey 

While the AND2 did not mention pier or jetty as Australianisms, there were two quotes 

in the OED mentioning pier as a term used in the southern hemisphere and one quote 

attesting jetty as a term used in South Australia. Jetty was the only term mentioned by 

the AWM as a regionalism (Butler 2005).15  

 
 

15 While not directly referencing the item itself, wharfie, as a term for a waterside worker, was 

attested in the AND2 from 1911, with quotes primarily from New South Wales and Western 

Australia (Moore 2016). Wharf lumper, another term for a waterside worker was attested from 1869, 

with quotes from along the east coast. 
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Findings 

 

Map 6.19 Regional variation for JETTY 

Jetty was the most widely reported term (74%). Pier was reported by 39% of 

respondents and wharf was reported by 18%. Only five respondents reported another 

term, and one respondent had no name for this.  

Regional variation was significant for reported use of jetty (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

319.933, p < 0.0001), pier (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 490.341, p < 0.0001), and wharf (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 132.638, p < 0.0001). Jetty was reported Australia-wide with highest use across 

the Central, West, and Queensland regions. Pier was the regional elective term in VIC. 

Wharf was a regional elective term for Northern and Eastern regions. 

The only significant age-related variation in reported use was a higher 

percentage of younger respondents reporting additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 

10.803, p = 0.004), such as dock, breakwater, bridge, and quay. Pier was reported by a 

higher percentage of urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 14.383, p = 0.0002). There 
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were no significant differences between reported use by gender, generations, or 

schools.  

Commentary 

There were 92 respondents to comment on this item, with 77 of those comments 

discussing variation in use and meaning of the terms. For a number of respondents, 

the size of the structure determined the name of the item: 

Depends on size. Jetty is smallest, pier something larger. Wharf implies there are big 

ships. 

I use all of these in ascending order of size - jetties are small, wharfs are large and 

piers in between 

For other respondents, the three terms were used interchangeably: 

all are interchangeable and location specific 

I have no real preference between the words, it depends on what the signs say or what 

i first hear that particular one called 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 273) identified jetty as the Australia-wide term, with pier used as a 

regional elective term along the east coast and wharf used in New South Wales and 

southeastern Australia. In the current survey, the term name varied by both region 

and description. The regions identified for pier and wharf were more specific in this 

survey than what Bryant had found, with pier focusing on Melbourne rather than the 

entire east coast, and wharf focusing on the Sydney to southern Queensland region, 

rather than New South Wales and the southeastern region. 
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6.5.12 NATURE STRIP 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the prompt: The area between the front fence and 

the road. 

Literature survey 

Nature strip was the only Australianism mentioned in the AND2 (Moore 2016: 1036) 

for this item, attested from 1927, as publicly-owned land between a dwelling and the 

street. According to Brooks and Ritchie (1995: 99), the term nature strip was originally 

confined to Tasmania and Victoria. Verge or grass verge was recorded as a strip of grass 

at the side of a path or road, attested from 1728 (OED 2018). The term verge was 

identified as a Western Australia-specific term by Brooks and Ritchie (1994: 197). 

Footpath was mentioned as occurring from the mid-15th century in English (OED 

2018). Footpath was identified by Jauncey (2001: 62) as a Queensland term for the 

boundary between private land and the road: inclusive of walking paths, grass, or dirt 

areas: “elsewhere in Australia, the term ‘footpath’ is restricted to the walking path, 

often concrete or bituminised, whereas the terms ‘verge’ or ‘nature strip’ are used for 

the grassed area”.  

Findings 

Nature strip was reported by 62% of respondents, footpath by 30%, and verge by 16%. 

Nearly 2% of respondents reported other terms, such as sidewalk, median strip, council 

strip, pathway, and pavement, and an additional 2% reported no name for this. 

Regional variation was significant for reported use of nature strip (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 530.432, p < 0.0001), footpath (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 348.511, p < 0.0001), and verge 

(χ²(7, N = 1742) = 627.323, p < 0.0001). Nature strip was the regional obligatory term in 

the Southeast, Central/East, and Darwin. Verge was the regional obligatory term in 

WA, while footpath was the regional obligatory term in Queensland and Central South 

Australia. Respondents in Broken Hill, Adelaide, and North New South Wales 

showed mixed use of both nature strip and footpath.  
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Map 6.20 Regional variation for NATURE STRIP 

Footpath was reported by a significantly higher percentage of older respondents 

(χ²(2, N = 1742) = 28.603, p < 0.0001). Verge was reported by a higher percentage of 

urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 8.167, p = 0.004). Nature strip was reported by a 

higher percentage of second-generation respondents (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 9.015, p = 0.002), 

while verge χ²(1, N = 1742) = 11.306, p = 0.0007) and no term name (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 

6.841, p = 0.008) were reported by higher percentages of first-generation respondents. 

There were no significant differences by gender or school type. 

Commentary 

This item was commented on by 67 respondents in the dialect survey. The majority of 

those respondents (58) discussed variation in use and meaning between terms. For 

respondents outside of Queensland, footpath described only the paved walkway, while 

either nature strip or verge accounted for the grassy area. For Queenslanders, the entire 

region was described as the footpath: 
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footpath only when its paved 

depending on whether there is a cement path or not  

footpath is the paved part; the grass is nature strip  

The nature strip is not the entire area between the front fence and the road. It does not 

include the footpath. Only the grassy area  

Verge if it's lawn / garden, footpath if it's concreted for walking on 

When I say footpath, people think of concrete. They say nature strip in Canberra  

Regional variation between verge and nature strip was also identified by respondents: 

depends on state 

encountered verge when in Western Australia first 

In Melbourne suburbs, the area between a fence and a road would usually have both a 

footpath (paved path) and a nature strip (grass). 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 220), footpath was the regional obligatory term in 

the northeastern and southern-central regions. The obligatory term in the south-

western region was verge. In the southeast and ACT, the regional term was nature strip. 

Bryant (1992: 220) hypothesised that the ACT used the southeastern term because “the 

public servants from Melbourne who established Canberra as the national capital 

used the name they brought with them when setting out town planning 

requirements”. This item continued to show clear regional variation in term use. The 

alignment of Canberran speech to Victorian speech most likely follows Bryant’s (1992) 

hypothesis of settlement-related vocabulary. While verge and nature strip are 

recognised regional variants, footpath was not recognised as an equal variant. This is 
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most likely due to the fact that the term is used to describe a different but related 

feature. 

6.5.13 RELIEF TEACHER 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the teacher who 

fills in for teachers who are away? 

Literature survey 

There were no references to Australianisms in the AND2 for this item. The AWM 

referenced supply teacher and relief teacher as two regionalisms but did not indicate 

where these terms were used (Butler 2005).  

Findings 

 

Map 6.21 Regional variation for RELIEF TEACHER 

Relief teacher was the most widely reported term (44%), followed closely by substitute 

teacher (41%). Casual teacher (including variants – CRT, casual relief teacher) accounted 

for 15% of reported use while emergency teacher was reported by 12% of respondents. 
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Supply teacher was reported by only 3% of respondents while just over 2.5% listed 

other terms.  

Terms which exhibited significant regional variation included relief teacher 

(χ²(7, N = 1763) = 384.333, p < 0.0001), substitute teacher (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 63.624, p < 

0.0001), emergency teacher (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 401.713, p < 0.0001), casual (χ²(7, N = 1763) 

= 300.718, p < 0.0001), CRT (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 110.146, p < 0.0001), supply teacher (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 158.939, p < 0.0001), and casual relief teacher (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 20.687, p = 

0.004). Relief teacher was reported as the regional obligatory term for most regions, 

with highest reported use in the Western, Central, Tasmania, and Canberra regions. 

In the Northeast, both relief teacher and substitute teacher were reported by over 40% of 

respondents. Queensland respondents reported using supply teacher as a minor term. 

In NSW, respondents also reported using the regional elective term casual. In VIC, 

both substitute teacher and emergency teacher were reported as regional elective terms, 

and CRT was reported as a minor term.  

Age-related variation was significant for reported use of substitute teacher (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 108.577, p < 0.0001), emergency teacher (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 29.101, p < 0.0001), 

supply teacher (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 9.261, p = 0.009), and sub (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 61.379, p < 

0.0001). Substitute teacher and sub were reported by higher percentages of younger 

respondents, while emergency teacher and supply teacher were reported by higher 

percentages of older respondents. The term substitute teacher showed significant 

gender variation (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.764, p = 0.004), remoteness variation (χ²(1, N = 

1763) = 9.973, p = 0.002), and generational variation (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 11.012, p = 0.0009). 

The term was reported by a higher number of urban, male, and first-generation 

respondents. Casual was reported by a significantly higher percentage of public-school 

respondents (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.561, p = 0.005).  
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Commentary 

There were 41 respondents to comment on the dialect survey and none from the PD 

survey. Fourteen of those respondents reported using CRT because they were either 

teachers or familiar with the profession.  

I used 'emergency teacher' when I was at school, I only know 'CRT' because my 

mother and sister are teachers. 

As a child we called them substitutes but I have acquired CRT as an adult (partner is 

a teacher) 

[CRT] I am a teacher so that's the term we use 

Three respondents noted the North American influence of the term substitute teacher: 

"substitute teacher" - heard from American shows & adopted, I think 

May be influenced by 15 years in Canada 

I was a " casual" myself, some kids use "substitute " as they have heard the term from 

US shows. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 262) identified relief teacher and substitute teacher as Australia-wide 

names, while a subset of Victorian respondents called them emergency teachers and a 

subset of Queenslanders called them supply teachers. According to Bryant, the subset 

of Victoria and Queensland respondents to give those terms was not large enough to 

draw a heterogloss for term variation. The current survey findings showed term use 

was impacted by familiarity with the teaching profession, particularly reported use of 

the term CRT. Younger east coast respondents appear to be shifting away from 

regional terms (supply, emergency, and casual teacher), instead preferring the more 

global terms relief and substitute teacher.  
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6.5.14 RUBBER BAND 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a thin band made 

from rubber? 

Literature survey 

The two Australianisms for this item listed in the AND2 were lacker band in Victoria 

and lacky band in Western Australia (Moore 2016). Both terms were referenced from 

the 1970s onwards and were considered variations of the term elastic band. 

Surprisingly, the term lacky band was not found in Brooks and Ritchie (1994), despite 

regional use prior to the book’s publication. Seal (1999: 100) claimed rubber band was 

used in Adelaide, Brisbane, and Sydney. Lacky band, lacker band, rubber band, elastic band 

and lucker band were mentioned as regionalisms in the AWM (Butler 2005). 

Findings 

 

Map 6.22 Regional variation for RUBBER BAND 
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The majority of respondents (82%) reported using rubber band, while 29% of 

respondents reported using elastic band. Lacky band was reported by 13% of 

respondents and lacker band was reported by just over 2%. Only eight respondents 

reported using a different term. Rubber ring was listed by two respondents, one older 

respondent from Melbourne and another middle-aged respondent from Lake 

Macquarie, NSW. Reported use dropped from the 14 SE respondents who had 

reported using rubber ring in Bryant’s (1992: 134) findings. 

Regional variation was significant for reported use of rubber band (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 197.769, p < 0.0001), elastic band (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 80.324, p < 0.0001), lacky band 

(χ²(7, N = 1760) = 533.948, p < 0.0001), and lacker band (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 368.374, p < 

0.0001). Rubber band was reported Australia-wide with varied use by region. The 

preferred regional elective term across Western Australia was lacky band. Lacky band 

was also a regional elective in Canberra and Darwin. In the Southeastern regions, the 

elective term lacker band was reported by a subset of respondents. Elastic band was a 

regional elective term for Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth. 

Significant age-group variation was uncovered for elastic band (χ²(2, N = 1760) 

= 15.576, p = 0.0004), which was reported by a higher percentage of younger 

respondents. Overall, lacky band was reported by both older and younger respondents, 

however, use varied regionally over time. Lacky band was used by 46% of older ACT 

respondents and 50% of older NT respondents. This figure dropped in both states to 

14% in ACT and 0% in NT for younger respondents.  

Remoteness variation was significant for rubber band (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 7.434, p 

= 0.006) and elastic band (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 12.694, p = 0.0003). Generational variation 

was also significant for rubber band (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 22.657, p < 0.0001), elastic band 

(χ²(1, N = 1760) = 8.389, p = 0.003), and lacky band (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 11.212, p = 0.0008). 

Rubber band was reported by a higher percentage of rural and second-generation 

respondents, while urban and first-generation respondents reported higher use of 

elastic band. Lacky band was also reported by a higher percentage of first-generation 

respondents. There were no gender or schooling differences in reported use. 
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Commentary 

There were 24 respondents to comment in the dialect survey and none from the PD 

survey. Ten of the respondents noted that lacker band and lacky band were register-

specific terms, predominantly informal or childhood-specific: 

lacker band' for kids only 

I used lacky band as a child, and rubber band as an adult. 

Depends who you were asking for one. A teacher or perhaps a work colleague it would 

more likely be elastic band. Your family would be more likely to say Lacky band. 

Six respondents noted meaning and use variation in the terms, with four of the 

respondents noting elastic band terms and variants referred to hair products: 

It is a rubber band in the picture. To me an elastic band has a fabric covering and used 

in your hair 

Lacky band is specifically for hair 

The other two respondents commented on size variation between rubber and elastic 

bands:  

Rubber band the thicker kind. Elastic band the thinner.  

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 134) also listed lacky band as a Western Australia term and lacker band as 

a Victoria term. She defined rubber band and elastic band as Australia-wide terms, while 

Rubber ring was mentioned as a minor term used by a small subset of older 

respondents in southeastern and central Australia (Bryant 1992). Results of this item 

showed consistent and continued regional lexical variation between Western 

Australia and the rest of the country when compared to Bryant (1992). Reported use 

was also register- and size-specific according to respondents in the current survey. 
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6.5.15 SILVERBEET 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What do you call this dark leafy 

green vegetable? 

Literature survey 

The term silverbeet comes from a description of the stalk’s colour as opposed to a red 

beet (Moore 2016: 1408). The earliest references came from the 1840s, and synonyms 

included chard and spinach. Spinach was recorded as English spinach in the AND2 

(Moore 2016: 570), in order to differentiate it from silverbeet, which is defined as the 

Australian term for spinach. Silverbeet and spinach were both considered regionalisms 

in the AWM (Butler 2005). Bryant (1992: 118) found that for some of her respondents, 

the terms silverbeet and spinach referred to the same vegetable, while other respondents 

considered them different vegetables altogether. 

Findings 

 

Map 6.23 Regional variation for SILVERBEET 
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Silverbeet was the most widely reported item, by 65% of respondents, followed by 

spinach with 40% reported use. Around 1% of respondents reported another name, 

including chard which showed no significant distribution across any of the factors 

measured. Around 2% of respondents had no name for this. 

Significant regional variation was found for silverbeet (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 273.292, 

p < 0.0001) and spinach (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 330.975, p < 0.0001). Silverbeet was reported 

Australia-wide, with highest reported use in the Southeast, Southwest, QLD, and 

Darwin. Spinach was the preferred regional elective term in NSW, including Broken 

Hill. Mixed use of both terms was reported throughout South Australia, Canberra, 

and Riverina regions. 

No term name showed significant age-related variation (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 

28.036, p < 0.0001), with higher reported use among younger respondents. There were 

no significant differences across gender, remoteness, school type, or generational use. 

Commentary 

There were 64 respondents to comment on the dialect survey and no comments from 

the PD survey. Nearly half of the comments reflected variation in meaning or use. 

Many of those respondents - particularly those from South Australia and Victoria - 

noted spinach and silverbeet were different plants: 

Silverbeet and spinach are different plants  

They are 2 different vegetables!  

spinach refers to a different vegetable, not the one pictured.  

I would call spinach 'spinach' and silver beet 'silver beet'. They are not the same 

thing.  

Respondents from New South Wales commented that they knew this, but they called 

it spinach anyway: 
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spinach as a generalization, silverbeet when being more precise.  

To me, it's spinach, but grocery stores insist on silverbeet 

I know it's silverbeet but still call it spinach always 

I know it's not actually spinach though! 

I know it's not really spinach, but I've always called it that. 

For some respondents, this was another instance of Victorian vs New South Wales 

lexical variation: 

I use both interchangeably depending on if I am speaking to New South Wales family 

or Victorian friends 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 118) found that across most of Australia, both terms were used with 

varying regional proportional differences. In Tasmania and Victoria, silverbeet was the 

preferred term for respondents, while in NSW, (English) spinach was the preferred 

term. Young Western Australia respondents in Oliver et al. (2002: 213) reported spinach 

exclusively in northern WA, while a majority of southern Western Australia 

respondents reported spinach over silverbeet. The current survey results showed that 

although South Australian and Tasmanian respondents also used the terms, the 

variation between New South Wales and Victoria was the most culturally salient. The 

terms are regionally stable and do not appear to be in the process of changing any 

time soon. 

6.5.16 STREET DIRECTORY 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What sort of book helps you 

navigate in the car? 
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Literature survey 

Refidex or referdex was considered a Queensland-specific brand name derived from 

reference and index and defined as a street directory attested from the 1920s (Moore 2016: 

1265). Refidex originally branded in Queensland and were used as a generic term for 

any street directory according to Jauncey (2001: 56). Street directory was listed in the 

OED from the early 19th century. UBD comes from Universal Publishers, which 

produces street directories in Australia. Melway(s) was also the name of a street 

directory publishing company (Melway Publishing Pty Ltd), which began producing 

Melbourne maps from 1966. Gregory’s was another street directory company which 

focused on urban street maps in Australia.  

Findings 

 

Map 6.24 Regional variation for STREET DIRECTORY 

Street directory was reported by 59% of respondents, followed by Melway (29%). Refidex 

(12%), Gregory’s (10%), UBD (8%), and map book (6%) were also reported for this item. 
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Just over 1% of respondents reported other terms, and only one respondent had no 

name for this. 

Significant regional differences in reported use was identified for street directory 

(χ²(7, N = 1760) = 329.676, p < 0.0001), Melway (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 1032.484, p < 0.0001), 

refidex (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 947.536, p < 0.0001), Gregory’s (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 232.611, p < 

0.0001), UBD (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 117.599, p < 0.0001), map book (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 82.252, 

p < 0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 31.821, p < 0.0001). There were three 

regional obligatory terms reported for this item. Melway was the preferred term in 

VIC, refidex was the preferred term in QLD, and street directory was the preferred term 

everywhere else. Both Melway and street directory received over 50% of respondents’ 

reported use in the border region of Riverina. The regional elective term UBD was 

found across Western Australia and North QLD. The regional elective term Gregory’s 

was reported in NSW. Map book was a minor regional term for Western Australia as 

well. Additional terms were most commonly found in Perth and Tasmania.  

Age group variation was significant for reported use of Gregory’s (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 43.358, p < 0.0001), UBD (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 10.989, p = 0.004), and map book (χ²(7, 

N = 1760) = 37.945, p < 0.0001). Reported use of Gregory’s was highest for older 

respondents, UBD was highest for middle-aged respondents, and map book was 

highest for younger respondents.  

Reported use of map book showed both significant variation by remoteness 

(χ²(1, N = 1760) = 19.993, p < 0.0001) and generation (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 7.989, p = 0.004). 

Map book was reported by a higher percentage of rural and first-generation 

respondents. There were no significant differences in reported use by gender or school 

type. 

Commentary 

There were 56 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Region was 

the most widely discussed form of variation, with 27 respondents commenting on it: 
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Depends on context. In New South Wales was always the Gregory's until I drove 

cabs which used the UBD. In Melb. obviously Melways. Nowadays just a street 

directory. 

I'd call it a Melways if it's of Melbourne, but of anywhere else it's a street directory 

in Queensland I'd use refidex; Melbourne Melways; Sydney Gregory's; 

Map book for general maps, UBD/ Street Directory for use in urban navigation. 

I would say UBD if I was in Queensland, and Melways in Victoria. 

Melways in Melbourne, Refidex in Brisbane 

Some respondents commented on the term becoming obsolete in the age of digital 

direction devices: 

I use "get the map out" if I’m paying attention, but often still refer to the Melways - 

to the amusement of my children 

When I lived in Melbourne I quickly learned to say (& use) Melways, & Sydways 

when I first returned to Sydney. Now I would mainly say street directory, although 

this is rapidly being replaced with Google Maps. 

obsolete! 

Comparison 

Bryant identified street directory as the primary Australia-wide term, followed by map 

terms (1992: 146). She found urban capital cities on the east coast used specific 

publisher names. For example, in New South Wales and ACT, Gregory’s was reported. 

In Queensland, refidex had been taken over by UBD and was formally called UBD 

refidex, however Bryant noted respondents continued to call the item refidex. The far 

north coast of New South Wales reported refidex, indicating they looked to Brisbane 
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as the regional capital. The southeastern regional name was Melways, used only within 

Victoria and southern NSW, indicating that southern New South Wales looked to 

Melbourne as the regional capital. In the current survey, the top three regional terms 

showed no significant regional variation and reported use appeared stable over time. 

However, some respondents were commenting on the item itself becoming obsolete 

now. This may indicate that some or all of the variation for this item could disappear 

within a few generations.  

6.6 Results: Non-lexical variation 

Section 6.6 shows the reported use findings for the five non-lexical items included in 

the survey.  

6.6.1 DANCE 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: Do you say ‘dance’ like ‘ants/fancy’ 

or ‘dance’ like ‘aunts/advance’? 

Literature survey 

Regional and social variation of the BATH-TRAP vowels have been well studied 

throughout varieties of English (see Wells 1982). The dance vowel is one of the most 

widely documented phonetic variants in AusE as discussed earlier in Section 3.3.2. 

Bradley (1989) noted both regional and sociolinguistic variation between BATH and 

TRAP use, particularly recognising the BATH vowel to be a marker for formality or 

higher socioeconomic class.  

Findings 

Dance (/æ/) was reported by 82% of respondents, while darnce (/ɐː/) was reported by 

16% of respondents. Five percent of respondents were unsure of how they 

pronounced the word, while 1% reported another pronunciation. The dance vowel 

variation was the most discussed linguistic feature in the PD survey. Of the 
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respondents who commented on it, most attributed its variation to South Australia 

speech, however some also mentioned variation in WA, NSW, and VIC.  

 

Map 6.25 Regional variation for DANCE 

Reported use was significant across regions for both dance (/æ/) (χ²(7, N = 1760) 

= 217.697, p < 0.0001) and darnce (/ɐː/) (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 266.781, p < 0.0001). Dance (/æ/) 

was reported Australia-wide, with highest reported use by Brisbane and Riverina 

respondents and lowest reported use by South Australia respondents. Darnce (/ɐː/) 

was the preferred pronunciation in Adelaide, with more than 60% of respondents 

reporting the darnce (/ɐː/) pronunciation, while both pronunciations were reported by 

over 40% of respondents in Central South Australia. 

There were no significant age-related differences in reported pronunciation for 

this item. Significantly higher reported use of additional pronunciations between 

genders (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 18.213, p = 0.0001), where men reported higher use of 

additional pronunciations, such as ‘a as in kay’ ‘daynce’ (/ɐ̟ɪ/).  

Reported use of darnce (/ɐː/) was significant between remoteness levels (χ²(1, N 

= 1760) = 13.141, p = 0.0003) and between generations (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 29.181, p < 

0.0001). Reported use of dance (/æ/) was significant between school types (χ²(2, N = 
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1760) = 14.969, p = 0.0006). Urban and first-generation respondents reported higher 

use of darnce (/ɐː/), while public-school respondents reported higher use of dance (/æ/).  

Commentary  

The dance vowel was also the most discussed linguistic feature in the PD survey. Of 

the respondents who commented on it, most attributed its variation to South Australia 

speech, however some also mentioned variation in WA, NSW, and VIC. There were 

42 respondents in the dialectology survey to comment on pronunciation. Some 

respondents noted the pronunciation was context dependent:  

I'm in a choir so if I was singing it, I'd pronounce it as 'darnce'. 

I pronounce it differently depending on who I am with and where I am.  

Depends on whether it's a verb or noun. "Dants" is my verb, "d(aunts)" is my noun. 

Comparison 

Horvath and Horvath (2001: 351-2) did not find the TRAP vowel to be strongly 

associated with age, gender, and social class. In this more recent study, results did 

show variation between generations in Australia and type of school attended, with 

higher use of the BATH vowel reported by South Australians, private-school 

attendees, and first-generation Australians. Wells (1982: 79) noted the ‘indexical 

importance in distinguishing high vs popular accents’, which was reflected in 

Australia as a social and regional indexical marker in of the more ‘British’ speech of 

South Australia and Upper-class Urban speech communities. 

6.6.2 FILM 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: How do you pronounce the word 

‘film’? Do you say ‘film’, ‘fiwm’, or ‘fillum’? 
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Literature survey 

The vocalisation of /l/ has been widely studied in varieties of English, including AmE 

(Ash 1982), British English (Tollfree 1996), and AusE (Borowsky and Horvath 1997; 

Horvath and Horvath 1997; Horvath and Horvath 2002). Horvath and Horvath (2002) 

found regional variation in recorded use of l-vocalisation across Australian and NZ 

cities, with increased rate of vocalisation most present in South Australia, Hobart, and 

NZ cities (Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch), particularly among younger 

respondents. L-epenthesis (fillum) is a common feature of Irish English (Hickey 2007; 

Hickey 2014; Sell 2012) and was recognised in the AWM as a feature of Riverina speech 

(Butler 2005). Comments provided by Australians referenced the pronunciation as 

occurring among older, rural people, particularly across the northeast. 

Findings 

 

Map 6.26 Regional variation for FILM 

Film was reported by 81% of respondents, while 15% of respondents reported using l-

vocalisation (fiwm), fillum with epenthesis had been reported by 6% of respondents, 

while 2% of respondents had reported additional pronunciations.  
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Significant regional variation was found for film (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 49.452, p < 

0.0001) and fiwm (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 77.217, p < 0.0001). Film was reported Australia-

wide, with highest reported use across the East Coast and lowest reported use by 

Central South Australia respondents. Highest reported use of fiwm (l-vocalisation) 

was in Central South Australia. Fillum (l-epenthesis) was reported as a minor 

pronunciation showing no pattern in regional distribution. 

Reported pronunciation varied significantly by age-group for film (χ²(2, N = 

1760) = 31.164, p < 0.0001) and fiwm (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 31.568, p < 0.0001). Younger 

respondents reported using l-vocalisation more than older respondents. Gender was 

significant in reported use of l-epenthesis (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 9.555, p = 0.0008), as fillum 

was reported by a higher percentage of men (8%) compared to women (5%). There 

were no significant differences between remoteness levels, generations, or school 

types. 

Commentary 

L-vocalisation and L-epenthesis were widely discussed in the PD survey and there 

were 21 respondents to comment on this item in the dialectology survey. Many of the 

respondents discussed fillum as a feature of older speech: 

I always thought it was funny that my Australian nana said 'fill-um'. 

My Dad grew up in Forbes and he says fill-um 

My father was a great one for the 'fillum'. 

sometimes 'fill-um' to copy my paternal grandfather 

For respondents, reported use of l-vocalisation was more difficult to self-assess than 

reported use of l-epenthesis: 

I can't tell whether I reliably pronounce the 'I' or not 

I think it's somewhere in between "film" and "fiwm". 
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fill-im if I'm being silly 

I get a lot comments on the way that I pronounce film [fillum]. People think it's 

weird. I think I got this from my nan. 

Comparison 

Self-reported use of l-vocalisation showed regional and age-related variation, with 

highest reported use of l-vocalisation in central regions and among younger 

respondents, and lowest reported use in north-eastern regions. Reported use of l-

epenthesis was also recollected as an antiquated feature of AusE speech. The current 

survey results showed that l-vocalisation was much more difficult for respondents to 

self-report than l-epenthesis.  

6.6.3 LEGO 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: How do you pronounce the word 

‘lego’? Do you say ‘leggo’ or ‘laygo’? 

Literature survey 

There were multiple respondents to recognise regional variation in pronunciation in 

the PD survey, as well as in Internet forums. Figure 6.12 shows commentary regarding 

the first vowel’s pronunciation in lego as closer to /æɪ/ than /e/ in South Australia on 

an Internet forum.  

 
Figure 6.12 Internet forum question regarding LEGO pronunciation (Brickset.com 2012) 
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Another blogger explored the same regional difference in a post titled: Are South 

Australians the only ones who pronounce “Lego” the right way? An investigation (Vnuk 

2018). All of the examples found pointed toward a distinctive pronunciation of the 

term lego in South Australia. I therefore added this word to the survey to test reported 

use of the pronunciation.  

Findings 

 

Map 6.27 Regional variation for LEGO 

Pronunciation of lego (/e/) was reported by 90% of respondents, while 7% of 

respondents reported the diphthong laygo (/æɪ/) and 3% of respondents reported 

additional pronunciations.  

Regional variation was significant for reported use of lego (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 

553.122, p < 0.0001) and laygo (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 781.718, p < 0.0001). Lego (/e/) was 

reported Australia-wide, with reported use of over 80% in all regions except the 

Central/South. Laygo (/æɪ/) was reported almost exclusively in the Central/South 

region. Adelaide and Broken Hill regions showed nearly equal levels of regional 
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elective pronunciation for both lego and laygo, while over 60% of respondents in 

Central South Australia reported saying laygo. 

There were no significant differences in pronunciation across age groups, 

gender, remoteness, generation, or school type for any of the terms. 

Commentary 

There were 16 respondents to comment on the term in the dialect survey and five in 

the PD survey. More than half of those respondents noted that the variation was 

present specifically in South Australia speech. Respondents from both inside and 

outside of South Australia recognised the difference in pronunciation: 

...People from South Australia say "lay-go", I hear 

My colleagues tell me it is "leggo”, but I defy them and stick to laygo as that was it 

was to me as a child! 

I always said lay-go until I moved to QLD 

Everyone in Adelaide say lay - go 

I say Leg-o because I'm from WA, mostly in South Australia people say 'lay-go' 

Comparison 

While I was not able to uncover any research into this regional variant, the reported 

use and perceived reported use of laygo showed distinctive regional variation. As this 

word is a proper noun and a term coming from Danish, it is unclear if any other terms 

would follow this same pattern. Further sociophonetic analysis into the variation of 

this item is needed. 

6.6.4 MELBOURNE 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: How do you pronounce the word 

‘Melbourne’? Do you say ‘MELbourne’ or ‘MALbourne’? 
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Literature survey 

The CELERY-SALARY merger has been reported as a regional feature of Victorian 

speech as discussed in Section 3.3.2. Bradley (1989) noted the merger was slightly 

more commonly observed in spontaneous speech, in male speakers, and in lower 

socioeconomic groups. Loakes et al. (2014) in another sociophonetic study, also 

identified the merger as present in southwest Victoria and associated with a 

perceptual bias in which respondents who merged /el/-/æl/ in production had 

difficulty identifying /el/-/æl/ in listening tasks. 

Findings 

 

Map 6.28 Regional variation for MELBOURNE 

Just under 90% of respondents reported Melbourne (/e/), while Malbourne (/æ/) was 

reported by 17% and additional pronunciations were reported by 2% of respondents.  

Reported use showed significant regional variation for Melbourne (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 197.569, p < 0.0001), Malbourne (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 144.803, p < 0.0001), and 

additional pronunciations (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 20.832, p = 0.004). Melbourne (/e/) was 

reported Australia-wide, with lowest reported use in the Southeast mainland regions. 
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Malbourne (/æ/) was reported by over 25% of respondents in Riverina and Melbourne, 

and by over 40% of respondents in Central VIC.  

Malbourne (/æ/) was reported by a significantly higher percentage of younger 

respondents (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 12.229, p = 0.002). Melbourne (/e/) was reported by a 

higher percentage of urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 8.260, p = 0.004). There were 

no significant differences across gender, generation, or school type. 

Commentary 

There were 48 respondents to comment on this item in the dialectology study. Those 

in Victoria noted difficulty in distinguishing between /el/ and /ael/: 

Difficult decision between pal and bell  

Pal and bell have the same vowel (the one in pal) to me (and I think all western 

Victorians) 

Respondents from outside Victoria noted the feature as state-specific: 

I have asked Melburnians about this and they regularly tell me that they cannot hear 

a difference between tallavision and television ; aliphantor elephant  

Victorians reverse the sounds of "el" and "al" A large grey animal is an alephant and 

you look at your photo elbum.  

In terms of acoustic analysis, Cox and Palethorpe (2004) found that the /el/-/æl/ merger 

was present in rural Victorian adolescent speech but not in nearby rural New South 

Wales adolescent speech. In a sociophonetic perception study, Loakes et al. (2010) 

found that Victorians had more trouble distinguishing /el/ from /æl/ compared to 

Australians from other areas. Loakes et al. (2011) found Victorians were more likely to 

transpose vowels, including the raising of [æl] to [el] occurred in syllable-initial 

words. 
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Comparison 

The higher reported use of /æl/ by Victorians fits with previously conducted 

sociophonetic research (Bradley 1989, 2008). Discussion of difficulty hearing the 

difference by Victoria respondents also supported sociophonetic research (Loakes et 

al. 2010).  

6.6.5 POOL 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: Do you say ‘pool’ like ‘full’ or ‘pool’ 

like ‘fuel’? 

Literature survey 

Pronunciation of ‘pool’ has been discussed in terms of l-vocalisation in the AusE 

sociophonetics literature as GOAT-GOOSE vowel centralisation (Bradley 2008). The 

pronunciation of the vowel structure in pool was tied to the presence or absence of l-

vocalisation. In the presence of l-vocalisation, with the longer, raised /ʉːə/ is more 

common in the northeast compared to the southern regions, which use the 

monophthong /ʉːl/. The monophthongal /u:l/ found in southern regions relates to the 

use of vocalised /l/, while the pronunciation of /l/ is found where the stronger or 

diphthongised. While not as often discussed in the sociophonetic literature, 

respondents in the PD survey commented often on the variation between 

pronunciations of pool. To test this, respondents were asked to select the way they 

believed they pronounced the word pool. 

Findings 

The monophthong pronunciation rule was reported by 53% of respondents, while the 

diphthong pronunciation fuel was reported by 33%. Two percent of respondents were 

unsure of their pronunciation, while 13% of respondents reported additional 

pronunciations. 
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Map 6.29 Regional variation for POOL 

Regional variation was significant for reported use of pull (/u:l/) (χ²(7, N = 1760) 

= 100.244, p < 0.0001) and fuel (/ʉːə/) (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 88.809, p < 0.0001), and l-

vocalised pooh (/u:/) (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 23.296, p = 0.001). Unlike the other 

pronunciation items, “Pool” showed regional pronunciation rather than Australia-

wide pronunciation. Reported use of the monophthong /u:l/ was reported as the 

regional obligatory pronunciation in the South/West, Central, and Tasmania regions. 

Regional obligatory pronunciation of the diphthong /ʉːə/ was reported in North QLD. 

Brisbane and North New South Wales reported both pronunciations as regional 

elective pronunciations, with higher percentages reporting use of the diphthong. For 

all other regions, respondents reported both as regional elective pronunciations, with 

higher percentages preferring the monophthong. L-vocalisation was reported 

predominantly by respondents in South Australia and Western Australia. 

Significant age-related variation was found for reported use of pull (/u:l/) (χ²(2, 

N = 1760) = 102.161, p < 0.0001) and fuel (/ʉːə/) (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 69.068, p < 0.0001). 

Monophthongisation of pool (/u:l/) was reported by a higher percentage of younger 
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respondents (67%) compared to older respondents (36%). The diphthongisation of pool 

(/ʉːə/) fell from 47% of older respondents to 24% of younger respondents. There were 

no significant differences in pronunciation across gender, remoteness, generation, or 

school type. 

Commentary 

Respondents in the PD survey commented often on the variation between 

pronunciations of pool. The pronunciation of pool was said to have regional variation, 

with the longer, raised /ʉː.ə/ more common in the NE compared to the southern 

regions, which use the monophthong /ʉːl/. There were 86 respondents to comment on 

reported use of pool. Respondents in all regions of Australia except the northeast 

described pool as being similar to pull: 

'Pool' rhymes with tool and rule, longer sound than 'pull', but not two syllables and 

no 'e' sound  

like pull but longer  

The "oo" sound is longer in pool for me than in pull  

In the northeast regions of Queensland and NSW, respondents noted using di-syllabic 

pronunciations of the word: 

I rhyme pool with dual.  

poo-ull (two syllables) 

Comparison 

The diphthongised feature was reported by a higher percentage of older respondents, 

particularly in the northeast. For younger respondents, the monophthongised variant 

was reported more often, which matched the l-vocalisation findings as well. This 

could indicate a shift in progress. The diphthongisation of this feature indexed rural 
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and Queensland for respondents, while the monophthongised variant indexed 

Britishness. Further sociophonetic analysis is warranted for this pronunciation. 

6.7 Discussion 

6.7.1 Updated regional variation 

The 29 items described in this chapter show the most significant regional variation 

findings out of all the items surveyed. In this first section, I discuss common findings 

across the items relating to geographic and regional variation based on overlaid 

isoglosses. In order to produce the isoglosses, I applied a similar isogloss overlay 

design as Bryant (1992), in which each term use was mapped and overlaid, resulting 

in boundary lines based on usage. Rather than hand-drawing the isoglosses, I used 

the digital mapping software Carto to produce the isoglosses. The overlaid isoglosses 

divided term use into eight overall regions, as shown in Map 6.30. A full list of items 

by region can be found in Appendix F.  

 
Map 6.30 Reported use regions for Dialect Survey 
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Interestingly, the eight regions coincided more or less with state capitals. 

However, regional dialect term use did not always coincide with state boundaries (see 

Section 6.7.2). The most distinctive speech regions were also among the most isolated 

regions: consisting of Western Australia, (comprised of North WA, South WA, and 

Perth respondents) and Southern Australia, (Central SA, Adelaide, and Broken Hill 

respondents). Notable Western region terms include lacky band, verge, and polony. The 

western region of AusE encompasses the entirety of Western Australia. It was broken 

down in to three subregions: Perth, Southern WA, and Northern WA. Culturally, 

Bryant (1992) and Seal (1999) had both noted the cultural distinctiveness of 

‘Westralians’ and ‘sandgropers’, and their lexical term use reflected this uniqueness.  

The Southern region consisted of South Australia as well as the far western 

sections of Victoria and NSW. There were three subregions – Adelaide, Central SA, 

and Broken Hill. The Broken Hill region consisted of the far western regions of 

Victoria through NSW, centring on the town of Broken Hill. Due to settlement history 

and transportation arrangements, the Broken Hill region of Australia is more 

“economically and geographically oriented to South Australia rather than to New 

South Wales” (White 1968: 95). Central SA consisted of all areas of SA outside of the 

greater Adelaide area. The complete BATH-TRAP distinction was the most recognised 

feature of the Southern region, along with l-vocalisation and the terms fritz, Stobie pole, 

and potato fritter. 

The Northern region consisted of the Northern Territory of Australia. This 

region is designed with hesitation as there were few respondents from outside of the 

Darwin region to take part in the survey. Therefore, this stands as a preliminary 

region, with hope that further research will explore linguistic use of AusE throughout 

the Northern Territory. There were few notable terms reported in the Northern region, 

however the influence of Aboriginal languages and a diverse set of lexical items 

defined the region. There had been little focus on Darwin English speech in previous 

sociolinguistic, dialectological, or lexicographical research. This study showed that 
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Darwin English was quite mixed in terms of its influence – with similar term use to 

Tasmania, Queensland, South Australia, and NSW.  

Across the mainland east coast, there were four primary regions, which mostly 

fell along state lines. The updated Northeastern region depicted in this paper 

describes the speech found in Queensland. Speech patterns here tend to lie closely to 

state boundaries on all bordering sides. The Northeastern region has two distinct 

subregions: the Brisbane region and the Northern region. Items recognised as 

distinctly Northeastern include togs, port, big lunch, little lunch, and the diphthongised 

pronunciation of pool. 

 Bordering the Northeastern region was the Eastern region, which comprised 

of the northern half of NSW including the state capital, Sydney. Distinctive features 

of Eastern speech include cossies, bubbler, slippery dip, telegraph pole, and potato scallop.  

The state of Victoria was the Southeastern region, with two subregions 

showing the urban-rural distinction between Melbourne speech and greater Victorian 

speech. Distinctive features of this speech region included the terms milk bar, potato 

cake, cantaloupe, lacker band, and the celery-salary or DRESS-TRAP merger. At the far 

south east, Tasmania formed a distinctive region, with closest term use to both 

Melbourne and Darwin speech.  

The southern regions of NSW bordering Victoria and including the ACT 

region, form the Central speech region. Bryant had identified this area as the Riverina 

and had considered it a bordering region between the northeast and the southeast. 

The speech here showed influences from both the Eastern and Southeastern regions 

and was distinctive enough in its term use to be considered a separate region. The 

lexical terms in the Central region were often mixed between the terms used in 

Melbourne and the terms used in Sydney. 

6.7.2 Comparison with Bryant (1992) 

These findings were similar in some ways to Bryant (1992), but divergent in others. 

Bryant (1992) compared isogloss boundaries to determine the existence of four distinct 
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regional groups: Southwest, Southcentral, Southeast, and Northeast. A copy of this 

distinction can be found in Section 3.3.1. Map 6.31 provides an updated version of 

Bryant’s (1992) dialect map using the current isoglossed findings from this thesis. 

 
Map 6.31 Updated Bryant (1992) Dialect Map 

Based on a count of isogloss boundaries, Bryant (1992) had combined NSW and 

Queensland into the single Northeast region, identifying the two states as individual 

subregions. The data in the current study shows a clear enough differentiation in 

reported use to separate Queensland and NSW into two distinct regions. There are of 

course shared similarities in reported use between Queensland and NSW 

respondents. However, there are also a number of shared similarities between 

Western and Southern speech regions. Based on the data provided in this chapter, the 

differences identified between Queensland and NSW lexical variation were 

comparable to the differences identified between Western Australian and South 

Australian lexical variation in terms of frequency of shared and distinctive terms. 

Table 6.2 provides a list of the shared and distinctive lexical items between the two 

regions. 
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Table 6.2 Lexical variation comparing the Northeast and Central/West regions 

ITEM

Shared 
(QLD/NSW) 
lexical 
variants

NSW lexical 
variants

QLD lexical 
variants

Shared 
(SA/WA) 
lexical 
variants

SA lexical 
variants

WA lexical 
variants

BARLEY bar barleys

BATHERS
swimmers/ 
cozzies

togs bathers

BEACH HOUSE beach house holiday house shack beach house/ 
holiday house

BLOOD NOSE nose bleed bleeding nose blood nose

BUBBLER bubbler drinking 
fountain

drinking 
fountain

water 
fountain/ 
drink fountain

CANTEEN canteen tuckshop canteen

CORNER SHOP
corner shop/ 
corner store deli

CRAYFISH lobster crayfish lobster

DEVON devon luncheon 
sausage

fritz polony

EARLY MARK early mark early minute

FACE WASHER
face washer/ 
washer flannel face washer

HIT AND RUN hit and run tipsy/tipsy run tippy go tip and run
ICY POLE iceblock by jingo iceblock icy pole
JETTY jetty jetty

LUNCH
lunch/ 
lunchtime

big lunch
lunch/ 
lunchtime

NATURE 
STRIP

nature strip footpath footpath verge

POTATO CAKE
potato 
scallop/ 
scallop

potato fritter potato cake potato scallop

RELIEF 
TEACHER

relief teacher/ 
substitute 
teacher

casual supply teacher relief teacher

ROCKMELON rockmelon rockmelon
RUBBER 
BAND

rubber band rubber band lacky band

SILVERBEET spinach silverbeet silverbeet spinach
STREET 
DIRECTORY

street 
directory gregorys refidex

street 
directory ubd

SUITCASE suitcase port suitcase

TELEGRAPH 
POLE

power pole telegraph pole
telephone 
pole

stobie pole
power pole/ 
telephone 
pole

Total 19 9 13 17 11 10
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Despite the decision to separate Queensland and NSW into separate lexical 

areas, the findings in the current study reflect those of Bryant (1992) in terms of 

regional capital vs state capital alignment. Bryant (1992) found that the role of regional 

capitals did not always align with state capitals based on reported use. The clearest 

example of this is the item STREET DIRECTORY in both Bryant (1992) and the current 

survey. In both surveys, southern NSW respondents reported using the Melbourne 

term Melways, while far north NSW respondents reported the Brisbane term Refidex 

rather than the Sydney term. Bryant (1992) concluded these regions perceived a 

stronger bond with the geographically closer capital city rather than the state-based 

capital city, a theory which is supported in the current survey.  

Bryant identified the two classes of regional terms – elective and regional terms 

were mutually exclusive (1992: 70). In the current survey, I found this was not the case. 

There were items which could not be classed as either or could be classed as both. For 

example, slide was not obligatory for the southeast and southwest but was used more 

widely, despite the fact that slippery dip was still predominantly used in certain areas. 

In fact, there were a number of regions which consistently showed mixed use of 

variants. These regions tended to be bordering areas or areas with historical 

connections to multiple areas, such as Broken Hill, Canberra, Darwin, and the 

Riverina regions. Term use in those regions was mixed for a number of terms which 

appeared to be regional terms in larger urban centres but indicate the description as 

regional terms did not match their reported use.  

In the current survey larger urban capital cities (Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, 

Adelaide, and Perth) showed greater division between one another in term use and 

more consistent term use over time for many lexical items. These cities had either 

larger populations or wider expanses of space, with less need to connect outside of 

their areas. In contrast to the consistency found in term use of urban capital cities, 

regions with multiple influences and smaller populations exhibited greater variation 

in term use. The capitals of Darwin, Canberra, and Hobart, for example, showed 

greater diversity in alignment between neighbouring urban capitals, both in terms 
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over all as well as over apparent time. The populations of Darwin and Canberra are 

notably transient, with many adults relocating in and out of those capital cities based 

on work availability. Those regions with multiple influences and less settled or 

permanent populations showed more mixed use of terms, while those with larger and 

more settled populations tended to have distinctive terms used to contrast with other 

regions. 

6.7.3 Unrecognised regional variation 

While all 29 of the items in this chapter showed significant regional variation in term 

use, the recognition of regional term use varied considerably. For some items, term 

use variation was easily identified, while the variation present in the reported use of 

other items was not widely recognised by respondents. This section looks at the 

factors involved in the recognition (or lack thereof) of regional variation.  

 Many of the childhood and school-based items such as BARLEY and HIT AND 

RUN were not widely recognised as regionally varied. Integration within a peer group 

cohort leads to shared use within community, which leads to the development of 

dense, multiplex social networks among children (Cheshire 1987). The nature of the 

terms being led by small dense multiplex networks could help account for the high 

number of terms used regionally for childhood terms (Milroy 1987). A lack of 

interaction outside of these social networks could lead to a lack of awareness of 

regional variation for those items. These would heavily depend on local region, 

friendship, or school circles. This follows the principle of density described by 

Bloomfield (1933) and Labov (1972), which holds that the more often people talk to 

each other the more similar their speech will be (Labov 2001: 228). Childhood terms 

also showed considerable change over time as well. Terms used by one generation of 

peers no longer appear to be used for the next generation of peers. Despite being 

around for hundreds of years, recognition of this was identified in respondent 

commentary for the item BARLEY, where respondents noted that their children were 

replacing words such as barley and bar with time out and pause: 
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barley' if you're talking my childhood, 'on pause' if I'm listening to my own kids 

my kids say pause, it's taken from computer games where you literally pause them 

The context of the item would also impact its recognition. For example, discussion of 

HIT AND RUN terms might not occur outside of backyard cricket games. School-

based items would also primarily occur in school-based settings. Many of the school 

items were primary-school specific and did not carry over into later life, such as 

EARLY MARK, PLAYGROUND DUTY, and RECESS. Some of the school terms also 

showed a transition in term use between primary schools (little lunch, playground duty, 

tuckshop) and secondary schools (big lunch, duty, canteen).  

 Childhood and school-based items also reflected a high number of register-

specific and context-specific terms. CRT was used specifically amongst teachers in 

Victoria, and casual was used amongst teachers in NSW. Some terms, such as lacker 

band and zebra crossing were described by respondents as being childhood-specific 

terms. Inside knowledge played a role. Those in the country were more familiar with 

the terms stripping and reaping than harvesting. One even claimed that they’d use 

different terms depending on where their interlocutor was from.  

Unrecognised regional term variation was also due to regional differences in 

semantic scope for items. Bryant (1992: 328) hypothesized that when more than one 

term was used in a single area, people might not recognise one of the terms as 

regionally specific. For some items, the difference was based on size – where ice cream 

tub and ice cream bucket were different items, or where jetty, pier, and wharf were 

different sized structures. Some respondents identified crayfish as smaller than lobsters. 

Respondents also noted difference in function or purpose, distinguishing a go cart 

(engine powered) from a billy cart; a pram (sturdy infant carrier) from a stroller (smaller 

toddler carrier); or cigarette paper (the paper) from rollies (the entire cigarette). 

Differences based on quality also obscured variation. Different words for lunch meat 

referred to different types of meat for some respondents, such as saveloys being spicier 

than devon. For some respondents, peanut paste was homemade, while peanut butter 
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was store bought. Others described paddle pops as milk-based versions of icy poles. 

These differences in perceived meaning led to a lack of variation recognition for 

respondents. 

 Bryant (1992) identified two types of homonymy present in her dialect study: 

regional and neighbouring homonymy. Within regional homonymy, a single term 

was used in regions to describe two different items. For example, bindi was used to 

describe two different types of prickles in inland NSW: soliva sessilis and tribulus 

terrestris. In the current survey, some respondents described using both bindi and 

bindi-eye interchangeably: 

I use both "bindi" and "bindi eye" interchangeably. 

I use both bindi and bindi eye with no particular preference 

bindis or bindi eyes are small prickles arranged in cluster on a small soft fernlike 

plant. 

Other respondents mentioned using both terms but in reference to different seeds: 

Bindis were the little green ones, bindi eyes were the larger ones that were brown and 

stung more 

For other respondents, bindi and bindi-eye were used for the same thing but contrasted 

with an entirely different term for the larger prickle: 

depends on the actual plant. The one shown is a goat head. A bindi or bindi eye is a 

softer more "pronged" seed. 

bindy, bind eye with few spikes, prickle with lots of spikes 

Another example of regional homonymy was the use of scallops to refer to both the 

fried potato and the marine animal in New South Wales: 
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Context dependent. At a takeaway I'd order scallops, at a fresh/cooked fish shop I'd 

need to specify. 

usually scallop, sometimes with 'potato' if it needs to be differentiated from the 

shellfish 

The other form of homonymy which obscured awareness of regional variation was 

identified as neighbouring homonymy. Within this form, different references in 

neighbouring regions used the same term name but assign different meanings to it. 

Bryant found that the term footpath was reported for respondents in all regions, except 

the northeast, as referring explicitly to the paved or dirt path near a road. In the 

northeast region, footpath was used to describe 1) the paved or dirt path and 2) the 

grassy area next to it (called the verge or nature strip in the other regions). In the current 

study, respondents from outside of Queensland noted the footpath as the concrete 

pathway and nature strip as the grassy strip alongside it: 

It's a footpath when there is concrete, so the footpath is next to the nature strip which 

is grass. 

The footpath and nature strip are two distinct parts of that area, not used 

interchangeably. 

Queensland respondents noted they used footpath for both: 

When I say footpath, people think of concrete. They say nature strip in Canberra  

Another example was the use of the term spinach regionally for ‘silverbeet’. Bryant 

found that the term name applied to different referents in the Northeast and Southeast 

“many SE speakers were adamant that NE speakers were wrong when they call 

different but related things by these names” (Bryant 1992: 329). Many respondents in 

the current survey were adamant silverbeet was the only name for the particular plant 

pictured and described in the item prompt: 
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I use both depending on whether it is silver beet or spinach ie they are two separate 

vegetables in our supermarkets . 

It's definitely not what I call spinach 

If you call that spinach, you're just plain wrong. 

I wasn't aware that silverbeet and spinach were the same vegetable. My parents 

always called it silver beet, and that's what I've done for many years, but I always 

believed that spinach was an entirely separate vegetable and have treated it as such. If 

spinach were the same as silver beet, then I would call it silver beet, but I'm not fully 

convinced that that is the case, so I'm likely to keep using the word "spinach" to refer 

to something other than silver beet (although I have no idea what) 

On the other hand, a number of respondents from NSW acknowledged that a 

difference existed between the two plants, but still preferred to call that particular 

plant spinach rather than silverbeet: 

[Spinach] But have known it's silverbeet for about 30 years (only say it if I need to) 

I know it is really silverbeet, but everybody calls it spinach 

I use both interchangeably depending on if I am speaking to NSW family or Victorian 

friends 

I know it is silverbeet, but I call it spinach 

I know it's not actually spinach though! 

I call it spinach even though I know it is actually silverbeet 

For South Australians and Tasmanians, the term shack was synonymous with beach 

house: 

When I was a child in Tasmania it was definitely a shack. 
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Beach house I picked up from Victoria, Shack from Tasmania 

Beach house in QLD, shack in SA 

For respondents outside of South Australia and Tasmania, the term shack referred to 

a structure in a very poor condition:  

I would call it a shack if it was very basic and/or shabby. 

only a shack if it is run down 

"Shack" sounds like something that will be torn apart by the wind 

While POTATO CAKE had shown regional homonymy, the terms also showed 

neighbouring homonymy as well, which was surprisingly contentious for 

respondents from both NSW and Victoria: 

I was surprised to learn that a scallop was a marine animal. I thought they were only 

potatoes. 

These are the best seafood in the world and the reason why potato cakes should NOT 

be called potato scallops. A New South Welshman once got me potato cakes when I 

asked for scallops and I'm still not over it. 

Things got confusing when I moved to Victoria! Here a 'scallop' refers to what we 

called a 'Tasmanian scallop' in Sydney. These days I call it a 'potato cake'. 

That's what the shops called them, so that's what I call them. I would never use the 

word "scallop" without the word "potato" when making an order, though, because 

I'm a vegetarian, and I don't want to risk get a seafood scallop when travelling 

interstate. 
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6.7.4 Recognised regional variation 

As described above, there are a number of terms that remain regionally or 

socioculturally salient for a group and therefore remain recognised by respondents. 

Widely remarked terms that mark identity and solidarity can be described as regional 

Shibboleths.16 The following terms and pronunciations from Table 6.3 could be 

described as Shibboleths based on respondents’ commentary, which indicated 

ingroup-outgroup affiliation and regional solidarity (or lack thereof) based on 

reported and perceived use:  

 
Table 6.3 Regional Shibboleth terms from Dialect Survey 

The Shibboleth terms are all encountered in public, social situations. For example, 

types of swimwear, types of lunchmeat, type of local store, are all things widely used 

across Australian communities. Names for swimwear or lunchmeat could easily be 

encountered in conversation regarding school lunches or around beach going or 

swimming activities. Respondents were aware that they would seem out of place if 

they brought up the wrong word:  

Changes as I live in different states. Stobies for SA and hydro here in Tas. 

 
 
16 The term Shibboleth comes from a passage in the Book of Judges, where pronunciation of the word 

Shibboleth was used as a test of group affiliation (McNamara 2005: 351). 
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Cantaloupe from Vic, rockmelon from NSW. 

was rockmelon in Sydney, cantaloupe in Melbourne 

Things got confusing when I moved to Victoria! Here a 'scallop' refers to what we 

called a 'Tasmanian scallop' in Sydney. These days I call it a 'potato cake'. 

originally 'cossie' but changed to 'swimmers' when I moved to Sydney 

Again, used togs when in Brisbane, but changed to bathers in Perth 

Swimmers in Canberra. 

depends on who I'm with (bathers for Adelaide, swimmers for East Coast) 

What these quotes also present is an indication (and awareness of) lexical 

accommodation to regional variants. By noting the speech was different and they 

therefore adopted the different terms, the respondents engaged in accommodation for 

lexical items.  

In addition to awareness of accommodation, respondents also acknowledged 

the use of these regionalisms as ways to promote ingroup solidarity:  

 [Malbourne] #VictoriaMasterState #MakeMelbourneTheCapital (VIC) 

[Stobie pole] South Australian through and through! (SA) 

[potato scallop] And all other words are nothing more than Satan's trickery. 

Mainly the words used for different things. / e.g., the scallop vs potato cake war. 

Totally scallop by the way.  

potato cakes are where it has been mashed up first and I will fight anyone who 

disagrees! 
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It annoys me that they call them rockmelons in supermarkets in Melbourne. It's a 

cantaloupe. 

My colleagues tell me it is "leggo”, but I defy them and stick to laygo as that was it 

was to me as a child! 

In addition to ingroup solidarity, recognised terms tended to have broader 

sociocultural ideologies for respondents. This process was particularly present in the 

reported use and commentary of the pronunciation items. For example, recognition 

of the BATH-TRAP distinction was linked to South Australian, ‘posh’, ‘British’, and 

‘proper’ speech, as noted in the comments provided by respondents: 

When I was growing up, I always said 'dance' to rhyme with 'aunts'; I trained 

myself out of it because I didn't want to sound snobby to the other children.  

South Australians tend to speak with a more "English" accent and pronunciation 

(e.g. "dahnce" rather than short "a" "dance"). I've also heard this described as more 

"prim and proper". Christopher Pyne demonstrates this which has probably 

contributed to his description as "The 'mincing poodle".  

On the other hand, the diphthongised prelateral GOOSE vowel was linked to 

Queensland, ‘bogan’, ‘Australian’, and ‘broad’ speech as described below: 

Again, certain words in Queensland sound less 'posh' e.g. chance/graph/school  

Queenslanders have no idea how to say pool, school or cool correctly!!!  

Queenslanders have broader Aussie accents (more nasal) - Just the use of 'pool', 

'school' and 'cool' comes to mind, using mostly the front of the mouth to produce the 

vowels and words.  

Two different types of Shibboleths were recognised in the survey analysis: ingroup 

Shibboleths and outgroup Shibboleths. Ingroup Shibboleths were recognised by 
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respondents from their area but were not recognised outside of their own speech 

group. The examples below show that respondents were aware that their local 

regionalisms were not recognised outside of their local communities: 

hydro pole = blank looks in QLD so have shifted to power pole 

I used power pole while living in Vic - no one knew what Stobie meant.  

I usually call them "power poles", but I occasionally use the term "telegraph pole" 

instead. I often heard them talking about "Stobie poles" on the news when I was 

living in Adelaide, but it took me a long time to figure out what they actually were. 

It's such an obscure word that I could never bring myself to use it outside of South 

Australia. 

When I lived in the ACT I used devon, but on moving back to SA at age 10 had to use 

fritz because no one understood what I was talking about otherwise. So now I use fritz 

all the time. 

they don't know what Fritz is. 

Outgroup Shibboleths on the other hand were recognised more widely through a 

community, whose speakers marked the Shibboleth as a salient feature of one 

particular speech group. For these Shibboleths, respondents from both the ingroup 

and outside of the ingroup recognise the terms as regional variants: 

 [Victoria has] different words for various things such as 'togs' 'milk bar' etc. [SA 

has] 'deli' instead of milk bar. 

Victorian relatives all say cantaloupe 

The findings also indicated that recognition of Shibboleth terms depends on the social 

and cultural environment and is subject to change over time. One example in the 

survey was the outgoing Shibboleth, port. Port was widely regarded as a Queensland 
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and northern NSW Shibboleth by older respondents as the regional term for suitcase 

and/or school bag; but this feature was not remarked upon by younger respondents. 

This word appears to be falling out of cultural prominence. There is a correlation 

between the reduction of reported use of port for younger respondents and the lack 

recognition of port as a regional Shibboleth. Port as a Shibboleth term for Queensland 

speech is therefore most salient for respondents over 50 years old and not salient at all 

for respondents under 30. 

6.8 Summary  

The findings of this chapter indicate widespread regional variation of reported lexical 

and phonetic items. The results have pointed to an updated eight-region model of 

term distribution, divided into 16 subregions as discussed in Section 6.3.1, and have 

discussed factors involved in both the recognition and lack of recognition of regional 

terms, such as regional and neighbouring homonymy and regional identity expressed 

through Shibboleth terms. Terms that carry social, cultural, or regional significance 

appear to be less likely to change than those that do not hold meaning. For example, 

Shibboleth terms become part of the group and remain an element of that identity and 

salient for ingroup outgroup establishment and solidarity building (Milroy 1987; Watt 

2002). The chapter also showed term significance is subject to change as the culture 

and society changes. The next chapter builds on these findings to present a detailed 

analysis of age and sociocultural variation uncovered in the survey. 
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Chapter 7: Age and sociocultural variation in 
reported use 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter explores significant age and sociocultural variation uncovered in the 

dialect survey. Section 7.2 displays another set of 29 items, which exhibit significant 

age and sociocultural variation. The items are once again presented individually, with 

a review of past AusE literature on the item and its terms, a presentation of the 

quantitative findings and qualitative folk-linguistic commentary, and a comparison to 

Bryant (1992). The visuals presented in the chapter show reported term use 

percentages across the three age groups of the survey: respondents born before 1967 

(respondents 50 years old and over at the time of the survey); born between 1986-1967 

(30 and 49 years old at the time of the survey); and born after 1986 (between 18 and 29 

years old at the time of the survey). The colours show frequency in the same colour 

scheme as those in Chapter 6. Section 7.3 presents a discussion of the influences 

involved in age and sociocultural variation found in this survey, including dialect 

levelling and the impacts of globalisation and urbanisation, changes to manufacturing 

and production patterns, and changes to the culture and society of Australia over time.  

7.2 Results: Term attrition 

All of the items included in Section 7.2 have had no term name listed as the most 

frequently reported by respondents under 30. 

7.2.1 BLACKBOY 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What would you call the native 

plant, Xanthorrhoea australis? 
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Literature survey 

Grass tree was used to refer to any of the small Xanthorrhoea trees, with references 

dating back to the 1790s and primarily used on the east coast (Moore 2016: 700). Yakka 

(yacca, yakker) is the South Australian term for grass tree, coming from the Kaurna term 

yagu or yakko, a type of gum from the grass tree (Jauncey 2004: 47). Use of the term 

dated back to the 1880s (AND2 1784). The Western Australian regional term for 

grasstree was blackboy, dating back from the 1830s and referring to the dark colour of 

its stem (Moore 2016: 143; Brooks and Ritchie 1994: 34). Balga is also a Western 

Australian term, coming from the Noongar word balga, referring to the Xanthorrhoea 

preissii plant, with quotes dating back to the 1830s (Moore 2016: 75). The term kangaroo 

tail was used to describe the plant, and in particular, the flower spike of the 

Xanthorrhoea (due to its resemblance to a kangaroo tail) (Moore 2016: 829). 

Xanthorrhoea was also an Australia-wide term, the genus named by J.E. Smith in 1798 

(Moore 2016: 1781). In Tasmania, grass tree referred to the small shrub Richea 

dracophylla (Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 59). 

Findings 

Blackboy was the most reported term used for this plant (45%), followed by grasstree 

(21%). The plant was also called yakka (7%), Australian grasstree (6%), kangaroo tail (4%), 

yakka bush (1%), Xanthorrhea (1%), and balga grass (1%). Additional terms were 

reported by 3% of respondents, while 28% of respondents had no name for this.  

Blackboy was reported Australia-wide with highest reported use in Western, 

Northeastern, and Darwin regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 109.642, p < 0.0001). Grasstree was 

a regional elective term throughout the Northeast and Western regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) 

= 45.711, p < 0.0001). Yakka was the preferred regional elective term in the 

Central/South regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 352.049, p < 0.0001), and yakka bush was 

reported as a minor term found in those same regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 47.318, p < 

0.0001). Balga grass was a minor term with highest reported use in South WA (χ²(7, N 

= 1766) = 28.351, p = 0.0002). Respondents in the Southeast, urban Northeast, and 
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Darwin had the highest reported use of no term name (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 71.221, p < 

0.0001).  

 
Figure 7.1 Terms by age group for BLACKBOY 

There was a significant change in reported use between the oldest and 

youngest age groups for blackboy and no term. Reported use of the term blackboy fell 

from 61% for older respondents down to 26% for younger respondents. Overall, while 

only 16% of older respondents reported having no term for this plant, that percentage 

rose to 42% of younger respondents. Additional terms were also reported by a higher 

percentage of younger respondents. No other terms showed age-related variation in 

reported use. 
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Kangaroo tail was reported by a higher percentage of rural respondents (χ²(1, N 

= 1766) = 15.026, p = 0.0001). There were no significant differences in terms of reported 

use across generations, genders, or school types. 

Commentary 

There were 90 respondents to comment on this item and no mentions in the PD 

survey. The majority of the comments were focused on the term blackboy and its disuse 

due to its racist connotations:  

'Blackboy' when younger but political correctness now requires it be called a 

kangaroo's tail. When chatting with friends I may call it a blackboy. 

As a child we called them a Blackboy if they had a big stick, but I think I would now 

call them a yakka as it seems more respectful. 

Xanthorrhoea is more politically correct these days 

When we first moved to WA it was called a black boy but now everyone says grass 

tree 

I said "blackboy" as a kid until I found out that it could be racist and offensive.  

I used to call it a blackboy until told that this was disrespectful to aboriginal people. 

I would actively *not* use "blackboy" (outdated, casually racist overtones) but if 

someone used the term, I would know that this is the plant they were referring to. 

Comparison 

The most significant difference between the current results and Bryant (1992) was the 

drop in reported use of the term blackboy. Bryant (1992: 193) reported blackboy as the 

primary Australia-wide term, with grasstree also used Australia-wide as a minor term. 

Bryant found kangaroo tail was reported in the south-central, mainland southeastern, 

and NSW regions, while blackboy and yakka were reported in the south-central region. 
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More schoolchildren in southern WA reported blackboy compared to northern WA, 

which Oliver et al. (2002: 217) attributed to the location of the plant. A handful of 

schoolchildren reported balga tree, and none of the WA schoolchildren said grass tree. 

Where Bryant (1992) had considered blackboy and grasstree Australia-wide 

terms, they were no longer reported Australia-wide for respondents under 30 in the 

current survey. Due in part to the change in culture and increased consideration of 

political correctness as provided in the commentary, use of the term blackboy was 

being abandoned by younger respondents due to its racist connotations. Blackboy was 

now a regional term, where Western Australia was the only region to have a majority 

of younger respondents still reporting saying blackboy. Smaller subsets of respondents 

across the Northeast also continued to report the term. Additionally, the term balga 

(grass) was still reported as a minor regional term in Western Australia, kangaroo tail 

was a minor regional term in Victoria, and yakka (bush) was an elective term in South 

Australia. Overall, the percentage of respondents to have a name for the plant at all 

has dropped significantly for younger respondents.  

7.2.2 DINK 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What do you call it when you give 

your friend a lift on your bike? 

Literature survey 

This item has a long history in Australia, with quite extensively documented regional 

variation. The terms for this item can be used as either a noun or a verb, and this has 

been consistently reported in previous studies of the term (Bryant 1992; Seal 1999; 

Oliver et al. 2002). Dink, double bank, and dinky, were listed as nouns in the AND2 with 

earliest references dating back to the 1920s. The AND2 listed the transitive verbs dink, 

double bank, and double dink as deriving from the noun, with use dating back to the 

1930s. Donkey was listed as the South Australia-specific variant in the AND2, with 

quotes for the transitive verb use pre-dating quotes for the noun use (Moore 2016: 
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518). Donkey was also listed in Jauncey (2004: 209) as the South Australian term, with 

double, dink, or double dink used elsewhere. Double was considered a shortened version 

of double dink and double bank, with one quote in the AND2 referring to its use as a 

specifically Queensland term compared to the southern state term dinky (Moore 2016: 

523). Seal (1999: 101) reports the item as dink in Victoria, Tasmania and southern NSW; 

double in NSW and QLD (including Sydney); dinky and donkey in SA, and dinky in WA. 

Pug was mentioned by Seal (1999) as a South Australian term used specifically for 

carrying a friend behind on a bicycle. Bryant found quotes containing the terms double-

bank, pug, and dink published in the 1930s, showing the terms’ existence in Australia 

from at least that time. Pug in particular appears to have been more widely used by 

older generations of Australians, as seen in this quote in Bryant (1992: 95) from the 

Sydney Bulletin (26 September 1934): 

In 1915 I was riding to my first job in Mildura when another boy asked me to ‘pug’ 

him to Fourteenth Street. 

Another September 1934 entry from the Sydney Bulletin mentioned by the AND1 

discusses pug and dink as new slang for double-bank, which infers double-bank existed 

prior to the early 1930s in Victoria: 

Victorian philologists are becoming alarmed over an outbreak in the State schools of a 

new form of slang. Two words in particular have gained great popularity-dink and 

pug. These are, apparently, both used to express a request for a double-bank ride. The 

fortunate Melbourne schoolkid with a bike, when time comes to go home, is asked by 

his cobbers for a dink. 

Findings 

Dink was the most commonly reported term, at nearly 43% reported use. Double was 

reported by 24% of respondents, while 12% reported saying dinky. Double dink was 
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reported by 8% of respondents, while just over 2% of respondents listed donkey. Other 

terms (including dub and double bank) were reported by only 1% of respondents.  

 
Figure 7.2 Terms by age group for DINK 

All of the terms (except additional minor terms) showed significant regional 

variation. There were three regional obligatory terms for this item: dinky in the Central 

regions (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 494.304, p < 0.0001), dink in the Southeastern mainland and 

Central/East regions (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 563.095, p < 0.0001), and double in the 
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Northeastern regions (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 616.412, p < 0.0001).17 Donkey was a regional 

elective term in South Australia (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 226.071, p < 0.0001), and double dink 

was a regional elective term in Tasmania (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 127.418, p < 0.0001). Highest 

reported instances of no term name were reported in the Northeastern capitals of 

Sydney, Canberra and Brisbane (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 34.001, p < 0.0001). 

There was a significant drop in term use for younger respondents (χ²(2, N = 

1742) = 221.060, p < 0.0001), with no term use rising from 6% of respondents over 50 

to 38% for those under 30. Significant variation between age groups was also present 

for the terms (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 38.783, p < 0.0001), double (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 50.300, p < 

0.0001), dinky (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 10.793, p = 0.004), and donkey (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 40.528, 

p < 0.0001). Dink was reported by a higher percentage of respondents over 30, while 

double was reported by a higher percentage of respondents over 50. Dinky was 

reported by a higher percentage of respondents under 50, while donkey was reported 

by a lower percentage of respondents under 30.  

No term name was reported by significantly higher percentages of urban 

respondents (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 21.327, p < 0.0001) and first-generation respondents 

(χ²(1, N = 1742) = 16.308, p < 0.0001). Rural respondents reported higher use of double 

dink (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 11.462, p = 0.0007), while second-generation respondents 

reported higher use of dink (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 6.765, p = 0.009), and public-school 

respondents reported higher use of double (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 17.386, p = 0.0002). There 

were no significant gender-based differences. 

 
 
17 The similar responses between Victoria and ACT respondents might hint to the influence 

Victorians had on the settlement of ACT. 
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Commentary 

There were 63 respondents to comment on the dialect survey. Although the term had 

been discussed previously as being used widely as both a noun and a verb, the 

elicitation of the terms as verbs appeared to be unusual to a few of the respondents:  

Used more like a noun. E.g. Matthew is giving Sarah a dinky 

Some respondents noted the terms here were used exclusively for handlebar riding, 

and not for riding behind, as the person in the photo appeared: 

Dinkying is when they ride of the handlebars.  

Donkey was mainly used if the passenger was on the cross bar 

Younger respondents appeared less familiar with the term compared to older 

respondents. Perhaps with greater policing of kids riding bikes and a greater 

availability of bikes, the act of riding dink or dinking is less common overall for 

younger respondents.  

Comparison 

Bryant reported this term had the clearest regional variation of her entire survey (1992: 

94-95). Double was the obligatory northeast term, with double bank reported by a subset 

of older speakers. Dinky was reported in the south-central region, with donkey 

reported by older speakers. Bryant also found the term pug was mentioned by a few 

older respondents (born between 1926 and 1950) across the southeastern and south-

central regions. Bryant attributed dinky, dink and double dink to the south-western 

region. Oliver et al. (2002) in their follow up study of lexical variation in Western 

Australian schoolchildren found very little regional variation across WA, with dinky 

being the overall preferred term. In the current survey, the terms were still regional 

terms, however, younger respondents were losing terms for the item altogether. 

Reported use of no term name rose significantly for younger urban respondents, 
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indicating a shift away from the regional terms to no term names for the item. As 

Australia is an increasingly urbanised country, regionalisms for this item could be lost 

over the next generations, particularly due to the increased availability of public 

transportation and personal bicycles. 

7.2.3 FRENCH KNITTING 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call this type of 

knitting? 

Literature survey 

Tomboy stitch was the only term identified as Australian from the AND2 related to 

French knitting. Jauncey (2004: 231) defined tomboy stitch as the South Australian name 

for French knitting. The term was considered a South Australian term, with quotes in 

Australian print dating back from 1921. French knitting was defined in the OED as “a 

form of knitting done on a hollow cylinder with pins at one end round which the wool 

is worked, producing a narrow tube of knitted fabric”.  

Findings 

French knitting was reported by 50% of respondents, while knitting Nancy was reported 

by 9%, tomboy was reported by 4% and tomboy stitch by 3%. Thirty-six percent of 

respondents had no name for this.  

There were significant regional differences in reported use for French knitting 

(χ²(7, N = 1763) = 195.265, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 69.674, p < 

0.0001), knitting Nancy (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 112.397, p < 0.0001), tomboy (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

525.006, p < 0.0001), and tomboy stitch (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 339.033, p < 0.0001). French 

knitting was the primary regional term for respondents in Northwest NSW and an 

elective term in Darwin, South WA, Perth, Tasmania, Melbourne, Central VIC, 

Riverina, Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane, and North QLD. In the central regions of 

Adelaide, Central SA, and Broken Hill, both tomboy and tomboy stitch were elective 

terms for the same item. Knitting Nancy was an elective term in Melbourne and a 
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minor regional term in Riverina and Canberra. Over 40% of respondents in Brisbane, 

North QLD, Central VIC, Melbourne, Perth, and North WA reported no term name 

for this item.  

 
Figure 7.3 Terms by age group for FRENCH KNITTING 

Familiarity with this item varied by age groups, with significant differences 

identified for reported use of French knitting (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 55.454, p < 0.0001) and 

no term name (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 98.988, p < 0.0001). Overall, French knitting fell from 

62% for older respondents to 39% for younger respondents, while no term rose from 

21% for older respondents to 51% for younger respondents.  

Significant gender differences were found for French knitting (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 

95.146, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 161.858, p < 0.0001), and knitting 

Nancy (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 30.110, p < 0.0001). Women reported names for terms more 
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than men (French knitting 58% to 34%, knitting Nancy 11% to 4%), while 56% of men 

reported no name for this term compared to 26% of women. Tomboy stitch was 

reported by a nearly equal percentage of men and women. No term name was 

reported significantly more often by first-generation respondents (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 

11.693, p = 0.0007) and private-school respondents (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 23.598, p < 0.0001). 

French knitting was reported by a higher percentage of public-school respondents 

(χ²(2, N = 1763) 21.391, p < 0.0001). There were no significant differences between 

urban and rural respondents. 

Commentary 

There were no comments in the PD survey and 25 in the dialect survey. One 

respondent noted using tomboy as a child in WA, while seven respondents did not 

recognise the prompt object and ten had never heard of a knitting Nancy: 

What's a knitting Nancy? Never heard of it. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992) identified French knitting as the regional term in the northeast, southeast, 

and southwest regions and tomboy (stitch) as the regional term in the south-central 

region. Both Bryant (1992) and Jauncey (2004) identified knitting Nancy as a purchased 

kit set, whereas French knitting referred to the primary school handcraft using wooden 

cotton reels and nails. According to Bryant (1992: 91), this craft was learnt in primary 

school, however, her findings of regional variation did not align with state education 

system boundaries. In their later study of lexical variation in Western Australian 

schoolchildren, Oliver et al. (2002: 210) found that only a small number of girls could 

identify French knitting, leading them to not include the term in their study. In a similar 

finding to Oliver et al. (2002), the current study indicates younger respondents are 

unfamiliar with the term French knitting. According to Jauncey (2004: 231), a Barossa 

correspondent suggested that the term tomboy stitch was more accepted by boys more 

than French knitting. This finding was also confirmed in the current study, where 
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reported use of French knitting showed significantly higher reported use by women 

but reported use of tomboy and tomboy stitch did not show significant variation by 

gender.  

7.2.4 PADDYMELON 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the wild, invasive 

melon plants? 

Literature survey 

Paddymelon (pademelon) refers to the melon-like fruit of the family of Cucurbitaceae, 

particularly Cucumis myriocarpus from Africa, which has been naturalised in inland 

Australia. The plant has widely been regarded as a weed (Moore 2016: 1110-1111). The 

term has been quoted from the 1890s in Australia. Pig melon was reported primarily 

in WA from the 1850s referring to melons found in the desert that are often only used 

as livestock feed (Moore 2016: 1151). While camel melon was not explicitly mentioned 

in the AND2, the term camel was used as a distinguishing epithet for plant names 

reputedly eaten by camels (Moore 2016: 313). 

Findings 

The majority of respondents had no name for this (52%). Of those that did report a 

name, 42% selected paddymelon, while 4% called it a pig melon. There were 3% of 

respondents to select additional terms, such as wild melon, and camel melon. 

Significant differences in reported use by region was found for no term name 

(χ²(7, N = 1766) = 90.573, p < 0.0001), paddymelon (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 76.899, p < 0.0001), 

and pig melon (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 377.371, p < 0.0001). Paddymelon was an Australia-wide 

term with highest reported use in the Central and rural Central/Eastern regions, and 

lowest reported use in Tasmania, Melbourne, and Sydney. No term name was 

reported highest from the eastern capital cities and Tasmania. Pig melon was a regional 

elective term for Western regions. 
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Figure 7.4 Terms by age group for PADDYMELON 

There was a significant difference in age-group reported use for both 

paddymelon (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 110.676, p < 0.0001) and no term (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 100.040, 

p < 0.0001). Older respondents reported higher use of paddymelon (59%) compared to 

27% of younger respondents, while 66% of younger respondents reported no term use 

compared to 35% of older respondents.  

There were differences in reported use between urban and rural respondents 

for no term name (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 37.912, p < 0.0001) and paddymelon (χ²(1, N = 1766) 

= 46.738, p < 0.0001). Paddymelon was reported by a higher percentage of rural 

respondents while a higher percentage of urban respondents reported no term name. 

Differences were also found in reported use between school types for paddymelon (χ²(2, 
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N = 1766) = 16.677, p = 0.0002) and no term (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 14.506, p = 0.0007), with 

private-school respondents reporting higher use of no term and public-school 

respondents reporting higher use of paddymelon. There were no significant differences 

in reported use between genders or generations. 

Commentary 

Of the 28 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey, 16 of them simply 

stated they were unfamiliar with the item. Six respondents noted they were only 

found in particular regions of Australia: 

But I only saw the plant and learnt it recently. I was on holidays in Mildura 

Saw them by the road near Mildura, but never found their name. 

Never seen one till I lived in SA 

One person noted that it was quite similar to a pie melon and lead to dangerous 

consequences if confused: 

 pie melon....depending on which it is ....identification is vital as picking a pig/ paddy 

melon for pie or jam can cause illness with violent vomiting. 

Comparison 

Reported use for this item has dropped significantly for younger respondents. In the 

current survey, the majority of younger respondents from all regions except the 

Northern Territory and South Australia no longer recognised the item. Bryant (1992: 

279) reported paddymelon was used Australia-wide, while only two respondents 

reported pig melon and nine recollect it in the south-western region. Camel melon was 

also reported in the Riverina area, and the term pig melon was also used as the melon 

was only suitable for pigs to eat. She also noted that the melon did not grow in 

Tasmania and was not recognised by any respondents from the state. While the 

current study’s distribution of paddymelon and pig melon matched Bryant (1992)’s 
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findings, camel melon was reported as a minor elective term across Australia and was 

not used exclusively in the Riverina area as Bryant had reported.  

7.2.5 PATERSON’S CURSE 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the prompt: These purple weeds grow wild in the 

paddocks: 

Literature survey 

The weed is an invasive plant which grows throughout the country and is mainly 

found through the south-central and southeastern regions of Australia (Auld and 

Medd 1987). The name refers to a number of naturalised European herbs of the genus 

Echium, especially E. plantagineum with blue and purple flowers. Paterson’s curse, 

which appeared in print from 1904, was named for Richard Eyre Patterson, a grazier 

near Albury from around 1874 (Moore 2016: 1126). Salvation Jane was the regional term 

used in South Australia quoted from around 1910. While Jauncey (2004: 155) included 

a quote that the flower resembled the shape of bonnets worn by women in the 

Salvation Army, the AND2 disputed that claim, believing it was more reasonable the 

term was used as farmers considered the plant a salvation in times of scarcity (Moore 

2016: 1322).  

 Riverina bluebell was the regional term used for the purple flowers in southern 

rural NSW, which were sold under that name in urban centres (Moore 2016: 1282): 

Patterson’s curse… has been sold as Riverina Bluebell on the flower stalls in Martin 

Place, Sydney and as Riverina Heath in Melbourne (1976) 

Findings 

Just over half of the respondents reported calling the plant Paterson’s curse (52%), 

while 15% called it salvation Jane. Other terms were mentioned by 2% of respondents, 

and 37% of respondents had no name for this.  
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Figure 7.5 Terms by age group for PATERSON’S CURSE 

Regional variation was uncovered for Paterson’s curse (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 241.423, 

p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 176.414, p < 0.0001), and Salvation Jane 

(χ²(7, N = 1760) = 677.779, p < 0.0001). Paterson’s curse was the regional obligatory term 

for the mainland Southeast and the Central/Eastern regions. Salvation Jane was the 

regional obligatory term for the Central/South regions. Over 60% of respondents in 

Darwin, Tasmania, and Queensland reported no term name.  

Significant differences in reported use between age groups was found for 

Paterson’s curse (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 122.164, p < 0.0001), Salvation Jane (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 

27.987, p < 0.0001), and no term (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 138.386, p < 0.0001). Older 
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respondents reported significantly higher use of both Paterson’s curse and Salvation 

Jane, while younger respondents reported higher use of no term name.  

Respondents from urban and rural regions reported different use for Paterson’s 

curse (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 16.504, p < 0.0001) and no term name (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 8.434, p 

= 0.004). Paterson’s curse was reported by a higher percentage of rural respondents, 

while urban respondents reported higher instances of no term name. There were no 

significant differences by gender, generation, or school type. 

Commentary 

There were 43 respondents to comment on the dialect survey and no mention in the 

PD survey. Seventeen of those comments simply described being unfamiliar with the 

item. Seven respondents identified regional variation, particularly between South 

Australia and NSW/ACT: 

Depending where I am - Salvation Jane SA 

never saw this till I visited SA 

Patersons curse in the ACT 

i only know this from living in nsw 

can use either Patersons Curse(from NSW) or Salvation Jane (from SA) 

Age-related variation was described by eight respondents who claimed they knew of 

the terms from parents: 

Terms used by my mother from Tumut in NSW 

my parents argued about this one! 

I've heard my mum say Patterson's a curse a lot so I would guess it is called that, but 

I've never seen these actual flowers before 
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Comparison 

Reported use overall dropped between respondents in Bryant (1992) and the current 

survey, with respondents under 30 in the current survey showing further decrease in 

familiarity with the item. In Bryant (1992: 233-235), respondents in Queensland, 

Tasmania, the Northern Territory, and Western Australia had the lowest reported 

term usage. In the eastern mainland, Paterson’s curse was reported, while in the 

southern central region, Salvation Jane was reported. Riverina bluebell was used in the 

southern part of the region as a jocular name, while Lachlan lilac and Murrumbidgee 

sweetpea were reported in the corpus of regionalisms as jocular terms. Term use in the 

current survey showed a dramatic drop in reported use of terms, particularly among 

respondents under 30. Reported use of Salvation Jane remained the regional term in 

South Australia, while reported use of Paterson’s curse was limited to rural 

respondents in NSW and Victoria for younger respondents. Overall, there was a 

reduction in recognition of the item, with fewer younger respondents listing term 

names than older respondents, and over half of all younger respondents unable to 

name the plant at all. 

7.2.6 PEEWEE 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the prompt: This is like a magpie only smaller 

and with skinny legs. 

Literature survey 

The bird has been called a magpie, although that is a different species of bird (Grallina 

cyanoleuca, Pied Grallina) and can be distinguished from the larger magpie by its small 

size and skinny legs (Bryant 1992: 152-154). Use of the name magpie is transferred from 

the larger bird and is used for this and other birds of black and white plumage (Moore 

2016: 918). The term peewee was an onomatopoeic reference to the sound the bird 

Grallina cyanoleuca makes, with quotes in Australia dating back to the mid-1800s (also 

referred to as whee-whee) (Moore 2016: 1131). Peewit is a transferred use for the term 
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for the Eurasian lapwing of the same name due to its similar appearance (Moore 2016: 

1131). Use of peewit in English dates back to the 1530s, and quotes in Australia date 

back to the 1880s from primarily northeastern regions. Mudlark was reported from 

1894 with quotes appearing Australia-wide (Moore 2016: 978). Murray magpie was 

listed in the AND2 (Moore 2016: 990) dating back from 1894 and was considered the 

South Australia regionalism for this bird (Jauncey 2004: 220). Magpie lark was 

considered a common and widespread name for the bird dating back to the 1840s 

(Moore 2016: 918). 

Findings 

 
Figure 7.6 Terms by age group for PEEWEE 
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Reported use of terms was not particularly high for this item. Peewee had the highest 

reported use, with 36% of respondents. Mudlark (13%), magpie lark (10%), and Murray 

magpie (8%) were also reported. Four percent of respondents reported other terms 

such as peewit, piping shrike, magpie, willie wagtail, and butcher bird.18 A third of 

respondents (33%) had no name for this.  

Significant differences in regional term distribution were found for peewee (χ²(7, 

N = 1742) = 68.561, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 98.124, p < 0.0001), 

mudlark (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 266.389, p < 0.0001), magpie lark (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 35.016, p < 

0.0001), Murray magpie (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 598.838, p < 0.0001), and additional terms 

(χ²(7, N = 1742) = 32.902, p < 0.0001). Peewee was the regional obligatory term across 

the Northeast and Darwin regions. Murray magpie was the regional obligatory term 

for the Central/Southern regions. Mudlark was the preferred regional elective term in 

Central VIC and was found as an elective term throughout the Southeastern regions. 

Magpie lark was reported as regional elective term in Darwin, and a minor term in 

Western, Southeastern, and Northeastern regions.  

Age was a significant factor in reported use variation for the terms peewee (χ²(2, 

N = 1742) = 30.753, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 67.764, p < 0.0001), and 

Murray magpie (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 9.596, p = 0.008). Older respondents reported 

significantly higher percentages of the terms peewee and Murray magpie, while younger 

respondents reported higher percentages of no term name.  

Reported term use between urban and rural respondents varied for peewee 

(χ²(1, N = 1742) = 50.612 p < 0.0001) and no term name (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 52.325 p < 

0.0001), with rural respondents reporting peewee more often and urban reporting no 

term name more often. Men reported higher use of magpie lark (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 10.651, 

 
 
18 Willie wagtails and butcher birds are entirely different types of birds, which were mistaken by 

respondents in this task. These mistakes were most commonly made by urban respondents, who 

had less familiarity with local bird diversity. 
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p = 0.004) and additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 10.210 p = 0.006) than women. There 

were also differences in reported use between generations for peewee (χ²(1, N = 1742) 

= 12.319 p = 0.0004) and no term name (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 7.432 p = 0.006). Second-

generation respondents reported higher use of peewee while first-generation 

respondents reported higher use of no term name. Respondents from private schools 

also reported higher use of no term name compared to public-school respondents 

(χ²(2, N = 1742) = 10.415 p = 0.005). 

Commentary 

There were 43 respondents to comment on this item. Notably, over half of the 

respondents were hesitant or unsure of what the name of this bird is: 

I've heard words like "mudlark" and "peewee" used before, but no one ever told me 

what they meant. I would have just assumed it was a baby magpie and called it that. 

I've never heard of the other words in the list. 

Small magpie that nobody knows the name of... 

I've heard of mudlarks, but I didn't know what they were. 

Two respondents noted that they did not recognise the bird in Tasmania:  

Never seen them in Tas., looked up their name last year in Vic, otherwise I would 

have had no name for them 

Other assumed they were magpies: 

I can't remember seeing one in 30 years. are some of the magpies I see really peewees? 

"one of those small-not-magpies" no really, "magpie-lark" sounds wrong, both 

"peewee" & "peewit" sound silly, so tend to just point to them... 

Still call it a magpie 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992) noted that peewee was reported by respondents in the northeast, while 

mudlark was reported in Victoria, and Murray magpie was reported in South Australia. 

Magpie was often used for peewee, while peewit was reported as a variant of peewee. 

Peewee was also reported far south into western Victoria. The bird was not recognised 

by Tasmanian respondents however, Bryant believed it was found everywhere except 

the southwest of the state. Three South Australian respondents described the bird as 

a Piping Shrike, which appears on the state flag but is not actually a bird. The image of 

a piping shrike on the South Australian state flag is an “interpretation of the white-

backed magpie” (Feldhoff 2017: 1). The image on the state flat is what is referred to as 

a piping shrike, however there is no such bird which actually exists – it is purely a 

symbolic interpretation. In the current survey, recognition of the item was reduced for 

respondents under 30. The only regions where a regional term was reported more 

often than no term for younger respondents were in the rural northeast. While Bryant 

(1992) identified the bird as existing through most of Tasmania, evidence uncovered 

in the Australian Living Atlas indicates this bird is not identified as native to the island 

state. Overall, older rural respondents reported greater knowledge of the local fauna, 

while younger urban respondents showed less familiarity with the item. 

7.2.7 SMOKED COD 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a meal made of 

smoked cod? 

Literature survey 

There were no references to this item in the AND2 (Moore 2016). English fillet and South 

African fillet were both listed in the AWM as regionalisms for smoked cod. 
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Findings 

 
Figure 7.7 Terms by age group for SMOKED COD 

Smoked cod was reported by just under half of all respondents (49%). Haddock was 

reported by 9% of respondents, while smoked fish was reported by 6% and South African 

fillet was reported by 1% of respondents. Nearly 3% of respondents reported other 

terms, including English fillet. Thirty-five percent of respondents had no name for this.  

Regional variation was found for the terms smoked cod (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 28.929, 

p = 0.0002), haddock (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 40.897, p < 0.0001), South African fillet (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 58.647, p < 0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 30.313, p < 0.0001). 

Smoked cod was an Australia-wide term with highest reported use in Central SA and 

Central VIC. Haddock was a regional elective term in the Northeast. South African fillet 

was reported as a minor term in the Central/South and Southwest regions. Highest 
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reported use of additional terms including English fillet were the Central/South 

regions. There were no significant differences in regional reported use for smoked fish 

or no term. 

The following terms showed significant age-related variation: smoked cod (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 31.891, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 100.077, p < 0.0001), 

haddock (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 17.441, p = 0.0002), South African fillet (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 15.978, 

p = 0.0003), and additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.905, p = 0.004). The term diversity 

for this item narrowed for younger respondents. Reported use of smoked cod, haddock, 

South African fillet, and additional terms were significantly lower for younger 

respondents compared to older respondents, while reports of no term name rose 

significantly, from 18% of older respondents to 46% of younger respondents.  

Respondents who attended private schools reported higher percentages of no 

term name (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 12.704, p = 0.002). There were no significant differences 

in reported use between genders, remoteness, or generations.  

Commentary 

There were 39 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey and no 

references in the PD survey. The largest collective response was evaluative comments 

made against the item. As it turns out, smoked cod was not particularly popular or well 

revered by respondents:  

It's disgusting and I hated it as a child 

Bloody awful - a schoolboys worst nightmare. 

OMG vomit...so many bad memories 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 149) found that smoked cod was the Australia-wide term reported by 

respondents and identified three elective names as well. Haddock was reported in the 

northeast, English fillet in the southern-central region, and South African fillet in the 
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southwest. There was minor overlap between English fillet and South African fillet being 

recollected by respondents in both the south-central and southwestern regions. 

Reported use for this item in the current survey closely aligned with the findings 

presented in Bryant (1992). The minor terms showed the most distinctive regional 

variation, and that variation appears to be disappearing for younger respondents. 

7.3 Results: Term consolidation 

The items in Section 7.3 show term consolidation from two (or more) regional terms 

reported by respondents over 50 years of age, to only one Australia-wide term 

reported by respondents under 30 years of age. 

7.3.1 BINDI 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the prompt: Sharp seed on a flat growing weed. 

Literature survey 

Bindi-eye (also called bindy-eye, bindii, bindei, bindiyi, bindi and bindy-eye) was an 

adaptation of the Gamilaraay and Yuwaalaraay bindayaa, and the term used for several 

plants with barbed fruits (and the fruit itself), particularly of the genus Calotis. Quotes 

for bindi were recorded from the 1890s (Moore 2016: 126). Three-cornered jack (also three-

corner jack) was named for the three spines on the fruit of Emex australis (Moore 2016: 

1207). The earliest quotes for three-cornered jack were from the 1890s, and showed it 

was a South Australian and western Victorian regionalism (Jauncey 2004: 15). Another 

term quoted from the 1890s and primarily in Adelaide was prickly jack (Moore 2016: 

1207). 

Double gee and Tanner’s curse were Western Australian regionalisms for this 

burr (Jauncey 2004: 159; Brooks and Ritchie 1994: 66). Double gee was quoted in 

Australia from the 1870s and its name was derived from the Afrikaans dubbeltije, 

which itself comes from duiveltje, Dutch for ‘little devil’ referring to the resemblance 

of the fruit and images of a ‘horned’ devil (Moore 2016: 525). Cape spinach was another 

Western Australian regionalism derived from South Africa, quoted from the late 1890s 
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(Moore 2016: 322). The name Tanner’s curse came from a quote in the Austral. Settler’s 

Guide (p. 541) indicating the seed was brought to Australia by William Tanner in the 

1830s from the Cape of Good Hope (quote from 1897, Moore 2016: 1578; see Brooks 

and Ritchie 1994: 188).  

Cat head and cat’s head were names of spiny fruited plants, Tribulus terrestris in 

particular, which is found throughout all mainland states (Moore 2016: 330). The term 

is attested from 1894 in AusE. Cat’s eye was not referenced in the AND2 or the OED 

for this particular item. Bullhead (bull burr, bull head burr, bulls head) are regionalisms 

for plants with spiny fruit, with quotes appearing from the 1910s, predominantly in 

Queensland (Moore 2016: 243). Goathead and goatshead were Australianisms for 

Sclerolaena bicornis found across mainland Australia, as well as other similar spiny 

burrs, named for its resemblance of the fruit to the horned head of a goat (Moore 2016: 

674).  

The terms buzzy and bidgee-widgee were regionalisms for prickles in Tasmania. 

Buzzy was used especially in reference to the endemic herb Acaena montana, which has 

burr-like fruit (Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 23-24). The term appeared in print from 

around 1907, and buzzy is derived from the British dialect term buzz for such burrs 

(Moore 2016: 304). Other terms mentioned in the AND2 included burr, Caltrop, spiny 

emex, and Emex australis. 

Findings 

Bindi was the most widely reported term, with 59% of respondents selecting it. Bindi-

eye was reported by 22% of respondents, followed by three-corner jack (also called 

prickly jack, prickle, and jack) (18%), cat’s eye (also cat-head) (6%), and double gee (4%). 

Burr, goat’s head, bull head, and buzzy were listed by around 1% each. Other terms 

including grass seed and caltrop, were listed by 3% of respondents, and 6% of 

respondents had no name for this.  
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Figure 7.8 Terms by age group for BINDI 

All of the terms except burr showed significant state-based regional variation 

in reported use. Bindi was reported Australia-wide, but was the preferred term 

throughout the Northeast, Southeast, and Darwin (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 180.078, p < 

0.0001). Three-corner jack was the preferred regional elective term in the Central/South 

regions (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 780.924, p < 0.0001). Double gee was the preferred regional 

elective term in North and South WA and was reported equally as often as bindi in 

Perth (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 573.989, p < 0.0001). There were multiple regional elective and 

minor terms in the northeast regions. Bindi-eye or bindii was the regional elective term 

throughout the Northeast (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 93.695, p < 0.0001). Minor terms reported 

in North NSW were cat’s eye (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 70.320, p < 0.0001) and cat head (χ²(7, N 
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= 1742) = 65.057, p < 0.0001). Prickle was a regional elective term in Darwin (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 92.952, p < 0.0001). The southeastern regions of Melbourne, Tasmania, and 

Central VIC had the highest percentage of respondents to list no term (χ²(7, N = 1742) 

= 83.718, p < 0.0001). Additional terms such as buzzy and its variants including buzzbee, 

barb, and bidgee, were minor terms found in Tasmania (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 43.912, p < 

0.0001).  

Bindi was reported by a significantly lower percentage of older respondents 

(χ²(2, N = 1742) = 67.795, p < 0.0001), while a significantly higher percentage older 

respondents reported using bindi-eye (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 91.546, p < 0.0001). Younger 

respondents reported significantly higher instances of no name for this item (χ²(2, N 

= 1742) = 18.434, p < 0.0001). 

Women reported higher use of bindi (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 14.520, p = 0.0007), while 

men reported higher use of double gee (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 12.691, p = 0.002) and no term 

name (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 12.556, p = 0.002). Rural respondents reported significantly 

higher percentages of cat’s-eye (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 13.227, p = 0.0002), cat head (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 12.062, p = 0.0005), and additional terms (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 16.599, p < 0.0001). 

There were no significant differences in reported use based on generation or school 

type. 

Commentary 

Respondents also noted that prickle was used more as children, and bindi was the more 

generic term used across large areas of Australia. There were 63 respondents to 

provide commentary, with many assigning different terms to different types of burrs: 

Bindi and bullseye were different kinds of prickles in North Queensland. The bullseye 

was nastier 

Bindis and cats heads are very different - a cat's head is bigger and can puncture a 

bike tyre. Bindi's were also in Sydney and everywhere else, cat's heads we have only 

discovered since moving to Young 
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For other respondents, the terms overlapped in use or varied regionally: 

Three corner jack in Adelaide, bindi in Perth 

Bindies and bindi-eyes were used interchangeably and to different degrees of severity. 

I use both "bindi" and "bindi eye" interchangeable. "Bindi eye" is the full word, 

whereas "bindi" is an abbreviation. Thus, I use "bindi" in informal contexts and 

"bindi eye" in formal ones. I think my father does that as well. 

I have used both bindi and three-corner jack, I think the latter comes more from the 

ACT, and the former from SA 

bindis or bindi eyes are small prickles arranged in cluster on a small soft fernlike 

plant.  

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 105) noted all of the terms as regional terms, whereas in the current 

survey, the results demonstrate a shift to one primary Australia-wide term (bindi) 

accompanied by many elective and minor regional terms. Bryant found the regional 

terms to be double gee in the southwest, three-corner(ed) jack in the south-central, bindi(-

eye) in the northeast, bull-head in Queensland, and cat-head and cat’s-eye in NSW. Minor 

terms reported in the southern-central regions included prickly jack, jack, caltrop, and 

California puncture weed, while Tasmanian respondents reportedly did not have a name 

for this burr. Oliver et al. (2002: 218) found double gee was the preferred term in 

southern rural Western Australia, while elsewhere, the generic prickle or no term were 

used. 

In the current survey, bindi was no longer considered a regional term, but was 

instead reported Australia-wide, while bindi-eye was only reported as a minor term 

across the east coast. Double gee and three-corner jack remained regional terms for 

Western Australia and South Australia, respectively. The regional northeastern terms 
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of bull-head (Queensland), cat’s-eye (NSW) and cat head (NSW) have fallen out of use 

for younger respondents in the current survey, while younger respondents reported 

higher use of no term name for the item. The generic term burr was found in the 

current survey as terms primarily used in Western and Northern regions, and prickle 

was found primarily in Victoria. Additionally, the current survey uncovered that 

Tasmanians referred to this item as buzzies. 

7.3.2 ICE CREAM SANDWICH 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a frozen dessert 

consisting of ice cream between two wafers, cookies, or biscuits? 

Literature survey 

There were no references in the AND2 for this item. Ice cream sandwich was originally 

a North American term for a dessert consisting of ice cream between two wafers, 

attested from 1898 in the OED. Cream between, wafer, and ice cream sandwich were listed 

as regionalisms for ice cream wafer in the AWM.  

Findings 

Ice cream sandwich was reported by 70% of respondents overall. Ice cream wafer was 

reported by 14% of respondents, while cream between was reported by 6%. Three 

percent reported using other terms (maxibon, eskimo pie, giant sandwich, monaco bar, king 

sandwich) and 10% of respondents had no name for this.  

Significant regional variation was reported in term use for ice cream sandwich 

(χ²(7, N = 17636) = 96.449, p < 0.0001), ice cream wafer (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 46.821, p < 

0.0001), and cream between (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 224.786, p < 0.0001). Ice cream sandwich had 

highest reported use in Western and Northeastern regions and lowest reported use in 

the Southeast. Cream between was a regional elective term in Tasmania and the 

Southeast mainland. Ice cream wafer was a regional elective term in SA and rural NSW.  
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Figure 7.9 Terms by age group for ICE CREAM SANDWICH 

There were significant differences in reported use by age group for ice cream 

sandwich (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 231.485, p < 0.0001), ice cream wafer (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 171.748, 

p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 12.885, p = 0.002), and cream between (χ²(2, 

N = 1766) = 177.382, p < 0.0001). Ice cream sandwich was reported by the majority of 

younger respondents (87%), compared to only 45% of older respondents, while 

reported use of ice cream wafer fell from 31% of older respondents to only 4% of 

younger respondents and cream between fell from 18% to 0.6%. The terms for this ice 

cream treat were regionally distinct for older respondents: ice cream wafer in SA, cream 

between TAS and VIC, and ice cream sandwich in WA.  
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There were gender differences in reported use of ice cream sandwich (χ²(2, N = 

1766) = 26.866, p < 0.0001) and no term name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 19.878, p < 0.0001). Ice 

cream sandwich was reported by a higher percentage of women compared to men, 

while men reported a higher percentage of no term. There were no significant 

differences in terms of reported use by generations, remoteness, or school type. 

Commentary 

There were 31 respondents to leave comments on this item in the survey. Use of brand-

names for this item were discussed by 12 respondents. Three respondents noted term 

use along the east coast and limited use within southern and central Australia: 

but i picked this up in NSW, i didn't have a word in Victoria 

I don't see these in SA but think I have had them in the eastern states 

The drastic fall in use of cream between could be the result of a change in product 

distribution. This theory is supported by a comment provided by a respondent from 

the southeast:  

My dad definitely called it cream between when I was a child, then they seemed to 

disappear. I have noticed them back again and would probably call it ice cream wafer 

if I made one but ice cream sandwich if bought one because that's what the 

supermarket calls it 

Comparison 

There were significant differences in reported use of term name for this item between 

Bryant (1992) and the current study. At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 155), the 

Australia-wide terms were variants of wafer. She found Queensland and South 

Australian respondents did not have names for this item, which led her to determine 

the ice cream wasn’t sold in those states. The term ice cream sandwich was reported in 

Western Australia, while in the southeast region, cream-between (Creme-B-Tween and 

Kreme-B-Tween) were local brand names used by manufacturers and were reported as 
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the elective names. In the current study, the formerly elective term ice cream sandwich 

was now reported Australia-wide by more than 80% of younger respondents across 

all regions. The former Australia-wide term ice cream wafer was now only reported as 

a minor term in eastern and southcentral regions. Reported use of cream-between also 

fell dramatically, to only minor reported use in Tasmania and Melbourne, indicating 

the manufacturing of this product may have ended some time ago. 

7.3.3 PARKING INSPECTOR 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the person who 

issues tickets for parking violations? 

Literature survey 

Grey ghost was listed as an Australianism for parking inspector (Moore 2016: 715). Grey 

meanie was described as a Victorian regionalism for grey ghost, both grey ghost and grey 

meanie were attested from the 1970s (Moore 2016: 715). Brown bomber was listed as a 

New South Wales-specific term for parking inspector based on the khaki colour of the 

uniforms (Moore 2016: 227). Sticker licker was identified as a South Australian term 

attested from the 1950s (Moore 2016: 1505). According to Jauncey (2004: 227-228), the 

term sticker licker was no longer currently used in SA. The AWM listed brown bomber, 

grey bomber, grey ghost, blue bomber, and sticker licker as regionalisms for parking 

inspector.  

Findings 

The most reported term was parking inspector (77%). Other terms reported in the 

survey included parking cop (10%), grey ghost (9%), brown bomber (8%), sticker licker 

(2%), parking policeman/woman (1%), ranger (1%), and parking ranger (1%). Five percent 

of respondents listed additional terms, and 1% of respondents had no name for this.  
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Figure 7.10 Terms by age group for PARKING INSPECTOR 

Significant differences in reported use by region were found for parking 

inspector (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 68.332, p < 0.0001), parking cop (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 101.082, p 

< 0.0001), grey ghost (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 106.968, p < 0.0001), brown bomber (χ²(7, N = 1763) 

= 171.543, p < 0.0001), sticker licker (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 182.423, p < 0.0001), ranger (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 25.852, p = 0.0005), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 21.458, p = 0.003). 

Parking inspector was the preferred Australia-wide term, with highest reported use in 

ACT and lowest reported use in NSW and Darwin. Grey ghost was a regional elective 

term in Western and Southeastern regions. Brown bomber was a regional elective term 

in Darwin and NSW. Sticker licker was the minor term reported in SA. Ranger was a 

minor term for South WA, and parking ranger was a minor term reported in North WA. 
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Tasmania had the highest reported use of additional minor terms, including meter-

man/meter-maid.19  

Between age groups, there were significant differences in reported use of 

parking inspector (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 134.665, p < 0.0001), parking cop (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

36.234, p < 0.0001), grey ghost (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 54.087, p < 0.0001), brown bomber (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 153.268, p < 0.0001), sticker licker (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 9.751, p = 0.008), and 

additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 17.595, p = 0.0002). There was much greater 

diversity in reported term use for older respondents, who reported higher use for the 

terms grey ghost, brown bomber, and sticker licker. Reported use of those terms fell for 

younger respondents, who instead reported higher use of parking inspector and 

additional terms.  

Parking inspector showed significant differences in reported use between 

genders (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 18.704, p < 0.0001), while grey ghost showed significant 

differences between genders (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 29.635, p < 0.0001) and remoteness (χ²(1, 

N = 1763) = 8.591, p = 0.003). Parking inspector was reported by more women, while 

grey ghost was reported by a higher percentage of men and urban respondents. Sticker 

licker was reported by a higher percentage of first-generation respondents (χ²(1, N = 

1763) = 9.327, p = 0.002). Brown bomber was reported by a higher percentage of public-

school attendees (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 9.525, p = 0.008). 

Commentary 

There were 31 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Recognition 

of the terms depended on presence of parking inspectors:  

Didn't have any of those growing up in a small country town. They exist there now.  

 
 
19 The term meter maid may in fact be regionally polysemous. 
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The colour of the uniforms dictated the term given to them according to a few 

respondents: 

I used to call them brown bombers when their uniform was brown; then when the 

uniform changed to grey/blue they became grey ghosts. 

Six NSW respondents recollected brown bomber being used in their childhood: 

Brown bomber growing up (70s Sydney) but now the ranger or parking cop 

brown bomber is also a word I remember from childhood used by adults 

I would've used brown bomber more, but my Aunt was one, so I used the more 

respectful term. 

The term brown bomber appeared to be more widely recognised due to the media 

presence in Sydney:  

Familiar with "brown bomber" from other people's expressions, particularly the 

newspapers.  

While two SA respondents commented on using sticker licker, multiple respondents 

outside of SA seemed intrigued by the unfamiliar term: 

I mainly use parking inspector, but used sticker licker as a more colloquial term as a 

child  

Sticker licker familiarly, parking inspector formally  

I haven't heard Sticker Licker before, but I like it!  

Sticker licker is hilarious, and I am going to start using it instead!  
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Comparison 

Bryant identified variants of parking/traffic/meter policeman/cop/officer/warden/attendant 

to be used Australia-wide, while regional elective terms varied by uniform colour 

(1992: 199). In NSW, respondents of all ages (particularly Sydneysiders) referred to 

them as brown bombers, while in Victoria respondents referred to them as grey ghosts. 

A subset of South Australian respondents remembered the term sticker licker, but it 

was not commonly reported by respondents in the survey (Bryant 1992). The current 

survey results indicate that regional lexical diversity for this term was decreasing in 

reported use in favour of a single, Australia-wide term, parking inspector, for younger 

respondents. While sticker licker was falling out of fashion in South Australia during 

Bryant’s survey, it was clear in the current survey that brown bomber was falling out of 

fashion in NSW now as well. 

7.3.4 PEANUT BUTTER 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the paste made of 

ground roasted peanuts that is eaten spread on bread? 

Literature survey 

The term peanut paste was an Australianism, used primarily in Queensland, South 

Australia, Western Australia, and even western Victoria (Moore 2016: 1129-1130; 

Jauncey 2004: 222). The earliest quote references were in Hobart in 1928 (Moore 2016: 

1130). The term peanut butter originated in the United States in the late 1890s according 

to the OED.  

Findings 

Peanut butter was the most widely reported term, with 91% of respondents reporting 

it. Just under 12% of respondents reported calling it peanut paste. There were no other 

terms listed by respondents.  
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Figure 7.11 Terms by age group for PEANUT BUTTER 

Regional differences in reported use was reported for peanut butter (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 306.887, p < 0.0001) and peanut paste (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 404.212, p < 0.0001). 

Peanut butter was the preferred term reported Australia-wide, with highest reported 

use throughout the Southeast, Central/East, and Darwin regions. Peanut paste was 

reported as a regional elective term throughout the Central, Western, and QLD 

regions. Neighbouring regions of Broken Hill, Darwin, and North NSW showed over 

80% of reported use of peanut butter and only minor reported use of peanut paste, 

indicating the variation was state-based. 

Both peanut butter (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 96.221, p < 0.0001) and peanut paste (χ²(2, N 

= 1742) = 88.265, p < 0.0001) showed significant differences in use between age groups. 
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Peanut butter was used almost exclusively by respondents under 30, rising from 81% 

of older respondents, to 96% of younger respondents. Reported use of peanut paste, fell 

from 22% of older respondents to only 5% of younger respondents.  

Neither of the terms showed statistically significant variation across gender, 

remoteness, school type, or generational use. 

Commentary 

Two respondents commented in the PD survey, both noting regional variation for the 

item: 

[North Queenslanders have a] unique word for...peanut butter. 

Dialectical differences e.g. unique words for swimming costume, peanut butter  

There were 27 respondents to comment on the item in the dialect survey. Variation by 

age and region were the two most discussed aspects of use for this item. There were 

12 older and middle-aged respondents from Queensland, South Australia, and 

Western Australia to discuss age, mostly referencing use of peanut paste as a child: 

As a kid used peanut paste, now use peanut butter more  

Grew up calling it peanut paste, but now having lived interstate means I've gotten 

used to saying peanut butter  

When I was a kid everyone called it Peanut Paste, but I don't use that anymore  

When I was a kid it was peanut paste. Now I use -paste or -butter interchangeably.  

But if in QLD I call it paste, as I grew up calling it this  

Regional variation was commented on by eight respondents, noting its use in 

Queensland and Western Australia. While peanut paste was reported by respondents 

in Queensland, Western Australia, and South Australia, it was only recognised as 

salient in Queensland and Western Australian speech: 
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Paste more common in QLD 

In WA we said paste in Vic we said butter 

Grew up saying peanut paste in QLD. Having now lived many years in NSW & 

VIC, I usually say peanut butter. 

One older SA respondent noted a difference between natural and store-bought items:  

Depends - if it's pure ground peanuts, it's peanut paste, if it's Kraft, it's peanut 

butter 

Peanut paste was clearly regionally specific, as two young Sydneysiders’ comments 

reflected surprise with the term:  

Who the hell calls it peanut paste?! 

...."Peanut paste"?! 

Comparison 

In South Australia, Bryant (1992) found older respondents reported peanut paste, while 

younger respondents were reporting peanut butter instead. Oliver et al. (2002: 216) 

found no instances of the term peanut paste reported by Western Australian children. 

While Bryant (1992) had not surveyed respondents in the Northern Territory, the 

current survey found older respondents’ reported use was divided 50/50 between 

peanut butter and peanut paste. The current survey results indicate ongoing shifts in 

reported use. While the majority of respondents over 50 in Queensland, South 

Australia, and Western Australia reported peanut paste; for respondents under 30 years 

old, the term peanut paste has been replaced by peanut butter. The state-based 

distribution of term use reported in the current survey matched Bryant (1992). Bryant 

(1992: 202) found peanut butter was reported as the regional name for NSW, ACT, 
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Victoria, and Tasmania, while peanut paste was reported as the regional name for 

Western Australia and Queensland. 

7.3.5 PRAM 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a three- or four-

wheeled pushchair used to transport infants and young children? 

Literature survey 

Pushchair and pram, a shortened form of perambulator, were both considered British 

terms and attested from around the 1880s in the OED. Stroller was attested as an 

American term from the 1920s in the OED. Pusher was attested from the late 1930s as 

an Australian alteration of the term pushchair (Moore 2016: 1223). Jauncey (2004: 224) 

identified pusher as a VIC and SA regionalism compared with stroller used in NSW 

and QLD.  

Findings 

The two terms used by slightly more than half of the respondents were pram (55%) 

and stroller (53%). Pusher was reported by 20% of respondents, while umbrella stroller 

and pushchair were both reported by 1% each. Ten respondents listed other terms, and 

one respondent had no name for this.  

Reported use of stroller (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 133.653, p < 0.0001) and pusher (χ²(7, 

N = 1766) = 309.326, p < 0.0001) showed regionally significant variation. Pram was both 

reported Australia-wide with regionally varied reported use. Highest reported use of 

stroller was across the Northeast and Northwestern regions. The Central/South and 

Southeastern regions reported pusher as a regional elective term and had lower 

reported use of stroller compared to other regions.  
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Figure 7.12 Terms by age group for PRAM 

Significant age-related variation was reported for pram (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 

252.437, p < 0.0001), stroller (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 22.101, p < 0.0001), and pusher (χ²(2, N = 

1766) = 168.332, p < 0.0001). For younger respondents, the preferred term overall was 

pram, while stroller and pusher were reported by higher percentages of older 

respondents. For older respondents, there were two primary regionalisms: stroller in 

the Northeast and pusher in the Central and Southern regions.  

Stroller was reported by a higher percentage of women (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 14.021, 

p = 0.0009). There were no differences between respondents of different generations, 

remoteness, or school types. 
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Commentary 

There were 61 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey, with 49 of 

those respondents discussing variation in meaning and use. For a number of 

respondents, a pram was seen as a larger stroller: 

a pram is bigger and sturdier while a stroller is very basic and light. The picture is a 

stroller not a pram. 

I use stroller for what you have pictures. A pram is a more substantial item. 

If a big stroller then it's a pram 

Respondents also identified the pram as something a baby lies on, while the 

pusher/stroller was something a child sits in. Other respondents noted that a pram was 

for smaller children or infants: 

A stroller is more upright for older babies and toddlers like in the picture, a pram is 

for young babies 

Sometimes stroller but usually pusher. I call the big wheeled old-fashioned ones a 

pram. 

The one in the picture is more of a stroller. When it's for small children, it's a pram. 

Pram for babies, stroller for toddlers 

Infants go in a pram; older kids go in a stroller. A pram is much more robust. 

Seven respondents also noted term change over time, particularly the transition from 

pusher to stroller or pram: 

I say pram more, mum says stroller 

Pusher was used when I was young, stroller is very common now 
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I used 'pusher' when I was a child because that's what my parents said. Now I would 

usually say 'pram', because that's what the majority of people I know use. 

Comparison 

Bryant identified pusher as the term used in southern regions, stroller was used in the 

northeastern region, and pram was used as a minor term Australia-wide by younger 

men and women at that time (1992: 131). She also noted that stroller was used 

Australia-wide, as the primary term in the northeast and as a minor term elsewhere. 

Bryant was unsure if stroller had always been used alongside pusher or if the 

advertising of strollers and umbrella strollers in the 1970s and 1980s may have 

influenced term use. The current survey showed a dramatic transition of pram from a 

minor term used by younger respondents in Bryant (1992) to becoming the primary 

Australia-wide term among respondents under 30 years of age in the current survey. 

Reported use of pusher fell from the preferred term in South Australia, Victoria, and 

Tasmania for older respondents, to only a minor regional term in those areas for 

younger respondents. Stroller remained an Australia-wide term, however, it was not 

reported as often as pram. 

7.3.6 RECESS 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the prompt: The mid-morning break at primary 

school. 

Literature survey 

The AND2 listed little lunch as occurring primarily in Sydney and Brisbane from 1925 

onwards (Moore 2016). The term was described by Jauncey (2001: 44) as referring to 

the snack eaten during the mid-morning recess in Queensland. Playlunch was 

identified from 1911 as occurring in WA, TAS, QLD and NSW. Morning tea was listed 

as a morning break in the AND2, but not in reference to the break specifically at school. 

According to Seal (1999: 101), playtime was used in Melbourne and Perth, little lunch 

in Brisbane, playlunch in NSW, and recess more recently in Sydney and Adelaide.  
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Findings 

 
Figure 7.13 Terms by age group for RECESS 

In the current survey, recess was the most reported term, with 57% of respondents 

using it. Little lunch was reported by 28%, playlunch was reported by 24%, morning tea 

was reported by 13% and playtime was reported by 9% of respondents. One quarter of 

respondents reported using more than one term, while only 1% of respondents listed 

another term not mentioned above.  

Significant regional variation was identified for recess (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 343.617, 

p < 0.0001), little lunch (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 552.707, p < 0.0001), playlunch (χ²(7, N = 1763) 

= 258.640, p < 0.0001), morning tea (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 77.364, p < 0.0001), playtime (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 179.109, p < 0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 18.887, p = 
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0.009). Recess was the regional obligatory term with highest reported use in the Central 

and Western regions and lowest reported use in QLD. Little lunch was the regional 

obligatory term for this item in QLD. Morning tea was also an elective term in QLD. 

Other regions across the Northeast reported using both recess and little lunch. The 

regional elective terms playlunch and playtime were reported throughout the 

Southwest, Southeast, and Central/East regions, with highest reported use by VIC 

respondents.  

Age-related variation was reported for recess (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 89.739, p < 

0.0001), little lunch (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 23.337, p < 0.0001), playlunch (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 

46.878, p < 0.0001), morning tea (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 93.246, p < 0.0001), and playtime (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 57.301, p < 0.0001). Recess and morning tea were reported by younger 

respondents, while older respondents reported using playtime and playlunch. Little 

lunch was the preferred term for most Queenslanders who took the survey, except for 

younger urban respondents, who reported morning tea (71%) more often than little 

lunch (57%). Morning tea was also found as a regional elective term for younger 

respondents in ACT, urban NSW, TAS, urban WA, rural VIC and rural QLD. Playlunch 

and playtime were regional elective terms reported in Victoria, with playtime the 

preferred term for older rural VIC respondents and playlunch the preferred term for 

older urban VIC respondents.  

Urban respondents reported higher use of playlunch than rural respondents 

(χ²(1, N = 1763) = 9.516, p = 0.002). There were no significant differences by gender, 

school type, or generation. 

Commentary 

There were no references in the PD survey and 39 comments in the dialect survey. For 

14 respondents, playlunch, playtime, and little lunch were terms used for primary 

school, while recess was the term used in high school. One respondent even noted the 

use of afternoon recess:  
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In the very early years of primary school I would have said "playlunch", but in later 

primary school and high school it would be "recess". We had both "morning recess" 

and "afternoon recess". 

Morning tea, snack, and recess were described by three respondents as terms used by 

their children. A person from Adelaide noted: playlunch is what you might eat at 

playtime. Another respondent from rural SA said: what we eat at recess is called recess. 

There was a single respondent to comment on the pronunciation of the term recess: 

Again, seems to vary by school. At kinder it was "little lunch", at my first school it 

was either "play lunch" or "recess" depending on the teacher, at my second school it 

was indisputably "recess" pronounced "REE-cess". 

Comparison 

In Bryant (1992: 251), younger NSW respondents were replacing playtime with little 

lunch, while recess and playlunch were reported across NSW regardless of age. In 

Queensland, Bryant found the only term used was little lunch. Across Southern and 

Western Australian respondents, Bryant found the terms playtime, playlunch, and 

recess, while in Adelaide, she found the only term used was recess.  

There have been a number of shifts of term use for respondents of different 

ages in the current survey. For younger respondents in the current survey, recess was 

reported as the primary term in all regions except Queensland. Reported use of 

playlunch was no longer found in NSW, but only appeared in Victoria. For the 

southern regions of Australia, the terms playlunch and playtime were disappearing in 

favour of recess; while in Queensland, morning tea was increasing in reported use for 

younger respondents. Morning tea – a mid-morning break (smoko) – has been widely 

used in Australia since 1916 (Moore 2016). 
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7.3.7 ROCK 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a rock for 

throwing? 

Literature survey 

With the exception of rock and stone, both of which existed in Old English, the only 

terms mentioned in the OED were yonnie and gibber. Yonnie was listed in the OED as 

“Australian slang” for a small stone or pebble, from Baker (1941). In the AND2, brinny 

was defined as a stone used by children for throwing as a missile, perhaps coming 

from an Aboriginal language into English in the 1940s (Moore 2016: 220). Brinny was 

mentioned as a similar projectile thrown in Victoria as noted by Baker in the 1940s. 

The AND1 listed yonnie/yonny as possibly coming from a Victorian Aboriginal 

language translating to a small stone or pebble (Ramson 1988). Gibber was listed in the 

AND1 and AND2 as a stone or boulder; the term deriving from the Dharuk word giba 

(Moore 2016: 663; Ramson 1988). The earliest written reference for gibber (transcribed 

as kee-bah) was in 1790. Boondie was mentioned in the AND2 as a stone, the term most 

likely coming from a Western Australian Aboriginal language (Moore 2016). Brooks 

and Ritchie (1994: 40) defined boondy as the Western Australian slang term of 

unknown origin for rock, which was primarily used around the Pilbara region. Koondi 

was defined as a cousin term for small rock in Western Australia. Goolie was defined 

in the AND1 as a stone, coming most likely from a NSW Aboriginal language, first 

mentioned in the 1930s (Ramson 1988: 189). Seal (1999: 101) defined boondies, yonnies 

and goolies as “mud clumps or rocks that are thrown at tin lids” in Western Australia, 

Victoria, and Brisbane. Other terms referenced in the AND2 for dirt clods or small 

stones thrown in NSW and southern Queensland in the 1930s onward were coonies, 

connies, coondies, and qualers (Moore 2016: 416). 
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Findings 

 
Figure 7.14 Terms by age group for ROCK 

Rock was the highest reported term, with nearly half of all respondents reporting the 

term (48%). One quarter of the respondents reported calling the item a stone (25%). 

There were multiple regional minor terms reported for this item, including yonnie 

(6%), boondie (4%), goolie (2%), gibber (1%), and additional terms including gonnie 

(0.3%), and ronnie (0.2%). Just over a quarter of respondents (27%) had no name for 

this. 

The only terms to show regional significance were the minor terms yonnie (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 216.497, p < 0.0001), boondie (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 429.450, p < 0.0001), and goolie 

(χ²(7, N = 1763) = 19.462, p = 0.007). Yonnie was an elective term in Central VIC and a 
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minor regional term in Melbourne and Riverina. Boondie was the preferred regional 

elective term in WA. Ronnie was reported by three respondents from SA and one from 

VIC. Goolie and gibber were minor terms reported in the Northeast.  

The reduction of reported use from older to younger respondents was greater 

for the regional elective terms for this item than for any other in the survey. The 

generic term rock (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 19.009, p < 0.0001) and no term name (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 9.929, p = 0.007), were reported by significantly higher percentages of younger 

respondents, while reported use of the regionalisms yonnie (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 93.646, p 

< 0.0001), goolie (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 33.140, p < 0.0001), and gibber (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 31.666, 

p < 0.0001) was significantly higher from respondents over 50. Yonnie, goolie, and gibber 

were reported by only one respondent under 30 years of age each, while the terms 

gonnie and ronnie had no respondents under 50 years of age to report using them. 

Yonnie, for example, was reported by 14% of older respondents compared to only 0.2% 

of younger respondents. Goolie was reported by 23 older respondents and gibber was 

reported by 19 older respondents, and both terms only had a single respondent under 

30 report the terms. Ronnie was reported by four older respondents, three of whom 

were from SA, and one from VIC. The only regional term not reported by significantly 

fewer younger respondents was boondie in WA. 

There were also significant gender differences in reported use of terms. The 

percentage of women reporting no term name was significantly higher than men (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 20.850, p < 0.0001), while men reported significantly higher use of yonnie 

(χ²(2, N = 1763) = 24.301, p < 0.0001). No term name was reported by a higher 

percentage of urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 8.972, p = 0.002) and private-school 

respondents (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 11.671, p = 0.003). Goolie was reported by more rural 

respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 8.792, p = 0.003). There were no significant differences 

between generations. 
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Commentary 

There were 42 comments provided by respondents on this item in the dialect survey. 

Half of the respondents commented on meaning and use of terms, mostly, but not 

exclusively, regarding the status of boondie: 

A boondie is a hard clump of dirt rather than a rock. Usually safe to throw at friends. 

To me, a boondie is a lump of hard sand (rather than a rock), often found in 

bricklayers’ yellow sand, that will disintegrate into sand on impact. Not a rock. 

I would chuck a rock, but I would skip a stone on the water. I also recognise "boondie" 

in the list above, but I would use this for a clump of compacted sand, rather than for a 

solid rock. 

Stone if smooth, rock if not smooth 

Respondents noted term names were not as common as they used to be:  

I don't remember. There was a word I used to know but not any of the ones listed.  

I haven't used or heard 'goolie' for a very long time: it may well have dropped out of 

current usage. 

Just as Bryant (1992) had discovered, more men reported regional names than women. 

Evaluative comments were provided by seven respondents, predominantly women 

and urban young men:  

Um, I don't throw rocks? 

Where did you grow up that this is even a thing? 

Oh my god- there's names for these?! 

I was unaware there was a particular need to refer to a rock as one which is good for 

throwing. 
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Comparison 

Regional terms for this item appear to be disappearing from younger respondents’ 

vocabularies. This was most prominently observed in urban younger respondents and 

amongst women. For example, the term brinnie was mentioned as a recollected 

Victorian term in Bryant (1992) but not mentioned once in the current survey; and the 

regionalisms goolie, gibber, ronnie, yonnie, and gonnie were mentioned by very few (or 

no) respondents under 30 years old in the current survey. 

Bryant (1992: 211-214) listed rock and stone as Australia-wide terms and many 

other regional elective terms for this item. Bryant (1992: 211) found yonnie was used 

in the southeastern mainland with brinnie given as recollected usage in the area by 

two people. Respondents from the southcentral region mentioned ronnie and gibber. 

Respondents in the northeast gave the terms goolie and gibber. Gonnie was found 

almost exclusively in Queensland by respondents, while the term in the southwest of 

the country was boondie. Boondie was mentioned as an Aboriginal term (bundi) 

meaning stone or boulder. In the 1992 survey, Bryant (1992: 211) reported gonnie was 

used by younger Queensland respondents. In the current survey, only five 

respondents, all older, reported the term. Four of those respondents came from rural 

Queensland, while a single respondent came from rural South Australia.  

7.3.8 SANTA 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the mythical man 

who brings children presents on Christmas Eve? 

Literature survey 

The terms used to describe this popular Christmas figure were not present in the 

primary AusE dialect sources used for this study: AND2, AND1, or the Macquarie 

Dictionary. 
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Findings 

 
Figure 7.15 Terms by age group for SANTA 

Santa was reported by 69% of respondents, while 36% reported calling him Santa 

Claus, and 25% reported saying Father Christmas. Only 1% reported saying Santy, while 

three respondents listed different terms and three others had no name for this. 

Significant regional variation in reported use was found for the terms Santa 

(χ²(7, N = 1763) = 120.143, p < 0.0001), Santa Claus (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 31.283, p < 0.0001), 

and Father Christmas (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 369.225, p < 0.0001). Santa was reported 

Australia-wide with highest reported use in all regions except the Southwestern and 

Central/Southern regions. Father Christmas was the regional elective term throughout 

the Central/Southern and Western regions. Santa Claus was a regional elective term 
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reported most highly in South WA and across the Northeast. Minor term Santy was 

reported most highly in the Northeastern regions.  

Santa Claus remained a popular name throughout all three age groups, while 

use of Santa (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 90.882, p < 0.0001) and Father Christmas (χ²(2, N = 1763) 

= 53.454, p < 0.0001) showed significant variation by age group. Reported use of Santa 

rose from 55% of older respondents to 84% of younger respondents, while reported 

use of Father Christmas fell from 36% for older respondents to only 17% of younger 

respondents.  

Father Christmas was reported by a higher percentage of urban respondents 

than rural respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 17.384, p < 0.0001). There were no significant 

gender, generation, or schooling differences in reported term use. 

Commentary 

Of the 36 comments provided by respondents, 22 of them discussed use of the term 

Father Christmas in childhood, while Santa (Claus) either replaced the term for them in 

adulthood or was the preferred term for their children: 

Growing up he was Father Christmas. As an adult he's Santa (Claus). 

I grew up with my mother calling him 'Father Christmas'. 

Father Christmas when primary aged changed to Santa by the time I had my own 

children 

Two comments noted regional variation of the terms, while one respondent 

considered the cultural implications of the term Father Christmas:  

Oh, I wish I called him Father Christmas! 'Twould make me feel so British. 

Comparison  

Instead of the term Father Christmas being replaced entirely, the current survey results 

show Father Christmas was becoming a distinctly South Australian term. The lexical 
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variant was also described as ‘British’, which fits with the overall perceptions of South 

Australia discussed in Section 5.5.2. The terms for this item in Bryant (1992: 186) were 

Santa Claus and Father Christmas. Bryant reported that the pattern of term distribution 

appeared to be changing, with Santa Claus taking over Father Christmas regions. She 

found older respondents (who were young children in the 1920s and 1930s) in the 

southern regions and in Queensland reported saying both Santa Claus and Father 

Christmas, while up to 96% of younger respondents (those raised in the 1960s and 

1970s) reported using Santa Claus instead. The findings in the current survey followed 

the same trends discussed by Bryant (1992). In the current survey, term progression 

continued whereby Santa Claus was replacing Father Christmas in most regions; and 

for many younger respondents in the current survey, Santa Claus was being shortened 

to Santa.  

7.3.9 SLIDE 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the playground 

structure with a smooth, sloping surface for children to slide down? 

Literature survey 

Slippery dip and slippery slide were listed in the AND2 (Moore 2016). Both terms were 

referenced in the early part of the 20th century in Australian print (1917 and 1915, 

respectively). Regional term use varied for this item, depending on what source was 

consulted. Slippery slide was listed as occurring in Perth, Sydney and Brisbane within 

the AND2 (Moore 2016). Seal (1999: 101) listed slippery dip as the term used in South 

Australia and Brisbane, while slide and slippery dip were reported as terms used in 

NSW, Victoria, and Western Australia.  

Findings 

There were three regional names for this item: slide, slippery dip, and slippery slide. Slide 

was the most reported term, with 57% of respondents using it. Slippery dip was 

reported by 45% of respondents and slippery slide was reported by 12%.  
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Figure 7.16 Terms by age group for SLIDE 

There were significant differences in regional reported use for slide (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 751.082, p < 0.0001), slippery dip (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 826.447, p < 0.0001), and 

slippery slide (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 498.368, p < 0.0001). Slide was the regional obligatory 

term for Western and Southeastern regions. Slippery dip was the regional obligatory 

term in Central and NSW regions. Mixed use of both terms was reported in Canberra 

and Riverina regions. Slippery slide was a regional obligatory term in North 

Queensland and held a slight majority in Brisbane. In Darwin, slippery dip held a 

majority while both slide and slippery slide were close behind. 

Significant differences between age groups were found for slide (χ²(2, N = 1763) 

= 115.676, p < 0.0001) and slippery dip (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 20.838, p < 0.0001). Slide was 
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reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while slippery dip was 

reported by a higher percentage of older respondents. Older respondents in NSW and 

SA showed a clear preference for slippery dip, however younger respondents in those 

states reported use of slide as well. As with the slippery dip regions, older Queensland 

respondents selected slippery slide most often, while younger respondents reported 

slide more often. This transition was more apparent for urban Queensland 

respondents than rural ones. 

Slippery slide was reported by a higher percentage of rural respondents 

compared to urban respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 10.354, p = 0.001). Slide was the 

preferred term for respondents who were first-generation Australians (χ²(1, N = 1763) 

= 13.834, p = 0.0002). Slippery dip was reported by more respondents from public 

schools than private schools (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 10.282, p = 0.006). There were no 

significant differences in use by gender. 

Commentary 

There were 15 respondents to comment on term use for this item. Nine of the 

respondents commented they used to say slippery dip as children. A few of those 

respondents also noted that the term was being replaced with slide:  

People used to call them slippery dips when I was really young, but slide is now 

almost exclusively used where I live.  

Another respondent commented that they would use the term slippery dip with 

children, indicating it might be a child-focused term for them, rather than simply a 

term going out of fashion over time. One respondent commented that a slippery dip 

referred to a water slide. One respondent from NSW commented that they had never 

heard of slippery slide:  

That's bizarre that I call it a slide or a slippery dip but would never call it a slippery 

slide!  
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 80) identified slippery dip as the term used throughout South Australia 

and NSW, while slide was used in the southeastern states. Slippery slide was listed as a 

term used primarily in Queensland as well as in a transition zone between the 

northeast and southeastern regions. According to Bryant, the names used by different 

playground equipment distributors most likely gave rise to the regional variation in 

names.  

The regional variation appeared to drop from three regional obligatory terms 

in Bryant (1992) and among older respondents in the current survey, to a preference 

among younger respondents to two regional terms: slippery dip in NSW and South 

Australia and slide everywhere else. The regional distribution of the term in the 

current survey supports the theory of the term slippery slide being a name in its own 

right, which has spread throughout Australia. Slide had overtaken slippery slide in 

Queensland as the top term among younger respondents and was catching up to 

slippery dip in NSW and South Australia. 

7.3.10 SLINGSHOT 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What do you call the instrument 

kids use for slinging stones? 

Literature survey 

Ging was listed in the OED as Australian slang from the early 20th century, with 

etymological origins hypothesised to come from the “sound made by the elastic band 

when firing”. The AND1 and AND2 also listed ging as an onomatopoeic term for a 

catapult or shanghai, with the earliest reference dating back to 1903 (Moore 2016: 668). 

Shanghai was also listed in the OED, as an Australian and NZ term for catapult, with 

quotes from Australian sources dating back from the mid-1800s.  

In the AND1, the term shanghai is first mentioned in Australian sources in 1863. The 

term shanghai originated from the Scots word shangie, while the pronunciation was 
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most likely influenced by the place name (Moore 2016: 1369). Dong-eye as listed by the 

AWM and gat was listed by Bryant (1992) as occurring in Canberra. Seal (1999: 101) 

identified shanghai as the term used in Brisbane, Melbourne, and Adelaide, ging used 

in WA, and slingshot in NSW. In the AND2, gonk was also listed as an onomatopoeic 

variant of ging, referenced from the 1980s (Moore 2016: 681). Slingshot, shanghai, ging, 

gingy, and gonk were regionalisms in the AWM (Butler 2005). 

Findings 

 
Figure 7.17 Terms by age group for SLINGSHOT 

Slingshot was the Australia-wide term used to describe the instrument kids use for 

slinging stones for the majority (82%) of respondents. Shanghai was reported by 19%, 
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catapult by 6%, and ging by 4% of respondents. Seven respondents listed additional 

names for this.  

Significant regional variation was reported for slingshot (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 

20.266, p = 0.005), shanghai (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 51.648, p < 0.0001), catapult (χ²(7, N = 1742) 

= 33.405, p < 0.0001), and ging (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 215.041, p < 0.0001). Slingshot was the 

preferred Australia-wide term. Shanghai was an elective term throughout the 

Northeast, Central SA, and Tasmania. Ging was a regional elective term in WA. 

Catapult was a minor term with highest reported use in ACT and TAS. The two 

recollected terms in Bryant (1992: 226) gat and gonk were not mentioned at all in the 

current survey.  

There were significant differences in reported use between age groups for the 

terms slingshot (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 279.962, p < 0.0001), shanghai (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 281.108, 

p < 0.0001), catapult (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 19.093, p < 0.0001), and ging (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 

133.653, p = 0.0002). Reported use of slingshot rose from 59% of older respondents to 

96% of younger respondents. Reported use of the regional elective terms shanghai, 

catapult, and ging fell dramatically from older respondents to younger respondents, 

with shanghai falling from 43% to 4%, catapult falling from 8% to 2%, and ging falling 

from 6% to 0.9%. 

Slingshot was reported by urban respondents more than rural (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 

6.785, p = 0.009), while shanghai was reported by a higher percentage of rural 

respondents (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 16.604, p < 0.0001). Gender was also a significant factor 

for slingshot (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 39.202, p < 0.0001), shanghai (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 49.729, p < 

0.0001), and ging (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 16.415, p = 0.0003). Men selected the terms shanghai 

and ging more often than women, while women selected slingshot more often than 

men. Catapult was reported by a higher percentage of first-generation Australians than 

second-generation Australians (χ²(1, N = 1742) = 15.268, p < 0.0001). There were no 

differences in between private-school and public-school respondents. 
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Commentary 

There were 15 respondents to comment on term use in the dialect survey and no 

mention of the item in the PD survey. There were three different respondents to 

mention that their fathers used the term shanghai: 

Dad calls it a shanghai. 

my father would say shanghai (born 1935) 

Two respondents also noted the change in term use from shanghai to slingshot, noting 

the racial undertones of the term and the changing social climate: 

Shanghai and slingshot used equally frequently growing up, but Shanghai 

discouraged by adults (racist or something?) 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 226) found shanghai and slingshot to both be Australia-wide terms, with 

slingshot the preferred term for younger respondents. Ging was the preferred term in 

WA but was also reported by younger people in Queensland and Victoria. 

Additionally, the minor term gonk was remembered by older men in Newcastle, NSW, 

gat was mentioned by two Canberran men, and catapult was mentioned very 

infrequently. Oliver et al. (2002: 221-222) found a slight difference in reported use 

between northern and southern schoolchildren in Western Australia, with children 

from north Western Australia reporting slightly higher use of shanghai and children 

from south Western Australia reporting slightly higher use of ging. In the current 

survey, older respondents used a variety of regionalisms for this item, however, 

nearly all of younger respondents used the single term: slingshot. According to the 

commentary provided by respondents, the term shanghai was being replaced due to 

its racist undertones. 
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7.3.11 THUMB TACK 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a short flat-headed 

pin used for fastening paper to a wall? 

Literature survey 

There were no mentions of the terms for this item in the AND1, AND2, or the AWM, 

which signified that the terms used for this item were not distinctly Australian in use 

(Ramson 1988; Butler 2005; Moore 2016).  

Findings 

 
Figure 7.18 Terms by age group for THUMB TACK 
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Thumb tack was reported by 53% of respondents and drawing pin followed closely with 

47% of respondents reporting the term. The shortened versions, tack and pin, were 

reported by 8% and 7% of respondents, respectively. Five respondents listed 

additional terms.  

Significant regional variation was present for thumb tack (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 

224.303, p < 0.0001), drawing pin (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 198.872, p < 0.0001), tack (χ²(7, N = 

1760) = 41.695, p < 0.0001), and pin (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 54.527, p < 0.0001). There was a 

distinct northeast-southwest divide for this item. Thumb tack was the regional 

obligatory term for Darwin and the Northeastern regions, drawing pin was the regional 

obligatory term for the mainland Southeastern and Central/Southern regions. 

Respondents in Perth, Adelaide, Tasmania, and Riverina reported mixed use of both 

terms. Highest reported use of tack was in Queensland, while highest reported use of 

pin was in Western Australia. 

The age-related variation for this item was one of the most dramatic uncovered 

in the survey, with thumb tack (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 206.957, p < 0.0001), drawing pin (χ²(2, 

N = 1760) = 317.297, p < 0.0001), tack (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 22.866, p < 0.0001), and pin (χ²(2, 

N = 1760) = 93.327, p < 0.0001) all showing significant age-related variation. Overall, 

drawing pin reported use fell from 77% of respondents over 50 to 21% of respondents 

under 30, while reported use of thumb tack rose from 29% of respondents over 50 to 

73% of respondents under 30. Both pin and tack were reported by significantly higher 

percentages of younger respondents compared to older respondents. 

Pin was reported by a higher percentage of urban respondents compared to 

rural respondents (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 7.876, p = 0.005) and a higher percentage of first-

generation respondents compared to second-generation respondents (χ²(1, N = 1760) 

= 7.263, p = 0.007). Additional terms were reported by a higher percentage of second-

generation respondents (χ²(1, N = 1760) = 17.144, p = 0.0007). Significant differences in 

reported use between private- and public-school respondents was found for thumb 

tack (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 12.185, p = 0.002) and drawing pin (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 16.608, p = 

0.0002). Thumb tack was reported by a higher percentage of respondents from private 
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schools, while drawing pin was reported by a higher percentage of respondents from 

public schools. There were no gender differences in reported use.  

Commentary 

There were 19 respondents to provide comments on use of this item. Six of those 

respondents commented on the terms referring to slightly different types of pins, 

differentiating between the metal flat pins and the raised plastic pins. However, the 

type of pin and its associated name varied by respondent: 

For the ones that aren't flat I would definitely go with drawing pin  

I would use thumb tack for the plastic tipped pins.  

Probably use drawing pin more for the ones with bigger (not flat) heads on them  

People seem to use drawing pin more for the metallic ones, and variations of tack for 

the ones with a projecting plastic part  

Drawing pin was referenced as the term three respondents used as children, while one 

respondent commented on thumb tack being an American term.  

Comparison 

While this item fell under the perceptual radar for respondents in terms of regional, 

age, or social variation, this item exhibited one of the more dramatic shifts in reported 

use over time. Bryant (1992: 158) commented very little on the terms, identifying 

drawing pin as the Australia-wide term and thumb tack as a regional elective term for 

the northeast and ACT. The current study showed the majority of younger 

respondents called the item a thumb tack, with drawing pin only used as an elective 

term in the southeast. 

7.3.12 YABBY 

There were 1742 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a small freshwater 

crayfish? 
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Literature survey 

Some of the terms used around Australia are actually referencing to different species 

of Cherax. Yabby (yabbie) comes from the Wemba Wemba word yabij, the freshwater 

crayfish C. destructor are native to southeastern Australia, with quotes appearing from 

the 1840s. Crawbob was considered an alteration of the US term crawdad, with quotes 

dating from 1917 (Moore 2016: 436). Crawchie was an alteration of crawfish/crayfish 

used primarily in Queensland and regional NSW with quotes dating back from the 

1920s (Jauncey 2001: 41). Booglie (boogalie, bougali) was another term in used in 

southwestern Queensland and northwestern NSW for yabby, coming from Paakantyi 

and other neighbouring languages, dating back to 1899 (Moore 2016: 185). Redclaw 

crayfish was a term for Cherax quadricarinatus also known as tropical blue and 

Queensland marron. This crayfish is found in northern Queensland and NT, and the 

term redclaw crayfish extends from NT and QLD, to northern NSW (Jauncey 2001: 46). 

Lobby (lobbie) was another Queensland term dating back from the 1930s (Moore 2016: 

898; Jauncey 2001: 44). Lobster as a term for freshwater crustaceans appears to be a 

transfer of the term for marine crustaceans, with reported use in Australia dating back 

to the 1780s (Moore 2016: 898). The terms crayfish and crawfish were used to describe 

both the freshwater and marine crustaceans found in Australia, with use dating back 

to Cook’s journal from 1770 (Moore 2016: 437).  

Marron comes from the Noongar word marran, referring to the freshwater 

crayfish Cherax tenuimanus and C. cainii in southwestern WA with quotes in the AND2 

appeared from 1909 (Moore 2016: 934). Gilgie (jilgie, jilgy, gilgy) comes from a Noongar 

term, djilgi, referring to two freshwater crayfish in southwestern WA: Cherax 

crassimanus and C. quinquecarinatus, with quotes in AusE dating back to the 1840s 

(Moore 2016: 666; Brooks and Ritchie 1994: 84). Koonac (coonac, goonak, koonack, koonak) 

comes from Noongar gunag (attested from 1739) referring to the small freshwater 

crayfish Cherax plebejus and C. glaber found in WA in inland rivers and swamps and 

has a broader claw than a gilgie (Moore 2016: 857; Brooks and Ritchie 1994: 108). Oliver 
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et al. (2002: 213) identified the term duggie as perhaps a variation of gilga, as attested 

in Bindon and Chadwick (1994). Murray crayfish and Murray lobster were terms used 

for freshwater crayfish in the Murray river and nearby areas dating back to the 1850s 

(Moore 2016: 989). Painted crayfish (painted cray, painted lobster) were colourful rock 

lobsters located in tropical waters, with quotes dating back to the 1920s (Moore 2016: 

1111). In Tasmania, endemic Astacopsis franklinii were simply referred to as freshwater 

crayfish (Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 54). 

Findings 

A total of 85% of respondents reported using yabby, while 14% reported calling them 

crayfish. Marron and lobster were reported by 5% of respondents each, gilgie and 

crawchie by 2% each, and lobby by 1%. Only 1% of respondents listed other terms 

(including koonac, red claw, craydab), and 1% of respondents had no name for this. 

Significant regional variation was recorded for the terms yabby (χ²(7, N = 1742) 

= 64.613, p < 0.0001), crayfish (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 37.035, p < 0.0001), marron (χ²(7, N = 

1742) = 310.524, p < 0.0001), gilgie (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 185.596, p < 0.0001), crawchie (χ²(7, 

N = 1742) = 49.975, p < 0.0001), and lobby (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 112.468, p < 0.0001). Yabby 

was the preferred Australia-wide term, with highest reported use in the ACT, the 

Northern Territory, and South Australia, and lowest reported use in Queensland and 

Western Australia. Marron was reported as a regional elective term across Western 

regions, while gilgie was an elective term in Southwestern regions. Crayfish was a 

regional elective term in Tasmania and Queensland, while both crayfish and lobster 

were minor terms in most capital cities. Lobby, red claw, and crawchie were minor terms 

for Queensland. The additional minor terms craybob, crawbob, and craydab were 

reported in NSW. The additional terms bluey and freshwater crayfish were also reported 

by respondents located along the east coast. Koonac was identified by four Western 

Australian respondents.  
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Figure 7.19 Terms by age group for YABBY 

Significant differences in age were observed for reported use of crayfish (χ²(7, 

N = 1742) = 30.642, p < 0.0001) and lobster (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 39.669, p < 0.0001). Both 

crayfish and lobster were reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents. 

The only significant gender difference was reported for marron (χ²(2, N = 1742) 

= 10.672, p = 0.004), with a higher percentage of men reporting the term. The terms to 

show significant remoteness variation were crawchie (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 31.658, p < 

0.0001) and lobby (χ²(2, N = 1742) = 9.675, p = 0.002) with higher reported use of both 

terms made by rural respondents. Marron was reported by a higher percentage of first-

generation respondents (χ²(7, N = 1742) = 7.861, p = 0.005). There was no significant 

school-based variation in reported use. 
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Commentary 

There was one older South Australian respondent in the PD pilot study who noted 

that the term use of marron and yabby varied by state. There were 34 respondents to 

comment on this item in the dialect survey. Awareness of regional and meaning 

variation were the most common types of comments. Marron was regarded as a 

Western Australian Shibboleth for yabby, while other terms were described sparingly: 

crawchie was used when I was young, probably hear yabbie more often in NSW 

Grew up with yabbie, encountered marron in WA 

Yabbies growing up; and only Marron if they're from WA 

Marrin in WA but don't recall use there. Yabby in SA/Vic 

Picked up the term crawchie from living in Central QLD for a number of years. 

Usually call yabbies the saltwater ones but have discovered freshwater yabbies in 

VIC.. 

There were 13 respondents to describe the terms as referencing different species: 

To me, 'yabby' and 'marron' are two different things, but you can catch both in farm 

dams, creeks etc. 

Crayfish are a different species to yabbies where I'm from so "small crayfish" is just a 

baby cray, yabby is a smaller claw thing. 

I would only use marron if I was purchasing a larger one from a hop or restaurant. If 

i caught it in a dam, yabbie and coonac are interchangeable 

if they are small they are yabbies 

I would call it a crayfish, lobster or yabby depending on what it actually was. 

these are all size species and place dependent. It’s not that simple. 
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Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 239-240), jilgie (gilgie) and marron were reported 

in the southwest, while one respondent recollected koonac. In the southern central, 

mainland southeast, ACT and southern part of the northeastern regions all referred to 

it as yabby. In Tasmania, the terms used were lobster and freshwater lobster. In the 

northeastern region there were multiple terms reported. Crawchie was reported in the 

Hunter Valley, craybob in inland eastern NSW, crawbob in the northern tablelands and 

northern slopes, and craydab in the central western regions of NSW. Crayfish was used 

in far north QLD, lobby was along the coast and southeast of QLD, crawchie was 

reported in the Rockhampton area, and clawchie was reported in the southwest. The 

current survey showed that yabby transitioned from a regional term to the Australia-

wide variant, with most other regional variants falling out of use. This trend has 

continued, with younger respondents reporting less variation than older respondents 

in the survey. While local Aboriginal terms are being lost in AusE, younger 

respondents are reporting an increased use of generic terms such as crayfish and lobster 

in many regions around Australia. 

7.4 Results: Term variability 

The items included in Section 7.4 show increased variability in term use among 

younger respondents. 

7.4.1 BILLY CART 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a small homemade 

trolley?20 

 
 
20 The question phrase for this item came directly from the definition of billy cart as found on the 

Macquarie Dictionary website here. 
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Literature survey 

According to the AND2, billy-goat cart was defined as a small cart drawn originally by 

a goat and used in races dating back to the 1860s in Australia (Moore 2016: 125). The 

term go cart also derives from goat cart, in which harnessed goats pulled two-wheeled 

carts.21 Advertisements of billy carts were found in Australia dating back to the 1920s. 

Trolley and hill trolley were defined as a billy cart, with use dating back to the 1930s 

(Moore 2016: 1643). In terms of regional variation across Australia, Seal (1999: 100) 

identified “a hill trolley in Perth is a billy cart just about everywhere else, though both 

of these usages seem to be declining in favour of go cart. In South Australia the same 

type of vehicle was known as a bitzer.” The AND2 defined bitzer as a contraption made 

from unrelated parts, with no direct reference to this type of cart (Moore 2016: 131).  

Findings 

Billy cart was reported by nearly three quarters of the respondents (74%), while go cart 

was reported by nearly one-third of respondents (32%). There were a series of minor 

terms for the item as well: soap box (1%), and additional terms including hill trolley, 

bitzer and box cart. Only 1% of respondents had no name for this. 

Billy cart showed significant regional variation, with highest reported use in the 

Southeast and Central/East regions (χ²(84, N = 1760) = 3560.125, p < 0.0001). Go cart 

showed significant regional variation with highest reported use in Perth and SA 

(χ²(84, N = 1760) = 316.882, p < 0.0001). Both terms were reported with high use in 

QLD, Darwin, and WA. The minor term soap box showed significant regional 

variation, with highest reported use in Central SA (χ²(84, N = 1760) = 139.705, p = 

0.0002). While not showing statistically significant variation, minor regional terms 

 
 
21 Through folk etymology, people might also analyse the term as the verb ‘go’ followed by the 

word ‘cart’.  
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were primarily found in Central and Western regions: bitzer was found in Adelaide 

and hill trolley was found exclusively in North and South WA.  

 
Figure 7.20 Terms by age group for BILLY CART 

Reported use of billy cart was reported by a significantly higher percentage of 

older respondents (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 42.408, p < 0.0001), while go cart showed a 

significant increase in reported use for younger respondents (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 68.266, 

p < 0.0001). Older respondents also reported additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 18.779, 

p < 0.0001) more often than younger respondents. Younger respondents reported 

having no name for the item more than older respondents (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 32.237, p < 

0.0001).  
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Reported use of billy cart showed significant generational variation (χ²(1, N = 

1760) = 9.497, p = 002), with higher reported use for second generation respondents. 

There were no significant differences in reported term use across gender, remoteness, 

or school type. 

Commentary 

There were only eight respondents to comment on the dialect survey, which was the 

least number of respondents to comment on any of the items. Five of the respondents 

were over 50 years old and the other three were over 30, indicating this item was not 

as salient for younger respondents. Two respondents commented on meaning, 

claiming go carts had engines. Lack of recognition of the terms could have to do with 

confusion between the motorised version of the item and the non-motorised version.  

The term hill trolley was also unfamiliar to many respondents, particularly 

younger respondents. One respondent commented that the term hill trolley was used 

when they were a child in WA. In fact, bitzer and hill trolley were reported almost 

entirely by respondents over 50, which fits with Oliver et al. (2002)’s findings that 

school children 15 years ago were unfamiliar with the term hill trolley. Two 

respondents provided attitudinal comments: one claimed the term billy cart sounded 

old-fashioned, and the other showed a complete lack of awareness of this regional 

term: "Hill Trolley" - now that's hilarious!  

Comparison 

While Bryant (1992) had not found enough regional variation to map reported term 

use for this item, the current survey shows significant regional variation between 

reported use of billy cart and go cart. Bryant (1992: 90) listed that both billy cart and go 

cart were Australia-wide terms, with billy cart the more common name. She claimed 

the inclusion of the item in her survey was based on the south-western elective name 

hill trolley, which showed minor reported term usage (two older respondents) and 

slightly higher reported term recollection (seven respondents). She ultimately did not 

map the term, as she claimed there was insufficient evidence of the south-western 
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regionalism (1992: 77-78). In a follow-up study, the terms billy cart and go cart were 

both used by Western Australian schoolchildren, with go cart used slightly more often 

in northern WA than in southern WA (Oliver, McKay, and Rochecouste 2002: 215). In 

that study there were no reports of hill trolley, which Bryant (1992) had identified as 

the WA-specific variant. The current results do in fact show regional variation 

between the two terms, with billy cart more common. The current study results also 

support Seal’s (1999: 77-78) comments on billy cart and hill trolley falling out of use in 

favour of go cart.  

7.4.2 COCKTAIL FRANKFURTS 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call small sausages 

often eaten at cocktail parties? 

Literature survey 

Variations of cocktail and frankfurt were not referenced in the AND2. Sav was included 

as an abbreviation for saveloy. The quotes primarily placed the item in the southeast 

and appeared in print from the 1930s onward (Moore 2016: 1330). Little boy was 

mentioned in the AND2, “with jocular allusion to the small size of the sausage, 

perhaps enforced by rhyme with ‘saveloy’” (Moore 2016: 894). Cheerio (also cheerio 

sausage, cheerio frankfurt), was a term for a small frankfurter sausage, with the earliest 

quotes appearing in the 1930s in the northeast, and later use almost exclusive to 

Queensland (Moore 2016: 346; Jauncey 2001: 40). Footy frank was a proprietary name 

for the item used Australia-wide (Moore 2016: 630).  

Findings 

Reported use of terms for this item showed great variability. Variations of franks were 

the most reported term, by 69% of respondents. Specifically, cocktail frankfurts was 

reported by 38% of respondents, frankfurts by 21%, cocktail franks by 10%, frankfurters 

by 9%, footy franks by 2% and party franks by 1%. There were 25% respondents to report 

little boys, 14% reported cheerios, 9% reported variations of sausages (cocktail sausages, 
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red sausages, little red sausages), and 8% reported variants of saveloys (savs, little savs, 

cocktail savs). Additional terms, including wieners, chipolatas, cockies, and little dogs, 

were reported by no more than 2% of respondents each.  

 
Figure 7.21 Terms by age group for COCKTAIL FRANKFURTS 

Cheerios was the regional obligatory term used in Queensland (χ²(7, N = 1766) 

= 1192.787, p < 0.0001). Little boys was the preferred regional term in all other northern 

regions as well as in Tasmania (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 55.895, p < 0.0001). The franks-based 

terms cocktail frankfurts (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 198.631, p < 0.0001), frankfurts (χ²(7, N = 1766) 

= 75.905, p < 0.0001), cocktail franks (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 34.258, p < 0.0001), frankfurters 

(χ²(7, N = 1766) = 38.878, p < 0.0001) were reported as regional elective terms 

throughout Perth, Central/South, Southeast mainland, and Central/East regions. 
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Saveloys was a regional elective term in Tasmania and a minor term throughout 

Darwin, WA, and Victorian regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 108.108, p < 0.0001). Cocktail 

sausages was a minor term throughout WA and Tasmania (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 31.286, p 

< 0.0001). Minor term use in Tasmania included savs (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 39.247, p < 

0.0001) and little savs (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 91.274, p < 0.0001). 

 There were significant differences in reported use between age groups for 

cocktail frankfurts (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 37.807, p < 0.0001), little boys (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 59.804, 

p < 0.0001), frankfurts (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 133.035, p < 0.0001), frankfurters (χ²(7, N = 1766) 

= 34.301, p < 0.0001), footy franks (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 9.215, p = 0.001), and additional 

terms (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 15.814, p = 0.0004). Overall use of the terms cocktail frankfurts 

and little boys fell from 48% and 35% for older respondents, respectively, to only 29% 

and 14% of younger respondents, respectively, while reported use of frankfurts rose 

from 9% of older respondents to 38% of younger respondents. Footy franks and 

frankfurters were also reported by higher percentages of younger respondents.  

The frank-based terms were more popular among respondents from urban 

areas, including cocktail frankfurts (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 15.197, p < 0.0001), while rural 

respondents reported higher use of little boys (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 14.271, p = 0.0002), 

cheerios (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 17.237, saveloys (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 21.979, p < 0.0001), p < 

0.0001), savs (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 39.691, p < 0.0001), and little savs (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 20.326, 

p < 0.0001). Respondents who had attended private schools had significantly lower 

reported use of little boys (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 21.651, p < 0.0001) and significantly higher 

reported use of cheerios (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 13.300, p = 0.001). Men reported higher use 

of frankfurters (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 10.728, p = 0.005). First-generation respondents 

reported higher use of cocktail franks (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 6.745, p = 0.009) and cocktail 

sausages (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 9.402, p = 0.002). 

Commentary 

There were 33 respondents to comment on this term in the dialect survey. Fourteen of 

the respondents recognised age-related variation between terms, such as: I said 'little 
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boys' as a kid, Frankfurt as an adult. Five respondents commented on regional variation, 

and four respondents also commented on variation of meaning and use: 

Savs or saveloys are a completely different item. Are twice as fat and twice the length 

I only call the ones with red skins (larger) saveloys 

A change in attitude toward the term little boys coincided with the drop in popularity, 

as noted by the following comments:  

would never say little boys at my parents’ house! 

Little Boys is common in the part of SA I live in but becoming a bit creepy or not PC! 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s (1992: 143) survey, cocktail frankfurts and frankfurts were 

reported Australia-wide. Little boys was reported as the elective name in the 

southeastern and southwestern regions, with nearly twice as many men reporting use 

as women. Bryant identified saveloys and savs as thicker, longer, more spiced sausages. 

In Queensland, the primary term was the elective name cheerios. She also reported that 

older speakers in the southeastern region of central and northern Victoria (aged 50-

76) also reported cheerios. She hypothesised that younger speakers no longer used this 

term in that area due to the manufacturer no longer operating or a choice to adopt the 

mainstream terms for that area. In the study of Western Australian children’s term 

use, frankfurts, sausages, and (little) red sausages were the most common terms reported 

(Oliver et al. 2002: 212).  

The results of the current survey indicate the terms cocktail frankfurts and 

frankfurts could not be classified as Australia-wide: the regional term cheerios was 

reported by more than 85% of respondents in Queensland across all age groups. 

Therefore, I have classified the terms cocktail frankfurts and frankfurts as elective terms 

found across all regions except Queensland. The results between age groups indicate 
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ongoing change in reported use, with older respondents reporting cheerios in 

Queensland, little boys and cocktail frankfurts reported everywhere else. For younger 

respondents in all regions except Queensland (where cheerios continues to be the 

preferred term), both little boys and cocktail frankfurts are being replaced by the term 

frankfurts. While Bryant (1992: 143) had found cheerios was also used by older speakers 

in northern and central Victoria, the term was no longer found outside of Queensland 

in the current survey.  

7.4.3 DRESSING TABLE 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a table with a 

mirror and drawers used while dressing or applying makeup? 

Literature survey 

Duchesse set (also duchess set) was attested in the AND2 from 1906 as a Queensland 

regionalism for dressing table (Moore 2016: 544). According to the OED, duchesse 

dressing-chest and duchesse dressing table were dressing tables with a swing-glass, 

attested from 1863. Dresser meaning a dressing table was a chiefly North American term 

according to the OED, attested from 1828. Dressing table was attested in the OED from 

1668.  

Findings 

Dressing table was reported by 76% of respondents, dresser was reported by 28%, while 

duchesse was reported by 4%. Just over 1% of respondents mentioned other terms, such 

as vanity, bureau, or chest of drawers.  

There were statistically significant differences in regional reported use of 

dressing table (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 29.732, p = 0.0001) and duchesse (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 308.891, 

p < 0.0001). Highest reported use for dressing table was for the central regions, while 

lowest reported use was in Queensland. Duchesse was a regional elective term 

throughout QLD. Dresser did not show significant regional variation in reported use. 
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It was an elective term with nearly Australia-wide distribution, reported by between 

10% and 40% of respondents across all regions.  

 
Figure 7.22 Terms by age group for DRESSING TABLE 

There were significant differences in reported use for age variation for the 

terms dressing table (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 76.986, p < 0.0001), dresser (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 

121.780, p < 0.0001), no term name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 9.667, p = 0.008), and additional 

terms (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 9.301, p = 0.009). Older respondents reported higher use of 

dressing table, while younger respondents reported higher use of dresser, additional 

terms, and no term name.  

Gender differences in reported use were found for dressing table (χ²(2, N = 1766) 

= 21.077, p < 0.0001), dresser (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 24.184, p < 0.0001), and no term name 
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(χ²(2, N = 1766) = 10.524, p = 0.005). Women reported higher use of dressing table, while 

men reported higher use of dresser and no term. Dressing table (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 13.001, 

p = 0.002) and dresser (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 9.582, p = 0.008) both showed differences in use 

by type of school. Dressing table was reported by a lower percentage of respondents 

from private schools, while dresser was reported by a higher percentage of 

respondents from private schools. There were no significant differences by generation 

or remoteness. 

Commentary 

Two respondents over the age of 30 reported duchesse as a Queensland regional term 

for dressing table in the PD survey: 

(Queenslanders) use words like "duchess"  

But for me, the most noticeable difference is what people call things. For example, a 

duchess in Queensland is a dressing table. 

There were only 12 respondents in the dialect survey to comment on this item. One 

older Sydney respondent noted dressing table was used by older relatives:  

It was always my grandmother's dressing table, but dresser is used more casually.  

Another older respondent from Newcastle claimed dressers and dressing tables were 

different types of furniture:  

That photo shows a dresser (set of drawers) with mirror on top. dressing table would 

have space for legs to sit at.  

One man from Stanthorpe, QLD, was unfamiliar with duchesse but knew it was a 

regional QLD term:  

I've never heard anyone use the word "duchesse" before, although it's supposed to be 

the norm in Queensland. 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 205) identified dressing table and dresser as Australia-wide terms, while 

in Queensland and a subset in northern NSW, men and women of all ages reported 

saying duchesse. The current survey results indicate younger respondents were 

replacing both dressing table and duchesse with the term dresser. Additionally, despite 

a relatively small percentage of respondents to report using duchesse, it was a 

recognised Shibboleth of Queensland speech. 

7.4.4 PEDESTRIAN CROSSING 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a specified part of 

the road where pedestrians have the right of way to cross? 

Literature survey 

Pedestrian crossing was reported from the 1930s in the OED as both a North American 

and British term. Zebra crossing was reported from the late 1940s in the OED as a British 

term for a pedestrian crossing with black and white stripes on the road and kerbside 

beacons. Crosswalk was mentioned in the OED as a North American and Western 

Australian regionalism for a pedestrian crossing, attested from the 1850s. Both 

crossover and crosswalk were reported by Brooks and Ritchie (1994: 60-61) as Western 

Australian terms for pedestrian crossings. 

Findings 

Pedestrian crossing was the most popular term (58%) followed by zebra crossing (53%). 

There were 13% of respondents to select crossing, while 4% reported using crosswalk. 

Only five respondents listed another term. 
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Figure 7.23 Terms by age group for PEDESTRIAN CROSSING 

Significant regional variation was found in reported use of pedestrian crossing 

(χ²(7, N = 1763) = 81.136, p < 0.0001), zebra crossing (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 68.561, p < 0.0001), 

crossing (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 24.351, p = 0.001), and crosswalk (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 499.120, p 

< 0.0001). Reported use of zebra crossing was highest in Darwin and QLD. Pedestrian 

crossing the preferred term reported in the Southeast, Central/East, and South/Central 

regions. Crosswalk was a regional elective term in Western Australia used alongside 

zebra crossing. Crossing was reported as a minor term across Australia with highest 

reported use across the east coast.  

Reported differences in age-group use was found for pedestrian crossing (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 29.115, p < 0.0001), zebra crossing (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 41.093, p < 0.0001), 

crossing(χ²(2, N = 1763) = 37.468, p < 0.0001), and crosswalk (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 9.523, p = 
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0.009). Pedestrian crossing was reported by a higher percentage of older respondents, 

while zebra crossing, crossing, and crosswalk were all reported by higher percentages of 

younger respondents. There were no significant gender, generation, remoteness, or 

school-type differences in reported use of this item. 

Commentary 

There were 13 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey and none 

from the PD survey. Around half of those respondents commented on age-related 

change, particularly that zebra crossing was used by respondents as children: 

I called it a zebra crossing as a kid, I now use pedestrian crossing 

I, like most kids I knew in primary school used "zebra crossing." Don't use the term 

as often as an adult. Just call it a "crossing" now. 

I used zebra crossing as a young child and have switched to pedestrian crossing since 

then 

I used to use "zebra crossing" (30 years ago) but don't anymore. 

One respondent noted a difference in regional use of crossing and pedestrian crossing: 

Call it crossing when I'm in QLD, pedestrian crossing in VIC 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey, pedestrian crossing and zebra crossing were reported in 

all areas except the south-western region, where crosswalk was reported as the primary 

term (1992: 137). The terms pedestrian crossing, and zebra crossing were regionally 

distributed, but not in a clear-cut way. Crosswalk, on the other hand, was a distinctly 

southern Western Australian term. The reported Western Australian regionalism 

crossover was not mentioned by any respondents in this survey. In the current survey, 

reported use of crossing and zebra crossing were higher among younger respondents 

across Australia. As the commentary indicated zebra crossing was a childhood term, it 
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is unclear if the higher use among younger respondents demonstrates this pattern of 

use in younger speech, or if there is a shift over time of increased use for recent 

generations. 

7.4.5 PLAYGROUND DUTY 

There were 1760 respondents to answer the question: What do you call teacher 

supervision during breaks at school? 

Literature survey 

Jauncey (2004: 234) mentioned yard duty as the regional term used in South Australia 

and Victoria, while the term elsewhere was known as playground duty.  

Findings 

Playground duty was reported by 49% of respondents, while 32% reported using yard 

duty. Nearly 24% of respondents listed duty and very few respondents listed other 

terms (1%).  

All of the terms showed significant regional variation. Playground duty was the 

regional obligatory term across the Northeast regions (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 541.391, p < 

0.0001). Yard duty was the regional obligatory term for the South/Central and 

Southeast regions (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 806.478, p < 0.0001). Both terms were reported 

equally in Darwin and nearly equally in the Riverina region of NSW. Duty was the 

preferred term in Western Australia and Tasmania (χ²(7, N = 1760) = 133.206, p < 

0.0001). 

While respondents of all ages used yard duty consistently, there was variation 

between age groups in percentages of use for playground duty (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 61.893, 

p < 0.0001) and duty (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 134.466, p < 0.0001). Playground duty was 

reported by 60% of older respondents and 34% of younger respondents, while duty 

was reported by 41% of younger respondents compared to only 9% of older 

respondents.  
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Figure 7.24 Terms by age group for PLAYGROUND DUTY 

Reported use of playground duty (χ²(2, N = 1760) = 11.861, p = 0.003) and duty 

(χ²(2, N = 1760) = 32.688, p < 0.0001) showed significant variation between private-

school and public-school attending respondents. Private-school attendees reported 

higher use of the term duty, while public-school attendees reported higher use of 

playground duty. There were no significant differences in reported use across 

remoteness, gender or generation. 

Commentary 

Fifteen of the 17 respondent comments in the dialect survey came from the mainland 

east coast. There were no references from the PD survey. One VIC respondent noted 

they used playground duty in primary school but yard duty at high school. Two 
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respondents from VIC and NSW noted the regional variation of yard duty in VIC and 

playground duty in NSW. Three northeastern respondents noted using both duty and 

playground duty but not yard duty.  

usually just "duty", "playground duty" if I'm stalling, but never "yard duty" 

exempting quoting someone etc. 

Playground duty is in primary school, yard duty in high school. 

Yard duty was from Vic but playground duty in NSW. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 259) noted the regional names corresponded to state lines rather than 

lexical usage regions she had described, since the names were governed by state-based 

Departments of Education. She found the northeastern states referred to the item as 

playground duty, while the southeastern and central states called it yard duty. In her 

survey, results for Western Australia and Tasmania reported use were inconclusive. 

The reported regional distribution of playground duty and yard duty in the current 

survey matched the results of Bryant’s (1992) survey. While Bryant could not find a 

clear picture for Western Australia and Tasmania, the data in this survey revealed that 

the primary regional term for this item in those regions was duty. The current survey 

also showed ongoing change in term use, where the term playground duty was being 

replaced by the term duty in northeastern regions by respondents under 30. 

7.4.6 SANDSHOES 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a canvas shoe with 

a rubber sole? 

Literature survey 

There were two Australianisms listed in the AND2: sandshoes and runners. Sandshoes 

were listed as an Australian term for a shoe specifically adapted for wearing on sand 
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or at the beach – typically a canvas shoe with a rubber sole (Moore 2016). The earliest 

recorded use of the term in Australia was in 1888 and the quotes listed in the AND2 

were spread across Australia. Runners was identified as an Australian term from the 

1970s, synonymous with sandshoes, joggers, and sneakers that was a regionalism of 

Tasmania and Victoria (Brooks and Ritchie 1995: 120). In terms of regionalisms, 

Australian Women’s Weekly (1983) claimed:  

In Victoria you exercise in runners, in NSW in sandshoes or tennis shoes, although 

the word ‘runner’ is catching on across the country.  

The terms joggers, gymboots, dunlops, sandshoes, and sneakers were all mentioned as 

regionalisms in the AWM (Butler 2005). 

Findings 

Sandshoes was the most widely reported term, with 40% of respondents. Sneakers was 

reported by 26%, while runners and volleys were reported by nearly 20% of 

respondents (19% and 18%, respectively). Tennis shoes was reported by 15%, while 

joggers was reported by 6% of respondents. Just over 6% of respondents listed other 

terms.  

Significant regional variation was reported for the terms sandshoes (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 67.592, p < 0.0001), sneakers (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 42.537, p < 0.0001), runners (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 198.993, p < 0.0001), and joggers (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 69.418, p < 0.0001). 

Sandshoes was reported Australia-wide with highest reported use in Darwin and the 

Northeastern regions. Highest reported use of regional elective sneakers was found in 

the Western, Central, and Southeastern regions. Runners was a regional elective term 

throughout the mainland Southeast. Minor term joggers showed slightly higher 

reported use in the Northeast. 
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Figure 7.25 Terms by age group for SANDSHOES 

Age-related variation in term use was significant for the terms sandshoes (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 168.336, p < 0.0001), sneakers (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 19.499, p < 0.0001), volleys 

(χ²(2, N = 1763) = 119.097, p < 0.0001), tennis shoes (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 27.332, p < 0.0001), 

joggers (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 23.837, p < 0.0001), and additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 

31.368, p < 0.0001). The reported percentage of use for sandshoes fell from 60% of older 

respondents to only 19% of younger respondents. Volleys, tennis shoes, joggers, and 

additional reported terms such as plimsolls, canvas shoes, and trainers were reported by 

a significantly higher number of younger respondents.  

A higher percentage of women reported using sandshoes than men (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 16.328, p = 0.0003), while more men reported using volleys than women (χ²(2, 
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N = 1763) = 9.654, p = 0.008). Volleys was also reported by a higher percentage of 

respondents from private schools (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 13.397, p = 0.002). Trainers were 

reported by a significantly higher percentage of first-generation respondents 

compared to second-generation respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 9.327, p = 0.001). There 

were no differences between urban and rural respondents.  

Commentary 

There was one in the PD pilot study from NSW to comment on sandshoes as a rural 

term. In the PD survey, a single respondent, a young woman from VIC commented 

on sandshoes being a QLD term for sneakers. There were 67 respondents to comment 

on this item in the dialect survey. Thirty-eight of those comments reflected differences 

in meaning and use of the terms: 

These are sand shoes, whereas if they were bigger sportier version then they're 

runners! 

I'd call plain white (no branding) ones 'tennis shoes', but anything with a bit of 

design to them 'volleys' (from the brand) 

These are more fashion shoes now, 'proper' athletic shoes are called 'runners' 

The term sandshoes was out-dated to 10 east coast respondents: 

Sand shoes is quite old-fashioned. Trainers is more Americanised. 

sandshoes growing up (70s Sydney) Volleys now 

When I was a kid I called them sandshoes, but now sneakers 

The term trainers was also described as sounding both American and British by 

respondents. 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 236) identified sandshoes as the Australia-wide term, sneakers as a 

southern regional term for younger respondents; and runners and tennis shoes as 

elective terms in Victoria. While Bryant (1992) noted sandshoes was the Australia-

wide term, in the current survey, use of sandshoes for school athletic shoes was 

regionally limited and being replaced by many different terms for sports shoes. This 

might reflect the changing dress code of sportswear in schools, or perhaps a more 

recent expansion of children’s athletic shoe designs. 

7.4.7 TEA TROLLEY 

There were 1766 respondents to answer the question: What do you call a small wheeled 

trolley from which tea is served? 

Literature survey 

Traymobile was recorded as an Australianism for a small table used to carry food and 

drinks, dating back to 1917 (Moore 2016: 1636). Autotray was recorded as an 

Australianism for a tea trolley dating back to 1920 (Moore 2016: 59). Tea trolley was 

listed in the OED from the late 1930s.  

Findings 

Tea trolley was reported by 55% of respondents, while 40% reported trolley. Other 

terms used by respondents included traymobile (6%) and autotray (2%). Twelve 

respondents listed additional terms, and 4% had no name for this.  

Both tea trolley and trolley were reported Australia-wide, while the minor terms 

showed significant regional variation. Traymobile was reported as a minor term in the 

Central/South and Northeastern regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 44.629, p < 0.0001). While 

autotray was reported as a minor term in Broken Hill, Canberra, and the Southeastern 

regions (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 49.923, p < 0.0001).  
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Figure 7.26 Terms by age group for TEA TROLLEY 

While only a few of the terms showed significant regional variation, all of the 

terms showed significant age-related variation. Older respondents reported 

significantly higher use of tea trolley (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 29.864, p < 0.0001), traymobile 

(χ²(2, N = 1766) = 96.114, p < 0.0001), and autotray (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 70.987, p < 0.0001) 

were reported by higher percentages of older respondents, while trolley (χ²(2, N = 

1766) = 128.678, p < 0.0001) and no term name (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 11.845, p = 0.003) were 

reported by higher percentages of younger respondents.  

Tea trolley was reported by a higher percentage of respondents from public 

schools compared to private schools (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 14.040, p = 0.0008). There were 

no significant differences between genders, remoteness, or generations. 
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Commentary 

There were 21 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Most of the 

commentary reflected change in term use over time. Younger respondents were 

unfamiliar with this item:  

I've never referred to it. Trolley seemed natural 

I think I'm a bit young for this. 

Older respondents indicated a difference in meaning between the terms: 

Pictured variety tea trolley. Autotray for wooden version 

if it just used for serving tea at work, it is a tea trolley but if it is used for displaying 

cakes or desserts at a restaurant, it is a traymobiles 

Many respondents noted that age was a significant factor related to use of this term, 

with many respondents commenting that these were terms used by older generations: 

my grandmother called it a traymobile , but I would probably say trolley unless it was 

an old fashioned one 

My grandparents always used 'autotray', but I wouldn't say that myself because I 

don't think anyone would know what I mean. 

My mother says 'traymobile' she's from NSW or maybe just more old-fashioned. I 

think it’s a dumb name. 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 180), trolley and tea trolley were reported 

Australia-wide, while traymobile was reported everywhere except for the mainland 

southeastern region, where autotray was used by respondents of all ages instead. In 

the current study, the term tea trolley was being replaced by trolley among younger 
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respondents, while the terms autotray and traymobile were being lost altogether. Based 

on the commentary, the furniture pieces themselves seemed to be less commonly used 

than in past generations. 

7.4.8 TROLLEY 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the prompt: They take you into the operating 

theatre on this: 

Literature survey 

None of the terms were reported as Australianisms in the AND2 (Moore 2016). 

Barouche was listed as a South Australian regionalism in the AWM (Butler 2005). The 

term barouche likely arrived in South Australia with German settlers and has stayed in 

that region. In the OED, barouche is listed as a term derived from the German barutsche, 

meaning a four-wheeled carriage with tiered seating. The term gurney was considered 

an Americanism by both Bryant (1992) and the OED.  

Findings 

Reported use of variants was very mixed, with even the most reported items receiving 

low percentages of use. Trolley was the highest reported term (37%), followed by 

gurney (26%), hospital trolley (22%), and theatre trolley (13%). Other terms were reported 

by fewer than 5% each: hospital bed (3%), barouche (2%), bed (1%), and additional terms 

including stretcher, theatre bed, and operating trolley (1%). Nine percent of respondents 

had no name for this.  

The terms which showed significant regional variation were trolley (χ²(7, N = 

1763) = 23.903, p = 0.001), barouche (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 134.953, p < 0.0001), and no term 

name (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 23.623, p = 0.001). The most distinctive regional use was in 

Darwin and North WA, where trolley was the preferred regional elective term. 

Barouche showed highest reported use in the Central/Southern regions, while reported 

use of no term name was highest for ACT respondents.  
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Figure 7.27 Terms by age group for TROLLEY 

 There was significant age-related variation for most of the terms. Trolley (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 56.616, p < 0.0001) and theatre trolley (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 54.741, p < 0.0001) 

were reported by a higher percentage of older respondents; while gurney (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 81.505, p < 0.0001), hospital bed (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 24.310, p < 0.0001), bed (χ²(2, N 

= 1763) = 9.787, p = 0.007), additional terms (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 18.102, p = 0.0001), and 

no term name (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 35.785, p < 0.0001) were reported by higher 

percentages of younger respondents. Barouche had more older respondents report the 

term, but not at a significant level.  

There were no significant differences between genders, remoteness, school 

types, or generations.  
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Commentary 

There were 18 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Comments 

ranged in topic, with some making pop culture references:  

[gurney] I would have got this word from television or books, or newspapers etc. Not 

from home, [gurney] got this word from too many episodes of MASH  

Other respondents noted term use based on professional experience:  

[barouche] I'm a Nurse so I use medical language 

[theatre trolley] May be different because of my profession. 

One respondent noted regional variation in term use:  

Barouche in SA, Trolley QLD  

Respondents – particularly younger ones – were unaware of the term name:  

Just "trolley"? Not sure  

I haven't been to a hospital in a while 

Comparison 

According to Bryant (1992: 223), trolley and its variants were used Australia-wide, with 

bed and stretcher variants reported less often but also Australia-wide. Barouche was 

reported by respondents over 40 in the southern-central region, while four 

respondents said gurney. The current survey results show that use of the terms gurney 

and bed have increased in reported use compared to Bryant’s findings, while trolley 

variants have decreased in reported use. The terms appear to be going toward more 

Americanised terms. Barouche remains stable as a minor regional term in South 

Australia.  
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7.4.9 TROUGH 

There were 1763 respondents to answer the prompt: This tub is in the laundry: 

Literature survey 

Trough was a Germanic term present in Old English according to the OED, while tub 

was present in English from the late 14th century. Sink was a slightly older term, 

present in English from the 15th century. There were no mentions of the terms for this 

item in the AND1, AND2, or AWM (Ramson 1988; Moore 2016; Butler 2005).  

Findings 

 
Figure 7.28 Terms by age group for TROUGH 

There were many terms reported for this item, which tended to fall into three broad 

categories: trough terms (43%), sink terms (40%), and tub terms (35%). Individually, 
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trough was the most frequently reported term (39%), followed by laundry sink (30%), 

laundry tub (29%), sink (13%), wash trough (7%), tub (6%), wash tub (2%), washing tub 

(1%), washing trough (1%), and laundry trough (1%). There were 2% of respondents to 

report additional terms, primarily basin variants (wash basin, hand basin, laundry basin) 

and 1% of respondents had no name for this.  

Significant regional variation was identified for trough (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 

436.024, p < 0.0001), laundry sink (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 43.667, p < 0.0001), laundry tub (χ²(7, 

N = 1763) = 287.879, p < 0.0001), wash trough (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 49.581, p < 0.0001), tub 

(χ²(7, N = 1763) = 57.143, p < 0.0001), washing tub (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 20.209, p = 0.005), 

washing trough (χ²(7, N = 1763) = 27.516, p = 0.0002), and laundry trough (χ²(7, N = 1763) 

= 20.516, p = 0.004). Generally speaking, the following patterns could be ascertained: 

trough variants were most frequently reported across the southwest and southeastern 

regions, while tub variants were reported across the northeastern and northwestern 

regions. Highest reported use of sink-variants was on the east and west coast regions.  

Reported use of age-related variation was significant for laundry sink (χ²(2, N = 

1763) = 96.197, p < 0.0001), laundry tub (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 56.841, p < 0.0001), sink (χ²(2, 

N = 1763) = 114.445, p < 0.0001), wash trough (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 9.424, p = 0.009), and 

wash tub (χ²(2, N = 1763) = 15.555, p = 0.0004). Overall, variants of trough and tub were 

reported by a higher percentage of older respondents, while sink was reported by a 

higher percentage of younger respondents.  

Reported use of sink showed the most sociocultural variation, with differences 

by gender (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 17.793, p = 0.0001), remoteness (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 11.844, p 

= 0.0005), and generation(χ²(1, N = 1763) = 12.795, p = 0.0002). First-generation, urban, 

and male respondents were more likely to report sink. Wash trough was reported by a 

significantly higher percentage of rural respondents (χ²(1, N = 1763) = 12.199, p = 

0.0005). There were no significant differences between school types. 
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Commentary 

There were 28 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. The majority 

of comments discussed meaning and pronunciation variation. Pronunciation of the 

word trough varied, particularly in the southeast regions of the country: 

More of a 'th' than a 'ff' (VIC) 

I pronounce trough as "troth" (VIC) 

wash trose (old Hobart way) (TAS) 

Used interchangeably. My mother said "Wash trough" (Tro) sometimes, (troff) other 

times. (SA) 

The size and location determined the name of it for some respondents: 

The old-style, deep concrete models would be tubs 

Wash trough for the ones you find in school playgrounds, art rooms etc, laundry 

trough/sink if it's in your house. 

troughs for long ones, tubs for short 

I would call most laundry tubs a tub, but as this particular one is so shallow, I would 

call it a trough. 

Shift in use from trough and tub to sink were reported by some respondents: 

When younger used 'wash trough' but generally now use 'sink'. An age thing. 

I think we called ours the laundry tub as kids but would now call it the laundry sink 

as adults. 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 102) found almost no overlap between the northeast region’s use of 

laundry/wash(ing) tub and the southeast and south-central regions’ use of 

laundry/wash(ing) trough. She also found that in the southeastern region, there was 

phonological variation in the reported pronunciation of trough, varied from [trof] to 

[trov]. The current survey shows sink has entered the vocabulary in recent generations, 

competing with both tub and trough variants. If the current movement continues, sink 

could replace both trough and tub, moving the item from a dual regionalism (northeast 

tub vs southern trough) to a single Australia-wide term (sink). 

7.4.10 TUB 

Literature survey 

Dandy was recorded as a South Australian synonym for bucket and dixie, appearing in 

print from the 1940s (Moore 2016: 469). Dandy might have come from the word 

meaning an excellent thing and was more popular amongst older South Australians 

(Jauncey 2004: 208). The term dixie was referenced as an Australianism with quotes 

dating back to the 1930s (Moore 2016). Bucket was also recorded as an Australian term 

for a single-serve ice cream container, appearing in quotes from the 1930s across 

Australia. One quote from 1934 referenced dixie cup as a Melbourne term, while bucket 

was used in Sydney (Moore 2016: 236). 

Findings 

Reported use for this item was mixed, with no term reported by more than 40% of 

respondents. Tub was listed by 39%, followed by dixie cup (22%), dixie (13%), bucket 

(9%), ice cream bucket (5%), dandy (3%), cup (2%), and additional terms (3%). Thirteen 

percent of respondents had no name for this.  

Reported term use was regional, with significant differences found for tub (χ²(7, 

N = 1766) = 40.616, p < 0.0001), dixie cup (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 66.972, p < 0.0001), dixie (χ²(7, 

N = 1766) = 194.537, p < 0.0001), bucket (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 143.641, p < 0.0001), ice cream 
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bucket (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 191.778, p < 0.0001), dandy (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 305.558, p < 0.0001) 

and no term name (χ²(7, N = 1766) = 18.652, p = 0.009). Highest reported use of tub was 

in Darwin and across the Northeast – including Broken Hill. Dixie and dixie cup were 

regional elective terms reported alongside tub throughout the Southeast. Bucket and 

ice cream bucket were regional elective terms in Western regions. Dandy was reported 

as a regional elective term SA. 

 
Figure 7.29 Terms by age group for TUB 

Age-related variation was found for the terms dixie cup (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 64.777, 

p < 0.0001), dixie (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 56.046, p < 0.0001), bucket (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 44.941, 

p < 0.0001), dandy (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 46.407, p < 0.0001), and no term name (χ²(2, N = 

1766) = 30.669, p < 0.0001). Overall, bucket, dixie, and dandy were reported by a higher 
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percentage of older respondents, while dixie cup and no term name were reported by 

higher percentages of younger respondents.  

Tub was reported by a higher percentage of men (χ²(2, N = 1766) = 19.694, p < 

0.0001), while dixie cup was reported by a higher percentage of women (χ²(2, N = 1766) 

= 23.454, p < 0.0001). Dixie was reported by a higher percentage of second-generation 

Australians (χ²(1, N = 1766) = 7.902, p = 0.005). There were no significant differences 

in reported use between remoteness or school type. 

Commentary 

Twenty-nine respondents commented on the item in the dialect survey. There were 

nine respondents to mention size in relation to term name. Four east coast respondents 

identified a tub as a larger item, while one respondent in WA said a bucket was larger. 

Three respondents could not remember the term they used, while another identified 

dandy as a SA term. There were eight respondents who discussed age in relation to 

term use. Most of those respondents were from the southeastern regions, showing a 

move from dixie (cup) and dandy to tub. 

In my childhood I would have called it a dixie cup but don't see these much these 

days. Might call it a "small tub" now. 

When I was a child in Tasmania I called it a dixie cup. Now I don’t have a name for 

it. I wouldn’t use dixie cup in Sydney where I live. 

Respondents also noted that dixie cup were falling out of fashion for younger 

respondents: 

If I was to use the term "dixie cup" I'd say it in a silly voice, as it's a bit quaint. 

dixie is old fashioned now 
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According to Bryant (1992: 87), the term distributions were related to specific 

distributors of the ice cream to particular areas. Respondents from SA and VIC 

corroborated this assumption: 

when young a single serve in cardboard had the commercial name 'dandy' 

which then became generic. 

I remember "dixie cup" as a brand 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 87) identified the regional names as reflecting the manufacturing 

distribution areas. Dixie was used in the southeastern region, in bordering southern 

NSW towns, and in bordering southeastern South Australian towns, and in the 

northern Riverina area of South Australia. Dandy was the South Australian regional 

term, which she did not find in neighbouring Victorian towns, which meant the South 

Australian distributors did not supply Victorian areas. Bryant also noted that the 

regional terms reported by respondents might not have reflected current use, as she 

noted recent advertisers were calling them cups. 

The current survey results showed a move from regional variation for older 

respondents to Australia-wide use of the term tub for younger respondents. A 

reduction in manufacturing for dixie and dandy products may be related to this shift 

in term use throughout the southcentral and southeast regions. 

7.5 Discussion 

7.5.1 Term change over time 

The 29 items discussed in this chapter provide the most thorough account of age-

related variation in reported lexical term use studied in AusE. In this first section of 

the discussion, I compare the current findings to those reported by Bryant (1992). 

Elective terms existed as regional terms alongside the Australia-wide term. I 
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performed a complete comparison of term use based on the structure Bryant (1992) 

had followed to examine term change over time. The full comparison of findings can 

be found in Appendix G.  

 There were 13 items in both Bryant (1992) and the current survey which 

exhibited a complete change of term category, from either regional to Australia-wide 

or from Australia-wide to regional. There were 24 regional terms in Bryant (1992) 

which appeared as Australia-wide or elective terms in the current survey. The 

obligatory terms came from different parts of Australia, indicating the change was not 

specific to a single region. There were also 11 Australia-wide/elective items reported 

by Bryant (1992) which had converted to regional items by the current survey. Cocktail 

frankfurt, telegraph pole/power pole, relief teacher, and corner shop, were all identified 30 

years ago as Australia-wide terms. In the current study, these terms were limited in 

reported use to specific regions. Once again, the region they fell to was not consistent. 

However, all three terms did have one shared commonality: they were competing 

with other, similar regional terms. Cocktail frankfurt was competing with other frank- 

variants such as frankfurts, frankfurters, and cocktail franks. Telegraph pole and power pole 

were competing with telephone pole; relief teacher was competing with substitute teacher; 

and corner shop was competing with corner store. This appears to have drawn away 

focus from those terms as other innovations began spreading. 

I also found that of the five items described by Bryant (1992) as having very 

limited or no regional variation, three of the items did in fact show regional variation. 

Item 4: BILLY CART, Item 7: FOOTPATH, Item 11: CIGARETTE PAPERS, Item 15: 

CORN ON THE COB; and Item 72: AFTERNOON were left out of the final analysis 

as Bryant felt that none of the terms reported for these items showed any substantial 

regional variation. Tissue was a Tasmanian regionalism for cigarette papers, muttai was 

a northern NSW regionalism for corn, and hill trolley was a Western Australian 

regionalism for billy cart – however, her findings fell short of confirming these 

hypotheses. In the current study, while tissue and hill trolley were only given by one 

or two respondents and muttai by no one, other terms within those items did show 
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regional variation. In the current survey, go cart (BILLY CART) was identified as an 

elective term in South Australia, while roly papers, rolling papers, tally hos (CIGARETTE 

PAPERS), and corn cob (CORN ON THE COB) showed regional variation as well.  

There were also items which did not from the outset show categorical change 

between obligatory and elective use but did in fact show variation between the two 

studies. Table 7.1 shows terms which existed alongside another Australia-wide term 

in Bryant (1992) which were reduced to electives in this recent study: 

 
Table 7.1 Australia-wide terms in Bryant (1992) reduced to elective terms 

Another six items showed an entire switch of the top-used term between age 

groups. Compared to both Bryant’s (1992) results and the oldest respondents of the 

current survey, younger respondents in the current survey replaced four top terms in 

the current survey, as shown in Table 7.2. The replacement of these terms was not 

discussed by respondents, indicating a lack of salience for these changes. Most of these 

terms were ‘humble’ terms not widely used outside of the house, as discussed in 

Section 3.3.1, which could have led to their changes going unnoticed.  

 
Table 7.2 Top term replacement between Bryant (1992) and the current survey 
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The changes were not limited to Australia-wide terms: there were a number of 

changes occurring for regional terms as well. Many lexical items exhibited lexical 

shortening, as shown in Table 7.3.  

 
Table 7.3 Lexical shortening of terms over time 

The overall comparison of term use showed there were 233 terms reported by 

Bryant for the 67 items which were considered regionally varied. In the current study, 

those 67 items also showed 233 unique terms. However, the matching numbers are 

deceptive – there were 55 innovative terms reported by respondents in the more recent 

survey, and the attrition of 55 other terms which fell from regional or Australia-wide 

use in Bryant (1992) to minor term use in the current study.  

 I was able to compare the results of the younger respondents of Bryant (1992) 

to the older respondents of the current study to test apparent-time method against a 

longitudinal method. The reported use of older respondents in the current study 

aligned to the reported use found in Bryant (1992). Therefore, the apparent-time 

methodology utilised in this study was able to show a similar pattern of use to the 

same age cohort tested 30 years ago.  
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7.5.2 Sociocultural variation 

Remoteness 

There was wider use of terms used by rural respondents, with 59 terms overall 

compared to 48 terms used by urban respondents. Urban respondents reported higher 

use of ‘none’ and other terms (14 and 5, respectively), while rural respondents had no 

‘none’ items. The survey terms were more widely recognised by rural respondents, 

while urban respondents reported more instances of ‘none’. There could be a few 

reasons behind this. Rural networks are smaller, particularly in Australia given the 

vast amount of space between regions. Therefore, there could be more dense, separate 

networks. In urban areas, there are higher instances of a lack of recognition of nature 

terms. Region-specific terms related to flora, fauna, and farming were less recognised 

by urban respondents due to a lack of context and exposure.  

 By semantic category, the nature terms showed the most difference in 

recognition and term use variation between urban and rural respondents. There were 

13 terms that were significant for rural respondents, while only seven for urban 

respondents. There were an additional 6 items with no name for urban respondents 

in the nature term section. Australia has a notably urban population, with more than 

two-thirds of the population living in capital cities (ABS 2014). Figure 7.30 shows the 

growth (and future projected growth) of urban populations in Australia (United 

Nations 2018). 
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Figure 7.30 Urban population growth 1950 to 2050 (United Nations 2018). 

This highly-urbanised environment appears to be showing a reduction in knowledge 

of rural terms, particularly around nature terms. There is not only a convergence of 

terms or dialect levelling, but also a considerable loss of knowledge of the terms. This 

was found with the items peewee, blackboy, dandelion, fairy, paddymelon, Paterson’s curse, 

and rock for throwing. It is hard to tell if this is related to reduction in presence of flora 

and fauna or a lack of exposure to the natural world by urban respondents.  

There could be a few reasons behind this. For nature terms specifically, the rural 

respondents would be more likely to encounter the flora and fauna than in urban 

environments. Urban respondents noted this lack of recognition: 

city person... I've never seen these [paddy melon] 
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I have never seen a paddy melon, or any other melon, or a paddock, in the city. 

There were also instances of specific nature items not appearing in specific areas of 

Australia, leading to a lack of term use in regions. This was most prevalent for 

Tasmania with peewee and bindi. Tribulus terrestris L, one of the plants for the item bindi, 

is not found in Tasmania according to the Atlas of Living Australia (ALA 2019) shown 

in Map 7.1.  

 
Map 7.1 Distribution of Tribulus terrestris L. in Australia. 

Respondents from Tasmania confirmed this in their commentary: 

I don’t think we have these in Tassie 

The bird Grallina cyanoleuca from the item peewee is not endemic to Tasmania. 

Respondents from Tasmania once again mentioned not seeing this bird within 

Tasmania: 

Never seen them in Tas., looked up their name last year in Vic, otherwise I would 

have had no name for them 

no such bird in TAS 
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The bird was reported as not present in Tasmania, as shown in Map 7.2 from Birdlife 

Australia (2019). 

 
Map 7.2 Birdlife Australia's distribution of Grallina cyanoleuca 

 The large scale of the geography mixed with the highly urban population 

shows a reduction of flora and fauna terms and overall item awareness. Urbanisation 

and age were also factors impacting the loss of term knowledge across the nature 

terms. Younger urban respondents were reporting significantly higher levels of no 

term name for nature items compared to older urban and younger rural respondents.  

Gender variation 

Gendered use of language was also more apparent in childhood and school terms than 

the other categories. There were 10 items reported by a higher percentage of men than 

women and 11 items reported by a higher percentage of women. Men also reported 

seven items as having no name compared to women only reporting no name for one 

item. The terms reported by men included a lack of awareness of games (barley, French 
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knitting, dink), plants (fairy), and school terms (early mark, playground duty, and relief 

teacher). The only item reported as being unfamiliar to more women than men was hit 

and run cricket. Gender-specific play is a commonly observed part of childhood 

development (Pellegrini 2009), and therefore the gendered use of language for terms 

used in specific types of activities as children is not a surprising result.  

Overall, terms statistically significant for men were more minor and elective 

terms such as savs, paddle pop, ice cream float, hair clip/hair pin, volleys, face cloth and face 

towel. Terms reported by women at a significant level were more mainstream terms 

such as bobby pin, parking inspector, peanut butter, spider, sandshoes and face washer. For 

men, 16 items had no term name, while women reported only 2 items with no term name 

at significant levels.  

Generational variation 

First- and second-generation respondents showed significant agreement on 35 and 36 

terms, respectively. the difference between them was clear for no term name and other 

terms. First-generation respondents had 12 no term name items and 10 other items with 

statistical significance, compared to only 1 no term name item for second-generation 

respondents and no other items. Across the semantic domains of the terms, the only 

reasonable difference was in the Shibboleth term knowledge. There was a loss of local 

knowledge of Australian terms among first-generation Australians. The effects of 

globalisation and term use was also apparent between first- and second-generation 

Australian respondents. Second-generation respondents reported more global terms 

– bobby pin, parking inspector, pedestrian crossing, gumboots, face washer. First-generation 

respondents reported higher use of elective and minor terms (hair pin, hair clip, sticker 

licker, sausages, ice cream float, wellington boots, face cloth, and face towel). Notable 

exceptions were slide, tea trolley, and drawing pin.  

Schooling variation 

Terms related specifically to school tended to shift between types of school – whether 

public or private. Term use for some of the items could be related to social class 
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through school attendance. Public-school attendees reported 48 terms at significant 

levels compared to only 25 terms for private-school attendees. Items such as EARLY 

MARK, DINK, SMOKED COD, and FRENCH KNITTING were recognised by 

significantly higher percentages of public-school students than private-school 

students. Private-school students also listed 16 none items compared to only one item 

for public school students. Tuckshop was the most distinct lexical item to show 

schooling variation, with respondents from private schools in the Southeastern states 

reporting tuckshop, compared to public-school respondents across the southeast 

calling it canteen.  

7.5.3 Etymological variation  

Many of the regional terms in AusE also reflect early settlement patterns and cross-

cultural experiences. This is still present in the distribution patterns of term etymology 

across AusE.  

British influence 

While southern regions of Australia were identified as British in the PD survey, such 

perceptions were noticeably absent from the commentary in the dialect survey. This 

might not be surprising, due to the fact that most of the English terms in Australia 

arrived early on in the settlement of Australia. There was only one evaluative 

reference to BrE in the dialect survey commentary. This comment either expressed a 

more positive outlook on British culture, or more likely, a sarcastic view of it:  

Oh, I wish I called him Father Christmas! 'Twould make me feel so British 

Respondents did not comment on British terms taking away from Australian culture 

to the extent that they lamented American influences. Instead, innovative British 

terms were identified as having current Australian cognates. Respondents discussed 

familiarity of regional or innovative UK terminology from direct exposure rather than 

through media: 
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 I lived in the UK for a short times and picked up Wellies… 

 We say face flannel at home because of UK origin of partner 

 I only use float after returning from the UK, I'd never heard it before that 

I suspect flannel is one of the terms I've picked up from an English Aunt 

I only use swimmers with Grandma, who was born in England and prefers that term 

My partner, who is from England, argues that it's a squash. 

 I know I picked up the term 'trainers' after living in UK. 

 [tea trolley] Possibly from English side of family, can’t recall hearing it generally 

Americanisation 

The outcry of the American influence over AusE has been referenced throughout the 

history of AusE linguistic research (Taylor 2001). Table 7.4 shows some of the reported 

use changes occurring from BrE terms to AmE terms in the current survey. 

 
Table 7.4 Etymological variation in term use over time 

Collins (2014: 452) suggests the influence of AmE on AusE has been ‘arguably the most 

significant lexical development in recent decades.’ The American influence on AusE 

extends beyond lexical innovations, including word stress patterns (e.g., reSEARCH 
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to REsearch), orthographic influences (e.g., digraph simplifications of <oe> in fetal; and 

syntactic adoptions (e.g. the elision in I play (the) guitar) have been made to AusE (see 

Collins 2014; Taylor 2001), the topic of this section will adhere to lexical variation. 

There were 25 terms which were of North American etymological heritage 

according to the OED. Twelve of those terms were brand terms, while the other 13 fell 

across the remaining semantic categories. In terms of innovative use, age groups 

differed, with the youngest group reporting higher usage of 17 of the terms compared 

to only three terms of American etymological heritage that showed significant 

reported use among respondents over 50. Respondents noted the influence of AmE as 

innovative: 

Sand shoes is quite old fashioned. Trainers is more Americanised. 

Some of the lexical items of North American etymological heritage were recognised 

as Americanisms by the respondents in the survey. While Taylor (2001) found the 

Australian public recognised a cultural invasion of America, Bell and Bell (1998) 

argued this was not actually America-specific, but a reaction to the perceived threat 

against Australian identity. The commentary provided by respondents was mixed, 

with some respondents providing neutral feedback, while others were clearly against 

the influence of AmE as Bell and Bell (1998) suggested: 

I think of thumbtack as being an Americanism 

Thank you for not including 'sidewalk' 

I usually call it a corner store, but I think the word "store" is an Americanism, so I'm 

a bit reluctant to call it that now. 

The effects of AmE through the globalisation of media was also discussed by a number 

of respondents. These terms then compete with terms already used – particularly for 

widely used or marketed products.  
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"substitute teacher" - heard from American shows and adopted, I think 

jump rope appeared via US Sesame street 

"jump rope" seems to leak into people's vocabs from American media 

As a small kid, it was Father Christmas, but I suspect pop culture changed it to Santa 

for me, over the years. 

I am pretty sure I picked up the soft drink from watching and reading American 

tv/film and books 

hash brown. But only because I ate them first at Maccas. 

I do think that lobster is more common, but that could be due to American films. 

Mainly call it Pedestrian crossing but from watching Sesame Street as a child  

[gurney] got this word from too many episodes of MASH 

A strong media influence from American has led to a number of terms entering AusE. 

American terms such as gurney, dresser, and tennis shoes, showed increased use among 

younger respondents (those under 30) but exhibited no significant regional variation 

in reported use, fitting with the theory of Americanisms entering society through 

media rather than face-to-face or geographic contact.  

BrE and AmE word-pair comparisons 

As discussed in Section 4.4.1, questions were posed by Görlach (1988/1991) regarding 

the use and perceptions of BrE and AmE word-pairs in AusE. In this section, I will 

address the relationships between BrE and AmE word-pairs, and respondents’ 

awareness and perceptions of them. There is a trend of etymologically British and 

American terms showing regional variation as shown in Table 7.5, where terms 

derived from AmE are more common in the northeast and terms derived from BrE are 

more common in the Central and Southwestern regions.  
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Table 7.5 Regional differences in reported use of AmE and BrE terms 

As many of the terms came from the United Kingdom or had existed prior to 

migration out of England, many of the Australian and British terms were not salient 

for where they were from.22 Notably, the terms that were British tended to be present 

in the southern regions of Australia, which is where respondents identified as British 

in the PD survey. Interestingly, the pronunciation differences particularly for the 

BATH-TRAP distinction were regarded as having differing registers but were not 

discussed in terms of Britishness in the dialect survey commentary. The British-

sounding commentary was exclusive to the PD survey. This may indicate that the 

dance-darnce Shibboleth is only one part of the Britishness identified in that region of 

Australia. 

South African influences in the West 

There was a distinctive South African influence on five lexical terms, predominantly 

used in Western Australia. There were three terms which were invasive species of 

plant brought over from South Africa to Australia during early colonial Australian 

settlement. The terms double gee (Emex Australis), sour grass (Oxalis pes-caprae), and 

cape weed (Arctotheca calendula) are invasive species of plants brought to Australia by 

early settlers. South African fillet was named for the location from which the smoked cod 

 
 
22 The only terms distinguished as Australian-sounding by respondents were the use of 

hypocoristics. 

ITEM

BrE terms in 
Central/ 
Southwest

AmE terms in 
Northeast

THUMB TACK drawing pin thumb tack
SKIPPING skipping jump rope
BLOOD NOSE blood nose nose bleed
SANTA father christmas santa
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was caught. Cool drink is the SAfE term for soft drink, adapted from the Afrikaans term 

koeldrank. Four of the five terms (cool drink, double gee, sour grass, and South African fillet) 

were all regionalisms found in WA, while two of the terms, Cape weed and sour grass, 

were found in Central Victoria and Riverina regions.  

 The connection between South Africa and Western Australia was also present 

in the PD study. Five of the eight comments specifically referenced the influence of 

South Africa on Western Australian speech: 

[Perth] The speech here has a greater English influence than on the eastern coast. It 

sounds slightly similar to the South African accent. 

Perth has more variation because of the larger number of people, especially English 

and South Africans. 

Some of these comments noted the change appeared to be more recent, indicating the 

strength of the cultural connection continues to grow: 

WA beginning to pick up English and a South African accents. 

Perth accents apparently are starting to change with the influx of South Africans and 

Expats from the UK. 

There has been a long history of emigration from South Africa to Australia – with 

cultural ties particularly linked to Western Australia. The ties to Western Australia are 

particularly characterised by the term ‘Packing for Perth’ used to describe the exodus 

of Anglo-South Africans to Australia (Louw and Mersham 2001). The South African 

terms likely arrived very early in English settlement of Australia, which is long before 

the large post-apartheid swathes of emigration occurred. The sea route from the UK 

to Australia went via Cape Town, and a number of Australian soldiers took part in 

the Boer War (Wallace 1912; Wilcox 2002). The continued use of term referencing 

South Africa could be in part due to the continued cultural ties between South Africa 

and Western Australia (Louw and Mersham 2001).  
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The German South 

There was a particular German influence noticed in South Australia. Three terms of 

German heritage were reported by respondents in SA more than elsewhere: barouche, 

deli, and fritz. All three of these terms were derived from German words. As 

mentioned in Section 7.4.8, barouche is derived from the German word barutsche, 

meaning a four-wheeled carriage with tiered seats. The term deli is the shortened form 

of the word delicatessen, which was borrowed into English from the German term 

Delikatessen, which was lent from the French word délicatesse, which was borrowed 

from the Italian delicatezza, originating from the Latin adjective delicatus (“pleasing, 

delightful”).  

The term for processed lunchmeat, fritz, has a long and interesting history in 

South Australia. While the origins of fritz as the South Australian regional term for 

processed lunchmeat are still up for debate, according to Franz Knoll, the National 

Smallgoods Industries Council chairman, the term was attested from the 1880s in 

Adelaide. The product known as Fritz’s Sausage was the name of the delicacy through 

the 1920s, named after a man by the same name (Williamson 2017). While anti-German 

sentiment post-WWI led to the change of other regional terms away from German-

referenced or derived names to very British terms (Belgium sausage, Windsor sausage, 

Devon, etc.). 

The cultural connection of South Australia to its German heritage was present 

in commentary provided in the PD survey. There were six respondents to mention the 

speech in South Australia to be influenced by German settlement. Some of these 

comments referenced specific regions of South Australia: 

Many people from rural eastern parts of SA have certain German 'traces' in words 

and pronunciation.  

Hills suburbs of Adelaide; the Germanic influence  
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Other respondents described the influence over South Australian speech more 

generally: 

Germanic migrant traits in spoken language. Express the opinion of difference from 

the rest of Australians; free stock, not convict stock. 

The references to German influences of South Australian speech indicated this feature 

is not new, but in fact related to early settlement patterns of the region: 

Barossa influence of the German language spoken by early migrants to the State 

Touch of Barossa-Deutsch still lingers with the older generation, e.g. "I saw 

Bernhardt Richter but once last Friday". The use of quirky German-type phrases is 

still quite common. 

Aboriginal influence in nature 

All 13 of the terms derived from Aboriginal languages were from nature-based items. 

Five of the terms were reported by a significantly higher proportion of respondents 

over 50 (bindi-eye, gibber, gilgie, goolie, and yonnie). Six of the seven terms to include 

significant differences between men and women were reported by a higher percentage 

of men (boondie, gibber, goolie, kangaroo tail, marron, and yonnie). Four of those terms 

came from the item ROCK, which was reported by significantly more men than 

women anyway. Bindi was the only term reported by a significantly higher proportion 

of respondents under 30 and by a higher percentage of women. Of the four terms 

showing significant variation between urban and rural respondents, only boondie, the 

Western Australian term, was reported by more urban respondents.  

 There were very few statements linking respondent use of Aboriginal words to 

Aboriginal culture. The only two instances of this were two respondents describing 

the use of balga for blackboy as a Noongar word.  

balga...i work with Ngoonar people 
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I said "blackboy" as a kid until I found out that it could be racist and offensive. Then I 

learnt to use "grasstree" or "balga" instead. I think "balga" is the Noongar word. 

The use of Aboriginal terms for the AusE words within this survey appear to be less 

prevalent today than 30 years ago. Older respondents report using the terms, while 

younger respondents do not. Despite the reduction in use of the terms, nature terms 

still reflected a closer link to Aboriginal languages than any of the other domains 

identified in the survey. 

7.5.4 Production, manufacturing, and technological influences 

Trade, production, and manufacturing have played a crucial role in regional 

distribution of term names. The increased variation of Australia-wide variants 

indicated the increase in product diversity and availability. The number of terms for 

athletic shoes was far greater for younger respondents (volleys, sneakers, running shoes, 

trainers) than older respondents (sandshoes, runners). This replacement coincides with 

the increased availability of many different styles and types of athletic shoes. The 

trademarking of terms also impacted regional distribution.  

The distribution pattern of terms over time was heavily influenced by brand 

availability and manufacturing (e.g. the consolidation of ice cream manufacturers 

such as SA’s AMSCOL and the dominance of the east coast Peters Ice Cream and 

Streets Ice Cream). Some items were only manufactured in certain regions, such as, by 

jingos in Northern Queensland, dandies in South Australia23, and Cream Betweens and 

dixie cups in the Southeast. 

In some cases, the distribution of terms was influenced by legislation. Legal 

steps were taken in the case of peanut butter trademarking, so that peanut paste was 

sold in Western Australia, Queensland, and South Australia, due to pressure from 

 
 
23 In some cases, the terms became generic trademarks, such as dandy being used in SA to refer to 

all treats of that sort. 
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dairy farmers influencing the use of the term ‘butter’ to refer exclusively to dairy 

products during the 20th century (Swan 1987). The lack of consistency was of concern 

to manufacturers in Australia, as noted by Swan (1987), who suggested the lack of 

uniformity of item names negatively impacted sales and recommended a more 

uniform approach to consumer products and distribution in Australia. Respondents 

from peanut paste states learned the term was not used by other regions, while 

respondents from peanut butter states were entirely unfamiliar with peanut paste 

being a regional variant.  

Respondents were also unfamiliar with regionalisms for parking inspector, 

which had been based on regional uniform colour the inspectors wore. For example, 

those outside of NSW were entirely unfamiliar with brown bombers. Changes in 

manufacturing of products also resulted in the loss of terms such as dressing table, 

duchess, auto tray, traymobile, cream between, peanut paste, sandshoes, and slippery slide. 

Perceptions of these terms, as described in the commentary revealed these terms were 

considered old-fashioned or were primarily recognised as terms used by older 

generations (respondents’ parents or grandparents).  

7.5.5 Cultural shifts 

There were also terms which were replaced for respondents due to shifts in culture 

and society. Respondents indicated a number of items were simply no longer used in 

society. This section explores the multiple cultural elements related to language 

change and cultural safety. 

One of the largest reasons for cultural change lie in political and historical 

events. Bryant (1992) noted the shift in lunch meat terms in the 20th century from 

German-sounding terms to English sounding terms during WWII. Terms such as 

German sausage were replaced by Belgium sausage, Windsor sausage, devon, due to 

political alignment as discussed in Section 6.4.3.  

An ongoing global shift toward political correctness has also impacted 

language use in AusE. While the use of taboo terms have been found to index 
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Australian culture (Collins 2014), a global shift toward more politically correct and 

culturally sensitive speech has impacted term use in Australia. The decrease in use of 

terms such as blackboy, shanghai, and little boys were discussed by respondents in the 

commentary as conscious efforts to use more politically correct, less racially 

insensitive language. Concerns voiced by respondents indicated the appropriateness 

of these terms had decreased substantially over their lifetime: 

Shanghai and slingshot used equally frequently growing up but Shanghai 

discouraged by adults (racist or something?) 

Little Boys is common in the part of SA I live in but becoming a bit creepy or not PC! 

‘'Blackboy' when younger but political correctness now requires it be called a 

kangaroo's tail. When chatting with friends I may call it a blackboy. 

I said "blackboy" as a kid until I found out that it could be racist and offensive.  

I used to call it a blackboy until told that this was disrespectful to aboriginal people. 

I would actively *not* use "blackboy" (outdated, casually racist overtones) but if 

someone used the term, I would know that this is the plant they were referring to. 

Domestic goods, activities, and foods also go in and out of fashion over time. Fewer 

respondents int eh current survey, especially among younger respondents, recognised 

terms such as tea trolleys and dressing tables. Activities once considered popular may 

no longer be so. Riding dink, cigarette papers, smoked cod meals, and rocks for throwing 

have become less salient for younger respondents. This could be due to less smoking, 

less rock throwing, and the fact that riding on handlebars with friends is now illegal 

in today’s Australian culture: 

Where did you grow up that this is even a thing? [rock for throwing] 

Um, I don't throw rocks? 
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Use and relevance of terms (and items) have also changed due to technological 

advancements. Technological changes were impacting use and relevance of terms 

such as street directory and barley. Younger respondents were reported less knowledge 

of terms for street directory, referencing google maps as the modern alternative.  

When I lived in Melbourne I quickly learned to say (& use) Melways, & Sydways 

when I first returned to Sydney. Now I would mainly say street directory, although 

this is rapidly being replaced with Google Maps. 

obsolete! 

Respondents also noted that their children were using terms such as pause for truce 

terms.  

'barley' if you're talking my childhood, 'on pause' if I'm listening to my own kids 

My children say pause, like it's a video game. 

My kids now say "pause" which I think is fascinating - computer gaming language 

entering play 

my kids say pause, it's taken from computer games where you literally pause them 

These references showed the perceived role of video games, and more widely, the 

Internet, as influences behind cultural shifts in AusE among younger generations.  

7.5.6 Term attrition and the Supralocalisation of dialects 

Taylor (2001) noted that globalisation of language through increases in 

communication technology have spread terms once considered American throughout 

Australia and other parts of the world. As the smaller communities – particularly 

across the east coast of Australia in early settlement – became larger and less close-

knit, they lose highly localised features in favour of more widely used items through 

the process of dialect convergence and levelling (Foulkes and Docherty 1999; Kerswill 
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1994, 2002; Kerswill and Williams 2000; Trudgill 1986). The increased contact between 

people along with increased geographic and social mobility, and constant digital 

channels of communication (Stuart-Smith 2007) have led to a greater number of 

people from different regions and social groups levelling dialects. This is related to 

theories of accommodation and convergence, where people adapt similar styles, 

words, and sounds in an effort to establish effective communication and shared 

identity (Chambers and Trudgill 1998). Other terms showed replacement related to 

globalisation patterns, such as go cart for billy cart, dresser for dressing table, peanut butter 

for peanut paste, recess for playtime and playlunch, morning tea for little lunch, gurney for 

hospital trolley, and sink for trough and tub. 

Another theory could account for the maintenance of regional terms in areas 

more geographically isolated. This includes the terms crosswalk in Western Australia 

and the terms Father Christmas, tomboy (stitch), and Salvation Jane in South Australia. 

The terms cheerios and little lunch remained Queensland regionalisms, and did not 

seem to be influenced by lexical changes occurring in the southern east coast states. 

According to Torgersen and Kerswill (2004: 26), regional dialect levelling involves 

geographical diffusion and mobility, face-to-face accommodation resulting in dialect 

levelling, and extra linguistic factors of identity, attitudes, and ideology influencing 

which terms to use and which to avoid. Large-scale regional dialect levelling is also 

known as supralocalisation (Britain 2002; Milroy and Hartley 1994). Currently there is 

a large-scale study looking at reported use in the UK, which has shown the same 

phenomenon occurring – older regional terms are being lost in favour of more widely 

used terms (Leemann et al. 2018). Their study is showing the effects of dialect levelling 

are widespread throughout the UK, with many local terms being replaced by 

supraregional features.  

There were six items which exhibited term attrition. For these six items, the top 

term was replaced by no term name among younger respondents: blackboy, French 

knitting, paddymelon, Paterson’s curse, peewee, and smoked cod. There were also a number 

of changes occurring at the regional level. Dialect attrition was most prevalent for 
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minor regional terms in southeastern Australia. For example, the terms bindi, 

frankfurts, pram, recess, parking inspector, rock/stone for throwing, and yabby replaced 

many regionalisms for younger respondents. The increasing connectedness of these 

east coast states has led to dialect levelling of smaller regional terms and their 

replacement with more global terms (Chambers and Trudgill 1998). In NSW, this has 

led to the disappearance of the terms goolie, bindi-eye, cat head, and cat’s eyes. In Victoria, 

the terms pusher, yonnie, saveloys, mudlark, playlunch, and playtime have been replaced, 

while the terms gibber, crawchie, and lobby are declining in Queensland. Many of these 

terms were Aboriginal terms for nature-related items, such as bindi, rock/stone for 

throwing, and yabby. The stronger Aboriginal identity present in Northern and 

Western Australia may explain the retention of Aboriginal terms such as gilgie, marron, 

and balga (grass).  

7.6 Summary 

While the items discussed in Chapter 6 primarily showed regional variation, the items 

in Chapter 7 displayed sociocultural variation and significant change over time. This 

change over time is shown in Appendix G, which showed a comprehensive 

comparison to Bryant (1992). The factors involved in change over time of term use 

reflected changes in society at the individual, local, national, and international levels. 

The results show the diversity and versatility of lexical variation, and the many 

sociocultural factors involved in those changes over time. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Final Discussions  
This chapter reviews the most significant findings reported in the thesis, linking the 

results across all empirical chapters. In the first section I review the significant themes 

to emerge from the PD and dialect studies by first addressing perceptions of what it 

means to be ‘Australian’. I discuss how the thesis answered the four questions posed 

by Görlach (1988/1991) in Section 4.4.1. In the third section, I discuss the impacts of 

term recognition and identity marking on the transmission, diffusion, and attrition of 

lexical items. The chapter concludes through a discussion of the perceptual and 

reported-use survey results that AusE has officially arrived in the final stage of the 

Dynamic Model of Postcolonial Englishes (Schneider 2007), and has further expanded 

sociolinguistic, dialectology, and perceptual dialectology research in AusE. 

8.1 Speaking ‘Australian’ 

The findings of this survey show through diverse perceptions of ‘Australian’ speech, 

as well as recognised and reported diversity in lexical and pronunciation use that 

Australia is no longer on the cusp of phase 5 but is fully immersed within the final 

stage of the Dynamic Model of Postcolonial Englishes (Schneider 2007). Recognition 

of Shibboleth terms as regionally diverse also point to recognised diversification of 

AusE features: 

what Victorian's would call a potato cake; the rest of the nation would call a potato 

scallop.  

In WA a small shop is called a ''deli'', in Victoria it is called a ''milk bar''.  

Devon at school in NSW, then Fritz in Adelaide and now polony in Perth! 

The findings also indicate strong cultural divides between regions, social classes, and 

ethnic groups, which once again support the hypothesis that Australia has entered 
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Phase 5: Diversification. At a broad level, Australianness was tied to rural and 

Queensland speech:  

rural Australian sounds more broad than capital city English. 

Queensland accents tend also to have more of the stereotypical Australian elements. 

However, the descriptor ‘Australian’ was used to describe many different and at times 

contrasting forms of speech across Australia. For example, ‘Australian’ speech was 

also urban, Aboriginal, Migrant, and British: 

A mix of aboriginal australian and european australian.  

May have an element of clipped 'new Australian' speech indicating the influence of 

Mediterranean immigrants including the second generation. 

Areas with traditionally high levels of immigrant Australians from European 

countries (e.g. Greece former republic of Yugoslavia Italy Albania etc.) may produce 

broader accents in speakers but which differ from the traditional "broad Australian 

accent". 

The speech in this area is what I'd identify as urban Australian. People tend to talk 

fluently and with confidence. 

Adelaide: The accent is more British. British Australian. 

Canberrans tend to speak more proper as in they will pronounce every letter of a 

word. I would call it british australian. 

Speech can sound more British [in Adelaide], but still much closer to other Australian 

regions than to the accent of any part of Britain. 

The final quote from the PD survey shows the closer connection of Adelaide speech 

perceptions to Australia than to England. Despite using the internal distinction of 
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‘British-sounding’ South Australian speech from ‘Australian-sounding’ Queensland 

speech, respondents found even the most ‘British’ sounding regions to still be 

Australian.  

The findings also supported the theories of cultural prominence and proximity 

(Montgomery 2012a). East coast respondents held shared perceptions of AusE speech 

groups and variation, while respondents from Tasmania, South Australia, Northern 

Territory, and Western Australia all exhibited unique perceptions due to their 

geographic isolation and cultural differences.  

Overall, perceptions of what makes speech ‘Australian’ was far more diverse 

than originally anticipated. The use of ‘Australian’ as a descriptor of speech described 

everything from the ‘bogan’ speech of rural areas to the ‘posh’ speech of Adelaide; 

from the ‘ethnic’ speech of Western Sydney to the ‘Aboriginal’ speech of the far north. 

There was not one ‘Australian’ way to speak, but instead an ‘Australian’ 

underpinning of Englishes used in Australia. 

8.2  Linguistic influences and perceptions on AusE terms 

The dialectology survey presented in this thesis is the largest survey conducted in 

more than 30 years on AusE lexical variation. It is both a replication of Bryant (1992)’s 

dissertation as well as a detailed lexicographical and sociolinguistic analysis of term 

use for 86 items. The findings further demarcated the initial four dialect regions 

established by Bryant (1992) into eight regions and identified the ongoing influences 

of other English varieties and languages on AusE term use and pronunciation and the 

evaluation of such term use and pronunciation.  

The major themes within the dialectology survey explored the many social and 

cultural factors contributing to reported term variation. Manufacturing and trade 

routes created and established regional variation, while changes to their patterns of 

distribution or availability have led to further lexical changes. This is impacting lexical 

term use in AusE, which is to some extent recognisable to respondents. Childhood 

and school-based terms form a particularly unique set of lexical items, which are 
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related to a specific time, place, and peer group. The design of such dense and 

multiplex social networks means that much of the regional and sociocultural variation 

in lexical term use tends to go unnoticed.  

Reported use of BrE and AmE word-pairs were found in the study, thereby 

answering the questions posed Görlach (1988/1991) in Section 4.4.1. In comparing the 

use and perceptions of these terms, it has become clear that there is an age-related 

difference in term preference. AmE terms, such as thumb tack, dresser, and bobby pin, 

are the primary preferred terms among younger respondents. Their BrE term 

equivalents (drawing pin, dressing table, and hair pin) were widely used among older 

respondents but had fallen out of use among younger respondents. In terms of 

perceptual awareness and evaluation of BrE and AmE terms, there were strong 

associations of AmE terms with modernisation and innovation, as well as a negative 

perception of AmE terms seen to be invading AusE. Perceptions of BrE terms were 

seen as more old-fashioned but were neutrally evaluated.  

The dialectology survey also showed dialect supralocalisation and regional 

term attrition between Bryant (1992) and the current results, as well as between older 

and younger respondents in the current survey. This finding supports research 

around the English-speaking world toward less localised and more globalised lexical 

term use (see Leeman et al. 2018). The increasing urbanisation of the Australian 

population has impacted term use and item familiarity for flora and fauna terms. 

Changes in Australian culture through both internal and external influences have 

impacted term use and awareness, with Australian culture and language changing 

under the influence of a globally connected world.  

In terms of lexical maintenance, the folk-linguistic discussion of term salience 

and recognition have provided a greater understanding of lexical variation and 

Shibboleth terms. While there was no clear directional indication of influence, there 

was a clear connection between regional terms which remained in use over all age 

groups between both Bryant (1992) and the current survey, and terms which were 

consciously recognised as regional variants in the current surveys’ folk-linguistic 
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discussions of term use. This indicates further research is warranted into the role 

Shibboleth terms play in lexical term maintenance and change. 

Along with showing Shibboleth term importance, findings from both the PD 

survey and the Dialect survey indicated salient regional features in AusE. The regions 

identified most frequently in the PD tasks as having distinctive speech – Queensland, 

South Australia, and Victoria – were also the regions with the most significant 

differences in terms of regional variation across reported term use in the Dialect 

survey. States which were less recognised by respondents in the PD survey (Tasmania, 

ACT, and the Northern Territory) also showed less reported regional variation in the 

Dialect survey. There was less recognition of regional variation between urban and 

rural respondents in terms of lexical variation. Respondents in the PD survey 

associated urban centres as having different vowel pronunciations and of rural speech 

using more descriptive idioms.  

The recognition of terms was related to the ongoing transmission and diffusion 

of terms. Those terms recognised as more distinctive have developed a stronger 

regional identity. Milk bar, for example, was used by 69% of older respondents in ACT 

along with a majority of respondents in Victoria and Tasmania. As the term has 

become increasingly identified as a ‘Southeastern’ term based on the PD and Dialect 

survey commentary provided by respondents, reported use of milk bar among 

younger ACT respondents has fallen dramatically to less than 7%. Similarly, togs was 

widely reported as the preferred swimwear term among older respondents 

throughout rural Victoria, ACT, NSW, and QLD, while the commentary among 

younger respondents indicated a clear regional association of the term to QLD. The 

commentary indicating that togs had become increasingly marked as a QLD 

Shibboleth term was reflected in changes of regional reported use among younger 

respondents. The commentary of regional status of togs in QLD was matched by a 

continued use of the term togs among younger QLD respondents, and a dramatic 

reduction in reported use of togs among younger rural Victoria, ACT, and NSW 

respondents.   
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8.3 Summary 

The results of this folk-linguistic analysis and updated collection of reported use of 

lexical and phonetic variation point to a fully realised entry of AusE into the final stage 

of the Dynamic Model of Postcolonial Englishes. The folk-linguistic analysis shows 

Australians perceive ‘Australianness’ as underlying all internally variant stereotypes 

and cultural divisions. ‘Australianness’ is no longer solely indexed as the speech and 

actions of the rural Anglo working-class battler. The results show that to be Australian 

is also to be Urban, to be Aboriginal, to be educated, to be Ethnic. This variation of 

perceptions toward what it means to be Australian leads to the conclusion that 

Australia truly has entered the final stage of Schneider’s model: diversification. 
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Appendix A Perceptual Dialectology Questionnaire 

 

Australian English Language Attitudes 
 

Survey Flow 
Standard: Intro/Age (3 Questions) 
Standard: Gen/ATSI/Edu (3 Questions) 
Standard: School/Job/Lang (7 Questions) 

Standard: Born/Raised (1 Question) 
Standard: Block 6 (43 Questions) 

Page Break  
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Q270 Participant Information Sheet  

My name is Sydney Kingstone, and I am a PhD student in Linguistics at The 

Australian National University. I am looking for native Australian English speakers 

to take part in a language attitude survey. My research supervisors are Professor Jane 

Simpson, professor of Linguistics at ANU and Chair of Indigenous Languages; Dr 

Evan Kidd, associate professor in the School of Psychology at ANU; Dr Jennifer 

Hendriks, lecturer of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics at ANU; and Dr Chris 

Montgomery, lecturer of Dialectology at Sheffield University.  

Project Title: Social and regional perceptions of Australian English  

General Outline of the Project:  

Description and Methodology: Through an online language attitudes survey, this 

project looks at what Australians think about Australian English dialects. The project 

will collect information on perceived regional and social Australian English 

differences across Australia. The research sheds light on how attitudes toward dialect 

variation reflect the social, regional, and cultural identities of Australians. The ways 

Australians think about their English language influence how the language changes 

and helps us to better understand what constitute important linguistic and cultural 

aspects to English as spoken in Australia.  

Participants: Approximately 1,000 Australian residents.  

Use of Data and Feedback: Information gathered in this study will be incorporated 

into Kingstone’s PhD thesis, and may be built upon in future research. Neither names 

nor contact details of participants will be published in connection with this study. A 

summary of the results and their meaning in the context of linguistic study will appear 

in the form of Kingstone’s thesis dissertation as well as on the linguistics department 

website at ANU.  

Participant Involvement:  

Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal: Participation in this study is completely 

voluntary. You may withdraw or decline involvement at any time without providing 
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an explanation. If you decide to withdraw from the study, your data will be destroyed. 

There will be no adverse effects to not participating in the survey.  

What will participants have to do? Participants will complete a four-part online 

questionnaire. The first part of the questionnaire asks respondents general questions 

about living in Australia. The second part of the questionnaire asks two open-ended 

questions about perceptions of Australian English. The third section asks respondents 

to identify dialect differences across Australia on a national as well as state map. The 

fourth section asks respondents to rate different areas of Australia on a series of five 

scales.  

Location and Duration: The survey will be distributed via Qualtrics Panels, as well as 

available to the general public via an online domain. The questionnaire will be 

completed in one session and will take no more than 30 minutes to complete.  

Exclusion Criteria:  

Participant Limitation: Participant surveys will be excluded from the data analysis if 

the participant is not a native Australian English speaker.   

Confidentiality: Each questionnaire will be labelled with a code. Participants will be 

asked to write down their code in the event they wish to have their questionnaire 

removed later on. The identity code is to ensure that confidentiality is maintained 
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while also making it possible for a participant’s data to be withdrawn from the study 

upon request. Confidentiality will be protected as far as the law allows.   

Data Storage:  

Where: Data will be stored through the Qualtrics servers as well as on a password-

protected computer, where only Sydney Kingstone and Professor Simpson will have 

access to it.  

How long: Data will be kept for five years after publication.  

Destruction of Data: After the five-year period, all data related to the project will be 

destroyed.  

Queries and Concerns: You are welcome to direct questions and comments to 

Sydney or Professor Simpson. 

Sydney Kingstone  

Email: sydney.kingstone@anu.edu.au 

Professor Jane Simpson  

Email: jane.simpson@anu.edu.au 

Ethics Committee Clearance: The ethical aspects of this research have been approved 

by the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee under the Human Ethics Protocol: 

2015/033. If you have any concerns or complaints about how this research has been 

conducted, please contact:  

Ethics Manager 

 The ANU Human Research Ethics Committee 

 The Australian National University 

 Telephone: +61 2 6125 3427 

 Email: human.ethics.officer@anu.edu.au 

 

 

Page Break  
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Q271 Section 1/4. 

Thanks for taking the survey! In this first section, please tell us a bit about yourself. 

 

 

Page Break  

Q272 How old are you? 

o Under 18 (1)  

o 18-29 (2)  

o 30-49 (3)  

o 50-69 (4)  

o Over 69 (5)  

 

 

Page Break  

 

End of Block: Intro/Age 
 

Start of Block: Gen/ATSI/Edu 

 

Q157 What is your gender? 

o Male (1)  

o Female (2)  

o Other (3)  
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Q158 Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin? 

o Aboriginal (1)  

o Torres Strait Islander (2)  

o Neither (3)  

 

 

Q159 What is the highest level of education you have received? 

o High School (1)  

o College (2)  

o Cert I-IV (3)  

o Diploma (4)  

o Bachelor’s Degree (5)  

o Master’s Degree or Higher (6)  

o Other (7)  

 

End of Block: Gen/ATSI/Edu 
 

Start of Block: School/Job/Lang 
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Q276 Did you go to a public high school or a private high school? 

o Public School (1)  

o Private School (2)  

o Other (3)  

 

 

Q277 What is your occupation? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Q278 Are you familiar with linguistics? 

o No, I’ve never heard of it (1)  

o Maybe, it sounds familiar (2)  

o Yes, I’ve taken a class or two in it (3)  

o Yes, I have a degree in it (4)  

 

 

Page Break  
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Q279 What is your native language? 

o English (1)  

o English + another language (2)  

o Other (3)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If What is your native language? = English + another language 

Or What is your native language? = Other 

Q280 Please list your native language(s). 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q281 Did you grow up speaking languages other than English at home? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Did you grow up speaking languages other than English at home? = Yes 

Q282 What other language(s) were spoken in your home? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Page Break  

 

End of Block: School/Job/Lang 
 

Start of Block: Born/Raised 
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Q283 Were you born and raised in Australia? 

o Yes, I was born and raised in Australia (1)  

o I was born elsewhere but I have lived in Australia since at least the age of 5 (2)  

o No, I was born and raised elsewhere in the world (3)  

 

End of Block: Born/Raised 
 

Start of Block: Block 6 

Q284 Where did you grow up? Select the state or territory where you spent most of 

your childhood. 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

o Outside Australia (9)  
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Q285 Where did you grow up? Write down the town, city, village, community or 

station where you spent most of your childhood. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Q286 Select the states and/or territories you are most familiar with. 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

 

 

Q287 Would you consider yourself to be more urban or more rural? 

o Urban (1)  

o Rural (2)  

o Somewhere in between (3)  

o Other (4)  

 

 

Q288 Where is your mother (or guardian) from? 
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o Australia (1)  

o Elsewhere (2)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Where is your mother (or guardian) from? = Australia 

Q289 Which part of Australia is she from? 

o  Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Where is your mother (or guardian) from? = Elsewhere 

Q290 Which country is she from? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q291 Where is your father (or guardian) from? 

o Australia (1)  

o Elsewhere (2)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Where is your father (or guardian) from? = Australia 

Q292 Which part of Australia is he from? 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Where is your father (or guardian) from? = Elsewhere 

Q293 Which country is he from? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q294 Where are your grandparents from? Select for both sets of grandparents. Tick 

both boxes if applicable. 

o Australia (1)  

o Elsewhere (2)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Where are your grandparents from? Select for both sets of grandparents. Tick both boxes if applic... = 
Australia 

Q295 Which part(s) of Australia are your grandparents from? 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Where are your grandparents from? Select for both sets of grandparents. Tick both boxes if applic... = 
Elsewhere 

Q296 Which country(ies) are your grandparents from? 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Page Break  
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Q297 Section 2/4. 

In this next section, please answer a few questions about Australian English. 

 

 

Page Break  

Q298 Are there differences in how people talk across Australia? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

o I'm not sure (3)  

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Are there differences in how people talk across Australia? = Yes 

Q299 What are the differences? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
Q300 Are there any areas of Australia that sound unique? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

o I'm not sure (3)  
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Display This Question: 

If Are there any areas of Australia that sound unique? = Yes 

Q301 Which parts of Australia have speakers who sound unique? What makes them 

sound different from other Australians? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Page Break  

Q302 What words best describe how Australians talk? Please list at least three. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Page Break  

Q303 Section 3/4. 

Welcome to the maps section! In this section, you will be shown a map of Australia 

and a map of the state or territory you grew up in and asked some questions about 

them. Please answer as thoroughly as you can. 

 

 

Page Break  
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Q304 Click on one area of Australia that sounds unique. Then describe that area in 

the textbox below.  

If selecting a large area, click the centre of that area and describe it below. 

 

 

 

 

Q305 What would you call the speech in this area? How would you describe it? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q306 Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

Page Break  

 

Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

 

Q307 Click on one area of Australia that sounds unique. Then describe that area in the 

textbox below. 
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Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

 

Q308 What would you call the speech in this area? How would you describe it? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q309 Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

Page Break  

 

Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 
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Q310 Click on one area of Australia that sounds unique. Then describe that area in the 

textbox below. 

 

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q311 What would you call the speech in this area? How would you describe it? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q312 Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

Page Break  

 

Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q313 Click on one area of Australia that sounds unique. Then describe that area in the 

textbox below. 
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Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

 

Q314 What would you call the speech in this area? How would you describe it? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q315 Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

Page Break  
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Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q316 Click on one area of Australia that sounds unique. Then describe that area in the 

textbox below. 

 

 
Display This Question: 

If Is there another area you can think of that sounds unique? = Yes 

Q317 What would you call the speech in this area? How would you describe it? 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

Page Break  
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Appendix B Dialect Survey Questionnaire 

Dialectology 
 

Survey Flow 
Standard: Information Sheet (1 Question) 
Standard: Demographics (14 Questions) 

Standard: Intro 2 (1 Question) 

BlockRandomizer: 1 - Evenly Present Elements 

Block: Dialectology 1 (27 Questions) 
Standard: Dialectology 2 (29 Questions) 
Standard: Dialectology 3 (29 Questions) 

Standard: Dialectology 4 (29 Questions) 

Standard: Demographics 2 (12 Questions) 
Standard: Go again (1 Question) 

Branch: New Branch 
If 

If Do you want to answer more questions about your dialect? Yes Is Selected 

BlockRandomizer: 3 - Evenly Present Elements 

Block: Dialectology 1 (27 Questions) 
Block: Dialectology 2 (29 Questions) 

Block: Dialectology 3 (29 Questions) 
Block: Dialectology 4 (29 Questions) 

Page Break  
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Q145 Participant Information Sheet  

Researcher:  

My name is Sydney Kingstone, and I am a PhD student in Linguistics at The 

Australian National University. I am looking for native Australian English speakers 

to take part in a language survey. My research supervisors are Professor Jane 

Simpson, a professor of Linguistics at ANU and Chair of Indigenous Languages; Dr 

Evan Kidd, associate professor in the School of Psychology at ANU; Dr Jennifer 

Hendriks, lecturer of Linguistics and Applied Linguistics at ANU; and Dr Chris 

Montgomery, lecturer of Dialectology at Sheffield University. 

Project Title: Australian English Dialects Survey 

General Outline of the Project:  

Description and Methodology: Through an online language attitudes survey, this 

project looks at what Australians think about Australian English dialects. The project 

will collect information on regional and social Australian English differences across 

Australia. This project will also explore the regional differences in what people say 

and how people say it. The ways Australians think about their English language 

influence how the language changes and helps us to better understand what 

constitute important linguistic and cultural aspects to English as spoken in Australia. 

Participants: Approximately 1,000 Australian residents.   

Use of Data and Feedback: Information gathered in this study will be incorporated 

into Kingstone’s PhD thesis, and may be built upon in future research. Neither 

names nor contact details of participants will be published in connection with this 

study. A summary of the results and their meaning in the context of linguistic study 

will appear in the form of Kingstone’s thesis dissertation as well as on the linguistics 

department website at ANU.  

Participant Involvement:   

Voluntary Participation & Withdrawal: Participation in this study is completely 

voluntary. You may withdraw or decline involvement at any time without 
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providing an explanation. If you decide to withdraw from the study, your data will 

be destroyed. There will be no adverse effects to not participating in the survey.   

What will participants have to do? Participants will complete an online 

questionnaire. The first part of the questionnaire asks respondents general questions 

about living in Australia. The second part of the questionnaire asks people to 

identify which words or pronunciations they would use from multiple choice lists. 

Location and Duration: The survey will be distributed via Qualtrics Panels, as well 

as available to the general public via an online domain. The questionnaire will be 

completed in one session and will take no more than 30 minutes to complete.  

Exclusion criteria:   

Participant Limitation: Participant surveys will be excluded from the data analysis if 

the participant is not a native Australian English speaker.  

Confidentiality:   

Confidentiality: Each questionnaire will be labelled with a code. Participants will be 

asked to write down their code in the event they wish to have their questionnaire 

removed later on. The identity code is to ensure that confidentiality is maintained 

while also making it possible for a participant’s data to be withdrawn from the study 

upon request. Confidentiality will be protected as far as the law allows.  

Data Storage:   

Where: Data will be stored through the Qualtrics servers as well as on a password-

protected computer, where only Sydney Kingstone, Dr Kidd, and Professor Simpson 

will have access to it. 

How long: Data will be kept for five years after publication.   

Destruction of Data: After the five-year period, all data related to the project will be 

destroyed.  

Queries and Concerns: 

 You are welcome to direct questions and comments to Sydney Kingstone or 

Professor Simpson 

  Sydney Kingstone 
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 Email: sydney.kingstone@anu.edu.au 

  

 Professor Jane Simpson 

 Email: jane.simpson@anu.edu.au 

  

Ethics Committee Clearance: 

The ethical aspects of this research have been approved by the ANU Human 

Research Ethics Committee under the Human Ethics Protocol: 2015/677. If you have 

any concerns or complaints about how this research has been conducted, please 

contact: 

  

 Ethics Manager 

 The ANU Human Research Ethics Committee 

 The Australian National University 

 Telephone: +61 2 6125 3427 

 Email: human.ethics.officer@anu.edu.au 

 

End of Block: Information Sheet 
 

Start of Block: Demographics 

Q1.1 Section 1/4. 

 

Thanks for taking the survey! In this first section, please tell us a bit about yourself. 

 

 

Q1.2 What year were you born? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q1.3 What is your gender? 

o Male (1)  

o Female (2)  

o Other (3)  
 

 

Q1.9 What is your native language? (choose as many as apply) 

o English (1)  
o Another language: (which one?) (2) 
________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q1.11 Were you born and raised in Australia? 

o Yes, I was born and raised in Australia (1)  

o I was born elsewhere but I have lived in Australia since at least the age of 5: 
(where did you live?) (2) ________________________________________________ 

o No, I was born and raised elsewhere in the world: (where did you live?) (3) 
________________________________________________ 
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Q1.12 Where did you grow up? Select the state or territory where you spent most of 

your childhood. 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

o Outside Australia (9)  
 

 

Q1.13 Where did you grow up? Write down the town, city, village, community or 

station where you spent most of your childhood. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Q147 Write down the postcode of the area where you spent most of your childhood. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q1.14 Have you spent a significant amount of time in another part of Australia? If 

so, write down where else you have lived. 

o Yes: (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No (2)  
 

 

Q1.15 Select the states and/or territories you are most familiar with. 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  
o New South Wales (2)  
o Northern Territory (3)  
o Queensland (4)  
o South Australia (5)  
o Tasmania (6)  
o Victoria (7)  
o Western Australia (8)  

 

 

 

Q1.16 Would you consider yourself to be more urban or more rural? 

o Urban (1)  

o Rural (2)  

o Somewhere in between (3)  

o Other (4)  
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Q1.17 Where is your mother (or guardian) from? 

o  Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

o Elsewhere: (9) ________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

Q1.18 Where is your father (or guardian) from? 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  

o New South Wales (2)  

o Northern Territory (3)  

o Queensland (4)  

o South Australia (5)  

o Tasmania (6)  

o Victoria (7)  

o Western Australia (8)  

o Elsewhere: (9) ________________________________________________ 
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Q1.19 Where are your grandparents from? Select for both sets of grandparents. Tick 

all boxes that apply. 

o Australian Capital Territory (1)  
o New South Wales (2)  
o Northern Territory (3)  
o Queensland (4)  
o South Australia (5)  
o Tasmania (6)  
o Victoria (7)  
o Western Australia (8)  
o Elsewhere: (9) ________________________________________________ 

 

End of Block: Demographics 
 

Q1.5 What is the highest level of education you have received? 

o High School (1)  

o College (2)  

o Cert I-IV (3)  

o Diploma (4)  

o Bachelor’s Degree (5)  

o Master’s Degree or Higher (6)  

o Other (7)  
 

 

Q1.7 What is your occupation? 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q1.10 Did you grow up speaking languages other than English at home? 

o Yes: (which one(s)?) (1) ________________________________________________ 

o No (2)  
 

 

Q1.4 Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin? 

o Aboriginal (1)  
o Torres Strait Islander (2)  
o Neither (3)  

 

 

Q1.6 Did you go to a public high school or a private high school? 

o Public School (1)  
o Private School (2)  
o Other (3)  

 

 

Q1.8 Are you familiar with linguistics? 

o No, I’ve never heard of it (1)  

o Maybe, it sounds familiar (2)  

o Yes, I'm familiar with it but I have not formally studied it (3)  

o Yes, I’ve taken courses in it (4)  

o Yes, I have a degree in it (5)  
 

End of Block: Demographics 2 

 
 

Start of Block: Intro 2 
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Q152 Thank you for taking part in the survey! This survey asks a number of 

questions about your variety of English. We're interested in what you actually say 

and how you say it, not what people believe you should say or what is 

considered correct. Answer each question based on what you would say to friends or 

family in natural and casual speech. 

As many dialect features are acquired when you are young, please answer the 

questions below based on where you were raised. If you have acquired words or 

pronunciations from more than one place, please comment on where you acquired 

those features in the comments boxes. 

For each question you are welcome to tick more than one box as necessary. There is 

also space below each question to leave comments if you would like.  

End of Block: Intro 2 
 

Start of Block: Dialectology 1 

 

Q2.2 What do you call a small homemade trolley? 
o billy (billie) cart (1)  
o go-cart (2)  
o hill trolley (3)  
o soapbox (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.3 Slices of potato dipped in batter and deep fried. 

o fritter (1)  
o potato cake (2)  
o potato fritter (3)  
o potato scallop (4)  
o scallop (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.4 What do you call this marine crustacean? 

o cray (1)  
o crayfish (2)  
o lobster (3)  
o sea cray (4)  
o sea lobster (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.5 What do you call a small, thin pin worn in hair? 

o bobby pin (1)  
o hairclip (2)  
o hairpin (3)  
o hairslide (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.6 What do you call a thin band made from rubber? 

o elastic band (1)  
o lacker band (2)  
o lacky band (3)  
o rubber band (4)  
o rubber ring (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.7 What sort of book is this? 

o Gregory's (1)  
o map book (2)  
o Melways (3)  
o Refidex (4)  
o street directory (5)  
o UBD (9)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.8 What do you call a short flat-headed pin used for fastening paper to a wall? 

o drawing pin (1)  
o pin (6)  
o thumb tack (2)  
o tack (7)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.9 What do you call a bin used to collect rubbish? 

o dust bin (1)  
o garbage bin (2)  
o garbage can (3)  
o garbage tin (4)  
o garbo (5)  
o rubbish bin (6)  
o rubbish tin (7)  
o trash can (8)  
o I have no word for this (9)  
o I use something else: (10) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (11) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q2.10 What do you call a tall pole used to carry telephone wires above the ground? 

o hydro pole (1)  
o power pole (2)  
o SEC pole (3)  
o Stobie pole (4)  
o telegraph pole (5)  
o telephone pole (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.11 What do you call a beverage with ice cream and soft drink? 

o ice cream float (1)  
o ice cream soda (2)  
o float (3)  
o purdy (4)  
o spider (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q2.12 What do you call drinks like these? 

o cool drink (1)  
o cordial (2)  
o drink (3)  
o fizzy drink (4)  
o lemonade (5)  
o soft drink (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.13 What do you call someone employed to collect and dispose of refuse? 

o garbage collector (1)  
o garbage man (2)  
o garbo (3)  
o rubbish collector (4)  
o rubbish man (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q2.14 These purple weeds grow wild in the paddocks. 

o lachlan lilac (1)  
o Murrumbidgee sweetpea (2)  
o Paterson's curse (3)  
o purple viper's-bugloss (4)  
o Riverina bluebell (5)  
o Salvation Jane (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.15 What is this type of shellfish called? 

o scallop (1)  
o Tasmanian scallop (2)  
o Tassie scallop (6)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.16 The teacher is on _________. 

o duty (6)  
o playground duty (1)  
o yard duty (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.17 What do you call a small shop selling groceries and general goods? 

o corner shop (1)  
o corner store (2)  
o dairy (3)  
o deli (4)  
o milk bar (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.18 What do you call the flowering plant with bright yellow fused petals? 

o sourgrass (1)  
o soursobs (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.19 What is the person who is in called? 

o He (1)  
o in (2)  
o it (3)  
o up (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q2.22 What would you call the cloth used to wash your face?  

o face washer (1)  
o face cloth (2)  
o face towel (8)  
o hand towel (9)  
o face flannel (10)  
o flanny (11)  
o flannel (3)  
o washer (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.24 It's raining heavily outside. Which of these would you say? 

o It's really pouring outside! (1)  
o It's really pouring outside, eh? (2)  
o It's really pouring outside, hey! (3)  
o I say something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.25 Say the word 'dance' out loud. Which does the 'a' in dance sound like?  

o 'a' like cat - dance (1)  
o 'a' like cart - da(r)nce (2)  
o 'a' like kay - daynce (3)  
o the 'a' in both cat and cart sounds the same (6)  
o the 'a' is between cat and cart (7)  
o I say something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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2.26 Say Melbourne out loud. Which does the first vowel sound the most like?  

o Mal (like pal) (1)  
o Mel (like bell) (2)  
o I can't tell (8)  
o I say something else: (9) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (10) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q2.27 Say the word 'film' out loud. Did you say it with one or two syllables? 

o film (one syllable) (1)  
o fiwm (one syllable without the 'l' sound (2)  
o fill-um (two syllables) (4)  
o I can't tell (6)  
o I say something else: (7) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q2.28 Say the word 'pool' out loud. Which does it sound the most like? 

o pool rhymes with rule (1)  
o pewl rhymes with fuel (3)  
o I can't tell (7)  
o I say something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 

 

End of Block: Dialectology 1 
 

Start of Block: Dialectology 2 

 

 

Q3.2 What do you call the playground structure with a smooth, sloping surface for 

children to slide down?  

o slide (1)  
o slippery dip (2)  
o slippery slide (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.3 What do you call this type of knitting? 

o French knitting (1)  
o knitting Nancy (2)  
o tomboy (3)  
o tomboy stitch (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

Q3.4 This is in the laundry. 

o laundry tub (1)  
o laundry sink (16)  
o sink (14)  
o trough (2)  
o trove (5)  
o tub (6)  
o wash trough (7)  
o wash trose (15)  
o wash tub (8)  
o washing trough (9)  
o washing tub (10)  
o I have no word for this (11)  
o I use something else: (12) ______________________________________ 
o Comments: (13) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.5 What do you call processed lunch meat? 

o Belgium sausage (1)  
o Byron sausage (2)  
o devon (3)  
o Empire sausage (4)  
o fritz (5)  
o German sausage (6)  
o luncheon sausage (7)  
o polony (8)  
o stras/z (14)  
o Strasburg (9)  
o Windsor sausage (10)  
o I have no word for this (11)  
o I use something else: (12) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (13) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.6 What do you call the shallow trough fixed beneath the edge of a roof for 

carrying off rainwater?  

o gutter (1)  
o guttering (2)  
o gutters (3)  
o spout (4)  
o spouting (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.7 What do you call a specified part of the road where pedestrians have the right 

of way to cross? 

o crosswalk (1)  
o crossing (7)  
o pedestrian crossing (2)  
o zebra crossing (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.8 What do you call a meal of smoked cod? 

o English fillet (1)  
o haddock (2)  
o smoked cod (3)  
o smoked fish (4)  
o South African fillet (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.9 What do you call a suitcase or a school bag? 

o bag (1)  
o case (2)  
o port (3)  
o suitcase (5)  
o trunk (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.10 What is this? 

o gramma (1)  
o marrow (2)  
o pumpkin (3)  
o squash (4)  
o trombone (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.11 What do you call the mythical man who brings children presents on Christmas 

Eve? 

o Father Christmas (1)  
o Santa (2)  
o Santa Claus (3)  
o Santy (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.12 What do you call the person who issues tickets for parking violations? 

o brown bomber (1)  
o grey ghost (2)  
o parking inspector (3)  
o parking cop (4)  
o parking policeman/policewoman (5)  
o policeman/policewoman (6)  
o sticker licker (7)  
o I have no word for this (8)  
o I use something else: (9) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (10) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.13 What do you call rocks for chucking? 

o boondie (1)  
o gibber (2)  
o gonnie (3)  
o goolie (4)  
o ronnie (5)  
o rock (6)  
o stone (7)  
o yonnie (8)  
o I have no word for this (9)  
o I use something else: (10) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (11) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.14 They take you into the operating theatre on this. 

o barouche (1)  
o gurney (8)  
o hospital trolley (2)  
o theatre trolley (3)  
o trolley (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.15 What do you call these shoes? 

o joggers (1)  
o runners (2)  
o running shoes (3)  
o sandshoes (4)  
o sneakers (5)  
o tennis shoes (6)  
o trainers (7)  
o volleys (11)  
o I have no word for this (8)  
o I use something else: (9) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (10) ________________________________________________ 
o  

 

Q3.16 The mid-morning break at primary school. 

o eleven o'clock (1)  
o elevener (2)  
o little lunch (3)  
o morning tea (4)  
o playtime (5)  
o playlunch (6)  
o recess (7)  
o I have no word for this (8)  
o I use something else: (9) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (10) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.17 The teacher who fills in for teachers who are away. 

o emergency teacher (1)  
o CRT (8)  
o casual relief teacher (10)  
o casual (9)  
o relief teacher (2)  
o substitute teacher (3)  
o supply teacher (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.18 What do you call a structure that projects from the land out into water? 

o jetty (1)  
o pier (2)  
o wharf (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.19 The type of cricket where you have to run if you hit the ball. 

o hit and run (1)  
o tiggy (2)  
o tip (3)  
o tip and run (4)  
o tippy go (12)  
o tip and go (13)  
o tippy go run (14)  
o tippety (5)  
o tippety run (6)  
o tipsy (7)  
o tipsy run (8)  
o I have no word for this (9)  
o I use something else: (10) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (11) ________________________________________________ 

 

Q3.20 What special word do children have to say if they want to stop for two 

minutes in the middle of a game and not get caught? 

o B-A-R (spelled out) (1)  
o B-A-R bar (spelled out) (2)  
o bar (3)  
o 'bar' leys (4)  
o barley (5)  
o barley charlie (13)  
o barleys (6)  
o bars (7)  
o on bar (8)  
o you have to cross your fingers too (9)  
o I have no word for this (10)  
o I use something else: (11) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (12) ________________________________________________ 
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Q144 What is the time of day after mid-day called? 

o afternoon (1)  
o evening (2)  
o after lunch (3)  
o mid afternoon (4)  
o early evening (5)  
o p.m. (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q3.21 What would you call a small food selling retailer often found in schools? 

o canteen (1)  
o tuck shop (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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Q3.27 Say the word 'Sunday' out loud. What did the final syllable sound the most 

like?  

o Sun-day (with the same vowel as 'day') (1)  
o Sun-dee (with the same vowel as in 'dee') (2)  
o Sun-dye (with the same vowel as in 'dye') (3)  
o Sun-deh (with the same vowel as in 'eh') (4)  
o I can't tell (5)  
o I say something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
o  

End of Block: Dialectology 2 
 

Start of Block: Dialectology 3 

 

 

Q4.2 When your nose bleeds, which do you call it? 

o bleeding nose (1)  
o blood nose (2)  
o bloody nose (3)  
o nose bleed (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.3 What do you call it when you give your friend a lift on your bike? 

o dink (1)  
o dinky (2)  
o donkey (3)  
o double (4)  
o double bank (5)  
o double dink (6)  
o dub (7)  
o I have no word for this (8)  
o I use something else: (9) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (10) ________________________________________________ 

 

Q4.4 Sharp seed on a flat growing weed. 

o bindi (1)  
o bindi eye (2)  
o bull-head (3)  
o cat's-eye (4)  
o cat head (5)  
o double gee (6)  
o jack (7)  
o prickle jack (8)  
o prickly jack (9)  
o three-corner jack (10)  
o I have no word for this (11)  
o I use something else: (12) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (13) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.5 What do you call this dark leafy green vegetable? 

o silverbeet (1)  
o spinach (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4.6 What do you call the small round melon with orange flesh and ribbed skin? 

o cantaloupe (1)  
o rockmelon (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.7 What are holiday cottages on the beach called? 

o bach (1)  
o beach house (2)  
o beach shack (3)  
o holiday house (4)  
o shack (5)  
o weekender (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4.8 This is like a magpie only smaller and with skinny legs. 

o magpie-lark (1)  
o mudlark (2)  
o Murray magpie (3)  
o peewee (4)  
o peewit (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.9 What would you call this? 

o bubble tap (1)  
o bubbler (2)  
o drink fountain (3)  
o drinking fountain (4)  
o drinking tap (5)  
o water fountain (10)  
o water tap (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 
o  

 

Q4.10 What do you call these boots? 

o gumboots (1)  
o rubber boots (2)  
o water boots (3)  
o Wellington boots (4)  
o Wellies (5)  
o Welly-gogs (9)  
o galoshes (10)  
o gumbies (11)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.11 He is ________ing the door. 

o lock (1)  
o latch (2)  
o snib (3)  
o snip (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4.12 What do you call the paste made of ground roasted peanuts that is eaten 

spread on bread? 

o peanut butter (1)  
o peanut paste (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.13 The area between the front fence and the road. 

o footpath (1)  
o nature strip (2)  
o verge (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4.14 The instrument kids use for slinging stones is called a: 

o catapult (1)  
o ging (2)  
o gonk (3)  
o Shanghai (4)  
o slingshot (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.15 What do you call a small freshwater crayfish? 

o clawchie (1)  
o crawbob (2)  
o crawchie (3)  
o craybob (4)  
o craydab (5)  
o crayfish (6)  
o jilgie (7)  
o lobby (8)  
o lobster (9)  
o marron (10)  
o yabby (yabbies) (11)  
o I have no word for this (12)  
o I use something else: (13) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (14) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4.17 What is she playing? 

o bingo (1)  
o housie (2)  
o housie-housie (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 
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Q4.18 What farming activity is this? 

o harvesting (1)  
o reaping (2)  
o stripping (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4.27 Say the word 'here' out loud. Which did it sound the most like?  

o hee (with one syllable) (1)  
o hee-rr (with one syllable and the 'r') (2)  
o hee-yah (with two syllables) (3)  
o in between 'hee' and 'hee-yah' (4)  
o I can't tell (5)  
o I say something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

End of Block: Dialectology 3 
 

Start of Block: Dialectology 4 
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Q5.2 What do you call a small container (approx. 100ml) of ice cream?  

o bucket (1)  
o dandy (2)  
o dixie (3)  
o dixie cup (9)  
o ice cream bucket (4)  
o tub (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.3 What do you call this pathway? 

o footpath (1)  
o nature strip (2)  
o verge (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.4 What do you call the piece of thin paper with a gummed edge used for rolling 

tobacco to make a cigarette?  

o cigarette papers (1)  
o papers (9)  
o Tally-ho(s) (10)  
o rollies (2)  
o rolling papers (3)  
o roly papers (4)  
o tissues (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.5 What do you call this? 

o corn cob (1)  
o corn on the cob (2)  
o muttai (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.6 What do you call a three- or four-wheeled pushchair used to transport infants 

and young children?  

o pushchair (1)  
o pusher (2)  
o pram (3)  
o stroller (4)  
o umbrella stroller (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
o  

 

Q5.7 What do you call small sausages often eaten at cocktail parties? 

o cheerios (1)  
o cocktail frankfurts (2)  
o cocktail franks (12)  
o cocktail sausages (3)  
o footy franks (14)  
o baby franks (15)  
o party franks (16)  
o frankfurters (4)  
o frankfurts (5)  
o little boys (6)  
o little savs (13)  
o saveloys (7)  
o savs (8)  
o I have no word for this (9)  
o I use something else: (10) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (11) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.8 What do you call a frozen dessert consisting of ice cream between two wafers, 

cookies or biscuits? 

o cream between (1)  
o ice cream wafer (2)  
o ice cream sandwich (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.9 The name of the iced confectionary on a stick is: 

o by jingo (1)  
o iceblock (2)  
o icy pole (3)  
o Paddle Pop (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.10 What do you call a small wheeled trolley from which tea is served?  

o autotray (1)  
o tea trolley (2)  
o traymobile (3)  
o trolley (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.11 What would you call this native plant?  

o Australian grass tree (1)  
o balga grass (2)  
o blackboy (3)  
o grasstree (4)  
o kangaroo tail (5)  
o yakka (6)  
o yakka bush (7)  
o I have no word for this (8)  
o I use something else: (9) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (10) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.12 What do you call a table with a mirror and drawers used while dressing or 

applying makeup? 

o dresser (1)  
o dressing table (2)  
o duchesse (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.13 What do you call an outfit worn at the pool or beach? 

o bathers (1)  
o costume (2)  
o cozzie(s) (3)  
o swimmers (4)  
o swimming costume (5)  
o togs (6)  
o I have no word for this (7)  
o I use something else: (8) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (9) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.14 What do you call this? 

o fairy (1)  
o Father Christmas (2)  
o grandfather's beard (3)  
o old man's beard (4)  
o robber (5)  
o Santa's beard (6)  
o Santa Claus (7)  
o Santa's whiskers (8)  
o wish (9)  
o I have no word for this (10)  
o I use something else: (11) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (12) ________________________________________________ 

 

Q5.15 What game are they playing? 

o jump rope (1)  
o jumping rope (2)  
o skip (3)  
o skip rope (4)  
o skipping (5)  
o skippings (13)  
o skipping rope (12)  
o skipping ropes (6)  
o skippy (7)  
o skips (8)  
o I have no word for this (9)  
o I use something else: (10) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (11) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.16 The mid-day break at primary school. 

o big lunch (1)  
o lunch (2)  
o lunch break (3)  
o lunchtime (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.17 What do you call this plant? 

o Cape weed (1)  
o dandelion (2)  
o daisy (3)  
o pee the bed (4)  
o wet the bed (5)  
o I have no word for this (6)  
o I use something else: (7) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (8) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.18 These grow wild in the paddocks. 

o camel melon (1)  
o paddy melon (2)  
o pig melon (3)  
o I have no word for this (4)  
o I use something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.19 What game are they playing? 

o hide and seek (1)  
o hide and go seek (8)  
o hidings (9)  
o hidey (2)  
o hideys (3)  
o hidey go seek (4)  
o I have no word for this (5)  
o I use something else: (6) ________________________________________ 
o Comments: (7) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.21 What do you call leaving work/school early? 

o early mark (1)  
o early minute (2)  
o I have no word for this (3)  
o I use something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q5.24 "It's going to rain, __________________________________" 

o but I don't think it will flood. (1)  
o I don't think it will flood, but. (2)  
o I say something else: (3) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (4) ________________________________________________ 
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Q5.26 Say 'Adelaide' out loud. Which does it sound the most like?  

o Ad-laid (two syllables) (1)  
o Ad-el-laid (three syllables) (2)  
o Ad-a-laid (three syllables) (6)  
o Ad-er-laid (three syllables) (7)  
o Ad-i-laid (three syllables) (8)  
o I use both interchangeably (3)  
o I say something else: (4) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (5) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5.27 Say the word 'lego' out loud. Which did it sound the most like? 

o leg-o (with the same vowel as 'leg') (1)  
o lay-go (with the same vowel as 'lay') (2)  
o I can't tell (4)  
o I say something else: (5) _______________________________________ 
o Comments: (6) ________________________________________________ 

 
 

Start of Block: Go again 
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Q146 Do you want to answer more questions about your dialect? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  
 

End of Block: Go again 
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Appendix C Additional Dialect Survey Items 

Australia-wide stable terms with limited variation 

The four items in this section show consistent reported use of a single Australia-wide 

term across all age groups. All four of these primary Australia-wide terms (afternoon, 

bingo, footpath, and lock) were reported by more than 80% of respondents in all 16 

regions. There were a few instances of minor regional term variation, but overall there 

was very little change in reported use across all of the measured factors.  

Afternoon 

Literature survey  

Arvo was the modified pronunciation of afternoon, attested in AusE from 1926 (Moore 

2016: 38). Evening was listed as the period between midday and night as a regional 

term (OED). Turner (1966: 164) described evening as being anytime after midday in 

Queensland. 

Findings 

In the present survey afternoon was reported by 96% of respondents. The abbreviation, 

arvo, was reported by 6%, followed by after lunch (4%), pm (4%), mid afternoon (1%), 

and evening (1%). Only 11 respondents listed other terms. The term arvo was written 

in my the 6% of respondents; it was not included as one of the multiple-choice terms 

provided in the questionnaire. 

The term arvo was reported by a slightly higher percentage of respondents from 

North WA, however the response was infrequent and therefore it is unclear if the 

trend is meaningful. The term arvo was reported by a higher percentage of 

respondents under 30, although the response was infrequent and so it is unclear 

whether this is a meaningful trend. Afternoon was reported by a higher percentage of 

urban respondents, and the terms pm and evening were both reported by a higher 

percentage of first-generation respondents. 
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Commentary 

There were 28 comments reported in the dialect survey and no references in the PD 

study. Fourteen of the respondents noted the term they chose was context-dependant, 

as one respondent from Melbourne described: Depends on how late after. I'd go afternoon, 

mid afternoon, early evening, evening (in chronological order). Arvo noted as the informal 

variant for afternoon, with one respondent even stating they would use arvo in text or 

writing more than spoken speech. 

Comparison 

The term afternoon was a late addition to Bryant’s survey, which was included on the 

basis of reports of regional variation between the terms afternoon and evening (Bryant 

1992: 301). The question in her final survey did not show consistent regional variation, 

instead only a handful of respondents reported use of evening across the eastern states. 

Bryant (1992) did not discuss this term in detail, other than to state evening was not 

found to be a region-specific term. The low number of respondents to report using 

arvo could be due to the fact that the response was not included in the questionnaire 

selection; but was written in by respondents.  

Bingo 

Literature survey  

The term bingo comes from the United Kingdom and is used throughout English-

speaking countries as a commonly played gambling game. The terms housie and 

housie-housie are described by Seal (1999: 148) and the OED as Australian and New 

Zealand variants of the game bingo. Neither the AND1 nor the AND2 mention any of 

the terms for this item. The terms housie and housie-housie appear to be the 

hypocoristic form of the term ‘house!’, which can be shouted by the first person to 

cross all of the requisite numbers off a grid to win the game.  
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Findings 

The Australia-wide term for the game was bingo, which was reported by 98% of 

respondents. Housie was reported by 4% of respondents and nearly 1.5% of 

respondents reported another term name, such as housie housie or house and only 

eight reports of no name for this item.  

As nearly all respondents reported using bingo, the term was considered 

Australia-wide. Housie was a minor term reported by respondents from the greater 

NSW area (Sydney, Canberra, North NSW, Broken Hill and Riverina regions). 

Highest reported use of other terms was from respondents from the southern 

regions: Adelaide, Central VIC, and Tasmania. Nearly 10% of respondents over 50 

reported using the term housie, compared to less than 1% of respondents under 30. 

Reported use of bingo jumped from 93% of respondents over 50 to over 99.5% of 

respondents under 30. There were no significant differences in reported use across 

remoteness, gender, school, or generation. 

Commentary 

There were 24 respondents to comment on the terms in the dialect survey, and no 

references were made to this item in the PD survey. The majority of comments 

reflected age-related use: Grew up calling it housie, but now I would say bingo. Others 

indicated they would use the term housie or similar variants at home but bingo in the 

wider community: bingo if out - housie housie at home. One respondent noted the term 

was hoy in Rockhampton, which was also mentioned in the AND2 as a card game 

similar to bingo with quotes attested from the Queensland region (Moore 2016: 776-

777). 

Comparison 

Bingo (Item 61) was considered an Australia-wide term for Bryant (1992), while 

housie was listed as an elective term for NSW and housie-housie was an elective term 

for the South-East mainland (Victoria and Riverina). Her study also found bingo was 
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used by respondents of all ages, while the elective terms were reported more by 

older respondents. As in Bryant’s findings, bingo remains the Australia-wide term, 

while housie be considered a minor regional term in the greater NSW region. The 

current survey demonstrated that for respondents under 30 years of age, housie and 

related minor terms were disappearing in favour of the Australia-wide, and 

internationally recognised name for the game, bingo.  

Corn on the cob 

Literature survey  

Corn was mentioned in the AND2 and OED as referring to both maize (current usage) 

as well as to grain crops in general (former usage). The latter came from British 

English, as maize was traditionally endemic to the Americas. The earliest references 

to corn were in 1804 in Sydney (Moore 2016: 421). The term muttai (sp. mutti) was 

included as a NSW term probably derived from Gumbaynggirr majay (corn). This 

word was a borrowing into Gumbaynggirr from English maize and then borrowed 

back into English as muttai (Moore 2016: 997). According to the AND2, the term was 

used primarily along the north coast of NSW and referred to young, green cut cobs of 

corn. The earliest quotes for this term were dated to 1915.  

Findings 

Corn on the cob was reported by 85% of respondents. Corn cob was reported by 18% of 

respondents; while other variants, including corn, sweet corn and cob of corn, had a 

combined total reported use of 3.5%. Only four respondents (0.2%) said they did not 

have a name for this food. Muttai, despite being listed as a variant on the survey, was 

not selected by any respondents.  

Corn on the cob was the Australia-wide term. Corn cob was an elective term for 

the following central and northwest regions: Darwin, North WA, and Central SA. 

Reported use of corn cob was higher for younger respondents overall, however, the 

majority of Northern Territorians over the age of 50 also reported using the term corn 
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cob. Reported use of this variation was not significant by overall age or regionally 

across respondents under 50. Women and urban respondents were more likely to 

report saying corn on the cob, while men were more likely to report using corn cob. 

There were no significant differences between respondents of different generations in 

Australia. 

Commentary 

There were 15 respondents to comment on this item during the dialect survey. The 

only comments made were on variants of terms used, with no references to age or 

regional differences or evaluations of the terms. There were no references made to this 

item in the PD survey. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 121) reported corn of the cob and corn cob to be Australia-wide terms, and 

sweet corn to be used in the southern-central region. Muttai was a regional elective 

term around Kempsey, NSW, in the pilot study, while only one respondent used the 

term and three more remembered it in that region in Bryant’s final survey. Oliver et 

al. (2002: 216) found no regional variation across WA for corn. Muttai or mutti was 

considered a regionalism for corn on the cob in the AWM. The original inclusion of this 

item in Bryant’s thesis was for the northeastern variant muttai, which in that survey 

appeared to be falling out of use. By the time survey took place, muttai had fallen out 

of use entirely and the item was not discussed as regionally varied by respondents. 

The elective findings for corn on the cob show a need for further research on dialect 

variation in North-western Australia.  

Footpath 

Literature survey  

This term was included in Bryant’s original dataset as a check against the eponymous 

term used in the North-East and South-Centre regions referring to the grassed area 
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next to it. As Bryant noted, in those areas “it is possible to say that the footpath has a 

footpath on it” (Bryant 1992: 98).  

Findings 

In the current survey, the term for the pathway next to the road was almost universally 

referred to as the footpath, with nearly 99% of respondents reporting the term. There 

were additional minor terms such as pavement, sidewalk, path, and nature strip, which 

made up around 4% of the total names for the item. There were 47 respondents to 

comment on this item in the dialect survey and  

None of the terms showed any significant regional variation. Footpath was used 

almost exclusively Australia-wide. The additional minor terms such as path, pavement, 

and sidewalk were reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents. There 

were no significant differences in reported term distribution across gender, 

remoteness, or generation.  

Commentary 

There were 47 respondents to comment on this item, with 41 of those comments 

discussing use and meaning of the terms. While most of the respondents noted the 

footpath was the paved pathway next to the grassy verge or nature strip (depending on 

where the respondent was from). There were two respondents - both from northern 

rural regions of QLD to note that the footpath was next to the footpath: 

Even if no concrete it still would be a footpath!  

Occasionally also use 'footpath' or 'pathway', but mostly just 'path'  

There were no comments made on this this item in the PD survey. 

Comparison 

This was one of the items not mapped in Bryant’s final dataset (1992: 77), as footpath 

was the only term mentioned by respondents for the path. This was one of the least 

regional terms reported in the current survey, with nearly all of the respondents 
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reporting a single term: footpath. The region where the phrase ‘a footpath with a footpath’ 

was smaller than Bryant had found.  

Lock 

Literature survey  

Snib was attested form 1825 in the OED as a chiefly Scottish term for a catch or 

fastening for a door or lock. Bolt, latch, and lock existed in the English language prior 

to English arriving in Australia according to the OED. Snib was listed as a regionalism 

in the AWM. None of the terms were mentioned in the AND2 as Australianisms. 

Findings 

Over 92% of all respondents reported using lock as the verb for sealing the door shut. 

Six percent reported snib (and snip), 5% reported latch, and 2% reported bolt. Only 

three respondents listed additional terms and only five respondents listed no term.  

Lock was reported Australia-wide, and snib was a regional elective term in the 

southeastern regions of Melbourne and Central VIC. Snib was not reported by 

respondents in the Riverina area, which might indicate use limited to the state of 

Victoria. Other terms were reported sparingly. Lock and latch were reported by higher 

percentage of younger respondents, while bolt was reported by a higher percentage of 

older respondents. Women reported higher use of lock while men reported higher use 

of latch. Bolt was reported by a higher percentage of urban respondents. There were 

no significant differences between generations Australian. 

Commentary 

There were 34 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey and no 

references made in the PD survey. Of the 34 respondents to comment on this item in 

the dialect survey, 25 discussed variation in use and meaning of terms. For a number 

of respondents, snib was a very specific type of lock. For some respondents, snib 

referred to the small lock located on a screen door: 
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I use 'snib' for pushing the little button on a locking mechanism that prevents the door 

from locking you out when you briefly go outside to hang washing. 

 'snib' when it's the little lock on a screen door 

For other respondents, snib was used to refer to deadlocks: 

 snip is only specifically for a deadlock in my usage 

Usually I say snib when I'm referring to moving a lock so it stays open/ unlatched, e.g. 

when I snib open the deadlock so I can let myself back in using only the door handle. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992:190) elicited this term as a verb although it could also be used as a noun. 

She found the terms lock and latch were reported Australia-wide, while snib and snip 

were reported by a subset in the mainland southeastern region by all ages. 

 Bryant had identified both lock and latch as Australia-wide terms, and snib as 

the elective term for the mainland south-east region. In the current survey, lock was 

clearly the Australia-wide preferred term and snib was an elective term for Victorian 

respondents of all age groups. Latch, however, was not reported at all by respondents 

in the Darwin, North WA, or Broken Hill regions. As Bryant did not have respondents 

from North WA and very few respondents from the Broken Hill and Darwin regions, 

it is unclear if latch has never been widely used in these regions or if regional use in 

these areas has recently decreased. Either way, I could not list latch as an Australia-

wide term in the present study.  

Australia-wide primary terms with elective variants 

The results presented in this section are also predominantly Australia-wide primary 

terms, although these items show more variation in responses than the section above. 

These Australia-wide terms were reported by 60% or more of respondents per region 

and showed greater elective and minor regional term diversity. 
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Bobby pin 

Literature survey  

Bobby pin, hairpin, hairclip, and hairslide were not referenced in the AND2 as 

Australianisms. Hair slide, bobby pin, and hairclip were referenced as regionalisms in 

the AWM. Hairpin was a term for fastening hair attested from 1818 and hairclip was 

attested from 1957 in the OED. Hairslide, attested in the OED from the 19th century, 

was a compound from slide, a term originally referencing a brooch, but now more 

widely used as a clasp for fastening hair. Bobby pin was defined in the OED as an 

American term attested from 1936 for a hairpin or small hairclip.  

Findings 

The majority of respondents called this item a bobby pin (87%). Hairpin (14%), hairclip 

(5%), and additional terms (1%) – including hairslide (0.6%) were also reported. Four 

respondents listed other terms, and only six respondents listed no name for this item. 

Bobby pin was the Australia-wide term, reported by over 60% of respondents 

across all regions. Hairpin was the regional elective term in North WA, Perth, 

Adelaide, and Melbourne. Hairclip was the elective term in Central SA. Additional 

terms, namely hairslide was a minor elective term for Tasmania. Hairpin and hairclip 

were reported by a significantly higher percentage of older respondents, while bobby 

pin was reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents. Bobby pin was 

reported by a higher percentage of women, while hairpin, hairclip, and no term name 

were reported by a higher percentage of men. Hairpin was reported by a higher 

percentage of urban respondents and hairslide by a higher percentage of rural 

respondents. Bobby pin was reported by second-generation respondents more while 

hairpin and hairclip by first-generation respondents. 
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Commentary 

There were only nine respondents to comment on the dialect survey. One respondent 

noted the terms were all different: hairclip, hairpin and hairslide are all completely different 

products to bobby pin - and all different to each other. i have long hair and knowing the 

difference is really useful! Another respondent noted regional variation in term use: Hair 

slide growing up in TAS, bobby pin in vic. There were no references made to this item in 

the PD survey. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992:122) identified bobby pin as the obligatory term for the northeastern 

region and hairclip as the obligatory term in the southern regions. In the northeast, few 

men said hairpin, while in the southern regions, the majority of women said hairclip, 

while men reported hairpin and hairclip almost equally. Bryant found both current (at 

that time) and recollected usage of hairslide in both Tasmania and VIC. As Bryant 

(1992) had uncovered, reported use of this item was gender specific, with men 

reporting higher use of ‘hair-’ terms, and women reporting higher use of bobby pin. The 

term bobby pin has overtaken the other elective terms to become the obligatory term 

Australia-wide for respondents under 30 years old. 

Gumboots 

Literature survey  

Gumboot was an Americanism dating back from the 1840s (OED). Rubber boots were 

attested in the OED in the US from 1846. Wellington boots as a rubber boot was attested 

in the OED from 1886. None of the terms were present in the AND2 or the AWM. 

Findings 

The Australia-wide term reported was gumboots (92%). Wellies was reported by 13% 

of respondents, while 6% reported rubber boots and 4% reported Wellington boots. Other 
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terms were described by 2% of respondents, and only one respondent listed no term 

name.  

Gumboots was reported Australia-wide by a majority of respondents. In the 

central southern areas of Adelaide, Central SA, and Broken Hill, rubber boots was an 

elective term. Rubber boots was also a minor regional term for Central VIC and Riverina 

respondents. Wellies was an elective term for respondents in North WA, Perth, and 

Adelaide, and a minor regional term for respondents in South WA and Brisbane. 

Wellington boots was a minor regional term in South WA, Perth, and Adelaide. Water 

boots was mentioned by one older respondent in Perth, and other terms were reported 

sporadically. Gumboots was reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, 

while rubber boots was reported by a higher percentage of older respondents. 

Wellington boots was reported by a higher percentage of urban respondents, while 

rubber boots was reported by more rural respondents. Gumboots was reported by a 

higher percentage of second-generation respondents, while Wellington boots was 

reported by a higher percentage of first-generation respondents. There were no 

reported differences in reported use across gender or school type. 

Commentary 

There were 22 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey and no 

respondents mentioned the item in the PD survey. Four of the respondents noted that 

the term Wellington boots was a British term: 

 We say wellies now as partner is from UK 

 I lived in the UK for a short times and picked up Wellies… 

A respondent from rural QLD remarked they were not familiar with the boots until 

traveling south: 

Wasn't exposed to them until I moved to VIC. Nobody I know wear them in the tropical 

north. Always thought they were things that people in places like England wore when 

I saw people wearing them on TV. 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992:177) reported that both gumboots and rubber boots were reported 

Australia-wide, while the term water boots was a regionalism reported in the southern-

central particularly along the Murray River. Gumboots was the term used Australia-

wide, with the elective terms rubber boots and wellies used mostly in the central and 

western regions. Rubber boots and water boots were reported by far fewer respondents 

in the current survey than what Bryant had encountered 30 years ago. Interestingly, 

two of the regions described as sounding ‘British’ in the PD survey (Adelaide and 

Perth) were the same regions described as using ‘British’ terms (rubber boots and 

wellies/Wellington boots) for this item. 

Gutter 

Literature survey  

Both gutter and spout were attested in the OED from the 14th century. Spouting was 

listed as a Tasmanian and Victorian regionalism for gutters of a building by Brooks 

and Ritchie (1995: 132). The AWM reported gutter was the NSW term, while spouting 

was used elsewhere. Bryant (1992: 125) reported gutters and guttering to be Australia-

wide terms, while spout(ing) was reported exclusively in the mainland southeastern 

region by all ages. 

Findings 

Gutter was reported by 80% of respondents, while 18% reported guttering and 15% 

reported gutters. Over 97% of respondents reported using at least one of those three 

gutter-variants. The terms spouting and spout were reported by 4% and 1%, 

respectively. Less than 0.5% of respondents reported other terms (such as downpipes), 

and only one respondent listed no term name.  

Gutter and gutters were both reported Australia-wide, with gutter the preferred 

term (over 60% in each region). Gutters had slightly higher reported use in South WA, 

Perth and Tasmania compared to other areas and guttering was found in all regions 
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except Darwin and North WA. Guttering was reported by slightly higher percentages 

of respondents on the east coast, particularly in Tasmania, Riverina, and Northwest 

NSW. Spouting was a minor regional term for respondents from Melbourne, Riverina, 

and Central VIC. Nearly all younger respondents reported calling it gutter (97%). 

Gutters was reported consistently across all age groups at about 15%, while guttering 

was reported by a higher percentage of older respondents (32%) compared to younger 

respondents (8%). Reported use of spout and spouting also fell for younger respondents 

compared to older respondents. Guttering was reported by a slightly higher 

percentage of second-generation respondents, while minor additional terms were 

reported by a slightly higher percentage of first-generation respondents. Spout was 

reported by a slightly higher percentage of public-school-attending respondents. 

There were no significant differences in reported use across gender or remoteness. 

Commentary 

Only nine respondents commented on this item in the dialect survey, and no 

respondents mentioned it in the PD survey. Seven of the comments referred to use 

and meaning of the terms: 

guttering when referring to the whole lot, gutter if referring to just one spot. Spout or 

spouting when referring to downpipe as a child because that's what my parents called 

it, but I use downpipe now because it’s much more descriptive/accurate word to use. 

‘gutter' usually refers to one particular stretch, ie. along one specific edge of the roof, 

'gutters' refers to the edging of the entire roof 

Comparison 

While gutters was listed in the AWM as a NSW-specific term, it was found Australia-

wide in the current survey. Bryant had not separated the gutter/gutters/guttering 

variants nor the spouting/spout variants. By separating these terms, I found significant 

variation in use by age groups, with guttering and all spout- variants less reported by 

younger respondents. Regional variation had nearly entirely disappeared for this term 
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for younger respondents. Spouting was only reported by older respondents in the 

regions around Victoria, compared to Bryant’s findings of respondents of all ages in 

that region reporting the term. Gutter is the preferred term across Australia, while 

gutters remained a stable Australia-wide minor term. 

Harvesting 

Literature survey  

None of the terms were found directly in the AND2, however, references to the 

machines used in these processes were mentioned. The noun stripper as the machine 

used to harvest grain was attested in the AND2 (Moore 2016:1532) from the 1860s, 

with many of the quotes coming from southeastern Australia. Reap-hook hill was 

defined as a hill resembling a reap-hook in shape, attested from the 1850s, with quotes 

mainly coming from the SA region (Moore 2016:1252). The terms reap, reaper, and 

Reaping machine were attested SA regionalisms from the 1840s (Jauncey 2004:151-152). 

The terms Ridley stripper and stripper were also attested from the 1840s, as the result of 

a competition in SA to manage a severe labour shortage (Jauncey 2004:157). 

Findings 

Harvesting was reported by 94% of respondents, while 4% reported reaping and 3% 

reported stripping. Only seven respondents listed additional terms (including 

threshing, heading, and ploughing), while 2% reported no term name for this activity.  

Harvesting was reported Australia-wide. Reaping was an elective term for 

Central SA (41%) and a minor regional term for neighbouring Broken Hill and 

Adelaide. Stripping was an elective term in Riverina, and a minor regional term in 

neighbouring Central VIC and Northwest NSW. Harvesting and stripping were 

reported by a higher percentage of older respondents, while younger respondents 

reported a higher percentage of no name for this activity. Men and rural respondents 

reported higher use of the term stripping, while urban respondents reported higher 
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use of harvesting. There were no significant differences in reported use across 

generations Australian.  

Commentary 

There were 17 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey and no 

respondents in the PD survey mentioned it. Most of the comments reflected familiarity 

or a lack of familiarity with the farming activity. The following two comments 

demonstrate the ends of the spectrum of familiarity for this item: 

(1) I grew up on a farm. The machine is called a header 

(2) Not really sure haven't lived on a farm 

One respondent noted code-switching between terms based on the remoteness of the 

respondent’s conversation: 

if I'm talking to people from the city, I say harvesting, but country people understand 

if you say stripping 

Another respondent indicated a difference in term use based on what was being 

harvested: 

I'd only say stripping for wheat. Not sure why. I think my grandparents harvest the 

rice but strip the wheat? But it's always called "harvest time"? 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 276), harvesting was reported Australia-wide, 

while stripping was reported in the southeastern mainland and reaping was reported 

in the southern-central region. Bryant also found that familiarity played a part in 

regional term use: those familiar with the activity (such as farmers or those in rural 

areas) were more likely to use the elective terms while those unfamiliar were more 

likely to say harvesting. As Bryant had found, respondents in rural areas or in farming 

occupations were more familiar with the terms stripping and reaping, while urban or 

respondents unfamiliar with farming activities tended to say harvesting. Harvesting 

remains the Australia-wide term for this farming activity, and younger rural 
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respondents in the southeast and central areas continue to use elective terms. Younger 

urban respondents appear to be losing the term name for this activity. 

Hide and seek 

Literature survey  

Hide and seek is a popular children's game, that has been documented throughout 

English history from as early as 1672. Hidey was the only term mentioned in the AND1 

and AND2 (Moore 2016: 754-755), as the game of hide-and-seek, with reported use in 

Australia dating back to 1914. Hide and go seek is considered the more Americanised 

name for the game. Hide and seek, hide and go seek, hidings, and hidey were listed as 

regionalisms in the AWM. 

Findings 

The most widely reported term was hide and seek, with 90% of respondents reporting 

the term. Hidey was reported by 9% of respondents, while hide and go seek was reported 

by 6%. Hidey go seek, hidings, and hideys were reported by around 1% of respondents. 

Only two respondents reported other terms and all respondents had a name for it. 

Hide and seek was the Australia-wide term reported by over 70% of respondents 

across all regions. Hidey was a regional elective term in Central VIC and Riverina and 

was used as a minor regional term throughout regions in WA, SA, and VIC. Hideys 

did not have the same distribution as hidey. In fact, the term hideys, one of the 

additional terms, was reported exclusively in Northwest NSW. Hidings was reported 

as a minor regional term in Northwest NSW, Sydney, and North WA. Hide and go seek 

was a minor regional term reported by respondents from Darwin, Tasmania, Perth, 

and then throughout the east coast (Tasmania, Sydney, Canberra, Northwest NSW, 

Brisbane, and North QLD). Hidey go seek was reported by respondents in the following 

north-eastern regions of Australia: Broken Hill, Riverina, Northwest NSW, Brisbane, 

and North QLD. Hide and seek and hide and go seek were reported by significantly more 

respondents under 30, while all of the other terms (hideys, hidey go seek, hidey, hidings, 
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etc.) were reported by a significantly higher percentage of respondents over 50. Hide 

and seek and hidings were the only terms to be reported by a higher percentage of urban 

respondents. The following terms (hideys, hidey go seek, hidey, hide and go seek) were all 

reported by higher percentages of rural respondents. Hidey was reported by a higher 

percentage of men and public-school attendees. There were no significant differences 

between generations in Australia and term use. 

Commentary 

There were 12 respondents in the dialect survey to comment on this item. Five 

respondents noted using hide and seek as adults compared to hidey, hidings, and hide 

and go seek as children. Three younger urban respondents noted saying hide and go seek 

to indicate the game involved chasing as well as hiding: 

For me hide and go seek was a variant of the game that was mixed with Tiggy, i.e. 

The hider needed to be tagged by the seeker 

hide and go seek has chasing as well as finding 

"and go" means that after finding the person, they can run, and you need to tag them. 

There were no references made to this item in the PD pilot study or final survey. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 289) identified hide and seek as Item 69, listing hidey and hideys as 

Australia-wide minor abbreviations primarily used in the SW and mainland SE, and 

hidey go seek as a minor elective term. In the current survey, the rural minor terms 

appear to be shifting to the urban Australia-wide hide and seek for the traditional hiding 

game, and to hide and go seek for games involving both hiding and chasing. 

Pumpkin 

Literature survey  

Trombone was a term particularly used in SA for varieties of pumpkin, including 

Cucurbita moschata, which is shaped similarly to the musical instrument (Moore 2016: 
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1643). The earliest quotes dated back to the 1850s. Trombone was also used in western 

Victoria (Jauncey 2004: 232). Gramma was also a term for Cucurbita moschata with 

quotes dating back to the 1850s with most in the northeast (Moore 2016: 697). There 

were no references to butternut pumpkin, squash, or marrow in the AND2. The term 

butternut squash originated in the United States and is attested from the 1940s (OED). 

Use of marrow is primarily British, referring to various kinds of squash and gourd with 

quotes attested from the 1820s (OED).  

Findings 

The majority of respondents (81%) selected the generic term pumpkin or butternut 

pumpkin. There were 16% of respondents to call it squash, 3% called it marrow, 2% 

reported trombone, 1% reported gramma, and 0.3% selected a different term. Only 2% 

of respondents had no name for it.  

Pumpkin was used Australia-wide. Squash showed a minor regional term 

predominantly found along the east coast, with highest reported use in Canberra, 

Sydney, and Tasmania. Butternut pumpkin was reported as a minor term throughout 

much of Australia. Marrow and gramma were minor regional terms found in the 

Northwest NSW, and trombone was a minor regional term found in Adelaide and 

Central SA. Pumpkin, marrow, trombone, and gramma were reported by higher 

percentages of older respondents, while squash was reported by a higher percentage 

of younger respondents. Gramma was reported by more rural respondents (in the 

northeast specifically). Squash was reported by a higher percentage of first-generation 

respondents, and women reported higher use of pumpkin.  

Commentary 

There were 48 respondents to comment on the dialect survey and no references made 

in the PD survey. The majority of those comments (34) discussed term variants 

respondents used, such a butternut pumpkin or squash. Three respondents noted squash 

was used internationally: 
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 My partner, who is from England, argues that it's a squash. 

 I always call it a pumpkin unless speaking with my English (UK) friends 

Three older respondents noted that their older relatives used other terms from 

themselves: 

i think my grandparents used to call it trombone. well they called something trombone, 

so i assume it was this! 

I use all these words although for different vegetables. I use gramma while my mother 

uses trombone. 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 174), marrow, pumpkin, and squash were reported 

Australia-wide. Trombone was reported as the primary term in the southern central 

region, while gramma was used around coastal NSW by older respondents. Currently, 

pumpkin appears to remain the Australia-wide preferred term. The elective term squash 

was being reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while other 

regional variants for this item, including marrow, gramma, and trombone, appear to be 

diminishing over time.  

Scallop 

Literature survey  

Tasmanian scallop was an Australianism for the edible marine bivalve (Pecten fumatus) 

found in southern waters, with the earliest quotes appearing in Sydney in the 1930s 

(Moore 2016: 1583). The term scallop (or scollop) is an English term found from as early 

as 1440, which likely would have been brought over from the England to Australia 

(OED).  

Findings 

Scallop was reported by nearly 88% of respondents, while just under 8% of 

respondents reported Tasmanian scallop. Only two respondents reported saying sea 
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scallop and 6% of respondents had no term for this item. There was one reference made 

to this item in the PD survey and 22 comments made in the dialect survey. Scallop 

was the Australia-wide term for this item. Tasmanian scallop was reported as an 

elective term in Sydney and a minor regional term in Darwin, North WA, Canberra, 

and Northwest NSW. Tassie scallop was a minor regional term for North WA, 

Tasmania, and Sydney. North WA had the highest percentage of no name for the term, 

followed by Central VIC, Melbourne, Northwest NSW, and North QLD. While there 

was no reported change in use for scallop, reported use of Tasmanian scallop was 

higher for older respondents than younger respondents. Overall, use of the term 

Tasmanian scallop fell from 16% of older respondents reporting the term to only 2% of 

younger respondents. The reported use of no name rose from 5% for those over 30 to 

11% for younger respondents. A higher percentage of women selected scallop, while a 

higher percentage of men selected additional terms or no term name. Second-

generation respondents reported Tasmanian scallop more, while first-generation 

Australians selected scallop more. Respondents who had attended private school 

reported higher use of scallop, while public school attendees reported higher use of 

Tasmanian scallop. There were no differences between urban and rural respondents. 

Commentary 

In the PD survey, one respondent mentioned the lexical term overlap between the 

animal and the fried food: Different nouns for foods... "scallop" as potato cake (NSW) versus 

mollusc (Vic). There were 22 respondents to comment on the dialect survey. The 

comments were wide-ranging in topic. Respondents from NSW noted Tasmanian 

scallop was used to differentiate it from a potato scallop. 

I would say Tasmanian scallop if I was in a shop that also sold potato scallops.  

I'd only call it a Tasmanian scallop if I had to differentiate from a potato scallop  

 in Sydney, they were called Tasmanian Scallops  

It was clear that outside of NSW, this differentiation was not common: 
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These are the best seafood in the world and the reason why potato cakes should NOT be 

called potato scallops. A New South Welshman once got me potato cakes when I asked 

for scallops and I'm still not over it.  

It’s not called a Tasmanian scallop unless they’re from Tasmania. They’re usually 

imported from brazil or japan  

 bigger than usual so may be from Tassie!  

 I am from Tassie! Which is probably why we say potato cake... 

Similarly, to the potato scallop commentary, two respondents from QLD commented 

that scallop was pronounced scollop. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 248) included this term in her final survey as a comparison of lexical 

term distribution with potato scallop. Scallop was identified as the Australia-wide term, 

while the elective word in NSW and ACT was Tasmanian scallop. This item was not 

widely recognised in that study by southwestern and Queensland respondents, and 

by only 52% of respondents overall. In the current survey, the use of Tasmanian scallop 

appears to refer to scallops from Tasmania, as well as a regional way to differentiate 

the shellfish dish from the potato dish. The increase in reported use of the term 

compared to Bryant’s study could have been due to the shift in format from Bryant 

(1992) to the present survey: from a free-form response to a multiple-choice selection.  

Spider 

Literature survey  

Spider was mentioned in the AND2 as a soft drink with ice cream. The earliest quotes 

were from the turn of the 20th century (circa 1895) and made reference to the term in 

WA. One quote from Argus in 1910, Melbourne:  

There are some things Perth is ahead of Melbourne in. There’s the ice cream and cool 

drink shops. We went into one the other day and asked for a spider. The girl stared at 
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use, and though we were joking...Don’t you know? it’s ice cream and lemonade mix 

(Moore 2016: 1468-1469)  

Findings 

Spider was reported by 92% of respondents, making it the overall preferred term for 

this item. There were 8% who reported calling it an ice cream soda, while only 2% 

reported calling it an ice cream float. Other terms were listed by 2% of respondents, and 

only 1% of respondents did not have a name for this beverage.  

Spider was used Australia-wide, while ice cream soda was the elective term in 

Northwest NSW and a minor regional term in Sydney, Brisbane, North QLD, and 

North WA. One older respondent in Moree, northern NSW, called it purdy. Spider was 

reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, rising from 83% to 97% for 

respondents under 30. Ice cream soda and no name for the item were reported by a 

higher percentage of older respondents. Men reported higher percentages of use of ice 

cream float and no term, while women reported higher use of spider. Ice cream soda was 

reported by a higher percentage of public-school attending respondents. First-

generation respondents reported higher use of ice cream float and other terms.  

Commentary 

There were only 16 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. For 

two respondents, spider was the term specifically used for a soft drink containing lime 

cordial. Another respondent noted that their name came from local shops: Now I use 

spider because that's what local shops call it. There were no references made to this item 

in the PD pilot study or final survey. 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992:196), spider was the regional name used in the 

southern region and ACT. In the northeast, the regional name was ice cream soda for 

older respondents and was being replaced by spider for younger respondents. Older 
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respondents in the northeast remembered saying (ice cream) float, and purdy in far 

north NSW. Bodgie’s blood was reported by one Bathurst respondents in the 1960s. 

Oliver et al (2002:215) reported spider as the primary term for WA schoolchildren, with 

increased use of lexical variation reported in rural areas. Bryant (1992:196) reported 

that spider was the regional term in the southeast and ACT and was in the process of 

replacing ice cream soda in northeast. Older respondents in the current survey from 

Northwest NSW reported using ice cream soda as an elective term. However, by the 

time the current survey had been conducted, this term replacement was more-or-less 

complete, with 97% of respondents under 30 reporting use of the term spider and only 

a handful of younger respondents reporting use of other terms.  

You’re it! 

Literature survey 

[You’re] it and [you’re] he were both identified in the OED. The earliest quotes listed 

for [you’re] it were from 1825 and [you’re] he were from 1810. None of the terms for this 

item were mentioned in the AND1 nor the AND2. The AWM listed he, in, it, and up as 

Australian regionalisms. 

Findings 

The Australia-wide term reported by 78% of respondents was [you’re] it. [You’re] in 

was reported by 12% of respondents, while 6% of respondents reported using [you’re] 

he, and nearly 2% of respondents reported saying [you’re] up. Only three respondents 

overall (0.17%) listed another term - with two of those respondents listing seeker as the 

name. Nearly 4% of respondents listed multiple terms, and just over 4% of 

respondents claimed to not have any name for this item. 

 [You’re] it was reported as the Australia-wide term. [You’re] in was an elective 

term in Sydney and Northwest NSW, and a regional minor term in North WA, Broken 

Hill, Tasmania, Riverina, Canberra, Brisbane, and North QLD. [You’re] he was a minor 

regional term found predominantly in North WA, Central SA, Adelaide, Melbourne, 
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and Central VIC. [You’re] up was a minor regional term found predominantly in 

Brisbane. [You’re] it was reported by a significantly higher percentage of younger 

respondents, while [you’re] in and [you’re] he were reported by a higher percentage of 

older respondents. While not at a statistically significant level, reported use of the term 

[you’re] up also fell for younger respondents compared to older respondents. Rural 

respondents reported additional term names while urban respondents did not. 

[You’re] in was reported by a higher percentage of men, while [you’re] it showed a 

higher percentage of reported use by women. Not having a name for the item was 

reported more often by first-generation respondents. There were no significant 

differences in reported use between public- and private-school attending respondents. 

Commentary 

There were 13 comments provided by respondents, with few overlapping 

thematically. There were a few comments talking about the use of [you’re] he and 

[you’re] in as children and [you’re] it as the term used now.  

I used 'in' as a small child, but I would say 'it' now. 

was 'he' when I was a child in WA 

One respondent could not remember the name for the item and only two of the 

respondents to comment on it were under 30 years old. There were no references made 

to this item in the PD pilot study or final survey. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 293-296) reported [you’re] it as the Australia-wide term for item 70, while 

[you’re] in was listed as occurring throughout the northeast and [you’re] up was 

reported by respondents under 40 in QLD. The term used throughout southern 

mainland regions was [you’re] he, and Tasmanians did not appear to use any term for 

this item. In the current survey, [you’re] it remained the Australia-wide term, however 

reported use of elective and minor regional variants was decreasing for younger 

respondents, with [you’re] he showing the greatest drop in reported use for younger 
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respondents. Regional variation over time shows the diversity of terms used for this 

item appears to be decreasing from four regional terms for older respondents to one 

Australia-wide term used by most younger respondents. 

Additional lexical variants  

Cigarette papers 

Literature survey  

Tissue was listed as a Tasmanian regionalism for paper used in making a hand-rolled 

cigarette in the AND2, the AWM, Baker (1966:234), and Brooks and Ritchie (1995:153). 

The term was attested from the 1940s (Moore 2016:1610). Rolling paper was reported in 

the OED as a term that originated in the US. Both tissue and rolling paper were 

attested from the 1940s. Cigarette paper was attested in the OED from 1860.  

Findings  

Cigarette papers was reported by 43% of respondents, while rollies was reported by 

33%. The brand name Tally Hos was reported by 18%, roly papers by 13%, rolling papers 

by 10%, and papers by 6%. One percent of respondents listed other terms such as 

durries, joints, tissues, and filter paper, while 8% reported having no term name. In the 

current survey, only two respondents mentioned the tissue as a term for the paper 

used to roll cigarettes: one older Tasmanian respondent mentioned both cigarette 

papers and tissues, and another respondent from NSW mentioned tissue paper.  

Almost all variants were reported Australia-wide, but the distribution was 

varied. Cigarette papers was mentioned by slightly more SE regions than elsewhere 

(primary term in Melbourne, NSW-QLD border, and Tasmania). At the elective and 

minor level, rollies was mentioned by slightly more NE respondents than elsewhere, 

tally hos was reported by more rural eastern regions, and roly papers and rolling papers 

were reported by more WA respondents. Cigarette papers and roly papers were reported 

by higher percentages of older respondents, while rollies, rolling papers, papers, and no 

term were reported by higher percentages of younger respondents. Tally hos was 
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reported by more women, while rolling papers and cigarette papers were was reported 

by more men. Tally hos was reported by a higher percentage of rural respondents, 

while rolling papers was reported more by urban respondents. There were no 

significant differences in reported use across generations in Australia.  

Commentary 

There were 40 respondents in the dialect survey to comment on this item. Thirteen of 

the 15 respondents to mention use and meaning differences between terms identified 

rollies as the name for the whole cigarette itself, not just the paper. An additional 12 

respondents identified as non-smokers.  

Comparison 

This item was included in Bryant’s (1992:77) survey as a means to test the Tasmanian 

regionalism tissue. She considered most other terms to be brand names used Australia-

wide. This item was ultimately not mapped by Bryant due to insufficient data in her 

final data collection. As Bryant had found, the term tissue for cigarette paper might have 

been a regional term many years ago, but it did not show significant variation in the 

current survey. The terms reported in this survey were not significantly regionally 

varied, but instead showed minor proportional variation across regions. 

Dandelion 

Literature survey  

The term Capeweed came from Cape colony, a term for South Africa, for the herb 

Arctotheca calendula regarded as a weed, with quotes from the 1860s (Moore 2016:323). 

The term was also used in New Zealand (Moore 2016:1878). The terms daisy and 

dandelion were both attested in English prior to 1550, and therefore likely would have 

come to Australia from the United Kingdom (OED). According to the AWM, pee the 

bed and wet the bed were used in Australia for the common dandelion due to the 
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dandelion’s diuretic qualities. This was not used exclusively in Australia, but likely 

also came from the United Kingdom. 

Findings 

The most widely used term for this plant was dandelion (43%). Nearly a third of 

respondents called the plant a daisy (28%). Capeweed was reported by 10% of 

respondents, wet the bed (along with pee the bed) by 6%, and other variants by 3%. 

Around 17% of respondents listed no name for this item. 

Dandelion was the primary term for Adelaide, NSW-SA border, Central SA, and 

South WA regions, and the elective term used for all other regions. Daisy was reported 

across all regions as an elective term. Capeweed was the elective term for Central VIC 

and Riverina regions. Wet the bed variants were elective terms for the Sydney region. 

Brisbane, North QLD, Darwin, and Tasmania regions had the highest reported use of 

no term name. Capeweed and wet the bed were reported by a higher percentage of older 

respondents, while daisy, additional terms, and no term name were reported by a 

higher percentage of younger respondents. Capeweed was reported by a higher 

percentage of men and rural respondents. Wet the bed was reported by a higher 

percentage of women and second-generation respondents.  

Commentary 

There were 23 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Two 

respondents noted using daisy as children, while four respondents said they learned 

Capeweed as adults through work or study. The two respondents to mention pee the 

bed and wet the bed were older respondents from northern NSW. One of the 

respondents even noted the term was not used by himself but by his mother. There 

were no references made to this item in the PD pilot study or final survey. 
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Comparison 

At the time of the Bryant survey (1992: 267), daisy and dandelion were reported 

Australia-wide, while reported use of the minor terms wet-the-bed and pee-the-bed were 

also distributed across Australia. Bryant only identified one of the five terms reported 

for this term to have regional distribution. In that survey, Cape weed was reported in 

Victoria (SE mainland) by older respondents. As Bryant had noted in her study, the 

regional variants for this item appear to be disappearing for younger respondents. As 

with many of the other flora terms explored in the survey, younger respondents 

reported a higher percentage of having no name for the plant. However, age-related 

use showing a higher percentage of older respondents using Capeweed and younger 

respondents using daisy could be related to when in life those terms are used. Older 

respondents might stop calling the flower a daisy, and younger respondents might not 

have had the work or education experience to be familiar with the term Capeweed. 

Fairy 

Literature survey  

None of the terms for this item were found in the AND2. Fairy, Father Christmas, robber, 

Santa Claus and wish were all referenced as Australian regionalisms by the AWM. 

Variants of old man’s beard, Santa’s beard, grandfather’s beard, etc. appear to be references 

to Clematis aristata, a native climbing shrub, and to Spanish moss (Tillandsia usneoides), 

which has been naturalised in Queensland. The term robber could be from the 

agricultural term used by farmers to describe plants which impoverish the 

surrounding soil (OED).  

Findings 

There was a higher percentage of respondents to report no term name for this item 

(36%) than to report use of any one particular term. There were 26% of respondents to 

report saying fairy, 14% reported Santa Claus, 13% reported Father Christmas, and 10% 

reported wish. Variants of (old man/grandfather)’s + (beard/whiskers) accounted for 2% of 
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respondents’ reported use, while 1% of respondents called it robber. There were 5% of 

respondents to list additional terms.  

Fairy was the obligatory term for Melbourne and Tasmania, and the primary 

term for Riverina and Central VIC. Father Christmas was the elective term for Adelaide, 

Central SA, and NSW-SA border, while Santa Claus was the elective term for Brisbane, 

NSW-QLD border, Riverina, and Sydney. Wish and old man’s beard variants were 

minor terms reported across Australia, with slightly higher reported use along the 

east coast. Robber was a minor term across Melbourne and Central VIC. No term name 

was obligatory in Darwin, Perth, and South WA, with North QLD, Central SA, and 

North WA also reported high instances of no name. Older respondents reported 

higher use of the terms Father Christmas and robber, while younger respondents 

reported higher use of Santa Claus and wish. Wish was reported by a higher percentage 

of women, while no term name was reported by a higher percentage of men. Father 

Christmas and robber were reported by higher percentages of urban respondents, while 

Santa Claus and old man’s beard were reported by more rural respondents. The terms 

Father Christmas and Santa Claus were both reported by a higher percentage of second-

generation respondents, while no term name was reported by more first-generation 

respondents.  

Commentary 

There were 41 respondents in the dialect survey to comment on this item, with over 

half of the respondents stating they were unfamiliar with the item. Seven respondents 

noted that this item was something they came across in childhood: 

Used 'Father Christmas' when or with young but would now call it a thistle flower and 

really struggled to recall 'Father Christmas' but that's what I used as a kid. 

 I think that's what we called them as kids, I can't really remember 

 Haven't seen one in ages! 

Six respondents recognised differences in meaning and use, stating that you would 

make a wish with the flowers but not call it wish: 
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 I would call it a fairy and say make a wish 

That's what it is, isn't it? You use them to make wishes, but they aren't actually called 

"wishes". 

wouldn't often refer to it by name, more in the context of blowing old flowers off 

dandelions 

 I don't have a name for them, but I did make wishes on them as a kid 

There were no references made to this item in the PD pilot study or final survey. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 230) included this term as a comparison with the Santa Claus/Father 

Christmas regionalisms. She found the seed was less well known than the man, but the 

distribution of terms was similarly distributed. She also mentioned the regional terms 

fairy in the southeastern regions, robber in VIC as well as the minor terms wish, 

grandfather’s/santa’s beard/whiskers as occurring in the north-eastern region. The 

findings for the current survey were relatively similar to Bryant’s (1992) findings. Two 

different types of plants were described in Bryant’s survey. Respondents currently 

noted that the one would make a wish and blow the seeds, but few actually called the 

plant wish. As Bryant had noted, use of Santa Claus and Father Christmas followed 

similar regional patterns for both the mythical gentleman and the plant. 

Garbo 

Literature survey  

Garbage man was attested in Australian English from 1902, with quotes cited across the 

country (Moore 2016: 655-656). Garbo was also reported in the AND2 (Moore 2016: 

656) as the term for a garbage man attested from 1940. Garbo was listed as a NSW 

regionalism in the AWM. 
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Findings 

Garbo was reported by 59% of respondents, while garbage man (also collector) was 

reported by 45%. Rubbish man (also collector) was reported by 17%, while only 2% 

reported additional terms such as binman/collector and dust man. Only three 

respondents listed no name for this item.  

Garbo was the regional term for respondents throughout the east coast regions 

along with Adelaide, and the primary regional term for Darwin, Tasmania, and Perth. 

Garbage man was the primary regional term for Canberra, Sydney, and Tasmania, and 

the elective term for all other regions. Rubbish man and dust man were elective terms 

for all central and western regions. Garbo was reported by a higher percentage of older 

respondents, while garbage man and rubbish man were reported by higher percentages 

of younger respondents. Garbo was reported by a higher percentage of men and urban 

respondents, while rubbish man was reported by a higher percentage of women. There 

were no significant differences across generations in Australia for reported use.  

Commentary 

There were 19 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Many of the 

respondents did not have a definitive preference: 

 Have used all of these at different times 

 I think I've used all of these terms before, but I have no idea which I prefer.  

None of the responses seem especially right or wrong, and I can't think of a situation 

where I've had to refer to such a person so I don't know what I'd naturally say 

unprompted. 

I don't think I often talk about the individuals - I would mostly just refer to the 'rubbish 

truck' 

 I think I have used all these, but not one specifically 

There were no comments made on this item in the PD survey. 
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Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 218) reported that at the time of the survey the terms garbo, garbage man, 

and garbage collector were used Australia-wide, while the terms rubbish man and rubbish 

collector were only used sparingly. The most popular term reported was garbo, while 

rubbish-based terms were not reported at all in the NSW-ACT regions. This item did 

not show a lot of regional variation between term use in the current study. The 

hypocoristic term garbo was not reported by younger respondents as it was with older 

respondents. 

Rubbish bin 

Literature survey  

Garbage tin was listed as a rubbish bin attested from 1901, with quotes from the east 

coast (Moore 2016: 656). According to the OED, rubbish bin and dust bin were attested 

from the mid-19th century. Compounds with -can were Americanisms according to 

the OED, with garbage can attested from 1906 and trash can from 1929. The compounds 

garbage bin, dust bin, and rubbish tin were not reported in the OED or the AND2. 

Findings 

Rubbish bin was the most widely reported term (74%), followed by garbage bin (37%). 

Dust bin was reported by 4% and bin was reported by 2%. Five percent of respondents 

selected additional terms including rubbish bin, garbage can, trash can, and garbage tin. 

No respondents reported having no name for this term. 

Rubbish bin was the obligatory term for all regions except NSW-QLD border, 

Sydney, Tasmania and Darwin, where it was the primary term. Garbage bin was the 

primary term for Sydney and NSW-QLD border regions, and the elective term for 

Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin, North QLD, and Tasmania. Rubbish bin and bin were 

reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while garbage bin was 

reported by a higher percentage of older respondents. Dust bin was reported by a 

higher percentage of urban respondents and first-generation respondents. Additional 
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terms were also reported by a higher percentage of men and first-generation 

respondents.  

Commentary 

There were 34 respondents to comment on this item. Fourteen respondents 

commented on use and meaning variation: 

 Garbage bin is the big one that you put on the street. 

 Garbage bin for outside and rubbish bin for inside 

 If it was metal, it would be "... can" 

The rubbish bin is inside the house (kitchen), the garbage bin is outside the house (what 

we put out for collection) and sometimes I just call either of them the bin 

Six respondents commented on age-related variation, particularly on dust bin being 

used by older respondents or as children: 

One Grandfather said dust bin (which my Mum said a few times when we were kids) 

 I would have said "dust bin" when I was a child 

My parents call it a rubbish bin, so that's what I call it. "Garbage bin" would also do, 

but I absolutely hate "trash can". 

Comparison 

At the time of Bryant’s survey (1992: 171), rubbish- compounds were reported 

Australia-wide, with dust bin reported very occasionally. NSW and ACT reported only 

garbage- compounds, with some respondents in southern NSW using rubbish as well. 

Bin was reported Australia-wide and was more popular than can or tin. The 

Americanism trash can was only reported by three respondents. 

 In the current survey, there was greater regional variation for older 

respondents than for younger respondents. While dust bin did not show significant 

age-related variation, respondents’ comments indicated it is not used as often as it 

once was. Garbage- compounds were not the only terms found in NSW and ACT as 

Bryant had found: rubbish bin was reported in those regions as well now. 
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Skipping 

Literature survey  

None of the terms for this item were mentioned in the AND1 or AND2. Seal (1999: 100) 

did not distinguish any regional variation, simply stating that “Skipping rope games 

may be called skippy or skippings”. Skippy and skip-rope were regionalisms in the AWM. 

Findings  

Skipping (rope) was the most frequently reported term (74%), followed by skippy (18%) 

and jump(ing) rope (13%). There was a drop in the reported use for the minor terms 

skip (rope) (5%), skippings (2%), and skips (1%). There were no reports of no term name 

for respondents. 

Skipping (rope) was the regional obligatory term for most regions across the 

northeast and was a regional primary term for all other regions. Skippy was a regional 

elective term for regions in VIC, while reported use of jump(ing) rope was quite 

regionally diverse: Sydney, Perth, Melbourne, Darwin, and Tasmania. Skip (rope) was 

a regional minor term for Canberra, NSW-QLD border, and across WA. Skippings and 

skips were regional minor terms used nearly exclusively in Canberra, Sydney, and the 

NSW-QLD border. The terms skipping (rope), jump(ing) rope, skip (rope) were reported 

by a higher percentage of younger respondents, while the terms skippy, skippings, and 

skips were reported by a higher percentage of older respondents. The most dramatic 

age-related result was for skippy, which had reported use of the term drop from 35% 

for older respondents to only 6% for younger respondents. In terms of gender 

differences, men were more likely to report using terms with rope (skipping rope, skip 

rope, jump rope, etc.), while women reported skippy more than men. Rural respondents 

reported higher use of the term jump rope. Skippy was reported by a higher percentage 

of second-generation Australians, while skip (rope) was reported by a higher 

percentage of first-generation Australians. 
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Commentary 

Only 12 respondents commented on this item in the dialect survey. Three of the 

respondents noted that jump rope was American: 

 jump rope appeared via US Sesame street 

The name of the charity "Jump Rope for Heart" seems to have pushed the Americanism 

"jump rope" into Australian speech. 

"jump rope" seems to leak into people's vocabs from American media - only "skipping" 

was used in early primary school 

One respondent said that they only used skipping if by oneself. There were no 

references made to this item in the PD pilot study or final survey. 

Comparison 

Bryant (1992: 244) listed skipping (Item 55) as an Australia-wide term, with the regional 

elective terms skippy in the southeast and Queensland and skips in southern NSW. 

Skipping (rope) was the primary term used across most of Australia in the current 

survey. The regionalisms skippy, skippings, and skips, were not reported by younger 

respondents as often as older respondents. While Bryant (1992) had found skippy in 

QLD, that term was not identified by respondents there in the current survey. 

Soft drink 

Literature survey  

There were no references to soft drink or cool drink in the AND2. A carbonated non-

alcoholic drink was known as cordial in Tasmania, whereas on the mainland, cordial 

referred to a sweet fruit-flavoured concentrate added to water (Brooks and Ritchie 

1995:37). Fizzy cordial was listed as a primarily Tasmanian term for soft drink, with 

quotes from around Australia from the 1930s onward (Moore 2016: 613). Cool drink is 

likely a borrowed term from South Africa, modelled on the Afrikaans koeldrank, 

meaning soft drink (OED). The term has been borrowed into English since the 1660s 

and is used extensively through the Caribbean.  
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Findings 

Soft drink was the most reported name for this drink (80%), while fizzy drink was 

reported by 19% of respondents and cordial was reported by 14%. Cool drink was 

reported by 6%, while lemonade was reported by 2% of respondents. Other terms were 

provided by 2% of respondents, and only 5 respondents (0.3%) listed no name for this 

beverage. 

Soft drink was the obligatory term for all regions except the Broken Hill area, 

Northeast, Tasmania, WA North, and WA South regions, where it was a primary term. 

Cool drink was reported as a regional elective term throughout WA. Fizzy drink was a 

regional elective term for Canberra, Northeast, Sydney, and Tasmania. Cordial was a 

regional elective term for Tasmania, and lemonade was a regional minor term for 

Melbourne and VIC Central. Younger respondents were more likely to select fizzy 

drink, which interestingly was a similar finding to Bryant (1992: 208). Older 

respondents were slightly more likely to report not having a name for this item. Men 

reported a higher percentage of use for cool drink and cordial while women reported 

higher use for fizzy drink. Cordial was reported by more rural respondents than urban. 

Second-generation respondents reported higher use of soft drink while first-generation 

respondents reported higher use of cordial. 

Commentary 

There were 61 comments for this item in the dialect survey. The majority of the 

comments (52) discussed variation in meaning and use of the terms. For 43 

respondents, cordial referred to a flat beverage, whereas a soft drink was carbonated. 

Only one older respondent from Tasmania recognised cordial as a hyponym for soft 

drink. 

Three respondents from different states mentioned using fizzy drink in 

childhood but switching to soft drink in adulthood. While one respondent noted that 

they believed soft drink was an American influence: 
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I am pretty sure I picked up the soft drink from watching and reading American tv/film 

and books 

There was a single reference in the PD pilot study in which a respondent from Victoria 

noted that across Kimberley, the Top End, and Far North Queensland, the term for 

soft drink was cool drink. 

Comparison 

The Australia-wide terms in Bryant (1992:208) were soft drink and drink, while in 

Victoria, a subset of older NSW and VIC respondents called it cordial and 14 

respondents in VIC called it lemonade. Bryant believes these could have been mistaken 

based on the photo provided. Cool drink was reported by a handful of respondents 

from SA and WA. Three of the five TAS respondents called it cordial, while 15 former 

TAS residents called it cordial. Oliver et al. (2002: 218) used a photograph of Fanta, 

which produced a number of brand name responses for this item and few references 

to generic terms. The perception of fizzy drink in the current survey was that it was 

used in childhood and then not continued, and the data showed fizzy drink was 

reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents. This could either indicate a 

mismatch in perception and reported production, or it could indicate an ongoing 

trend that younger people report fizzy drink more than older people across 

generations. The latter explanation could account for the similar finding encountered 

by Bryant (1992) in which younger respondents 30 years ago also said they used fizzy 

drink more than older respondents. 

Sour sobs 

Literature survey  

Soursobs and soursops are Australian terms for herbs of the genus Oxalis naturalised 

across Australia. The term is believed to be a transferred use of the British dialect term 

soursop or sourdock for Rumex acetosa. The terms were first mentioned in Adelaide in 

the 1880s (Moore 2016: 1455). Sour grass was not mentioned in the AND2. Sour grass 
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was listed in the OED as varieties of sorrel and the South African coarse grass sour veld. 

Sour grass derived from South Africa was attested from 1801, while the Oxalis 

reference was attested from 1866 (OED).  

Findings 

This item had the lowest percentage of recognition of any of the items. Over 66% of 

respondents listed no name for this item. Only 15% of respondents reported calling 

the plant sour sobs, while 14% reported saying sour grass. Five percent of respondents 

listed another term. 

Despite its low numbers of recognition, it exhibited very distinct regional 

variation. Sour sobs was the regional term for Adelaide, NSW-SA border, and Central 

SA. Sour grass was the primary term for South WA and the elective term for Perth, 

Riverina, and Central VIC regions. No term name was reported for the majority of 

respondents from regions in the east coast, Tasmania, and North WA. Older 

respondents reported higher use of sour sobs and other terms, while younger 

respondents reported higher use of sour grass. Sour grass was reported by a higher 

percentage of rural respondents. There were no differences in terms of reported use 

across gender and generation Australian. 

Commentary 

There were 42 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey, and over 

half of them were unsure of what the plant was called. Three respondents recognised 

the flowers as SA-specific: 

 First came across them in Adelaide 

 Only ever seen in SA 

 Word learnt in Adelaide only, never used in Darwin 

Another respondent said their children in VIC call them sour grass. There were no 

references made to this item in the PD pilot study or final survey. 
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Comparison 

According to Bryant (1992: 282), “this weed has common names only in the south-east 

of the mainland” and did not grow in Tasmania. In the current survey, this plant was 

either not recognised by respondents or identified as a very regionally specific plant. 

The plant was endemic to only the southern and western regions of Australia.  

Additional non-lexical variants  

Adelaide 

Literature survey 

There was nothing found in reference to this phenomenon reported in the Australian 

English linguistics literature regarding syllabic reduction of the word Adelaide, let 

alone regional variation in this syllabic reduction. Vowel reduction and elision in 

English have been well studied phenomena (Giegerich 1992). Three-syllable 

pronunciation: A-de-laide was the Australia-wide variant. The pronunciation Ad-laid 

appeared to be a case of regional elision present in South Australia according to 

respondents in the PD survey.  

Findings 

Adelaide pronounced with three syllables, was reportedly used by 97% of respondents. 

There were multiple orthographic variants reported for the pronunciation of the 

schwa vowel: Ad-i-laid, A-de-laid, A-da-laid, A-der-laid, etc. These were examples of eye 

dialect, where the respondents drew attention to the pronunciation of Adelaide 

through their own non-standard spelling variations. As the vowel is unstressed, all of 

those various reports were combined into a single response: 3-syllables. Reported use 

of the reduced pronunciation Ad-laid was reported by 5% of respondents. There were 

no other types of use reported by respondents.  

Reported use of tri-syllabic Adelaide was reported by over 95% of respondents 

in all regions except Central SA and Adelaide. Reported use of the reduced vowel in 
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Adelaide was regionally significant. Reduction to Ad-laid was reported as an elective 

variant in Central SA, with 26% of respondents reporting that pronunciation. Just over 

12% of respondents in Adelaide also reported using that pronunciation. The areas 

with the lowest reported use of this pronunciation were across the far north and north-

eastern coast. Reported use of trisyllabic Adelaide was not significantly different 

between age groups, however, reported use of syllable reduced Adlaid was reported 

by significantly fewer respondents in the middle age group, compared to the oldest 

and youngest age groups. Adlaid was reported by a higher percentage of men than 

women. There were no significant differences in reported use between urban and 

rural respondents, first- and second-generation respondents, or private-school- and 

public-school-attending respondents. 

Commentary 

There were 49 respondents to comment on this item, with all of the respondents 

indicating which type or pronunciation they used. Only one respondent mentioned 

regional variation, and interestingly this person was not from Adelaide, but from 

Perth: Would have used the term 'Ad-laid' when growing up in Perth, but since moving to 

Melbourne have been forces to enunciate more clearly so locals can understand me better, so I 

now say 'Ad-a-laid' (Middle-aged woman from Perth). There were a few respondents 

to note differences in careful speech, for example: Ad-a-laid in speech, Ad-el-laid when 

singing the team song. Go Crows! While three respondents, two from NSW and one from 

SA, referenced the region’s sobriquet, Radelaide.  

Comparison 

This regional variation has not been studied yet by AusE sociophoneticians. This 

elision feature which appears to exist in the south-central and south-western regions 

of Australia deserves further investigation. 
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Final but 

Literature survey 

The final tag but was discussed by respondents in the PD survey as a Shibboleth of 

northern Queensland speech. In fact, the question for the survey came directly from a 

PD survey respondent’s quote: 

"It's going to rain, __________________________________"  

(1) but I don’t think it will flood  

(2) I don’t think it will flood, but 

The use of but as a discourse marker in Australian English has been traced back to 

Irish, Scottish, and north-eastern England English emigrants (Mitchell 2003). Use of 

the discourse marker was seen as nonstandard, which Kiesling (2004) described as a 

nonstandard feature which entered through informal registers of emigrants. Mulder 

and Thompson (2008) described the use of but in contemporary AusE as having 

passed through the grammaticalization process to become a fully developed final 

discourse particle. In their paper on final but, Mulder et al. (2010:16) do not describe 

regional variation of the feature, although they do recognise the term as indexing 

‘Australianness’ by linking nonstandard language with national identity. 

Findings 

No final term was reported by 91% of respondents, while 8% of respondents reported 

saying final but, and 0.8% of respondents reported saying final though.  

Final but and no final term were not found to be regionally significantly reported, 

while final though was reported by a higher percentage of respondents from South WA 

compared to other regions. Slightly higher reported use of final but was reported by 

respondents from North QLD, Brisbane, Central SA, and South WA. Final but was 

reported by a higher percentage of younger respondents (13%) compared to older 

respondents (4%). Final though and no final term were not reported by significantly 
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different percentages by age group. There were no significant differences across any 

of the sociocultural variables analysed. 

Commentary 

There were 140 comments for this item, with the majority of respondents providing 

feedback on the wording of the sentences themselves: 

"... should settle the dust" or if heavy "... cats and dogs" 

but won't rain all day 

Don't use this phrase 

This was surprising as the phrase had been supplied by a respondent in the PD study. 

This goes to show that sometimes an example cannot be generalised. As for the item 

itself, the commentary indicated that respondents strongly associated the final but 

construction with particular regions, social classes, registers, and age groups: 

the ',but' version when I was in QLD 

In QLD the but tends to go last, in Vic first. I use both. 

Rarely I’d put 'but' on the end, more often as a kid 

Might say either. The latter more casual 

I would never end a sentence with but, except in jest as it seems to be a very lower-class 

expression. 

I know that I regularly finished sentences with 'but' before I went to uni. 

Similarly, I had using but at the end of a sentence drilled out of me 

Anyone who says but at the end of the sentence is just a bogan 

A handful of respondents also noted that final ‘though’ acted in much the same way: 

"I don't think it will flood, though" 

I also use the word 'though' 

Comparison 

Perceptions of final but use showed much stronger variation than reported use of final 

but. Reported use of final but did show slightly higher reported use across central and 
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north-eastern regions of Australia, which matched perceptions of regional use, 

particularly for Queenslanders. Further analysis is needed to determine if the higher 

reported use of final but among younger respondents was due to an increased use over 

time or a higher prevalence of use among younger speakers generally. 

Here 

Literature survey 

Cox and Palethorpe (2007) recognised /i:/ as a salient feature of AusE. Cox, Palethorpe, 

and Bentink (2014) found that the onglide in /i:/ was stronger in their data compared 

to previously collected data, which they attributed to the increased importance of the 

/i:/ as an index of Australianness. According to Mitchell and Delbridge (1965: 65), the 

pronunciation of /i:/ showed social variation, with cultivated speakers using the glide 

[Ii], general speakers using the centralised [ei} and broad speakers using the 

centralised and lengthened diphthong [ei]. Regional variation these pronunciations 

have not been formally examined. of the monophthongisation of /ɪə/ and the 

diphthongisation of /iː/ are sparsely discussed in the AusE phonology literature, 

however, in PD study the diphthongisation was predominantly referenced as a 

feature of WA speech.  

Findings 

There were 68% of respondents to report using the pronunciation here. 

Diphthongisation of here (heeyah) was reported by 27% of respondents, while the 

monothongisation of here (hee) was reported by 6% of respondents. Just over 1% of 

respondents reported additional pronunciations. 

Diphthongisation of here (heeyah) was reported by over 30% of respondents in 

South WA (38%), Darwin (40%), Perth (44%), North QLD (49%), and North WA (50%). 

Monophthongisation of here (hee) was reported by at least 10% of respondents from 

Sydney (10%) and Central SA (18%). Highest reported use of the neutral 

pronunciation here was reported by respondents from Broken Hill (80%), Tasmania 
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(77%), Riverina (75%), Adelaide (73%), and Canberra (72%). Lowest reported use of 

here was reported in North QLD (50%), North WA (50%), Darwin (53%), and Perth 

(54%). Monophthongisation of here (hee) was reported by a higher percentage of 

younger respondents (8%) compared to older respondents (4%). There were no other 

age-related differences in reported use. There were no significant differences in 

pronunciation across gender, remoteness, generation, or school type for any of the 

terms. 

Commentary 

A few respondents recognised the difference in pronunciation based on sentence 

positioning and emphasis of the word:  

Depends who I'm talking to as I adjust my accent to the group 

Here I come is hee-rr and Emphatic here is hee-yah 

Two syllables when I'm yelling at my son! 

Two respondents recognised that they had shifted to a more monophthongised 

pronunciation after moving to Sydney: 

I said hee-yah growing up in Perth but changed to in between hee and heeyah when I 

moved to Sydney 

When I moved from Melbourne to Sydney, I said it with two syllables, but due to 

teasing in school, I learnt to say it with one. 

Comparison 

Very little sociophonetic research has been conducted thus far examining variation in 

the /i:/ vowel. The commentary suggests there could be a regional difference in 

pronunciation between Sydney speech and other regions, which warrants further 

examination.  
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Sunday 

Literature survey 

Reported use of the ending sun-dee is often regarded as heard in rapid connected 

speech. Wheatley (1934) found the pronunciation of sundee was common throughout 

the American South. This variant is also recognised as occurring in British English 

dialects.  

Findings 

Sunday was reported by over 97% of respondents, and only 4% reported pronouncing 

it Sundee. Only two respondents reported additional pronunciations, and two 

respondents reported they were unsure of their pronunciation. 

Neither Sunday nor Sundee pronunciations showed regional variation. The two 

respondents to report additional pronunciations came from the Northwest NSW 

region, while the two respondents unsure of their pronunciation came from Sydney. 

There were no age-related differences in reported use for this item. Gender and 

remoteness were significantly varied for this item. Nearly all women reported saying 

Sunday (99%), while over 6% of men (compared to only 2% of women) reported 

pronouncing it Sundee. All four respondents to be either unsure or provide additional 

pronunciations were men. There were no significant differences in pronunciation 

across gender, remoteness, generation, or school type for any of the terms. Rural 

respondents reported higher use of Sundee (6%), compared to only 3% of urban 

respondents, while 99% of urban respondents reported saying Sunday. Sunday was 

reported by a higher percentage of first-generation respondents. School type did not 

show variation in pronunciation. 
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Commentary 

 There were 24 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. The 

comments tended to fall into three different categories. Respondents commented on 

Sundee being the informal register pronunciation: 

"dee" in informal contexts, can't tell what it would be in formal contexts. 

Depends on context and with whom one is speaking, 'sunday' in polite company, 

'sundee' amongst the lessers. 

Might say Sun-dee in a silly mood 

Other respondents noted this informal register was related specifically to rural areas 

or lower socioeconomic status:  

In my experience a person is generally from a rural area if they say 'Sun-dee' 

saying sun-dee was considered 'lower-class' by my parents 

Three respondents noted regional variation, with two referencing Victorians as saying 

‘Sundee’ and a third noting a difference between FNQ and Victorian speech: 

my boss is Victorian and he says "Sat-dee & Sun-dee" & I'm not sure if he's being 

informal/joking or if that's how he actually says it.... 

When I'm in Victoria/around family I'll say Sun-dee, but i learnt as a kid to say Sun-

day around others  

When I'm visiting my family home in FNQ, I revert back to saying Sun-dee, because 

that's what I grew up with and how almost everyone (who I interact with there) says 

it. If I pronounce it like that where I am in Victorian, I instantly get called a bogan (and 

I didn't know what a bogan was until I moved here :) 

Finally, some respondents mentioned the Sundee pronunciation as something their 

dad said: 

I know my dad says "Sundee" (probably irrelevant haha) 

I might on the odd occasion say 'Sundi' like my Dad does. 
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Comparison 

This was one of the least varied items, however it still showed some variation. Sundee 

was reported by higher percentages of rural men compared to other respondents.  

Tag hey/eh 

Literature survey 

There was little research found examining the presence of the tag question eh in AusE. 

The tag question was been well documented as occurring in other varieties of English, 

including Scotland, Canada, and New Zealand. In NZE, research has found the tag 

particle was negatively stereotyped, however it functioned as a positive politeness 

marker in conversation (Meyerhoff 1994). Meyerhoff found that Maori men and 

young Pakeha (British/European NZ) women were the highest users of this particle. 

In South Africa, speakers of Afrikaans and South African English use the tag particle 

‘hey’. 

Findings 

The tag eh was reported by 10% of respondents, while the tag hey was reported by 13% 

of respondents. Only two respondents listed additional tag items. There were 77% of 

respondents to report not using the tag question.  

The tag eh was reported by over 20% of respondents in Darwin (27%) and North 

QLD (31%). The tag hey was reported by over 20% of respondents in Brisbane (23%), 

Perth (22%), South WA (21%), and North WA (25%). Over 80% of respondents from 

the following regions did not report using a tag: Northwest NSW, Riverina, Central 

VIC, Melbourne, Tasmania, Broken Hill, Central SA, and Adelaide. Use of both eh and 

hey were reported by over 20% of younger respondents, up from under 5% for older 

respondents. Reported use of no tag fell from 93% of older respondents to 63% of 

younger respondents. The tag eh was reported by a higher percentage of men, while 

hey was reported by a higher percentage of private-school-attending respondents. 
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There were no significant differences in pronunciation across remoteness, or 

generation. 

Commentary 

There were 24 respondents to comment on this item in the dialect survey. Respondents 

tended to note regional variation in term use, predominantly with the tag used in WA, 

QLD, as well as in other varieties of English: 

I add "eh" at the end of sentences when in WA or talking to friends from there. I picked 

up the habit while living there and dropped it when I returned to SA. 

No.1 while I'm in VIC (and if I don't want to be teased for being a QLDer), No.2 when 

I'm home in FNQ or talking to friends / family from there. 

If I had friends visiting from Qld or NZ I would add "eh" as a joke, but never if i was 

in Qld or NZ. 

what do you take me for, a Canadian or something? 

One respondent also described use of the tag as being seen as unprofessional: 

I never stick "eh" or "hey" on the end of my sentences, because that doesn't sound very 

professional. 

Comparison 

The higher reported use of hey in WA regions could potentially be related to the 

Afrikaans ‘he’ influence. However, that warrants further research. The regional 

perceptions for this fit with the areas of higher reported use. 
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Appendix D Perceptual Dialectology Speech Group Commentary  

This appendix contains the descriptive commentary from the PD survey analysed in Chapter 5. 

 
# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech24 
1 R_cFOVIbQLgN9hI0Z Adelaide For some people from here there is perhaps a less pronounced "Australian" accent - a little closer to British in 
       pronunciation 
2 R_9KQ2vHeHPdts3nD Adelaide accent, posh 

 
 
24 The content, grammar, spelling, and punctuation. of these comments are provided as received. All views expressed here belong to the individuals 

who provided the commentary. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
3 R_equf7nzNHezMlIF Adelaide Adelaide accent - longer "ah" sounds in words like dance, advantage, plants. 
4 R_78njyzpK61gTFgF Adelaide Adelaide Establishment - more English, refined than the other states - perhaps ascribed to the fact that Sth 
       Australia was not settled by convicts, but by free settlers. The 'posh' accent. This was something that 
       friend from other states often commented on. 
5 R_3BZWsIDQmqg71SR Adelaide Adelaide natives sound more English than eastern states.  
6 R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F Adelaide Adelaideans can sound very English, although this is particularly noticeable in the wealthier suburbs. This is 
       more a socio-economic result, rather than geographic, although I suspect the isolation of the state in 
       its early years helped. 
7 R_6LOwjEBvDkeELKl Adelaide Australian but with an emphasis on a slightly English sound 
8 R_0kt3yC3CeJPYprT Adelaide Clean and clear. Pronounce words more in the British style but depends on ethnic background and how long 
       have lived in the area. 
9 R_9zf1ZOARmeuLOwB Adelaide Clear.  Vowels pronounced as they should be - unlike some Eastern states.   
10 R_brbFegGkC8VzoNv Adelaide Closer to traditional English pronunciation, shorter vowels for some words i.e. pool, school, bath 
11 R_0ujz5PrFQ1QwJ8h Adelaide "Somethink" / Very bogan sounding  
12 R_3NVoKHFGSMyluwR Adelaide Heavily UK migrant based but also influenced by Italian migrant community. Different pronunciation of  
       particular words. Less harsh than other regions. More consistency in speech across state. Considered 
       to be weird and, self-consciously 'snooty' and smug by people from other Australian states.  
13 R_1zUsJN3Tlz5pCQZ Adelaide I'm not sure 
14 R_4PnSRHtRNhRY6G1 Adelaide In Victor lots of the people are elderly so therefore speak in a more courteous and refined manner and less 
       casual than lots of other places  
15 R_8rl4jXY0bZUnKjr Adelaide It sounds like normal, not different at all, unlike all other places.  
16 R_6DavpPyQBzp3j6Z Adelaide it sounds similar to a stereotypical straya accent described previously. 
17 R_bqFml85WkeQLzQF Adelaide Little slang used, tends to lean more towards it's British roots with pronunciation and vocabulary. 
18 R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ Adelaide Long A  
19 R_39sug5StZQa57LL Adelaide Longer "a" sounds 
20 R_85H1gddYsRW2Pzv Adelaide More English, rounded vowels, some would say a little posh in some instances. Social class matters  
       significantly here, private school/Eastern suburbs fit the description of more English/posh sounding. 
21 R_5oP5R0jgw9zgH0p Adelaide More English.. Pronunciation of words less American sounding. 
22 R_9GZr2DsEZC0QlWl Adelaide more rounded and smoother sounds 
23 R_cGX77dSeueb7tM9 Adelaide Normal, because I grew up here and it's how I speak!  Possibly "conservative" speech. 
24 R_erqbZZPvxjoyotv Adelaide Nunga as large aboriginal community 
25 R_9NtEL77veuNC4df Adelaide Pommy, proper received english 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
26 R_cCmyB56hxkFV8xL Adelaide Posh - correct pronunciation of different words. 
27 R_4IqxbnH2FZcM0Pr Adelaide Posh queens English, often accused of sounding like they are from England. Well spoken and well  
       pronounced words. 
28 R_6nZJ5Kyur8oZh77 Adelaide Posh, or Brittish  
29 R_eEtNcafSblmXZ2Z Adelaide Refined rounded vowels. Less friendly and more objective greetings than most other states. 
30 R_9RA5czdHmlkGBuJ Adelaide Refined, affluent, educated. 
31 R_cBiE55qpBTgAX2Z Adelaide SA/Adelaide accent (also parts of Vic, like Bendigo), more British. 
32 R_1UeOxOlF9V0OVmd Adelaide Similar to England when it comes to the pronunciation of certain words. Everyday accent would be hard to 
       distinguish from other states though. The only way to really pick up on where an Australian is from 
       is by the way they will pronounce certain words, which is still fairly difficult to do. 
33 R_dnwcmxkpd0L9zmt Adelaide Some areas of Adelaide - dance rhymes with aunts and not pants 
34 R_cvhhtAK67ONWlKt Adelaide Sotuh Australian English: very british, and comprehensible compared to other regions of Australia. 
35 R_1FW0mpQUDQVqSPz Adelaide Sounds better than the rest of the country. The long a sounds nicer than the nasal a that other states use.  
       Often people from other states think it sounds more British. 
36 R_dd6tH959grfP9Ih Adelaide South Australians speak a form of English which is closer to the English spoken in England. /  
37 R_eVvC6pzZCUU6cIJ Adelaide South Australians speak fast 
38 R_4YMc0pQ6MyCvK1T Adelaide Tends to be a softer accent - less typically "Australian" 
39 R_bw40ByYydBRY9Wl Adelaide Use of the long 'a' in words such as 'chance', 'dance', 'slant' and 'grant'. / Accent not as broad as in NSW or 
       ACT. / Some unique words that are intrinsic to Adelaide such as 'fritz'. 
40 R_db9b93mPtO8aca9 Adelaide very correct pronnounciation of words kept to english toff standards 
41 R_6LidPMswr7mCiVL Adelaide very proper, British English-sounding, more clearly spoken 
42 R_1S6Bv6XtziFpf9z Adelaide Well spoken, soft sounds. Almost English and posh.  
43 R_9z8CPna8Vt9bHMN Brisbane a more english accent in how they speak 
44 R_a9IvVVuTcTkmjZj Brisbane adelaide - / i think they sound a bit more posh than here in qld., not everyone, but the better educated  
       probably.   
45 R_ehyHpYYQnZrfHSZ Brisbane adelaide / more rounded vowels 
46 R_bw3Ux61746PxDQV Brisbane Adelaidian - Like a New Zealander 
47 R_6u0lpDMwf27sJzn Brisbane As I described in the previous section, I feel South australians have sounds that are distinctive from the rest 
       of the country. / Their, 'oo' and 'ou' sounds are different from the rest of the country. 
48 R_57wjFQyxZdWpl09 Brisbane Average to normal. The most obvious difference is the pronunciation of dance or France. 
49 R_7V7Sv9PeMMJnmIZ Brisbane British 
50 R_8GGziWTsFEXclPn Brisbane Cultivated 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
51 R_bHqEz3v894oGTat Brisbane I have heard that they have a slightly different accent in this area 
52 R_3e2Jli6t6OQ7Y6F Brisbane More like "standard English". 
53 R_cUs3kKstIrBExQp Brisbane most different from the rest of australia, particularly noticeable in words such as dance, plants, advance,  
54 R_beJLLTFRwLiDgmV Brisbane Ocker 
55 R_8eukngLemBLSgRv Brisbane People from Adelaide seem to have a more 'posh' English way of speaking. 
56 R_cwLzoDCg888HROZ Brisbane Perhaps closer to traditional RP.  
57 R_bNlmZD0dfO4DuRf Brisbane Posh / Refined / Cultured / Polished / Cultivated / Proper / Formal / British / Like Received Pronunciation / 
       Like the queen / Pedantic / Strict / Unrelaxed / Stiff / Rigid / Inflexible / Slick / Like Cambridge and 
       Oxford / Like inner London / Perfectionistic / Civilised 
58 R_3aTAgop9wLtBQ5n Brisbane Posher (or trying to be)  
59 R_3aWRc1OowbzTWqp Brisbane Proper and rounded. Classic ABC/BBC intonation. Very old country england. Slightly snobbish. 
60 R_0k20Niq0QZsGuBn Brisbane Proper, More refined than a lot of other places. 
61 R_aahTcUfvMjbyCwZ Brisbane Shortened 
62 R_aUX7vdK0QU3RTJr Brisbane Some vowels are different 
63 R_1OdWvo8DBBcLm6x Brisbane Sounds slightly British 
64 R_bkiTAew0VAGxZcx Brisbane South Australia - more refined than the east coast. 
65 R_bI5H5p7xoJBU53n Canberra Posh - complete trap bath split gives this accent a more english sound.  
66 R_02RTsw8h5iZoZIF Canberra adelaide, melodic, nasal 
67 R_7ZLv4dg1FgiPRtP Canberra Almost melodic in nature, slight nasal inflection, 'rounded' sounds. 
68 R_9tsrpumAd6OiAbb Canberra As noted previously, the as accent (or perhaps the Adelaide accent) is very "British" 
69 R_dma6AdslygIBiip Canberra British 
70 R_5A6x3vPCrQPWVMN Canberra Closer to English and New Zealand varities of English in the pronunciation of 'dance,' 'plant,' etc.  
71 R_5bB06VEQlpuB7Xn Canberra Cultivated South Australian accent. Prissy. 
72 R_ePfKarfKlQFUa6F Canberra Cultured, almost sounds British compared to other accents 
73 R_b2slLOGTk3p7e6N Canberra For people raised here, and more the older generation than the current one - slightly more cultured, English 
       accent.  
74 R_4MXcMyaStWrum57 Canberra Formal , educated  
75 R_dds16CEAyTYzWpn Canberra Formal British English 
76 R_b1ozUSAx9NMzsm9 Canberra Formal, almost sounds like Victorian English 
77 R_dmzHZoUhZOhRZat Canberra I imagine the speech in this area would be more of a country style, with slang relating more to farming etc. 
78 R_cNidxVD2b3teNbD Canberra In adelaide they have a slightly different accent, I wouldn't know how to describe it 
79 R_40ne7nUaGpSIEq9 Canberra it's posher 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
80 R_9uzrpOBz8a4xzSZ Canberra More English (uk)  
81 R_3lv3LyVFGvdhWsZ Canberra More influenced by UK. "Uh,'' not "a''.  
82 R_eqtNP6yVG0n2FdH Canberra more proper, different pronunciation of words to the way i would 
83 R_6DrZKKHLsGT3FgV Canberra Nasal twang and pronounced vowel sounds. 
84 R_7aFt4lKfe6Sda85 Canberra Posh 
85 R_1HUAJ6fGgujolKJ Canberra posh 
86 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra Posh 
87 R_3OAPCG7rNl9xt0V Canberra Posh - very proper - Alexander downer  
88 R_3CY3vgZCpM7ex6t Canberra Posh, has more of a British influence than other places 
89 R_54hjfmi6Qcl6S3P Canberra proper, different pronunciation - cass-tle, different slang - tin foil. 
90 R_cIVGew7rJ4cBehD Canberra refined, posh 
91 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra Some British migrant influence - e.g. long a in dance. 
92 R_4NOiaVJaG2UygL3 Canberra sounds almost british 
93 R_9M6Rw5XIrGTJVJ3 Canberra Sounds like the Queens English, very proper 
94 R_eVx37FtQcc2uv0F Canberra South Australia. Specific words like 'dance' and 'chance' and 'prance' and 'can't' - pronounced with more of 
       an 'aaah' sound than an 'aaah' sound. 
95 R_bEMem1TfTfC7Bhr Canberra Speech in South Australia is very formal and a little bit strange.  
96 R_a5zUecx3rKJIHnD Canberra They sound more british 
97 R_4NsjaN6uZdUexSd Canberra They speak "proper" English ie. they sound as though educated in United kingdom. 
98 R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Canberra Twangy. Distinguishable. 
99 R_9v0WPHU4l5BB1Dn Canberra Very quiet, modest and courteous. They like to keep to themselves and don't talk very loud in most places, 
       even in areas in the city. 
100 R_befrE3I4gCWXD2R Central SA Adelaide: The speech in this area is defined by a more "english" sound. We pronounce the vowels in some 
       words in a more English way; we say 'dahnce' instead of 'daance' and 'plahnt' instead of 'plaant'.  
101 R_0P7gLnKQ5OXv9ad Central SA Barossa Deutsch 
102 R_01lD3uAb3g8AEtf Central SA Different to adelaide urban .slight aboriginal influence 
103 R_6Q0Bab6wEWJdU1f Central SA Familiar. People distinguish the t sound from the d sound (but Julian Day on ABC-FM does not). And some, 
       for  / god's sake distinguish w from wh 
104 R_9vODLnk6QDq4fyZ Central SA In this area people speak quite distinctively. I am constantly asked if I am from NZ. It is said our accent in 
       this region of SA is derived from Cornish settlers who came to mine here. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
105 R_0V68CR5YIWTY4sJ Central SA Inner eastern/northern suburbs of Adelaide and particularly with older generations (70+) - mimicry of the 
       "BBC" English, (France & dance). In younger generations it's more like "Prue & Trude" from Kath & 
       Kim. I think the accents are exaggerated to express class differentiation, which is quite prevalent in 
       Adelaide and maintained with the private school system.  / Very varied according to socio- 
       economics and profession. The Clare Valley is mixed between rural labourers/tradesmen and wine 
       industry/tourism professionals, and accents change according to this variation. The wine industry is 
       aligned to ideas of sophistication/luxury and accents are usually adapted to sound a bit "classier" in 
       these professions, especially in wine sales and wine tourism. These accents are closer to the Adelaide 
       private school accent, the long a pronunciation in "dance" and "France" etc. Behind the scenes, most 
       agricultural workers have broader, slightly more nasal accents, and slower speech, but not as broad 
       as more rural areas around the state which are centered on farming.  
106 R_86dQOmpz9dPiCkR Central SA Local people from Port Augusta speak really quickly. / Quite English sounding.  Whenever I speak to people 
       from other towns they always ask if I am from London. 
107 R_eo3lLDEFstov5fT Central SA Normal Aussie  
108 R_6zqa1kFoPFte1KJ Central SA Port Piriens tend to add "to" to the end of questions. "Where you going to?" Instead of "where are you  
       going?" / "Yer hewre ya gern?" Instead of "how are you going?" 
109 R_3UXjvy2dMqt7E3z Central SA poshy 
110 R_8Hpoc7IieYGOkNn Central SA Pronunciation of dance and csatle 
111 R_5AT6SvRS6uOk1p3 Central SA Relaxed and with a more refined' English /Queens English sound to it 
112 R_bw1s92dkgrgridv Central SA South Australians speak more 'properly' than other parts! 
113 R_5nf2lcntcQtAvBP Central SA vowels are different and many words are different. 
114 R_56ycb5AJq5rbayV Central SA Well spoken Australian English. Well spoken Australian English 
115 R_2gEfuFdmjHWmuTX Central SA With a genuine tone.  
116 R_0dmyKMFhmMTRDsF Central VIC Adelaide people use more formal pronunciation of words like castle etc 
117 R_eVSzgEpbFgeigsZ Central VIC British sounding / British sounding 
118 R_cCpMWOUYTFeCs2p Central VIC Emphasis on words with "oo" / schoool, coool 
119 R_6ncR8EG9NVLw137 Central VIC English influenced 
120 R_3fLIWVrCj268EkZ Central VIC I would say the speech in this area is spoken with a comparatively cultivated accent compared with the rest 
       of Australia. There is different phonology for a lot of words (such as dance, plant, graph, castle and 
       grant). They also have lexemes which are used much more than in other areas of the country (words 
       such as 'fritz', or 'cockles', instead of pippies) 
121 R_0NXCpjA2KKUM3at Central VIC More 'cultivated' - pronunciation of graph/grant etc  
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
122 R_2mZwnOUbJCE2ZJb Central VIC More London Brittish 
123 R_0CKKiD2RwCDhr9j Central VIC Posh presumably due to less convicts and more settlers 
124 R_8tVN2o3aNZWgmOx Central VIC Posh, proper, british 
125 R_818vNtaonidiDFb Central VIC pronounce some words differently 
126 R_bEP4jkb4iS8pw9L Central VIC Pronounce some words differently 
127 R_byMKsYYEfyDGwWF Central VIC some people speak with 'a plum in there mouth' 
128 R_0iZiQxZQsOq6MGV Central VIC South Australian / "plum in the mouth" or posh talking "er" sound instead of "ee" sound or "ar" sound  
       instead of short "a" sound 
129 R_d6krbKg3MpfXVt3 Central VIC unique tonal inflections 
130 R_cSWyPcWqd3lYaZn Darwin  Adelaidean. Little more proper/sophisticated on the whole, less of a twangy accent. 
131 R_4Zag9SswkOENSw5 Darwin  Bit snooty. 
132 R_3dFxLEGkKnMn1Pf Darwin  Formal English 
133 R_9uESQaSFoGCmUXX Darwin  formal, almost 'private school' faux english accent. 
134 R_1T9z22lV76NUnd3 Darwin  more accentuated, proper queens english, more softly spoken than average - closer to 'private school'  
       english. 
135 R_eqSAcTBu6T7aVYF Darwin  More English sounding and less Australian drawl 
136 R_2gJxuCzpxLTgOA5 Darwin  More of an English accent than anywhere else in Australia 
137 R_3QPDlt5mzOA2tBX Darwin  South Australians don't pronounce their words clearly and shorten their words  ie talking they would say 
       talkin 
138 R_5dIIkt92Dby2SNL Melbourne  / SA: I can't describe it properly but they have a different accent with different inflections on words 
139 R_5urh9Hc1dzMUuy1 Melbourne A mix of English, NEW Zealand and Sth African tones. 
140 R_3yKoNZ5cBy2A8hn Melbourne A slight British/New Zealand inflection. 
141 R_cUVh6nHTr6YU2Al Melbourne Adelaide has the soft vowels, like saying cahstle instead of cassle. 
142 R_eCXV9nNJ1jIpf37 Melbourne Adelaide people from my experience tend to have a stronger English or Scottish background to their  
       language using words such as "Wee" for small and the accent tends to be much more crisp to my ear 
       than Tasmania (where I live now)or Victoria. 
143 R_eRrQaTPVyG0IafX Melbourne Adelaide tends to have a higher proportion of received pronunciation in its population. This may be due to 
       the higher number of English emigrants who settled there. 
144 R_5j0tnAhAg8qTLQp Melbourne Adeliade Accent - Long A sound like NZ. Other words can sound different.  
145 R_8pn2CTGjuVkbd9H Melbourne Again speak in a more traditionally british fashion 
146 R_9H0h43naJ5y7YZn Melbourne Again, inland, rural, traditional bush-based classic Aussie. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SOUTH AUSTRALIA/ADELAIDE speech 
147 R_2tWkGZvIMwEOULP Melbourne Australian accent that can sound English - they pronounce 'dance' or 'France' in an English way where the 'a' 
       sounds like 'ah" whereas those from Melbourne say 'dance' where the 'a' is pronounced like 'ant'. 
148 R_eFpfBDFOYzzOMT3 Melbourne Australian RP or Educated Australian.  / Clipped and sharper sounding 
149 R_42PlpwuBQFv7P5X Melbourne British Australian. 
150 R_38FZHh2BACXHJeB Melbourne cultivated and more traditional accent and lexis: i.e. 'going into town' 
151 R_9BmXalMn6QbIFwx Melbourne different "S" sound (more like a "Z", eg the word Us sounds like "Uhzz" not "Uhss"). Lego pronounced Laygo 
       not Leggo. Long "A" sound in words Castle = "Cahstle", Dance = "Dahnce" 
152 R_0AHhpWKLaPNQm7X Melbourne every area sounds unique... to me it describes the european and indeginous languague content of that  
       particuliar land. this winds through the "australian" mannner of speaking. 
153 R_aXIYwe3EN9pKYtv Melbourne Gentle, and polished.  
154 R_9vP5vSETPYIqLkh Melbourne I don't think that there is one area that sounds unique, but I think people from the country or rural areas  
       speak with more slang and a stronger accent than people from the cities or highly urbanized areas 
       such as Melbourne, Sydney or Brisbane. 
155 R_9SIyzxGYXKAIoNT Melbourne I would describe it a pleasant, slightly English  sounding however, South Australians tend to shorten the end 
       of words / ie: Adlayed  instead of Adelaide. 
156 R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Melbourne It's hard to describe what makes the speech so unique, the words 'bogan' and 'strange' spring to mind. Like I 
       said in another answer, Julia Gillards distinctive sound represents what speech in Adelaide is  
       typified as. 
157 R_bDdNq8faukJdvXD Melbourne More like a New Zealander 
158 R_bxQbih44wnWMuLX Melbourne More proper than the rest of Australia. 
159 R_8xgt9IIP8m983lz Melbourne New SA speech, as previously discussed, is developing a unique accent which sound a little like English  
       working class.  Answer, dance etc differ from Vic.  School differs from the rest of the country.  Short 
       sound rhymes with bull rather that fool. 
160 R_cDfgKwwS2of9b01 Melbourne NOt a lot of experiencehere, but the glottal stop has always intrigued me and I haven't been aware of it  
       elsewhere. 
161 R_cDctpLWY7NO492l Melbourne People from Adelaide also have different accents to Melbourne, they sound perhaps more English 
162 R_56lieLnk0cDXInb Melbourne posh 
163 R_6nj0U5yUfnuYEMR Melbourne Proper, very British 
164 R_3eKGXDxbsWMj7HD Melbourne Queen's English. Better articulation than in other area's - sounds 'toffy' compared to many other areas. 
165 R_cvWrm6pJpr5mpVz Melbourne refined, clipped, posh 
166 R_2sCYRr27guxAIF7 Melbourne rough / broad / colloquial /  
167 R_cwG64XQX3jLcSBn Melbourne Similar to New Zealand  / Slight slant on some wordd 
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168 R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Melbourne slightly posh sounding 
169 R_eG6HHOZWcnkrnH7 Melbourne Sound British  
170 R_bwM1MoNQczS24Xb Melbourne Sound like kiwis 
171 R_86z8nspXHuSQELj Melbourne South Australia - rounded sounding vowels compared to other parts of Australia  
172 R_d1r4ClZuJsr5kA5 Melbourne South Australians speak more like UK English than the rest of Australia.  
173 R_dhbsvMCNxQ09iNT Melbourne Speech of people from Adelaide typically is less harshly nasal than other Australian accents, with much  
       more articulated consonants and less high rising terminal.  
174 R_24gtdi3H4P289St Melbourne the differences come across depending on the region of europe that they come from and the indeginous  
       language that comes from that area / the differences come across depending on the region of europe 
       that they come from and the indeginous language that comes from that area 
175 R_d5sl7zKOW7LJuIt Melbourne Unusual accent- hard to describe- quite a different vowel usage 
176 R_1ESWyjlDNHOEFmt Melbourne very cultured - more like the English people would use 
177 R_bfnKey6GZwgdPvL North QLD a little more drawn out and different in pronunciation 
178 R_5BADjP981aQ144l North QLD Almost pommy in accent / Dance is pronounced dahnce instead of dance 
179 R_5yxP2RWT4Jh7GAZ North QLD Eastern rural SA - traces of German terms and pronunciation 
180 R_0P4Te5DHC4TfQJD North QLD Much more British in tone and deliverY 
181 R_6J4yW5Q9yOs6d7v North QLD posh/proper 
182 R_cTtIbMUUo6B0w5f North QLD propper almost archaic sentence construction and pronunciation 
183 R_5o13ZFoKBx7xpL7 North QLD Seems to be proper English less of an accent  / Also uses bathers to describes togs 
184 R_2aCCJ4rINDOXEW1 North QLD Strange vowel pronunciations.  
185 R_2mJE4eFN8aDP5pr North QLD Very proper and well spoken 
186 R_3qokFpXqmI5IdxP Northeast 'posh' 
187 R_2rwvueSZVDsjrAV Northeast "Adelaidian". Posher. 
188 R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT Northeast Adelaide the speech is more English accented than the rest of Australia. 
189 R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 Northeast Broad Australian accent but with very short vowels and the ar of car in words like plant, as well as an  
       interesting y ending 
190 R_eLtkR1yudchCGBn Northeast Casual English. I've often mistaken people for being from englAnd when they're actually from SA.  
191 R_dnUIW1zAp22J46F Northeast Formal speech. Proper pronunciation. More complex sentences and using a wider range of words. 
192 R_6Gpr641IM0yYiMJ Northeast more formal.More traditional use of words and pronunciation. 
193 R_9MGUBazC9ZWDS1T Northeast My relatives in Adelaide use different words for things that we call something else - e.g. Devon and fritz.  
       Other than this they pronounce some words differently and have a different accent. It is hard to  
       describe but we definitely sound different. 
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194 R_eRt2SecwyfZFtUF Northeast Proper - the speech here is closer to the 'proper' English you hear in the UK. The sounds are less elongated 
       and more clipped (though still relaxed/lazy) 
195 R_0GTINWUO1XsaWpf Northeast Received pronunciation, more Southern British style 
196 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop Northeast SA long A sound - posh. 
197 R_2mhVqsCEFVfl1EV Northeast  Sounds almost british at times - depending on the word 
198 R_9B9lrLcCWy14unr Northeast South aussie accent 
199 R_9mhmpDQymJLhxLD Northeast South Australia - have quite a New Zealand sound  
200 R_bsdOE5RiwR8rrg1 Northeast South Australia is very likely to plarnt plarnts instead of to plant plants. There's an affected-sounding  
       adoption of a wide range of English accents. 
201 R_9H4UiKhGq32DIaN Northeast South Australian  / Posh 
202 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 Northeast South Australian accent (esp Adelaide). Not as broad as some Australian accents. Has some different vowel 
        sounds - a bit like nz accent but not so strong (and no strong change to 'i'). 
203 R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 Northeast South australian english 
204 R_0pmmJmGHrspLOjr Northeast South Australian English  / See previous answer 
205 R_3Kv4KyR6fYlArPL Northeast South Australian. Slightly british in nature 
206 R_bHLbyQUzYot2kEl Northeast South Australians have a plum and speak with a proper accent 
207 R_e3S7XHn8Xu8vjal Northeast Thicker accent /  
208 R_bdvP0ruhiKHgEOF Perth  Germanic migrant traits in spoken language.  Express the opinion of difference from the rest of Australians; 
       freestock, not convict stock. 
209 R_1BQy9DlWX0uFJ5j Perth  It is very formal, often sounding liek they speak with an english accent. / They always pronounce the "a" in 
       words such as "graph", "Chance" "Dance" the same way the "A" is pronounced in "Argyle" 
210 R_9GrGUKRCjtQ95pH Riverina 'Posher' than where I grew up. 
211 R_cHiWL7X8izXlLil Riverina A little bit posh - lots of English-sounding pronunciation.  
212 R_6xmZtWtBouJIwrr Riverina Aboriginal 
213 R_byIq8xuyCbeeQ8l Riverina Adelaide posh 
214 R_6gx0hLFd8fZ6y2h Riverina British, posh  
215 R_0IfwziJrWSKIe9L Riverina Cultivated Australian accent. Sounds more British than in other parts of Australia. 
216 R_4NS89w5ebLZO0G9 Riverina Cultivated, wider differentiation between vowels and sounds,  
217 R_abCASurNH72Mw3r Riverina Different pronouciation 
218 R_9FhABlQA2B3g2YR Riverina E's as A's 
219 R_aYnymduqLUXaRP7 Riverina I can't explain their differences, but i can percieve them.  
220 R_9z4NFkQ80fPVuKN Riverina More "proper" or "Queen's English" than the rest of the country. 
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221 R_0wjVOzWm5Ou6ZQp Riverina Nasal 
222 R_6nWv8ndACn1WCIR  Riverina Not alot of slang. Pronounce words how my grandmother would want me to speak  
223 R_d4nRVH2g7q1pfXn Riverina Not sure I'd call any speech in an area unique (and I've travelled through much of the country) But one thing 
       I've observed here in Adelaide (after moving here from Victoria 12 years ago) that I've never noticed 
       elsewhere, nor read about, though 'the' Australian accent is something that interests me – q `
       Adelaideans often pronounce words end in 'y' with  a slightly longer 'y' sound. For example - east 
       coasters say 'sitti' and 'humiditti' for 'city' and 'humidity', whereas with Adelaideans, it's more  
       'sittey' and 'humiditey'. Newsreaders and weatherpersons often do it, so I suppose it's associated  
       more with the educated sector of society than the less so. 
224 R_3faCeEAPYqWnL5X Riverina Posh! 
225 R_4SN6Qdzud0OrEtD Riverina Prominently indigenous Australaian's in this area, and very country focused topics. Many residents use  
       Aboriginal English, with the rest using full sentences and reduced slang.  
226 R_eo0nIXYerUkvqst Riverina South Australian - english, mainly south england 
227 R_6ur2lKAN6TrwYU5 Riverina South Australian English / In this dialect there is more articulation and a better likeness to RP English than 
       other dialects spoken in Australia 
228 R_2iaWfE0khZOwOUZ Riverina South Australian-ish :D Accent differences. 
229 R_3afYmC8BOrt0Ey9 Riverina Subtle differences, mainly specific words like plant and dance and how they pronounce the "A" in those  
       words 
230 R_238DV5aCGx5EDhH Riverina They use a more Britsh pronunciation of certain sounds, especially the "a" sound. The word "dance" is  
       pronounced "d-ahn-s" whereas I would say it like "dan-s".  
231 R_0632D2iVDVVAhuZ Riverina Very English, softened Australian accent 
232 R_08RoOR3DmpKDsqh Sydney  A couple of their vowels are strangely shifted 
233 R_23iMgzqp3z2VCPH Sydney  A little posh, different 'a' pronunciation in certain words (e.g. dance) 
234 R_02QtEdhHZjPuDl3 Sydney  A more posh version of the Australian Accent that sounds closer to British English 
235 R_7Xaj7m0tgawU2IB Sydney  Adeladeian, sounds a little more British than most English  
236 R_bdMWOtTjkViKhJr Sydney  Adelaide - more "middle class" English pronunciation.  A lot of our famous actors seems to adopt this way of 
       speaking like Kylie Minogue (who went from rough Aussie to "cultured" Australian), Cate  
       Blanchett, jack Thompson (when he is not putting on the broad Aussie accent) 
237 R_0IH1Iqdkk8ZoCvH Sydney  Adelaide can tend to have a more british sounding accent at times - particularly depending on socio- 
       economic background. 
238 R_1Yea3DZqPxeXthr Sydney  Adelaide has a lot of slang that is not used elsewhere 
239 R_7Pqtx6OND9WvyVT Sydney  Adelaide style. / More refined, a "flattened" version of UK (well bred) accent 
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240 R_0DrV0qTXQ8MuUbX Sydney  Adelaide- refined Australian English. Well enunciated, quite formal, soft accent 
241 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney Adelaidians say "charnce" and "darnce" ... they sound a lil posh. / Whyallians sound very English 
242 R_0qVek3eeMEVugip Sydney  Barossa - South Australia.    Touch of Barossa-Deutsch still lingers with the older generation, eg. "I saw  
       Bernhardt Richter but once last Friday".  The use of quirky German-type phrases is still quite  
       common. 
243 R_6yDKD4hS3rCcJy5 Sydney  Broad, tends to rise at the end of speech, slurs words together/misses consonants e.g. in 'alright' pronounces 
       more like 'orrite'. 
244 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  Cultivated accent, 'w' instead of 'l', 'soeloe' instead of 'solo' 
245 R_e5oGb3krQzCu8M5 Sydney  ENGLISH SOUNDING 
246 R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Sydney  I don't know what I'd call it but I'd describe it as clipped, refined, possibly pretentious. 
247 R_enFEBIu9rD7q9Gl Sydney  More English, more posh. 
248 R_7OlMVxaLETlVSux Sydney  More posh - more likely to use back of the mouth pronunciation. Like dance rhyming with can't, not can.  
249 R_5hA2PMNbWcJEEE5 Sydney  More posh than other parts of Australia  
250 R_88R3Y7JUiDzxqO9 Sydney  More rising tones  
251 R_9LiJLLjAVgBZNsN Sydney  Posh 
252 R_b2FG31geZYzID0F Sydney  Seems clearer and softer than elsewhere 
253 R_e4JwB7QAhmd4q33 Sydney  Slightly more English sounding 
254 R_7WF3krwsWkHXzox Sydney  Somewhat of an English cross Australian accent 
255 R_cSkIskv204CVBjf Sydney  Sounds more annunciated than other parts of Australia - more similar to "posh" British accents. 
256 R_afTsFBzprpUp3XD Sydney  South Australia unlike other aAustralian regions lacked a penal experience. his contextual influence coupled 
       with familial and educational experience affords a section of society in Adelaide a well modulated 
       and articulated Australian accent. Saying that other states have similar examples that are primarily 
       derived from familial and educational experiences. 
257 R_bQJ9FpKGzpMD03P Sydney  South Australian accent. /  / SA accent is closer to a UK accent than other parts of Australia.  /  / SA vowel  
       sounds are shorter eg. Broom sounds like Brum rather than longer Australian Broooom. Likewise, 
       dance is pronounced 'darnce.'  
258 R_9tqS0KBBZlvWszX Sydney  South Australian Accent. More likely to use aː instead of æ (dance, advance etc.). L vocalisation  
259 R_bfqbRBJGJcm0uUJ Sydney  South Australian English. "Dance" ----> "Dahhhhhnce" 
260 R_23NgKsvd8O54C9v Sydney  South Australians all pronounce dance plant grant etc differently 
261 R_ctDyA3NBuGDcjtP Sydney  Southern AuE. Has a tendency towards [É‘Ë�] as opposed to [Ã¦], has more broad vowels  
262 R_9XK1sRezfKhjO2p Sydney  Speak with more British influence  / Pronounce pasta as passta not parster 
263 R_3V1Biwitxsb5WYt Sydney  stereotypically cultured- more 'posh' than other cities such as Sydney where there is greater enunciation 
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264 R_57uclpGM6gnBUUt Sydney  There is a discernable accent among some people in Adelaide which is due to historical, familial and  
       educational influences. The state is the only one which was not part of a penal aettlement, and there 
       is a distinct difference which can also be found in other capital cities which denotes background and 
       a private school education. It is an accent that is diiscerably Austrakian but is well articulated,  
       modulated and the whole of it's parts are given value. 
265 R_6fixWE9dS0Zphxb Sydney  They pronounce certain words differently to the rest of Australia / Australian with certain differences 
266 R_a92dMqQRhogToEZ Sydney  Those people that I know from Adelaide have a distinct British influence on their speech. 
267 R_009DnnoegPG108Z Sydney  Variations in pronunciation of "a" and, it's said, "l". Speech can sound more British, but still much closer to 
       other Australian regions than to the accent of any part of Britain. 
268 R_cVfzsUyVEue1KJv Sydney  Very clipped 
269 R_8ddGg1KZUVLdKfj Sydney  You can hear a difference in certain words. LIke they're trying to be posher than the rest of us. 
270 R_4VCvw9yjfwDd88d Tasmania clipped, British-sounding 
271 R_b0YKGhVWhwcMuP3 Tasmania I beleive that SA have a more bristish sound to their Australian accent. The way they prounce certain words 
       is far more british.  
272 R_5stBvwM8GjW0G7X Tasmania More formal and their accent is more similar to British English than other parts of Australia. Rounded a's as 
       in Branch.  
273 R_7WHfChbOUbbdAVf  Tasmania Mother-English - as I would expect a person from the UK to speak. 
274 R_9XrfIqvOA3Owg5v Tasmania proper english, a bit toffy 
275 R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd Tasmania Rounded vowels. Chance pronounced charnce. More clarity of speech. 
276 R_3xwxB9meseHgGC9 Tasmania With the particular way vowels are pronounced, South Australians sound the most British of Australians. 
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1 R_cBiE55qpBTgAX2Z Adelaide 'Stereotypical' (how people outside of Australia think Aussies talk, and how Aussies talk when they want to 
       make fun of themselves) 
2 R_d0GvAKst4O58TFX Adelaide Bogan 
3 R_e4IgAi56mJX7Ce1 Adelaide Broad Australian 'Straya' sound of accent. / Grammar patterns such as the word 'but' on the end of a  
       sentence 
4 R_1FW0mpQUDQVqSPz Adelaide Central Queensland - very nasal, very stereotypical bogan Australian sounding. Words are not well  
       pronounced. E.G. How are you going? becomes, howyagarn? 
5 R_25yXotkjD4hodNP Adelaide Eastern States - ocker. 
6 R_9NtEL77veuNC4df Adelaide Extended drawl 
7 R_bfShwt50VaODDAp Adelaide fancy feral 
8 R_1S6Bv6XtziFpf9z Adelaide Loud and broad with a lot of strong 'A' sounds. Also 'oo' sounds are pronounced 'ew' such as: pool, school, 
       cool become pewl, schewl, cewl.  
9 R_cCmyB56hxkFV8xL Adelaide People from Queensland do not know how to speak English correctly. 
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10 R_9ENdf1hvaorpNDT Adelaide People in Queensland tend to pronounce words how they are spelled and take less 'shortcuts' when  
       speaking. 
11 R_bBIj2JkSfhsvRK5 Adelaide Queenslanders seem to have a stronger accent compared to south Australians. 
12 R_9zf1ZOARmeuLOwB Adelaide Same as the other Eastern states. 
13 R_dnzdcXuCmtJT5hH Adelaide Saying yous 
14 R_brbFegGkC8VzoNv Adelaide Slower pace, elongated vowels, more slang 
15 R_3KJX7IzZalpcrKR Adelaide Twang/Slang/rural 
16 R_1yLTXzWkOGJEAoB Brisbane "Squatter speech" clipped direct restricted subject matter some Scotch remnant? 
17 R_bODYvjjhbq8DlA1 Brisbane A mix between maori/new zealander (there are a lot of sheep shearers), typical closed mouthed country  
       australian, with aboriginal phrases and pronunciation mixed in. 
18 R_eaeMHSYUQjnrWG9 Brisbane Basic Australian. Previous description applies. Economic use of language, little embellishment, an aversion 
       to " big words". 
19 R_bDAWKwBj5udew61 Brisbane bogan or broad accent 
20 R_bNlmZD0dfO4DuRf Brisbane Broad / Strine / Uncouth / Uncultivated / Ocker / Bogan / Nasal / Relaxed / Lazy / Casual / Carefree /  
       Lighthearted / Cheery / Cheerful / Blithe / Amiable / Friendly / Harsh / Easygoing / Unconcerned / 
       Nonchalant / Insouciant / Permissive / Laid-back / Sloppy / Careless / Slack / Liberal / Open-minded 
       / Fair dinkum / True-blue 
21 R_bDu4heLOaypZay9 Brisbane Country Qld. Lazy, slow, finish sentences with an 'ey'. Very insular, using local colloquialisms regularly. 
22 R_6MxK6VpzwxpydGl Brisbane Country Queensland people tend to have more drawn out and slower speech.  
23 R_1WSB15FUUooWwlf Brisbane Country town, easy going, lazy speech.  No rush to say anything but important to say it anyway. Plenty of 
       time to do it. 
24 R_cUE8IHQywESQedT Brisbane Country, relaxed, happy 
25 R_bwOLDu0qxG7h4i1 Brisbane Country. Slower 
26 R_41laihbjvicVDw1 Brisbane Farmer-talk - often lazy and slurred, use various Australian idioms uncommon in more urban areas 
27 R_7Vhlduorw4R5KXH Brisbane Good 
28 R_4NGVFQCiNSv14AB Brisbane I have met some people from rural inner Queensland and also greater Queensland who seem to have an  
       accent that sounds like it has Southern USA influence. This would make sense, because their culture 
       is greatly influenced by US farm-life/cowboy ideals, which is also prominent in rural areas of  
       Queensland.  
29 R_efzXnwOHwicsboV Brisbane I said I didn't know of any area that sounds unique 
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30 R_6SFbmIN4CvxE6Et Brisbane It could be called a drawl. The speech spoken in this area is typical of western parts of Australia. It is spoken 
       more slowly than that spoken in capital cities. It uses a great deal more unique Australian slang  
       terms and words in everday conversation. It could be described as typical country. 
31 R_3aWRc1OowbzTWqp Brisbane Laid back. Slow, deliberate drawl. 
32 R_b9gak5Q9O3Rbu5f Brisbane lots of slang words, slow drawl 
33 R_3aTAgop9wLtBQ5n Brisbane More country 
34 R_9HRvMlEYmuzKVkp Brisbane More likely to say "G'Day". /  / Applies to all non-coastal and/or non-south-east queensland. 
35 R_6u0lpDMwf27sJzn Brisbane More so than other areas of Australia, Queensland vowels are broader - 'night' for 'night' 'daiee'  for 'day'  
       and more Queenslanders seem to swallow the 'a' in 'Australia' giving us 'Austraya' 
36 R_6D0sWs6jpmPTKtv Brisbane much like most major cities in Australia. Though still informal 
37 R_eRrsxc7WiERt5j Brisbane My grandparents are from Toowoomba, and while I think that some people in the area can sound quite  
       'rural' in their accent, as it's a bit further west than Brisbane, I also think there's a good portion of the 
       population that sound more 'proper' - perhaps closer to English pronunciation. Close vowels aren't 
       stretched as far as they perhaps are in other parts of the country. 
38 R_7V7Sv9PeMMJnmIZ Brisbane Ocker - twangy 
39 R_aahTcUfvMjbyCwZ Brisbane Outback 
40 R_a9ttWoa3mO22uBn Brisbane People don't move their mouths when talking.  
41 R_cwLzoDCg888HROZ Brisbane Regional Queensland, particularly among communities with Indigenous influences -  a slower rate of speech 
       with longer pauses.  
42 R_emTggLyV4hRedVj Brisbane Relaxed. They don't use correct grammar often. E.g I"done" something, I did "good". 
43 R_b4uE5XrEHeVBomV Brisbane Rural - slower speaking and the word Ay is often added to start or end of a sentence 
44 R_a9IvVVuTcTkmjZj Brisbane rural [away from main centres of population] / seem to speak at a slower pace as if they're not in such a  
       hurry to say whatever it is they're saying.  they take a bit more time to think before answering. 
45 R_6LLoJ22Z74d4hvv Brisbane Rural western queensland; earlier australian accent; nasal and big round sounds 
46 R_79DAH6qkFfB2EcJ Brisbane rural, country accent. Slurred and abbreviated. Lots of slang use. 
47 R_9MHtOVsx4hECfPf Brisbane Sentences end in an upward tilt as in a question.  Also a lot of sentences end with but and eh 
48 R_3rdrPNZXB9oeV37 Brisbane Slow and measured, laconic. 
49 R_5Bg7EVfKTDS1Yd7 Brisbane Slow and with a lilt at the end. They also pronounce the phoneme "o" as "or".  Gone becomes gorne 
50 R_9SrXumGg5EKzBMp Brisbane Slow drawl, use of different terms, very dry sense of humour, laconic 
51 R_3vKNaZ0HkqdmSWh Brisbane slow, thoughtful, quite, country drawl 
52 R_0pHichklnIAHSMR Brisbane Speaking out your nose 
53 R_bvGASxGoHz40QER Brisbane Very country town where no one is in a hurry but what they have to say is important anyway.  
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54 R_elLHqO604wJQHel Brisbane Very harsh 
55 R_ehyHpYYQnZrfHSZ Brisbane wesyern queensland  slow because they are in no rush 
56 R_55P0Mi0JAVrrOT3 Canberra "bogan". People from queensland draw out their words more and pronounce vowels differently. For  
       example, instead of saying "pool" they would say "pewl", it's as if they are talking from deeper in  
       their throat as opposed to from the mouth (hard to explain?!!?!) 
57 R_8uF4DhArev7oBAV Canberra A lot of rural towns Australia wide. Sadly the word "bogan" is the only way I can think to describe it. 
58 R_a5zUecx3rKJIHnD Canberra Bogan / Nasally 
59 R_4MXcMyaStWrum57 Canberra Bogan Speech  
60 R_eR2NbYDbywiDYmF Canberra Broad accent 
61 R_b2slLOGTk3p7e6N Canberra Broad, country Australian. Slower paced, stronger accent, 'flatter' vowels, more use of Australian slang and 
       expressions, finish sentences with 'ay?' 
62 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra broad, quintessential "Australian" (Strine or Occer) 
63 R_6QeqQslnzJ4H82N Canberra Broad: Long vowels, lots of upwards inflection 
64 R_02RTsw8h5iZoZIF Canberra country qld, rough, gruff, full of slang and colloquialisms 
65 R_1GiRcDCHPrOi97f Canberra Country. Drawl. 
66 R_broSsB4Dp0mCAEB Canberra Country. Your stereotypical Australian accent, like Crocodile Dundee. 
67 R_54hjfmi6Qcl6S3P Canberra drawl, relaxed, nasal, shorten versions of words, a lot of slang. 
68 R_0SxisRCyvYTXJMF Canberra Drawling / Elongated / Often described as bogan or ocker  
69 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra Everywhere this isn't the four most inner suburbs of Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra and Brisbane - 'bogan' - 
       drawn out, nasal, whiney and fast.  Remote areas are similar but very slow rather than very fast. 
70 R_0cCk6bDDQ7P9LW5 Canberra Gruff, slang, more pitched. Less formal. 
71 R_blSXy3VWSFawSz3 Canberra I don't know what specifically to call it, but I would describe people in Queensland as speaking slower and 
       more broadly 
72 R_3g5Yl3tvuJyMwV7 Canberra I don't know, but Rugby League broadcasters from Queensland seem to pronounce "Manly" as "Menly" and 
       "Canberra" as "Kembra" 
73 R_7TXvmsttB3mpDjD Canberra It seems more casual, and there is general an accent. I can't quite put my finger on it though 
74 R_3lv3LyVFGvdhWsZ Canberra More "ocker''  
75 R_ba40Prlx0NuzEr3 Canberra More bogan, cut out syllables e.g. "Brilliance" becomes "brill'yance" 
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76 R_5A6x3vPCrQPWVMN Canberra More people here than in other parts of Australia I have been to have stronger Australian accents (though 
       not everyone!) / I would describe it as less 'insecure' for this reason. There are some specific things 
       I've noticed such as the pronunciation of 'castle' (the American a) and 'school', 'pool,' 'cool,' etc.  
       which is different to New South Wales/ ACT (though more from older people (like my aunts), I've 
       noticed).   /  
77 R_72ItJcvKf2qeXMp Canberra More typically bogan 
78 R_0j6OKwRJw8e57VP Canberra Much stronger Australian accent, uses a lot more slang. Has that clear thing that Australians have where  
       they go up at the end of their sentences.  
79 R_cMdv9FWubOifZpH Canberra Occa 
80 R_9QRUhBgfvyPXIhL Canberra People from Queensland have a very laid-back way of talking. Queenslanders often have a very thick  
       Australian accent. 
81 R_bekWX631vn6PoUZ Canberra Qld. Unrefined. Broader.  
82 R_77lfrRzlKrVRg6p Canberra Queensland / Again haven't really heard enough to pinpoint 
83 R_6DrZKKHLsGT3FgV Canberra Queensland drawl. 
84 R_1ZB6mgTBwxbUjjv Canberra Queensland: / more nasally, drawling / Like Pauline Hanson 
85 R_eVx37FtQcc2uv0F Canberra Queenslander. Broad accent. 
86 R_aeMDFRxoNnvVpGZ Canberra rural with more bogan accents 
87 R_9uzrpOBz8a4xzSZ Canberra Slow 
88 R_b1HQDi7OtwX4ci9 Canberra Spoken with a broad accent, somewhat of a drawl.  
89 R_5hdqIsf2KDu0Zk9 Canberra The '"classic' Australian accent. 
90 R_1KUIyHQvC6SvXjD Canberra The more rural, the more relaxed the speech.  
91 R_2uCG6FR0lFx3nAF Canberra The more typical Australian speech, with drawling sounds and open mouth syllables, and notably shortened 
       words (barby', stubbies', etc) 
92 R_8Brbpryzznv7R1H Canberra The speech would be Northern. / Would describe it as slower and more nasal sounding then Australians in 
       other regions 
93 R_eE7JBMlK7UBMUIZ Canberra They pronounce the oo sound differently. I.e. pool is pronounced pewl. 
94 R_0qbJj4Vz6kn5ucJ Canberra thick australian accent 
95 R_5hB3yjosTcs3PDL Canberra very bogan 
96 R_ePfKarfKlQFUa6F Canberra Very broad, slow 
97 R_9S90GDmqtpdKjDn Canberra Very broad. The 'classic' Australian accent. 
98 R_ePsBFYWx6nuwtZr Central SA again slang and drawl more so rural folk ( long term rural folk) 
99 R_3UXjvy2dMqt7E3z Central SA slow 
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100 R_86dQOmpz9dPiCkR Central SA Very 'aussie' - I have a few friends who were born in 'Rocky' and they do the rising tone at the end of a  
       sentence and are always saying 'true' and 'but' 
101 R_0iZiQxZQsOq6MGV Central VIC Outback Queensland / Drawl, slow speech, rural terms and references used / Add "Eh, but" at the end of the 
       sentence 
102 R_cCpMWOUYTFeCs2p Central VIC QLD "eh" at end of sentences 
103 R_6ncR8EG9NVLw137 Central VIC Short / Abbreviated / Irritating 
104 R_2gJxuCzpxLTgOA5 Darwin  A country drawl, slow talkers 
105 R_eqSAcTBu6T7aVYF Darwin  Drawl slow unique words 
106 R_6AqKoePxa8uIy1f Darwin  Outback Queensland. Slow talking and no unnecessary words used.  
107 R_3QPDlt5mzOA2tBX Darwin  Queenslanders drag out their words  
108 R_6ya8GdFWif62ZyR Darwin  Slow and drawn out 
109 R_5j6vLiy5UM9ieDH Darwin  Strong accent / Not as formal in speech 
110 R_e8xaIRWBWiNYsF7 Melbourne (generally) laid back. 
111 R_9SIyzxGYXKAIoNT Melbourne A bit bogan.  Queenslanders finish most sentences with    eh? 
112 R_1QTfc8IpL0CkuEJ Melbourne aussie slang 
113 R_5iO8aGBbehhKVx3 Melbourne Basic,  less descriptive 
114 R_38FZHh2BACXHJeB Melbourne broad accent 
115 R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Melbourne broad accents and colloquial speech. not at all posh. 
116 R_8ADdnoOM6r7bi3r Melbourne Bushy really ocker / Aussie with a twinge of British  
117 R_aWS4g1TZDTt7bhj Melbourne END TO END SENTENCES WITH YEAH, OTHER COMMON SAYINGS AND PHRASES THAT I CANT 
       THINK OF JUST AT THE MOMENT 
118 R_eG6HHOZWcnkrnH7 Melbourne Inflection, say A at the end of sentences, different accent - twang 
119 R_3t5bX7apyVM4mWN  Melbourne Informal, friendly, really 'aussie' 
120 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne It is slow speech (relative to the southern states) 
121 R_5bThzIGHUclLgWN Melbourne Much less well pronounced  
122 R_1IisDFNajmDhAfX Melbourne outback qld/nsw tend to have a stonger accent 
123 R_5dIIkt92Dby2SNL Melbourne QLD: accent is different. Much more "ocker" in their sound - more nasal and harsh accent. Some different  
       word use by them as well. I think they tend to use: trunk for suitcase, togs for bathers/swimwear and 
       I can't remember but a different word for icy poles as well   
124 R_261w3wQmJCtoTc1 Melbourne Queensland - more "bogan" than many people down south. Pronounciation is sometimes different (eg Sachet 
       - pronouncing the "t").  
125 R_3DWwLr78Fournjn Melbourne Queensland speech 
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126 R_d1r4ClZuJsr5kA5 Melbourne Queenslanders, NT and rural WA talk slower with a drawl and more closed mouths and fewer words.   
127 R_3OC3e8wnvzjQoTP Melbourne Regional Queensland. / Extra e's in the sounding of vowel sounds. 
128 R_8zSttaYpfBufDUx Melbourne Rolling o's e.g. Schooool 
129 R_bqkAKqBaUvMGDEV Melbourne Simple and has its own accent 
130 R_a67J4XxiKa4uy9f Melbourne slang, rough in some areas of QLD  
131 R_8IVvsDR3Gu0Z8sl Melbourne Slower and less pronounced  
132 R_5urh9Hc1dzMUuy1 Melbourne Slower, more nasally sounding. 
133 R_9BmXalMn6QbIFwx Melbourne Using "Ay/eh" at the end of a sentence a lot 
134 R_eVRp7kYQBYHTVMp Melbourne very broad, perhaps even 'bogan' 
135 R_0NfD01pd8m9ti2F Melbourne very crude, gutteral 
136 R_3t6AOdDPR4MlTox Melbourne Very ocker, nasally. Do tend to use'"heh" a lot. 
137 R_5yxP2RWT4Jh7GAZ North QLD Far western QLD - generally slower on speaking 
138 R_cA6r1IBXqqeCfrv North QLD I'm not really certain, sorry! Only that in rural areas it's likely that people speak with a strong Australian  
       accent compared to those in urban areas. 
139 R_eXw0Uu3NKOjqz2J North QLD Mixed, it's a mining town with plenty of Kiwis and South Africans in addition to people from all over  
       Australia living there. 
140 R_885F7PXOG7APwTX North QLD Poor english, very country bumpkin  
141 R_5o13ZFoKBx7xpL7 North QLD Slow drawling speech  / use words like "duchess" and "doona" and also has but at the end of a sentence and 
       uses eh a lot 
142 R_8uHPWEfjprZithz North QLD The same as others do in Australia  
143 R_ag6ClDvzBV0nQHP Northeast broad 
144 R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 Northeast Broad Australian accent 
145 R_4MJHqCTWcPWhEwZ Northeast Country Queensland - use of slang, speed of speech, meaning of some words 
146 R_bsdOE5RiwR8rrg1 Northeast Dalby, Esk and places like that have a strong "Queensland" accent. The drawl is amazing. Every word is  
       drawled with slow, careful intent. Cannot be too careful not to have flies enter one's mouth. It is easy 
       to understand and possibly stereotypical of TV attempting to portray Queensland accents of the   
       "1930's"  
147 R_00PObkb8aZgOHKR Northeast End sentences with a question mark - aa? 
148 R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT Northeast Northern/country Queensland - the accent is stronger/broader than many other parts of Australia. 
149 R_5jykTJaWlRjHMpf Northeast Queenslanders are reputed to have a slower drawl than the rest of the country .... personally, I find that most 
       people outside the cities speak more slowly. 
150 R_ezkTQyO7ZDNeizj Northeast Queenslanders have a nasal accent.  
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151 R_2rwvueSZVDsjrAV Northeast Rural area in general. Flatter, more nasal. 
152 R_8xdwBkle1j9chVP Northeast Rural gentry 
153 R_bfkMTGLClbDEsZv Northeast Slow and simple. More redneck ish 
154 R_e9SDM3ICinuJJDn Northeast Slower speaking 
155 R_4P0O4FaLe4t8cgR Northeast Very drawled with sounds not necessarily sounded 'correctly' 
156 R_cvfPnWTir0Ox3qB Northeast Vowel sounds are drawn out to the point of seeming a lazy drawl. The actual vowel sounds seem the same if 
       pronounced at a "usual" speed. 
157 R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD Perth  fucken Wynton mate - ocker as fuck (with a typically outback Queensland ocker accent incl. nasal twang ... 
       though I spose it might even be more the pronunciation of the vowels that really separates it from 
       various other nasal occer accents that might be found around rural areas throughout Australia). 
158 R_8ul2uLIEIDVVLb7 Perth  High pitched 
159 R_3w4YSusw4mlGbg9 Perth  ocker 
160 R_3wwl76GlutXvKYd Perth  Queensland women have a high- pitched nasally quality to their speech. To my ears it sounds awful & I tend 
       to not take them very seriously at all 
161 R_25npwS3ryNSFchf Perth  Slower speech patterns 
162 R_0cgfbYtqaa3lpSl Perth  They add "eh" to the end of questions. 
163 R_1BQy9DlWX0uFJ5j Perth  they speak with a shrill twang, very nasally 
164 R_6gx0hLFd8fZ6y2h Riverina "Aussie", bogan, slang 
165 R_6yAsHMRNdi7pyYt Riverina "Outback" Australia, NT, Queensland, maybe WA - more broad sound. More slow and drawl. "Typical"  
       Aussie sound that you hear in American movies and tv shows 
166 R_3K50KEpk3FGfAJn Riverina Dry  
167 R_cZIp4t6sUR58BdH Riverina I would almost call it bogan speech. It is nasally and slang, not really slurring around the words, but just not 
       very clear. 
168 R_baeg1mPiPaDNezX Riverina No personal knowledge of this area, but from descriptions from others it seems to have many unique  
       vocabulary items. 
169 R_byEXS7pw2RHURMh Riverina Queensland 
170 R_bEGRrlCYMKNWwyp Riverina Slow and they put 'ey at the end of sentences. 
171 R_2oueUMPalxvTTtr Riverina Slow Queanslander 
172 R_8D1pRBLtPsDMsxT Riverina Slow& drawn out 
173 R_eo0nIXYerUkvqst Riverina Very "ocker", strong, nasal 
174 R_0qailM39SF4W5F3 Riverina Very surf orientated and descriptive words are different to non coastal areas 
175 R_6o3zW6NN68RQk9D Rural WA Country style, almost like an Australian version of American cowboys/girls 
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176 R_9XOpXyF68Y6DA0t Rural WA Very stereotypically Australian sounding. Broad accents 
177 R_8l7qQ0DUyEzVJvT Sydney  a 
178 R_6hVqZvFxps7ClHn Sydney  As mentioned in earlier question, the pronunciation of specific words such as 'gone' sounds a bit like 'gorn' 
       sounds uniquely outback Queensland to me. 
179 R_0eVPLkIAV98fiVn Sydney  Bogan, broad Australian accent typical of Queenslanders 
180 R_7U2JYswZNWNlbdr Sydney  Bogan. Very thick accent. It seems to predominate in areas outside of the major cities. 
181 R_aVsahwO6oggDnKd Sydney  Broad accent, slow speech 
182 R_1Yea3DZqPxeXthr Sydney  Country Queensland- strong bogan accents, lots of slang  
183 R_a5mTDIEGer65v6d Sydney  Farm like speech.... / Very Australian: swearing, nasal tone, loss of letters ie: H.  / Have own terminology - 
       use a lot of slang. / Loud in conversation 
184 R_bQx6aiO6VFyoYst Sydney  Farmer? Like a much thicker more apparent version of the more common Australian accent.  
185 R_2t9hQyRNYnBHYEt Sydney  I haven't travelled enough throughout Australia to know...... 
186 R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Sydney  I would describe it as a drawl. Drawn out and flattened words. 
187 R_3Ue8CmCbBD4pC5L Sydney  It is nasal, very fast and words are merged together to sound almost like completely different words. You  
       have to listen carefully to understand. 
188 R_bavrZFadnapLw7b Sydney  Nth Qld - as described previously 
189 R_39sy2iOQkhVd4dn Sydney  People from queensland often have very strong australian accents, mumbling words more  
190 R_6LO03WaV6LwSQ4t Sydney  Queensland "okka" 
191 R_02HBLqmbMNbNMJD Sydney Queensland accent, it's even more laid-back, nasal and lazy than the NSW accent 
192 R_0Omgh3Sn90gfeIJ Sydney  Queensland variety of Australian English.  / A broader Australian accent.  / More nasalised vowel sounds.  
193 R_bdMWOtTjkViKhJr Sydney  Queensland: nasal with shortened vowels but an overall slow pattern of speech 
194 R_0AO4hGiU1l4lzPT Sydney  Queensland. Bogan twang. 
195 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney Queenslanders have a slow drowl 
196 R_9XmxyaspyTc8Jx3 Sydney  rural 
197 R_0B4wsZT5BTWhAwdSydney  Rural areas of Queensland would have a broader, more stereotypical Australian speech. 
198 R_4PHgaZAOInraBSJ Sydney  Slang 
199 R_cJeykb0yhPtT59r Sydney  Slow and clear 
200 R_a9snzKjSYlduMXb Sydney  Slow, lazy, strong accent 
201 R_9FZzP5lbYx46bUF Sydney  Slow, ocker 
202 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  Slower, more nasal, more drawled 
203 R_blxAc6VmANe6pGR Sydney  stupid questions 
204 R_5w1bWEtR1qkHuqF Sydney  Uses a lot if "aye". Speak a little slower.  
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205 R_bNwgCnttPe4ZeWV Sydney  Wild accents are apparently more 'bogan' 
206 R_2lzSMXGETFsmRo1 Tasmania a bit more of a drawl in their accent - longer vowels?  not exactly sure what it is. 
207 R_9EopjpEclkCENUx Tasmania Have some specific words, or inflections in the words than other parts of Australia, such as 'port' instead of 
       baggage, the inflections in some words such as pool or school 
208 R_560x4VN1OkI26Fv Tasmania My belief is that Queenslanders sound more "ockerish'' than the rest of Australia. 
209 R_9WyOQAgMUEQmpKZ Tasmania Queenslanders seem to use noises like 'aye' in their sentences  
210 R_e52zIBrDaRkitV3 Tasmania slow 
 

 
 
# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on VICTORIA/MELBOURNE speech 
1 R_6sOqxDQl1mXXepT Adelaide  nasal 
2 R_1S6Bv6XtziFpf9z Adelaide 'oi' sounds are exaggerated and added to words and letters.  
3 R_0kt3yC3CeJPYprT Adelaide A little rough. Depends on background and how long have lived in the area. 
4 R_brrfQM7wYcBne05 Adelaide Don't know how to describe it. Just sounds like a mrlbourner 
5 R_brbFegGkC8VzoNv Adelaide Fast paced, high pitched,  
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6 R_5BdpDSWl9KSACPz Adelaide Less posh 
7 R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F Adelaide Melbournians can have a distinct sound, which could be  a little more nasal. Again, this differs across  
       suburbs.  
8 R_8HcFJnK9M622Akt Adelaide more correct and clearly pronounced; closer to traditional ABC English 
9 R_9GZr2DsEZC0QlWl Adelaide nasal - already described Victoria (Western Districts) 
10 R_3KJX7IzZalpcrKR Adelaide Pronunciation 
11 R_9RA5czdHmlkGBuJ Adelaide Rougher, un-phonetic. 
12 R_cU4CWullxDZ5eYd Adelaide slow and lacks refined pronunciation 
13 R_9zf1ZOARmeuLOwB Adelaide Sounds more like New Zealand in the pronunciation of vowels. 
14 R_2bEHxhfbdQHF7eJ Adelaide Strange vowel sounds. 
15 R_3BZWsIDQmqg71SR Adelaide The name Grant is pronounced Graaant. Dance is dahnc.  
16 R_3NVoKHFGSMyluwR Adelaide The unique pronunciation of il - which changes Italian to Illtalian, and reflected in Eddy Maguire's  
       pronunciation of millionaire to millllyonaire. 
17 R_equf7nzNHezMlIF Adelaide Victorian accent - confusion on "e" and "a" sounds. Eg. Walcome instead of welcome, Malbourne instead of 
       Melbourne, Allen instead of Ellen. 
18 R_5oP5R0jgw9zgH0p Adelaide Victorians have distinctive version of the words school and pool.  
19 R_8hIWbH4K7sOsYkd Adelaide weird. their E'a sound like A's 
20 R_bvGASxGoHz40QER Brisbane A mixed culture of people with a variance in speech 
21 R_54oIMfFplR4VFWd Brisbane As stated previously, Victorians use different words for some things than Queenslanders. For potato cake vs 
       potato scallop 
22 R_aahTcUfvMjbyCwZ Brisbane Bogan 
23 R_1WSB15FUUooWwlf Brisbane Casual but classy at the same time. Proper annunciation of the words. A very mixed culture in this town  
       helps with the accents.  
24 R_bDAWKwBj5udew61 Brisbane cultivated 
25 R_eDHA6RbcoVhNrHn Brisbane I'm not sure this is unique? However the 'e' here is sometimes broadened into a short vowel 'a' sound. 
26 R_bNlmZD0dfO4DuRf Brisbane Maladapted / Maladjusted / Maladministered / Maladroit / Has a malady / Full of malapropisms /  
       Malapropos / Malfunctional /  / Note: Apart from the celery-salary merger, I think Victorians speak 
       very, very well. If it weren't for this unfortunate feature of their accent, which I can't stand, I would 
       be completely unable to distinguish them from their NSW and ACT counterparts, and probably also 
       their Tasmanian and WA ones. That subtle shift from "el" to "al" is what gives the game away for me. 
27 R_78m2ckHu1emocoR Brisbane Melbourne people sound more  precise in their speech than country parts of Australia 
28 R_bwOLDu0qxG7h4i1 Brisbane Melbourne people sound posh 
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29 R_0OH4I5CoF1ajFY1 Brisbane More formal, almost english in the speaking, even more so in writing. 
30 R_eWoAtwUUY7oZbuJ Brisbane More rounded speech - vowels are generally not as drawled. Could be described as a  'university educated' 
       type of speech, but speaker not necessarily university educated. Also areas of high migrant  
       populations also exhibit a range of accents peculiar to the particular nationality  
31 R_0xmlsF4xjWLmpnL Brisbane Parts of Melbourne:  Greek/Italian accented.  There is an extra rolling of vowels, particularly 'a' and 'o' .  For 
       example the word today sounds to me a bit like "todieee" phonetically. 
32 R_9HRvMlEYmuzKVkp Brisbane Says "Mal-born", as if, for some god-forsaken reason, it is the correct way to pronounce "Melbourne". 
33 R_6MxK6VpzwxpydGl Brisbane Very thick Australian accents from Melbourne. You can usually pick people are from here - their is a mix of 
       other cultures in the city, which I feel influences pronunciation of speech which defines    
       Melbournites 
34 R_bDu4heLOaypZay9 Brisbane Very upper class.Rounded vowels. Old school. Migrants very rough and lazt with many local idioms. 
35 R_0Bc7AbUkRus5LPD Canberra 'Melbournian' - posh and sophisticated version of the traditional Australian accent  
36 R_er4zDayiR43kSSp Canberra A bit snobby 
37 R_dcK9TQ7XYtDGzMF Canberra a little more formal, as its a more urban area, 
38 R_eFGrX6LBeP9aTeR Canberra As already described, Melburnians and Victorians pronounce the vowel in Melbourne to sound like  
       Malbourne - I would describe this as a Victorian accent. 
39 R_56ffCfAKqxDQsbb Canberra At times heavily accented. Very different to other parts of Australia. 
40 R_eVx37FtQcc2uv0F Canberra Certain few words: 'Brighton' is pronounced 'Bryden', 'Melbourne' is pronounced 'Mehburn'. 
41 R_1ZVGxJMYGwzzDh3 Canberra Closest to correct english. Sounds far more formal than language heard in NSW. Sounds more cultured.  But 
       has some different pronunciation - like castle with short 'a' sound. 
42 R_7OQwoMviTIhJ9SR Canberra Formal, almost a little 'British' 
43 R_4YmzCi0aCZnRxpH Canberra Melbourne 
44 R_6QeqQslnzJ4H82N Canberra Round; rounder vowels, generally less sharp 
45 R_2uCG6FR0lFx3nAF Canberra Rural Australia: I've noticed from my family who live on farms in Victoria they have a stronger Australian 
       accents as well, speak with that whining, drawling, open mouth, with frequent use of slang words. 
46 R_8vUPu1wdjWiGJo1 Canberra slightly posh version of the standard canberra accent :) 
47 R_dma6AdslygIBiip Canberra Sometimes Melbournians say 'Malbourne' rather than Melbourne 
48 R_ahOc3MrsaM4JRK5 Canberra Strong influence of British slang. E.g the word "chav" used to describe something unpleasant. 
49 R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Canberra Unusual pronunciation of vowels e often makes an a sound 
50 R_0BRRsgDPfHhG6rj Canberra Wouldn't know what to call it, but as aforementioned is short, clipped. 
51 R_5AT6SvRS6uOk1p3 Central SA Melbourne -more of an American sound to their speech ,just like area's of NSW they tend to expand/drag out 
       some vowels such as the 'all' in 'mall' -it tends to sound more 'al' than 'all' when saying the word 
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52 R_56ycb5AJq5rbayV Central SA Vowels used differently - flat, short 'a' 
53 R_4OsxFrGH8okU39r Central VIC Broad accents, lazy pronunciation (some might say a bit bogan). 
54 R_bEP4jkb4iS8pw9L Central VIC Country, Large use of slang words, but a friendly way of speaking.  
55 R_en9vES5sCH7fwvX Central VIC El/al merge 
56 R_09d8G7xwvcZjMtn Central VIC english 
57 R_3XmGZOQwmNtQczH Central VIC Grammatically correct and articulate, but only in the "upper class". There is a definate class divide in this  
       area. 
58 R_envFHlB2heH3OqF Central VIC Has unique pronunciation of Hamlet "Tarago", which is different to that in Southern Highlands of New  
       South Wales. Many use haitch rather thath Wales say Newcarsel, not Newcastle. WEstern Sydney is 
       a different accent to Eastern Sydney. South Australians say grarf, not graph, and Advarnced, not  
       advanced, and Maul, not Mall.  
59 R_0NXCpjA2KKUM3at Central VIC Highly varied from those with European (esp Greek/Italian) backgrounds, some much more 'cultivated',  
       general influence of Melbourne 'e' in speech...  
60 R_byMKsYYEfyDGwWF Central VIC people always finish sentences with 'yeah' 
61 R_6ncR8EG9NVLw137 Central VIC Posh vs began / Class dependant 
62 R_6rpzkknP1NADJNr Central VIC Strine, considered 
63 R_0CKKiD2RwCDhr9j Central VIC Toorak in Melbourne try to be posh 
64 R_0iZiQxZQsOq6MGV Central VIC Victorian or South West Victorian. / Fast speech, different inferences "ee" sound rather than "er" sound. /  
       Slang or "Ocher" speech incorporated 
65 R_eVSzgEpbFgeigsZ Central VIC Victorian- pronounciaton is much broader  
66 R_1YMeU1E1iCQi9hz Central VIC Western Suburbs of Melbourne, it's pretty disgusting. It's like these people were assaulted with a broken  
       dictionary. / Bogan would be the term I would use to describe their way of talking. 
67 R_6glApNUOdCWpymN Darwin Australian, but they pronounce Newcastle differently to other parts of Australia.  
68 R_4Zb9tflAjRUJTlH Darwin  Victorians speak better "English" and with different vowel sounds 
69 R_88jodY1jFQpAspD Melbourne (Couldn't zoom in the the map by the way) I'm trying to click on Phillip Island. Here people sound like a mix 
       of rural and urban, so I guess rurban? 
70 R_9sHwvprodYH3vet Melbourne Average Australian, no particular pronunciations  
71 R_bkpe7WqR9zcJyJL Melbourne Bogan west Melbourne. 'F' sound instead of 'th' sound. 'Nine' sounds more like 'Nyayn'. You can imagine  
       someone saying 'mate' at the end of every sentence.  
72 R_eb90uj8dHkk1ZPf Melbourne bogan, depending on the suburbs in Melbourne. Drawling, shortened forms of words. 
73 R_djpjLtDehiRGDbv Melbourne Country, broader speech, slower than urban 
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74 R_9SIyzxGYXKAIoNT Melbourne Depending on where one comes from and one's education. / The average well educated Victorian speaks  
       quite clearly, not particularly unique. Perhaps a little more classy than some other areas of the  
       country 
75 R_eL1PnOkpQyOJIMd Melbourne Diverse, because there are so many different ethnic backgrounds involved in the area that the language is  
       always changing and evolving.  
76 R_bxy4yRkvO7jCm7H Melbourne Educated 
77 R_8Dp8psvCEyFfCVn Melbourne General accent, the pronunciation of words is fairly good, the Broad accent is less pronounced here, as well. 
       Fairly good representation of the general population of Australia in terms of language use. 
78 R_1NUBA6L71MvKd3T Melbourne Highly variable because of diversity of people  / Influenced by class and education of individual  / More  
       refined UK English is eastern suburbs with variations depending on origins / Increasing numbers of 
       individuals living abroad creates a more cosmopolitan accent /  
79 R_0d40V1MKcgL83iZ Melbourne I don't think any area is particularly unique (I just picked Melbourne because the computer was making me 
       choose an area). / Perhaps people sound a bit "posher" in the cities than in the country but that's all 
       I've observed. 
80 R_86z8nspXHuSQELj Melbourne Melbourne - flat vowels galore 
81 R_3OC3e8wnvzjQoTP Melbourne Melbourne accent. / 'E' sounds as 'a', and shortened words - for example, "Malbun" rather than "Melbourne". 
82 R_a67J4XxiKa4uy9f Melbourne Melbourne is very multicultural and so there are a wide range of accents. Some parts of Melbourne are very 
       rich i.e. near Heidleberg and people here talk with a slight posh announciation, grammar is correct 
       and used frequently /  /  
83 R_8bTp2JTmNXfmt37 Melbourne Melbourne people, particulalry younger people I think have a similar sense of humour that effects the way 
       they speak compared to people from other cities, for instance, a more sarcastic tone. Also affected 
       accents are a lot more common in Melbourne, with people, purposely or not, either sounding more 
       American or British than "Australian"  
84 R_3kKpK4pGlQKT5yt Melbourne Mixed 
85 R_3t6AOdDPR4MlTox Melbourne More 'proper'. Tend to annunciate words better.  Don't drop g's.  Large Italian and Greek population gives 
       an unique accent to children of immigrants. 
86 R_0NcZcO1v5ydqZAF Melbourne more refined than in the more rural areas 
87 R_bKoHRVg21EF8M4t Melbourne ordinary strine 
88 R_08pEDuAT22mPjHn Melbourne Outer suburban areas of large cities. Often the outer suburbs are associated with another way of speaking 
       that is unique - thicker accents, a bit more 'bogan'. 
89 R_cABcaxfU183QT2J Melbourne People from this area take on a "Wog-ish" accent, which sounds rough and tough, whilst mostly boys take on 
       this accent to sound bigger than they are, some girls speak copy this style of speaking as well. 
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90 R_bHjeqX6gOxvwl2R Melbourne Pronounce ''Ellen'' like ''Alan''. / ''Saint Kilda'' is ''Sint Kilda''. 
91 R_5BjHYan4evUkBdr Melbourne Rural beach slang / City speak 
92 R_8IVvsDR3Gu0Z8sl Melbourne Slow and lazy 
93 R_8pn2CTGjuVkbd9H Melbourne Speak in a more traditionally british fashion 
94 R_5j0tnAhAg8qTLQp Melbourne Standard Australian but have different words 
95 R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Melbourne The common vernacular is clear and more Americanized compared to other areas of the country. Melbourne 
       being a largely multicultural place is also home to many second language speakers of English, which 
       not only makes Melburnians more adept at understanding accents, but are comfortable and used to 
       hearing a wildly different sound, which could not be said for a small rural town. 
96 R_dcYKtKeC7ZlsRgh Melbourne The speech in this area is the same as the rest of suburban Victoria, not  as slow and drawn as rural victoia 
97 R_0vR8BdgaYtSKgwl Melbourne There are very formal speakers of Australian Standard English and there are speakers of a more vernacular 
       version of Australian English 
98 R_d5sl7zKOW7LJuIt Melbourne To me,  Victoria has the classiest accent 
99 R_85M0oWxU1GjiNJb Melbourne Truthfully speaking I don't believe none of the areas have a unique speech. They all sound the same to me. I 
       certainly can not pick someone out as coming from Queensland or WA or wherever based on their 
       speech. Go to Germany and you will hear a much greater difference in speech and pronounciation. 
100 R_7QmvvEq5Yr2MOQR Melbourne Typical Australian 
101 R_3rTPIkKrvlL0cvj Melbourne Urban. 
102 R_d3TlY7CEVl1wLAN Melbourne varied from educated English to slang 
103 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne Victorian urban / precise, formal / more grammatically correct / ie not as much dropping of letters or words 
       or adding letters or words, less slang, less upward inflection at end of sentences 
104 R_dbrQCJWVRZCJtQN North QLD European Australian. / Aussie slang with a twang. 
105 R_bsdOE5RiwR8rrg1 Northeast A native of Melbourne seems to call "Castlemaine" "Casselmaine". There is often substitution of a sounds for 
       e sounds  (kind of in the way New Zealanders substitute "i" sounds and "e" sounds.  
106 R_9B9lrLcCWy14unr Northeast Applies to most cities. Varied, different accents multicultural. 
107 R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 Northeast Cultivated speech in the Melbourne 'prahvate' school belt. English anyhow - you say the words however you 
       can and we'll put them together and create some meaning. This is multicultural Melbourne.  
108 R_3OiMML58PJghi1T Northeast Hipster drawl in innercity and inner North Melbourne. Less pronounced Australian accent.  
109 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop Northeast Malben sound - short a. 
110 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 Northeast Melbourne accent. Subtly different to Sydney accent. Hard to explain. Perhaps a bit more influence of 'ethnic' 
       (esp Greek/Italian) Australian accent. A bit broader than Sydney. 
111 R_0pmmJmGHrspLOjr Northeast Melburnian - see previous answer. This al/el is the main thing I can pick up, there may be other things. 
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112 R_e3S7XHn8Xu8vjal Northeast Odd pronunciation  
113 R_6Fn2NO0heMys789 Northeast People of Melbourne have a very controlled use of language. They pronounce words a lot more clearly and 
       with greater articulation than in areas that i am familiar with. I feel as though they speak in a way 
       which is similar to an English accent.  
114 R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 Northeast Private School Australian English 
115 R_eRt2SecwyfZFtUF Northeast Slight variant of the clipped 'proper' pronounciation of SA but more relaxed. 
116 R_ag6ClDvzBV0nQHP Northeast They say [kÃ¦slÌ©]! 
117 R_002lbRAuk02Qb6R Northeast They sound different, more loud, different. 
118 R_cvfPnWTir0Ox3qB Northeast This is where I think the pronunciation of the "e" in bed is different from elsewhere in Australia.It is the same 
       as the "a" in cat. A girl is Halen rather than Helen - it is the short vowel sound that seems to be  
       consistently like this 
119 R_cBg5e3Sqh9AtbE1 Northeast Victorian, as previously mentioned, 'a' is prounced sometimes as a short 'a' 
120 R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT Northeast Wealthier parts of Melbourne - the accent is less broad as a consequence of socioeconomic/educational  
       (private school) factors. 
121 R_1X61TOi7urU3OLz Northeast Weird vowels. 
122 R_3KLmOWTYtbTDkc5 Perth  I'm not sure.  
123 R_8jlLW4IKrdmZh65 Perth  melbourne 
124 R_4Jl4dNezdNBgwXH Perth  Melburnian - pronouncing Melbourne as "MAL born". 
125 R_bEGRrlCYMKNWwyp Riverina I think a lot of Victorians sound weird, they pronounce some words strangely. / Pool = Piool / School =  
       Schiool 
126 R_aYnymduqLUXaRP7 Riverina I think their vowels sound different, especially when they say the word 'melbourne' 
127 R_2oueUMPalxvTTtr Riverina Inner City Melbourne Snob.  Someone who lives in Prahan, likes organic eating yogurt,and hipster beards 
128 R_aW8FJv8O4Ozj1ZP Riverina Just pronounce some words differently. More nasally, perhaps? 
129 R_eo0nIXYerUkvqst Riverina Melbournian - different vowel pronunciation. Almost a cross between New Zealander and South African 
130 R_78tv8XmPOUAbLzT Riverina Melbournians use a strange choice of sayings. Lots of references to cultural iconography. 
131 R_6gx0hLFd8fZ6y2h Riverina More formal, less "aussie", less slang, less bogan 
132 R_9TaB7OJM3FXFep7 Riverina Most people would have a broad Australian accent. They would use slang terms and quite often nicknames.  
133 R_a4aD9WjmZt6eQRv Riverina Rural Victoria. Very Australian, use alot of slang and have the stereotypical accent. 
134 R_cZIp4t6sUR58BdH Riverina This is city speech. More defined, not much slang, clearer words, they still have a slightly different sound to 
       Sydney however very subtle and hard to pick up what is different 
135 R_4NS89w5ebLZO0G9 Riverina use /a/ instead of /e/, vocabulary differences 
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136 R_6PBTseYL1O84Nb7 Sydney  "Eastern Suburbs Malbourne" - in extreme cases I've known speakers to be mistaken for Irish accents. /  /  
       SA's distinctive weak terminal 'L' is also found around the country but is most prominent in  
       Adelaide. 
137 R_3KNTxXx9XwdLLFj Sydney  A bit harsher . They pronounce it as Neskastle instead of Newcastle.  
138 R_1YW5ePi6LG0XHBb Sydney  also particular and devloping its own accent/ dialect/ sociolects. various foreign languages also spoken 
139 R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Sydney  I find the accent in Melbourne broader than in Sydney. For example, when pronouncing words that start  
       with "e", they will make it sound more like "a", such as with my name, which is "Elda", but comes 
       out sounding like "Alda" when they say it. They also use words that we don't in Sydney, such as  
       "grouse".  But then there are certain words that they shorten, such as "castle" - we will pronounce it 
       as "caahstle" (like the British do), whereas in Melbourne they will say what sounds like "kassel".  
       Potato cakes instead of potato scallops, etc. I've always found the differences interesting.  Again, as 
       in Sydney, inner-city Melbourne residents will generally sound different from those in the outer  
       suburbs. 
140 R_9GKMqNl6KeZngKp Sydney  I think people from melbourne pronounce their vowels a little lower than people from sydney, from my  
       experience 
141 R_6ShebLJV7VdwtwN Sydney  I would call it 'Melbourne' - the vowels are broader and more open 
142 R_0B3g8D1jw9Qtr93 Sydney  I would describe it as a gradual shift from standard 'e' pronunciation, and I would honestly call it  
       pretentious, driven by status, but I have no actual name for it. 
143 R_71x4rE1zdMI0SZT Sydney  In Melbourne they pronounce Melbourne more like "Malbourne" 
144 R_09y5FaHTEjngOXP Sydney  melb speech. lighter sound 
145 R_bIPUy8NkdOkeltH Sydney  Melbourne - they call a potat scallop a potato cake. 
146 R_1M67efjjbZnqLT7 Sydney  Melbourne accent: vowels are strange. Names like 'Eloise' seem to end up as 'Aloise'. Sometimes the accent 
       feels like some sort of American one. Train station recorded voices pronounce it as 'Mewbun'.  
147 R_bfqbRBJGJcm0uUJ Sydney  Melbourne English. "Melbourne" ----> "Malbourne" 
148 R_7Pqtx6OND9WvyVT Sydney  Melbournese / This is difficult to describe. I know that I recognise someone who lives in Melbourne by the 
       accent, but I don't know why. As stated previously, there are some key words, such as "grouse"to  
       indicate that something is good or great 
149 R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Sydney Melbournian. / 'e' and 'a' are transposed. 
150 R_1zfjhsgUQY1f1u5 Sydney  Melbournian. Very different vowel pronunciation to most of Australia. 
151 R_9HL7gH6CcCQTYrj Sydney  Mixed, semi-american accent. Quick pace. 
152 R_8GiZ79erthgSfd3 Sydney  More cultivated than in much of Australia.  
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153 R_51hrFG5fai3qbJz Sydney  People from Melbourne tend to sound more musical and softer in their speech. They have more floral and 
       articulate speech. 
154 R_8ICHd807wf9fQMZ Sydney  Posh sounding (vowels, unusual word choice)  
155 R_9XK1sRezfKhjO2p Sydney  Pronounce E words with an a / Ellen is said like Allen / Elevator is an alevator 
156 R_1Te3wlzAHScElet Sydney  Shorter vowels  
157 R_4PHgaZAOInraBSJ Sydney  Slang 
158 R_009DnnoegPG108Z Sydney  Slightly different idiom. 
159 R_1YQD077zEerV1Yx Sydney  Slower, 'rural'.  Victorians call rockmelon 'cantaloupe' and say 'cassle' for castle. 
160 R_6PrH4oi4DNPUg05 Sydney  Using certain words like grouse and cantaloupe that no one else uses  
161 R_a2YbjkBTSpEMOUt Sydney  Victoria - broad-ish accents, flatter vowels, 'el' sounding like 'al'. 
162 R_bQJ9FpKGzpMD03P Sydney  Victorian accent. /  / Pronounce 'e' vowels like 'a' vowels. /  / Sounds like Malbourne rather than Melbourne. 
163 R_ctDyA3NBuGDcjtP Sydney  Victorian AuE. Tendency towards [Ã¦] more than [É‘Ë�], although I don't know of much more influence.  
       Possibly having more "proper" vowels, more like RP. 
164 R_0Omgh3Sn90gfeIJ Sydney  Victorian/Melbournian variety of Australian English: Vowel sounds become more centralised.  
165 R_23NgKsvd8O54C9v Sydney  Victorians pronounce things differently 
166 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  vowels different - 'Malbourne' instead of 'Melbourne' 
167 R_aeZOh0h3djv5noh Sydney  Western areas of Melbourne tend to have more lazy speech habits, a more narrow vocabulary and are more 
       likely to use slang or informal words in place of more formal or more correct language. 
168 R_7U2JYswZNWNlbdr Sydney  Words with an 'e' sound as if they contain an 'a'. Melbourne becomes Malbourne. Yellow becomes yallow. 
169 R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ Tasmania I don't think there is really an area of Australia that sounds unique. All I can think of are small differences, 
       such as people from Melbourne tending to say "al" for the sound "el", as in "Malbourne". 
170 R_b412XkUTQsLhxqt Tasmania I honestly think I've already been thorough enough! 
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1 R_3Kmj3lcPtG7W4pn Adelaide aboriginal 
2 R_0Hh8rbllL5jk98h Adelaide aboriginal language 
3 R_7WLgjkzBPEWJLpj Adelaide english but different 
4 R_6sOqxDQl1mXXepT Adelaide Laconic, slow drawl 
5 R_cCmyB56hxkFV8xL Adelaide Lots of slang terms used, mixed up accents from across Australia & strong influence of Aboriginal English. 
6 R_d0GvAKst4O58TFX Adelaide Received Pronunciation 
7 R_9KQ2vHeHPdts3nD Adelaide slow, drawl, heavy 
8 R_bvIvY4F3b79DotT Adelaide The added word "but" at the end of a sentence as in "it's over there, but" 
9 R_eCZN34gNZDKOZKd Adelaide The people in the outback speak completely differently to the rest of the country.  
10 R_8hIWbH4K7sOsYkd Adelaide Very Aboriginally accented 
11 R_2icdt9g4Z9XF8DX Adelaide Very laid back and definitely don't pronounce words properly. Would describe as a bush accent. 
12 R_9QqxMwd3tLtZ5qJ Brisbane A strong and broad Australian accent. Easily identifiable 
13 R_81E9yGzrt0VM1Lv Brisbane Aboriginallingo. Not understandable. 
14 R_eWoAtwUUY7oZbuJ Brisbane Broad Australian accent - drawled. Also Aboriginal accented English - broken English / sometimes difficult 
       to understand.  
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15 R_8GGziWTsFEXclPn Brisbane Colourful and broad 
16 R_cLVhQCOUhIMlakZ Brisbane Country. Slang.abrupt. 
17 R_7Vhlduorw4R5KXH Brisbane Looks good 
18 R_bfoImGzdOFDHVel Brisbane Nope 
19 R_79iXiiyZ5Tw9T3D Brisbane Slang,  
20 R_81D1UOqAM4VPUkR Brisbane Top End English - incorporation of some Aboriginal English terms in oral language 
21 R_eDn00ozK75BVjXn Brisbane Very informal and abstract. Use a lot of slang. 
22 R_5Bg7EVfKTDS1Yd7 Brisbane Very slow, lacking in sophisticated words and incorrect grammar 
23 R_9S90GDmqtpdKjDn Canberra 'Juvenile'. Maybe a bit less sophisticated than most areas. 
24 R_aX0noQ7ixrodXqB Canberra "Australian", I'd say the accent is probably strongest around here. 
25 R_ex7swJSRUJmvEPj Canberra A mix of Australian English and yolngu 
26 R_2gX60o5QMEfyPzL Canberra As I answered unsure in the previous q, I have selected all of australia, and I wouldn't be able to define a  
       unique area within it relating to language 
27 R_77EdFmgWK5QfmCx Canberra Bogan, typical Aussie --> use of mate and g'day. "outback language" 
28 R_0rN5lSvurwXIecB Canberra bogan. 
29 R_dpoCDxxwocqfQAB Canberra Broad , slow , relaxed 
30 R_5A59d6KtUaUGLWt Canberra Drawl, colloquial, strong accent 
31 R_0cCk6bDDQ7P9LW5 Canberra High Indigenous Australian influence in spoken language. Speech resembles blend of traditional indigenous 
       dialect and English.  
32 R_1IcjeWEYdLYIyNL Canberra I would say that this area has the 'typical Australian accent'. / As many Indigenous Australians live in the  
       Northern Territory, the language/accent has remained more traditional and hasn't been influenced 
       by European settlers to the same extent as some other areas.  / I would describe this speech as  
       informal, friendly, "bogan" (I apologise if this is offensive), thick country accent.  
33 R_1M68c1WQcmT6mep Canberra In more isolated areas (here I have chosen Alice Springs, for example, which is a very isolated small city), I 
       believe that the pronunciation of vowels is Â´broaderÂ´ than in urban areas. Furthermore, I think 
       that the use of Â´Aussie slangÂ´ is more common: eg. mate, how ya goinÂ´, and perhaps there is a 
       greater use of typical Australian figures of speech.  
34 R_cNidxVD2b3teNbD Canberra In the "outback" they have a very thick Australian accent, even stronger than in other not-so remote rural  
       areas 
35 R_9TUIsZh2xtZ5Lq5 Canberra Indigenous people tend to speak English in a particular way / Indigenous people speak in a particular way 
36 R_d76T8re9FbPHa85 Canberra Informal, casual, slow (drawling speech), loud 
37 R_bILZ2cRyTil2cXr Canberra Inland speak, quick with a softer emphasis on consonants and slightly more relaxed grammar 
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38 R_eVzDwhrYAmTZbGR Canberra More country accents. More "bogan" and informal. Heavier use of slang 
39 R_8uF4DhArev7oBAV Canberra Multicultural, a lot of languages blending together. 
40 R_5uyEgGp1xrHBw7X Canberra Not as wordy. More non verbal communication 
41 R_02RTsw8h5iZoZIF Canberra NT drawl, spoken by mainly aboriginal people, very clipped, rapid, different use of words 
42 R_6Roao9ww848DWvz Canberra relaxed, area known to be inhabited my a large indigenous population and so native language is mixed with 
       English, however in a unique way. A lot of slang. 
43 R_5hdqIsf2KDu0Zk9 Canberra Sort of juvenile - very Ã³pen mouthed', a little bit unpleasant. 
44 R_1NB4vRNKCoDo7cx Canberra Stereotypical "Aussie", drawn out words, relatively slow speaking. 
45 R_9WuVtIHtOYr1lk1 Canberra The speech in central and rural Australia is quite broader and with more elongated vowels, as well as with a 
       greater use of slang and overall a stronger , when compared with coastal areas.  
46 R_d6BGSh1KVVtgKK9 Canberra The speech in central Australia can be described as being quite strong in terms of the Australian accent. In 
       these rural areas, the speech becomes quite brash, with the vowels heavily elongated and there is a 
       greater use of slang as well.  
47 R_cC88cBtOhQjTGuN Canberra The speech in central rural Australia is generally quite brash, with elongated vowels and a greater use of  
       slang, as opposed to the coastal areas of Australia. It is generally seen as a thicker Australian accent.  
48 R_bEMem1TfTfC7Bhr Canberra The speech in this area would be considered almost Pigeon english, mix of aboriginal native tongue.  
49 R_425eP9qTlXYU9Zb Canberra Thicker Australian accents, different slang to what I am used to  
50 R_819ZdqJLJDiRy1T Central SA NT in general. There are a lot of Indigenous communities, that have their own language. 
51 R_ePsBFYWx6nuwtZr Central SA slang quite often with a drawl 
52 R_byMKsYYEfyDGwWF Central VIC Broader accent, rougher, slowly 
53 R_0SBPgIi8zkCzUNf Darwin  Aboriginal accents are very thick, they speak riddled with slang which is uncommon, sometimes refer to  
       both genders as 'he'. 
54 R_dcfOVhTLT7i9zvf Darwin  Aboriginal people from communities in Arnhemland speak a more 'musical' way than non indigenous  
       people. They are sometimes more guttural in their speech. At other times it sounds like they are  
       being lazy in the correct pronunciation, ie the pronunciation is almost right. 
55 R_1T9z22lV76NUnd3 Darwin  australian with a mix of aboriginal australian and european australian. nasal. mumble.  
56 R_a5btNDOkRF2jlm5 Darwin  Bilingual area. Indigenous languages are used a lot by both white and black people 
57 R_7XauND4YMbs2k7j Darwin  Bushy, Aranda,  
58 R_6ya8GdFWif62ZyR Darwin  Got its own lingo - very multicultural  
59 R_0rcYFCnMJ40igol Darwin  I have always found this area to be quite unique as the whole name is Dutch.  I have always liked how  
       Eylandt is spelt. / The speech in this area is often a mix of English and Anindilyakwa. 
60 R_9Y2S7NkOcijTDuZ Darwin  Kriol. Indigenous English 
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61 R_d0iUkhgqIyiZMj3 Darwin  NT . Slower similar to Qld but either Aboriginal language thrown in. 
62 R_3dFxLEGkKnMn1Pf Darwin  Rough 
63 R_5j6vLiy5UM9ieDH Darwin  Stronger accent 
64 R_cSWyPcWqd3lYaZn Darwin  The top end - definitely more Twangy and very much old school  
65 R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF Darwin  Twang. Nasal 
66 R_5AuixC45xHOgFUx Darwin  Wadeye, an aboriginal community in the NT. Obviously, there are many different indigenous languages,  
       and often English is a second/ third language in these communities. I find the accent of people from 
      here to be different to the accent of indigenous people I have met from the East of the NT, in places like  
      Maningrida/ Gove area.  
67 R_b9p31DlRIEIhMVf Melbourne "Country" accent. The kind of accent many Americans imagine all Australians have based upon our media 
       representation in movies like "Crocodile Dundee" 
68 R_38FZHh2BACXHJeB Melbourne ABE (Australian Aboriginal English) 
69 R_brWwkUJCTYvlbaR Melbourne Aboriginal creole  /  
70 R_3DWwLr78Fournjn Melbourne Aboriginal English 
71 R_0vR8BdgaYtSKgwl Melbourne Aboriginal English has been very influential in the way speakers of Standard Australian English intonate - 
       for example the drawl in Daaaawin rather than Darwiin 
72 R_eWIlZ8DTFS9zQRT Melbourne Again very slang and a twang about it. 
73 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne Broad Australian, laconic and with high use of slang 
74 R_261w3wQmJCtoTc1 Melbourne Bush. Indigenous words and intonation are spoken with English words and phrases. Accent is generally  
       broader. 
75 R_9XIvc6xDLsnaRQ9 Melbourne Central Australia - running the words together in a fast, monotone run of words. Not much pitch variation, 
       or distinct separation of words. 
76 R_08pEDuAT22mPjHn Melbourne Country. People in the country often sound different to people in the city. People from the country tend to 
       have thicker accents and possibly speak a little more slowly.   
77 R_eG6HHOZWcnkrnH7 Melbourne Drawl, slang, pigeon  
78 R_eQL9et1rNPGkSO1 Melbourne I don't understand what y mean by an area sounding unique.  
79 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne indigenous second language English / blurry, deeper tones or resonance, shorthand or note style English 
80 R_51jyaH5NnOl2raZ Melbourne Large aboriginal communities, different tongue to Anglo  
81 R_01iUdiVMv5CzSBL Melbourne no answer 
82 R_03CB42FSZi4maj3 Melbourne ocker!  townsville people have a very "aussie" accent, broad vowels, slower speech. 
83 R_71A857jQYlVofEV Melbourne Pidgin English. / Predominantly English with various migrant languages spoken. 
84 R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Melbourne pidgin english. amalgam of indeigeous language and english. 
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85 R_9BmXalMn6QbIFwx Melbourne Regional Australia (outback) More "okka". Less refined, more slang, wide speech 
86 R_a9IdaG5ZxkC8Tl3 Melbourne Rural broad accent 
87 R_9oaLe2sBKnXTTGR Melbourne slang, lazy, real aussie very different to cities like melbourne and sydney 
88 R_eL1PnOkpQyOJIMd Melbourne Somewhat historical, because it is one the the places that still has many original Australian cultures  
       embedded into the environment and society.  
89 R_eV4INojIXMKEWoZ Melbourne stronger accents associated with indigenous australians 
90 R_24gtdi3H4P289St Melbourne the speech of this area corresponds with the indeginous language. 
91 R_aaWsBS2YxqLf27z Melbourne There are a lot of indigenous Australians in the Top End and they speak very different English, with a  
       heavier accent, and using very different speech patterns.  
92 R_eFqw7NKW5Zd69ox Melbourne Unique. / More casual, less formal language used, more colloquialisms 
93 R_3Wa1AXl35MMl8cR Melbourne way too fast 
94 R_5yxP2RWT4Jh7GAZ North QLD NT people tend to be 'lazy' in the way they speak. 
95 R_5BADjP981aQ144l North QLD Very broad accented / Slow speech / Full of slang  
96 R_eRt2SecwyfZFtUF Northeast Accent is a little more deep and gutteral, language is moderately slow. 
97 R_0Go99aLQbEIsBBH Northeast Alice Springs English is slightly more Americanised than other Australian English (both in accent and in  
       word usage) 
98 R_6Gpr641IM0yYiMJ Northeast country accent.Easy going and good for understanding. 
99 R_3duNmgj5NePgJNj Northeast I don't think there are any unique areas 
100 R_e2kDfgLeScsB5I1 Northeast Indigenous obviously have a vey distinct sound.  
101 R_bfkMTGLClbDEsZv Northeast It would be mostly aboriginal, either native language or slang 
102 R_3qokFpXqmI5IdxP Northeast laid back, not rushed, flattened vowels 
103 R_afakCxxaTW32aLH Northeast Native. Due to a large Indigenous population, different languages/accents can be heard. 
104 R_9B9lrLcCWy14unr Northeast Rural and aussie 
105 R_ag6ClDvzBV0nQHP Northeast slow 
106 R_0judiIsv2oAWCGx Northeast Very broad in comparison to other varieties of Australian English. Also sounds more more nasal. 
107 R_ebavBHk55qx3gQ5 Northeast Very outback, drawn out words and slower 
108 R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD Perth  aboriginal english (though again, unique is a relative term - so it'd be found all over in predominantly  
       aboringal areas, and is unique in terms of being very minority .... let's say, unique but widespread) 
109 R_elMxZh3gjdVFm6x Perth  Aussie slang 
110 R_205oaEutnOWfqw5 Perth  Non existent  
111 R_3w4YSusw4mlGbg9 Perth  ocker / slang 
112 R_5pgzSWDHs2ZPDOB Perth  Outback: drawling, lots of slang, nasal 
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113 R_8ul2uLIEIDVVLb7 Perth  Some aboriginal languages spoken in the area 
114 R_e2wH5M7DJX1ofTn Perth  Traditional Australian in terms of Indigenous peoples 
115 R_250hgJYM8MMeH0p Riverina BOGAN HOGAN 
116 R_2bKs4KJFR9qPVbv Riverina I find the accents from indigenous australians living in central australia very accented.  
117 R_8GNIp0G928yxpR3 Riverina I have the preconception that the NT has a high level of aboriginal communities so I would call the speech in 
      this area Aboriginal English. I would describe it as that as well, as different to Standard Australian English 
       and "incorrect". 
118 R_abCASurNH72Mw3r Riverina Less formal 
119 R_aW8FJv8O4Ozj1ZP Riverina Lot of Indigenous communities that tend to have a particular dialect. 
120 R_cv7SigwjyLoIGCV Riverina Native Based. The native tongue of the aboriginal language. Unique in the words use and the way the people 
       communicate.  
121 R_0eWUa8UhxYD90gd Riverina There Aboriginal community's throughout IT and Western Australia.. They all distinctive speech.Dialect. 
122 R_eVigzIixiD8vREF Riverina Very colloquial. True blue Australian 
123 R_cCNtfE7K0lYsML3 Rural WA Bush Speak, typified aussie language ie "how ya going mate?" 
124 R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN Rural WA I can't think of any unique areas 
125 R_bltgpSomQKGhGT3 Rural WA Ocker,  
126 R_1BuHbErQ8esEq4R Rural WA Very ochre, slower speech 
127 R_25JKZtIUHkg7lFb Sydney  Aboriginal and outback slang. Again aboriginal and outback slang. 
128 R_0v0xO3qBH7Vl0NL Sydney  Aboriginal influence. Not grammatically correct. 
129 R_e3vBjp9e0PBh9fD Sydney  Bogan 
130 R_a5mTDIEGer65v6d Sydney  Broken English - made up of native tongue as well / Loud as if yelling / unstructured sentences / as if  
       speaking from the top palet 
131 R_0SwijTiAsgpga4B Sydney  Colloquial, rural, more 'traditional' Australian 
132 R_9BKtfpDVdDU03AN Sydney  Creole like. Mix of British English, 'Australian English' and modern 'aboriginal English'.  Significant cultural 
       difference reflected  
133 R_9XmxyaspyTc8Jx3 Sydney  ethnic to the land 
134 R_0vssUpjClqiNU7H Sydney  guttural  
135 R_0qDVf725Qd9duEB Sydney  Have previously answered unaware of any area that has 'unique' speech. 
136 R_d5Y14D1aRlo3hcx Sydney  I have already answered this question above 
137 R_4Z8nyF95Snhplrf Sydney  I'm not entirely sure about this area but, people from rural areas tend to have a thicker "Australian accent" 
       than those in urban areas. 
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138 R_bHDvD5C8M29w2Jn Sydney  Less dictation - slur words slightly / Strong use of colloquialisms / Rougher/sharper sounds e.g. words are 
       less rounded particularly when words include a lot of vowels 
139 R_ewzo3PTxp5HMcbH Sydney  Mixed native and English, some words such as bungee which is quite specific to this area and northern parts 
       of Queensland . 
140 R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Sydney Native Australian. / People in this area (indigenous & local European) speak with a virtually closed mouth, 
       in a low tone, somewhat garbled. They often transpose 'f' & 'p' and 'g' & 'k' or rather garble those  
       consonants so that 'park' can sound like 'pfark' and 'grub' can sound like 'krub.' 
141 R_7WF3krwsWkHXzox Sydney  NT quite colloquial. 
142 R_cBa6ocdI8QFYuMd Sydney  quite colloquial language due to the nationality of the majority of habitants  /  / nasal in sound  
143 R_1YW5ePi6LG0XHBb Sydney  rich of indigenous languages and english dialect influenced from indigenous language 
144 R_a9snzKjSYlduMXb Sydney  Slow lazy strong accent 
145 R_e4JwB7QAhmd4q33 Sydney  Slower 
146 R_bw7B4o2bdmBtOlf Sydney  Stronger accent / Increased use of slang 
147 R_0UIhmKf0AtneXxb Sydney  The area I am indicating is the whole of Australia. I don't think that the speech in any area of Australia is  
       unique to that area. The exception to this is Norfolk Island where the inhabitants have a unique  
       language that they acquired from the survivors of the Bounty mutiny. The Aboriginal/Torres Strait 
       peoples are the other exception as their languages are unique to one area, but I am not familiar with 
       any of their languages to be able to comment. 
148 R_5zQMrmowhBGFsgd Sydney  The speech is very high pitched and quick. The words are almost all slang and very difficult to understand. 
       Even for nature english speakers.. Influenced by the aboriginal style of speech.  
149 R_4MipQ681ZeEGTKB Sydney  There are probably many unique dialects  
150 R_bIXuAsaAPFNCpuJ Sydney  Very rural Australian, high population of indigenous languages, stronger Australian accents 
151 R_9ulLzZd8kECrZwp Tasmania Aboriginal English. 
152 R_560x4VN1OkI26Fv Tasmania Areas with a high proportion of Aboriginal people.  They can be quite difficult to understand.  This is more 
       likely because of an educational issue rather than English being a second language.  My experience 
       with Aborginal people is most only know very few word of there native language. 
153 R_eFktAoI3OD3kiCF Tasmania I do not know of any specific unique speech locations. There seems to be continuum within cities, out to  
       rural areas, and farther out to the sticks. I would say that anywhere with flies and or dust will lead 
       speakers to keep their mouths tightly closed. And of course for anyone speaking English as a second 
       language they may be more difficult to understand too, for example tribal aboriginals or urban  
       migrant communities such as Asians  
154 R_1Gpf2EWfQurlTvL Tasmania None 
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155 R_b3jbvmDnfDdUVNz Tasmania Sounds like south Africa 
 

 
 

# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on NORTH QUEENSLAND speech 
1 R_9GZr2DsEZC0QlWl Adelaide already described above (north/far north qld) 
2 R_78njyzpK61gTFgF Adelaide Australian - have never been to Outback Queensland - but the image of the dinky die Aussie - Paul Hogan in 
       Crocodile Dundee and numerous other films which have exploited this image. 
3 R_dnwcmxkpd0L9zmt Adelaide Broad accent, Crocodile Dundee-ish 
4 R_8HcFJnK9M622Akt Adelaide broad, drawl, spoken with mouth almost closed, slow. I think this applies throughout northern rural  
       Australia and rural Tasmania 
5 R_2l6VgmhXRPiu9Uh Adelaide Drawl like.....a bit thick sounding but not by their use of words.....more in their enthusiasm. 
6 R_0kt3yC3CeJPYprT Adelaide Gutteral. Vey twangy in sound and uses older slang terms more often than urban areas. quaint and re- 
       assuring. 
7 R_e4pdJYC4jvWJSyF Adelaide In this section of the country the speech is slower and more distinctively "Australian" as considered by other 
       countries 
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8 R_2icdt9g4Z9XF8DX Adelaide Kind of bogan.. if thats a way to describe an accent.  
9 R_9pCX0KyyRmrvUKF Adelaide Not sure 
10 R_6LidPMswr7mCiVL Adelaide Queenslander talk. Very ocker and nasal. Harder for non-native English speakers to understand. 
11 R_3NVoKHFGSMyluwR Adelaide Rural Northern Queensland: Broad, slow-paced, frequent use of idioms, harsh sounding, pronounced rising 
       of voice at conclusion of verbal sentences. 
12 R_6nZJ5Kyur8oZh77 Adelaide Slow and lazy, drawn out Aussie drawl  
13 R_0jHvBLfORok8Yh7 Adelaide Speech in this area is very casual in nature, heavy use of slang and colloquialisms and particular unique  
       emphasis on vowels and in particular, double vowel words like 'pool' 
14 R_eEtNcafSblmXZ2Z Adelaide The area of North Queensland has a very broad twangy pattern of speech. More laconic and humorous  
       phrases and sentence structures that my home state of South Australia. 
15 R_08SAyKnhTu61lpr Brisbane  money talks a lot. you can hear the farmers talk is not as fast or as rude as the miners.   
16 R_eWoAtwUUY7oZbuJ Brisbane  North Queensland speech - use of words not generally used e,sew here, eg Hey 
17 R_eQBayy23iOHUypf Brisbane "Cairns English" is a very broad version of australian english, in which the features of australian english are 
       taken to extremes, incredibly long vowel sounds with harsh rising inflections at the end of their  
       sentences.  
18 R_cTPPRxLlRYfrfEx Brisbane Far north Qld speakers often put "hey" at the end of their sentences. 
19 R_8eJqh7FOR8axaq9 Brisbane In Cairns people talk about FNQ as if it is a seperate state.  They end their sentance with Ay. Older people in 
       FNQ talk slowly.  
20 R_cLVhQCOUhIMlakZ Brisbane Longer drawl. Slower. Lower use of complex words 
21 R_73wacnNKYk61DZr Brisbane North Qld - different only in use of words (as above), not sound of words. / I have already commented on 
       other areas. 
22 R_81D1UOqAM4VPUkR Brisbane North Queensland - rising intonation at the end of sentences -regular use of tag question, 'hey?' to make sure 
       the other speakers are still in the exchange  
23 R_6LLoJ22Z74d4hvv Brisbane North queensland; similar to western qld 
24 R_bw3Ux61746PxDQV Brisbane Queenslander 
25 R_bkiTAew0VAGxZcx Brisbane Regional speech patterns and word use eg ending sentences in 'eh'  
26 R_aVIb0lS4dxrCTwp Brisbane Slang is used a lot. Sentences are punctuated with "yeah boy" and swearing. 
27 R_3mXZhXiHQoGVALb Brisbane Slightly more rounded sound? More pleasant sounding. Not all sounds are pronounced the same or as  
       clearly (to what north qld's are used to). 
28 R_cYEBgSv6jPgALT7 Brisbane slow and with a  drawl 
29 R_3e2Jli6t6OQ7Y6F Brisbane Slower.  More of a drawl. 
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30 R_9Zhlz9FdEMtdwsB Brisbane They have a heavier accent, putting a different level of stress on the letter 'a' as well as others compared to 
       more urbanized areas. 
31 R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx Brisbane Thursday Island English. More of the rhythms of the indigenous TI language, than of mainland English 
32 R_1OdWvo8DBBcLm6x Brisbane Very Australian, quite similar to the outback WA accent. People from rural areas in other states don't seem 
       to have the same broad accent 
33 R_cUs3kKstIrBExQp Brisbane very slow and countrified - really like  - how ya goin, straya, (typical aussie slang) 
34 R_0VdhPPv8SUVL6jb Canberra 'bogan' is what comes to mind but I don't think that's linguistically useful... / More stereotypically Austarlian 
       (Strayan), broad, brief.  
35 R_e8KVBr3Y97A25nv Canberra bogan (for lack of a better term) 
36 R_9TVtxMvjAX2ASyx Canberra broad okker.  Broad vowels and slow speech. 
37 R_0Bc7AbUkRus5LPD Canberra Central to Northern Queensland has a reputation for 'bogan' mannerisms  
38 R_bEMem1TfTfC7Bhr Canberra Choc full of colloquialisms and improvised english. Bogan. 
39 R_7OrPqgWhTc9ZAKV Canberra colloquial and relaxed  
40 R_bILZ2cRyTil2cXr Canberra Far Northern QLD. Very broad  
41 R_dds16CEAyTYzWpn Canberra Full of slang and extremely casual 
42 R_1M68c1WQcmT6mep  Canberra I believe many areas of QLD to be typical examples of Aussie Slang.  
43 R_3gQwhwnZTINuSUd Canberra Much more lazy, nasal and with longer vowels.  
44 R_bvZBUzKcQMVgkF7 Canberra People in Northern Queensland sound more typically "Australian". More slang such as "mate" or "G'day" is 
       used in causal conversation, often this language is described as bogan. 
45 R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Canberra Queenslanders have more of a laid back drawl. Slur words more frequently. 
46 R_en8f5KxQ5buo6Ox Canberra Slang terns used are 'old school' 
47 R_9M6Rw5XIrGTJVJ3 Canberra Speech is slower and more drawn out 
48 R_3CY3vgZCpM7ex6t Canberra Stronger version of the Australian accent, i.e. further away from British 
49 R_3BOjFFQcU9z4ltb Canberra Tend to use Ã¦ in words like castle, pasty etc, where most areas would use standard a (as in far). 
50 R_etAX8kjxQ6dyxSZ Canberra Very colloquial, relaxed and thick nasal pronounciation 
51 R_b3mvrlG34QGPZyt Canberra Very outback australia. A lot of slang involved and words are not pronounced as clearly when compared to 
       canberra  
52 R_8GQkt5dtLbqwDhr Central SA FNQ uses far more colloquial terms than people in SA, it is far less formal style of speaking.  This may be to 
       do with the Tropical lifestyle 
53 R_byoX6qQHE5X9JKR Central SA Not Sure 
54 R_2mZwnOUbJCE2ZJb Central VIC Northern QLD, different slang words. But different groups in that area who have lived there forever have 
       different accents. 
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55 R_0CKKiD2RwCDhr9j Central VIC QLD is more rough  
56 R_bNIMBNUD7KXa55H Central VIC QLD, Generally they speak slower and in a more laidback manner. The way they express themselves is quite 
       distinct. You can always pick a Queenslander when they speak as they generally always end an  
       utterance with the word " 'ey" with a rising inflection as is asking for confirmation, perhaps lending 
       to the stereotype that Queenslanders are easy going if not some-what thick. 
57 R_elgWvA1EYOXjOMl Central VIC Real Ocker. Described in the previous answers about the FNQ accent. 
58 R_0dmyKMFhmMTRDsF Central VIC Rural 
59 R_8tVN2o3aNZWgmOx Central VIC Slow, thick, broad Australian accent. Elongated vowels, distinct nasal twang 
60 R_9uESQaSFoGCmUXX Darwin  'country' aussie, very drawn out. 
61 R_cSWyPcWqd3lYaZn Darwin  Aboriginal Communities and Torres Strait Islanders speak an entirely different type of English that's too  
       complicate to describe in one paragraph! 
62 R_bltqHxPAiZHtsGh Darwin  adds extra syllabuls onto the end of sentences. 
63 R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF Darwin  Nasal. Twang 
64 R_4Zb9tflAjRUJTlH Darwin  Northern Queensland is also a mixture of aboriginal and other states but with predominant Qld influence 
65 R_dcfOVhTLT7i9zvf Darwin  Slow drawl; speech is slow and the words are drawn out. / Prim and proper: the people pronounce all parts 
       of a word. It sounds more like England's royalty sometimes. 
66 R_1T9z22lV76NUnd3 Darwin  stereotypical ocker english. louder, stress on first syllable. 
67 R_6yxW2wXs17sKWs5 Melbourne A drawl. Slow, pronounced accent. 
68 R_eFqw7NKW5Zd69ox Melbourne Again, more casual, greater use of slang and less focus on diction 
69 R_cC0D914IkbeL5WJ Melbourne Bogan 
70 R_9zUVp2Hz3LuQ96t Melbourne Broad slang unique  
71 R_0wh7GTPKwDgpgjz Melbourne country drawl 
72 R_3HJC9bjXH3wc1Zb Melbourne English /  easy and can understand 
73 R_205YGN5DMb8tSfz Melbourne fairly bogan 
74 R_bDdNq8faukJdvXD Melbourne Laconic and with a drawl 
75 R_42PlpwuBQFv7P5X Melbourne Long and drawled. Maybe because of the humidity. 
76 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne Overall rural QLD: Much broader. More casual speech without crisp and clear pronunciation. Greater use of 
       idioms and own regional slang.  
77 R_3eKGXDxbsWMj7HD Melbourne Redneck!! Less articulated, lots of slang, slow delivery 
78 R_2sCYRr27guxAIF7 Melbourne relaxed!  / slower / informal 
79 R_6fLSiAVI7RDjiS1 Melbourne Rural-sounding, slower, brighter 
80 R_1ESWyjlDNHOEFmt Melbourne sing song 
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81 R_6KUZa9TIIaxFTZH Melbourne Slack 
82 R_eWIlZ8DTFS9zQRT Melbourne Slang with a country twang.  They say ey and but a lot 
83 R_cvWrm6pJpr5mpVz Melbourne slow, languid, lazy, drawling 
84 R_4OOoR6oEcvbbUgt Melbourne Slower and more laid back 
85 R_71A857jQYlVofEV Melbourne Strine. 
86 R_9vjY5LzNZCZvMEd Melbourne This answer is tempered by the fact I have only lived in Melbourne (22 years), Brisbane (52 years) and  
       Townsville (3 years). / I found the people in Townsville spoke more slowly, quite harshly and with 
       rising inflection at end of sentence.  The use of "eh?", especially at the end of a sentence, was  
       noticeable eg "How are you, eh?"  "magic weather, eh?" 
87 R_9u8wxzD318dZUs5 Melbourne unique because related to indigenous languages. although i haven't actually been here so don't know for sure.  
88 R_1OmqR7adupsIcst Melbourne Very broad and flat, uncultivated, twangy 
89 R_dbrQCJWVRZCJtQN North QLD Bushy Australian,  / Droll. 
90 R_6J4yW5Q9yOs6d7v North QLD bushy, uneducated, concatenated mumble  
91 R_6Ym4g2G6Da0Op49 North QLD Country Mid Queensland / Slow drawn out with bits off the end or start dropped off. 
92 R_b2sTX35e2KpBRXf North QLD Full of slang, rural, reflective of socio-economic and educational backgrounds. Farming, jokey.  
93 R_2uhzfGlNQiycaln North QLD Hard to define, sorry, as my experience with other Aust. accents is limited. 
94 R_0P4Te5DHC4TfQJD North QLD I often get told I sound like a "bogan". And generally am asked where I come from in Australia.  /  / Nasally I 
       can't think of any other word for it  
95 R_2aCCJ4rINDOXEW1 North QLD Informal, broad accent, lots of slang, some of it unique. 
96 R_brygszjS269QCFv North QLD North Queensland Drawl. Slow, Broad 
97 R_dmMOxth9ZSRmVZr North QLD North Queensland: People speak very slowly, and use some unusual words. 
98 R_cTtIbMUUo6B0w5f North QLD Slow drawling speech, no clear annunciation of words 
99 R_7OMGwbrF2fzxIm9 Northeast A variation of the rural 'aussie-ochre' accent. Still just as distinctive, and just as un-articulated. 
100 R_29aaNoO69FNNcz3 Northeast Different from the rest of Australia 
101 R_39t3kD2BEcfVtE9 Northeast Having visited outback Queensland there is a definite change in the patter of the delivery. Indigenous  
       people I spoke too definitely had their own version of English, pigeoned with some of their  
       traditional words.  
102 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 Northeast North Queensland accent. Broad, very stereotypically 'Australian', slow, can be nasal,  
103 R_d4NnBKOXlbAjPet Northeast Ocker. A lot more slang is incorporated into the language and everything sounds like a question 
104 R_b2Z4aPObuuG5lpX Perth  Cant describe the accent but its very easy to pick 
105 R_3w4YSusw4mlGbg9 Perth  friendly 
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106 R_cLPZXvm3ht0uLyJ Perth  Just the use of 'pool', 'school' and 'cool' comes to mind, using mostly the front of the mouth to produce the 
       vowels and words. Very laid-back.   
107 R_57qqIKCBMOdTO0R Perth  More shortened words used 
108 R_6fDdUIwxsMqMEtf Perth  Queenslander accent. Nasal, fast, strong Australian accent. 
109 R_cCvQnGrDcHQeGjz Perth  Slang 
110 R_a3mGwC7ShQlEXQ1 Perth  Very stereotypical "ocker" Australian 
111 R_bdvP0ruhiKHgEOF Perth  West of Townsville, the slow drawl with cut sentences, often more readily understood by locals, perhaps  
       influenced  by the heat and isolation, and general lack of population fertilisation..   
112 R_78tv8XmPOUAbLzT Riverina Big, airy and bright. 
113 R_6rt5JtA0Aw1ahdH Riverina Classic Australian. The northern part of QLD has an accent associated with the publicty of AUstralia such as 
       the classic G'day mate of paul Hogan and Steve Irwin. 
114 R_0wjVOzWm5Ou6ZQp Riverina Drawling 
115 R_5jUdyaKDn4b0W8d Riverina More lay back and not so rushed 
116 R_byIq8xuyCbeeQ8l Riverina North Qld - slow 
117 R_77E5zHMViaYdkRn Riverina Ocker 
118 R_5BhzK28vIp3K5lb Rural WA Everything is a question (ends in a high note and/or "aye?". ). Mix of American influence and Native  
       Australian influence. Strained.  
119 R_bNHCIMBQtjyJR7T Sydney  Backwater.  
120 R_exS8h2J302VsLYx Sydney  Bogan 
121 R_1zfjhsgUQY1f1u5 Sydney  Cairns. Slower speech. Common usage of eh at the end of sentences.  
122 R_0eNLoHXTBu6QyBn Sydney  Drawl / Slow 
123 R_bQ1lSBaBD0b6jWZ Sydney  Great Barrier Reef / Casual / Slow / Laid back 
124 R_5w1bWEtR1qkHuqF Sydney  Heavy accent can be a bit difficult to understand.  
125 R_9Ssl166WCHKaPVb Sydney  i think the speech in Queensland is a lot more 'bogan' than other places i have been to.   
126 R_7WF3krwsWkHXzox Sydney  Mix of Australian and Aboriginal sounds 
127 R_ewzo3PTxp5HMcbH Sydney  Mixed and strine 
128 R_7Pqtx6OND9WvyVT Sydney  Northern Queensland Style. / Tends to be slowish, many sentences are finished with Ã¤y"=e". e.g. I went to 
       the shop, ay. The ay is pronounced like hey without the 'h'. 
129 R_51hrFG5fai3qbJz Sydney  Northern Queensland; Nasal, unattractive, incoherent. They are unnecessarily loud and lack in vocabulary. 
130 R_2s11kN1pL20rVKB Sydney  Ocker Australian. Very broad, long sounsing vowels. As a typical Australian would be characterised on a  
       comedy show. 
131 R_9ZS0STAfzAmO27b Sydney  Regional vocabulary differences 
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132 R_5zQMrmowhBGFsgd Sydney  rural queensland is quite nasal. many of the words are blended together.  
133 R_57IU7VgPrtymUTj Sydney  Slow. A lot of slang.  
134 R_5aucX6d89o9BBcN Sydney  speak slowly 
135 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  TSI and NQ languages, plus rural anglo-celtic /  / I haven't got all day for this, there are many unque areas, 
       so though I am answering NO below, it shouldn't be taken as read that this is the case 
136 R_ePToX9ZeMeX5vcF Tasmania 'Ocker' (or more bluntly, 'bogan'). Syllables are drawn out, 'g's are dropped off the ends of words (eg "I'm  
       goin' to the pub). I can only assume Queenslanders are all too hot to form full sentences. 
137 R_4VCvw9yjfwDd88d Tasmania a drawl 
138 R_5stBvwM8GjW0G7X Tasmania In the Mt Isa area their accent is much more nasal than here in Brisbane.  
139 R_eyVQpDvlyejBJT7 Tasmania Just Gambing & joking, especially the indigenous population, never know when they are joking or not.  
       Swear a lot. Friendly mostly. 
140 R_6lM23v5KrO19vU1 Tasmania lazy 
141 R_0wegrCNTv2Id0ZT Tasmania More of an Australian drawl. Slow. More nasal. 
142 R_b3jbvmDnfDdUVNz Tasmania Sounds ozzie 
143 R_37ZIcdo82xHpWFT Tasmania The sound is at the exaggerated spectrum of the Australian accent in terms of the nasal drawl. 
144 R_7WHfChbOUbbdAVf Tasmania Very drawl out speech 
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1 R_3BZWsIDQmqg71SR Adelaide Bogan, but?  
2 R_2nNELi8NB8FsuTr Adelaide I have found that people (mainly men) who come from country NSW/VIC have a heavy Aussie slang accent. 
       They pronounce words mumbled/unclear and use lots of slang Australian words to describe things 
3 R_d0GvAKst4O58TFX Adelaide Neighbours 
4 R_4IqxbnH2FZcM0Pr Adelaide New South Welshmen pronounce their words differently to South Australians. The words pool and school 
       they accentuate the ool's.  As a South Australian that has lived in NSW for the last 8 years my accent 
       has changed and now I sound more like a New Zealander with a mix of the 2 accents. 
5 R_5oP5R0jgw9zgH0p Adelaide QLDn& NSW have a more country sound and the pronunciation of dance is distinctive, less English.  
6 R_3KJX7IzZalpcrKR Adelaide Rural/Slang 
7 R_eVvC6pzZCUU6cIJ Adelaide Very english, posh 
8 R_5h91f9Avfz7gVM1 Brisbane More ocker, like very Aussie, especially with women from the Central Coast  
9 R_77lfrRzlKrVRg6p Canberra "Bogan" rural and less educated sounding. Typical australian accent portrayed in Hollywood movies and  
       accent that foreigners imitate when imitating Australians 
10 R_b3grQNXK34Lv00t Canberra bogan 
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11 R_ba40Prlx0NuzEr3 Canberra Bogan, slowly, bad enunciation & diction e.g. "Going" becomes "goin" 
12 R_a8XRfUtTAYepcRT Canberra Bogan. Very harsh, use a lot of swear words, put "but" on the end of sentences, elongate the "a" sounds in  
       words. This is for most rural areas not specifically Broken Hill 
13 R_3gzCmEzWxeT4Yzr Canberra Broad, elongated, emphasis on the "r" sound 
14 R_5A59d6KtUaUGLWt Canberra Country, Drawl 
15 R_5iJpA3hWoUURPE1 Canberra Educated well spoken 
16 R_3EpYoerogYIxnw1 Canberra Generally more sophisticated, less bogan than other parts of Australia. Clearer and more defined 
17 R_1M68c1WQcmT6mep Canberra Here, I have chosen Orange in NSW as a further example of the rural Aussie slang.  
18 R_430IsY7ejK5k7iJ Canberra Informal. Laid back - vocally relaxed so the voice comes from the back of the mouth rather than the front  
       (I'm not explaining that well!) Can also be a little nasal (maybe that's the dust). Vowels are flatter. 
       Vocab is friendly and down-to-earth; people can be chatty and yarn a lot. Swear words as adjectives 
       are not uncommon. (Although the F word can be used as noun, verb, adjective and adverb -  
       sometimes in the one sentence!)  
19 R_3OAPCG7rNl9xt0V Canberra My family is from Cowra / borrowa and they speak slowly. The also pronounce words like golf differently. 
       Sounds like golif. And film sounds like filim.  
20 R_6saGJ9kfruaDmFD Canberra Outback Australia/ rural and remote/bush - broader accent than urban areas. 
21 R_b1nxEZmiOoj1dTD Canberra Rude 
22 R_6XdjHHHCCQdUssd Canberra The people who live around the Byron Bay area use local coastal lingo much more than other more urban 
       areas. It has a twang and a richness to it. It is much slower and loosely formed than major cities.  
23 R_8IhyJLX5rpSnNnT Canberra The speech is very informal with a high use of colloquialisms. It is a little lazy with words sometimes being 
       shortened or pronunciations changed usually by dropping letters.   
24 R_01lD3uAb3g8AEtf Central SA Different pronunciation 
25 R_818vNtaonidiDFb Central VIC more rural, not as refined 
26 R_3QPDlt5mzOA2tBX Darwin  More refined and posh!  
27 R_3VoozV70vipF0Y5 Melbourne "strine" australian. Its spoken like someone is pinching their cheeks and pushing them in to make the sound 
       thinner 
28 R_eV4Y1F6aemD4Hn7 Melbourne English or another language 
29 R_06s4u0rQQTPxseV Melbourne My dad's family is from around this area. I think they have a high pitched, long and drawn sounding accent. 
       That's how dad's family speaks. I know this is totally biased, but when I was a kid I always thought 
       that people from here sounded unintelligent. We went to visit dad's family a few times.  
30 R_3DWwLr78Fournjn Melbourne Rural Australian 
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31 R_9H0h43naJ5y7YZn Melbourne Traditional rural Aussie bush lingo, similar to the Chips Rafferty drawl of the 1930s and earlier. Classic  
       Australian. 
32 R_4T9Zo2Kb3kwA2Md Northeast "Outback Aussie"; lengthened vowels, words often not distinct from the next word, emphasis on "r"s, slower 
       pace 
33 R_5b7O51eORAqMUvj Northeast A lot of tonal variation and rhythm - it went up and down a lot. Animated. Much more high upturns, tonally 
       speaking. Almost questioning, inviting the conversation to continue by lacking the dismissive  
       sentence-ending vocal downturn. 
34 R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 Northeast Aboriginal Australian English 
35 R_e2kDfgLeScsB5I1 Northeast Around Taree. Many mates who speak slowly and drawn out. 
36 R_3OiMML58PJghi1T Northeast Broad accents, surfie attitude (laid back drawl, simple expressions) 
37 R_dgSx603mJ9zreYt Northeast C 
38 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop Northeast Country - slow  
39 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 Northeast Country NSW accents. Can be very broad and slow, laconic, sometimes poorly enunciated or having soft  
       consonants, can be nasal, tend to speak in a softer tone esp well spoken/educated people. 
40 R_9MGUBazC9ZWDS1T Northeast I have relatives who live in Bourke and the surrounding areas. They typically have a 'country' accent which 
       is a broad Australian accent, use swear words frequently and use shorten versions of words  
       (colloquialisms) when speaking. 
41 R_2ujtXtad9WbaLIh Northeast I tried to select a rural area. I would describe their speech as informal, short and full of slang 
42 R_7a3tTpGiyZ2PI9f Northeast In this area I would say we speak normal english 
43 R_bsdOE5RiwR8rrg1 Northeast Irish influenced and Italian influenced. The accent here is harsher in terms of "r" sounds and had really  
       drawn-out "a" sounds. People condemn it as "uneducated" and even more "backwards" than bogan 
       English of Western Sydney. It's just a localised accent derived from a population of Irish accents  
       meeting Italian accents. 
44 R_8xdwBkle1j9chVP Northeast It is a mix of rural refinement and working class 
45 R_39t3kD2BEcfVtE9 Northeast Old school, landed gentry, rural farmers who have been settled in the area for generations have what could 
       be called 'proper' pronunciation. My grandmothers, great aunts were taught to speak in a 'British' 
       way as they considered themselves to be such. Others, such as my parents have this intonation but 
       in a much more neutral or watered down way. My Father and Grandfathers and other farmers in the 
       district have a slower and deliberate delivery (they aren't in any rush). Speaking in other parts of  
       Australia we can be sometimes be asked whether we are 'English' especially by those who have a  
       more noticeably broad accent.  
46 R_ezkTQyO7ZDNeizj Northeast People in the country where I grew up used a lot of sang.  
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47 R_2sDgvTkBAisOJBX Northeast stereotypical Australian accent from American films, nasally, harsh,  
48 R_elDKZmF4R8HTyDz Northeast Very Fast 
49 R_7OMGwbrF2fzxIm9 Northeast Very rural - broad, thick australian accents.  
50 R_d5Rl1I9MCQ4F8tT Northeast Very rural and gruff. Most of my community are farmers, teachers, and many have been brought up on the 
       land, so many articulate well and clearly, but some, especially those who are older, mumble and slur 
       their words together a little more. Many of the words used are colloquial, so there are some  
       conversations that wouldn't necessarily be understood by english speakers. As my mother and  
       father were both well spoken I wasn't as affected, however many of my friends who went away to 
       uni found their speech to be very different to those around them. Often vowels are over pronounced 
       or stronger, and there is a certain country "Twang". 
51 R_eYdAQpVwDFAQDHf Northeast Very rural area, ocker Australian speech 
52 R_baxAxigrvbfyhX7 Northeast Western NSW, very slow with drawling vowels, often with a joking tone and short sentences. 
53 R_4ONzJ75P8SSIzRP Perth  posh, educated, good english 
54 R_aWWb8MR84CjDJe5 Riverina Bogan / Not concerned with grammar- shortening words, i.e. dropping the 'g' at the end of a word /  
       Unsophisticated 
55 R_a5lMNTqlShkYDXL Riverina Bogan. Drawn out. Scrambled  /  
56 R_aWRHWpDblkQFuaV Riverina Broad Australian, Stereotypical Aussie slang/accents  
57 R_3QJAnx50V2PgbLn Riverina Cooma: country/rural, twangy, simple colloquial, many old fashioned sayings still in common usage. Slower 
       and less precise than other areas, shorten words and names. Everyone gets a nick-name or has their 
       name shortened with an ie added at the end.  
58 R_9u9S8Svx5LSt9Zz Riverina Diverse...50+ cultures....influenced by many immigrants / Diverse...influenced by 50+ cultures/ethnicites..all 
       adjusting to their own form of English (Australian) 
59 R_8HR7SQDPS185UCp Riverina I don't think anywhere in Australia sounds particularly unique. There are areas where accents are stronger, 
       eg city versus country, but I don't think it's possible to distinguish them easily.  
60 R_cZIp4t6sUR58BdH Riverina I would say this is country speech. Meaning more slang, nasally, slurring more over words. 
61 R_baeg1mPiPaDNezX Riverina Informal speech with a broader accent than urban Australian areas. Not sure how this area compares to  
       other outback Australian areas. The vocabulary differences in this area seem to be more closely  
       related to those in Adelaide, despite being in NSW. 
62 R_3faCeEAPYqWnL5X Riverina Less posh-sounding. Nasal "a" in "dance", for example. 
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63 R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst Riverina Refined bushie (Wagga).  Distinctly Australian, but with the capacity to be clear. This seems to be similar  
       through to at least Canberra (but not Goulburn) and out to Mildura.  It carries to the mountains  
       (Tumut, Batlow, Tumbarumba) and to the MIA.  It's pretty generic, reasonably clear, but pronounces 
       Dance as in manse rather than Dance as in aunts. 
64 R_cHiWL7X8izXlLil Riverina Relaxed Country - words just kind of fall out of people's mouths without much thought about pronunciation 
       or diction.  
65 R_3F8ZgNqvBjUEFJH Riverina Rural australian accent, rough and informal language with a high use of slang.  
66 R_9SIUjdvjjo2wBTf Riverina rural but not bogan  
67 R_78tv8XmPOUAbLzT Riverina Some sort of hybrid between criminals, farmers, the uneducated and practical jokers. Nobody in my home 
       town talks seriously. 
68 R_9Yu32L8fybbZL0N Riverina Strined speech. More nasal sounding and slang used. 
69 R_cx32XlaiU2Rds57 Riverina This question is ambiguous. Speech in any part of Australia differs only minor lay from any other part of  
       Australia. So I guess I'd describe speech in NSW as Australian. 
70 R_8f6phCtcMH2mjRz Sydney  "Bogan". Very country 
71 R_aYkhFmYqzG32V3n Sydney  Because Orange is so rural, the language in this area is very bogan. 
72 R_40icK1m5DWJgHT7 Sydney  Bogan 
73 R_cuQ7vXM60R6inMF Sydney  Bogan. /  / Slow, gruff, informal, lazy, a lot of slang used 
74 R_ehr2ibYRGNZOqUZ Sydney  Boogan 
75 R_enFEBIu9rD7q9Gl Sydney  Broad and mumbly 
76 R_bdw0pA3aGksBimx Sydney  broad, deep 
77 R_8GRDYYWw0Ew8CwZ Sydney Country drawl 
78 R_9HL7gH6CcCQTYrj Sydney  Country, slow deliberate.  
79 R_cJeykb0yhPtT59r Sydney  Depending whether in the country or cities. Most country people speak clear, loud and make a point.  City 
       folks talk in circles afraid to offend anyone. 
80 R_08jB6OHuNTsS2wt Sydney  Despite my relatives living in NSW they had adopted Victoria slang more so than NSW as the main centres 
       were in Victoria / Again even though my relatives here were in NSW the words they used were  
       different to us, we assumed it was QLD speak from across the boarder. To the south of where I grew 
       up was significantly more multi-cultural. There were more accents and languages spoken and the 
       students understood more. I lived to the north which was quite insulated 
81 R_3m9QNRK7jJR8n5j Sydney  Extremely australian, the accents are strong and the words are extremely slang and slightly derogatory (e.g. 
       rude nicknames) 
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82 R_6gODz2IncxiEXxX Sydney  Far north coast NSW - e.g., Kingscliff.  Old fashioned Australian. A large contingent of "anglo" retirees that 
       have migrated north. Very little racial or cultural diversity - though changing recently.  
83 R_2926mnsfcmegP1H Sydney  it sounds very australian and laid back but is distinct 
84 R_8dkwD3wrA0Mz8Z7 Sydney  New South Wales as a mixture of speech in these environments. More inland uses more Australian slang  
       such as "c'mon" and a relaxed tongue which links and drags words together "hows it goin?" People 
       also may use incorrect grammar such as saying the plural 'you' as 'youse'. / More urban areas have 
       people that may speak in a more pronounced way but still use much slang and shorthand. 
85 R_er3oo3OPDyLzdu5 Sydney  New South Wells 
86 R_0IH1Iqdkk8ZoCvH Sydney  NW NSW.  Have more of a 'country' accent and way of speaking.  This includes use of different words (eg. 
       righto) as well as a slower speech pattern with elongated vowels (eg. maaate) 
87 R_e9HLJWnhLnPKic5 Sydney  really not sure 
88 R_9BMHAXylfm16nLT Sydney  Relaxed and colloquial... Country sounding. 
89 R_afTsFBzprpUp3XD Sydney  Rural Australia has certain traits that are influenced by their remoteness, climatic conditions and sub groups 
       are further influenced by familial & educational experiences. 
90 R_57uclpGM6gnBUUt Sydney  Rural Australian which has adjustments due to familial and educational experiences. 
91 R_02QtEdhHZjPuDl3 Sydney  Rural broad Australian Accent. Thats more centralised and relaxed vowels. Lots of shortening of words to 
       make slang and dragged out vowels sometimes. 
92 R_4PHgaZAOInraBSJ Sydney  Slang 
93 R_a9snzKjSYlduMXb Sydney  Slow lazy strong 
94 R_3eKqMVoVk2q7w0J Sydney  slower easy style of speaking 
95 R_2bPp9PMZQgR3yJL Sydney  Talks a lot slower less formal 
96 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  There is a distinct Aboriginal accent around this area - the speech sounds a bit flat. There is also quite a lot of 
       slang. Around here is a "country accent". I described previously- speech is slower, a bit more nasal. 
       Definitely some unique idioms. 
97 R_eR5O35RnlJvDANf Sydney  Use of a lot of slang due to it being in a rural area - different to urban areas 
98 R_a8KMsoRNMARgL3f  Sydney  Wagga wagga has broader vowels and different vocab.  /  / A different sound and communication is used to 
       communicate mate-ship 
99 R_7Pqtx6OND9WvyVT Sydney  Western NSW/Queensland dialect / Tends to be quite slow. Accent is extremely flat/little intonation 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on SYDNEY speech 
1 R_dd6tH959grfP9Ih Adelaide Broad, flat very 'Australian'. 
2 R_39sug5StZQa57LL Adelaide Long "ooo" sounds 
3 R_9RA5czdHmlkGBuJ Adelaide Pretentious, forced, establishment. 
4 R_9zf1ZOARmeuLOwB  Adelaide Same as Victoria and all Eastern states - vowels pronounced incorrectly - more like NZ.  A for E, E for A. 
5 R_2bEHxhfbdQHF7eJ Adelaide Sounds like New Zealanders influence. Overuse of generic "uh" vowel sound. 
6 R_3NVoKHFGSMyluwR Adelaide Sydney suburbs: very influenced by concentrated migrant populations over past 50 years, such as Lebanese 
       Australians - merging between two languages creating something quite distinct which has become a 
       stereotype. 
7 R_24gslKiPjgECF8N Adelaide Twangy, upward inflection. You sound like yeou, amongst others. I'm talking about more about Australians 
      born of Australian families.   
8 R_4OVHVvnWXyoiO4B Adelaide Upward inflection 
9 R_3aWRc1OowbzTWqp Brisbane Melting Pot. A mish mash of traditional "Australian" pronunciation with appropriated vernacular of many 
       recently arrived cultures. 
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10 R_eRrsxc7lWiERt5j Brisbane Sydney's accents vary SO much depending on the suburb and what kind of people live in the suburb. You 
       can hear Australian accents inflected with accents from other places - Greece, China, Vietnam, the 
       list goes on. It's very multicultural, so it's almost impossible to describe one single "Sydney" accent. 
11 R_ahOc3MrsaM4JRK5 Canberra "Bogan" would be the best way to describe the speech in this area.  
12 R_9otjhDXPn9VMWOx Canberra I can't think of an area of Australia that sounds particularly unique. 
13 R_7OQwoMviTIhJ9SR Canberra Movie accent- Crocodile Dundee 
14 R_24YNSj9F0PUwgHb Canberra Rural and lower income areas stereotypically talk in a more casual manner. Bogan 
15 R_0BRRsgDPfHhG6rj Canberra Their vowels sort of draw out a little, and there's a shift in intonation during the process of pronouncing one 
16 R_bJeGcuorb6IXral Central SA Different 'oo' pronunciation than SA 
17 R_7aCyg6Q8VnTSacB Central SA Posh 
18 R_5AT6SvRS6uOk1p3 Central SA Sydney/NSW  -more of an American sound to their speech ,just like area's of Victoria they tend to  
       expand/drag out some vowels such as the 'all' in 'mall' -it tends to sound more 'al' than 'all' when  
       saying the word 
19 R_dm34MT4Gpkp3agl Central VIC Bright, less Ocker.  
20 R_envFHlB2heH3OqF Central VIC WEstern Sydney has a flat accent, wheras Eastern Sydney has more variation.  
21 R_9uESQaSFoGCmUXX  Darwin broad, 'bogan' 
22 R_6AqKoePxa8uIy1f Darwin  Sydney. Where I've heard what I call the real Australian accent. More twang than elsewhere. 
23 R_4OOoR6oEcvbbUgt Melbourne Faster and uppity 
24 R_3yKoNZ5cBy2A8hn Melbourne Nasally  
25 R_3OC3e8wnvzjQoTP Melbourne Sydney accent.  Deliberate enunciation of syllables & the letter 's' - for example, grasp, gasp, task, because. 
26 R_d5sl7zKOW7LJuIt Melbourne When I lived in Sydney I was working in a place and one of the girls said " can you pass me the hemmer" / I 
       looked at her as if she had three heads, she momentarily thought I was an idiot, the she gestured a 
       "hammer" /  / A radio guy also advertises a music shop called " Senity" Took me a while to realise he 
       meant "Sanity" 
27 R_5yxP2RWT4Jh7GAZ North QLD University of NSW 'posh' for those educated there. 
28 R_6XXNoZbYEhj9nBX Northeast Direct lots of slang but educated 
29 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 Northeast Inner city (esp Sydney). More neutral (not as broad), more articulate, better enunciation, less nasal than other 
       Australian accents. 
30 R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 Northeast Mediterranean australian english / Asian Australian English 
31 R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 Northeast Standard but with a flat a and a rising tone in statements. 
32 R_e2kDfgLeScsB5I1 Northeast Sydney/ many seem to try to create their own accent- more 'Brit' type. 
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33 R_1Ufd58Wtib3WngF Northeast The western suburbs of Sydney speak bogan. Incorrect syntax, mispronunciations, contractions of words,  
       abbreviations 
34 R_87E6AFoNlzUMEKN Northeast Urban speech, a lot of slang words 
35 R_1X61TOi7urU3OLz Northeast Weird Ls. Weird posh accent and fake sounding laugh. 
36 R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT Northeast Western suburbs of Sydney - the accent is much stronger/broader as a result of socioeconomic/educational 
       factors. 
37 R_0Go99aLQbEIsBBH Northeast Western Sydney has more lower socio-economic areas as well as a rural influence in some places, and  
       therefore has a stronger 'bogan' reputation in culture and language.  
38 R_3UH8wIxGuAKfgI5 Perth  Generally, urban Sydney dwellers are "well spoken" Australian. Very "Aussie" but not as nasal, more well-
       rounded tones. 
39 R_39RQt8xhThhan0p Perth  High pitched and whiny. 
40 R_51MjJrwsqwX398V Perth  New South Wales - longer vowel sounds, more lilting 
41 R_87FLC7LN2njSFW5 Perth  occa 
42 R_1NdCMUFZE8rscQZ Riverina Certain suburbs of Sydney have an extremely 'bogun' accent, other areas too but the stereotype is commonly 
       associated with places such as Penrith or Cronulla. 
43 R_cv7SigwjyLoIGCV Riverina Diverse and multicultural. Many of the people who live within this area are from different backgrounds and 
       have different first languages.  
44 R_425DDwLWNGstf9j Riverina I think the speech in this area is very much influenced by the speech of Lebanese and other Middle Eastern 
       immigrants, and now that distinct speech is much more commonplace outside of the Middle Eastern 
       demographic 
45 R_aW8FJv8O4Ozj1ZP Riverina Mixture of all nationalities. 
46 R_5i4GE9hAsLmG2JT Riverina More refined English sounding  
47 R_aWWb8MR84CjDJe5 Riverina More sophisticated / Pretentious- rich, upper class talk 
48 R_3QJAnx50V2PgbLn Riverina Plumby - precise, educated or academic, pompous, long words, no shortening, very little colloquial usage. 
       Everything is 'proper' Australian English - and sometimes sounds more BBC British.  
49 R_6zq9nksoFjpIW1v Riverina The speech in this area is very diverse. Depending on the area you are in, all within a small range, the way 
       people speak can vary greatly.  
50 R_4InwL8ihdoOLbw1 Rural WA Queen's English-Australian, like Geoffrey Rush or Cate Blanchett - posher and more well educated 
51 R_b9NxKz0iV7SLjIp Sydney  'Australian tv' - common Australian accent that isn't trying to be exaggeratedly Australian - eg. does not use 
       the word cobber. The Australian English that would commonly be heard on tv and not perceived by 
       urban Australians to have an any deliberate accent. (contemporary tv I mean, not the BBC public  
       school accent of a generation or two ago.)  
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52 R_8zYfjeWownI3YDH Sydney  "Bogan" - "fully sick hayyyy", trent from punchy 
53 R_1YW5ePi6LG0XHBb Sydney  a great variety of both foreign languages and australian sociolects 
54 R_08RoOR3DmpKDsqh Sydney  A lot of lower vowels, kinda more drawled 
55 R_6fEt7DzrvYBTpaJ Sydney  Australian slang 
56 R_0lbx38wISmJUnFX Sydney  colloquial 
57 R_ewzo3PTxp5HMcbH Sydney  Expressions and a lazy way of pronunciation.  
58 R_0lJiK8RIBEWaAxT Sydney  Generally quite metropolitan -most unique aspects of the language are restricted to the young people, who 
       use certain local slang words. Multicultural so less Australianisms / Western Sydney -lots of  
       Arabic/Australian words thrown in (y'allah at everything, habib etc) Distinct accent 
59 R_9MG5ZomBDhkdRY1 Sydney Hybrid English/Aussie Slang 
60 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  I have selected around the North Western Sydney / Central Coast. I think people can have a "bogan" accent 
       around this area. People use abbreviations/slang more, can be a little less articulate, and (not to be 
       unkind) can have a slight whining intonation with vowels sometimes sounding more like "ee".  
61 R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Sydney  I've picked Sydney which, contrary to what some may believe, actually does have a wide variety of accents. 
       Quite apart from all the people whose first language isn't English, there are all the people who were 
       born in Australia but either come from a different place in Australia, different cultural background, 
       different demographic, different area of Sydney, even different generations will sound different. It's 
       almost variations within variations. It's a very interesting place to pay attention to this sort of thing. 
       The inner west of Sydney is where I would focus my own observations, having grown up there. As 
       mentioned in previous questions, you can usually detect whether someone who was born here  
       might come from a Greek, Italian or Lebanese background, for example. You can spot who may have 
       gone to a private school and who didn't, or who has moved into the area from a different part of  
       Sydney. The older Australian residents sound different again. This all combines to make it a very  
       diverse place, not just culturally, but linguistically as well. It's been changing in recent years, with 
       more people from the eastern and northern suburbs moving to the area, which has added another 
       dimension. For myself, I was the eldest child in the family and had no one to speak to in English. My 
       parents were migrants from Portugal and so were all the other adults around us, so that though I  
       was born here, I actually spoke Portuguese way before I learnt English (I barely spoke English at all 
       when I started school). We all went to Catholic schools, where the nuns focused on "proper" English 
       though, and I'm sure I was in special English classes as well at the time. As a result, English became 
       very important to me and I probably sound a little different from what you'd expect. The experience 
       also left me with a lifelong interest in languages and English in particular. 
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62 R_3frYRoFpN6PiOVv Sydney  In Sydney there are many different types of speech. People can tell were your from by taking 
63 R_6WJI8Mbvm1PSdbn Sydney  In western Sydney, the mode of speech is very flat and broad, and word chocie tends to be simpler with  
       fewer syllables. Often a rising inflection, especially among women. May have an element of clipped 
       'new Australian' speech indicating the influence of Mediterranean immigrants, including the second 
       generation. 
64 R_aWRvXLmPnxR0HtP Sydney  Inner West/St George area of Sydney. Deep, guttural, exaggerated speech of Australians with Greek,  
       Lebanese, Italian descent. Oddly different from new arrivals from these countries. 
65 R_6gODz2IncxiEXxX Sydney  Inner western Sydney.  Incredibly diverse - no one presiding accent or language. Many different languages 
       and nationalities all in a reasonably small area.  It is unusual to hear English spoken in public - e.g., 
       on buses, and trains, in shops.  In some suburbs English isn't needed as a single group dominates - 
       e.g., Vietnamese Marrickville; Chinese Ashfield; Lebanese Lakembla; etc.   
66 R_bI3StIruDiLjehD Sydney  Like a polynesian/middle-eastern/Australian blend.  
67 R_0v0xO3qBH7Vl0NL Sydney  Mainstream 
68 R_8Gk9ID6sWcle2mp Sydney  Mixed variety of speech because of the many different people 
69 R_1OhABnu4wLdDGVD Sydney Modern urbanised Australian speech. 
70 R_afTsFBzprpUp3XD Sydney  Most capital cities exhibit an accent that comes from an urban experience, defined by a richer cultural  
       experience in so much as people are exposed to a larger cross section of people drom diffent cultural 
       and econonic backgrounds etc which delivers experiences that encourage and inspires the  
       aspirational experience. 
71 R_08jB6OHuNTsS2wt Sydney  My experience from living in Sydney was I would describe the language from the west as more   
       Americanised compared to where I lived in the inner west and east which was more United  
       Kingdom in origin. The language in the west was more heavily influenced by pop culture more  
       generally 
72 R_0eNLoHXTBu6QyBn Sydney  Phrases end in higher intonation / Fast speakers 
73 R_9XmxyaspyTc8Jx3 Sydney  posh, ethnic, multicultural  
74 R_bdMWOtTjkViKhJr Sydney  Sydney (at least in the inner suburbs) sounds different to the rest of the State.  Ditto with amelbourne 
75 R_7Uju0amOM6uFgy1 Sydney  Sydney accent. Metropolitan, certain way of speaking. I'm from the eastern suburbs specifically and many 
       South Africans live there who i went to school with. I've been told they're accents influenced mine 
       slightly.  
76 R_6D3vLiJVaz0Cp25 Sydney  The demographics of the area affect the speach as well as the level of education given. 
77 R_a92dMqQRhogToEZ Sydney  The speech in this area is quite neutral. Sydney has a lot of multicultural influence and so the accent is less 
       British and less 'bogan' than other areas of Australia. The speech gets flatter as you move west. 
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78 R_dgr3DhamuPf4VqR Sydney  The Sydney accent includes faster speech than some other areas of Australia. Some words are pronounced in 
       a more American way. 
79 R_3f0BOppr29uMK5D Sydney  They make the 'a' sound very long. It isn't as informal as other states. 
80 R_9YwoQu2VgS4g3jL Sydney  Typical Australian accent found in most state capital cities (or a similar version of). Graph, castle and dance 
       are pronounced with a flat 'a' and both vowels are stressed in words with two vowel syllables  
       together, e.g. pool (poo-ell), beer (bee-yah) 
81 R_ehUKMtXXOSkErYx Sydney  uneducated 
82 R_8uIftZomFlXMXrf Sydney  Varied  / Fast / Constructed  
83 R_6Frf2Wi7XlNzLVP Sydney  Very abrupt and  rude 
84 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  Western Sydney - English with strongly ethnic accent, faster speech. 
85 R_29VLqeQ7RwKAneB Sydney  Western Sydney Australian as spoken by young people.  Has an exaggerated pronunciation  
86 R_bfqbRBJGJcm0uUJ Sydney  Western Sydney English. Heavily influenced by English that is learned as a second language, but also broad 
       as in Australian English. 
87 R_a5mTDIEGer65v6d Sydney  Wide variety .... / professional and casual conversation. Varies for circumstance and needs / requirements / 
      Surfie lingo /  very multi cultural. /  
88 R_0TbtQCTlty7zo4B Tasmania Fast talkers 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA speech 
1 R_6PDJxleVTGmoEJL Adelaide Bogan. 
2 R_d0GvAKst4O58TFX Adelaide Relaxed 
3 R_0Cem1j9Hu0OE61v Brisbane It could be very ocker, plenty of Australian slang 
4 R_e9XyUddk7HNC3t3 Brisbane It's impossible to mark off areas using your map. It just gives large chunks of land.  / I'd call most speech in 
       the area north of the Tropic of Capricorn and from the east coast to the west coast, broad and nasal 
5 R_b7Rx0aqwt8vk6Ql Brisbane more rural, possibly use of aboriginal languages/slang 
6 R_78m2ckHu1emocoR Brisbane The speech here is more laid back, laconic 
7 R_1OdWvo8DBBcLm6x Brisbane Very Australian - much like Crocodile Dundee 
8 R_dma6AdslygIBiip Canberra Any country areas - not just WA , seem to speak slower with a larger drawl 
9 R_4IKKtQqGbQsViEB Canberra Bogan australian, harsh accents  
10 R_ex7swJSRUJmvEPj Canberra Different languages again 
11 R_8IgIUhc0izJBYQ5 Canberra More of outback Australia (WA, NT, SA, maybe some parts of Queensland) / As listed in the question  
       previous to this, as well as / - more slang / - poor grammar/ syntax 
12 R_dcK9TQ7XYtDGzMF Canberra rough, broad, informal, lazy (in terms of pronunciation) 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA speech 
13 R_06wub3rupQVFHeZ Canberra Very brute and slighty un educated 
14 R_ba5Sj7dLWosaPpb Central SA Mixed ethnic groups and an eclectic and casual way of speaking 
15 R_2sKLHWHeCJ44Nzn Central VIC Broad, slow lazy 
16 R_cCpMWOUYTFeCs2p Central VIC WA, expressions and pronounciations 
17 R_d0iUkhgqIyiZMj3 Darwin A s above for NT. SA as above  
18 R_b3nGOYZ8K69R02N Melbourne General Australian Accent 
19 R_d5sl7zKOW7LJuIt Melbourne Hard to define it in words- when you are over there you hear the difference / The words they use are similar 
       to Victorians may be a bit twangier / Definitely a lot of humour threaded through 
20 R_3EJIbt6aLX6hTSJ Melbourne More slang  
21 R_0wh7GTPKwDgpgjz Melbourne original Australian country 
22 R_5BjHYan4evUkBdr Melbourne Outback slow slang 
23 R_b1QU3AlX7s6yXyt Melbourne There are a lot of Aboriginals in The Kimberley region who have native language.  
24 R_1LnzlBrVtwNUU9T Melbourne Uniquely Australian. Very Occa! 
25 R_cDctpLWY7NO492l Melbourne Very broad australian accents are spoken here 
26 R_ehu4g7hxmfLPgQ5 North QLD I have not been to place in Australia with a unique form of speech unless you count indigenous language. 
       The place I marked on the map is where I heard other language (local indigenous) spoken. 
27 R_1BtkWBGV6Tq54YB North QLD not sure 
28 R_3sISZ6VlSMN6xc9 Northeast More aboriginal than white "Aussie".  A combination of the two probably.  Sometimes a little hard to  
       understand. Probably outback WA is similar to NT 
29 R_29aaNoO69FNNcz3 Northeast Multicultural 
30 R_1GkfGfuXZ33GEqF Northeast Unique, and probably the most 'refined' Australians live here. Definitely limited slang words are used here. 
31 R_a3mGwC7ShQlEXQ1 Perth  Aboriginal dialects 
32 R_3IbMqUexivH0mBT Perth  AusE, language of the Port Hedland area centers around everyday life, due to the mining industry in the  
       area. 
33 R_5bwLbyhNrWQz2h7 Perth  Country talk - stations in pilbara 
34 R_3lzcLMLUUBAGrQ1 Perth  english 
35 R_3wwl76GlutXvKYd Perth  Farming communities in Western Australia often have a slower, more drawling manner of speech.  
36 R_0Nxjmjgf77WfKxD Perth  I would call it ocka 
37 R_a2Jptpm8h33dWMB Perth  laid back 
38 R_6ljNa6fXAo8qQGF Perth  Melding indigenous/local languages and english, different lingo  - eg. humbug 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on REGIONAL WESTERN AUSTRALIA speech 
39 R_3rDTGjHIWPxokn3 Perth  Often harsh and/ or slurred.  Often the speakers use repetitive words and phrases.  Speakers are lazy and  
       don't bother to speak clearly or don't  / think clarity is important.  Often young speakers will speak 
       too quickly perhaps through nervousness or because they haven't realised what they are doing.   / 
       Speaking using  grammatically correct sentences  is often ignored.   /  
40 R_87FLC7LN2njSFW5 Perth  rough  
41 R_57qqIKCBMOdTO0R Perth  Slower, sounds more drawn out, more 'occa' 
42 R_4ONzJ75P8SSIzRP Perth  veryslang 
43 R_6DJmtrwgkbLtNEV Riverina Aboriginal dialect of english, softly spoken, words tend to roll, L's are strongly pronounced. 
44 R_0eWUa8UhxYD90gd Riverina Aboriginal people raised in Country regions have abbreviated words..Quiet gentle voices / N.T is much the 
       same / Aboriginal people reared in this region have a distinct way of speaking.Sort of   
       abbreviated.They have gentle voices. 
45 R_a5HRBzGL3v6rzVj Riverina Lot of "Scottish" sounds. 
46 R_5jUdyaKDn4b0W8d Riverina More relaxed and not as clear 
47 R_aWA2gHmzlZOvz25 Rural WA Aboriginal. Native tongue 
48 R_d0Di0O3rzzuYhxP Rural WA Coast line has beautiful beaches, clean sand  
49 R_9ujpmZ46fKJfyXH Rural WA It sounds coarser and the people use a lot of country colloquial terms including a lot of American "cowboy" 
       phrases and a lot of rhyming slang. 
50 R_3kiMATlQjt63ZVH Rural WA Normal Australian accent 
51 R_6o3zW6NN68RQk9D Rural WA Very layer back, not very proper  
52 R_1BuHbErQ8esEq4R Rural WA Very ochre faster speech 
53 R_bEOaWES3aGYIMPr Sydney  ? No clue. I just assumed there'd be a difference S: 
54 R_8l7qQ0DUyEzVJvT Sydney  a 
55 R_a2I3SyD7qTMvaRL Sydney  Aboriginals speaking english 
56 R_cJeykb0yhPtT59r Sydney  Depending who you talk too and where, multinational with aboriginal accent and longer names 
57 R_b3CdAbQqQku2wPH Sydney English with a drawl 
58 R_bQx6aiO6VFyoYst Sydney  Farmer. Thicker and more pronounced than city accents.  
59 R_2sjgBQRBf8YXaoR Sydney  harsher 
60 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  Heavy influence from TSI, as well as local language groups, also Malay. Very elodic in sound compared to 
       most areas of Australia 
61 R_4Z8nyF95Snhplrf Sydney  I'm not sure how true this is, but from my own personal encounters, people from Western Australia tend to 
       speak in a different manner and use different intonations. 
62 R_6W0WGbrtfRDwhkF Sydney  indidgeonous 
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63 R_7WF3krwsWkHXzox Sydney  Kimberly somewhat colloquial and mixed with aboriginal English sounds 
64 R_7UHQ1FN8TYkXqGp Sydney Less refined than many more urban areas, more prone to colloquialisms and conjunctions 
65 R_bNHCIMBQtjyJR7T Sydney  Occa! More blokey and colloquial. Lots of long 'ah' sounds.  
66 R_4PHgaZAOInraBSJ Sydney  Slang 
67 R_a639sCEAWdSZaZf Sydney  So there is a distinct accent which runs across Australia any difference are minor and relate to speed of  
       speech and pitch of accent.  
68 R_2c1nN9ZaCSjD6TP Tasmania As this is a largely Aboriginal area, they have a slightly different accent to European Australians.  
69 R_eUNf6vzV4iIfkah Tasmania Bush talk. Mixture of drawl and slang 
70 R_9WyOQAgMUEQmpKZ Tasmania I work with a person from Western Australia and they call things different names to what I do! 
71 R_0TbtQCTlty7zo4B Tasmania kiwi 
72 R_9EopjpEclkCENUx Tasmania People around SW WA have some unique terms, to them, you dont come from QLD or NSW, you come  
       from 'Over East', they accent is slightly different to that of the East Coast 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on BRISBANE speech 
1 R_dd6tH959grfP9Ih Adelaide Broad, flat (but to a lesser degree than Sydney. 
2 R_1UeOxOlF9V0OVmd Adelaide Emphasis on words with an 'ool' in them, such as cool, school, drool etc.  
3 R_5BdpDSWl9KSACPz Adelaide Laid back, surfer 
4 R_24gslKiPjgECF8N Adelaide More of an older sounding Australian accent amongst people 40+  
5 R_0vJl1goHP513Tg1 Adelaide Quite "strine". Quite broad. Particular note of words like pool or school with the 'oo' sound being very  
       different from usual. 
6 R_8hT5EHHrVcQzoTX Brisbane AUSTRALIAN 
7 R_5jOMYDFbpmuNV4x Brisbane Australian English 
8 R_4Zt6ue2qQLVSTel Brisbane Bogan 
9 R_8GEtvP68FaUIEU5 Brisbane Bogan 
10 R_08SAyKnhTu61lpr Brisbane Brisbane people speak quicker and can be less understanding. a bit on one's self / On the sunshine coast,  
       some times you can pick a beach person or a hinterland person.  the divide line is the Bruce highway 
       those that live on the Eastern side are coastal   or beach dwellers  and western side the mountain or 
       rural people 
11 R_bsFlALIkuUARzrD Brisbane Brisbinite accent. In Brisbane people generally pronounce the "oo" sounds such as in 'school' and 'pool' like 
       'ew' the sound typically made in disgust.  /  /  
12 R_0xmlsF4xjWLmpnL Brisbane Brisvegan!  It's characterised by drawly vowels, speech is more animated than other parts of Australia, and 
       there is a lack of sophistication in vocabulary choice. 
13 R_3auUfFsT4w9CHEp Brisbane Casual, there is a lot of slang, shortening of words etc 
14 R_cHNk7b2Snn5TOJL Brisbane crude, basic 
15 R_0OH4I5CoF1ajFY1 Brisbane easy going, lazy speaking, and everything is Australianised, arvo, barby, weegend etc 
16 R_emVqThclTOzJ1qZ Brisbane Gold Coast. (I recall Josh Thomas making a joke about people from the Gold Coast not being "real people") 
       in any case, I can remember entire sentences from parties and takeaway shops that remain  
       indecipherable to me to this today, I don't know how else to describe it, they talk without conveying 
       any information. 
17 R_2hFP8DIUYft08Kx Brisbane I can tell when people are from Brisbane because it's where I grew up. I don't know how else to explain it.  
18 R_8GJvxkm9rK6Ilet Brisbane in general, australian english but a slightly "uncultured" version, with slang, mispronunciation of words. 
19 R_bxSKNkfnVueruIJ Brisbane Ipswichian /  / very quick, except for serious emphasis. Alot of slang/euphemisms, often with reference to an 
       (unknown) historical/personal context /  / alot of abbreviations /  / very colourful/creative, and  
       frequent profanity (often inflexive) 
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20 R_0j0TVXAgnXJn7Mx Brisbane Ipswichian. Very nasal, with many words or phrases run together without pauses. Many guttural utterances 
       ("aat" - expression of disgust/disregard/disapproval), quite alot of profanity, particularly infixive  
       profanity (absa-fucken-lutely), and sexual expletives ("Oi Cunt!" - (shouted) greeting/reprimand). 
       Quite alot of nonspecific vowels (mostly pronounced as schwa) 
21 R_eRrsxc7lWiERt5j Brisbane Logan City. People speak more 'bogan' in this area, with a twangier, more nasal quality to the sound.  
       Enunciation is not all that important either, and sometimes words are blended together.  
22 R_6sP7O4GVhDakHIx Brisbane nil 
23 R_9SrXumGg5EKzBMp Brisbane Normal to me, so probably a mild accent, easy to understand,  not too broad or nasally.  
24 R_bsBvTPXvKMWkigJ Brisbane Proper english, Understandable slang 
25 R_ehyHpYYQnZrfHSZ Brisbane south east Queensland speech  / local with variations with educational and family origins influences 
26 R_eD4ALQM6SLBm4x7 Brisbane South-East Queensland - I am not sure that it is unique. 
27 R_57wjFQyxZdWpl09 Brisbane Terrible! In Queensland people add letters to words that aren't there; mandarin becomes 'mandarine', onion 
       becomes 'ongion', centenary is often pronounced with a 'ee'. People speak slowly and drawn out . 
28 R_1yLTXzWkOGJEAoB Brisbane Traditional working class australian, no affectation expressive direct clear communication.  
29 R_7UKR180aUGEvdsh Brisbane Urban, influence by the multiculturalism of the city and also the Americanisation of certain words seen  
       through multimedia. The language itself is full of slang and slurred/blurred sounds of words. 
30 R_01xkHbJUgIKsBGl Brisbane Varied,educated in the area near the University where I grew up but much more broad in other areas -  
       occupation related , sport influenced 
31 R_8eJqh7FOR8axaq9 Brisbane Young Brisbane people say "like" a lot more than country folk. This habit is even more pronounced in  
       Sydney and Melbourne 
32 R_b4qCsIcGgJwHj01 Canberra Around the area inland of Brisbane - Ipswich and Toowoomba - particularly long and nasal vowel sounds 
       and less emphasis on consonants is something I have noticed. Also an 'a' sound in some words  
       different to what I've heard in nsw and Canberra, for example saying the word 'castle' with an 'a'  
       like in 'hat' 
33 R_7aFt4lKfe6Sda85 Canberra Bogan 
34 R_7OQwoMviTIhJ9SR Canberra Broad, rural sounding, very 'Aussie' 
35 R_5iJpA3hWoUURPE1 Canberra Drawl slow 
36 R_1HUAJ6fGgujolKJ Canberra gold coast speech is very full of slang and has a "surfer dude" vibe to it / there is an impression of boganism 
       in the language / more swearing than most parts of australia 
37 R_4NsjaN6uZdUexSd Canberra Loud and very strong accent 
38 R_0P7gLnKQ5OXv9ad Central SA Influenced by Americans and their words towards the end of World War II 
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39 R_5AT6SvRS6uOk1p3 Central SA Queensland - Queenslanders have a whole vocabulary of their own ! You can always easily pick the people 
       who have moved from interstate to live in Queensland ...just by their fluency of speech. 
40 R_7aCyg6Q8VnTSacB Central SA Rural 
41 R_cABcaxfU183QT2J Melbourne Bogan Australian English. I would describe it as including a lot of "yee brah" "aye" "yeah nah" "maybs" "sick 
       one" "420 blaze it" "fully sick" / This is the language of many teenagers that hang around the Gold 
       Coast beaches. 
42 R_6nj0U5yUfnuYEMR Melbourne More "traditional Australian" 
43 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne Queensland speech / slow, country, ay added, imprecise 
44 R_cAzxuknslMV8yWN Melbourne Sort of covered this in previous answers and 20 minutes in already ...  / Recent move to Queensland west of 
       the Divide have noticed rural west dialect not as strong as in past (presumably more TV/media  
       exposure) yet widespread use of "steady" and "steady up" and other local idioms still extant.  
45 R_d5sl7zKOW7LJuIt Melbourne Stronger broader accent and different expressions / Many people end a sentence with "but" e.g. The man  
       walked down the street, but. 
46 R_0fFhmVWVPhGoV5X Melbourne Surfy dudes ah! 
47 R_0pmmJmGHrspLOjr Northeast Queensland Australian. The -ag > aig is the main feature I pick up on. I think it's also in northern nsw 
48 R_1Ufd58Wtib3WngF Northeast South western suburbs of Brisbane, same bogan dialect as Sydney but with a regional variation in slang 
49 R_3qokFpXqmI5IdxP Northeast Surfer, slow drawn out words. yeeeh, nahhhh, dunnno.  
50 R_56CMsgtcmshjmzb Perth  as a stream of words all flowing together, and a lot of the females have high pitched voices that seem to  
       resonate with a winging sound 
51 R_9v50cxGbHPU73lb Perth  kiwi 
52 R_bdvP0ruhiKHgEOF Perth  slow drawl with unique item identifiers not used elsewhere. eg a suitcase is called a port, an abbreviation of 
       the old term portmanteau. 
53 R_4NS89w5ebLZO0G9 Riverina SE Queensland accent: Nasal, broad, some adulterated pronunciations (especially the /ÊŠ/) 
54 R_4InwL8ihdoOLbw1 Rural WA Use more closed-mouth vowel sounds (similar to a NZ accent) 
55 R_bIPUy8NkdOkeltH Sydney  Brisbane. They call a street directory a referdex - probably a brand name. 
56 R_009DnnoegPG108Z Sydney  Different idiom, "...,hey!" appended to certain sentences as an emphatic. 
57 R_8uIftZomFlXMXrf Sydney  Laconic  
58 R_8ddGg1KZUVLdKfj Sydney  Like a slower drawl. Must be the heat :-) 
59 R_4Hg6MDZaCr80CFL Sydney  Pronounciation of the word "off" sounds like the noise made when someone is hit in the stomach and  
       winded. 
60 R_5hA2PMNbWcJEEE5 Sydney  Slower 
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61 R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ Tasmania I think that people from Brisbane pronounce the ending -ool in a different way from other states, but that's 
       about the extent of their uniqueness.  
62 R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd Tasmania Neutral vwel sounds resemble New Zealander accent. Polynesian influences can be heard even in people  
       with no Polynesian ancestry. Pool is pronounced with a much longer drawn out vowel = poooool. 
63 R_8eqvr2rdhp5z91r Tasmania warm, 'mate'sy, trickling, mellow, casual, knowing 
 

 
 
# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on CANBERRA speech 
1 R_cBiE55qpBTgAX2Z Adelaide Canberra accent, bit posh, but different to SA 
2 R_2l6VgmhXRPiu9Uh Adelaide Clear and wordy...likes to talk and show theyre articulation 
3 R_0j0TVXAgnXJn7Mx Brisbane Canberran - quite proper, sometimes imitation of the British/London accent. Less profane, more   
       subtext/known double entendres 
4 R_79DAH6qkFfB2EcJ Brisbane Formal, neutral, clear. 
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5 R_6S5lN1AdZqX3TdX Canberra ACT - the speech of people living in the ACT seems to often have less of an accent that that of some rural  
       areas. The population is generally well-educated so people use quite a wide vocabulary. I guess I'd 
       say many people here speak 'educated Australian'. 
6 R_01kCeqji93ijXx3 Canberra Australian English / Spoken normal to well  
7 R_5sQ7d4cbTEYukkt Canberra Canberra - lots of bureaucrats can mean some people speak in a more formal style including jargon 
8 R_2lfFY5Rdd7ZEkrb Canberra Canberra, tends to be more better educated people, mix of 'accents' from around Australia 
9 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra Canberran, educated, less broad, less nasal 
10 R_es844q0MxAElq5v Canberra Changes depending on which are of Canberra. In Gungahlin a lot of people speak formally (ie don't shorten 
       words or use much slang) but the enunciation is very relaxed. 
11 R_aUVvQAb0Px7y7dj Canberra I can't answer this.  
12 R_55P0Mi0JAVrrOT3 Canberra I would call it british australian. They speak in a more proper way, they pronounce every letter and have  
       more of a 'british' accent. There is less use of slang, and when it is used it's normally in a joking  
       manner.  
13 R_bdUvqN4ZD5f5iDP Canberra I would call the speech 'bogan' because it is comprised mostly of slang and a lot of swear words. Also a lot of 
       shortened versions of other words and slang used to make threats/jokes, for example 'you wot mate' 
       instead of 'what did you say' and words that mean other things are coined and used in everyday  
       language as slang.  
14 R_abLK5YS3GodT8FL Canberra I would say that Canberrans like myself speak quite proper and ensure that we vocalise the particular  
       sounds in each English word correctly when we speak. We don't speak too fast. There is little slang. 
       The tone in our voices doesn't change much it can be quite monotone a times. Generally though, the 
       speech varies in Canberra for residents come and go.  
15 R_7aFt4lKfe6Sda85 Canberra Kind of in the middle...flat 'normal' or 'basic'  
16 R_b3grQNXK34Lv00t Canberra more educated/well spoken 
17 R_7OQwoMviTIhJ9SR Canberra More formal 
18 R_d76T8re9FbPHa85 Canberra More rushed, somewhat more formal, quieter, not such a strong (stereotypical) Australian accent 
19 R_eUMihwZzzhQYjeB Canberra More urban and easier to understand 
20 R_etc1vop5bisAR7L Canberra none 
21 R_9RdWXuYFqI5FSNn Canberra Normal 
22 R_71h0fZVg8294IHb Canberra Not sure. I can't actually think of any areas that sound 'unique' - I don't get outside Canberra often. 
23 R_bvZBUzKcQMVgkF7 Canberra Often, as a Canberran I am asked "Are you British?" and when I answer that I'm Australian they say that it 
       must just be that I "Talk proper English". Canberrans typically speak better English and sound a  
       little more sophisticated than most rural Australian's. 
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24 R_0j6OKwRJw8e57VP Canberra Slightly more 'proper' than other areas, less of a strong Australian 'twang.' Sometimes over seas people  
       cannot pick the Australian accent, can be confused with English.  
25 R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Canberra Somewhat better spoken, less variance within the state because it is so small 
26 R_eaZurW40xqmiv09 Canberra Suburbs and districts of Canberra tend to sound different based on class and the origin of the people living 
       in them. It's got nothing to do with the location and everything to do with the demographic. To say 
       "the place" sounds unique is misleading- it's the type of people who live in that place.  
27 R_5bB06VEQlpuB7Xn Canberra The ACT has a slightly more cultivated, educated population being the capital. This level of education is  
       reflected in the less 'bogan' accent.  
28 R_1Fb7NxNI6BW3xe5 Canberra The general public speak simply, easy to understand, with some slang mixed it to convey a message quicker. 
       They are overall nice, friendly, and not difficult to understand for someone who can understand  
       basic English. 
29 R_5hB3yjosTcs3PDL Canberra the least sever australian accent, because of the multicultural influence-people from all over make up  
       canberra 
30 R_d6BGSh1KVVtgKK9 Canberra The speech in the ACT region can be described as quite mixed, as there is a great amount of multilingualism 
       (people from overseas working for embassies). The Australian accent is still present but it seems  
       more refined and can sometimes be quite mixed with other accents, dependent on the people that a 
       child grew up around. As Canberra is the capital of Australia, its residents, both temporary and  
       permanent, tend to use more professional language that is not as brash as the traditional Australian 
       accent found in other areas of Australia.  
31 R_cC88cBtOhQjTGuN Canberra The speech in the ACT, especially Canberra can be seen as quite mixed. Due to nature of the majority of  
       occupations in Canberra, people here use a more refined form of speech and language. And as there 
       are many people from different areas of the world in Canberra due to the embassies, there is a wider 
       range of accents of English in Canberra. There is also less use of slang and more professional  
       language used.  
32 R_9WuVtIHtOYr1lk1 Canberra The speech in the Canberra area can be described as quite mixed. As it is mostly a professional and CBD  
       area, the speech is quite refined and lacking slang. There is a weaker presence of the Australian  
       accent in this area, and in addition the multilingualism of the area means that the accent itself isn't as 
       predominant.  
33 R_8nXP7I0KD0FW2UZ Canberra The speech in this area is what I'd identify as urban Australian. People tend to talk fluently and with  
       confidence. Also, the larger the group of people, the more Australian colloquial I hear the speech  
       getting. The younger population in this area speak in a globalized manner, taking cues from the  
       things they absorb from the internet and media. 
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34 R_0xr7ZD59LlZJ4y1 Canberra This exercise is too difficult on a smart phone.  
35 R_7ZLv4dg1FgiPRtP Canberra Very 'proper', almost British English. Softened/rounded sounds.  
36 R_4NGMIukez5vfOZL Central VIC As Canberra has a large campus life with people from various places, a strange mixing point affect occurs 
       where people will speak in a Broad accent at some times, and Elevated in others. Very strange.  
37 R_6glApNUOdCWpymN Darwin Australian, but people from Canberra have a greater tendency to sound slightly British I think.  
38 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne Cultivated! Very refined, perhaps owing to the high percentage of highly educated residents. Little influence 
       from other non-English languages. Almost sounds like a very weak neutral English accent; perhaps 
       best described as neutral Australian. I have a friend from Canberra who pronounces "girl" as "gel" 
       (he is born of a half-Russian mother and lives in a highly academic environment). I know of another 
       girl from Canberra who speaks with a (not significant but noticeable) refined accent.  
39 R_7QmvvEq5Yr2MOQRMelbourne Multu-cultural 
40 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop Northeast Urban - fast/quick, less upward inflection. 
41 R_0rneARtyaZnPy4t Perth  I don't really know if anywhere sounds unique, but Canberra seems to sound European and a bit posher. 
42 R_3syIpe37oM2rhCl Riverina A mix of rural and urban as many people at university come from rural areas 
43 R_bk0kuIvUGg4psot Riverina Canberran.  It's a bit more multicultral in speech patterns, and word usage is from a more educated society.  
44 R_2iaWfE0khZOwOUZ Riverina Gundagai, broad country accent. 
45 R_cNK5eL9sd1jYx5H Riverina I grew up between a farm near Yass, Yass town and Canberra. There is a difference between country and city 
       accents but I would argue that the cities maintain a similar accent and the country areas also have 
       similar accents. The speach area could be called "The Canberra region" /  / In my life I've known  
       many words for swimwear because my mum said them. "swimmers", "cozzies" and "togs". While  
       "bathers" was a fairly unfamiliar word for me. "swimmers" is the word I use most for swimwear.  / 
       As an Australian I am proud of the words "thongs" and "bogan." I love to hear abbreviations of town 
       or suburb names such as Tuggeranong > "Tuggers," Bateman's Bay "bato's", Belconnen "Belco,"  
       Jindabyne "Jindie," /  / Kids seem to like to impersonate electronic english like Siri and american  
       english.  
46 R_0HSaroi2eOl6Plj Riverina I would characterise this speech as typically Australian, because that is my background. I would describe  
       speech in other states as 'Northern' or 'Tasmanian'.  / It is difficult to describe the speech that you use 
       yourself, because you don't often think about it. The words I would use to describe this 'typical  
       Australian' dialect are rough, rural, and yet influenced continuously by new slang. 
47 R_8GNIp0G928yxpR3 Riverina It's definitely English but many of the accents sounds as though there's a slight, almost miniscule, foreign  
       influence. I'd also say that the accent is, on a continuum, on the cultivated side of general. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on CANBERRA speech 
48 R_5jOmN3LQccYKBgh Riverina Less Australian. Perhaps more English?? Not sure. Perhaps the accent in Canberra is the same, but the style 
       of speaking is more structured and more complete, less relaxed than other areas.  
49 R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst Riverina Railway bushie : much more nasal, and spoken further back in the throat.  Goulburn has this speech quite 
       distinctly, although it maybe anywhere the railway was a big employer 
50 R_3f0BOppr29uMK5D Sydney  Bogan and a lot of slang used. 
51 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney In the city of canberra/north canberra, many people possess cultivated or neutral accents. Older people are 
       more likely to posses a broader accent than younger generations. Go out to tuggeranong or  
       queanbeyan and you'll find people with stronger bogan accents.   
 

 
 
# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on TASMANIAN speech 
1 R_9SrXumGg5EKzBMp Brisbane More The Queen's English, more proper, less casual and relaxed, different names for objects, etc.  
2 R_01xkHbJUgIKsBGl Brisbane Parts of Hobart speak in a polished way but move across the river to the Eastern Shore much broader and 
       those raised south of Hobart in the Huon and other rural areas can be very broad and the use of  
       'yous 'is quite common. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on TASMANIAN speech 
3 R_56ffCfAKqxDQsbb Canberra Definite accent but not nearly as obvious as the Melbourne/Victoria accent. To me, at least. 
4 R_1ZVGxJMYGwzzDh3 Canberra I'd call the language bogan language. Mostly incorrect grammar, very informal language, lots of slang, drop 
       the endings off words. Incorrect words used and lots of swearing. / 'Australian'. Less formal than  
       victorians. A bit more slang used. Lots of colloquialisms used. Drop endings off words. 
5 R_9v0WPHU4l5BB1Dn Canberra Similar to Adelaide in that they don't speak extremely loud like in Queensland (could be because they're not 
       as used to tourists). Most of them are polite but ponderous in their speech styles.  
6 R_5AT6SvRS6uOk1p3 Central SA More of a 'country' sound to their speech -they tend to drag out some words ,for example - 'schoool' instead 
       of 'school' . they also tend to run some words together -example 'goingto' instead of 'going to' 
7 R_0dmyKMFhmMTRDsF Central VIC People here spoke more slowly than I do 
8 R_0NfD01pd8m9ti2F Melbourne confuses terms ie pacifically, instead of specifically, cancel instead of council 
9 R_brWwkUJCTYvlbaR Melbourne Dialectal variances  / Large differences of pronunciation  
10 R_cDfgKwwS2of9b01 Melbourne I was not brought up here, but have lived here in Tassie for 40 years. / North West Tasmanians, the ordinary 
       folk, I would say " lazy", and possibly without being snobby ill-educated and often from simple  
       backgrounds. 
11 R_eCXV9nNJ1jIpf37 Melbourne Launceston language generally does not display high levels of education, basic language skills, friendly,  
       colourful when required. There is often a country note to the speech patterns and colloquialisms  
       such as shop staff calling you "darl" 
12 R_eWqdhOKRkURsjxr Melbourne Slower 
13 R_a9IdaG5ZxkC8Tl3 Melbourne Tasmanian broad accent 
14 R_bHjeqX6gOxvwl2R Melbourne Tasmanians seem to pronounce school and pool differently to the rest of the state. / It seems to sound like  
       ''skewl'' and ''pewl''. 
15 R_aWS4g1TZDTt7bhj Melbourne TEND TO HAVE A MUCH BROADER SLANG INFLUENCE 
16 R_1LnzlBrVtwNUU9T Melbourne They generally seem to talk slower in Tassie  
17 R_1ESWyjlDNHOEFmt Melbourne use words that have different meanings in other parts of Aust 
18 R_0vR8BdgaYtSKgwl Melbourne vernacular and drawling.  
19 R_eRt2SecwyfZFtUF Northeast I find the speech here is slower, with pronounciation a little more drawn out and the accent a little stronger 
       or broader than NSW or SA. 
20 R_ebavBHk55qx3gQ5 Northeast more australian accent 
21 R_4P0O4FaLe4t8cgR Northeast Slow 
22 R_1GkfGfuXZ33GEqF Northeast This area is commonly described as rough and improper 
23 R_51jbqMV1tuI2qWN Perth  Dialect. Uneducated and informal. 
24 R_25npwS3ryNSFchf Perth  Flat vowel sounds 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on TASMANIAN speech 
25 R_a5HRBzGL3v6rzVj Riverina More "English" 
26 R_5BhzK28vIp3K5lb Rural WA European influenced. Sounds intelligent. Not lazy. Well structured. 
27 R_7OlMVxaLETlVSux Sydney  I know I can pick it - people who sound like my cousins! A bit singsong, perhaps. Front of the mouth, a little 
       high pitched. 
28 R_dgr3DhamuPf4VqR Sydney  I think the cultured Tasmanian accent can be traced to Hobart. It is a very precise accent, where words are 
       annunciated carefully and a lot of round sounds are used. It sounds like a soft British accent. 
29 R_1zfjhsgUQY1f1u5 Sydney  Launceston. Old fashioned vocabulary and different vocabulary. 
30 R_0PbpowAL9YemsuN Sydney  no clue 
31 R_2hOJbSgRMFqATaJ Sydney  Not sure 
32 R_b3CdAbQqQku2wPH Sydney Sounds a bit like the queens english 
33 R_ctDyA3NBuGDcjtP Sydney  Tasmanian AuE. Sounds more similar to NZE in that it seems to be undergoing a similar vowel shift. 
34 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney Tasmanians use old expressions, like saying, "Hello, cock." They are not being rude when they say this. 
35 R_1H7kmNuJ3dDiYIZ Sydney  Very country, unsophisticated 
36 R_2icprQop6pOTAep Tasmania Bogan!  As much swearing as possible, lots of mumbling.  In my job I find it increasingly difficult to  
       understand what people are saying because they seem to have lost the ability to articulate their  
       words and considering I deal with a lot of intergenerational people from low socio economic areas, 
       people have not been corrected on their speech as they have been growing up. 
37 R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd Tasmania Bogan. Slower speaking. Right sounds like roight. More coarse language. 
38 R_9XrfIqvOA3Owg5v Tasmania broad australian, very relaxed 
39 R_560x4VN1OkI26Fv Tasmania Country Tasmanians can have a very slow drawl that to the ear sound uneducated. 
40 R_1THeZYgK1QIGj7D Tasmania Educated English. 
41 R_a8E6vZZhOyqKqcB Tasmania I don't think there are any areas that sound unique, but I cannot be certain 
42 R_3gBY2TrOTZD1uGF Tasmania Informal 
43 R_0wegrCNTv2Id0ZT Tasmania Less nasal and more English 
44 R_0JTtZH0HlH89r1j Tasmania normal Australian lingo 
45 R_6KDbCrSKO4OcTvT Tasmania Ordinary Australian 
46 R_ePToX9ZeMeX5vcF Tasmania Posh, enunciated. Tasmanians tend to speak quickly, and have a slightly more British way of pronouncing 
       things (but I think this is more common in well-educated, wealthier people; the lower socio- 
       economic speech across the country is more consistent with Queensland speech). 
47 R_bezqjIw7P8xIFQF Tasmania Slow 
48 R_0TbtQCTlty7zo4B Tasmania Slow talkers 
49 R_eyVQpDvlyejBJT7 Tasmania Very rural, slow, friendly, jokes a plenty, swear words used frequently 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on PERTH speech 
1 R_06tadjMXNMOuR6t Canberra More noticeable accents, however, much clearer speech.  
2 R_4MXcMyaStWrum57 Canberra Much the same as south Australia - words are pronounced correctly  
3 R_1ZVGxJMYGwzzDh3 Canberra People in perth speak like Poms.  
4 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra Western Australian/Perth - broad but different to Queensland (less nasal) (Note: I lived in Perth for 13 years 
       (as an adult) and unintentionally my accent got broader; now I want to "fix" it to sound like a  
       Canberran again!) 
5 R_6QHAlP7TaIvm2TX Central SA Don't know 
6 R_3f0wdfke7l0yAE5 Central VIC A more pure Australian. It still sounds broad, even among the upper class. 
7 R_en9vES5sCH7fwvX Central VIC Double syllable beer 
8 R_9uBUxySCb9jw4Lz Central VIC West Australian - I have noticed that a lot of people from the west have an accent that sounds almost New 
       Zealand, in the "i" sound particularly 
9 R_205YGN5DMb8tSfz Melbourne it's almost a different dialect 
10 R_bHjeqX6gOxvwl2R Melbourne Near is pronounced ''nee-ya''. Here is pronounced ''hee-ya''. /  
11 R_2tX2IdF0COszlpb Melbourne No idea what I would call it. But they speak slower and slightly maybe lilting 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on PERTH speech 
12 R_1TZ4A7Wy4tn9CG9 Melbourne there is more of an 'twang' to the tongue of Perth locals. I would say it is closer to that of an accent from  
       England than other areas of Australia.  
13 R_cYLuN9eugzGDtsh Northeast bogan 
14 R_e2kDfgLeScsB5I1 Northeast Speak more precisely. 
15 R_2tKwUtoucvZAHIN Perth  Aussie english twang 
16 R_6zfFcWChfy4YStn Perth  australian accent 
17 R_1LgMhea8MzLzHdb Perth  english 
18 R_6tDi9Djyah3Kkg5 Perth  european 
19 R_6MxmTqJHsnj3bH7 Perth  It approximates a "lazy" British accent and sounds more like an English accent (eg. Tony Blair's) than in other 
       regions in Australia.  It sounds as though the mouth is "tighter" when speaking to avoid exaggerated 
       or drawn-out sounds (such as the stereotypical Australian accent as seen through American pop  
       culture). 
20 R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD Perth  joyous (and slightly less ocker than the rest of Australia eg. closer approximation to a neutral, more english-
       sounding accent) 
21 R_39RQt8xhThhan0p Perth  Lower and less nasal. 
22 R_8jlLW4IKrdmZh65 Perth  multilingual 
23 R_2biQe1H7HdfNODj Perth  Normal 
24 R_e3bmCJvvdP0V7j7 Perth  normal 
25 R_3wwl76GlutXvKYd Perth  People in the richer, longer established area of Perth sound more educated, more European in their speech.  
26 R_3UH8wIxGuAKfgI5 Perth  Perth people are more laid back, generally talk slower and draw out their vowels.  
27 R_6XaPmLxap5K4UW9 Perth  Proper Engilsh. 
28 R_51jbqMV1tuI2qWN Perth  Regional. More emphasis on longer and more heavily emphasised phonemes (I.e. long 'oo' in Coogee and 'z' 
       in Mosman). Some difficulty with graphemes ending in 'r' (e.g. 'cah' rather than 'car', 'foh' rather than 
       'for'). 
29 R_6ljNa6fXAo8qQGF Perth  sometimes slightly british, lots of abbreviations 
30 R_3ghGh2LExnuiEgB Perth  Urban accent  
31 R_6fDdUIwxsMqMEtf Perth  Western Australian accent. I really struggle to characterise this accent as it's my own. I'm told it's more of a 
       drawl than the rest of Australia.  I also think we speak more slowly than the rest of Australia, and 
       have broader vowels. 
32 R_6nklLI7MyoWcQQJ Riverina Nasal 
33 R_a4aD9WjmZt6eQRv Riverina Posh. They have a slightly british accent. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on PERTH speech 
34 R_bk0kuIvUGg4psot Riverina the perth accent is  different,  not really sure how but i can usually pick if someone is from there.  maybe  
       speech patterns?  
35 R_5jOmN3LQccYKBgh Riverina West Australian English. I think it sounds 'funner' or younger or happier. Youtube young Elle McPherson.  
36 R_b2XbSeMwv0nXymN Rural WA Can't think of any areas that sound unique 
37 R_1ThNurAAZ9v1mwR Rural WA english 
38 R_cCNk1RrzVfFGQTj Rural WA In this area Perth and it's extended area English is its main language with slang from indigenous language 
       like noongar and yamitji . Over time Australia has taken a lot of other cultures in. Where In places 
       the aboriginal language is not used.  
39 R_6o3zW6NN68RQk9D Rural WA Very articulate, slightly like British  
40 R_cIu9dfSLQiVeovj Sydney  Fancy speech.  Long a's make it sound quite posh compared to other parts of Australia 
41 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney I find Perthites sound like NZers 
42 R_4IMfcowa3hhMDHv Sydney  Slightly closer to a British accent- more annunciation 
43 R_6PrH4oi4DNPUg05 Sydney  Some influence from southern English accent clear in pronunciation of words / Differs from the rest of the 
       country  
44 R_bvWTbS30apsazFb Sydney  The speech here has a greater English influence than on the eastern coast. It sounds slightly similar to the  
       South African accent. As this area is so far distanced from other cities, the everyday vocabulary is 
       slightly different to that in the east. 
45 R_3KNTxXx9XwdLLFj Sydney  They elongate announcing words with oo in it . for example they call it Cooogee whereas eastern states are 
       shorter and say Cooge 
46 R_eOKrc9GBuDgcxRX Tasmania Australian / Friendly Australian Slang 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on DARWIN speech 
1 R_2nNELi8NB8FsuTr Adelaide Slang Australian/English - There are so many cultures in Darwin and the indigenous population is large so 
       the English spoken consists of a lot of slang words, most of which originate from indigenous words.  
2 R_1WSB15FUUooWwlf Brisbane It's always hot and humid and there is no need to rush when speaking. A lot of slang terms used in this area 
       of Australia.  Again a mixed culture.   
3 R_bvGASxGoHz40QER Brisbane Very hot and humid even in Winter. No one here is a hurry with their words. 
4 R_9pkuObelViq5Jrv Canberra Classic Australian, it is very stereotypical 
5 R_9QRUhBgfvyPXIhL Canberra When people speak vowels they tend to draw out their words and it's like they don't open their mouths  
       much. 
6 R_0NXCpjA2KKUM3at Central VIC Very broad, more typically 'Australian'.  
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on DARWIN speech 
7 R_bPZolEyLcUPsFIV Darwin  (Many and various speech styles as a large transient population from other parts of Australia and the world.) 
       / Local Darwin mixed race speech is changing, but amongst older people there is still the speech  
       style I recognise from my youth. This speech used a mixed of words from English, some aboriginal 
       languages and even Filipino, eg "buntis" for pregnant in old Darwin speech I recently realised was 
       not from an Aboriginal language but from Tagalog. / The grammar of too was different with some 
       Creole type features and leaving words like "to the" in a sentence. "I'm going shop". 
8 R_9MHnND7A7dexOaF Darwin 50 years ago, Darwin was a tiny multicultural hotchpotch of postwar migrants , returned men and new  
       families and the local indigenous population. One primary school , one high school. We all knew  
       every child in the town. We all learnt many aboriginal words from the indigenous kids. These words 
       were from all of the NT. It was the hey day of the stolen generation and assimilation, kids were  
       brought in from all over the territory. Hence, we learned aboriginal slang and some dialect 
9 R_2gJxuCzpxLTgOA5 Darwin  A pidgin-style English, but only spoke by the people who were born and bred there 
10 R_4OtaCil3xjlReBv Darwin  Broad & slang 
11 R_9Y2S7NkOcijTDuZ Darwin  Darwin Kriol. A combination of English, Asian and Aboriginal language. Other myriad of Indigenous  
      languages spoken in the Darwin environs.  
12 R_6zKbRbgtja1qTC5 Darwin  Darwin. The people of Darwin have over the generations, adapted the Eng / Use to suit their particular  
       lifestyle. Many indigenous words have been used within the everyday education levels to describe 
       ones meanings. Eg Gammon, your having me on, Budgu, good female friend. / Darwin is a very laid 
       back and relaxed city. This is very often reflected in speech as if a person states they are going to do 
       something and it isn't done, no worries, she'll be right 
13 R_7PrcuK2ukCBVNnT Darwin  I'm not sure, I think there was more slang than in the ACT but that could have been because I was younger 
       when I lived there. I think the speech is a bit harsher and less like 'proper' English.  
14 R_5AuixC45xHOgFUx Darwin  Lazy, laid back. Not as strong an accent as down south. Closer related to the way WA speaks than the  
       Southern/ Eastern states. Shortened words, putting words together.  / Palmerston, often considered a 
       lower socioeconomic area, I find many people who live here, more so the males but also the females, 
       whether they are Caucasian, Asian, Indigenous, etc, they all often speak similar, with a more high 
       pitched accent, very much louder and lots of slang. I actually found this to be a city thing. Most  
       people from any city I meet sound similar. I met two girls from Sydney who sounded the same,  
       more materialistic, but less slang than Palmerston. It almost sounds American it's so drawn out and 
       'materialistic', like what you'd hear the housewives of wherever sounding like. It's some kind of  
       inner city accent.  
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Map Commentary on DARWIN speech 
15 R_cFM1eWukn3LqB13 Darwin  Mix of English and indigenous words used daily. eg: gammon, budju etc / Use of "eh" at end of sentences 
16 R_4Zb9tflAjRUJTlH Darwin  mixture of aboriginal and mix of many States /  
17 R_dcfOVhTLT7i9zvf Darwin  Mixture of English and indigenous words. Growing up the words were intermingled with each other and 
       immediately recognised by other speakers. Also, the number of nationalities made the language  
       unique to each group. You could pick a Vietnamese speaker, a Chinese speaker, a Greek speaker, an 
       Italian speaker by the inflections and pronunciations of different words. 
18 R_cx9arPlNciBQWix Darwin  Outback 
19 R_4PhWtESJ75AYzs1 Darwin  Stronger 'ocker' accent, use of idioms, tendency to speak slowly, often leave sentences hanging... 
20 R_cAzxuknslMV8yWN Melbourne Remote and colourful (not just the swearing) / Broad range of peoples there so wider use of pidgins and  
       descriptive phrases (such as, flat out like a lizard drinking) to communicate where english is not first 
       (or even fifth for some indigenous folk) language / Loved "Too many safety films" as a description of 
       miners who watch too much porn on remote jobs and behave appallingly on town leave /  
21 R_eqvskH0H95jHtsx Melbourne Very layback; they do not tend to use "big" words;  / I would say they are very "minalamistic" in the use of 
       words. / It is mainly very rural 
22 R_2fNxoXlbK2HMy3z Riverina Rough and relaxed 
23 R_6nWv8ndACn1WCIR Riverina Very lazy, very fast using alot of slang and abbreviations to describe things 
24 R_7QzXJQlooXr4tQp Sydney  All different.  We have a lot of backpackers that work here and have different accents and sometimes find 
       hard to understand.  
25 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  Heavily influenced by Aboriginal languages, not just in immediate are, but from patterns of word useage etc 
       imported by Stolen Generations.  
26 R_1Yea3DZqPxeXthr Sydney  Lazy speech, very casual, lots of slang 
27 R_2bPp9PMZQgR3yJL Sydney  Mixture between aboriginal and Australian. Does not sound much like English. Can be very harsh sounding 
28 R_23NgKsvd8O54C9v Sydney  Territorians are more bogan and sounds very aussie 
29 R_2icprQop6pOTAep Tasmania Mixed. Indigenous Australians, combined with a very multi-cultural mix of people makes for interesting  
       conversation. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on RURAL speech 
1 R_8uF4DhArev7oBAV Canberra A lot of rural towns Australia wide.  Sadly the word "bogan" is the only way I can think to describe it. 
2 R_7OQwoMviTIhJ9SR Canberra also a more rural, broad sounding accent typical of those portrayed in movies like crocodile Dundee. Rural 
       or regional Australia- much broader, more run on speech. 
3 R_8Brbpryzznv7R1H Canberra Broader accents are found more in rural areas.  
4 R_bI5H5p7xoJBU53n Canberra Broader vowels in rural areas.   
5 R_bvZBUzKcQMVgkF7 Canberra Canberra, South Coast of NSW, QLD, rural areas 
6 R_1GiRcDCHPrOi97f Canberra Country. Drawl. 
7 R_broSsB4Dp0mCAEB Canberra Country. Your stereotypical Australian accent, like Crocodile Dundee. 
8 R_eaZurW40xqmiv09 Canberra differences in vowel pronunciation between city and country, and a tendency to say "yeah, no" in country 
       more than city. Broader accent from country 
9 R_eVzDwhrYAmTZbGR Canberra Different accents and pronunciation across different areas of australia, possibly from more rural areas. Rural 
       australia, different accents, sounding more country and less formal. More country accents. More  
       "bogan" and informal. Heavier use of slang 
10 R_6S5lN1AdZqX3TdX Canberra Different speed of speech - generally slower in rural areas 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on RURAL speech 
11 R_0xr7ZD59LlZJ4y1 Canberra Educated urban people from all states sound alike, as do uneducated people from urban areas. Similarly,  
       educated rural people from all states sound alike, as do uneducated rural people. 
12 R_eFGrX6LBeP9aTeR Canberra Generally people from more rural areas speak with a broader accent, and indigenous Australians speak with 
       a wide range of accents too.   
13 R_0SxisRCyvYTXJMF Canberra I don't know whether any of these differences can be generalised by region - they could also be defined by 
       urban/rural categorisations 
14 R_ePfKarfKlQFUa6F Canberra I think there's a big difference in tone/pitch/placement between City and Country and between states. 
15 R_1KUIyHQvC6SvXjD Canberra I think there's generally a difference between rural and urban. Rural Australians tend to use more slang and 
       have more of a drawl. The more rural, the more relaxed the speech.  
16 R_5bB06VEQlpuB7Xn Canberra I would argue that the differences are relatively minor, mainly to do with class and the rural-urban divide.  
17 R_bILZ2cRyTil2cXr Canberra I would say taht people in rural areas have much broader accents and use more specific slang. I think that's 
       definitely the case in parts of Queensland and in rural NSW.  
18 R_blSXy3VWSFawSz3 Canberra I'm not entirely sure, having only lived in Canberra, but I think that people living in more rural areas might 
       have a broader accent, and that people in Queensland tend to speak slower than people from other 
       states (or so I've heard) 
19 R_a8XRfUtTAYepcRT Canberra In Queensland they sound a lot more "bogan" than further south. That also goes for people living in rural  
       areas. (also speak a lot louder). Bogan. Very harsh, use a lot of swear words, put "but" on the end of 
       sentences, elongate the "a" sounds in words. This is for most rural areas not specifically Broken Hill 
20 R_1Fb7NxNI6BW3xe5 Canberra In some states, the language can be more eloquent (urban areas) than some other places (rural). 
21 R_1ZB6mgTBwxbUjjv Canberra Individuals in rural areas and Queensland tend to sound nasally/ have a stronger accent. 
22 R_0VdhPPv8SUVL6jb Canberra more broad english in rural areas.  
23 R_6QeqQslnzJ4H82N Canberra More broad in rural areas.  
24 R_d76T8re9FbPHa85 Canberra More casual in rural areas - stronger Australian accents. Rural areas - extremely casual speech, more slang 
       terms (e.g. "arvo", "sanga") / "Bogan" accents / Slower speech pase 
25 R_0cCk6bDDQ7P9LW5 Canberra More courser/gruff. / Slurred & pitched in more rural areas 
26 R_77lfrRzlKrVRg6p Canberra most noticeable to me are a broader accent common in rural areas. also a more rural, broad sounding accent 
       typical of those portrayed in movies like crocodile Dundee. 
27 R_6saGJ9kfruaDmFD Canberra Often people in rural and remote areas have broader accents and speak more slowly. Outback Australia/  
       rural and remote/bush - broader accent than urban areas. 
28 R_cIVGew7rJ4cBehD Canberra People from rural, and/or low socioeconomic areas might speak differently e.g. dropping 'g's on the end of 
       their words, using contracted words like "gonna" or "wanna" or use words like "oi" and "ay". 
29 R_bekWX631vn6PoUZ Canberra People from the country speak more broadly, and generally slower than those from the city.  
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30 R_3g5Yl3tvuJyMwV7 Canberra people from the country speak slower and with more of a drawl  
31 R_8IgIUhc0izJBYQ5 Canberra People in more rural areas or of specific sock-economic background speak with more slang.  
32 R_0IfwziJrWSKIe9L Canberra People in rural areas tend to have a broader accent than ones urban ones. 
33 R_238DV5aCGx5EDhH Canberra People in rural areas use more slang, and have a more nasal accent. /  / 
34 R_77EdFmgWK5QfmCx Canberra Queensland, Tasmania, and rural Australia. /  / Thicker drawl. 
35 R_24YNSj9F0PUwgHb Canberra Rural and lower income areas stereotypically talk in a more casual manner. Bogan 
36 R_9otjhDXPn9VMWOx Canberra Rural and Urban Australians sound different. Characterised by dropping of consonants.  
37 R_3gQwhwnZTINuSUd Canberra Rural areas 
38 R_06wub3rupQVFHeZ Canberra Rural areas have more of an occa slang to the way they speak.  
39 R_6DrZKKHLsGT3FgV Canberra Rural areas tend to have a drawl in their speech patterns. Refer to previous response. 
40 R_cMdv9FWubOifZpH Canberra Rural Australia-heavier accent and slower.  
41 R_2uCG6FR0lFx3nAF Canberra Rural Australia: I've noticed from my family who live on farms in Victoria they have a stronger Australian 
       accents as well, speak with that whining, drawling, open mouth, with frequent use of slang words. 
42 R_5tEHMoXZ072NNdP Canberra Rural English sounds more broad and more of a drawl  
43 R_aeMDFRxoNnvVpGZ Canberra rural parts have their own pronunciation and slang 
44 R_eE7JBMlK7UBMUIZ Canberra Rural people and the uneducated have thicker accents.  
45 R_8vUPu1wdjWiGJo1 Canberra Rural people tend to have heavier accents.  
46 R_9uzrpOBz8a4xzSZ Canberra rural towns have a stronger accent  
47 R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Canberra Rural vs urban - notice more of a twang and slur. 
48 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra rural vs urban,  
49 R_6Ehd1286c1e4FNP Canberra Rural. Nasal sounds. Inflection 
50 R_dma6AdslygIBiip Canberra Rural/urban divide seems to be of greater importance than state or territory . Any country areas - not just  
       WA , seem to speak slower with a larger drawl.  
51 R_b2slLOGTk3p7e6N Canberra Some people from rural Australia speak slower, with a broader accent and using more Australian slang.  
       Broad, country Australian. Slower paced, stronger accent, 'flatter' vowels, more use of Australian  
       slang and expressions, finish sentences with 'ay?' 
52 R_9S90GDmqtpdKjDn Canberra Some people have very 'broad' accents - quite languid and drawling, which heavy emphasis on vowels.  
       These people tend to be from more rural areas.  
53 R_1IcjeWEYdLYIyNL Canberra Some rural areas may be described as having the 'typical Australian accent' - more colloquial speech. 
54 R_7aFt4lKfe6Sda85 Canberra Stronger accents in the country and QLD 
55 R_1NB4vRNKCoDo7cx Canberra Subtle differences but Darwin and Queensland and rural places are quite different to most Canberran  
       accents.  
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56 R_9WuVtIHtOYr1lk1 Canberra The main differences between language across Australia would be the strength of the Australian accent as it 
       differs between rural areas of Australia and the major city and coastal areas of the country; i.e. the 
       accent is stronger in central Australia. There is a greater use of slang and colloquialisms in some  
       areas.  The speech in central and rural Australia is quite broader and with more elongated vowels, as 
       well as with a greater use of slang and overall a stronger , when compared with coastal areas.  
57 R_eUMihwZzzhQYjeB Canberra The people who stay in the rural areas seem to have a different accent. Rural country people sound unique 
58 R_b1ozUSAx9NMzsm9 Canberra The use of colloquial language is more prevalent in rural areas. A thicker, more "bogan" accent is noticeable 
       in rural areas, especially parts of North Queensland. 
59 R_d6BGSh1KVVtgKK9 Canberra There are large differences regarding the strength of the Australian accent, dependent on whether the area is 
       classified as rural Australia or one of the more major cities. Generally I find that it is accepted that 
       the Australian accent is stronger in rural areas and less prominent in major cities. Other than that  
       there are no major differences, apart from use of slang (there is typically more slang used in more 
       rural areas). In these rural areas, the speech becomes quite brash, with the vowels heavily elongated 
       and there is a greater use of slang as well.  
60 R_cNidxVD2b3teNbD Canberra There's a big difference between rural and urban (both in accent and terminology) / Rural areas 
61 R_dcK9TQ7XYtDGzMF Canberra There's a variation in how rough the accent is, seen when comparing rural and urban areas 
62 R_cZIp4t6sUR58BdH Canberra Those from rural areas are more "Australian" by that i mean mean more nasally, slightly more slang or  
       relaxed in how they pronounce words. I would say this is country speech. Meaning more slang,  
       nasally, slurring more over words.  
63 R_06tadjMXNMOuR6t Canberra Those from urban/city areas tend to have less of a noticeable accent, those more rural often sound more  
       australian.  
64 R_72ItJcvKf2qeXMp Canberra Those in rural parts of Australia. Have less sophistication in their language, are more 'bogan'/relaxed in the 
       way they speak. 
65 R_ex7swJSRUJmvEPj Canberra Urban/ rural splits in accents, phrases and mannerisms /  
66 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra Urban/rural differences, Everywhere this isn't the four most inner suburbs of Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra 
       and Brisbane - 'bogan' - drawn out, nasal, whiney and fast.   
67 R_etAX8kjxQ6dyxSZ Canberra Where the further rural ( and north up towards queensland ) you travel the more colloquialisms and the  
       thicker the distinctively australian pronoun citation becomes. 
68 R_71h0fZVg8294IHb Canberra While I know there are differences between speakers, I'm not confident in my assessment of which groups 
       tend to differ - maybe urban vs. rural, or lower vs. middle/upper class? Not sure. 
69 R_a9IdaG5ZxkC8Tl3 Melbourne A 'rural' slow broad Aussie version.  
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70 R_06s4u0rQQTPxseV Melbourne Also, people from the counrty sound different to people in the cities or subruban areas. My dad is from  
       counrty NSW but mum is from suburban Vic, so this also influences my understanding of accents.  
71 R_b9p31DlRIEIhMVf Melbourne Country accent. The kind of accent many Americans imagine all Australians have based upon our media  
       representation in movies like "Crocodile Dundee" 
72 R_261w3wQmJCtoTc1 Melbourne Country areas are broader in accent.  
73 R_eFpfBDFOYzzOMT3 Melbourne Country people have longer flatter vowels often. 
74 R_djpjLtDehiRGDbv Melbourne Country, broader speech, slower than urban 
75 R_08pEDuAT22mPjHn Melbourne Country. People in the country often sound different to people in the city. People from the country tend to 
       have thicker accents and possibly speak a little more slowly.   
76 R_9H0h43naJ5y7YZn Melbourne Different spoken accents, such as broad bush or rural Australian (traditional Aussie, like Paul Hogan or  
       Michael Caton) versus rounded Anglo (such as many TV newsreaders). / Broadly speaking, many 
       rural Australians and working class Anglo-background Australians sound different (Paul Hogan is a 
       classic example). / The final "-g" in the participle "-ing" is often dropped. / Older vernacular is still 
       used, such as "G'day" and "hooroo", and "our-yer-goin', maate?" Also, "ripper", "fair dinkum",  
       "beaut", "good-oh", "grouse". / Mild swearing is endemic, as in "bloody", and "bulldust". Stronger  
       swearing, especially amongst men and drinkers is also common. Again, inland, rural, traditional  
       bush-based classic Aussie. 
77 R_eCXV9nNJ1jIpf37 Melbourne Generally there is a difference between country and urban accents  
78 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne Generally, I find that speakers from more rural areas have broader accents.  
79 R_aXIYwe3EN9pKYtv Melbourne I feel that depending on state, and city/rural location,  people can have a different way of speaking ; it's  
       probably a combination of slightly different Australian accent, and   colloquial words?  
80 R_9vP5vSETPYIqLkh Melbourne I find that people from country areas speak with more slang and have a stronger accent than people from the 
       city. I don't think that there is one area that sounds unique, but I think people from the country or 
       rural areas speak with more slang and a stronger accent than people from the cities or highly  
       urbanized areas such as Melbourne, Sydney or Brisbane. 
81 R_eVRp7kYQBYHTVMp Melbourne I find that people from rural areas speak with a broader accent than urban areas. 
82 R_bkpe7WqR9zcJyJL Melbourne I think people in country Australia are a bit lazier with their syllables, their accent is kind of flatter and  
       rounder than in urban areas.   
83 R_8bTp2JTmNXfmt37 Melbourne I think that the "Australian accent" becomes more pronounced in the countryside 
84 R_bHjeqX6gOxvwl2R Melbourne I think those in regional areas have distinctly difference accents to those in urban areas. 
85 R_03CB42FSZi4maj3 Melbourne In general, in rural country areas australians have broader vowels and speak slowly. /  
86 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne less formal--more slang (is it slang?)--in provincial and rural 
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87 R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Melbourne Mostly pronunciation and accent, especially between rural and urban areas. Rural areas, especially in  
       northern australia (WA, NT, QLD). Broader accents, more colloquialisms used. /  
88 R_3PDg6vDMjMTIfKB Melbourne My perception is that rural Australians speak more slowly than urban Australians.  
89 R_3t5bX7apyVM4mWN Melbourne Often people from rural areas/WA/Qld say 'ey' at the end of sentences, some people say but at the end of  
       sentences etc  
90 R_6QoLkm3LwCL2DK5Melbourne People from rural areas tend to have a more laconic style of speaking.  
91 R_8pn2CTGjuVkbd9H Melbourne People in rural and urban areas often round letters differently, rural vs urban 
92 R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Melbourne People living in rural areas of Australia are stereotyped as having a more 'bogan' accent, compared to city-
       livers. 
93 R_9BmXalMn6QbIFwx Melbourne Regional Australia (outback) More "okka". Less refined, more slang, wide speech 
94 R_6yxW2wXs17sKWs5 Melbourne Rural areas all over the country have accents and word choices that are distinct from urban areas.  
95 R_6fLSiAVI7RDjiS1 Melbourne Rural areas have very distinctive accents compared to urban Australia as a whole, and compared to each  
       other.  
96 R_42PlpwuBQFv7P5X Melbourne Rural areas: variety of broad accents. 
97 R_1LnzlBrVtwNUU9T Melbourne Rural Australians. They have a more nasally accent 
98 R_5bThzIGHUclLgWN Melbourne Stereotypically, people from more rural areas swallow letters (e.g. "straya"!), and draw out vowels? 
99 R_4OOoR6oEcvbbUgt Melbourne The slang and speed they talk.  / Different from state to state town to country.  
100 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne There are changes in speed and intonation and choice and use of the english language, State to State,  
       seaboard to inland and urban to rural.  
101 R_9u8wxzD318dZUs5 Melbourne thicker accent in rural areas. more mumbling and flatter vowels.  
102 R_a5lMNTqlShkYDXL NSW  Adelaide, rural areas, northern territory  
103 R_byEXS7pw2RHURMhNSW  also differences between country and city in types of language and speed of talking. 
104 R_3Kv4KyR6fYlArPL NSW  also there is a difference between rural and urban 
105 R_0GTINWUO1XsaWpf NSW  broader accents in very regional areas 
106 R_3OiMML58PJghi1T NSW  City-rural differences - there are some differences in accents (e.g. "broader" Australian accent in rural areas 
       and less pronounced Australian accents in urban areas) 
107 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop NSW  Country - slow.  
108 R_1X61TOi7urU3OLz NSW  Country folk talk slower. And Northern/rural folk sound more drawling and nasal and ocker. 
109 R_0eWUa8UhxYD90gd NSW  Country people speak slower with a drawl. 
110 R_002lbRAuk02Qb6R NSW  country people use different words to city people 
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111 R_cHiWL7X8izXlLil NSW  Difference in pronunciation of different words (e.g. castle in SA vs NSW; and dropping of -ing from words 
       in some rural areas). parts of rural Australia (in my experience rural NSW and rural VIC) have  
       people who speak with a very nasal accent, shortening words is common and words such as 'youse' 
       are more common.  
112 R_9SIUjdvjjo2wBTf NSW  I find that people who come from rural areas have a stronger accent than people from larger cities. I had  
       never really noticed until I came to university and people from Sydney kept commenting on my  
       strong but "cute" Australian accent that I didn't even know I had. I find people from larger cities  
       speak slower. rural and   larger city speakers sound different, don't have much experience with  
       other areas of Australia other than, QLD, NSW and ACT 
113 R_9MGUBazC9ZWDS1T NSW  I think people from cities generally have more rounded and less strong accents than those who live outside 
       of urban and city areas.  
114 R_2ujtXtad9WbaLIh NSW  I think there is a distinction between how people in rural communicate compared to those in urban areas. I 
       tried to select a rural area. I would describe their speech as informal, short and full of slang 
115 R_9H4UiKhGq32DIaN NSW  In my experience people out in the bush also use more of the old-fashioned sayings - my mother always  
       used to say 'silly as a wheel' and 'mad as a cut snake' but I never hear other people say things like 
       that near the coast.  / I grew up saying 'sandshoes' and 'trousers' instead of sneakers, runners and  
       pants, and this was noticed by my classmates. I guess I got that from the country side of the family 
       rather than the location where I grew up.  /  
116 R_78tv8XmPOUAbLzT NSW  North Queensland, Melbourne, Rural areas 
117 R_6Fn2NO0heMys789 NSW  People from more rural areas have a more relaxed sound when they speak. 
118 R_a4aD9WjmZt6eQRv NSW  People from rural towns are different to urban, but I don't know what the difference is. Rural areas and  
       Queensland are more flat, stereotypical Australian sounding.  
119 R_ezkTQyO7ZDNeizj NSW  People in the country where I grew up used a lot of sang.  
120 R_9Yu32L8fybbZL0N NSW  People living in country towns and on farms tend to sound more like the 'Australian stereotype'. 
121 R_5jykTJaWlRjHMpf NSW  personally, I find that most people outside the cities speak more slowly. 
122 R_1Ufd58Wtib3WngF NSW  Regional areas speak a broader or rougher version of Australian 
123 R_6nklLI7MyoWcQQJ NSW  Rural Accents are broader, with more stretching of vowels and dropping of consonants. / City accents are  
       more clipped and pronounced. / Both accents vary significantly. 
124 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 NSW  Rural accents are more nasal and broader (slower speech, stronger 'Australian' accent).  
125 R_2rwvueSZVDsjrAV NSW  Rural area in general. Flatter, more nasal.  
126 R_elDKZmF4R8HTyDz NSW  Rural Areas, speech is faster and more strained  
127 R_d4NnBKOXlbAjPet NSW  Rural Australians have a more "ocker" accent. Their pronunciation differs because their accent is thicker 
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128 R_6ur2lKAN6TrwYU5 NSW  Rural Australians have broader accents, perhaps because they generally have less contact with other dialects 
       while those in an urban setting are more likely to have influences from the UK and also the US.  
129 R_6gx0hLFd8fZ6y2h NSW  Rural QLD (and other rural parts of Aus)- more "characteristically" Australian, use words such as "mate",  
       thicker accent  
130 R_ag6ClDvzBV0nQHP NSW  Rural speakers use broader vowels. 
131 R_9B9lrLcCWy14unr NSW  Rural, cultural difference, different interpretation, generatianal words, state difference 
132 R_6DJmtrwgkbLtNEV NSW  Rural/suburban areas that are more culturally (education/immigrants/tourists) isolated tend to have thicker 
       Australian accents with more slang. Tanja for example had in influx of people moving there in the 
       70's from nearby cities such as Melbourne, Canberra, and Sydney. The culture there tended to be  
       very hippy/bohemian/environmental. 
133 R_39t3kD2BEcfVtE9 NSW  Rural/Urban Australia (especially notice this when returning home from university). 
134 R_e2kDfgLeScsB5I1 NSW  Slang., content. Niches in many areas of regionals towns. 
135 R_eYdAQpVwDFAQDHf NSW  Stronger accents, more colloqiualisms used in rural australia, lazier pronunciation / Different slang 
136 R_0Go99aLQbEIsBBH NSW  Stronger more 'bogan' accent in lower socio-economic and more rural areas.  
137 R_7OMGwbrF2fzxIm9 NSW  Subtle difference between States, as well as difference between Urban and Rural.  
138 R_aWcHdi3g3r3clV3 NSW  the difference between country towns and city people, often country people sound more "bogan" than those 
       from a built up area 
139 R_d5Rl1I9MCQ4F8tT NSW  The most pronounced difference I have ever noted was between my friend and I. We grew up together for 
       the first 13 years of our life and yet we sound incredibly different, this suggests our parents, rather 
       than hometown influenced the sound of our speech, for example their differing levels of education. 
       This difference was accentuated as we moved to different schools. Hers was agriculturally based,  
       mine performing arts. This suggests a large difference between urban and rural areas, as I was  
       surrounded by people who were, for the most part well spoken. / I have often found those from the 
       Southern Territory to have a pronounced difference in the sound of their speech. Their words seem 
       to be slightly slurred or "run together", and slightly "rougher". 
140 R_8HR7SQDPS185UCp NSW  There are differences in the words people choose. Accents can be stronger or gentler, often influenced by  
       whether people grew up in regional Australia, education and to some extent class. I don't think  
       anywhere in Australia sounds particularly unique. There are areas where accents are stronger, eg  
       city versus country, but I don't think it's possible to distinguish them easily.  
141 R_aYnymduqLUXaRP7 NSW  There are geographical differences from state to state as well as urban/rural differences and class differences. 
       However these differences do not form constant rules, and there are many stereotypes surrounding 
       the differences.  
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142 R_2sDgvTkBAisOJBX NSW  There is a strong distinction between rural and urban accents. Urban accents could be considered closer to 
       British English whereas a rural Australian accent is more reminiscent of a stereotypical Australian. 
       People from Rural and remote areas have a distinct accent. People speak somewhat slower and what 
       could be described as quite nasally with a higher use of Jargon 
143 R_baeg1mPiPaDNezX NSW  Vocabulary differences, particularly for nouns. Accent differences, particularly between rural/urban and  
       lower and higher socioeconomic areas.  
144 R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF NT  1. Rural to urban. Rural and more remote communities. A stronger Aussie twang.  
145 R_5j6vLiy5UM9ieDH NT  Accent - different depending on state/ how rural you are. North (rural) accents are stronger than southern 
       (urban) accents 
146 R_0SBPgIi8zkCzUNf NT  Another thing I've noticed is that in rural areas in general, people speak differently than in cities. 
147 R_6ya8GdFWif62ZyR NT  Country parts speak slower and drawn out 
148 R_bBhwleEj6LxEYuN NT  I find that in large cities people speak more clearly and grammatically correct than in most urban areas;  
       although there are slight differences with certain words and accents between the cities, the  
       differences in both language and accents in the country areas can be quite broad. 
149 R_4PhWtESJ75AYzs1 NT  Pronunciation/accents vary according to geographical placement (rural compared to urban) and between  
       states/territories  
150 R_7XauND4YMbs2k7j NT  Rural areas have distinctive Aussie slang, 
151 R_8GGziWTsFEXclPn QLD  Accent and vocabulary differ generally between urban and sururban/regional residents. Country/Bush  
       Australians may tend to use a more colourful lexicon, more abbrevitated forms and have a broader 
       accent.   
152 R_eQBayy23iOHUypf QLD  Accents become broader the more rural one goes, vowels are more elongated in rural australia, and similarly 
       rural australians don't open their mouths as much when they speak making their english more  
       nasal.  
153 R_6MxK6VpzwxpydGl QLD  Country - slower And words are more drawn out in their speech 
154 R_3vKNaZ0HkqdmSWh QLD  country language versus city language versus current trends in teenage/young adult language. country  
       people outside of major regional centres - a drawl and quietness in their speech 
155 R_eDn00ozK75BVjXn QLD  country residents use more slang and "Australian" terms and phrases.  
156 R_1WSB15FUUooWwlf QLD  Country town, easy going, lazy speech.  No rush to say anything but important to say it anyway. Plenty of 
       time to do it. 
157 R_01xkHbJUgIKsBGl QLD  Different groups speak very differently eg regional.country,city, occupation age, educational opportunities, 
       peer pressure to conform  
158 R_9SrXumGg5EKzBMp QLD  Different speech rates e.g. Country drawl, faster speech in city areas 
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159 R_eWoAtwUUY7oZbuJ QLD  generally, Country people tend to speak with more of a drawl than people in cities. The more isolated the 
       location, the more pronounced is the drawl.  
160 R_9HRvMlEYmuzKVkp QLD  I believe that Queenslanders, and also more rural Australians in general speak in a rougher, more 'ochre'  
       way. My anecdotal evidence is that I am often thought to be English in Queensland, but am  
       definitively labelled as speaking 'rougher' in the ACT/urban areas. The only other cause I could  
       identify would be that I have somehow become more ochre as I have become more educated (or  
       more separated from my parents, perhaps?), which could quite possibly be the case. 
161 R_7UKR180aUGEvdsh QLD  I believe that there is more of a 'twang' sound the more you go rural, I'm not saying that's its a country  
       bumpkin sound, however there might be less outside influence. The rural, from the city is a big  
       difference I believe. For reasons explained previously. 
162 R_bODYvjjhbq8DlA1 QLD  I believe there is a difference between major cities and isolated rural communities.  
163 R_bsFlALIkuUARzrD QLD  I can tell the difference between urban and rural and rural people tend to use traditional aussie slang where 
       as urban people will speak slightly quicker using more universally recognised terms. 
164 R_cA6r1IBXqqeCfrv QLD  I'm not really certain, sorry! Only that in rural areas it's likely that people speak with a strong Australian  
       accent compared to those in urban areas. 
165 R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx QLD  I've forgotten the exact wording of the Q, so forgive if I'm a little off-track. As generalisations for which I'm 
       sure there are numerous exceptions: / Urban/Rural / People from capital cities and major urban  
       centres in Australia tend to speak more quickly than rural speakers, who tend to speak more slowly, 
       and sometimes described as a drawl.  
166 R_3aTAgop9wLtBQ5n QLD  More country 
167 R_6D0sWs6jpmPTKtv QLD  More rural areas may constantly use certain words more than urban citizens.  
168 R_9Zhlz9FdEMtdwsB QLD  NT the accent is heavier, and in more rural areas. They have a heavier accent, putting a different level of  
       stress on the letter 'a' as well as others compared to more urbanized areas. 
169 R_beJLLTFRwLiDgmV QLD  outback  / rural areas 
170 R_e9XyUddk7HNC3t3 QLD  People from rural areas tend to have a very broad accent, drop the end 'g', e.g. goin' to town,  
171 R_3mXZhXiHQoGVALb QLD  People from stations and the bush and away from cities and large towns seem to have a broader more  
       'Aussie' sound, and use more slang.  
172 R_8eukngLemBLSgRv QLD  People from the country also speak slower. 
173 R_6SFbmIN4CvxE6Et QLD  People living in rural areas speak slower and use more informal language than urban dwellers. It is spoken 
       more slowly than that spoken in capital cities. It uses a great deal more unique Australian slang  
       terms and words in everday conversation. It could be described as typical country. 
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174 R_cUE8IHQywESQedT QLD  Queensland sounds different from other states, more country sounding laidback way of speaking. People  
       from rural areas from around the country also tend to have this way of speaking I find. Country,  
       relaxed, happy 
175 R_ehyHpYYQnZrfHSZ QLD  rate of speech such as slow for some rural areas 
176 R_a9ttWoa3mO22uBn QLD  Rural - city, socio economic groups 
177 R_a9IvVVuTcTkmjZj QLD  rural [away from main centres of population] / seem to speak at a slower pace as if they're not in such a  
       hurry to say whatever it is they're saying.  they take a bit more time to think before answering.  
178 R_41laihbjvicVDw1 QLD  Rural and farming areas tend to have speakers who sound unique. They often slur there words or mumble, 
       use different pronunciations and different lexicons of words 
179 R_6u0lpDMwf27sJzn QLD  Rural and urban/rural Australian sounds more broad than capital city English. 
180 R_aUX7vdK0QU3RTJr QLD  Rural areas tend to have broader vowels. 
181 R_9QqxMwd3tLtZ5qJ QLD  Rural Australia. Broader accents 
182 R_54oIMfFplR4VFWd QLD  Rural outback people tend to use more mannerisms e.g flash as a rat with a gold tooth, than urban city  
       people 
183 R_79DAH6qkFfB2EcJ QLD  Rural/urban accent. Rural country towns have a different accent. Their speech is more slurred and they have 
       a harsher tone of voice. rural, country accent. Slurred and abbreviated. Lots of slang use. 
184 R_bkiTAew0VAGxZcx QLD  rural/urban differences.  Some rural areas speak fast, others slow. 
185 R_b4uE5XrEHeVBomV QLD  The more rural you are, usually the slower the speech and the greater the distance between people as they 
       talk. Also more likely to include swearing and speak matter of factly. Rural - slower speaking and 
       the word Ay is often added to start or end of a sentence 
186 R_emTggLyV4hRedVj QLD  The rural areas sound unique.  
187 R_daPImzZcHX5gesR QLD  There are differences between urban and rural, and also between states. 
188 R_aVIb0lS4dxrCTwp QLD  There is definitely an Ocker bush way of speaking. 
189 R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ SA  3. Urban / rural accents. The Australian accent seems to be more pronounced in regional / rural Australia. 
190 R_9pCX0KyyRmrvUKF SA  Also country speakers different from city, and differences due to class/education. 
191 R_0V68CR5YIWTY4sJ SA  Differences in accent are according to urban vs rural dynamics, socio-economics, and ethnic background and 
       identity. These differences in reality may be subtle, but I think people exaggerate their accents to  
       project certain identities and vary them according to social surroundings.  
192 R_0IN57eI1RSXm71b SA  Each state has a different sound as do the city vs country areas of each state. 
193 R_0kt3yC3CeJPYprT SA  Gutteral. Vey twangy in sound and uses older slang terms more often than urban areas. quaint and re- 
       assuring. 
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194 R_cFOVIbQLgN9hI0Z SA  I think there is a more noticeable difference between the accent of someone from Adelaide vs. someone from 
       a country area, than there is between a speaker from Adelaide vs. a speaker from Melbourne. 
195 R_ePsBFYWx6nuwtZr SA  I would say rural areas which includes NT and QLD. again slang and drawl more so rural folk ( long term 
       rural folk) 
196 R_78njyzpK61gTFgF SA  I would say that it is probably the rural/urban divide  
197 R_6LidPMswr7mCiVL SA  In the country people speak with a stronger Australian accent. In Queensland people speak with a very nasal 
       Australian accent, as opposed to South Australians whose English is more "proper" and the closest 
       to more posh British English. People from rural areas speak with a stronger Australian accent. 
198 R_dnzdcXuCmtJT5hH SA  People from rural areas have broader accents, most notable in words with an "i:" sound going to more of an  
       / "Éªi" (as parodied by Kath & Kim) 
199 R_brbFegGkC8VzoNv SA  People in more rural areas use more traditional 'Aussie slang' 
200 R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F SA  People in the country often speak a little slower than those in the cities.  
201 R_7aCyg6Q8VnTSacB SA  Rural 
202 R_3lp0pui6fu4LSfz SA  Rural and Regional Australians have broader and stronger accents compared to urban Australians 
203 R_6PDJxleVTGmoEJL SA  Rural areas, typically Western Australia adopts a decrease in specific pronunciation, like England (Essex vs 
       London). 
204 R_bw1s92dkgrgridv SA  Rural Australians sounds slightly different - sometimes slightly slower but I think instead of 'slower' they 
       generally take more time with their words? I am a rural Australian though and I'm not sure that I 
       speak like this.  /  
205 R_4YMc0pQ6MyCvK1T SA  Rural is probably different to urban. 
206 R_6sOqxDQl1mXXepT SA  Rural tend to have more of a drawl, speak more slowly. again rural tend to be more laconic sounding,  
       drawling more, more closed mouth sounds like tan instead of town- garn, instead of gone etc 
207 R_8HcFJnK9M622Akt SA  Some Queenslanders have a broad drawl. Long vowels and slow speech. / Farmers from various parts of  
       Australia also speak this way. / broad, drawl, spoken with mouth almost closed, slow. I think this 
       applies throughout northern rural Australia and rural Tasmania 
208 R_bqFml85WkeQLzQF SA  Some rural areas have a stronger "Australian accent", as opposed to the inner city districts, where this isnt as 
       obviously present. 
209 R_5BdpDSWl9KSACPz SA  Speed of speech, slower in the country. /  
210 R_e4pdJYC4jvWJSyF SA  Those in the rural country areas speak with more of a flat drawl. /  
211 R_819ZdqJLJDiRy1T SA  You can tell by listening when you are talking from someone from the country (ie from a farm) to someone 
       from the city. 
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212 R_8Gk9ID6sWcle2mp Sydney  Accent seems to become stronger/broader towards the rural areas and in perth and darwin or have a more 
       "indigenous" accent  /  
213 R_cSkIskv204CVBjf Sydney  Accents in rural/urban areas differ slightly, with different twangs and annunciation. 
214 R_bvWTbS30apsazFb Sydney  Accents vary slightly between states, and between urban and rural areas. Everyday vocabulary also differs 
       between urban and rural areas. 
215 R_7U2JYswZNWNlbdr Sydney  Addtionally, some people have a thicker accent, as if they were from a rural area, and is if they sound like 
       Crocodile Dundee. People from the country have a thicker accent. Bogan. Very thick accent. It seems 
       to predominate in areas outside of the major cities. 
216 R_3Ue8CmCbBD4pC5L Sydney  Also most people from rural towns throughout Australia sound much rougher and sometimes lack  
       annunciation of words by running them together or shortening them. 
217 R_bNHCIMBQtjyJR7T Sydney  Also people from the country generally, speak with more twang and 'sayings'. 
218 R_5w1bWEtR1qkHuqF Sydney  And people from the bush sound like Queenslanders.  
219 R_bQx6aiO6VFyoYst Sydney  Areas deeper in the outback/countet have thicker accents.  
220 R_8GiZ79erthgSfd3 Sydney  Broader accents in rural areas, particularly in NSW and Queensland.  
221 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  Class, ethnicity and Aboriginality for starters. Then there are regional differences, as well as inner urban,  
       urban and rural diferences 
222 R_6LO03WaV6LwSQ4t Sydney  Country folk tend to speak slower. 
223 R_a8KMsoRNMARgL3f Sydney  country it goes broad and different terms/ conjunctions are often used.  
224 R_8uIftZomFlXMXrf Sydney  Diff between rural , regional,  remote  /  
225 R_7Uju0amOM6uFgy1 Sydney  Differences in accents depending on how rural/urban they are and where they are from.  
226 R_0IH1Iqdkk8ZoCvH Sydney  Different grammar rules - urban vs suburban vs rural eg. use of the word "youse" 
227 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  distinct country accent. Aside from the divide between country and city accents, the main differences seem 
       to be between people of different socioeconomic backgrounds and ethnic backgrounds. Around here 
       is a "country accent". I described previously- speech is slower, a bit more nasal. Definitely some  
       unique idioms. 
228 R_e5oGb3krQzCu8M5 Sydney  Greatest differences between Urban and Rural populations- rural have a 'broader' accent and use more  
       slang. 
229 R_6PrH4oi4DNPUg05 Sydney  I think in general country accents tend to be louder and more sinus and nasal and longer sounds / Slower  
       sound 
230 R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Sydney  It is sometimes possible to discern a 'country' as opposed to 'city' accent in flatter, broader sounds. Perhaps 
       city accents can be slightly more clipped than country. 
231 R_7OlMVxaLETlVSux Sydney  more "broad" in rural areas - that sort of thing. 
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232 R_aeZOh0h3djv5noh Sydney  More remote and rural areas tend to have a broader, more ocker accent and language use.  
233 R_bHDvD5C8M29w2Jn Sydney  More rural areas have more distinct accents /  
234 R_71x4rE1zdMI0SZT Sydney  Most people in rural areas have a more broad accent 
235 R_1Yea3DZqPxeXthr Sydney  Mostly slang words both relating to different states and country vs urban living environments, sometimes 
       accents are different across states and are often stronger in the country. People in the country seem 
       to have stronger accents. /  
236 R_8f6phCtcMH2mjRz Sydney  People from different states can sound different depending where they grew up, such as in the country 
237 R_51hrFG5fai3qbJz Sydney  People from Northern Queensland and rural parts of Australia tend to have a broader, stronger, and to me, a 
       more unattractive accent.  
238 R_5zQMrmowhBGFsgd Sydney  People from rural areas tend to be more nasal in speech, and speak at a slower and more connected pace ie. 
       all the words blend together 
239 R_a2YbjkBTSpEMOUt Sydney  People from rural Australia generally have a broader accent than people in urban areas.   
240 R_8dkwD3wrA0Mz8Z7 Sydney  People from rural places have a stronger Australian accent than urban people.  
241 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney People from the city and country sound different. People from the country/coast or more rural areas tend to 
       possess a more 'Australian' accent - Australian in the way that American movies like to portray  
       Australian accents as.  
242 R_cIu9dfSLQiVeovj Sydney  People in particularly rural places often have a different way of speaking. 
243 R_bEOaWES3aGYIMPr Sydney  People in rural areas have a different and stronger "typical" Australian English than those in the rural areas. 
       People in rural areas are more likely to have American influence from media, etc.  
244 R_7Xaj7m0tgawU2IB Sydney  people in rural areas tend to sound more traditionally Australian  
245 R_9Ssl166WCHKaPVb Sydney  people who are more rural seem to have stronger australian accents 
246 R_blxAc6VmANe6pGR Sydney  queensland and country 
247 R_cJeykb0yhPtT59r Sydney  Queenslanders and country folk/rural  from all states. Depending whether in the country or cities. Most  
       country people speak clear, loud and make a point.   
248 R_9HL7gH6CcCQTYrj Sydney  Queenslanders speak slower, similar to country people but in a relaxed kind of way.  
249 R_9XmxyaspyTc8Jx3 Sydney  rural 
250 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  Rural = nasal,  
251 R_9GKMqNl6KeZngKp Sydney  rural accents can be more reduced, more informal, more colloquial than urban  
252 R_02QtEdhHZjPuDl3 Sydney  Rural Accents, In between in more outskirts of cities and Posh.  
253 R_eR5O35RnlJvDANf Sydney  Rural Australia  /  / Use of a lot of slang due to it being in a rural area - different to urban areas 
254 R_bIXuAsaAPFNCpuJ Sydney  Rural Australian's tend to have a stronger Australian accent.  
255 R_9tqS0KBBZlvWszX Sydney  Rural Australians are more likely to use a Broad Australian accent.  
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256 R_cuQ7vXM60R6inMF Sydney  Rural Australians speak more slowly, use slang like "yous" and have a gruff accent. 
257 R_a92dMqQRhogToEZ Sydney  Rural people tend to have a flatter (colloquially 'bogan' accent) and I find people from Western Australia  
       also tend more to have this attribute. 
258 R_0eNLoHXTBu6QyBn Sydney  Rural speech is slower and more of a drawl - much stronger than in the city 
259 R_4IMfcowa3hhMDHv Sydney  Rural- More nasal 
260 R_a5mTDIEGer65v6d Sydney  Slang - specific country / area terms. rural vs city 
261 R_a9snzKjSYlduMXb Sydney  Slower and stronger accent in rural areas and in the northern half of Australia. Rural areas, Queensland, NT.  
       / Slower and stronger accent.  
262 R_1YQD077zEerV1Yx Sydney  Slower, 'rural'.   
263 R_0B3g8D1jw9Qtr93 Sydney  Some rural areas have a broader accent (e.g. Northern Queensland)  
264 R_0lJiK8RIBEWaAxT Sydney  Stronger accents in rural Australia 
265 R_1OhABnu4wLdDGVD Sydney The accent gets stronger the further you move into rural areas 
266 R_exS8h2J302VsLYx Sydney  The more rural you go the more bogan people sound  
267 R_88R3Y7JUiDzxqO9 Sydney  There are differences between those who live in urban and more rural areas. People from rural or suburban 
       sound what is considered to be the "typical" Australian way of speech. (can't specify exactly which 
       part of Australia) However, they sounds distinct (e.g. more nasalised) from most Australian  
       speakers. 
268 R_aWRvXLmPnxR0HtP Sydney  There are differences between urban and rural Australian speakers.  
269 R_8GRDYYWw0Ew8CwZ Sydney There are specific words differences, like swimmers v togs v cozzies. There are also differences in tone, and 
       almost "accent", more noticeable between rural and urban areas.  
270 R_9YwoQu2VgS4g3jL Sydney  There are variations of accent, usually defined by location, and distance from large cities.  
271 R_afTsFBzprpUp3XD Sydney  There is a often a distinction between rural an urban folk, however, there are exception in the two according 
       to familial and educational experiences.  
272 R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Sydney  There is generally a difference between the country accent and the city accent. What many describe as  
       "ocker" in the city is not what you hear in the country, though some do get that confused. It sounds 
       different. 
273 R_4Z8nyF95Snhplrf Sydney  These differences are less noticeable in urban areas compared to rural areas 
274 R_23iMgzqp3z2VCPH Sydney  Typically more rural accents compared to urban accents. 
275 R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd TAS  City areas have much different speaking habits to rural.  
276 R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ TAS  Differences in broadness of accent between urban and rural areas, and between lower and higher SES.  
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277 R_eFktAoI3OD3kiCF TAS  I do not know of any specific unique speech locations. There seems to be continuum within cities, out to  
       rural areas, and farther out to the sticks. I would say that anywhere with flies and or dust will lead 
       speakers to keep their mouths tightly closed. 
278 R_246xC5B7a7CB63H TAS  People from rural or outback areas definitely sound like American rednecks. Some have a noticeable higher 
       pitch in their voice & definitely use more slang. 
279 R_818vNtaonidiDFb VIC  Country people have a different accent than city people.   
280 R_bEP4jkb4iS8pw9L VIC  Country, Large use of slang words, but a friendly way of speaking.  
281 R_1YMeU1E1iCQi9hz VIC  I grew up in rural Victoria before moving to a private school in the city. I completely changed the way in  
       which I speak, people would now describe my accent & way of speaking as 'posh' 'snobby' or  
       'pretentious'. This includes soft A sounds, think 'France' 'Dance' 'Advance' / People who come from 
       rural Australia do not speak in this way. /  / Another difference is the 'bogan' accent and way of  
       speaking, this is a lot more rough, e.g using words such as 'Yous' (apparently the plural of 'you').  
       This is often found in areas with a lower socio economic 
282 R_0dmyKMFhmMTRDsF VIC  Outback and country areas of Australia - my experience is they speak more slowly, and have more  
       pronounced Australian accents 
283 R_8tVN2o3aNZWgmOx VIC  People from city areas tend to have more 'proper' speech, closer to a British accent, while the further you go 
       from the cities (and the further north you go), the speech slows down and gets more of a country  
       'twang'.  
284 R_3fLIWVrCj268EkZ VIC  Phonological differences also exist between different states or even between rural and urban population  
       centres. Rural speakers are more likely to have a broader Australian accent while city speakers  
       typically have a more general or cultivated accent.  
285 R_9u9S8Svx5LSt9Zz VIC  Rural dwellers tend to speak slower  
286 R_0iZiQxZQsOq6MGV VIC  rural/outback = slower speech 
287 R_9TaB7OJM3FXFep7 VIC  Those from rural areas tend to have a broader Australian accent. 
288 R_4NGMIukez5vfOZL VIC  Towards Queensland and more rural areas, people begin to speak in a more Broad Australian accent.  
289 R_cCNtfE7K0lYsML3 WA  Bush Speak, typified aussie language ie "how ya going mate?" 
290 R_57qqIKCBMOdTO0R WA  Country/ rural draw out their sounds more, talk a little slower 
291 R_b2XbSeMwv0nXymN WA  Different city/rural accent.  
292 R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN WA  Generally recognisable city/country/remote accents.  
293 R_6o3zW6NN68RQk9D WA  I have found metropolitan western australians sound predominately more "posh" then rural areas, perhaps it 
       is the lifestyle differences or how rural areas their is a smaller population. Could also be impacted by 
       the way metro people have a larger degree of contact with tourists 
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294 R_3rDTGjHIWPxokn3 WA  I think there are differences between city and country residents and particularly between people of different 
       levels of education.  There are also differences of class in both city and country. 
295 R_51jbqMV1tuI2qWN WA  Mainly between urban and rural, specifically in pronunciation and syntax.  
296 R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD WA  Ocker accents I also associate with rural Australians. 
297 R_0Nxjmjgf77WfKxD WA  rate of speech varies between city and country folk. 
298 R_6ljNa6fXAo8qQGF WA  rural - accents, vocab/lingo,  
299 R_0rneARtyaZnPy4t WA  Rural accents also seem to have a much more closed mouth.  
300 R_3UH8wIxGuAKfgI5 WA  Rural areas are more ocker with their "strine", more nasal.  
301 R_3IbMqUexivH0mBT WA  Rural has a more iconic Australian accent over Urban centers, mostly due to cultural diversity in the cities. 
302 R_1BQy9DlWX0uFJ5j WA  Rural people definitely have a different vocabulary  
303 R_5pgzSWDHs2ZPDOB WA  Rural vs. Urban: sounding more clipped /  
304 R_3ghGh2LExnuiEgB WA  There are also differences between urban and rural accents. 
305 R_9XOpXyF68Y6DA0t WA  There's a difference in accents, some of the terminology is different, and some areas (especially rural) utilise 
       more slang 
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1 R_eaZurW40xqmiv09 Canberra Differences in dialect between States and major cities. differences in vowel pronunciation between city and 
       country. posher accent in city 
2 R_0xr7ZD59LlZJ4y1 Canberra Educated urban people from all states sound alike, as do uneducated people from urban areas. Similarly,  
       educated rural people from all states sound alike, as do uneducated rural people. 
3 R_0SxisRCyvYTXJMF Canberra I don't know whether any of these differences can be generalised by region - they could also be defined by 
       urban/rural categorisations 
4 R_ePfKarfKlQFUa6F Canberra I think there's a big difference in tone/pitch/placement between City and Country and between states. 
5 R_1KUIyHQvC6SvXjD Canberra I think there's generally a difference between rural and urban. Queenslanders sound different from the rest 
       of the (urban) east coast. 
6 R_5bB06VEQlpuB7Xn Canberra I would argue that the differences are relatively minor, mainly to do with class and the rural-urban divide.  
7 R_1Fb7NxNI6BW3xe5 Canberra In some states, the language can be more eloquent (urban areas) than some other places (rural). 
8 R_bekWX631vn6PoUZ Canberra People from the country speak more broadly, and generally slower than those from the city.  
9 R_9S90GDmqtpdKjDn Canberra People from urban areas tend to talk faster. 
10 R_9otjhDXPn9VMWOx Canberra Rural and Urban Australians sound different. Characterised by dropping of consonants.  
11 R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Canberra Rural vs urban - notice more of a twang and slur. 
12 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra rural vs urban, 
13 R_dma6AdslygIBiip Canberra Rural/urban divide seems to be of greater importance than state or territory  
14 R_5i4GE9hAsLmG2JT Canberra Southern Cities such as Melbourne and Adelaide have retained a more "English"     Refined pronunciation 
       whereas Northern cities in relaxed hot climates  have a more Ozzie "twang" and shortening of word 
       endings eg: "goin" for "going" 
15 R_9WuVtIHtOYr1lk1 Canberra The main differences between language across Australia would be the strength of the Australian accent as it 
       differs between rural areas of Australia and the major city and coastal areas of the country; i.e. the 
       accent is stronger in central Australia. There is a greater use of slang and colloquialisms in some  
       areas. And in most major city areas the language can be found as a lot more refined than these rural 
       areas.  
16 R_etAX8kjxQ6dyxSZ Canberra The more city areas have a more neutral accent on average.  
17 R_8nXP7I0KD0FW2UZ Canberra The speech in this area is what I'd identify as urban Australian. People tend to talk fluently and with  
       confidence. Also, the larger the group of people, the more Australian colloquial I hear the speech  
        getting. 
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18 R_d6BGSh1KVVtgKK9 Canberra There are large differences regarding the strength of the Australian accent, dependent on whether the area is 
       classified as rural Australia or one of the more major cities. Generally I find that it is accepted that 
       the Australian accent is stronger in rural areas and less prominent in major cities. Other than that  
       there are no major differences, apart from use of slang (there is typically more slang used in more 
       rural areas). 
19 R_cNidxVD2b3teNbD Canberra There's a big difference between rural and urban (both in accent and terminology) 
20 R_dcK9TQ7XYtDGzMF Canberra There's a variation in how rough the accent is, seen when comparing rural and urban areas. a little more  
       formal, as its a more urban area, 
21 R_cZIp4t6sUR58BdH Canberra This is city speech. More defined, not much slang, clearer words, they still have a slightly different sound to 
       Sydney however very subtle and hard to pick up what is different 
22 R_06tadjMXNMOuR6t Canberra Those from urban/city areas tend to have less of a noticeable accent, those more rural often sound more  
       australian.  
23 R_1IcjeWEYdLYIyNL Canberra Urban citizens are less likely to have this thick accent but could still use common Australian phrases: / -  
       G'day mate / - No worries / etc.  
24 R_ex7swJSRUJmvEPj Canberra Urban/ rural splits in accents, phrases and mannerisms /  
25 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra Urban/rural differences,  
26 R_71h0fZVg8294IHb Canberra While I know there are differences between speakers, I'm not confident in my assessment of which groups 
       tend to differ - maybe urban vs. rural, or lower vs. middle/upper class? Not sure. 
27 R_d76T8re9FbPHa85 Canberra Wider range of accents in urban areas (more immigrants) 
28 R_38FZHh2BACXHJeB Melbourne Bondi, Inner mixed zones of capital cities have a higher percentage of Valley Speak (California) accents. 
29 R_42PlpwuBQFv7P5X Melbourne 2. Urban Australian  
30 R_06s4u0rQQTPxseV Melbourne Also, people from the counrty sound different to people in the cities or subruban areas. My dad is from  
       counrty NSW but mum is from suburban Vic, so this also influences my understanding of accents.  
31 R_dhbsvMCNxQ09iNT Melbourne Australian English  varies across across states, cities, suburbs and socio economic and cultural groups  
32 R_eCXV9nNJ1jIpf37 Melbourne Generally there is a difference between country and urban accents  
33 R_aXIYwe3EN9pKYtv Melbourne I feel that depending on state, and city/rural location,  people can have a different way of speaking ; it's  
       probably a combination of slightly different Australian accent, and   colloquial words?  
34 R_9vP5vSETPYIqLkh Melbourne I find that people from country areas speak with more slang and have a stronger accent than people from the 
       city. 
35 R_eVRp7kYQBYHTVMp Melbourne I find that people from rural areas speak with a broader accent than urban areas. 
36 R_8bTp2JTmNXfmt37 Melbourne I think the vernacular varies slightly from city to city 
37 R_bHjeqX6gOxvwl2R Melbourne I think those in regional areas have distinctly difference accents to those in urban areas. 
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38 R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Melbourne Mostly pronunciation and accent, especially between rural and urban areas. 
39 R_3PDg6vDMjMTIfKB Melbourne My perception is that rural Australians speak more slowly than urban Australians. Also that pronounciation 
       differences exist between and among different cities and states.  
40 R_08pEDuAT22mPjHn Melbourne Outer suburban areas of large cities. Often the outer suburbs are associated with another way of speaking 
       that is unique - thicker accents, a bit more 'bogan'.  
41 R_8pn2CTGjuVkbd9H Melbourne People in rural and urban areas often round letters differently, rural vs urban 
42 R_5bThzIGHUclLgWN Melbourne People living in larger cities tend to be more well spoken.  
43 R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Melbourne People living in rural areas of Australia are stereotyped as having a more 'bogan' accent, compared to city-
       livers. 
44 R_0d40V1MKcgL83iZ Melbourne Perhaps people sound a bit "posher" in the cities than in the country but that's all I've observed. 
45 R_eFqw7NKW5Zd69ox Melbourne posher accent in city 
46 R_4OOoR6oEcvbbUgt Melbourne The slang and speed they talk.  / Different from state to state town to country.  
47 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne There are changes in speed and intonation and choice and use of the english language, State to State,  
       seaboard to inland and urban to rural. In my view there are three major categories of accent and  
       delivery and choice of words.  The broad Australian, the middle middle class accent and the upper 
       middle class accent.   
48 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne Urban dwellers tend to have more cultivated accents.  
49 R_byEXS7pw2RHURMh NSW  also differences between country and city in types of language and speed of talking. 
50 R_3Kv4KyR6fYlArPL NSW  also there is a difference between rural and urban 
51 R_9B9lrLcCWy14unr NSW  Applies to most cities. Varied, different accents multicultural.  
52 R_d4NnBKOXlbAjPet NSW  Certain slang and colloquial language across states (based off urban experience) 
53 R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst NSW  City people speak much more quickly than country people;   I can hear that difference as well as   
       country/city, and north/south, more remote.   
54 R_3OiMML58PJghi1T NSW  City-rural differences - there are some differences in accents (e.g. "broader" Australian accent in rural areas 
       and less pronounced Australian accents in urban areas) 
55 R_8HR7SQDPS185UCp NSW  I don't think anywhere in Australia sounds particularly unique. There are areas where accents are stronger, 
       eg city versus country, but I don't think it's possible to distinguish them easily.  
56 R_9SIUjdvjjo2wBTf NSW  I find that people who come from rural areas have a stronger accent than people from larger cities. I had  
       never really noticed until I came to university and people from Sydney kept commenting on my  
       strong but "cute" Australian accent that I didn't even know I had. I find people from larger cities  
       speak slower. rural and   larger city speakers sound different, don't have much experience with  
       other areas of Australia other than, QLD, NSW and ACT 
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57 R_9MGUBazC9ZWDS1T NSW  I think people from cities generally have more rounded and less strong accents than those who live outside 
       of urban and city areas.  
58 R_6Fn2NO0heMys789 NSW  I think people in more urban areas with higher a socio-economic status have accents that are more similar to 
       that of proper English.  
59 R_2ujtXtad9WbaLIh NSW  I think there is a distinction between how people in rural communicate compared to those in urban areas 
60 R_2mhVqsCEFVfl1EV NSW  People from the larger cities tend to have say things little differently to me, and often point out that my  
       accent is "stronger" than theirs. 
61 R_6DJmtrwgkbLtNEV NSW  Perth-There is a certain well pronounced sound to their accents, maybe a tad posh. But that can be said for 
       percentages of people in all cities all cities. 
62 R_6nklLI7MyoWcQQJ NSW  Rural Accents are broader, with more stretching of vowels and dropping of consonants. / City accents are  
       more clipped and pronounced. / Both accents vary significantly. 
63 R_39t3kD2BEcfVtE9 NSW  Rural/Urban Australia (especially notice this when returning home from university). 
64 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 NSW  See previous answer. Also, inner city (especially Sydney and Melbourne) dwellers tend to have more  
       'neutral' accents (often mistaken for English accents by foreigners) but some suburban (eg western 
       Sydney) dwellers have strong accents (but different to rural accents). /  
65 R_6ur2lKAN6TrwYU5 NSW  Speakers in urban areas have accents closer to receptive pronunciation. Rural Australians have broader  
       accents, perhaps because they generally have less contact with other dialects while those in an urban 
       setting are more likely to have influences from the UK and also the US.  
66 R_7OMGwbrF2fzxIm9 NSW  Subtle difference between States, as well as difference between Urban and Rural.  
67 R_aWcHdi3g3r3clV3 NSW  the difference between country towns and city people, often country people sound more "bogan" than those 
       from a built up area 
68 R_d5Rl1I9MCQ4F8tT NSW  The most pronounced difference I have ever noted was between my friend and I. We grew up together for 
       the first 13 years of our life and yet we sound incredibly different, this suggests our parents, rather 
       than hometown influenced the sound of our speech, for example their differing levels of education. 
       This difference was accentuated as we moved to different schools. Hers was agriculturally based,  
       mine performing arts. This suggests a large difference between urban and rural areas, as I was  
       surrounded by people who were, for the most part well spoken. / I have often found those from the 
       Southern Territory to have a pronounced difference in the sound of their speech. Their words seem 
       to be slightly slurred or "run together", and slightly "rougher". 
69 R_aYnymduqLUXaRP7 NSW  There are geographical differences from state to state as well as urban/rural differences and class differences. 
       However these differences do not form constant rules, and there are many stereotypes surrounding 
       the differences.  
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70 R_2sDgvTkBAisOJBX NSW  There is a strong distinction between rural and urban accents. Urban accents could be considered closer to 
       British English whereas a rural Australian accent is more reminiscent of a stereotypical Australian.  
71 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop NSW  Urban - fast/quick, less upward inflection.  
72 R_87E6AFoNlzUMEKN NSW  Urban speech, a lot of slang words 
73 R_baeg1mPiPaDNezX NSW  Vocabulary differences, particularly for nouns. Accent differences, particularly between rural/urban and  
       lower and higher socioeconomic areas.  
74 R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF NT  1. Rural to urban. 
75 R_0SBPgIi8zkCzUNf NT  Another thing I've noticed is that in rural areas in general, people speak differently than in cities. 
76 R_bBhwleEj6LxEYuN NT  I find that in large cities people speak more clearly and grammatically correct than in most urban areas;  
       although there are slight differences with certain words and accents between the cities, the  
       differences in both language and accents in the country areas can be quite broad. 
77 R_5j6vLiy5UM9ieDH NT  North (rural) accents are stronger than southern (urban) accents 
78 R_4PhWtESJ75AYzs1 NT  Pronunciation/accents vary according to geographical placement (rural compared to urban) and between  
       states/territories  
79 R_5AuixC45xHOgFUx NT  they all often speak similar, with a more high pitched accent, very much louder and lots of slang. I actually 
       found this to be a city thing. Most people from any city I meet sound similar. I met two girls from 
       Sydney who sounded the same, more materialistic, but less slang than Palmerston. It almost sounds 
       American it's so drawn out and 'materialistic', like what you'd hear the housewives of wherever  
       sounding like. It's some kind of inner city accent.  
80 R_8GGziWTsFEXclPn QLD  Accent and vocabulary differ generally between urban and sururban/regional residents. More cultivated  
       accents may be found in the cities. 
81 R_3vKNaZ0HkqdmSWh QLD  country language versus city language versus current trends in teenage/young adult language 
82 R_01xkHbJUgIKsBGl QLD  Different groups speak very differently eg regional.country,city, occupation age, educational opportunities, 
       peer pressure to conform  
83 R_9SrXumGg5EKzBMp QLD  Different speech rates e.g. Country drawl, faster speech in city areas 
84 R_9HRvMlEYmuzKVkp QLD  I believe that Queenslanders, and also more rural Australians in general speak in a rougher, more 'ochre'  
       way. My anecdotal evidence is that I am often thought to be English in Queensland, but am  
       definitively labelled as speaking 'rougher' in the ACT/urban areas. The only other cause I could  
       identify would be that I have somehow become more ochre as I have become more educated (or  
       more separated from my parents, perhaps?), which could quite possibly be the case. 
85 R_bODYvjjhbq8DlA1 QLD  I believe there is a difference between major cities and isolated rural communities.  
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86 R_bsFlALIkuUARzrD QLD  I can tell the difference between urban and rural and rural people tend to use traditional aussie slang where 
       as urban people will speak slightly quicker using more universally recognised terms. 
87 R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx QLD  I've forgotten the exact wording of the Q, so forgive if I'm a little off-track. As generalisations for which I'm 
       sure there are numerous exceptions: / Urban/Rural / People from capital cities and major urban  
       centres in Australia tend to speak more quickly than rural speakers, who tend to speak more slowly, 
       and sometimes described as a drawl.  
88 R_7UKR180aUGEvdsh QLD  In the city I believe there is a lot more diversity. The multiculturalism of the bigger city places a huge part in 
       the way people speak as it has a bigger influence. The rural, from the city is a big difference I believe. 
       For reasons explained previously. Urban, influence by the multiculturalism of the city and also the 
       Americanisation of certain words seen through multimedia. The language itself is full of slang and 
       slurred/blurred sounds of words. 
89 R_9Zhlz9FdEMtdwsB QLD  In Urban areas the accent is more smooth flowing 
90 R_6D0sWs6jpmPTKtv QLD  More rural areas may constantly use certain words more than urban citizens. much like most major cities in 
       Australia. Though still informal 
91 R_0j0TVXAgnXJn7Mx QLD  People in capital cities usually speak more "properly". There also seems to be an undercurrent to the speech, 
       i.e.: what is said vs. what is intended - usually this is reflected in some "in joke" where locals know 
       what the intended meaning of certain phrases/words is; there is alot of subtext. Most Australians do 
       sound quite "Australian" although, sometimes, especially in major cities, there is an imitation of a  
       British accent  
92 R_6SFbmIN4CvxE6Et QLD  People living in rural areas speak slower and use more informal language than urban dwellers.  
93 R_a9ttWoa3mO22uBn QLD  Rural - city, socio economic groups 
94 R_6u0lpDMwf27sJzn QLD  Rural and urban/rural Australian sounds more broad than capital city English. 
95 R_54oIMfFplR4VFWd QLD  Rural outback people tend to use more mannerisms e.g flash as a rat with a gold tooth, than urban city  
       people 
96 R_79DAH6qkFfB2EcJ QLD  Rural/urban accent. People from the southern urban state areas have a more refined and neutral accent with 
       well pronounced consonants. 
97 R_bkiTAew0VAGxZcx QLD  rural/urban differences. 
98 R_daPImzZcHX5gesR QLD  There are differences between urban and rural, and also between states. 
99 R_6LLoJ22Z74d4hvv QLD  urban accents in Sydney and Melbourne have accents influenced by immigrants in some regions.  
100 R_bDu4heLOaypZay9 QLD  Urban areas. talk quickly and run words together.  
101 R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ SA  3. Urban / rural accents  
102 R_9pCX0KyyRmrvUKF SA  Also country speakers different from city, and differences due to class/education. 
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103 R_0IN57eI1RSXm71b SA  Each state has a different sound as do the city vs country areas of each state. 
104 R_78njyzpK61gTFgF SA  I would say that it is probably the rural/urban divide  
105 R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F SA  Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney. All can have distinct accents, although there are major differences across the 
       wealthy suburbs compared to poorer suburbs.  
106 R_4YMc0pQ6MyCvK1T SA  Rural is probably different to urban. 
107 R_bqFml85WkeQLzQF SA  Some rural areas have a stronger "Australian accent", as opposed to the inner city districts, where this isnt as 
       obviously present. 
108 R_0V68CR5YIWTY4sJ SA  There is a slight difference between different urban centers (Melbourne vs Sydney vs Adelaide) but mostly 
       in terms of vocabulary. Differences in accent are according to urban vs rural dynamics, socio- 
       economics, and ethnic background and identity. These differences in reality may be subtle, but I  
       think people exaggerate their accents to project certain identities and vary them according to social 
       surroundings.  
109 R_819ZdqJLJDiRy1T SA  You can tell by listening when you are talking from someone from the country (ie from a farm) to someone 
       from the city. 
110 R_enFEBIu9rD7q9Gl Sydney   Some differences in pronunciation between people of different cities (not that much though).   
111 R_7OlMVxaLETlVSux Sydney  a bit faster in urban areas,  
112 R_cSkIskv204CVBjf Sydney  Accents in rural/urban areas differ slightly, with different twangs and annunciation. 
113 R_bvWTbS30apsazFb Sydney  Accents vary slightly between states, and between urban and rural areas. Everyday vocabulary also differs 
       between urban and rural areas. 
114 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  Aside from the divide between country and city accents, the main differences seem to be between people of 
       different socioeconomic backgrounds and ethnic backgrounds.  
115 R_09y5FaHTEjngOXP Sydney  big cities have distinct sounds. not sure 
116 R_a8KMsoRNMARgL3f Sydney  City has more centralised vowels,  
117 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  Class, ethnicity and Aboriginality for starters. Then there are regional differences, as well as inner urban,  
       urban and rural diferences 
118 R_cJeykb0yhPtT59r Sydney  Depending whether in the country or cities. City folks talk in circles afraid to offend anyone. 
119 R_7Uju0amOM6uFgy1 Sydney  Differences in accents depending on how rural/urban they are and where they are from.  
120 R_0IH1Iqdkk8ZoCvH Sydney  Different grammar rules - urban vs suburban vs rural eg. use of the word "youse" 
121 R_0lbx38wISmJUnFX Sydney  Greater differences between people in urban vs populations due to immigration /  
122 R_e5oGb3krQzCu8M5 Sydney  Greatest differences between Urban and Rural populations- rural have a 'broader' accent and use more  
       slang. 
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123 R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Sydney  It is sometimes possible to discern a 'country' as opposed to 'city' accent in flatter, broader sounds. Perhaps 
       city accents can be slightly more clipped than country. 
124 R_6D3vLiJVaz0Cp25 Sydney  Meanings of words, slang eg city v shore... v urban  
125 R_1Yea3DZqPxeXthr Sydney  Mostly slang words both relating to different states and country vs urban living environments, sometimes 
       accents are different across states and are often stronger in the country. 
126 R_a2YbjkBTSpEMOUt Sydney  People from rural Australia generally have a broader accent than people in urban areas.   
127 R_8dkwD3wrA0Mz8Z7 Sydney  People from rural places have a stronger Australian accent than urban people.  
128 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney People from the city and country sound different. People who have more 'refined' neutral accents or accents 
       that sound less stereotypicallly 'Australian' generally live in cities and are often educated. 
129 R_bEOaWES3aGYIMPr Sydney  People in rural areas have a different and stronger "typical" Australian English than those in the rural areas. 
       People in rural areas are more likely to have American influence from media, etc.  
130 R_a5mTDIEGer65v6d Sydney  rural vs city 
131 R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Sydney See previous response, plus: / Within cities there are distinct differences pertaining to upbringing and  
       financial situation.  
132 R_aeZOh0h3djv5noh Sydney  The closer to major cities you are the okcer accent seems to be far less noticeable. 
133 R_88R3Y7JUiDzxqO9 Sydney  There are differences between those who live in urban and more rural areas 
134 R_aWRvXLmPnxR0HtP Sydney  There are differences between urban and rural Australian speakers.  
135 R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Sydney  There are different accents/variations across states and cities, but also across different areas and backgrounds 
       within the actual cities, and even what cultural backgrounds people come from, regardless as to  
       whether they were born here or not. Some of these variations are so subtle that they would only be 
       discernable to local ears or to someone who pays particular attention. There is generally a difference 
       between the country accent and the city accent. What many describe as "ocker" in the city is not what 
       you hear in the country, though some do get that confused. It sounds different. Apart from the  
       generic city accents across Australia (though as mentioned in the previous question tend to differ  
       anyway), I believe there is a unique sound for pretty much everywhere across Australia. People  
       speak differently depending on background, city, suburb or even school they were brought up in. Of 
       course there are exceptions, but it's something I've always found very interesting and paid attention 
       to.  
136 R_8GRDYYWw0Ew8CwZ Sydney There are specific words differences, like swimmers v togs v cozzies. There are also differences in tone, and 
       almost "accent", more noticeable between rural and urban areas.  
137 R_afTsFBzprpUp3XD Sydney  There is a often a distinction between rural an urban folk, however, there are exception in the two according 
       to familial and educational experiences.  
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138 R_4Z8nyF95Snhplrf Sydney  These differences are less noticeable in urban areas compared to rural areas, however, slight variations can 
       still be heard even between cities, such as Sydney and Brisbane. 
139 R_9YwoQu2VgS4g3jL Sydney  Typical Australian accent found in most state capital cities (or a similar version of). Graph, castle and dance 
       are pronounced with a flat 'a' and both vowels are stressed in words with two vowel syllables  
       together, e.g. pool (poo-ell), beer (bee-yah) 
140 R_23iMgzqp3z2VCPH Sydney  Typically more rural accents compared to urban accents. 
141 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  urban = cultivated 
142 R_0B3g8D1jw9Qtr93 Sydney  while there are regional differences between the capital cities (e.g. the pronunciation of 'e' differs between 
       Melbourne ['ae'] and Sydney ['e']) 
143 R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd TAS  City areas have much different speaking habits to rural.  
144 R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ TAS  Differences in broadness of accent between urban and rural areas, and between lower and higher SES.  
145 R_246xC5B7a7CB63H TAS  Those who were raised in urban areas in the major metro ares of Aus (Sydney, Melb etc) can sometimes  
       sound more butch, tough or "wog like". In urban areas where the "Aussie bogun" has a high  
       population, some folk tend to talk like Sharon from "Fat Pizza" ! 
146 R_8eqvr2rdhp5z91r TAS  Whereas, further south, particularly in cities, it's faster and tighter.  
147 R_818vNtaonidiDFb VIC  Country people have a different accent than city people.   
148 R_8tVN2o3aNZWgmOx VIC  People from city areas tend to have more 'proper' speech, closer to a British accent, while the further you go 
       from the cities (and the further north you go), the speech slows down and gets more of a country  
       'twang'.  
149 R_3fLIWVrCj268EkZ VIC  Phonological differences also exist between different states or even between rural and urban population  
       centres. Rural speakers are more likely to have a broader Australian accent while city speakers  
       typically have a more general or cultivated accent.  
150 R_b2XbSeMwv0nXymN WA  Different city/rural accent.  
151 R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN WA  Generally recognisable city/country/remote accents.  
152 R_3rDTGjHIWPxokn3 WA  I think there are differences between city and country residents and particularly between people of different 
       levels of education.  There are also differences of class in both city and country.   
153 R_51jbqMV1tuI2qWN WA  Mainly between urban and rural, specifically in pronunciation and syntax.  
154 R_0Nxjmjgf77WfKxD WA  rate of speech varies between city and country folk. 
155 R_3IbMqUexivH0mBT WA  Rural has a more iconic Australian accent over Urban centers, mostly due to cultural diversity in the cities. 
156 R_5pgzSWDHs2ZPDOB WA  Rural vs. Urban: sounding more clipped /  
157 R_3ghGh2LExnuiEgB WA  There are also differences between urban and rural accents. 
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1 R_1HUAJ6fGgujolKJ Canberra cultural communities (aboriginal settlements) /  
2 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra different dialects (eg Aboriginal English),  
3 R_eFGrX6LBeP9aTeR Canberra Generally people from more rural areas speak with a broader accent, and indigenous Australians speak with 
       a wide range of accents too.   
4 R_4NOiaVJaG2UygL3 Canberra Indigeous Australians - obviously have a different native language which influences the way they speak  
       english 
5 R_e8KVBr3Y97A25nv Canberra native aboriginal accents,  
6 R_3EJIbt6aLX6hTSJ Melbourne aboriginal 
7 R_6QoLkm3LwCL2DK5 Melbourne Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities have a very distinct sound and set of slang.  
8 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne Central Australian indigineous English uses deeper resonances, sing song 
9 R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Melbourne Due to its high density population of Aboriginals, the Northern Territory would have dialects of Aboriginal 
       English which may not be intelligible to a person who only speaks mainstream Australian English.  
10 R_8zSttaYpfBufDUx Melbourne Indigenous English speakers also have quite different grammar, vocab and pronunciation. 
11 R_cDctpLWY7NO492l Melbourne people who grew up speaking indigenous languages have different accents  
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12 R_cAzxuknslMV8yWN Melbourne Pidgin in remote areas. Darwin 20 years ago: lots of colloquial pidgin, stronger in indigenous peoples.  
13 R_9u8wxzD318dZUs5 Melbourne probably quite different accents in indigenous communities. indigenous communities and immigrant  
       communities. communities where english is not the mother tongue. 
14 R_a67J4XxiKa4uy9f Melbourne slang is largely used in Australian language; difference words for similar meanings  
15 R_eV4INojIXMKEWoZ Melbourne Specific accents associated with Indigenous Australians 
16 R_24gtdi3H4P289St Melbourne the differences come across depending on the region of europe that they come from and the indeginous  
       language that comes from that area 
17 R_0eWUa8UhxYD90gd NSW  Aboriginal people reared N.T. or Upper Western Australia have unique speech. 
18 R_39t3kD2BEcfVtE9 NSW  Some indigenous people have their own way. 
19 R_dcfOVhTLT7i9zvf NT  Aboriginal and part Aboriginal people in Arnhemland; Aboriginals from communities who speak English;  
20 R_0SBPgIi8zkCzUNf NT  In aboriginal communities, the people have a unique accent as well as slang.  
21 R_0rcYFCnMJ40igol NT  Indigenous Australians, in particular have many dialects throughout Australia.   
22 R_bBhwleEj6LxEYuN NT  To me the Australian accent is a mix of the British Isles, Chinese and Aboriginal accents, as more cultures  
       join the mix it slowly evolves. Certain areas with a higher proportion of one particular culture will 
       speak with different accents and expressions from an area with a larger proportion of another  
       culture or influence. The most unique would be the aboriginal lands and isles, or from their  
       perspective, the halls of Sydney Grammar School. 
23 R_eWoAtwUUY7oZbuJ QLD  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities also have their own unique pronunciation of English 
24 R_5BADjP981aQ144l QLD  Aboriginal dialects which it seems no European Australians can match 
25 R_b4uE5XrEHeVBomV QLD  Also Indigenous Australians tend to have a very specific accent in rural areas.  
26 R_a9IvVVuTcTkmjZj QLD  rural & remote indigenous people mainly in N.T. & nth Qld speak with an accent when english is their 2nd 
       language. / rural white folk probably speak at a slower pace than coastal/more populated places. 
27 R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx QLD  This is even more pronounced with Aboriginal speakers, which along with differences in education leading 
       to large variations in speaking styles. 
28 R_0pHichklnIAHSMR QLD  white vs aboriginal English in grammar and word useven 
29 R_6Q0Bab6wEWJdU1f SA  Aborigines sound different though I cannot describe the difference.  
30 R_8hIWbH4K7sOsYkd SA  Also Aboriginal speakers of english (particularly in remote communities) speak a markedly different type of 
       english 
31 R_e4IgAi56mJX7Ce1 SA  English-based creole languages ie Torres Strait Creole. Indigenous Australian and Torres Strait Islander  
       English 
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32 R_befrE3I4gCWXD2R SA  In addition, there are indigenous languages and dialects, including English that would probably be hard to 
       understand if you did not speak the dialect. These are most prominent in remote Australia and the 
       NT, to the best of my knowledge. I've only visited these areas a little. I do know that Indigenous  
       peoples often have a different lived experience of language and this is reflected in the way they  
       speak english and dialects. 
33 R_4IqxbnH2FZcM0Pr SA  Indigenous Australians, and people from the different states and territories. The way they say their words. 
34 R_819ZdqJLJDiRy1T SA  Indigenous communities with their own language. 
35 R_0IH1Iqdkk8ZoCvH Sydney  Aboriginal communities - depending on how isolated and how much their original language is still in use. 
36 R_bNHCIMBQtjyJR7T Sydney  Aboriginal communities sound unique.  
37 R_9XmxyaspyTc8Jx3 Sydney  aboriginals and their heritage land are unique to Australia and also a minority  
38 R_a2I3SyD7qTMvaRL Sydney  Aboriginals speaking english 
39 R_8Gk9ID6sWcle2mp Sydney  Accent seems to become stronger/broader towards the rural areas and in perth and darwin or have a more 
       "indigenous" accent  /  
40 R_e9HLJWnhLnPKic5 Sydney  Also all Aboriginal languages spoken in different communities around Australia.  
41 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  Class, ethnicity and Aboriginality for starters. Then there are regional differences, as well as inner urban,  
       urban and rural differences. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders speak quite differewnt English, 
       and that in turn is region-based.  
42 R_1YW5ePi6LG0XHBb Sydney  indigenous communities have developed particular linguistic features as have various ethnic groups across 
       australia 
43 R_bHDvD5C8M29w2Jn Sydney  Often also Indigenous Australians 
44 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney Particularly speakers of Aboriginal English,  
45 R_7WF3krwsWkHXzox Sydney  persons of aboriginal descent and Torres Strait islanders have another accent. 
46 R_aWRvXLmPnxR0HtP Sydney  Rural Indigenous Australians occasionally have a strong accent when English is their second language.  
47 R_9ulLzZd8kECrZwp TAS  Aboriginal Enlish is unique in different areas of Australia possibly mainly where it is not the first language.  
       They do not aspirated their aitches. 
48 R_246xC5B7a7CB63H TAS  Some areas where theres a heavy Aboriginal population, some non native Australians can tend to sound like 
       the indigenous folk 
49 R_9u9S8Svx5LSt9Zz VIC  Aborignal people in my area tend to have their own accent and vocab...may appear as "lazy English" 
50 R_cCNk1RrzVfFGQTj WA  A lot of other tribes have to try and adapt to the other groups language when you gain employment in their 
       region. Sign of respect  
51 R_a3mGwC7ShQlEXQ1 WA  Anywhere where there are people of Aboriginal origin. 
52 R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD WA  as well as the existence of Aboriginal English (which is like, a dialect). 
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53 R_6ljNa6fXAo8qQGF WA  indigenous australians - melding of native languages and english,  
54 R_4InwL8ihdoOLbw1 WA  Indigenous Australians from WA (in my experience) speak with a particular mumbling quality, not  
       enunciating. 
55 R_elMxZh3gjdVFm6x WA  Indigenous people speak differently. 
56 R_bdvP0ruhiKHgEOF WA  Redfern aboriginality 
57 R_b2XbSeMwv0nXymN WA  Regional terminology differences, sometimes because of different Indigenous languages or different  
       immigrant populations.  
58 R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN WA  Regional terminology, sometimes from different Indigenous languages or different immigrant groups.  
59 R_5mPYgHmW3FQjQX3 WA  Some groups across Australia may have more similarities (ie Aboriginal Australians or Australians of certain 
       diaspora) than they do with their locality in general. 
 

 
 
# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on CENTRAL/REMOTE speech 
1 R_9WuVtIHtOYr1lk1 Canberra the accent is stronger in central Australia. There is a greater use of slang and colloquialisms in some areas.  
2 R_5A59d6KtUaUGLWt Canberra Central and Outback Australia sounds different to east coast australia 
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3 R_5hB3yjosTcs3PDL Canberra inland australia is a bit more occa or bogan 
4 R_6saGJ9kfruaDmFD Canberra Often people in rural and remote areas have broader accents and speak more slowly. 
5 R_430IsY7ejK5k7iJ Canberra Older people in rural areas tend to speak more slowly than city people do.  I'm not sure of the linguistic term 
       but in outback and rural areas the drawl seems to come more from the back of the throat, but there 
       can also be a kind of twang. 
6 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra Remote areas tend to sound more 'okker' - closed mouth sounds, more nasal and geberally more drawn out 
       and slower. 
7 R_5ilNExL7KJ0c65n Melbourne Central Aus - Occa / Outer Suburbs 
8 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne Central Australian indigineous English uses deeper resonances, sing song 
9 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne Inland and more northern States speak slower and have more of the "Chips Rafferty" broad Australian  
       sound and delivery than southern States. There are changes in speed and intonation and choice and 
       use of the english language, State to State, seaboard to inland and urban to rural.  
10 R_cAzxuknslMV8yWN Melbourne Pidgin in remote areas 
11 R_bDdNq8faukJdvXD Melbourne The " outback"  they have a slower speech pattern. 
12 R_250hgJYM8MMeH0p NSW  Central Australia and NT - sound much more "typical aussie" - bogan accents, paul hogan 
13 R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst NSW  More nasal the further inland you go;  The further north and the more remote, the slower the speech;  I can 
       hear that difference as well as country/city, and north/south, more remote.   
14 R_3syIpe37oM2rhCl NSW  Northern Territory and perhaps rural-rural Australia where a large proportion of people had little/ no  
       education and have been taught English via speaking with friends and relatives. 
15 R_29aaNoO69FNNcz3 NSW  Outback, central, northern Queensland.   
16 R_2sDgvTkBAisOJBX NSW  There is a strong distinction between rural and urban accents. Urban accents could be considered closer to 
       British English whereas a rural Australian accent is more reminiscent of a stereotypical Australian. 
       People from Rural and remote areas have a distinct accent. People speak somewhat slower and what 
       could be described as quite nasally with a higher use of Jargon 
17 R_6zKbRbgtja1qTC5 NT  In outback Australia, there is less class distinction. Experiencing Outback Station life, is very basic and  
       simple, both in life style and speech. If there is a shortened version of a word, or a slang word, these 
       people will use it. 
18 R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF NT  Rural and more remote communities. A stronger Aussie twang.  
19 R_b4uE5XrEHeVBomV QLD  Inland the use of the term Ay is much higher. 
20 R_beJLLTFRwLiDgmV QLD  outback  / rural areas 
21 R_eDn00ozK75BVjXn QLD  Outback Australia - They don't have a use for formal language, they use a lot of slang. 
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22 R_3mXZhXiHQoGVALb QLD  People from stations and the bush and away from cities and large towns seem to have a broader more  
       'Aussie' sound, and use more slang.  
23 R_a9IvVVuTcTkmjZj QLD  rural & remote indigenous people mainly in N.T. & nth Qld speak with an accent when english is their 2nd 
       language. / rural white folk probably speak at a slower pace than coastal/more populated places. 
24 R_54oIMfFplR4VFWd QLD  Rural outback people tend to use more mannerisms e.g flash as a rat with a gold tooth, than urban city  
       people 
25 R_5nf2lcntcQtAvBP SA  Each state has a slightly different accent in my view, or rather eastern, middle and western regions. 
26 R_befrE3I4gCWXD2R SA  Northern Territory residents tend to speak slower and drawl more. /  / In addition, there are indigenous  
       languages and dialects, including English that would probably be hard to understand if you did not 
       speak the dialect. These are most prominent in remote Australia and the NT, to the best of my  
       knowledge. I've only visited these areas a little. 
27 R_bQx6aiO6VFyoYst Sydney  Areas deeper in the outback/countet have thicker accents.  
28 R_ewzo3PTxp5HMcbH Sydney  Central Australia is quite distinct. Sayings and general infractions are distinctive 
29 R_dgnXjiuLjKRkCr3 Sydney  Darwin, Alice springs, Hermansburgh, Papunya, North queensland. There seems to be a casual approach to 
       correctness without any need to get it right 
30 R_8uIftZomFlXMXrf Sydney  Diff between rural , regional,  remote  /  
31 R_0SwijTiAsgpga4B Sydney  In outback Australia, e.g. central Australia, they have a thicker accent 
32 R_aeZOh0h3djv5noh Sydney  More remote and rural areas tend to have a broader, more ocker accent and language use.  
33 R_d5Y14D1aRlo3hcx Sydney  people from the outback tend to have broader accents (influenced by Aboriginal languages?). Remote  
       Australia - generally much broader and more nasal, closed mouth speech 
34 R_57uclpGM6gnBUUt Sydney  There is an accent in some remote rural areas which has to do with geographical & climatic implications.  
35 R_246xC5B7a7CB63H TAS  People from rural or outback areas definitely sound like American rednecks. Some have a noticeable higher 
       pitch in their voice & definitely use more slang. 
36 R_0dmyKMFhmMTRDsF VIC  Outback and country areas of Australia - my experience is they speak more slowly, and have more  
       pronounced Australian accents 
37 R_byMKsYYEfyDGwWF VIC  Outback Australia - people talk with a much broader accent, drawl. 
38 R_0iZiQxZQsOq6MGV VIC  rural/outback = slower speech 
39 R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN WA  Generally recognisable city/country/remote accents.  
40 R_0Nxjmjgf77WfKxD WA  isolated towns have unique vernacular  
41 R_4UcsTTKnCeOzMyh WA  Wiluna, remote communities 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on EASTERN speech 
1 R_5A59d6KtUaUGLWt Canberra Central and Outback Australia sounds different to east coast australia 
2 R_1KUIyHQvC6SvXjD Canberra Queenslanders sound different from the rest of the (urban) east coast. 
3 R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Melbourne Eastern states started doing the upward inflection at the end of sentences in the '70s or '80s. 
4 R_3azzlue9xAkFdop NSW  Adelaide - long A vowel sound in dance etc. The people I know from that area also sound 'posh' compared 
       with the East Coast.  
5 R_cHiWL7X8izXlLil NSW  SA and WA tend to have a more English/NZ accent than East Coast states;  
6 R_bNlmZD0dfO4DuRf QLD  The trap bath-split usually only occurs before fricatives in the eastern states, and to a lesser extent, Western 
       Australia, but in South Australia, it always occurs before nasals. Many individual words involved in 
       the trap-bath split display huge variation, with "demand" and "command" commonly having a  
       Broad A in the east coast dialects (especially Queensland), and "castle" and "rascal" commonly  
       having a Flat A in Victoria, and some parts of Queensland and Tasmania. "Graph" and words  
       containing the suffix "-graph" also display a large amount of variation, with the Flat A versions  
       becoming more common as you head further south (but not west).  
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7 R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ SA  1. Vowels - South Australians (SA) use a long 'A' whilst east coast (EC) residents use a short 'A'. The  
       implication of this difference is only pronounced in some, but not all words. So that the word 'graph 
       in SA sounds like, 'grarf', whilst in the east coast it sounds like 'graf'. 
8 R_6nZJ5Kyur8oZh77 SA  a lot of eastern state Aussies sound similar and use the same slang  
9 R_eVvC6pzZCUU6cIJ SA  Accents different in eastern states 
10 R_cvhhtAK67ONWlKt SA  Adelaideans sound quite unique as the accent and pronunciation of many words resembles RP, I find that 
       east-coast Australians have a more "aussie", "bogan-y" accent, "wog" Australians tend to have a  
       distinct accent. 
11 R_e4IgAi56mJX7Ce1 SA  Dialects of the Eastern states compared to SA or WA 
12 R_5nf2lcntcQtAvBP SA  Each state has a slightly different accent in my view, or rather eastern, middle and western regions. 
13 R_eo3lLDEFstov5fT SA  East Coast pronounce things differently  
14 R_6sOqxDQl1mXXepT SA  East coast say schule, pule, fillum, have different words for some things eg port for bag  
15 R_39sug5StZQa57LL SA  Eastern staters say "poooool", they "Dants" instead of "dance" and they don't know what Fritz is. South  
       Australian have a long low A, Eastern staters use "oo" a lot. And they say "Lego" like "Leggo".  
16 R_cGX77dSeueb7tM9 SA  Eastern States had a rising inflection, which has now spread all over. Eastern States pronounce oo as in  
       school differently 
17 R_2bEHxhfbdQHF7eJ SA  Eastern states people pronounce oo as in pool as almost eeyew, and a short a in words like glass and castle. 
18 R_9vODLnk6QDq4fyZ SA  Eastern States people speak with their mouths closed. 
19 R_bJeGcuorb6IXral SA  Eastern states say Pool, school, fool different from SA. Anything with a oo sound 
20 R_eEtNcafSblmXZ2Z SA  I find that people from South Australia pronounce most of their words with an a in them such as pasty,  
       grant, garage, cast with an 'u' sound whereas people I have met from eastern states pronounce those 
       words with an 'ay' sound. / I also find that South Australians end their sentences on a flat or steady 
       tone whereas eastern states - particularly Queensland and NSW  end many of their sentences on a 
       rising tone as if they were asking a question. 
21 R_e4pdJYC4jvWJSyF SA  I have noticed that some  Eastern Australians also speak from what sounds like behind pursed lips when  
       pronouncing the "ee" sound.  
22 R_brbFegGkC8VzoNv SA  In the eastern states the pronunciation of some words are different to South Australia i.e. graph, pool, school. 
       The eastern states have a stronger Australian 'twang' whereas SA speak closer to traditional English 
       pronunciation. 
23 R_bvIvY4F3b79DotT SA  Northern aust tend to be more relaxed in their English as do eastern states.  
24 R_9zf1ZOARmeuLOwB SA  The East coast of Australia sounds different to South Australia. 
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25 R_9ENdf1hvaorpNDT SA  There are some slang words spoken in other areas (such as the eastern states) that I have not heard in SA,  
       e.g. togs or swimmers instead of bathers. 
26 R_0qVek3eeMEVugip Sydney  Film is sometimes pronounced as filum in some eastern states. /  
27 R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Sydney  I think there are only slight differences. Obviously there are certain words that are used in some parts of  
       Australia and not others. The type of slang varies marginally from north to south and east to west.  
28 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney SA says "charnce" whereas pepole on the east coast say, " chance".  
29 R_3KNTxXx9XwdLLFj Sydney  The way people from WA pronounce words with oo in them is different from the eastern states.  
30 R_5jOmN3LQccYKBgh VIC  While travelling, I could definitely tell the difference between Western Australia and Eastern Australia.  
31 R_e2wH5M7DJX1ofTn WA  east Coast 
32 R_b2Z4aPObuuG5lpX WA  East coast speak eith a different accent to west. We also call things by other names 
33 R_6fDdUIwxsMqMEtf WA  I perceive people from the Eastern states generally to speak more quickly, and with narrower vowels than 
       people from Western Australia. 
34 R_39RQt8xhThhan0p WA  Men in eastern States speak with a higher tone.  
35 R_56CMsgtcmshjmzb WA  people on the eastern side of Australia talk with a nasal sound and pronounce words like time as tyme,  
       Monday as Munday, especially northern NSW and Queensland, the people that lack education  
       speak with a lazy tone and tend to drawl their words out.  
36 R_6MxmTqJHsnj3bH7 WA  The main difference is in the "laziness" of the pronunciation of words.  Some people draw out the "a" in  
       words like "sample" (excluding those who pronounce it "sarmple") to be more nasal, sounding  
       almost like "saymple", compared with those who sound nearly British with the short "sam" sound.  
       Some people say "i" sounds as "oi" such as "toime" for "time", as caricatured in the TV show Kath and 
       Kim - but it is quite common around the east coast.  Others say words like "pool" and "school" with a 
       "u" sound like "puul"/"schuul".  I would say that the above pronunciations are indicators of poorer 
       upbringing. 
37 R_0Nxjmjgf77WfKxD WA  WA we say "bathers" - eastern states like Victora say swimmers or togs. the slang is different between west 
       and east 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on LOWER-CLASS URBAN speech 
1 R_eaZurW40xqmiv09 Canberra but also subtle differences between working/middle class accents in each community. if you take a middle 
       class person with a similar upbringing etc there are differences in accent. Hard to identify without 
       hearing them, but they're there.  
2 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra class and education differences, In general we seem to have a spectrum of "broadness". So at the "broad" end 
       would be, say a rural, working-class Queenslander without tertiary education, and at the other end 
       would be a highly-educated person from Canberra or inner-city Sydney/Melbourne. (Having said 
       that, a country NSW accent sounds different to a country Queensland accent.)  
3 R_2gX60o5QMEfyPzL Canberra Ie. Those from low ses could talk with a style relative to that community, more likely to curse etc.  
4 R_cIVGew7rJ4cBehD Canberra People from rural, and/or low socioeconomic areas might speak differently e.g. dropping 'g's on the end of 
       their words, using contracted words like "gonna" or "wanna" or use words like "oi" and "ay". 
5 R_8IgIUhc0izJBYQ5 Canberra People in more rural areas or of specific sock-economic background speak with more slang.  
6 R_6XdjHHHCCQdUssd Canberra Some areas of lower economic status use slang more frequently.  
7 R_5j0tnAhAg8qTLQp Melbourne A lot of my friends from Melbourne who worked in blue collar trades will say mate on nearly every sentence 
       and speak fast. 
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8 R_9H0h43naJ5y7YZn Melbourne Broadly speaking, many rural Australians and working class Anglo-background Australians sound different 
       (Paul Hogan is a classic example). / The final "-g" in the participle "-ing" is often dropped. / Older  
       vernacular is still used, such as "G'day" and "hooroo", and "our-yer-goin', maate?" Also, "ripper",  
       "fair dinkum", "beaut", "good-oh", "grouse". / Mild swearing is endemic, as in "bloody", and  
       "bulldust". Stronger swearing, especially amongst men and drinkers is also common. 
9 R_5ilNExL7KJ0c65n Melbourne Central Aus - Occa / Outer Suburbs 
10 R_5iO8aGBbehhKVx3 Melbourne Differences between some inner suburbs and richer suburbs 
11 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne However, the accent of, for example Melbournians, often varies and may depend on or be influenced by the 
       particular suburb where the speaker has most lived. Areas with traditionally high levels of  
       immigrant Australians from European countries (eg - Greece, former republic of Yugoslavia, Italy, 
       Albania, etc) may produce broader accents in speakers, but which differ from the traditional "broad 
       Australian accent". Similarly, speakers brought up/who have lived in typically higher-  
       socioeconomic, traditionally Anglocentric suburbs or areas adopt more general to cultivated accents. 
       However I also find that two or more speakers from the same household may have significantly  
       different accents, as is the case with my brother (who has a general to broad accent) and myself  
       (general to cultivated; I'm often told I speak with an English accent). This is in spite of the fact that 
       we both attended the same schools for most of our education.  
12 R_bkpe7WqR9zcJyJL Melbourne In Melbourne, some pronunciations are kind of 'bogan' (I don't mean to be offensive, but I don't know how 
       else to describe it), for instance pronouncing the 'th' sound as a 'f'. I don't hear the difference, but  
       when I moved from a working class house family in Melbourne to live in Canberra, my father  
       quickly stopped being able to understand my accent. 
13 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne In my view there are three major categories of accent and delivery and choice of words.  The broad  
       Australian, the middle middle class accent and the upper middle class accent.  There are also subtle 
       differences between upper middle class people across capital cities. 
14 R_0vR8BdgaYtSKgwl Melbourne Victorians have a stronger working class accent that those from Sydney 
15 R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 NSW  Less enunciation by lower class males, many idioms, vowel differences. Wealthy urban areas have a more 
       received pronunciation and more english sounding vowels 
16 R_0Go99aLQbEIsBBH NSW  Stronger more 'bogan' accent in lower socio-economic and more rural areas.  
17 R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 NSW  There are differences in accent - broad, like Queensland, standard, like me(!), cultivated, like the private  
       school principal 
18 R_aVIb0lS4dxrCTwp QLD  I think people in lower income areas use more slang.  
19 R_bDu4heLOaypZay9 QLD  Lower Socio-Economic areas of Queensland, lazy sounds, talk through nose and end sentences with 'ey'. /  
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20 R_78m2ckHu1emocoR QLD  Mostly is it a difference between 'educated' and 'broad' Australian. 
21 R_eRrsxc7lWiERt5j QLD  People from Logan tend to speak more 'bogan' than other places - I would imagine the same could be said 
       with other places with a lower socio-economic demographic too; Western Sydney and Tasmania are 
       examples. 
22 R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx QLD  Suburban area/ Class differences / On the other hand, Julia Gillard came from English parents in working  
       class Adelaide, and had what I've heard called "bogan" (Vic)/"westie"(NSW) accent.  
23 R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ SA  class structures. Likewise, accents of privately schooled pupils can differ to those of publicly schooled  
       pupils, however this seems to be less pronounced.  
24 R_8Hpoc7IieYGOkNn SA  failure to use past tense of come by lower socio economic groups  
25 R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F SA  Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney. All can have distinct accents, although there are major differences across the 
       wealthy suburbs compared to poorer suburbs.  
26 R_6D3vLiJVaz0Cp25 Sydney  Australians who live in Housing properties (Government housing) have different accents, slangs like  
       bogans. 
27 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney People from selective schools, public schools and private schools sound different. People who sound 'bogan' 
       generally live in poorer socio-economic areas.  
28 R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Sydney See previous response, plus: / Within cities there are distinct differences pertaining to upbringing and  
       financial situation. Lack of education (ie. money) gives a broader accent. This has changed as the  
       middle class has grown and some people now have money but come from a low education  
       background. They speak with a broad accent. Private schooled people speak with clearer   
       pronunciation and less expletives. 
29 R_3V1Biwitxsb5WYt Sydney  Sociolects- how 'crisply' we pronounce words- Broad, General, Cultured, vowel rounding 
30 R_bavrZFadnapLw7b Sydney  The pronunciation of words where words are shortened by omitting letters or syllables eg Australia is often 
       pronounced Austraya, vulnerable becomes vun rable. This is a casual, lazy speech especially used by 
       particular low income demograph.  
31 R_enFEBIu9rD7q9Gl Sydney  There is a clear "working class" accent compared to an "educated-sounding" accent.  
32 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  Varying amounts of sounding 'nasal', different use of slang, socioeconomic status and the "bogan"  
       accent,Aside from the divide between country and city accents, the main differences seem to be  
       between people of different socioeconomic backgrounds and ethnic backgrounds.  
33 R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ TAS  Differences in broadness of accent between urban and rural areas, and between lower and higher SES.  
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34 R_1YMeU1E1iCQi9hz VIC  I grew up in rural Victoria before moving to a private school in the city. I completely changed the way in  
       which I speak, people would now describe my accent & way of speaking as 'posh' 'snobby' or  
       'pretentious'. This includes soft A sounds, think 'France' 'Dance' 'Advance' / People who come from 
       rural Australia do not speak in this way. /  / Another difference is the 'bogan' accent and way of  
       speaking, this is a lot more rough, e.g using words such as 'Yous' (apparently the plural of 'you').  
       This is often found in areas with a lower socio economic 
35 R_9u9S8Svx5LSt9Zz VIC  Lower socio economics groups have a certain way of speaking...yeah...nuh eg.  
36 R_1BQy9DlWX0uFJ5j WA  Ethnic groups and lower sociaeconomic groups also speak differently. 
37 R_6MxmTqJHsnj3bH7 WA  The main difference is in the "laziness" of the pronunciation of words.  Some people draw out the "a" in  
       words like "sample" (excluding those who pronounce it "sarmple") to be more nasal, sounding  
       almost like "saymple", compared with those who sound nearly British with the short "sam" sound.  
       Some people say "i" sounds as "oi" such as "toime" for "time", as caricatured in the TV show Kath and 
       Kim - but it is quite common around the east coast.  Others say words like "pool" and "school" with a 
       "u" sound like "puul"/"schuul".  I would say that the above pronunciations are indicators of poorer 
       upbringing. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on WESTERN SYDNEY speech 
1 R_5tEHMoXZ072NNdP Canberra Western Sydney sounds more "Ocker"  
2 R_0xr7ZD59LlZJ4y1 Canberra Western Sydney, usually second generation migrants from the Middle East have a very distinctive accent. 
3 R_0GTINWUO1XsaWpfNSW  broader' accents in western Sydney 
4 R_425DDwLWNGstf9j NSW  Sister is a teacher in Western Sydney and she teaches ethnic Vietnamese kids who speak with what we  
       would call Lebanese Australian English, so I think there's a distinct difference there.  
5 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 NSW  some suburban (eg western Sydney) dwellers have strong accents (but different to rural accents) 
6 R_1Ufd58Wtib3WngF NSW  The western suburbs of Sydney speak bogan. Incorrect syntax, mispronunciations, contractions of words,  
       abbreviations 
7 R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT NSW  Western suburbs of Sydney - the accent is much stronger/broader as a result of socioeconomic/educational 
       factors.  
8 R_0Go99aLQbEIsBBH NSW  Western Sydney has more lower socio-economic areas as well as a rural influence in some places, and  
       therefore has a stronger 'bogan' reputation in culture and language.  
9 R_eRrsxc7lWiERt5j QLD  People from Logan tend to speak more 'bogan' than other places - I would imagine the same could be said 
       with other places with a lower socio-economic demographic too; Western Sydney and Tasmania are 
       examples. 
10 R_bw3Ux61746PxDQV QLD  Some Melbournians have a sort of ssshhhh sound on an s, this is not the same sound as a western Sydney 
       ssshh "s". 
11 R_81D1UOqAM4VPUkR QLD  Western Sydney - no th sound and the very distinctive Australian/Lebanese and Australia/Greek accent  
12 R_0OH4I5CoF1ajFY1 QLD  Westies are just different 
13 R_3NVoKHFGSMyluwR SA  Sydney's outer suburbs... 
14 R_6WJI8Mbvm1PSdbn Sydney  In western Sydney, the mode of speech is very flat and broad, and word chocie tends to be simpler with  
       fewer syllables. May have an element of clipped 'new Australian' speech indicating the influence of 
       Mediterranean immigrants, including the second generation. 
15 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  influence of immigrants in areas (eg, "wog" accents in Western Sydney which are a combination of  
       Italian/Greek/Middle Eastern and Australian), There is a separate distinct accent around some parts 
       of Western Sydney which is a "bogan" accent, which seems to have a higher pitch and its own slang.  
       I have selected around the North Western Sydney / Central Coast. I think people can have a "bogan" 
       accent around this area. People use abbreviations/slang more, can be a little less articulate, and (not 
       to be unkind) can have a slight whining intonation with vowels sometimes sounding more like "ee". 
       There is a separate distinct accent around some parts of Western Sydney which is a "bogan" accent, 
       which seems to have a higher pitch and its own slang.  
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16 R_aWRvXLmPnxR0HtP Sydney  Inner West/St George area of Sydney. Deep, guttural, exaggerated speech of Australians with Greek,  
       Lebanese, Italian descent. Oddly different from new arrivals from these countries. 
17 R_6LO03WaV6LwSQ4t Sydney  more precise speech than I found in the Western suburbs of Sydney 
18 R_08jB6OHuNTsS2wt Sydney  My experience from living in Sydney was I would describe the language from the west as more   
       Americanised ...The language in the west was more heavily influenced by pop culture more  
       generally.  
19 R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Sydney  outer west in Sydney. The inner west of Sydney is where I would focus my own observations, having grown 
       up there. As mentioned in previous questions, you can usually detect whether someone who was 
       born here might come from a Greek, Italian or Lebanese background, for example.  
20 R_9XK1sRezfKhjO2p Sydney  people from the west in Sydney speak with a more grated tone then those from the north etc... 
21 R_ewzo3PTxp5HMcbH Sydney  South Sydney. 
22 R_bdMWOtTjkViKhJr Sydney  the outer Western Suburb "wog"/English accent (like the "Wog Boys") 
23 R_a92dMqQRhogToEZ Sydney  The speech gets flatter as you move west.  
24 R_6gODz2IncxiEXxX Sydney  West and  inner west suburbs of Sydney - incredibly diverse, due to the large immigrant population for  
       whom English is spoken differently in their home country - e.g., Phillipines - or where another  
       language is native and English secondary resulting in a hybrids - e.g., Gringlish and Inglish (Fat  
       pizza); / Westies - the accent/vocabulary associated with "bogans" as seen on TV (Housos). Inner  
       western Sydney.  Incredibly diverse - no one presiding accent or language. Many different languages 
       and nationalities all in a reasonably small area.  It is unusual to hear English spoken in public - e.g., 
       on buses, and trains, in shops.  In some suburbs English isn't needed as a single group dominates - 
       e.g., Vietnamese Marrickville; Chinese Ashfield; Lebanese Lakembla; etc.   
25 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney western sydney 
26 R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Sydney  Western Sydney - English with strongly ethnic accent, faster speech. 
27 R_0lJiK8RIBEWaAxT Sydney  Western Sydney -lots of Arabic/Australian words thrown in (y'allah at everything, habib etc) Distinct accent 
28 R_1H7kmNuJ3dDiYIZ Sydney  Western sydney is very bogan  
29 R_dpekeQIHzGmCJCZ Sydney  Western Sydney may speak in a unique way but I am unsure. 
30 R_cuQ7vXM60R6inMF Sydney  Western Sydney seems more squawky  with a lot more "awww, like, yea, i dunno aye" 
31 R_bI3StIruDiLjehD Sydney  Western Sydney sounds a lot flatter than most other accents with little variation in pitch and minimal  
       annunciation. A lot of vowels sound similar: ah, oh and uh all sound like the same lazy grunt. At the 
       same time, the slightly slurred together words are spoken fairly quickly. Probably Western Sydney, 
       it's like an Australian accent with an Islander (think like Jonah Takalua) and vaguey Middle Eastern 
       (like this guy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgGSWGdSfnM ) mixed in.  
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32 R_8uIftZomFlXMXrf Sydney  Western Sydney upward inflection  
33 R_bfqbRBJGJcm0uUJ Sydney  Western Sydney, for one. Western Sydney English. Heavily influenced by English that is learned as a second 
       language, but also broad as in Australian English.  
34 R_3frYRoFpN6PiOVv Sydney  Western Sydney, more nasal, run words together, slang  
35 R_envFHlB2heH3OqF VIC  WEstern Sydney has a flat accent, wheras Eastern Sydney has more variation. Has unique pronunciation of 
       Hamlet "Tarago", which is different to that in Southern Highlands of New South Wales. Many use 
       haitch rather thath Wales say Newcarsel, not Newcastle. WEstern Sydney is a different accent to  
       Eastern Sydney. 
36 R_3UH8wIxGuAKfgI5 WA  Western suburbs of Sydney have their own unique "westy" sound. Western suburbs of Sydney are associated 
       with a "wog" sound. 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on UPPER-CLASS URBAN speech 
1 R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Canberra class and education differences, In general we seem to have a spectrum of "broadness". So at the "broad" end 
       would be, say a rural, working-class Queenslander without tertiary education, and at the other end 
       would be a highly-educated person from Canberra or inner-city Sydney/Melbourne. (Having said 
       that, a country NSW accent sounds different to a country Queensland accent.)  
2 R_b2slLOGTk3p7e6N Canberra Most people I've met who went to King's College in Sydney have more of an English accent. 
3 R_3g5Yl3tvuJyMwV7 Canberra young rich people from Sydney and Melbourne speak like retards. 
4 R_a9IdaG5ZxkC8Tl3 Melbourne A pseudo-British version often spoken by private school people. There is also an unpleasant almost dialect 
       broad, poor grammar version found in women in poorer areas of all states 
5 R_5iO8aGBbehhKVx3 Melbourne Differences between some inner suburbs and richer suburbs 
6 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne However, the accent of, for example Melbournians, often varies and may depend on or be influenced by the 
       particular suburb where the speaker has most lived. Areas with traditionally high levels of  
       immigrant Australians from European countries (eg - Greece, former republic of Yugoslavia, Italy, 
       Albania, etc) may produce broader accents in speakers, but which differ from the traditional "broad 
       Australian accent". Similarly, speakers brought up/who have lived in typically higher-  
       socioeconomic, traditionally Anglocentric suburbs or areas adopt more general to cultivated accents. 
       However I also find that two or more speakers from the same household may have significantly  
       different accents, as is the case with my brother (who has a general to broad accent) and myself  
       (general to cultivated; I'm often told I speak with an English accent). This is in spite of the fact that 
       we both attended the same schools for most of our education.  
7 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne In my view there are three major categories of accent and delivery and choice of words.  The broad  
       Australian, the middle middle class accent and the upper middle class accent.  There are also subtle 
       differences between upper middle class people across capital cities. 
8 R_bxQbih44wnWMuLX Melbourne More of a bogan/not bogan thing - although the private school accent is pretentious and annoying. 
9 R_cDfgKwwS2of9b01 Melbourne Not necessarily geographic, I believe the socio-economic groups have variations.  Private school   
       families,professionals  
10 R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Melbourne The 'cultivated' Australian accent, sounding like a posh English accent, is almost extinct, with few speakers 
       remaining, an example would be Gina Rinehart.  
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11 R_9XIvc6xDLsnaRQ9 Melbourne There are of course other suburban accents which more denote socio-economic difference perhaps, rather  
       than geographic. ie Rich, snobby Toorak or inner southern suburbs accent for private school girls in 
       Melbourne (I attended MLC and head a lot of those...). As per previous comments box. there isnt  
       really a 'standard' sound which i would then say others have departed from. They're all 'Australian 
       accents'. When i travel overseas and speak to people who speak english as a second or third  
       language, i usualy speak slightly more slowly and clearly than normal. often doing this with my  
       basic, Melbourne, private school educated accent with well rounded vowels, I am confused for an 
       English person. So maybe there is a 'typical Aussie' accent that people think of which is more broad, 
       twangy and nasal than the rounded vowels and slow, clear speech i use overseas.  
12 R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst NSW  And I am not sure, but I think there may be a difference between some private schools and public schools, or 
       at least for those who were taught 'art of speech' or 'elocution'.  My own parents have a a 'clearer'  
       speech than some of my friends' parents : both my parents attended private schools in the 1940s.   
13 R_0eWUa8UhxYD90gd NSW  City people that are rich and educated. in select private schools. 
14 R_6Fn2NO0heMys789 NSW  I think people in more urban areas with higher a socio-economic status have accents that are more similar to 
       that of proper English.  
15 R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 NSW  Less enunciation by lower class males, many idioms, vowel differences. Wealthy urban areas have a more 
       received pronunciation and more english sounding vowels 
16 R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 NSW  There are differences in accent - broad, like Queensland, standard, like me(!), cultivated, like the private  
       school principal 
17 R_6zKbRbgtja1qTC5 NT  In the areas above the Adelaide Hills, historic and wealthy families speak with an upper middle class British 
       type accent. Many of these families we're early settlers, so are very set in their ways, including  
       speech. 
18 R_cSWyPcWqd3lYaZn NT  South Australians who sound more posh (some Victorians do as well, especially those from a private school 
       setting),  
19 R_78m2ckHu1emocoR QLD  Mostly is it a difference between 'educated' and 'broad' Australian. 
20 R_eDn00ozK75BVjXn QLD  Upper class cities try to hold themselves up higher from the rest of Australia so they talk a lot more classier.  
21 R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ SA  class structures. Likewise, accents of privately schooled pupils can differ to those of publicly schooled  
       pupils, however this seems to be less pronounced.  
22 R_equf7nzNHezMlIF SA  I believe Adelaide people more consistently speak with long "ah" sounds. Although I did notice when I lived 
       in WA that some people from upper-middle class in WA also spoke with a similar accent. 
23 R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F SA  Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney. All can have distinct accents, although there are major differences across the 
       wealthy suburbs compared to poorer suburbs.  
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24 R_dgr3DhamuPf4VqR Sydney  I also know that within private schools, especially in and around Sydney, there tends to be a split between 
       the Sydney accent described above and another very cultured accent, more British-like than the  
       Tasmanian one. This accent tends to be prevalent in city-people who have moved into the country, 
       into areas like Bowral and Kangaroo Valley where Sydney-siders go for a 'tree-change'. 
25 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney People from selective schools, public schools and private schools sound different. People who sound 'bogan' 
       generally live in poorer socio-economic areas.  
26 R_51hrFG5fai3qbJz Sydney  People who come from wealthy urban centres (such as within parts of Melbourne and Sydney) tend to swear 
       less and speak more eloquently, and certain expressions are more characteristic of some places than 
       others. 
27 R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Sydney See previous response, plus: / Within cities there are distinct differences pertaining to upbringing and  
       financial situation. Lack of education (ie. money) gives a broader accent. This has changed as the  
       middle class has grown and some people now have money but come from a low education  
       background. They speak with a broad accent. Private schooled people speak with clearer   
       pronunciation and less expletives. 
28 R_3V1Biwitxsb5WYt Sydney  Sociolects- how 'crisply' we pronounce words- Broad, General, Cultured, vowel rounding 
29 R_enFEBIu9rD7q9Gl Sydney  There is a clear "working class" accent compared to an "educated-sounding" accent.  
30 R_9YwoQu2VgS4g3jL Sydney  There is also some indication of socio-economic status from accent, but it is not always reliable. This is likely 
       to be caused by the colonisation by non-convicts in Adelaide and the surrounding areas, as their  
       accents would have reflected a higher British social class than that of the people in other areas of  
       Australia 
31 R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd TAS  Accents and infections are different in poorer city suburbs to wealthier City suburbs - not just the topic /  
       content of conversation, but the way it is pronounced.  
32 R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ TAS  Differences in broadness of accent between urban and rural areas, and between lower and higher SES.  
33 R_1YMeU1E1iCQi9hz VIC  I grew up in rural Victoria before moving to a private school in the city. I completely changed the way in  
       which I speak, people would now describe my accent & way of speaking as 'posh' 'snobby' or  
       'pretentious'. This includes soft A sounds, think 'France' 'Dance' 'Advance' / People who come from 
       rural Australia do not speak in this way. /  / Another difference is the 'bogan' accent and way of  
       speaking, this is a lot more rough, e.g using words such as 'Yous' (apparently the plural of 'you').  
       This is often found in areas with a lower socio economic 
34 R_818vNtaonidiDFb VIC  If you went to a private school you will sound different.     
35 R_a3mGwC7ShQlEXQ1 WA  Upper middle class city areas 
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# ResponseID  Location Respondent's Commentary on MIGRANT speech 
1 R_77EdFmgWK5QfmCx Canberra others have foreign accents.  
2 R_cIVGew7rJ4cBehD Canberra People with foreign parents/heritage but born in Australia can have some accent and speak differently.  
3 R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Canberra various accents from first and second generation migrants.Different migrant suburbs and regions have  
       distinct sounds - even after several generations eg Griffith 
4 R_d76T8re9FbPHa85 Canberra Wider range of accents in urban areas (more immigrants) 
5 R_a9IdaG5ZxkC8Tl3 Melbourne A broad Aussie, poor grammar and pronunciation version with dropping of -ng ending to n spoken by  
       variety of groups and many non-English speaking migrants and their children from Europe. 
6 R_9H0h43naJ5y7YZn Melbourne Different spoken accents, such as broad bush or rural Australian (traditional Aussie, like Paul Hogan or  
       Michael Caton) versus rounded Anglo (such as many TV newsreaders). / Broadly speaking, many 
       rural Australians and working class Anglo-background Australians sound different (Paul Hogan is a 
       classic example). / The final "-g" in the participle "-ing" is often dropped. / Older vernacular is still 
       used, such as "G'day" and "hooroo", and "our-yer-goin', maate?" Also, "ripper", "fair dinkum",  
       "beaut", "good-oh", "grouse". / Mild swearing is endemic, as in "bloody", and "bulldust". Stronger  
       swearing, especially amongst men and drinkers is also common. 
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7 R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Melbourne However, the accent of, for example Melbournians, often varies and may depend on or be influenced by the 
       particular suburb where the speaker has most lived. Areas with traditionally high levels of  
       immigrant Australians from European countries (eg - Greece, former republic of Yugoslavia, Italy, 
       Albania, etc) may produce broader accents in speakers, but which differ from the traditional "broad 
       Australian accent". Similarly, speakers brought up/who have lived in typically higher-  
       socioeconomic, traditionally Anglocentric suburbs or areas adopt more general to cultivated accents. 
       However I also find that two or more speakers from the same household may have significantly  
       different accents, as is the case with my brother (who has a general to broad accent) and myself  
       (general to cultivated; I'm often told I speak with an English accent). This is in spite of the fact that 
       we both attended the same schools for most of our education.  
8 R_9u8wxzD318dZUs5 Melbourne indigenous communities and immigrant communities. communities where english is not the mother tongue. 
9 R_24gtdi3H4P289St Melbourne the differences come across depending on the region of europe that they come from and the indeginous  
       language that comes from that area 
10 R_0AHhpWKLaPNQm7X Melbourne There are differences in the dialect and the manner in which people talk about the integral things. For  
       example whether they come from regional european backgrounds. This will feed in to the manner 
       that they speak aus english.... 
11 R_bkpe7WqR9zcJyJL Melbourne There's also a lot of obvious differences between people with different migrant backgrounds. 
12 R_205YGN5DMb8tSfz Melbourne Various ethnicities have their own Australian accent. 
13 R_425DDwLWNGstf9j NSW  Difference in dialects in Sydney. Sister is a teacher in Western Sydney and she teaches ethnic Vietnamese  
       kids who speak with what we would call Lebanese Australian English, so I think there's a distinct 
       difference there.  
14 R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT NSW  Regional differences and marked socio-economic differences as well as migrant accents 
15 R_bsdOE5RiwR8rrg1 NSW  The vowel sounds are very different within parts of Australia (more broadly). For instance, in Yanco, where I 
       attended primary school from age 9, there was a distinct "a" sound that made "Yanco" sound like  
       "Yaynco" or "Yainco". The vowels were generally more broader there than they were in the Hunter 
       Valley. Interestingly, many of the inhabitants of Yanco were of Irish extraction and had moved there 
       under 1 generation previously. There were also Italians who had been living there for only one  
       generation.  I have noticed that the migrant population sounds are there if you listen to them. For 
       instance in Esk and Toogoolawah even through to Laidley and Ipswich there are really broad and 
       exaggerated vowel sounds and there are fairly high Prussian immigrant populations (who only  
       spoke English).  
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16 R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF NT  2. Children of immigrants speak differently - odd grammar and turns of phrase: blending their parents  
       understanding of English with their own experience.  
17 R_bBhwleEj6LxEYuN NT  To me the Australian accent is a mix of the British Isles, Chinese and Aboriginal accents, as more cultures  
       join the mix it slowly evolves. Certain areas with a higher proportion of one particular culture will 
       speak with different accents and expressions from an area with a larger proportion of another  
       culture or influence.  
18 R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx QLD  Migrant English has rich variations, most famously "Woglish" - the English of migrants (and their children) 
       from Greece and Italy during the 1950s, 60s and 70s.  In my 25 years' experience working with  
       migrants, they tend to pick up the suburban/ class versions of Australian English of the Australians 
       they spend most time with, or most identify with. 
19 R_eRrsxc7lWiERt5j QLD  some are inflected with different accents from different languages. 
20 R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Sydney  influence of immigrants in areas (eg, "wog" accents in Western Sydney which are a combination of  
       Italian/Greek/Middle Eastern and Australian), Aside from the divide between country and city  
       accents, the main differences seem to be between people of different socioeconomic backgrounds  
       and ethnic backgrounds.  
21 R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Sydney Children from immigrant backgrounds sound different. e.g. the differences in ways of speaking, choice of 
       words, and inflection/tonal changes can be noted between children from Chinese backgrounds or 
       Greek backgrounds, all of which are also different to white Australians.  
22 R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Sydney  Class, ethnicity and Aboriginality for starters. Then there are regional differences, as well as inner urban,  
       urban and rural differences. Various ethnic groups also have distinct modes of speaking English. EG 
       Greek speaking background people in Darwin speak more similarly to people of that background 
       from Perth as opposed to Melbourne 
23 R_9tqS0KBBZlvWszX Sydney  Ethnic communities may have their own accent   
24 R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Sydney I would also point out Australian children of southern European and Mediterranean parents who can seak a 
       sort of woggy English... i hear this in Sydney and Melbourne, particularly amongst Greek and  
       Lebanese people. P.S. I don't use this term in a negative sense (wog) as i am a wog myself. 
25 R_1YW5ePi6LG0XHBb Sydney  indigenous communities have developed particular linguistic features as have various ethnic groups across 
       australia 
26 R_3frYRoFpN6PiOVv Sydney  Lebanese'  or 'ethnic' Aussie accent, hard to describe but usually spoken by time people who grew up in  
       Australia . Sounds different to people who learnt english as a second language and have an accent.  
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27 R_bI3StIruDiLjehD Sydney  Probably Western Sydney, it's like an Australian accent with an Islander (think like Jonah Takalua) and  
       vaguey Middle Eastern (like this guy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgGSWGdSfnM ) mixed 
       in. It's seen more in younger generations <35, so is probably due to growing up and going to school 
       in a much more multicultural background than most Australians in other places and previous  
       generations.  
28 R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Sydney  There are different accents/variations across states and cities, but also across different areas and backgrounds 
       within the actual cities, and even what cultural backgrounds people come from, regardless as to  
       whether they were born here or not. Some of these variations are so subtle that they would only be 
       discernable to local ears or to someone who pays particular attention. For example, I can generally 
       spot someone who might be from Melbourne, from the way they pronounce certain words or even 
       the use of words we don't use in Sydney. I can also usually detect whether someone might come  
       from a Greek background, for instance, even though they may have been born here. People speak 
       differently depending on background, city, suburb or even school they were brought up in. Of  
       course there are exceptions, but it's something I've always found very interesting and paid attention 
       to.  
29 R_5jOmN3LQccYKBgh VIC  some areas have more cultural influence on the language depending on the number of immigrants in the  
       area.  
30 R_a3mGwC7ShQlEXQ1 WA  Areas with large ethnic groups - ie Italian Australians/Vietnamese Australians. 
31 R_1BQy9DlWX0uFJ5j WA  Ethnic groups and lower sociaeconomic groups also speak differently. 
32 R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD WA  Minority ethnicities also speak differently (eg. wog accents) 
33 R_b2XbSeMwv0nXymN WA  Regional terminology differences, sometimes because of different Indigenous languages or different  
       immigrant populations.  
34 R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN WA  Regional terminology, sometimes from different Indigenous languages or different immigrant groups.  
35 R_5mPYgHmW3FQjQX3 WA  Some groups across Australia may have more similarities (ie Aboriginal Australians or Australians of certain 
       diaspora) than they do with their locality in general. 
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1 R_5i4GE9hAsLmG2JT Canberra Southern Cities such as Melbourne and Adelaide have retained a more "English"     Refined pronunciation 
       whereas Northern cities in relaxed hot climates  have a more Ozzie "twang" and shortening of word 
       endings eg: "goin" for "going" 
2 R_etAX8kjxQ6dyxSZ Canberra Where the further rural ( and north up towards queensland ) you travel the more colloquialisms and the  
       thicker the distinctively australian pronoun citation becomes. 
3 R_eV4INojIXMKEWoZ Melbourne Australian accent gets thicker further north and west.  
4 R_6fLSiAVI7RDjiS1 Melbourne Finally, I think that there's a gradual shift in accents that occurs as you progress further north. 
5 R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Melbourne Inland and more northern States speak slower and have more of the "Chips Rafferty" broad Australian  
       sound and delivery than southern States.  
6 R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Melbourne Rural areas, especially in northern australia (WA, NT, QLD). Broader accents, more colloquialisms used. /  
7 R_8Dp8psvCEyFfCVn Melbourne The further north you go in Australia, the more Broad the Australian accent becomes (i.e. they sound more 
       "stereotypically Australian").  
8 R_6DJmtrwgkbLtNEV NSW  Accents tend to become drawn the further north you travel in Australia /  
9 R_1X61TOi7urU3OLz NSW  And Northern/rural folk sound more drawling and nasal and ocker. 
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10 R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 NSW  Generally, more northern accents are also broader.  
11 R_0judiIsv2oAWCGx NSW  Northern Australians tend to have a broader accent with further forward vowels and a slightly different  
       vocabulary.  
12 R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst NSW  The further north and the more remote, the slower the speech;  I can hear that difference as well as  
       country/city, and north/south, more remote.   
13 R_5j6vLiy5UM9ieDH NT  North (rural) accents are stronger than southern (urban) accents 
14 R_6ya8GdFWif62ZyR NT  north and south speeds are obvious 
15 R_9Y2S7NkOcijTDuZ NT  The Top End. Broome across to Cairns. Broader Australian accent and use of broken Kriol in daily language. 
16 R_cSWyPcWqd3lYaZn NT  those from Queensland and the top end have a bit more of a twang 
17 R_0P4Te5DHC4TfQJD QLD  Northern Australians - a nasal twang  
18 R_2aCCJ4rINDOXEW1 QLD  Queenslanders tend to have a broad accent, particularly North Queenslanders. Perhaps the accent is  
       common to northern Australians. /  
19 R_e9XyUddk7HNC3t3 QLD  the further north and west you go there's the sentence ending wiht "eh". 
20 R_befrE3I4gCWXD2R SA  Following the coast from Adelaide to Cairns, the accent tends to get broader as you go up.  
21 R_bvIvY4F3b79DotT SA  Northern aust tend to be more relaxed in their English as do eastern states.  
22 R_24gslKiPjgECF8N SA  Sydney and further north really.  
23 R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Sydney  I think there are only slight differences. Obviously there are certain words that are used in some parts of  
       Australia and not others. The type of slang varies marginally from north to south and east to west.  
24 R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Sydney Northern Australians (Nth. Qld. & NT.) speak with a broad, slow accent, barely moving their lips and often 
       end their sentences with 'ay' (with a flat inflection) 
25 R_aYkhFmYqzG32V3n Sydney  northerners often sound very Occa 
26 R_a9snzKjSYlduMXb Sydney  Slower and stronger accent in rural areas and in the northern half of Australia.  
27 R_8eqvr2rdhp5z91r TAS  I think people in the north tend to have a more open, relaxed style of speech.  
28 R_2icprQop6pOTAep TAS  Northern Australians have a laziness to their speech.   
29 R_byzwADtEuyj9YWN VIC  Northern Australians irrespective of state tend to drawl.  The tendency to sound different probably results 
       from less exposure to global speech patterns. 
30 R_5jUdyaKDn4b0W8d VIC  Northern states have a sharper sound 
31 R_8tVN2o3aNZWgmOx VIC  People from city areas tend to have more 'proper' speech, closer to a British accent, while the further you go 
       from the cities (and the further north you go), the speech slows down and gets more of a country  
       'twang'.  
32 R_4NGMIukez5vfOZL VIC  The further North one goes, the Broader it becomes (generally). 
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Appendix E Dialect Survey Commentary Content Analysis 

Count Item Respondent ID Terms selected Commentary 
Comment 

codes 
1 afternoon R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt afternoon + 

arvo 
arvo is very informal and usually needs a qualifier - tomorrow arvo, 
Monday arvo etc 

register / 
meaning 

2 afternoon R_2EfQU6LEkMlTnXl after lunch + 
afternoon + 
mid afternoon 
+ early evening 

I use all of these phrases on a situational basis. register 

3 afternoon R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz afternoon + 
arvo + pm 

"arvo" informally register 

4 afternoon R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h afternoon + 
arvo 

Arvo' - less formal register 

5 afternoon R_PUrSMo66eMzHCP7 afternoon + 
arvo 

I think I use 'arvo' more often in texts/writing register 

6 afternoon R_1gUzCkaXxWLYTKL afternoon + 
evening + early 
evening + pm 

What I call it depends on how long after midday I'm talking about meaning 

7 afternoon R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 afternoon It depends how long after midday you mean.It is the afternoon for a 
while, and later could e referred to by some of the other words. 

meaning 

8 afternoon R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q afternoon evening is after dark/around sundown meaning 
9 afternoon R_1q95rzVboPIVfCm afternoon + 

early evening 
evening + mid 
afternoon + pm 

"early evening" & "evening" only apply later (from around 4 & 6 
respectively, depending on season)... wasn't sure if I should include or 
not 

meaning 

10 afternoon R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu afternoon + 
evening + mid 
afternoon + 
early evening 

Depends on how late after. I'd go afternoon, mid afternoon, early 
evening, evening (in chronological order) 

meaning 

11 afternoon R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 afternoon + 
evening 

afternoon to about sunset, then evening meaning 
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Comment 

codes 
12 afternoon R_3JLS7Jr3v7TfsmR afternoon After 5pm I call it evening. meaning 
13 afternoon R_3mgipIuLq94jusI after lunch + 

afternoon + 
arvo + evening 
+ mid 
afternoon + pm 

I use all (except early evening) depending on whether it's a 
generalisation (afternoon/after lunch/pm) or more specific as to how 
long after noon (mid afternoon, evening) 

meaning 

14 afternoon R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T afternoon + 
mid afternoon 
+ pm 

Generally, "Afternoon". If 3pm, I might say "mid-afternoon" meaning 

15 afternoon R_3rSCohzqlg9XRNh afternoon + 
arvo 

It really depends exactly what time meaning 

16 afternoon R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb afternoon Afternoon until about 5pm, then evening until about 9pm, then night. meaning 
17 afternoon R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh after lunch + 

afternoon + 
evening + mid 
afternoon + 
early evening + 
pm 

depends on context. meaning 

18 afternoon R_RRjo06QNmZahVgl afternoon In conjunction with the graphic, I assume the question refers to midday 
-3pm? I'd call that early afternoon., with 3 being mid-afternoon. Early 
evening is 5.30 onwards. 

meaning 

19 afternoon R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj arvo My family home didn't have 'lunch'. The meals were breakfast, morning 
smoko, dinner (aka lunch), afternoon smoko and tea (aka dinner). Now, 
I would call 3pm (as shown in the picture) as mid afternoon. 

meaning 

20 afternoon R_3O9x0nCwftBIVb4 afternoon + 
arvo 

Leaving out 'arvo' is Un-Australian attitude / 
culture 

21 afternoon R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo afternoon + 
arvo 

also use slang arvo attitude / 
variants 

22 afternoon R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 afternoon + 
arvo 

or "arvo" variant 
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23 afternoon R_1OBGI5hqYq780ZS afternoon + 

arvo 
arvo variants 

24 afternoon R_3gSBq2h3sq2fN7e arvo as in the arvo variants 
25 afternoon R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO afternoon arvo. I get off work this arvo. variants 
26 afternoon R_3nf4jw3MUfL0bWE afternoon + 

arvo 
Quarter past variants 

27 afternoon R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL pm Is this a trick question? depends on context other 
28 afternoon R_AhxvJ3bEVAjdMFr afternoon I know in Tasmania they refer to lunch as dinner and use the word 

supper for evening meals. 
region 

1 barley R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il B-A-R bar You also have to touch the designated 'bar', usually a wall or fence. meaning 
2 barley R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ no word for 

this 
we had to touch base, and physically touch a pre nominated 
thing.ticular 

meaning 

3 barley R_1QLpadmWDxansSP bar Some places were bar meaning 
4 barley R_2dGbErjajLlitRD bars not me + 

cross arms + 
cross fingers 

think i remember also crossing my arms meaning 

5 barley R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ bar + on bar + 
pause 

bar is usally a spot or thing you have to touch which you are then safe, 
if you just want to stop in the middle of the game you yell pause (if you 
arent hurt or have a good reason you are normally over rulled) 

meaning 

6 barley R_2Sj1TUq082KvvOA bar They must touch the designated space as well meaning 
7 barley R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f no word for 

this 
Barley is a designated zone, you can't just invoke it wherever you are. meaning 

8 barley R_2XmP77cy1xbFF52 barley + cross 
fingers 

You usually need to reach a certain area, such as bathroom or 
playground. 

meaning 

9 barley R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 no word for 
this 

Wasn't a part of our games (we had no mercy on anyone who 
stopped...!) 

meaning 

10 barley R_3emf4dETzQS4zSr cross fingers no words, only finger crossing meaning 
11 barley R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr bar You have to touch the 'bar' as well. meaning 
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codes 
12 barley R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 B-A-R bar but they can only do it if they are touching the designated 'bar' area 

(such as a tree, piece of play equipment etc)! 
meaning 

13 barley R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 bar-leys + 
barleys 

But you had to be touching a designated object meaning 

14 barley R_3PoT5fBiFCaezeY cross fingers + 
pause + time 
out 

something like that if i remember right meaning 

15 barley R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb barleys Barleys can also be applied to objects of a certain colour or a certain 
location 

meaning 

16 barley R_6mnC3nnfRtpQ5Gl bar + pause bar was only used for certain games, most of the time we just said 
"pause" 

meaning 

17 barley R_8kOCn2aqpCeLWXT no word for 
this 

we had a safe base you had to be on ir touching eg. Picnic table or 
monkey bars 

meaning 

18 barley R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h cross arms + 
out + safe 

Shout "out" with arms crossed across chest, or 'safe'. meaning 

19 barley R_PLMG98POMnXVtsd no word for 
this 

I have never heard of saying a word to stop in the middle of a game. But 
normally there is a specific item (eg tree/pole) which is nominated 
before you start as a 'safe zone' in a game and if you are touching this 
you cant be caught. This item is called bar, and someone was touching it 
they would be reffered to as being 'on bar' 

meaning 

20 barley R_sjoCOyH1NoH6545 bar You have to touch a certain object (tree) then say bar but you don't let 
go. 

meaning 

21 barley R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 bar-leys + 
quitses 

Again, a hangover from being in the UK. Kids at school would laugh at 
me for saying it. 

culture / 
attitude 

22 barley R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL B-A-R + B-A-R 
bar + bar + on 
bar 

I'm so pleased you asked this! My Victorian cousins always said 'barley' 
and it made no sense at all to 8 year old me! 

age / attitude 
/ region 

23 barley R_10o2m4jKHB4du7F B-A-R + B-A-R 
bar + bar 

That's what we said. My kids say "pause" age 
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24 barley R_1IrQu2GQfjQ8KAR bar + pause my kids say pause, it's taken from computer games where you literally 

pause them 
age 

25 barley R_21nNvOcjdWMxrZp B-A-R My kids now say "pause" which I think is fascinating - computer 
gaming language entering play 

age 

26 barley R_30pYCMxwtvIqq4n pause current 9 y.o girl in Townsville age 
27 barley R_3FWHh25avJK5n8Y no word for 

this 
My children nsw born & bred say pause age 

28 barley R_3kpoohgrgdqVRbh barley barley' if you're talking my childhood, 'on pause' if I'm listening to my 
own kids 

age 

29 barley R_baucnoraEud9qG9 bar though I notice my kids now say "pause" age 
30 barley R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh no word for 

this 
I never had this as a child. I think current usage is 'pause" age 

31 barley R_ysig1oGtU2Gnub7 bar My children say pause, like it's a video game. age 
32 barley R_11dpB1YH6ZGVkNQ barred When I was a child we called it 'barred'. age 
33 barley R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 B-A-R + bar haaa - memories!! attitude 
34 barley R_29bI7KkIMjeqFBe bar You're stretching my memory with this one. age 
35 barley R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV bar-leys I would have spelled this "bar-leez" for no known reason pronunciation 
36 barley R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox bar-leys Not sure of difference between "'bar' leys" and "barleys" but it actually 

never occurred to me until reading this that it was connected to the 
word barley (I would have guessed it was made up and spelled it 
barleez or something). Pronounced more like two words, not the same 
stress pattern as "barleys", hence my choice. 

pronunciation 
/ unsure 

37 barley R_1Qz50n3y8ySDAMT barleys + cross 
fingers 

One word, sounds like "bar-lease"? pronunciation 

38 barley R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz barleys Strangely enough, it was always spelt 'barlies' in my head. Never seen it 
written down, before! 

pronunciation 

39 barley R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO bar-leys said like bah lees pronunciation 
40 barley R_3LbhVSFbhGFLwwV barleys I always imagined it was spelt barlese pronunciation 
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41 barley R_vjGrtD4dRDCJKw1 barleys barleez - both syllables have equal emphasis pronunciation 
42 barley R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 B-A-R + B-A-R 

bar + bar + on 
bar 

These are the variations I remember use 

43 barley R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 barleys + bars + 
cross fingers 

I would use "bars" and "barleys" about equally often. For "barleys" the 
emphasis is on the second syllable. 

use / 
pronunciation 

44 barley R_1QFTazn2O6RZzem bar + on bar or "I'm on bar" variant 
45 barley R_3fTrGcSl1F0vF9f B-A-R + B-A-R 

bar + B-A-R 
white rabbit 

There was also B A R white rabbit variant 

46 barley R_3nqkoVE8gMstVPg bar probably bar variant 
47 barley R_1rPy4vtc5U3lCIT B-A-R + on bar B-A-R (spelled out) I'm on bar variants 
48 barley R_2wSIJnW5iTwpEdx B-A-R spells 

bar 
B a r spells bar! variants 

49 barley R_2ZBIxLh1qiYvL4M barley + barley 
charlie 

Barley charlie variants 

50 barley R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI no word for 
this 

I have no friends other 

51 barley R_3psezAPuk2ZXNic no word for 
this 

I wish I had a word for this as a child who suffered from asthma... other 

52 barley R_26fee0nZrwddvrK B-A-R + barley It was barley when I was in Victoria, B-A-R in Canberra. region 
53 barley R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z no word for 

this 
No idea unsure 

54 barley R_1q95rzVboPIVfCm no word for 
this 

I do have a word, just can't remember, pretty sure it wasn't one 
mentioned 

unsure 

55 barley R_2c1oVN2FyQH29ga cross fingers There was something, but I cannot for the life of me remember what it 
was. 

unsure 

56 barley R_2Cvq8ykM66l0ksa no word for 
this 

I have no recollection of ever doing this! unsure 
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57 barley R_2QKVOyvKcOaX8ce no word for 

this 
I've forgotten unsure 

58 barley R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG no word for 
this 

Never encountered that rule. unsure 

59 barley R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX no word for 
this 

we never had such a thing. unsure 

60 barley R_2tloHejqWJDbg9z poison i can't remember this answer for sure unsure - 
memory 

61 barley R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W no word for 
this 

It has been MANY years since I've played as a child! unsure - 
memory 

62 barley R_3mgipIuLq94jusI no word for 
this 

If I did I don't recall unsure - 
memory 

63 barley R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 bar + on bar I honestly can't remember if there was a word or not. Possibly "on bar" 
or "bar" ??? 

unsure - 
memory 

1 bathers R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

usually tog with kids. Cozzies with friends, Swimmers more formal register 

2 bathers R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo swimmers + 
togs 

called them togs in primary school then switched to swimmers late 
primary and in highschool 

register 

3 bathers R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc bathers + 
swimmers + 
togs 

I use all three words interchangeably. Originally I called them "bathers" 
at home and "togs" at school, but I got sick of changing my terminology 
depending on who I was talking to, so I eventually decided to call them 
"swimmers". That has been my preferred term for many years, but now 
that I've moved back to Brisbane, I'm beginning to wonder whether I 
should just call them "togs" again. I think "cozzie" sounds vulgar, and I 
always cringe whenever I hear it. 

region / 
meaning / 
attitude 

4 bathers R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 swimming 
costume + 
bikini 

if it's a bikini, I'll say that meaning 
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5 bathers R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y cozzies + 

swimmers + 
dick stickers 

I might use cozzies for men's brief swimmers (dick stickers!). meaning 

6 bathers R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK x These three items have different names. meaning 
7 bathers R_3ERSLUSXjL0nrBb bathers + 

swimmers + 
togs 

I worry people don't know what I mean, so I also go with swimmers. meaning 

8 bathers R_3HB3OuzF20PzAIw bathers + 
swimmers 

I only use swimmers with Grandma, who was born in England and 
prefers that term. I always use bathers otherwise. 

age / culture 

9 bathers R_yWMNn1zrvIAfcn7 bathers + 
swimmers 

Grew up saying bathers, but use both now age / use 

10 bathers R_3dYPNhg98wEKgZs swimmers My mother always said cossies but that was too parochial age / attitude 
11 bathers R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 bathers + 

cozzies 
cozzies always as a child age 

12 bathers R_1f1TQrmvXEArBii bathers + togs I grew up calling them togs age 
13 bathers R_1ihduX8iX0mCNOA bathers + togs Togs as a kid, have started using bathers as I got older age 
14 bathers R_1k04kvICGpagvw3 bathers + 

swimmers 
But now swimmers age 

15 bathers R_1Kd8yB2L51N6VZx bathers + togs As a young child, we called them "togs" age 
16 bathers R_1ozf5Bibix21M3b cozzies + 

swimmers + 
swimming 
costume + togs 

Togs when very little, then swimming costume or cozzie and now 
swimmers. 

age 

17 bathers R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA bathers + 
swimmers + 
togs 

I used togs and bathers more when we were kids. These days I use 
swimmers mostly. 

age 

18 bathers R_23WguokDElRBrp3 bathers + 
cozzies 

cozzie until age 20 age 

19 bathers R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk bathers + togs Used to use togs many years ago age 
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20 bathers R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 bathers + 

cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

bathers as a kid...acquired the others age 

21 bathers R_2CjGtBn8MIGzH7a cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

togs more when I was younger age 

22 bathers R_2dGbErjajLlitRD bathers + togs togs was one I remember from childhood but it was more something 
said to a very young child. Bathers was more often used. bathers is what 
I use now. 

age 

23 bathers R_2dlToPJ9Riaw8Ys swimmers + 
togs 

togs' from my childhood (in qld), 'swimmers' from my daughter's 
childhood (in ACT) 

age 

24 bathers R_2EfQU6LEkMlTnXl cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

Togs when I was a boy, but it has fallen into disuse age 

25 bathers R_2S6Ti3Z3lUU5Qbs cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

cozzies used more when young age 

26 bathers R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 bathers + 
swimmers 

Grew up with swimmers, now say bathers age 

27 bathers R_2Wum81oXGcZtiE0 cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

When I was little my dad would call them cozzies, and I would use that 
term as a child, as an adult I say swimmers, but had to learn to refer to 
them as 'togs' to my son since moving to QLD 

age 

28 bathers R_2xUVtNkb6NSKBSK swimmers + 
togs 

swimmers intil late teens then togs age 

29 bathers R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu bathers My mum calls them togs age 
30 bathers R_3ew2epgitrSiHO5 swimmers + 

togs 
togs always used as a child. age 
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31 bathers R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 swimmers + 

swimming 
costume 

I think I used to say costumes when small age 

32 bathers R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE bathers + togs Togs when I was a kid, bathers now. age 
33 bathers R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL bathers + togs was togs, now bathers age 
34 bathers R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y cozzies + 

swimmers 
definitley cozzies when I was a child. swimmers when I was older. age 

35 bathers R_3MRkPZE7xmijNQN cozzies + togs Togs when I was a child age 
36 bathers R_3n03z2sbkQKxPX6 bathers + togs Togs from peers. Bathers from my mother, Victoria. age 
37 bathers R_3Oixq3fbm2UcATh bathers Growing up my parents called them Swimmers. Somewhere along the 

line I began calling them bathers 
age 

38 bathers R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh cozzies + 
swimming 
costume + togs 

Definitely togs when I was a child but now cossie age 

39 bathers R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci bathers + 
swimmers 

When I was a child in Tasmania I called them bathers. age 

40 bathers R_agwgADRRFFPOGml swimmers + 
togs 

Growing up they were always togs, but in adulthood I've unconsciously 
switched to swimmers. 

age 

41 bathers R_AyRXuN3KwRgSXId bathers + 
swimmers + 
togs 

Used only togs as a kid, but not so much anymore. age 

42 bathers R_baucnoraEud9qG9 cozzies + 
swimmers 

as kids we used cozzie, not sure why I changed age 

43 bathers R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh cozzies + 
swimmers 

it was "cozzie" when I was young, and I sometimes try to use that word 
for my children 

age 

44 bathers R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff cozzies + togs though I grew up saying togs age 
45 bathers R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss bathers + 

cozzies + 
swimmers 

only ever used cozzie as a kid but picked up bathers and swimmers 
from Victorian friend. Mostly use bathers and swimmers now because 
whenever I say cozzies people don't know what i'm talking about. 

age / region 
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46 bathers R_38ApEOS9FM7bR6N bathers + togs I used 'togs' when I was a kid in WA. But when we moved to Victoria it 

was embarrassing and everyone else said 'bathers'. Therefore I started 
saying it too! 

age / region 

47 bathers R_3LbPximP0nmrAD4 bathers + 
swimmers + 
togs 

Grew up using togs/bathers, now use swimmers/bathers in 3550 
instead. 

age / region 

48 bathers R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi bathers a relic of my adelaide childhood (persisted with the term despite living 
in nsw for years) 

age / region 

49 bathers R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R bathers + 
swimmers + 
togs 

However, growing up in Vic I called them bathers or togs. age / region 

50 bathers R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 costume + 
cozzies + 
swimmers + 
swimming 
costume + 
scungies + 
budgie 
smugglers + 
boardies 

Scungies (aka budgie smugglers) or boardies, both for boys. Hard to say 
which was said most (Cozzie, swimming costume) never togs (older 
Aussie / daggy term for us) 

variant / 
attitude 

51 bathers R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU bathers + togs Occasionally I say "togs" but mostly "bathers" use 
52 bathers R_1P1uTf0YSWvILJj bathers + togs togs only sometimes use 
53 bathers R_2tLnNYS5i6Aq7rf costume + 

cozzies + 
swimmers + 
togs 

use all four at various times use 

54 bathers R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG bathers + 
swimmers 

Interchangeable. use 

55 bathers R_3q9bflBFepZoABb costume + 
swimmers 

both word interchangeably use 
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56 bathers R_qOz4bzpeRiUrFFn cozzies + 

swimmers + 
swimming 
costume 

All of the above but found people didn't recognise different words in 
qld when we arrived 

use / region 

57 bathers R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH kinis + boards I use vernacuklar' kinis' for female attire and boards for male attire 
regardless of the of swimwear. eg to chilkdren and family, 'do you have 
your boards & kinis?' and more formally/ to adults use swimwear. to 
adults 

variant 

58 bathers R_3lzvkixGrS3wtIA bathers + 
swimsuit 

sometimes swimsuit variant 

59 bathers R_ehdWcwyMoiObeiR bathers + 
cozzies 

Sometimes cozzies variant 

60 bathers R_1dfOrUqyzOz8mlL bathers + 
swimming 
costume 

rare to use togs ..old fashioned attitude 

61 bathers R_2q4VfKrynzGjy4J bathers + togs I use bathers more often these days because I can't bear cozzie and NSW 
folk look at me strangely when I say togs 

region / 
attitude 

62 bathers R_26fee0nZrwddvrK bathers + 
swimmers 

Swimmers in Canberra. I called them bathers in Melbourne but do not 
do so now. 

region 

63 bathers R_2dj4uB0PFQxOufi swimmers + 
togs 

I think I added togs after moving to qld region 

64 bathers R_2uOoPmKc62MzeRG bathers + 
swimmers 

depends on who I'm with (bathers for Adelaide, swimmers for East 
coast) 

region 

65 bathers R_2wTtD5DwLLZ5ro3 swimmers Bathers in Perth region 
66 bathers R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 cozzies + 

swimmers 
originally 'cossie' but changed to 'swimmers' when I moved to Sydney region 

67 bathers R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 bathers + 
swimmers 

I occassionally call them bathers now, as my partner is from Adelaide 
and calls them that all the time 

region 

68 bathers R_3R2ZIJr9MH3pwbW bathers + 
swimmers 

I now use Swimmers more since living in Townsville and and in 
Germany for 15 months 

region 
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69 bathers R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb togs Different in Vic - cozzie region 
70 bathers R_cT2aWYMrbiWsWzL bathers + 

cozzies + 
swimmers 

Confusion from Victorian and NSW relatives region 

71 bathers R_RFwDOx4buh60Zpf bathers + togs Since moving to the Melbourne area I've changed to using "bathers" region 
72 bathers R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH bathers + togs I'll also use bathers (from my time in Victoria) region 
73 bathers R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp bathers + togs Again, used togs when in Brisbane, but changed to bathers in Perth region 
74 bathers R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT bathers Costume / cossie = NSW, togs = Qld region 
1 beach house R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip holiday house + 

shack + 
weekender 

Can use any of: holiday house, shack, weekender depending on context use / meaning 

2 beach house R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il holiday house + 
shack + 
weekender 

I would call it a shack if it was very basic and/or shabby. meaning 

3 beach house R_1i4mLymbPwGK7ch beach house + 
holiday house + 
shack + 
weekender 

Depending on the type of the house meaning 

4 beach house R_1ilhlOVl5KWOeSR shack depends on ownership vs rented meaning 
5 beach house R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa holiday house + 

weekender 
weekender you own, a holiday house you rent meaning 

6 beach house R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH beach house + 
beach shack 

termilology dependent upon structure meaning 

7 beach house R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk beach house It depends on the size, location and age of the dwelling, and if it is used 
for just the summer or all year. 

meaning 

8 beach house R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 beach house + 
beach shack + 
weekender 

got a big surprise when i arrived at the Victorian boyfriends' families' " 
beach house " to find a fully fledged brick and tile 4 bed house and not 
the fishermans' style shack/ weekender i was expecting. 

meaning 
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9 beach house R_2czSU6RI1bMeRfH beach house + 

holiday house + 
hut 

Hut' rather than shack (for fishing trips) meaning 

10 beach house R_31avylB5WMXnRPF beach house holiday house is a broader term that encompasses cottages in the 
countryside too 

meaning 

11 beach house R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 holiday house + 
shack 

only a shack if is is run down meaning 

12 beach house R_3pXN8PBGIEmvWoN beach house + 
shack 

It depends how fancy it is whether it's a beach house or a shack (shacks 
are more rundown and relaxed) 

meaning 

13 beach house R_3t921cWcYKULGGR beach shack + 
holiday house + 
shack 

Shack is more for basic accomdation that hasn't been done up. Holiday 
home is also used if it belongs to someone i know. 

meaning 

14 beach house R_d7kSvcdoGIJHmal beach shack + 
holiday house 

Depends on how nice it is! meaning 

15 beach house R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP no word for 
this 

depends on the particular building (no general word) meaning 

16 beach house R_vMtVLH10JIEsZgt beach house + 
shack 

Depends on the quality of the structure, shacks are rough meaning 

17 beach house R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b holiday house + 
shack 

Shack for older dwellings, holiday house for the modern sort which are 
usually fully appointed 3 brm homes. 

meaning 

18 beach house R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj beach house + 
humpies 

Beach houses were more for family and friends to holiday at. Beach 
shacks were more like humpies that fishermen from town would use 
when they went to the beach locations just to fish. 

meaning 

19 beach house R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR beach house + 
shack 

From childhood. Now would say beach house. age 

20 beach house R_23WguokDElRBrp3 beach house + 
weekender 

weekender as child age 

21 beach house R_3mgipIuLq94jusI shack + 
weekender 

Interchangeable as I've visited Tasmania quite a lot where they use 
"shack" 

use / region 
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22 beach house R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff fisherman's 

cottage + shack 
But we also used to say fisherman's cottage in Brisbane (as distinct from 
worker's cottage) 

variants / 
region 

23 beach house R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc beach house "Shack" sounds like something that will be torn apart by the wind, and 
"weekender" sounds like a newspaper. "Holiday house" isn't specific 
enough, and I've never heard of a "bach". 

attitude 

24 beach house R_2ZE6prwS0IuDQUG shack "Beach House" or "Holiday House" has started to creep in, sadly attitude 
25 beach house R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp bach + beach 

house 
It's 'beach house' in Melbourne, but they were always 'baches' in NZ region 

26 beach house R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci holiday house + 
shack 

Now I call it a holiday houe. When I was a child in Tasmania it was 
definitely a shack. 

region 

27 beach house R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz bach + beach 
house + shack 

Beach house in QLD, shack in SA, bach in NZ. region 

28 beach house R_dd62x2kRODu67ux beach house + 
holiday house + 
shack 

I have only used "shack" since living in South Australia. region 

29 beach house R_Op5oUFLlFsEjax3 holiday house + 
hut 

hut - in queensland region 

30 beach house R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH beach house + 
shack 

Baech house I picked up from Victoria, Shack from Tasmania region 

31 beach house R_UmR3hVep32yt9VD shack + 
weekender 

I also use shacks as my ex - husband was from Tasmanis region 

1 billy cart R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH billy cart go karts have engines meaning 
2 billy cart R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj billy cart Go-carts were what we called motorised versions. meaning 
3 billy cart R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc go cart I've heard "billy cart" as well, but it sounds rather old-fashioned. attitude 
4 billy cart R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL billy cart + go 

cart 
used billy cart as a kid, gocart as an adult age 

5 billy cart R_3P3ti1awFkpdSr7 billy cart + go 
cart 

I'd say "go-cart" now but definitely "billy cart " when I was a child age 

6 billy cart R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT billy cart + hill trolley age / region 
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7 billy cart R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT billy cart + go 

cart 
called it a hill trolley as a child in WA use 

8 billy cart R_2rl5zjbLhPXivP2 go cart "Hill Trolley" - now that's hilarious! attitude 
1 bindi R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc bindi + bindi 

eye 
I use both "bindi" and "bindi eye" interchangeable. "Bindi eye" is the full 
word, whereas "bindi" is an abbreviation. Thus, I use "bindi" in informal 
contexts and "bindi eye" in formal ones. I think my father does that as 
well. 

age / register 

2 bindi R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR bindi + bindi 
eye 

Bindi and Bindi eye were both used when I was a child. The seeds you 
have photographed are not the seeds we would have called bindis, 
which were like small hard pin cushions full of pins, but on a scale 
about the size of a child's fingernail. The seeds in the photo had a 
different name which may have included star or cross. 

age / meaning 
/ use 

3 bindi R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj bindi + bindi 
eye 

Bindies and bindi-eyes were used interchangeably and to different 
degrees of severity. If I just got a few bindies in my socks, it was 
annoying but not too bad. If I was covered all over in bindi-eyes, then I 
was more likely to get in trouble from my parents. 

meaning / use 

4 bindi R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH burr Generally use whichever word desbribes the object or use thorn/ burr meaning / 
variants 

5 bindi R_1GHc6axHKTIxBeg bindi eye Cat head was interchangeable especially with a large double pronged 
variety 

use / meaning 

6 bindi R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o three-corner 
jack 

Different shaping to a bindi meaning 

7 bindi R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv bindi eye Those aren't actually bindi eyes. Bindis are smaller, flatter and have 
more prickles. Are they three corner jack? 

meaning 

8 bindi R_1F3ChmIqOEp5FyV three-corner 
jack 

The picture appears to show a three cornered jack. I use 'bindi-eye' for a 
different seed 

meaning 

9 bindi R_1l6LvHeFrbzhmqa burr I only use bindi(i) for the ones in the lawn. meaning 
10 bindi R_1lcPyPZ0bcFOGbV three-corner 

jack 
Bindi and 3 corner jack are different meaning 
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11 bindi R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc prickle Out of all the terms above I recognise 'bindi' most of all, but can't recall 

ever having used it and would probably just generalise to 'prickle' 
meaning 

12 bindi R_1rfCLmZAWay0z3B cat's eye Bindi I would use for other generic prickles. I'd call this one cat's eyes meaning 
13 bindi R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE bindi + bindi 

eye + prickle 
bindy, bind eye with few spikes, prickle with lots of spikes meaning 

14 bindi R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 double gee + 
three-corner 
jack 

bindis or bindi eyes are small prickles arranged in cluster on a small soft 
fernlike plant. 

meaning 

15 bindi R_2dSbu8qHUFIfWIr bindi + three-
corner jack 

bindi and three corner jack are different species of sharp seeds. meaning 

16 bindi R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ bindi + cat's eye cats eyes is used when talking about the type in the picture, bindis are 
kinda pointy and flat 

meaning 

17 bindi R_2pWVjDVBVQC1nvv three-corner 
jack 

In Moonta in 1950s-60s a neighbour who frquented all hotels was 
nicknamed 3 Corner jack 

meaning 

18 bindi R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 bindi + cat's eye Bindi's are small round one or small dart like ones. Cat's eye's are big 
tough one's with 3 or 4 nasty spikes... really ouchy ! 

meaning 

19 bindi R_3exj0pbwOIcINpt cat's eye Bindis are another type of burr, they are round and less sharp, like 
velcro. 

meaning 

20 bindi R_3fvnZilcj6zxl0u three-corner 
jack 

I call the flat ones bindis meaning 

21 bindi R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh bindi + bindi 
eye 

That's not a picture of a bindi but the description is of a bindi. I'd call 
the picture a prickle 

meaning 

22 bindi R_5aHIT6EreP4shFv bindi + goat 
head + prickle 

depends on the actual plant. The one shown is a goat head. A bindi or 
bindi eye is a softer more "pronged" seed. 

meaning 

23 bindi R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr bindi + bull 
head + bull-
head thorn 

three tipped is bull-head thorn, bindi is the term for little round shaped 
prickles 

meaning 

24 bindi R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz bindi + three-
corner jack 

Three corner jack and bindi are different weeds. Bindi is smaller and the 
prickle is less rounded. 

meaning 
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25 bindi R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb bindi eye + 

three-corner 
devil + devil's 
eye 

The little burry prickles are bindi-eye, the big thorny three-pointed ones 
are called "three-corner devil" or "devil's eye". 

meaning 

26 bindi R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff three-corner 
jack 

the ones in the photo are three corner jacks, but I'd say bindi-eye for the 
round prickly seeds and bathurst burrs for the oval prickly seeds 

meaning 

27 bindi R_UGAZs0eEYJM1ZBf bindi + burr the picture isnt what i'd call a bindi, bindis are smaller meaning 
28 bindi R_W2QXuUaezsTf9F7 bindi + bindi 

eye 
Bindis were the little green ones, bindi eyes were the larger ones that 
were brown and stung more 

meaning 

29 bindi R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV x that's not a bindi - a bindi - or bindi-eye is the much smaller little 
prickly thing 

meaning 

30 bindi R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 bindi + burr burrs was for the real big, caltrap like ones ones out in the Riverina, 
bindi for the flat ones around Sydney 

meaning / 
region 

31 bindi R_3HU3U1MbwFjLA7X bindi + bull 
head 

Bindi and bullseye were different kinds of prickles in North 
Queensland. The bullseye was nastier 

meaning / 
region 

32 bindi R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 bindi + bindi 
eye 

Bindis and cats heads are very different - a cat's head is bigger and can 
puncture a bike tyre. Bindi's were also in Sydney and everywhere else, 
cat's heads we have only discovered since moving to Young 

meaning / 
region 

33 bindi R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il bindi + bindi 
eye 

I sometimes called them bindi eyes when I was a child. age 

34 bindi R_1dc1v6LfiqIXvfX three-corner 
jack 

In the 70's , theyuse to peirce thongs. other 

35 bindi R_2dGbErjajLlitRD bindi + prickle As a really young child we called them prickles, but then heard other 
other people calling them Bindis, so tend to say Bindi's because people 
know what you're talking about straight away 

age 

36 bindi R_30uHS72pyZN8HDH bindi + prickle mostly prickle as im talking to child but bindi if im talking to adult age 
37 bindi R_2QJxNU97Js6AahT bindi eye Would spell it bindii spelling 
38 bindi R_01WwcrfFKFYV6GR bindi + bindi 

eye 
I use both terms use 
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39 bindi R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt bindi eye + 

prickle 
Prickles is the main word used use 

40 bindi R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 bindi + bindi 
eye 

I use both with no particular preference use 

41 bindi R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT bindi + three-
corner jack 

I have used both bindi and three-corner jack, I think the latter comes 
more from the ACT, and the former from SA 

use / region 

42 bindi R_1OULKaJNAtNCtgu x My husband calls them five corner bills variant 
43 bindi R_3EcHJv1KpGau7yq bindi Or just prickle variant 
44 bindi R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk prickle + 

prickly jack 
Maybe prickle? Prickly Jack seems vaguely familiar variant / 

unsure 
45 bindi R_0HsPg8T5tJWnCMh bindi eye bindii variants 
46 bindi R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 bindi Bindi for short variants 
47 bindi R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 bindi eye Bindi short form bindi eye variants 
48 bindi R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 bindi + bindi 

eye 
Bindii. Plural. Not bindi eye! variants 

49 bindi R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b buzzies I can't believe you didn't have Buzzies on the list! attitude 
50 bindi R_3sACKfwwpU17KWt bindi eye I don't drink beer other 
51 bindi R_bCnnNLVIJQDBIYh prickle I'm not going to mention prickles unless they're in my foot. other 
52 bindi R_1LUpdmIlcWHw84X grass seed Victoria region 
53 bindi R_1rCZoBZE0ukcEii bindi from visiting queensland regularly region 
54 bindi R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss bindi + bindi 

eye + prickly 
jack 

I picked up pricklyjack from friend from Victoria when we lived in 
Byron. 

region 

55 bindi R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU caltrop + 
double gee 

Caltrop (in Kununurra, although lots of peopole here also say 'bindi' or 
'bindi-eye' 

region 

56 bindi R_3KSME66Dsn3NvqT bindi + cat's eye 
+ prickle 

Probably learnt cats eye from act/nsw region 

57 bindi R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN double gee Heard variants of jack in Vic region 
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58 bindi R_cSWhsRZoPSLnnMt barb + bindi In Tasmania a barb, Queensland bindi. region 
59 bindi R_cw2oeUtuySd9105 bindi + three-

corner jack 
Three corner jack in Adelaide, bindi in Perth region 

60 bindi R_dd62x2kRODu67ux bindi + burr + 
three-corner 
jack 

I have only used 3-corner jack since living in SA; I have only used bindi 
since living in QLD. My natural choice is burr or prickle. 

region 

61 bindi R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h bindi + bindi 
eye + prickly 
jack + three-
corner jack 

Regional use, depending on if shoes are worn or not as is the custom. region 

62 bindi R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt bindi Encountered double-gee in WA region 
63 bindi R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D bindi eye Crickey, sounds like a question from a Victorian. region 
64 bindi R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh no word for 

this 
I dont think we have these in Tassie unsure 

1 bingo R_1JXYgOtXKBqAgSj bingo + housie 
housie 

bingo if out - housie housie at home. register 

2 bingo R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu bingo + housie Housie usually involves money, but bingo usually prizes meaning 
3 bingo R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh bingo No picture. Question implies bingo and housie are the same. I always 

thought they were different. I picked bingo because if the game is the 
same, that is what I would call it. but you have provided no evidence 
that they are the same game 

meaning 

4 bingo R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR bingo As a child I would have said housie age 
5 bingo R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 bingo + housie used housie when young age 
6 bingo R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 bingo + housie Used to only say housie, then both, now only bingo age 
7 bingo R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 bingo + housie 

housie 
I would now call it bingo age 

8 bingo R_1jjMr8dCvytlb73 bingo + housie I called it housie as a child bingo now age 
9 bingo R_1LiHDRaR4oYnQv6 bingo Not common under sixty age 
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10 bingo R_1OULKaJNAtNCtgu bingo + house Was house when I was a child age 
11 bingo R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 bingo Grandparents and sometimes Mum said housie or housie-housie age 
12 bingo R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL bingo + housie 

housie 
was housie-housie in my childhood age 

13 bingo R_3oF7QiMotW6YkWg housie House as a child, bingo as adult age 
14 bingo R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM bingo + house 

house 
House-house when a child age 

15 bingo R_baucnoraEud9qG9 bingo + housie though we always called it housie as a child age 
16 bingo R_cLRz1ujAChzwcvf bingo + housie 

+ house 
I call it house when I'm talking to my mum age 

17 bingo R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff bingo + housie Grew up calling it housie, but now I would say bingo age 
18 bingo R_3EEwuUWTvQnHREo bingo + housie 

housie 
growing up in Tassie, my neighbour always played housie-housie age / region 

19 bingo R_1GHc6axHKTIxBeg bingo + housie I often heard 'housie' & almost chose it use 
20 bingo R_T1tcqRpS3XNSu8F bingo + housie Use both use 
21 bingo R_6hdItpeSXkSef3H bingo + hoy It was called Hoy in Rockhampton variant / 

region 
22 bingo R_1gLVXqGmHjVEImb bingo It says bingo on the pic..! : ) other 
23 bingo R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc bingo I don't gamble, so I really don't know what it's called, but "bingo" is the 

only word on this list that I'm familiar with. 
other 

24 bingo R_3eaGG0bg1XQBpak bingo Might be from NSW region 
1 blackboy R_3mgipIuLq94jusI blackboy + 

grasstree + 
Xanthorea 

Grew up with blackboy but it's no longer PC, now use grasstree or 
Xanthorrhoea depending on who I'm with 

age / register 

2 blackboy R_2QJxNU97Js6AahT blackboy + 
grasstree + 
Xanthie + 
Xanthorea 

Call this Xanthie for the genus, Xanthorrea, after learning that grass tree 
is incorrect in botany and blackboy is not politically correct. However, I 
still use the terms blackboy and grasstree to communicate with others. 
Only botanists use the term Xanthie/Xanthorrea. 

register / 
attitude 
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3 blackboy R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 grasstree + 

yakka 
only started calling it a 'yacca' (note spelling) recently as this is what 
they're called on Kangaroo Island, SA, where I've been doing research 
lately 

register / 
region 

4 blackboy R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet blackboy + 
yakka 

As a child we called them a Blackboy if they had a big stick but I think I 
would now call them a yakka as it seems more respectful. 

age / attitude 
/ meaning 

5 blackboy R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz blackboy + 
yakka + 
Xanthorea 

More specifically, when I refer to a yakka I mean a Xanthorrhoea 
semiplana, while a blackboy is Xanthorrhoea australis. 

meaning 

6 blackboy R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h Australian 
grass tree 

Poor selection of photo, if in bloom then easier to identify, appears to be 
a young one. 

meaning 

7 blackboy R_cT2aWYMrbiWsWzL Australian 
grass tree + 
grasstree 

blackboy' from SW Aus is actually not related to grass trees at all meaning / 
region 

8 blackboy R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh blackboy + 
kangaroo tail 

can't see the picture. the words I recognise in the answers are "blackboy" 
and "kangaroo tail", but I thought they were different plants 

meaning / 
unsure 

9 blackboy R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 balga + 
blackboy + 
grasstree 

balga...i work with Ngoonar people culture 

10 blackboy R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK blackboy + 
grasstree 

In my head it's blackboy because that's what my dad used to call them, 
but out loud I say grasstree or even Australian grasstree. 

age / attitude 

11 blackboy R_240OlCCwORSROes blackboy + 
grasstree 

Used to say blackboy but racially insensitive age / attitude 

12 blackboy R_25F0uhfcjhSyyo9 grasstree I know several older people who insist on continuing to call them 
blackboys. 

age / attitude 

13 blackboy R_27VEV1z5jeEhkKF Australian 
grass tree + 
blackboy 

Used to be black boy but PC is now grass tree age / attitude 

14 blackboy R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 balga + 
blackboy + 
grasstree 

I said "blackboy" as a kid until I found out that it could be racist and 
offensive. Then I learnt to use "grasstree" or "balga" instead. I think 
"balga" is the Noongar word. 

age / attitude 
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15 blackboy R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT blackboy + 

grasstree 
Black boy, especially when I was a child, or grass tree, as some people 
would find 'blackboy' not PC 

age / attitude 

16 blackboy R_2eR2ITpehtTernN blackboy In my childhood would have used blackboy but now have no 
replacement as this is racist 

age / attitude 

17 blackboy R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz blackboy + 
grasstree 

Blackboy' when I was a kid, wouldn't use it now. age / attitude 

18 blackboy R_3fJHPOGheUCQPfW blackboy Used to call it blackboy, but dont' anymore age / attitude 
19 blackboy R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 Australian 

grass tree + 
blackboy 

I used to call it a blackboy until told that this was disrespectful to 
aboriginal people. 

age / attitude 

20 blackboy R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ blackboy + 
grasstree 

I heard and used 'blackboy' more often as a child but I wouldn't say that 
now because it sounds offensive. 

age / attitude 

21 blackboy R_ysig1oGtU2Gnub7 blackboy + 
grasstree 

*Now* I would call it a grass tree, but when I was a child they were 
called blackboys. 

age / attitude 

22 blackboy R_Z1tcsZzRheulunf blackboy + 
kangaroo tail 

Blackboy' when younger but political correctness now requires it be 
called a kangaroo's tail. When chatting with friends I may call it a 
blackboy. 

age / attitude 

23 blackboy R_1r2JlYVNrDwewig blackboy + 
grasstree 

As a kid we called them blackboys on the farm. No longer as an 
informed adult. 

age / attitude 
/ region 

24 blackboy R_3HB3OuzF20PzAIw Australian 
grass tree + 
blackboy 

I grew up in the bush and everyone called it a blackboy, but everyone 
makes an effort to say grass tree now, and I usually remember to do so. 
It's an effort though, because blackboy always pops into my head first. 

age / region / 
attitude 

25 blackboy R_1OJi0c0QF1S2VjD blackboy + 
grasstree 

Always called them Blackboys as a child but changed later. attitude / age 

26 blackboy R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 kangaroo tail + 
yakka 

when young also used kangaroo tail age 

27 blackboy R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 blackboy + 
grasstree 

I would have called it a blackboy growoing up but now I'd say grass 
tree 

age 

28 blackboy R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf blackboy + 
grasstree 

We have some, originally they were blackboys now they are grass trees age 
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29 blackboy R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI blackboy + 

grasstree 
As a child we said blackboy age 

30 blackboy R_1jjMr8dCvytlb73 blackboy Used to call them black boys but now refer to them as grasstrees age 
31 blackboy R_1JXYgOtXKBqAgSj blackboy + 

Xanthorea 
grew up calling it a black boy though. age 

32 blackboy R_22PpJ9sJ8O0pIdy blackboy + 
grasstree 

Grew up saying black boy, but this is obviously now discouraged age 

33 blackboy R_25uumaqDtXOOmeU blackboy + 
grasstree 

older term Black Boy no longer used age 

34 blackboy R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y blackbody + 
grasstree + 
Xanthorea 

I may have used grasstree or blackbody growing up, but I've referred to 
it as Xanthorrhoea for as long as I can remember. 

age 

35 blackboy R_2SGGoTJ7i46MzLP blackboy + 
spinifex 

But now we use spinefex age 

36 blackboy R_2VqIe2DU9e2wnhc kangaroo tail + 
Xanthorea 

We would also call it xanthorrhoea particularly as I got older age 

37 blackboy R_30qsiSkP3aw5j6q blackboy + 
grasstree 

I was brought up saying blackboy, but I live on a property with 100's of 
them now and call them grasstrees 

age 

38 blackboy R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 blackboy + 
grasstree 

growing up it was a blackboy age 

39 blackboy R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 blackboy + 
grasstree 

would not use the name now, prob grass tree age 

40 blackboy R_3nwxEClC80x1UPm blackboy + 
grasstree 

When I was a kid we called these "black boys" but have switched to the 
more 'politically correct' version! 

age 

41 blackboy R_baucnoraEud9qG9 Australian 
grass tree + 
blackboy 

We called them black boys as a child, but would no longer use that as it 
is innapropriate 

age 

42 blackboy R_cLRz1ujAChzwcvf blackboy + 
grasstree 

I grew up calling it a black on but now call it a grasstree age 
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43 blackboy R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff blackboy + 

grasstree 
Grew up saying blackboy and still think of it as such but now I would 
say grasstree 

age 

44 blackboy R_QayGdHUccnLe02R blackboy + 
grasstree 

I haven't used the term black boy for this plant since I was a kid, 
probably due to it's race-based association. 

age 

45 blackboy R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp blackboy + 
grasstree 

Formerly, blackboy, don't think it's appropriate now. age 

46 blackboy R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci blackboy + 
grasstree 

I call it grasstree, but at an earlier stage I might've called it a blackboy. I 
first encountered the plant as a child visiting Perth where my cousins 
called it blackboy. 

age / region 

47 blackboy R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL blackboy + 
Xanthorea 

Blackboy now racist. call it xanthorrea attitude / 
variants 

48 blackboy R_3oYpNvnAH6G7cYr yakka spelt yacka ? spelling 
49 blackboy R_2yezNpdY2B4ruvu Australian 

grass tree + 
blackboy + 
grasstree 

Primarily Black Boy. use 

50 blackboy R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 blackboy + 
grasstree 

originally 'black boy' but changed to 'grass tree' many years ago use 

51 blackboy R_3s6YHRuoqmKJG1B blackboy + 
grasstree 

Heard blackboy used as well use 

52 blackboy R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z grasstree + 
Xanthorea 

Is it a Xantharia (sp?) variant 

53 blackboy R_2uswvCTiUVihCBZ Australian 
grasstree + 
blackboy 

now called Australian glass tree variant 

54 blackboy R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 blackboy + 
grasstree 

now not PC, so we use grass tree variant 

55 blackboy R_3iJ7sizwgAB0jhu grasstree I probably wouldn't call it anything other than a spiky plant, but grass 
tree applies. 

variant 

56 blackboy R_3R1tSPBCc0gWDfz spinifex Spinifex......maybe. variant 
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57 blackboy R_1ihDMoxuHg5bhww Australian 

grass tree + 
blackboy 

I originally called them "blackboy", but was told not to in school attitude 

58 blackboy R_0UmDVdJjkEWjrLf blackboy I regret this attitude 
59 blackboy R_1BVopwNG0GAUmxs blackboy But, in it proud that's what I call it! attitude 
60 blackboy R_1NttWuOWHitjPaO blackboy + 

bushboy 
New pc term is bushboy attitude 

61 blackboy R_1rfCLmZAWay0z3B blackboy + 
grasstree 

I know of it commonly as black boy - but wouldn't say it attitude 

62 blackboy R_1ZbVUBFwWHNs4Jb blackboy + 
Xanthorea 

Xanthorrhoea is more politically correct these days attitude 

63 blackboy R_22P9N49nkIPvsEs Australian 
grass tree + 
blackboy 

But we would previously have called it blackboy attitude 

64 blackboy R_2AQjY51bHQXB6Vh balga grass + 
blackboy + 
grasstree 

I know blackboy is politically incorrect so grass tree or balga it is! attitude 

65 blackboy R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ no word for 
this 

annoying spiky bush attitude 

66 blackboy R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 blackboy + 
grasstree + 
yakka 

I guess now I would call it a grasstree or yakka as blackboy may be seen 
unfavourably 

attitude 

67 blackboy R_3qR75nmmcAcpN4I blackboy + 
grasstree 

But I try and remember to say "grass tree". attitude 

68 blackboy R_8wRKZ5QThseLnyh blackboy I really don't like using this word, but that's all I've known them as - I 
haven't heard people call them anything else. 

attitude 

69 blackboy R_A1ff0FFzgWYLvX3 blackboy + 
grasstree 

though grasstree if I'm feeling PC attitude 

70 blackboy R_pxAQ31rXBLMrLmV blackboy + 
grasstree 

at some point we were told not to call them blackboys anymore attitude 
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71 blackboy R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH blackboy + 

grasstree 
I was told blackboy was not PC attitude 

72 blackboy R_RWjb1PG0OOLSen7 Australian 
grass tree 

I would actively *not* use "blackboy" (outdated, casually racist 
overtones) but if someone used the term, I would know that this is the 
plant they were referring to. 

attitude 

73 blackboy R_VPYhSvqK5QG8r7j no word for 
this 

I only had blackboy but wouldn't say- racist attitude 

74 blackboy R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL blackboy + 
grasstree 

If I used the term "blackboy" I'd probably preempt or follow up with "I 
know it's not politically correct but I don't know the proper term..." 

attitude 

75 blackboy R_TdbUQSZME0yfopX blackboy + 
grasstree 

I called it black boy but it was not politically correct to say that so 
around some people I say grass tree but with family etc it's a black boy. 

attitude 

76 blackboy R_1kFDzIArl3xk6Gq blackboy + 
grasstree 

When we first moved to WA it was called a black boy but now everyone 
says grass tree 

region / 
attitude 

77 blackboy R_71BcgusCt3WkHQJ blackboy Not sure what PC term is! unsure / 
attitude 

78 blackboy R_263bWu3UtL1hgHw blackboy Only learnt this one after coming to Victoria I think region 
79 blackboy R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE blackboy Maybe comes from brisbane later in life not newcastle region 
80 blackboy R_2rjBUnToVykdte2 blackboy learned when I lived in Perth. Had not seen one before then. region 
81 blackboy R_10pU4DNIAUmwOf9 no word for 

this 
I really am bad at plant identification. unsure 

82 blackboy R_1HUjUieH5AO5mIp no word for 
this 

I don't know what this plant is unsure 

83 blackboy R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 
this 

I'm sure I had a word for it when I was younger, but I've well and truly 
forgotten what it was. 

unsure 

84 blackboy R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK no word for 
this 

Can't tell from the picture. unsure 

85 blackboy R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 
this 

I don't know what that is. unsure 

86 blackboy R_3fvnZilcj6zxl0u no word for 
this 

No idea what that plant is called unsure 
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87 blackboy R_3iqcOJZred1MxUX no word for 

this 
Not in Tas unsure 

88 blackboy R_3R8ZkR4NdCiCX5V no word for 
this 

Seen it before, but dont know the name of it. unsure 

89 blackboy R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD no word for 
this 

I do not know what that is actually called. unsure 

90 blackboy R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj grass bush i've never needed to talk about it but now i think that seems so regular. unsure 
1 blood nose R_1FbV9AWz6sO9jQw nose bleed + 

bloody nose 
"bloody nose" is when it's been hit; spontaneous bleed is 'nosebleed' meaning 

2 blood nose R_1FnyD43rUQv7B7M bloody nose + 
nose bleed + 
bleeding nose 

It depends a bit on how you got it. My nose used to bleed a lot when I 
was little (bleeding nose, nose bleed). When someone gives it to you its 
a bloody nose. 

meaning 

3 blood nose R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa nose bleed + 
bloody nose 

a bloody nose requires fighting or an accident meaning 

4 blood nose R_1rfCLmZAWay0z3B bleeding nose I only learnt as an adult that a blood nose was an accurate term meaning 
5 blood nose R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk nose bleed + 

bloody nose 
It depends on why the nose is bleeding. If it was as a result of someone 
else's actions, it would be a 'bloody nose'. 

meaning 

6 blood nose R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ bleeding nose + 
nose bleed 

bleeding nose is present tence and refering to yourself, nose bleed is 
past tense or refering to someone else 

meaning 

7 blood nose R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa nose bleed It depends on context - spontaneous bleeding or accident/blow. meaning 
8 blood nose R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK bleeding nose + 

bloody nose + 
nose bleed 

I would use nose bleed in a different kind of sentence to 
bleeding/bloody nose. 

meaning 

9 blood nose R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 bleeding nose + 
nose bleed 

I have a bleeding nose, I had a nose bleed meaning 

10 blood nose R_8wRgzcsu8hfq3Gp blood nose + 
bloody nose 

a bloody nose if a result of a whack meaning 

11 blood nose R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh nose bleed just curious. if people do choose "bloody nose" for this question, what 
do they say if a person has a bloody nose but does nto have a nose 
bleed. (Also, I would write nosebleed [one word]) 

meaning 
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12 blood nose R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff bloody nose + 

nose bleed 
You have a bloody nose, but you get a nosebleed meaning 

13 blood nose R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP bleeding nose + 
nose bleed + 
bloody nose 

('bloody nose' only after fisticuffs) meaning 

14 blood nose R_1LNgFuPGbhDQbbT nose bleed + 
bloody nose 

I would have said bloody nose, when younger age 

15 blood nose R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D bleeding nose When I was a child I would say 'bleeding nose' but now that term 
sounds more like an American being polite and I would be inclined ti 
just say "shit". 

age 

16 blood nose R_01WwcrfFKFYV6GR bleeding nose + 
bloody nose + 
nose bleed 

I use all the above use 

17 blood nose R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR nose bleed + 
blood nose + 
bleeding nose 

Use both bleeding nose and blood nose as well. use 

18 blood nose R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM blood nose + 
nose bleed 

blood nose or nosebleed are interchangeable. use 

19 blood nose R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc blood nose + 
nose bleed 

I've also heard the term "nose bleed", but it isn't my preferred term. use 

20 blood nose R_3EKeBOZeteWhJMx blood nose + 
nose bleed 

I use blood nose and nosebleed interchangeably. use 

21 blood nose R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj blood nose + 
nose bleed 

mostly blood nose use 

22 blood nose R_2w088ZOSKMYQfEi nose is 
bleeding 

My nose is bleeding variant 

23 blood nose R_2BfiFUWq62CeEBX blood nose I have these very often other 
24 blood nose R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI bloody nose + 

nose bleed 
Satans sacrificial waterfall down my face other 
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1 bobby pin R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 bobby pin PS most people use them upside down ! Apparently, it's supposed to be 

smooth side up :-/ 
meaning 

2 bobby pin R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI hair clip + hair 
pin 

depends on if it makes a click sound if it does i call it a clip meaning 

3 bobby pin R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 bobby pin hairclip, hairpin and hairslide are all completley different products to 
bobby pin - and all different to each other. i have long hair and knowing 
the difference is really useful! 

meaning 

4 bobby pin R_3e2GlkfgAnrN2iI bobby pin + 
hair clip + hair 
pin 

"hair clip" as a child age 

5 bobby pin R_PTXelD1zFB3YiDD bobby pin + 
hair pin 

I called it a Bobby pin as a child, but now use hair pin age 

6 bobby pin R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b bobby pin + 
hair slide 

Hair slide growing up in tad, bobby pin in vic age 

7 bobby pin R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc hair pin I rarely use them, so I don't know what the local terminology is, but I 
think "hairpin" is probably the word I've heard most often. 

unsure / 
variant 

8 bobby pin R_2VwDmx7K4KxP1oT bobby pin family joke was to refer to them as robert pins, instead of bobby pins variants 
9 bobby pin R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L bobby pin my boyfriend calls them "fucken annoying sticks of death" attitude 
1 bubbler R_1jU6UeBtfdRaE9Y bubbler + 

drinking 
fountain 

Bubbler was what these were always called at my (private) primary 
school. When I'm not referring to those, drinking fountain is probably 
more common. 

age / register 

2 bubbler R_Yb3Bf2H76bQHhLz bubbler + 
drinking 
fountain 

Learnt bubbler from my parents, changed to drinking fountain in 
primary school as everyone else at school used this word 

age / register 

3 bubbler R_2PBY1CmDkSLAymO drink tap This was primary school terminology for the referenced picture register 
4 bubbler R_2dEkth6v4wVp75o bubbler + 

fountain 
It was always bubbler at school then 'something' fountain after I started 
Uni/work 

register 

5 bubbler R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT bubbler + 
drinking 
fountain 

I think I used bubbler a bit when I was very young at primary school, 
but this changed in high school to drinking fountain 

register 
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6 bubbler R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q drinking tap + 

fountain + the 
taps + water 
fountain 

Water fountain or fountain, when multiples like at school - the taps meaning 

7 bubbler R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc bubbler + 
drinking 
fountain + 
water fountain 

All three words are used interchangeably in Brisbane, although my 
mother prefers to call them "bubblers". I don't know which one I prefer, 
but "water fountain" is inherently ambiguous, so I no longer use it. I'm 
still trying to make up my mind between "bubbler" and "drinking 
fountain", because neither of them are used Australia-wide. 

age / use / 
region 

8 bubbler R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 bubble tap + 
drinking 
fountain + 
drinking tap 

my primary school in the SE suburbs of melbourne used 'bubble tap' but 
then when I went to high school in the inner suburbs of Melbourne I got 
made fun of so I changed to drinking tap/fountain. I do not use bubble 
tap much anymore. 

age / region / 
attitude 

9 bubbler R_1FG7cU0tAGQKAlC drink fountain 
+ drinking 
fountain + 
drinking tap + 
tap + water 
fountain + 
water tap 

Used to say tap as a kid, now would use the water/drinking fountain 
options interchangebly 

age 

10 bubbler R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt water fountain 
+ tap 

That is a water fountain but as a child growing up we only ever had a 
tap. 

age 

11 bubbler R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt drinking 
fountain + 
water fountain 

water fountain' more common where I grew up age 

12 bubbler R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp drinking 
fountain + 
drinking taps 

It was 'drinking taps' in early '70s Wararndyte, but it was always a 
collective noun even though plural, because they took the form of a long 
trough with many outlets 

age / region 

13 bubbler R_0HsPg8T5tJWnCMh bubbler + water 
fountain 

water fountain variant 
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14 bubbler R_6LOE4fx4PYJ3gtj bubbler + 

drinking tap 
Adopted bubbler for clarity attitude 

15 bubbler R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh bubbler am i missing a picture? other 
16 bubbler R_1DSX3OOmnv0wYJK bubbler + 

drinking 
fountain 

When I lived in Melbourne I said drinking fountain, but in Sydney 
playgrounds it was not understood, so I learnt to say bubbler. I still say 
drinking fountain more often. 

region 

17 bubbler R_23WguokDElRBrp3 bubbler tap in Victoria region 
18 bubbler R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ bubbler + 

drinking 
fountain + 
water fountain 

Bubbler I learnt in NSW region 

1 canteen R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz canteen + 
tuckshop 

When I was at school I would use "Tuck Shop", but now would 
probably say "Canteen", especially to a sub 30 year old. 

age / register 

2 canteen R_RRjo06QNmZahVgl canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop was what we used in my childhood (1970s); canteen appears 
to be in commons use now (I have school age kids) 

age / register 

3 canteen R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q canteen + 
tuckshop 

Growing up it was always called a tuck shop but in the last 15 or so 
years it seems to have changed to canteen. I work in a schools and this 
seems to be common 

age / register 

4 canteen R_3P3ti1awFkpdSr7 canteen + 
tuckshop 

as a school student we used the word "tuck shop." As an 
adult/parent/grandmother I would say "canteen." 

age / register 

5 canteen R_2dGbErjajLlitRD canteen + 
tuckshop 

tuckshop would be a word i once used as a child, in primary school. I 
think it was the tuck shop. In high school everyone called it the canteen. 
I went to a catholic primary school. our private high school didn't have 
one but the public high school we called it canteen. My children's public 
primary school call it canteen. 

age / register 

6 canteen R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 canteen + 
tuckshop 

Used tuck shop at primary and changed to canteen at high school. Once 
again, I think the transition from the former to the latter started in older 
years of primary (probably because it was the word the adults used). 

age / register 

7 canteen R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss canteen + 
tuckshop 

I used canteen when I was a kid at school but picked up tuck shop as an 
adult from Victorian friend when we were living in Byron 

age / region / 
register 
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8 canteen R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb canteen + 

tuckshop 
For me, tuck shop applied to primary school (Reservoir) whereas 
canteen applied to high school (Northcote and then South Yarra) 

region / 
register 

9 canteen R_2fEhRNAxU4AFzgx canteen + 
tuckshop 

It was a tuck shop at my primary school and a canteen at my high 
school - both were in Sydney 

region / 
register 

10 canteen R_3Db781WyCPKhjkm canteen + 
tuckshop 

I did say tuck shop when I was in primary school. register 

11 canteen R_50vnHPf8kjhWSDD canteen + 
tuckshop 

My primary school called it tuck shop, high school called it canteen 
(same town) 

register 

12 canteen R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH canteen + 
tuckshop 

I think "canteen" is more common in Victoria, but my school called it a 
"tuck shop" for some reason 

region / 
register 

13 canteen R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu canteen They called it the tuckshop at my stepbrother's catholic school. Maybe 
it's something like the 'haitch' thing (although I can never remember if 
that's actually legit or not) 

register 

14 canteen R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il canteen + 
tuckshop 

for me it was 'tuckshop' in primary school and 'canteen' in high school. register 

15 canteen R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop for primary school, canteen for high school register 

16 canteen R_1gkJtHrBme4v7Ya canteen + 
tuckshop 

Canteen in high school & tuck shop in primary school register 

17 canteen R_1inAlla2JE4a2tC canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop when I was in primary school years, canteen in high school 
years 

register 

18 canteen R_1JUBqoaN4TqUcpl canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop at primary school, canteen at high school register 

19 canteen R_1Qa3qJapa0k7oP9 canteen + 
tuckshop 

tucksshop in primary, canteen in high school register 

20 canteen R_1rCZoBZE0ukcEii canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop at primary school , canteen at high school register 

21 canteen R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM canteen + 
tuckshop 

It was the tuck shop when I was at (private) boarding school, and the 
canteen when I went to public high school. 

register 
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22 canteen R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v canteen + 

tuckshop 
tuck shop in primary school, canteen at high school register 

23 canteen R_2ZE6prwS0IuDQUG canteen + 
tuckshop 

Canteen in primary school, Tuck shop in high school register 

24 canteen R_3dYPNhg98wEKgZs canteen + 
tuckshop 

At primary school it was the tuck shop but canteen for adolescence register 

25 canteen R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa canteen + 
tuckshop 

It was 'tuck shop' at school but canteen now. register 

26 canteen R_3MLJ6RMm4ycXyRk canteen + 
tuckshop 

At primary school it was tuck shop and at high school it was canteen. register 

27 canteen R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb canteen + 
tuckshop 

Always called the tuck shop when I was at primary school (1962-1968), 
but it became the canteen at high school (1969-1974). My children 
always said canteen (spread over 1994 to 2005).. 

register 

28 canteen R_tJNy4nEWDMJSGZ3 canteen + 
tuckshop 

But I used tuck shop when I was at school register 

29 canteen R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE canteen + 
tuckshop 

tuck shop in primary school, canteen in high school, both public in 
kotara 

region / 
register 

30 canteen R_2c1oVN2FyQH29ga tuckshop private schooling in Adelaide. region / 
register 

31 canteen R_12PS74kxV9a2HYW shop if the owner is known, cal the shop by their name, Mary's, Frazers etc meaning 
32 canteen R_1jU6UeBtfdRaE9Y canteen + 

tuckshop 
What I would use would depend on what the particular institution 
used, but I'd probably be more inclined to use canteen generally. 

meaning 

33 canteen R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU canteen + 
tuckshop 

I might use "tuck shop" for a small version of a canteen, but not often. meaning 

34 canteen R_vuwFvjWxIO88u5z canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop for a very small facility. Canteen for something larger, 
especially if it has tables. 

meaning 

35 canteen R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP canteen + 
tuckshop 

back then, tuck shop, now either age / use 

36 canteen R_1OULKaJNAtNCtgu canteen + 
tuckshop 

Used to call it a tuck shop age 
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37 canteen R_2S6Ti3Z3lUU5Qbs canteen + 

tuckshop 
When young it was tuckshop but now it is referred to as a canteen age 

38 canteen R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 canteen + 
tuckshop 

I've only used 'tuck shop' since becoming an adult age 

39 canteen R_3MRkPZE7xmijNQN canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop when I was a child but canteen by the time my daughter was 
at school 

age 

40 canteen R_3n1c7IE8QxWdey5 canteen + 
tuckshop 

Used to say tuck shop but they say canteen in NSW age 

41 canteen R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop growing up, usually canteen now age 

42 canteen R_3oF7QiMotW6YkWg canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop and then canteen age 

43 canteen R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop when I was a child, canteen when my daughter was at school age 

44 canteen R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh canteen + 
tuckshop 

As a child it was a tuck shop, but now more likely a canteen. age 

45 canteen R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV canteen + 
tuckshop 

Grew up with tuckshop but now canteen is used age 

46 canteen R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet canteen + 
tuckshop 

as a child canteen but tuck shop has crept in in recent years age 

47 canteen R_2qkP5BwnLAE5ljV canteen + 
tuckshop 

tuckshop when I was at school; canteen in WA age / region 

48 canteen R_1LY81ATuR6VWWe9 tuckshop I spell it tuckshop spelling 
49 canteen R_UmR3hVep32yt9VD canteen + 

tuckshop 
I use both canteen and tuckshop use 

50 canteen R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC canteen + 
tuckshop 

canteen more so variants 

51 canteen R_3jewplxOBqLMx6O canteen + 
tuckshop 

Tuck shop is more old fashioned. attitude 

52 canteen R_1LNgFuPGbhDQbbT tuckshop My neighbour works in one & tells me off. other 
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53 canteen R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ canteen + 

tuckshop 
tuck shop in qld. region 

54 canteen R_1kFGfEQrrV6bewL canteen + 
tuckshop 

It was tuckshop in Brisbane, canteen in Sydney. region 

55 canteen R_1KqmR6mHczSrIGK canteen + 
tuckshop 

Lived in Brisbane and Melbourne. In Brisbane tuck shop was used and 
in Melbourne "canteen" was used. 

region 

56 canteen R_2pSsIUt5YLKb7SR canteen + 
tuckshop 

Canteen in NT, tuck shop in Qld region 

57 canteen R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p canteen + 
tuckshop 

called it the tick shop when I lived in Queensland region 

58 canteen R_upGVU8561RnPkPL canteen + 
tuckshop 

tuck shop when i was in qld; canteen in sa region 

59 canteen R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp canteen + 
tuckshop 

Another word I had to changed after starting school in Brisbane and 
moving to Perth. It was tuck shop. 

region 

1 cigarette 
papers 

R_1ozf5Bibix21M3b cigarette 
papers + papers 

That would depend upon who one was with. register 

2 cigarette 
papers 

R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo papers Only picked this up once around people who roll their own in tafe at 17 register 

3 cigarette 
papers 

R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y cigarette 
papers + ciggy 
papers 

my grandad would ask for ciggy papers, what he would make with 
them was a rollie. the rolie wasn't the paper but the type of cigarette 

age / meaning 

4 cigarette 
papers 

R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T cigarette 
papers 

Tally-Ho was a brand of cigarette paper. My father used them. age / meaning 

5 cigarette 
papers 

R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o roly papers + 
Tally hos 

Rollies once made up meaning 

6 cigarette 
papers 

R_1qdDpVHK65vtQL4 papers + roly 
papers + Tally 
hos 

i smoke these and would call the actual cigarette a roly - only adding in 
this comment as i can see roly is an option - thank you 

meaning 

7 cigarette 
papers 

R_21giddg5HeHE60u cigarette 
papers 

a rollie is the finished article meaning 
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8 cigarette 

papers 
R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 cigarette 

papers + rollies 
+ rolling papers 

"rollies" are also the word for the cigarettes themselves meaning 

9 cigarette 
papers 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT cigarette 
papers + rollie 
papers 

the whole thing is called a rollie, so I might call the actual paper "rollie 
paper' 

meaning 

10 cigarette 
papers 

R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q roly papers A cigarette is factory prepared and a rollie is a handmade cigarette. meaning 

11 cigarette 
papers 

R_2ZE6prwS0IuDQUG papers + Tally 
hos 

Rollies is the completed cigarette meaning 

12 cigarette 
papers 

R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 roly papers rollies are the finished product meaning 

13 cigarette 
papers 

R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO papers + roly 
papers 

rollies is a cigarette that you roll, a pre rolled cigarette is a tailor or tailor 
made 

meaning 

14 cigarette 
papers 

R_3s4j2EKoT11OR2W papers the finished cigarette is a roly meaning 

15 cigarette 
papers 

R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb papers Rollies are the cigarette meaning 

16 cigarette 
papers 

R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h roly papers + 
Tally Ho 

Tallyho, as in the brand meaning 

17 cigarette 
papers 

R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP cigarette 
papers + rolling 
papers + roly 
papers + Tally 
hos 

Rollies was the whole cigarette meaning 

18 cigarette 
papers 

R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 papers + Tally 
hos 

Previously also Tally-ho's years ago (before I boycotted them) age 

19 cigarette 
papers 

R_3LbPximP0nmrAD4 cigarette 
papers + papers 

I'm a non-smoker so "papers" if I'm buying for my mother, "cigarette 
papers" to clarify for the other non-smokers I'm talking to. 

age 
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20 cigarette 

papers 
R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z no word for 

this 
Not sure. Maybe roly papers or just papers. unsure / 

variant 
21 cigarette 

papers 
R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 cigarette 

papers + Tally 
hos 

I use both interchangeably use 

22 cigarette 
papers 

R_AvsNvmu0wDpP0Gd roly papers + 
Tally Ho 

Occasionally Tally-ho use 

23 cigarette 
papers 

R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU no word for 
this 

I recognise the term rollies and rolling paper ut I don't think I've ever 
said either. 

variant 

24 cigarette 
papers 

R_22P9N49nkIPvsEs Tally hos Or rollies variant 

25 cigarette 
papers 

R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh cigarette 
papers + papers 
+ Tally hos 

When I smoked I'd call them papers or tally-hos, nowadays probably 
use cigarette papers 

variant 

26 cigarette 
papers 

R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh no word for 
this 

if you think I'm stupid enough to smoke, why do you want my opinion? attitude 

27 cigarette 
papers 

R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE no word for 
this 

I don't smoke and do not associate with many people that may. other 

28 cigarette 
papers 

R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 cigarette 
papers 

Not a smoker, not familiar with terms other 

29 cigarette 
papers 

R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 cigarette 
papers + papers 
+ rollies + 
rolling papers 

what my friends who smoke say, but they're from a variety of places. other 

30 cigarette 
papers 

R_1OP4PnIXmrpeg7h no word for 
this 

Don't smoke, so it's not in my vocabulary. other 

31 cigarette 
papers 

R_1QlvMOHGNHlTt3c no word for 
this 

I don't smoke, and have not spent time with smokers other 
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32 cigarette 

papers 
R_2dGbErjajLlitRD cigarette 

papers + roly 
papers 

I don't think I really called them anything as a child. other 

33 cigarette 
papers 

R_31avylB5WMXnRPF no word for 
this 

non-smoker other 

34 cigarette 
papers 

R_3GrYJN8kofAuTPJ no word for 
this 

Don't smoke other 

35 cigarette 
papers 

R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 cigarette 
papers + rollies 

I neither smoke nor have friends that smoke, so there's not much 
occasion to use a word for them! Rollies is what they're called at Uni of 
Sydney, where I've spent a lot of time 

other 

36 cigarette 
papers 

R_3iJ7sizwgAB0jhu no word for 
this 

I don't smoke so the lingo escapes me other 

37 cigarette 
papers 

R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu no word for 
this 

I've never smoked other 

38 cigarette 
papers 

R_Z3NgFsxudW1DL7b cigarette 
papers 

never say it though as I don't have close friends who smoke other 

39 cigarette 
papers 

R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ no word for 
this 

never came across people rolling cigarette till i spent time in queensland unsure 

40 cigarette 
papers 

R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 
this 

I don't actually use this word. unsure 

1 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys 

Depending on whom I'm talking to. register 

2 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys 

depends on how well I know the people I'm with as to which I use register 

3 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL cocktail 
frankfurts + 
cocktail 
sausage + 

"Little boys" would only be said if in close company and probably said 
in a stupid voice so that they knew I was joking around. 

register 
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frankfurters + 
little boys + 
saveloys 

4 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2dGbErjajLlitRD cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys + 
saveloys 

Mainly would call them cocktail frankfurts but when a child my mum 
called them saveloys (savs where the longer ones) More recently may 
call them little boys after I heard a friend call them that and thought it 
was funny 

age / meaning 

5 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_1P1uTf0YSWvILJj cocktail 
frankfurts 

we used saveloys for bigger versions of steamed sausages. The smaller 
versions, cocktail frankfurts, were always given at kids' parties 

meaning 

6 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_AvsNvmu0wDpP0Gd cheerios Savs or savaloys are a completely different item. Are twice as fat and 
twice the length 

meaning 

7 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys + 
saveloys 

I only call the ones with red skins (larger) saveloys meaning 

8 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3R1tSPBCc0gWDfz weenies This may have come from my Scottish Granny. culture 

9 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 little savs i first heard little boys in my 30s in darwin and would use that now coz 
i think its v funny 

age / attitude 

10 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_agwgADRRFFPOGml cocktail 
sausage + little 
boys 

Growing up we always called them little boys, but in adulthood that 
sounds kind of gross. 

age / attitude 

11 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR saveloys This is a word from childhood. They vanished as party food decades 
ago. 

age 

12 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb cocktail 
frankfurts + 
frankfurts + 
little boys 

Little boys I got from my Victorian mother in law age 

13 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE cocktail 
sausage + 

depends on the age of person age 
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frankfurts + 
little boys + 
baby franks 

14 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_38ApEOS9FM7bR6N frankfurts + 
little boys 

I said 'little boys' as a kid, Frankfurt as an adult. age 

15 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3mgipIuLq94jusI cocktail 
frankfurts + 
frankfurts + 
savs 

My usage has changed over time but frankfurts was what we called 
them at home 

age 

16 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP saveloys mum called them 'little boys' age 

17 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys 

would never say little boys at my parents house! age / attitude 

18 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 cocktail 
frankfurts + 
footy franks 

I remember footy franks being advertised on TV when I was a child. I 
might have called them that then. 

age 

19 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2Wum81oXGcZtiE0 frankfurts + 
little boys + 
cocktail 
frankfurts 

in my life I've heard them refered to as little boys, cocktail frankfurts 
and now as an adult in QLD I am trying to get used to calling them 
cheerios 

age / region 

20 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3IQOSCbovUikCln cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys 

Grew up saying cocktail Frankfurts, but then began calling them little 
boys in my late 20's because that's what everyone else did in Canberra 

age / region 

21 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 cocktail 
frankfurts + 
little boys 

Hahaa - little boys (50/50 with cocktail frankfurts) attitude / 
variants 

22 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_1N9ZVemqk484saf frankfurts frankfurts pronouced with a slight emphasis on the 'ck' sound, almost 
frankefurts. 

pronunciation 
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23 cocktail 

frankfurts 
R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y cocktail 

sausage + little 
sausages 

I'd probably just call them 'little sausages' variant 

24 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3dYcBQOXgETp2du cocktail 
frankfurts + 
footy franks 

Or footy franks variant 

25 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2P1kJjquubJj0q6 cocktail 
frankfurts + 
frankfurts + 
little boys + 
little Johns 

Also Little Johns variants 

26 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh cocktail 
frankfurts 

Little boys was certainly used, though not really by me. attitude 

27 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT cocktail 
frankfurts 

Little Boys is common in the part of SA I live in, but becoming a bit 
creepy or not PC! 

region / 
attitude 

28 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 
this 

I don't know because I'm a vegetarian. other 

29 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi cocktail 
sausage + 
frankfurters 

they are not really food other 

30 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2dj4uB0PFQxOufi cheerios I think I picked this up in Qld region 

31 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_2fr0tZ63dhC3ahx cheerios + 
cocktail 
sausages 

again I have leant to use cocktail sausages in WA region 

32 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 cocktail 
frankfurts + 
frankfurts 

also heard little boys but only since coming to the country region 

33 cocktail 
frankfurts 

R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb cheerios Different in Vic region 
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1 corn on the 

cob 
R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc corn on the cob It becomes a "corn cob" when all the kernals have been removed, 

usually by eating them. 
meaning 

2 corn on the 
cob 

R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 corn on the cob I use corn cob when it's just the empty cob meaning 

3 corn on the 
cob 

R_VW3naD7tezxzHgJ corn on the cob If it was uncooked, though, I'd just use corn cob. meaning 

4 corn on the 
cob 

R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId corn cob + corn "corn cob" is only used to clarify that its well on the cob. meaning 

5 corn on the 
cob 

R_Z3NgFsxudW1DL7b corn on the cob 
+ corn 

I would say 'corn' initially and if asked to specify I'd say 'corn on the 
cob' 

meaning 

6 corn on the 
cob 

R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE corn on the cob Probably learnt from American TV? culture 

7 corn on the 
cob 

R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR corn on the cob Same for parents. age 

8 corn on the 
cob 

R_2z8BdLycEh4axnD corn on the cob 
+ corn 

Or just corn variant 

9 corn on the 
cob 

R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL corn on the cob often just call it corn or sweetcorn variant 

10 corn on the 
cob 

R_2q1RxXuI7TtQAt4 corn cob + corn But mostly I just call it corn variants 

11 corn on the 
cob 

R_2SojoR5xsV1QFQy corn This is what I'd expect if someone asked if I wanted corn variants 

12 corn on the 
cob 

R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG corn cob + corn 
on the cob 

"It's a corn cob", "I'm having corn on the cob". variants 

13 corn on the 
cob 

R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp corn cob + corn ...or just 'corn' variants 

14 corn on the 
cob 

R_3r1Cl9VoewzBAZP corn I refer to it as just 'corn' variants 

15 corn on the 
cob 

R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd corn on the cob or 'yum'! ;) attitude 
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1 corner shop R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 corner shop + 

milk bar 
Milk bar is/was the kind of shop that sells hamburgers and has seats 
(and was usually labled "Milk Bar" in the 70's at least). 

meaning / age 

2 corner shop R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il corner shop + 
milk bar 

I would call it a milk bar if it was primarily selling take-away food. meaning 

3 corner shop R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp general store + 
milk bar 

Sometimes general store - if slightly bigger than a milk bar but not quite 
big enough for a supermarket 

meaning 

4 corner shop R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ corner shop even when not on a corner. meaning 
5 corner shop R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S the shops Darwin is structured with approx 1 small shop per suburb. So they are 

referred to as "[suburbs name] shops" 
meaning 

6 corner shop R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 corner store + 
delicatessen + 
grocery store + 
milk bar 

milk bars sell milkshakes and iced confections ; delicatessens sell cold 
meats and pickled vegetables ; corner stores are on the corner 

meaning 

7 corner shop R_1q95rzVboPIVfCm grocery store + 
IGA 

most often refer to as IGA (because that's what they tend to be) - would 
not generalise though 

meaning 

8 corner shop R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L milk bar + the 
shop 

If there aren't many shops and you're speaking with someone close, you 
say "the shop" and they know which one you mean 

meaning 

9 corner shop R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y corner shop + 
milk bar 

A milk bar would have hot food (hamburgers and chips, etc.), whereas 
a corner shop wouldn't (and would be on the corner!). 

meaning 

10 corner shop R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 corner shop Milk bar is different to corner shop meaning 
11 corner shop R_2ZE6prwS0IuDQUG corner store + 

milk bar 
milk bar', particularly if it's not on a corner meaning 

12 corner shop R_31avylB5WMXnRPF milk bar deli refers to something completely different meaning 
13 corner shop R_3exj0pbwOIcINpt corner shop + 

milk bar 
If it also sells food it's a milk bar meaning 

14 corner shop R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr name of the 
shop 

I would generally use the name of the store meaning 

15 corner shop R_3m97Poe1129Hdow convenience 
store + corner 

depending on context meaning 
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store + general 
store 

16 corner shop R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu corner shop Even if it's not on a corner. Milk bars primarily sell drinks and lollies meaning 
17 corner shop R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb corner shop It's still a corner shop even if it's not located on a corner! The only 

criteria is that it has to be a shop on its own selling basic groceries and 
usually take-away food, icecreams etc in a residential area. 

meaning 

18 corner shop R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId corner store + 
grocers 

I say "corner store" if & only & always if it is on the corner, otherwise it 
is a "grocers" 

meaning 

19 corner shop R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc corner store I usually call it a corner store, but I think the word "store" is an 
Americanism, so I'm a bit reluctant to call it that now. I'm planning to 
adopt the term "corner shop" in future, but I still think it's a little weird. 

age / attitude 
/ culture 

20 corner shop R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f corner shop + 
corner store 

I used to say "milk bar" but I haven't even heard that term in a long 
time. 

age 

21 corner shop R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH general store + 
corner shop 

My parents use "milk bar" or "corner shop". In the country I use "general 
store". In suburbia these shops are rare nowadays and I don't have a 
word for them. 

age / region 

22 corner shop R_2EclCBcwbUl2Wi3 corner shop + 
deli + milk bar 

Milk Bar in SA ang again, now; but growing up it was the deli age / region 

23 corner shop R_3GcvqRhb82hWBTH the shop I grew up in a small town and we'd "Go down the shop" age / region 
24 corner shop R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi corner shop + 

deli 
i called it a deli when i was a kid in sa age / region 

25 corner shop R_cvWDzcKN0VbcRVj deli + milk bar It was 'deli' as a child in Adelaide, milk bar in Melbourne age / region 
26 corner shop R_bJgDdUJgnwY7oUp corner shop + 

corner store 
Interchangeable use 

27 corner shop R_1OULKaJNAtNCtgu corner + corner 
store 

Corner (shop implied) variant 

28 corner shop R_2S6OGE5RUZEuSOt general store + 
the shop 

or just the shop variant 

29 corner shop R_UGAZs0eEYJM1ZBf shop I would just call it a shop variant 
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30 corner shop R_24keXhW7QekGZHR deli + 

delicatessen 
Also delicatessen variants 

31 corner shop R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo convenience 
shop + corner 
shop + garage + 
petrol station 

don't have corner shops per sey commonly, so also convienience shop, 
petrol station, garage 

variants 

32 corner shop R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 corner shop + 
milk bar 

your photo shows a corner shop other 

33 corner shop R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh corner shop + 
corner store 

"this is a local store for local people only. Nothing for you here" other 

34 corner shop R_26fee0nZrwddvrK corner shop Would have called it a milk bar in Victoria. We don't really have shops 
like that in the ACT. 

region 

35 corner shop R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 corner shop + 
deli 

Xin Adelaide I would say deli region 

36 corner shop R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb corner store Milk bar in Vic region 
37 corner shop R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 corner shop + 

dairy + deli 
NZ - dairy. Rozelle - deli. Paddington - corner shop. region 

38 corner shop R_3MLJ6RMm4ycXyRk general store + 
milk bar 

General Store (in a country town) region 

1 crayfish R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt cray + crayfish cray is informal register 
2 crayfish R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk crayfish I'm not 100% sure about the different between a crayfish and a lobster. meaning 
3 crayfish R_1kFGfEQrrV6bewL crayfish + 

lobster 
If it's big, I'd call it lobster - medium sized would be crayfish. Note I 
don't actually know the true difference. 

meaning 

4 crayfish R_21tek7JKWMV0otE cray + lobster + 
painted cray 

This would depend on what species was caught, i.e.. painted cray in 
QLD but cray in NSW and lobster in WA 

meaning 

5 crayfish R_2D1tSZhLB2droZJ lobster I say crayfish or lobster depending on whether it's a crayfish or a lobster meaning 
6 crayfish R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE crayfish + 

lobster 
depends on the size meaning 

7 crayfish R_2TXgtt3X7uYWsYt cray + lobster Cray & Lobster are different meaning 
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8 crayfish R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f lobster I thought lobsters and crayfish were different things. If they are, then I 

ddon't know which is which, and I can't identify that creature. 
meaning 

9 crayfish R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG crayfish + 
lobster 

It's a crayfish if it's caught in the Bight. meaning 

10 crayfish R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W no word for 
this 

Unaware of the live version - only see the cooked flesh. meaning 

11 crayfish R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU crayfish + 
western rock 
lobster 

If I was talking to people from overseas I might call it a Western rock 
lobster', or clarify that this is what it actually is. Talking informally to 
locals I might say cray, particularly when using the plural, 'crays' rather 
than just being 'crayfish' plural. 

meaning 

12 crayfish R_3qJXJGfBI0I0u7f crayfish + 
lobster 

crayfish when it is alive, lobster on the plate meaning 

13 crayfish R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 crayfish + 
lobster 

Not sure of the strict distinction between crayfish and lobsters. Lobsters 
are bigger? 

meaning 

14 crayfish R_vMtVLH10JIEsZgt lobster + yabbie A yabbie if it is freshwater meaning 
15 crayfish R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc crayfish + 

lobster 
Because I'm a vegetarian, I never have to eat them, so I don't really 
know what they're called. I've heard both words used, and I don't know 
which I prefer. However, I do think that lobster is more common, but 
that could be due to American films. 

other / culture 

16 crayfish R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y cray + crayfish 
+ yabbie 

Thought it was a yabbie variant 

17 crayfish R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L yabbie My first thought was "yabbie" variant 
18 crayfish R_2QiK7BI1tgS063r crayfish + 

lobster 
or crayfish variant 

19 crayfish R_BXIKWv0SH1bnBK1 balmain bug + 
lobster + yabbie 

it could also be a balmain bug... variant 

20 crayfish R_PTXelD1zFB3YiDD yabbie I might have missed identified it- I don't eat or fish them other 
21 crayfish R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj lobster In VIC, I've met a lot of people who call these crayfish region 
22 crayfish R_296sA82Ls74ENy2 crayfish + 

lobster 
Never actually seen a cray or lobster, so IDK unsure 
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23 crayfish R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 

this 
I have no idea what that is. unsure 

24 crayfish R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 lobster + yabbie Can't tell the scale from photo. Could be a yabbie unsure 
1 dance R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
I pronounce it differently depending on who I am with and where I am. pronunciation 

/ register 
2 dance R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
I'm in a choir so if I was singing it, I'd pronounce it as 'darnce'. pronunciation 

/ register 
3 dance R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
Depends on whether it's a verb or noun. "Dants" is my verb, "d(aunts)" 
is my noun. 

meaning / 
pronunciation 

4 dance R_1kFGfEQrrV6bewL cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

Depends on the flow of the sentence. I also say 'dants' - rhymes with 
'ants'. Pretty sure the long 'ah' sound was more common when I lived in 
Brisbane. 

meaning / 
pronunciation 

5 dance R_3dFxTdoc6Yz111M cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I use dance as in cat for the verb and I use the cat and cart 
pronunciations interchangeably for the noun 

meaning / 
pronunciation 

6 dance R_3JLS7Jr3v7TfsmR cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

Depends on the context. In general speak it's darnce or I'm darncing, 
but I might go to a Dants. 

meaning / 
pronunciation 

7 dance R_3pXN8PBGIEmvWoN cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I use da(r)nce for more 'formal' types of dancing, eg ballroom 
da(r)ncing, ballet da(r)ncing 

meaning / 
pronunciation 

8 dance R_3g4PpThkcZgvgdu cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I use both, generally the activity is like aunts. For instance, "I had a 
dance (like aunts) at the school dance (like ants)." 

meaning / 
pronunciation 

9 dance R_1q95rzVboPIVfCm cat=dance My father is American - I tend to pronounce my a's like they do, as well 
as my r's - other than that, my accent is aussie 

culture / 
pronunciation 

10 dance R_1o0er88pVuOiySa cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

When I was growing up, I always said 'dance' to rhyme with 'aunts'; I 
trained myself out of it because I didn't want to sound snobby to the 
other children. 

age / attitude 
/ 
pronunciation 

11 dance R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v cart=da(r)nce + 
in between cat-
cart 

probably between aunts and ants as an adult! I got laughed at too much! attitude / 
pronunciation 

12 dance R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 cat=dance Ever thought that I might say the other word in a strange way as well! attitude / 
pronunciation 
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13 dance R_10o2m4jKHB4du7F in between cat-

cart 
Somewhere between ants and aunts pronunciation 

14 dance R_1eQ7VbXt73XxfKF cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

The way I say "dance" is interchangeable. Sometimes it rhymes with 
"ants" and other times "aunts". 

pronunciation 

15 dance R_1hPXIm1r5OvBmHN cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I sometimes still say dance rhyming with aunts pronunciation 

16 dance R_1ln7yhswGJYFY3Q kay=daynce d-air-nce pronunciation 
17 dance R_21tek7JKWMV0otE cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
Dance and dancing sound like Ants but I occasionally use dance(aunts) 
as well 

pronunciation 

18 dance R_24keXhW7QekGZHR cart=da(r)nce But some people in Australia say Aunts as ants pronunciation 
19 dance R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 cat=dance Like "cat" but longer, more like the vowel in "bad". pronunciation 
20 dance R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
usually i say it more like darnce pronunciation 

21 dance R_2Cvq8ykM66l0ksa cat=dance + 
kay=daynce 

I think I'm somewhere between 'dance' and 'daynce' pronunciation 

22 dance R_2DOFSYSpwqA722o cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

Sometimes ants sometimes aunts pronunciation 

23 dance R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc cat=dance The quality of the vowel is the same as in "cat", but the length is closer 
to that of "bad" than "lad". I do this in many other words such as "band" 
and "stand", so it has nothing to do with the trap-bath split. 

pronunciation 

24 dance R_2Uf5BGlPj5s6VU6 cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

Interchangeable but the ants sound is winning. chance, advance still 
have the aunts sound most of the time 

pronunciation 

25 dance R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce + 
in between cat-
cart 

More often ants, sometimes aunts pronunciation 

26 dance R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 cat=dance as in "man's" (magazine) pronunciation 
27 dance R_3LhxOCcgB6tvABa cat=dance Sounds like pants. pronunciation 
28 dance R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi cat=dance it doesnt rhyme with ants (it has no t) pronunciation 
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29 dance R_3lSpvGf1NjfgLiS cat=dance Like cat but much more nasal pronunciation 
30 dance R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 cat=dance But France rhymes with aunts pronunciation 
31 dance R_6lfJuYkFGGL68MB cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
My pronunciation of "dance" varies between a short 'a' and long 'ah'. 
Same with "France". 

pronunciation 

32 dance R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

Was always d(ants) until I went to NIDA where it became D(aunts). 
Now interchangeable depending company.. 

pronunciation 

33 dance R_eFOoiLegyhlFt1T cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I alternate pronunciation 

34 dance R_t0oYA9WUvqc6SL7 cat=dance dance... there is no 't' sound. pronunciation 
35 dance R_TtI4ykZV2Q8TyiB cat=dance like "anne" pronunciation 
36 dance R_UGAZs0eEYJM1ZBf kay=daynce D'air'nce pronunciation 
37 dance R_VJrXEb1qUTV7hzr cat=dance It's only a half rhyme with 'ants' on the nasalized 'a'. pronunciation 
38 dance R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId cat=dance + 

cart=da(r)nce 
They do NOT sound the same, but I seem to pick them depending on 
what flows - if I used/will use /Ì_/ soon I'll use it here, if I just used/will 
soon use /ƒÔ/, it'll be /ƒÔ/, if no word either side uses either of those 
phonemes it seems to be up to chance, just using one way feels wrong. 

pronunciation 

39 dance R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

On a South Australian day it's aunts. Sometimes I correct myself from 
one to the other. 

pronunciation 
/ region 

40 dance R_25F0uhfcjhSyyo9 cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I use both interchangeably pronunciation 
/ use 

41 dance R_3iQr8tC2yL7m66d cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

I switch between both pronunciation 
/ variant 

42 dance R_2YPXfzdSApAjsho cat=dance + 
cart=da(r)nce 

Interchangeably use 

1 dandelion R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 no word for 
this 

But they were everywhere at school! register 

2 dandelion R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o Cape weed Studied Poisionus weeds for horses register 
3 dandelion R_2QJxNU97Js6AahT Cape weed Never knew the name for this until I studies agricultural weeds in 

Victoria 
register 
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4 dandelion R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT dandelion + 

daisy 
I use dandelion when it has gone to seed, but daisy when it is the 
normal bush and flower 

meaning 

5 dandelion R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 Cape weed + 
dandelion + 
wet the bed 

dandelions are the proper european dandelions with soft leaves that are 
not pale on the underside and have only yellow in the composite flower 
not a daisy flower 

meaning 

6 dandelion R_2dGbErjajLlitRD daisy Dandelions were much taller meaning 
7 dandelion R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE Cape weed Not a weed as it flowers for my birthday. meaning 
8 dandelion R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP dandelion + 

wet the bed 
Our plants were taller and more yellow meaning 

9 dandelion R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR dandelion My mother would call it both dandelion and wet the bed. age / use 
10 dandelion R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI Cape weed + 

daisy 
Daisy as a child age 

11 dandelion R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 Cape weed + 
daisy 

Daisy when young but now i know it is a capeweed from my work age 

12 dandelion R_baucnoraEud9qG9 dandelion + 
pee the bed 

I know they are called Dandelion though occasionally use Pee the Bed 
in a joking way 

variant 

13 dandelion R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y daisy + 
dandelion 

Dandelion sprang to mind but variants 

14 dandelion R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y dandelion Photo's a bit hard to ID, but I think it's a dandelion. None of the other 
terms are familiar. 

other 

15 dandelion R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 Cape weed + 
dandelion 

only started calling it Cape weed recently after spending some time on 
Kangaroo Is, SA, where it is extremely common 

region 

16 dandelion R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z no word for 
this 

No idea what it is. unsure 

17 dandelion R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 
this 

i don't know what the official terminology is, but it's obviously not 
"small yellow flower", which is what my first guess would be. 

unsure 

18 dandelion R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 
this 

I'm really not a gardener. unsure 

19 dandelion R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa dandelion Not sure what the pic is - it doesn't look like a dandelion unsure 
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20 dandelion R_3j670XEODrbSb4m no word for 

this 
Can't tell what it is from image unsure 

21 dandelion R_3Jso72wLCfAGAgu no word for 
this 

Can't see it clearly unsure 

22 dandelion R_8wRgzcsu8hfq3Gp daisy + 
dandelion 

cannot tell from the pic. either daisy or dandelion unsure 

23 dandelion R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh no word for 
this 

No picture so I don't know what plant. "Dandelion" and "daisy" are the 
only only names I recognise, but they are different plants, so I need to 
see a picture 

unsure 

1 devon R_QayGdHUccnLe02R no word for 
this 

Haven't eaten or bought this since school tuckshop 'meat & salad rolls' 
in the 1970s. 

age / register 

2 devon R_1oiDl1uFeljpNPv circle meat + 
Straz 

also 'circle meat' but I think that's a family thing rather than a regional 
variation as such! 

register 

3 devon R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt luncheon + 
luncheon meat 
+ luncheon 
sausage 

Generally we had luncheon meat but when my children were small in 
the 90's they ate Strasburg because the luncheon was not appetising. But 
to me they are two different types of meat. The one in the picture is 
luncheon. 

age / meaning 

4 devon R_10o2m4jKHB4du7F devon + 
Strasburg 

What it says on the label meaning 

5 devon R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 polony there are many sorts of processed meat, andnot all would be called 
polony. However, I would not have used any of the alternatives at all. 

meaning 

6 devon R_1IYrCvELZfsWtQR Strasburg + 
Windsor 
sausage 

They are all different, for instnance Devon and windsor have a different 
texture from each other therefore one size does not fit all. 

meaning 

7 devon R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 devon + 
Strasburg 

Depends on the sausage - devon is different to strasburg. Your picture 
looks like Devon. 

meaning 

8 devon R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q fritz that's not the only kind of processed lunch meat though meaning 
9 devon R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU beef luncheon + 

devon + fritz 
Polony and strasbourg is the meat that has the lumps of fat in it. meaning 
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10 devon R_2dGbErjajLlitRD Strasburg + 

Straz 
I think I call it whatever name the deli gives it. Strasburg is written on 
the label of the packaging. Devon was another type and so was german 
sausage, lucheon meat all specific types 

meaning 

11 devon R_2pSsIUt5YLKb7SR devon + fritz + 
luncheon + 
polony + 
Strasburg 

devon, fritz, luncheon, polony depending on who I'm talking to. 
Strasburg is different and has lumps of fat in it. 

meaning 

12 devon R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q devon + 
luncheon meat 
+ Strasburg + 
Straz 

Strass also. Strass and Devon are different things meaning 

13 devon R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG cold meats + 
fritz + meat 
slices 

Fritz is a specific kind of lunch meat. There are other kinds, like roast 
beef. 

meaning 

14 devon R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 devon + 
Strasburg + 
Straz 

But stras and devon are two different processed lunch meats meaning 

15 devon R_3psezAPuk2ZXNic fritz It depends on the processed meat, if it is unknown then I would 
probably refer to it as 'fritz', but if it were of a particular variety, I would 
state the variety instead. 

meaning 

16 devon R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh devon my answer assumes all the responses refer to the same prodict meaning 
17 devon R_dd62x2kRODu67ux devon + Straz Different lunch meats have different names. Straz is the one that looks 

similar to salami and has a red skin, Devon is the pinkish one that is 
sometimes called luncheon. 

meaning 

18 devon R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 devon in NSW devon refers to a specific kind of cold meat, so I use the specific 
term for the specific kind of meat 

region / 
meaning 

19 devon R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h wurst Pronounced [væ_æÄt]. Jewish English influence. I never really saw it 
written down, but the few times I did, people just spelled it "wurst" i.e. 
like the German cognate. 

pronunciation 
/ culture 

20 devon R_3RsadfRB3O6PTyc luncheon meat I think I learnt this from Hong Kong food influences culture 
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21 devon R_2wSIJnW5iTwpEdx devon + 

Strasburg 
Grandmother who grew up in Victoria called it Strasbourg, mum would 
say Devon 

age 

22 devon R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu devon + fritz + 
Straz 

Think that might be influenced by my mum through my South 
Australian grandparents. 

age 

23 devon R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj luncheon meat 
+ Windsor 
sausage 

It's been many years since this stuff was in my life. From memory, our 
family home had a repertoire of 3 different lunch meats that were 
bought in rolls. Windsor was one of them. I can't remember the others, 
but we called them by their names. Google wasn't able to help me 
refresh my memory. I think my dad still eats this stuff. I should ask him 
:) 

age 

24 devon R_2SjW9s6HqTe5oe6 devon + fritz + 
polony 

Devon at school in NSW, then Fritz in Adelaide and now polo you 
inPerth! 

age / region 

25 devon R_PBg3GBFyPj3tA4x devon + 
luncheon + 
luncheon 
sausage + 
polony 

Started using the language of the locals when I moved and for some 
words this changed again when I had kids 

age / region 

26 devon R_1kFGfEQrrV6bewL Berlina + devon 
+ Windsor 
sausage 

Berlina (pron. 'berLIN-a') pronunciation 

27 devon R_1k04kvICGpagvw3 devon + fritz Fritz for 2 decades use 
28 devon R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v devon + fritz both devon and fritz use 
29 devon R_1NsJ6UgujZSyS0E Aufschnitt sorry, there is no english word that does the job generically variant 
30 devon R_26fee0nZrwddvrK devon I'd call it whatever the label was in the supermarket variant 
31 devon R_2eR2ITpehtTernN devon + 

processed meat 
I also use the generic "processed meat" variant 

32 devon R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL Strasburg + 
Straz 

shortened to "Straz" variant 

33 devon R_b1w50TBTIwHvzax lunch meat + 
Straz 

Sometimes use "lunch meat" variant 
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34 devon R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D devon + 

Windsor 
sausage 

I am not sure where I picked up 'devon' but 'Windsor sausage' was from 
my first thirty years. 

variant 

35 devon R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h devon + spam and spam? variants 
36 devon R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y Straz Grouse with sauce attitude 
37 devon R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 devon (gross) attitude 
38 devon R_1Qz50n3y8ySDAMT polony It's terrible... attitude 
39 devon R_25Z10mp3YdXZjOL polony Why does anyone eat this! attitude 
40 devon R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk Berliner Don't use this stuff attitude 
41 devon R_296sA82Ls74ENy2 Straz ew attitude 
42 devon R_3Jso72wLCfAGAgu devon + fritz + 

spam 
Gross! attitude 

43 devon R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb devon But the devon in the pic looks very suss! attitude 
44 devon R_qxVmu8sga12Vwl3 devon Awful rubbish attitude 
45 devon R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd devon or 'no thanks'! ;) attitude 
46 devon R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N fritz best fritz made in SA by German butchers attitude / 

region 
47 devon R_12ybhZIGO31HWzd sausage was raised vegetarian other 
48 devon R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp no word for 

this 
Again - vegetarian, no idea what people call it. other 

49 devon R_1k1VugDhfC16RB0 luncheon meat 
+ luncheon 
sausage 

I don't eat this but I feel like it is called Luncheaon meat? I have no idea other 

50 devon R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 no word for 
this 

I'm vegetarian. other 

51 devon R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH no word for 
this 

Don't eat the stuff other 
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52 devon R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT devon + fritz When I lived in the ACT I used devon, but on moving back to SA at age 

10 had to use fritz because noone understood what I was talking about 
otherwise. So now I use fritz all the time. 

region 

53 devon R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ devon + polony Polony is what I knew it as. I've since been schooled by the NSW people 
on what it's "really" called....... 

region 

54 devon R_2fr0tZ63dhC3ahx devon + polony learned behaviour after 12 years in WA to say polony region 
55 devon R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE devon + fritz depends which state I am in region 
56 devon R_2QJxNU97Js6AahT devon + lunch 

meat + polony 
Had to start saying devon or lunch meat after I moved to Melbourne 
from Perth as few people I talked to knew what polony was 

region 

57 devon R_2qkP5BwnLAE5ljV polony devon in NSW; polony in WA region 
58 devon R_2QsVIeJaFZpsDMu Belgium + 

devon 
In Tasmania I would have to call it Belgium region 

59 devon R_2uOoPmKc62MzeRG devon + fritz depends on who I'm speaking too (Adelaide or east coasters) region 
60 devon R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz devon My wife is from Sth Oz and she calls it Fritz region 
61 devon R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp luncheon 

sausage + Straz 
I think I got 'luncheon sausage' from my time in NZ. I've noticed 
melbournites calling it 'straz' 

region 

62 devon R_3sAM2eLxpiY02YF devon + fritz + 
luncheon meat 

Once again varies between states region 

63 devon R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz devon + fritz Fritz in south Australia, devon in QLD. region 
64 devon R_AmMDJ9JGV7llrAB devon + polony Poling in Perth, Devon in newcastle region 
65 devon R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip Belgium 

sausage + 
devon 

I use: in Tas belgium; in NSW devon region 

66 devon R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt fritz + polony + 
Strasburg + 
Straz 

Most commonly Stasburg, but shortened to 'Stras'. Living in WA 
encountered polony 

region 

67 devon R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 devon + 
luncheon 
sausage 

NZ - luncheon. Australia - devon. region 
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68 devon R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 devon + fritz In SA, "fritz" region 
69 devon R_yWMNn1zrvIAfcn7 devon + polony Polony in WA and Devon in NSW region 
70 devon R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK polony Have never eaten it so I'm not sure, but polony is the word that I 

remember. 
unsure 

71 devon R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z no word for 
this 

I think it's called "devon" but I don't know. unsure 

72 devon R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ spam not sure if spam is the same thing not unsure 
1 dink R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S dinkying Used more like a noun. Eg. Matthew is giving Sarah a dinky meaning / 

variants 
2 dink R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 donkeying donkey was mainly used if the passenger was on the cross bar meaning 
3 dink R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc no word for 

this 
I recognise 'dinking' as the suitable word for this situation, but can't say 
I've ever used it myself. I'd probably use a phrase to describe the action 
if I needed to, rather than any of the above verbs. 

meaning 

4 dink R_2dGbErjajLlitRD dinking + 
double dinking 

I would use dinking as a verb, and use double dink like a noun to 
describe what two people are doing. As in 'It's a double dink'. Would 
use dink as a noun if some-one else asked for a ride. Like "Give us a 
dink". Us being used instead of "me" . No question mark as said as a 
command. 

meaning 

5 dink R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ dinkying Dinkying is when they ride of the handlebars. I have no word for them 
being on the back. 

meaning 

6 dink R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt dinking + 
double dinking 

I think she's being dinked. I think it should be passive meaning 

7 dink R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h no word for 
this 

Wow, I have never even thought of this as being a possible verb! 
Fascinating! 

meaning 

8 dink R_ApMCv5t2IxFlmhj dinking I always believed that the person riding the bike was dinking the other 
person. 

meaning 

9 dink R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 double dinking The dinkee doesn't pedal. meaning 
10 dink R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b dinking + 

double dinking 
Dink, but you would request someone to give you a double dink. If they 
say yes then they are drinking you. 

meaning 
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11 dink R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 doubling + 

double dinking 
double dink growing up in Sydney, just doubling now age 

12 dink R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 dinking + 
doubling 

Occasionally dinking (for fun) variant / 
attitude 

13 dink R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk no word for 
this 

I don't think I've ever heard those expressions! Maybe donkey but even 
then... 

unsure / 
variant 

14 dink R_27DQWclBTOW4DrJ tandem Tandem variant 
15 dink R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk dinking + 

double dinking 
Could also have used 'double-dinking'. variant 

16 dink R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T doubling + 
double banking 

It's been a while (!), but if asking, I may also have said, "Would you give 
me a double bank, please?" 

variant 

17 dink R_4Yp0kl0ITuMWfZv piggy backing Piggy backing variant 
18 dink R_0CmLSiC7D2FMvrX dinking dinking variants 
19 dink R_1gLVXqGmHjVEImb doubling doubling variants 
20 dink R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 riding with + 

tandem cycling 
....."riding with"? "tandem cycling with"? variants 

21 dink R_1NbvFlLo5Fe6uK4 dinking Dinking variants 
22 dink R_22DOhDbDhxrmXTD double decking double-decking variants 
23 dink R_2a9mPVEp0jDoifu doubling Doubling variants 
24 dink R_2PBY1CmDkSLAymO carrying carrying variants 
25 dink R_2SCTxALGzNQlsxS dinking dinking variants 
26 dink R_2urEpOV91FSEhIj doubling Doubling variants 
27 dink R_2w088ZOSKMYQfEi doubling I'd say Matthew is doubling Sarah variants 
28 dink R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK doubling giving Sarah a double variants 
29 dink R_3fIPiZCZ73mAIbY dinking Dinking variants 
30 dink R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa doubling doubling variants 
31 dink R_3JmXOoF6fwIN4ah doubling Doubling variants 
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32 dink R_3KOQ1rhahY3zXzS dinking Dinking variants 
33 dink R_3OdlD021Xt7EdcB dinkying Dinkying variants 
34 dink R_78ktvhY6SLUs641 dinking Riding with variants 
35 dink R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP carrying carrying' ? variants 
36 dink R_sjoCOyH1NoH6545 doubling Doubling variants 
37 dink R_TgRMcnxhQ8QZAop doubling Doubling variants 
38 dink R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 doubling Doubling variants 
39 dink R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 dinking dinking variants 
40 dink R_z6Y5jEw8juv0HzX dinking Dinking variants 
41 dink R_2ebekJVIE58Oske doubling + 

riding pillion 
matthew is doubling Sarah or Sarah is riding pillion variants / 

other 
42 dink R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 no word for 

this 
endangering her life? attitude 

43 dink R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 
this 

All of these terms sound weird. I guess I've never seen anyone doing 
this before. 

attitude 

44 dink R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D x Not too sure what is going on here. Looks a bit dodgy! I think Sarah 
should be careful or she could do herself a serious injury. Very dodgy! 

unsure / 
attitude 

45 dink R_1cU0oZIYH8ZinfA dinking Would actually say Matthew is dinking Sarah other 
46 dink R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 dinking + 

double dinking 
Apparently "dinking" represents "having sex with" in Canada. other 

47 dink R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK dinking I don't know if I've ever used that word, but 'dinking' is the one that is 
familiar to me 

other 

48 dink R_1LiHDRaR4oYnQv6 dinkying Matt appears to be dinking Sarah as Matt is pedalling! other 
49 dink R_1QGS6V97vmTuSwD dinking Matthew is dinking sarah other 
50 dink R_21hrJNmdCFYsTnl dinking Matthew is dinking Sarah. other 
51 dink R_24wTXMv7XqOZoid dinking matthew is dinking sarah other 
52 dink R_2TuGyvMGPlGLlL3 dinking Mathew is dinking Sarah other 
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53 dink R_31tJhnNrBcTZJog dinking Matthew is dinking Sarah other 
54 dink R_3ijX9Yb1uk8oFBa dinking Matthew is giving Sarah a dink other 
55 dink R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 dinking matthew is dinking sarah in the photo other 
56 dink R_3lSrcK1m1emkXcu dinking Matthew is dinking Sarah other 
57 dink R_3Rmf1P1bVD2NHXU doubling Mathew is doubling Sarah other 
58 dink R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb doubling Matthew (the pedaller) is doubling Sarah (the passenger). other 
59 dink R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh x I dont understand the question other 
60 dink R_DTxjWyOvWWPGhLb dinking Matthew is riding the bike so he is drinking Sarah other 
61 dink R_Zf7uv51V866LGVP dinking Technically, Mathew is dinking Sarah other 
62 dink R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI dinking + 

donkeying 
I moved to Adelaide at 16 and learned donkeying region 

63 dink R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj dinking + 
doubling + 
double dinking 

In Ingham we called it a double, when I spent a lot of time in Cairns, it 
was a dink or a double dink. 

region 

1 dressing 
table 

R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh dresser + 
dressing table 

It was always my grandmother's dressing table, but dresser is used 
more casually 

age / register 

2 dressing 
table 

R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE dresser + 
dressing table 

That photo shows a dresser (set of drawers) with mirror on top. 
dressing table would have space for legs to sit at 

meaning 

3 dressing 
table 

R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM dressing table A dresser is kitchen furniture meaning 

4 dressing 
table 

R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o dresser + 
dressing table + 
duchesse 

Parents fought over this all the time! age / attitude 

5 dressing 
table 

R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR dressing table My parents would call it this. age 

6 dressing 
table 

R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss dresser + 
dressing table 

used dressing table as a kid and have picked up dresser later age 

7 dressing 
table 

R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu bureau + 
dresser 

I would occasionally call it a bureau variant 
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8 dressing 

table 
R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb dressing table Never adopted duchess variant 

9 dressing 
table 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet dresser + 
dressing table 

Or dresser but mainly dressing table. variant 

10 dressing 
table 

R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH dressing table + 
duchesse 

also duchesse variants 

11 dressing 
table 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc dressing table I've never heard anyone use the word "duchesse" before, although it's 
supposed to be the norm in Queensland. 

region 

12 dressing 
table 

R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj set of drawers i wasn't sure at first. unsure 

1 early mark R_6tExHzbTwLOrTzj early mark Used this mostly in school. If used outside school (e.g. work), then it's 
used in reference to its usage back in school. 

meaning / 
register 

2 early mark R_RWjb1PG0OOLSen7 early mark Although I associate this much more with school than work. Leaving 
work early is probably just that; and using "early mark" would be a 
reference or callback to that usage. 

register 

3 early mark R_30eCC53XocQhENt early mark Early mark at school; sounds juvenile in a work context age / register 
4 early mark R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 leaving early 

and early mark 
I would have used "early mark" at school but not at work age / register 

5 early mark R_1KxUqi18RVZOXDq leaving early 
and early mark 

if yoou leave school early, it is an early mark register 

6 early mark R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 early minute early minute was used at school and was a reward for good behaviour 
or performance; wouldn't happen now that schools have tighter duty of 
care, and most kids are collected by parents. 

register 

7 early mark R_1f319808KDU4ul3 early mark early mark' is for school only? register 
8 early mark R_1inAlla2JE4a2tC early mark and 

early knock off 
Early Mark in School years, Early Knock Off for works register 

9 early mark R_1ozf5Bibix21M3b early mark early mark was only used in school. register 
10 early mark R_1Qa3qJapa0k7oP9 early mark early mark for legit leaving school early register 
11 early mark R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y early mark I'd use early mark for leaving school early, not for work. register 
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12 early mark R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK early mark and 

early minute 
Early mark and early minute are used in primary schools, not at work. register 

13 early mark R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h early mark When I was in Primary School if you were really good you were 
allowed to go home 5 or ten minutes early. This was called an early 
mark. I have never heard it used in Bendigo. 

region / 
register 

14 early mark R_Yb3Bf2H76bQHhLz early minute early minute was used in school, but not work register 
15 early mark R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 early mark Never happens! Only at school other / 

register 
16 early mark R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 getting off 

early and early 
mark 

"early mark" used in primary school register 

17 early mark R_1pJuxVpZqlvMagx leaving early 
and early mark 
and skiving off 

"Early mark" is deliberately child-like; but implies permission. "Skiving 
off" (if malicious). "Leaving early" mostly. 

register 

18 early mark R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE early mark Only if allowed or told to leave early meaning 
19 early mark R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz early mark Getting out of school early was an 'early mark' meaning 
20 early mark R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE poet's day Don't use either of the above. Might get an early leave pass. meaning 
21 early mark R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 no word for 

this 
If Friday then half day Friday meaning 

22 early mark R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet early minute Even if is 5 or 10...etc, or skipping off early meaning 
23 early mark R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK early mark leaving school early, anyway, seems a bit juvenile for work age / attitude 
24 early mark R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId early mark and 

early minute 
early mark is probably more common from my own tongue use 

25 early mark R_11dpB1YH6ZGVkNQ leaving early I would just say I was leaving early. I have never heard the other terms. variant 
26 early mark R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 leaving early possibly "leaving early"! variant 
27 early mark R_1JVAvQm0OGNwRY6 pissing off 

early and poet's 
day 

Piss off early, tomorrow is Saturday. Poets day. variant 
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28 early mark R_1K0ymh6Vxp7HHQy leaving early 

and chuffing 
off early 

chuffing off early - sneaking off variant 

29 early mark R_1LMqsWSwdY6BLIF early minute 
and poet's 

PissOffEarlyTomorrowsSatdee variant 

30 early mark R_2VKHIZkfmZDXXx2 early mar k and 
bunking off 

I've also been known to call it bunking off. variant 

31 early mark R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 poet's day POETS day if it Friday. Piss Off Early - tomorrow's Saturday variant 
32 early mark R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH early mark and 

makers and 
early knockoff 

makers' - Navy term for a half day. variant 

33 early mark R_Uu1bxy5gaGXrn7H leaving work 
early 

I would just say "leaving/get off work early" variant 

34 early mark R_1P1uTf0YSWvILJj runner a runner variants 
35 early mark R_2dSbu8qHUFIfWIr early mark and 

poet's day 
also use POETS Day for Fridays. variants 

36 early mark R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO got off early got off early variants 
37 early mark R_3PH1pcG5XgH0mHh knocking off 

early 
Knocking off early variants 

38 early mark R_w1N3jYNBrcSCJDX no word for 
this 

a bloody good idea attitude 

39 early mark R_1GJlBROrc4d6Rg8 early mark Oh my - I was born in NSW, and say "early mark". Now I live in SA, 
and get teased for not saying "early minute". A great source of 
amusement at my work place. 

region / 
attitude 

40 early mark R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx slacking off It's not something I ever did. other 
41 early mark R_3L84ZdvtUxhC36b no word for 

this 
Sad to say it hasn't happened yet. other 

42 early mark R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr no word for 
this 

my lucky day :) other 
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43 early mark R_Op5oUFLlFsEjax3 no word for 

this 
smart... other 

44 early mark R_WxuGygOiMOZTQvD no word for 
this 

I can't leave early, because I'm a teacher. other 

45 early mark R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV early mark I acquired "early mark" relatively recently from my partner, who is 
NSW born and ex-defence forces. 

region 

46 early mark R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ early mark I learnt that in NSW, we just left early... region 
47 early mark R_2scIjjwkuVL6VKr early mark I only heard and started using 'early mark' after moving to Canberra. I 

never heard it used in Victoria 
region 

48 early mark R_38ApEOS9FM7bR6N early mark I only started saying this in the last year or so when I moved to the ACT 
and joined the public service. Before this I don't think I had a word for 
it. 

region 

49 early mark R_10q4vUqsZZDH9sY no word for 
this 

NO ONE left work early in my day unsure 

1 face washer R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc face washer + 
washer 

I use "face washer" in formal situations, or where the word "washer" on 
its own is ambiguous. In informal contexts where there's no ambiguity, I 
just call it a "washer". 

register / 
meaning 

2 face washer R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM face washer + 
flannel 

Mainly flannel, occasionally face washer, depends on the audience use / register 

3 face washer R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE hand towel + 
wash cloth 

Hand towel is like the guest wash cloth, but only for drying hands meaning 

4 face washer R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 face washer + 
flannel 

We say face flannel at home because of UK origin of partner culture 

5 face washer R_1jU6UeBtfdRaE9Y flannel + hand 
towel 

I suspect flannel is one of the terms I've picked up from an English 
Aunt, as hand towel seems more common in Tasmania. 

region / 
culture 

6 face washer R_1hPXIm1r5OvBmHN flannel + face 
washer 

called it a flannel as a child age 

7 face washer R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT face washer + 
flannel 

I used flannel more often as a child, and only started using face washer 
more as an adult 

age 

8 face washer R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 face washer Grandparents said flannel age 
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9 face washer R_3e2GlkfgAnrN2iI face cloth + 

flannel 
I would have said "flannel" when I was little. age 

10 face washer R_3lXMQAnt0esL2sN face cloth + face 
washer 

I think my mum says facecloth more age 

11 face washer R_7337OCX4KfR6YQ9 face flannel + 
face washer + 
flannel 

We said "flannel" when we were young. Now I say "washer". age 

12 face washer R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 flannel + 
washer 

As an English child, I always referred to them as flannels age / region 

13 face washer R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R face washer + 
flannel 

I used flannel in my youth in Vic. age / region 

14 face washer R_qOz4bzpeRiUrFFn face washer + 
flannel 

Both because of two states...my grandmother was English so hence 
fannel 

age / region 

15 face washer R_3qlF7ginNOnPKt8 face washer + 
flannel 

I use both of the ones selected use 

16 face washer R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet face cloth + face 
washer + 
flannel 

mainly face washer or flannel use 

17 face washer R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu face washer + 
wash cloth 

Or wash cloth variant 

18 face washer R_eFOoiLegyhlFt1T petseta Petseta (greek word) variant 
19 face washer R_8wRgzcsu8hfq3Gp face cloth + face 

flannel + 
flannel 

just flannel variants 

20 face washer R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 face flannel I'd never just call it a flannel attitude 
21 face washer R_e5kGsYerAFdeXvz face washer + 

flannel 
I now say face washer after being laughed at while working in a 
homewares store for calling it a flannel! 

attitude 

22 face washer R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 face washer + 
flannel 

NZ - flannel. Aust - face washer. region 

1 fairy R_2dGbErjajLlitRD fairy I would call it a fairy and say make a wish meaning 
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2 fairy R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc dandelion That's what it is, isn't it? You use them to make wishes, but they aren't 

actually called "wishes". 
meaning 

3 fairy R_3HB3OuzF20PzAIw fairy I usually don't actually name it, I just make a wish! meaning 
4 fairy R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 dandelion fluff wouldn't often refer to it by name, more in the context of blowing old 

flowers off dandelions 
meaning 

5 fairy R_QayGdHUccnLe02R dandelion You make a wish with it, but don't call it that. meaning 
6 fairy R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet no word for 

this 
I have recollections of something but cannot remember. Think we blew 
them and made a wish. 

unsure / 
meaning 

7 fairy R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 Father 
Christmas + 
thistle flower 

Used 'father christmas' when or with young, but would now call it a 
thistle flower and really struggled to recall 'father christmas' but that's 
what I used as a kid. 

age 

8 fairy R_2CjGtBn8MIGzH7a no word for 
this 

Haven't seen one in ages! age 

9 fairy R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 Santa Claus only later - not growing up age 
10 fairy R_z0YcOOJ4pZggMTv no word for 

this 
I don't have a name for them, but I did make wishes on them as a kid age 

11 fairy R_26fee0nZrwddvrK send a letter I think that's what my grandparents in Victoria called it. You'd blow it 
away and say "send a letter to..." whoever. 

age / region 

12 fairy R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH no word for 
this 

Can't tell what it is! If it's a thistle seed, my parents and I call it a "thistle 
seed"! 

age / unsure 

13 fairy R_24wTXMv7XqOZoid fairy i think that's what we called them as kids, i can't really remember age / unsure 
14 fairy R_2VeVaBvmYM0p4L0 no word for 

this 
i recall using a word as a child but i cannot now recall the word unsure / age 

15 fairy R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 fairy Only heard of this one. Never used variant 
16 fairy R_8wRgzcsu8hfq3Gp no word for 

this 
unless it is a thistledwon variants 

17 fairy R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh x no picture. I guess the picture is Santa Claus, but as options include 
"fairy" or "wish" I cannot honestly answer. 

other 
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18 fairy R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD no word for 

this 
This person needs to clean their window. other 

19 fairy R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj fairy it seems so regular to me. other 
20 fairy R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV no word for 

this 
Sorry but I'm not sure what that is... unsure 

21 fairy R_10q4vUqsZZDH9sY no word for 
this 

Don't know it unsure 

22 fairy R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox no word for 
this 

What is that??? Haha unsure 

23 fairy R_1f319808KDU4ul3 no word for 
this 

but i can't remember it unsure 

24 fairy R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z no word for 
this 

I think it's a dandelion but I don't know unsure 

25 fairy R_1qdDpVHK65vtQL4 no word for 
this 

I've never been great at likening something to something else in this 
way 

unsure 

26 fairy R_27eWFVo17FVJcOa no word for 
this 

I use something else but can't remember unsure 

27 fairy R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz no word for 
this 

but I can't remember what it is :/ unsure 

28 fairy R_2BbokehiEJ1H8Ys dandelion clock May have misinterpreted what I see in the picture unsure 
29 fairy R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 old man's 

beard 
not sure what it is...doesnt look like the silky native clematis " Old 
Mans' Beard" that i am familiar with. 

unsure 

30 fairy R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb no word for 
this 

I do have a word for this but I can't remember what it is! unsure 

31 fairy R_2c1oVN2FyQH29ga no word for 
this 

I remember these, but don't think I had a word for them. unsure 

32 fairy R_2urEpOV91FSEhIj no word for 
this 

Can't remember unsure 

33 fairy R_3e2GlkfgAnrN2iI no word for 
this 

I don't know what it is sorry. unsure 
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34 fairy R_3Em3bVe1soxMndV no word for 

this 
What is it? It looks like a spider web, or something. unsure 

35 fairy R_3GrYJN8kofAuTPJ no word for 
this 

Never seen it unsure 

36 fairy R_3iFutWpZRknHtDy no word for 
this 

I don't know what that is! unsure 

37 fairy R_3kchnrDVcBalikW no word for 
this 

I think I had a word for this when I was a kid but it's not on your list unsure 

38 fairy R_3MRSvWmHrCfL0qI Father 
Christmas 

I forgot this was a thing until seeing this question! unsure 

39 fairy R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci dandelion I'm not familiar with any of the terms given. I have always called it 
something else, but unfortunately I can't remember what with certainty. 
I think I call it dandelion. 

unsure 

40 fairy R_8kyLaFGKqxWPTkR no word for 
this 

Never called them anything specific unsure 

41 fairy R_eyXEQzZdNifgFo1 no word for 
this 

forgotten the word unsure 

1 footpath R_2uOoPmKc62MzeRG footpath + path generally path, its more casual register 
2 footpath R_0eUrim42R8EuYPT footpath Well, it is the footpath on the nature strip! meaning 
3 footpath R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o footpath because it is paved meaning 
4 footpath R_12F0asVLF3nKIo4 footpath + 

nature strip 
the footpath is the cement pathway, whilst the nature strip is the lawn 
running along side it. 

meaning 

5 footpath R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC footpath Nature strip is the green thing to the left meaning 
6 footpath R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 footpath the paving one walks on is the footpath and the rest is the nature strip meaning 
7 footpath R_1dfOrUqyzOz8mlL footpath nature strip is green bit next to footpath meaning 
8 footpath R_1gFtttTaUVezdXF footpath Nature strip refers to grass and trees on the left meaning 
9 footpath R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK path + verge just 'path' to describe the walk way, and verge to incorporate the green 

on the side of the road. 
meaning 

10 footpath R_1NttWuOWHitjPaO footpath The other two options refer to the grassy bit beside the road meaning 
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11 footpath R_22PpJ9sJ8O0pIdy footpath Surely no-one could get these words confused. They're three completely 

different things! 
meaning 

12 footpath R_28S75yNVILAI1xb footpath I dont believe anyone calls a pathway a nature strip surely thats the 
grass bit 

meaning 

13 footpath R_296sA82Ls74ENy2 footpath Nature strip is the bit of council-owned grass next to the road meaning 
14 footpath R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz footpath Surely 'nature strip' and 'verge' aren't correct here. They both refer to 

the bit between the footpath and the road - the bit that actually has 
some nature on it. 

meaning 

15 footpath R_2ayonZuLmuL31hl footpath Nature strip is the grass between the footpath and the road meaning 
16 footpath R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ footpath + 

sidewalk 
The sidwalk is the concrete bit, the VERGE is the nice piece of grass 
between the path and the road. You're on the 'verge' of the road.... 

meaning 

17 footpath R_2CUFMgaDbOBAJQd footpath Verge is the bit between it and the road meaning 
18 footpath R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y footpath I'd use nature strip for the bit between the road and footpath, 

particularly if it was planted out with something more interesting than 
grass. 

meaning 

19 footpath R_2scIjjwkuVL6VKr footpath I call the concrete path a footpath and the grass between the footpath 
and the road a nature strip 

meaning 

20 footpath R_2uswvCTiUVihCBZ footpath Nature strip is the grass strip between the footpath and the roadside meaning 
21 footpath R_2WOHQXIrcxsrvWs footpath the nature strip is the greenery between the footpath and the gutter meaning 
22 footpath R_2xFdireBxDi2BLU footpath + 

nature strip 
The grassy bit is the nature strip, the concrete path is the footpath. meaning 

23 footpath R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 footpath a nature strip doesn't necessary have a footpath meaning 
24 footpath R_31avylB5WMXnRPF footpath nature strip refers to the adjacent grass area meaning 
25 footpath R_32W9aD15cWPCnEk footpath the verge is the part to the left in this photo meaning 
26 footpath R_3ERSLUSXjL0nrBb footpath nature strip is the grass next to the foot bath that is owned by the city 

council/not the individual. 
meaning 

27 footpath R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL footpath the grass is the nature strip(Vic)verge (W.A) meaning 
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28 footpath R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 footpath the footpath is on the nature strip - note the distinction, the nature strip 

is everything from the the front fence to the gutter, the footpath is the 
paved bit for walking on 

meaning 

29 footpath R_3KOcwYFxSJE3H9x footpath the paving is the fotpath the grass is the nature strip meaning 
30 footpath R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 x the path is a footpath but the green is a nature strip meaning 
31 footpath R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi footpath verges and nature strips are different things meaning 
32 footpath R_3MLJ6RMm4ycXyRk footpath The nature strip is the grass meaning 
33 footpath R_6i1pHQAMwmqKydP footpath nature strip is the strip of grass between the footpath and the road meaning 
34 footpath R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh footpath the nature strip is between the footpath and the road meaning 
35 footpath R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD footpath Nature strip is the grass between the pathway and the road. meaning 
36 footpath R_phoytdOzNlxaihb footpath The concrete is called a footpath and the grassed area is a nature strip meaning 
37 footpath R_QayGdHUccnLe02R footpath The nature strip and verge are where the footpath is located. meaning 
38 footpath R_r6L0Cy7XQpVVmwh footpath THE PATHWAY IS A FOOTPATH, HOWEVER, EITHER SIDE OF IT 

MAY BE CONSIDERED A NATURE STRIP. 
meaning 

39 footpath R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH footpath verge and natures strip refer to the grass alongside the path meaning 
40 footpath R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 footpath Even if no concrete it still would be a footpath! meaning 
41 footpath R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId footpath + 

pavement 
footpath only if it is thin meaning 

42 footpath R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh pathway question implies a picture which I cannot see. "pathway"is footpath. the 
bit outside my house that is not footpath is nature strip. a street that has 
no footpath has a verge. so I cannot answer the quesion without the 
picture 

meaning / 
unsure 

43 footpath R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 footpath The grass strip between the footpath and the road is the 'nature strip' 
although my Victorian father would also call it the "grass verge". 

age 

44 footpath R_3lMQjrsQybOjPmb path Occasionally also use 'footpath' or 'pathway', but mostly just 'path' variant 
45 footpath R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet footpath + path Or path... variant 
46 footpath R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h footpath Thank you for not including 'sidewalk' attitude 
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47 footpath R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R footpath + 

nature strip 
IN Vic I called it a nature strip. region 

1 french 
knitting 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT French knitting 
+ tomboy 

Definitely French Knitting as a child in WA, tomboy in WA age / region 

2 french 
knitting 

R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv French knitting Never heard of the term knitting Nancy!! I'd call that the crochet hook unsure / 
variant 

3 french 
knitting 

R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA French knitting 
+ knitting 
Nancy 

Mostly knitting nancy use 

4 french 
knitting 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet tomboy + 
tomboy stitch 

Or tomboy stitch variant 

5 french 
knitting 

R_10q4vUqsZZDH9sY no word for 
this 

I don't knit other 

6 french 
knitting 

R_bCnnNLVIJQDBIYh no word for 
this 

I don't knit other 

7 french 
knitting 

R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk no word for 
this 

I'm not really sure what it entails unsure 

8 french 
knitting 

R_1LNgFuPGbhDQbbT French knitting Never heard of a knitting Nancy but I know the pic unsure 

9 french 
knitting 

R_22XNjMVHYI9oAkw no word for 
this 

I don't know what a knitting Nancy is unsure 

10 french 
knitting 

R_27NGiZdRAqgVwxn no word for 
this 

I've never seen this object in my life unsure 

11 french 
knitting 

R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc no word for 
this 

Don't know unsure 

12 french 
knitting 

R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM tomboy stitch What's a knitting Nancy? Never heard of it. unsure 

13 french 
knitting 

R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ French knitting I'm not very familiar with this, but I've heard the term "French knitting" 
and I haven't heard any of the other terms. 

unsure 
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14 french 

knitting 
R_2y45kbWey2iYicz no word for 

this 
I have never heard of aKnitting Nancy unsure 

15 french 
knitting 

R_38ApEOS9FM7bR6N no word for 
this 

What is a knitting Nancy? unsure 

16 french 
knitting 

R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W no word for 
this 

It has been MANY years since I've used once - can't remember. unsure 

17 french 
knitting 

R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 no word for 
this 

have no idea what a 'Knitting Nancy' is! unsure 

18 french 
knitting 

R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi no word for 
this 

no idea unsure 

19 french 
knitting 

R_3mgipIuLq94jusI French knitting I've never heard the term Nancy for the cotton reel unsure 

20 french 
knitting 

R_3OXH0P0v6zP77Q5 no word for 
this 

what's a knitting nancy? unsure 

21 french 
knitting 

R_78ktvhY6SLUs641 no word for 
this 

Never heard of a knitting Nancy unsure 

22 french 
knitting 

R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD no word for 
this 

What is a knitting nancy? unsure 

23 french 
knitting 

R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP French knitting Did this, thought there was anothere word for it, but can't remember 
right now 

unsure 

24 french 
knitting 

R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D no word for 
this 

No idea what this is. unsure 

25 french 
knitting 

R_z0YcOOJ4pZggMTv no word for 
this 

I don't know what this is unsure 

1 garbo R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt garbage 
collector + 
garbo 

garbo is informal register 

2 garbo R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc rubbish 
collector + 
rubbish man 

I think I've used all of these terms before, but I have no idea which I 
prefer. However, it seems weird talking about garbage collectors and 
garbage men when you have a rubbish bin, so it has to be one of the two 

meaning / 
attitude 
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that begins with "rubbish". "Rubbish man" may sound sexist, but when 
was the last time you saw a female collecting the rubbish? 

3 garbo R_1CC4FBWKSBRIGXC garbage 
collector + 
garbo + rubbish 
collector + 
rubbish man 

Have used all of these at different times meaning 

4 garbo R_1OP4PnIXmrpeg7h rubbish 
collector 

With automated collection, it is usually just 'rubbish' and not 
personalised. 

meaning 

5 garbo R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT garbage man + 
garbo 

I have used both terms, depending on the situation. meaning 

6 garbo R_agwgADRRFFPOGml garbage man I've actually just realised how androcentric this is, but I use garbage 
person as an insult (meaning person made of garbage). So, I dunno. 

meaning 

7 garbo R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId garbage 
collector + 
garbage man + 
rubbish 
collector + 
rubbish man 

garbage man & rubbish man are more like [ƒÁƒÔè�bƒ»dæÕmní©] & 
[ræÎbƒ»æÄmní©], I personally wouldn't use garbo but very common to 
hear. 

meaning 

8 garbo R_1mVqmjjWM3pxhYp garbo i havent used this term for so long i couldnt actually remember but i 
asked my partner who has v similar vocab to me 

age 

9 garbo R_2dv7GGEQuJEL9hx dust man + 
garbo 

Used to be the dustman when i was a child age 

10 garbo R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU garbage 
collector + 
garbage man 

When I was younger I used 'garbage man' (all the ones I saw were men 
but had there been a female she would have been a 'garbage woman'. 
Now I prefer gender non-specific pronouns so would use 'garbage 
collector' by default. 

age 

11 garbo R_1CpAlFErUglKUgv bin man + dust 
man + garbage 
man + garbo 

Dustman or binman, all interchangeably use 
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12 garbo R_1i4mLymbPwGK7ch x I think I have used all these, but not one specifically use 
13 garbo R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 garbage 

collector + 
garbage man + 
garbo + rubbish 
collector 

All of the first 4, pretty interchangeably. use 

14 garbo R_4MfFTRMZPPUnJwR garbage man + 
garbo 

interchangeable use 

15 garbo R_bJgDdUJgnwY7oUp garbage 
collector + 
rubbish 
collector 

used interchangeably use 

16 garbo R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 garbage man + 
garbo 

More officially Garbage Man variant 

17 garbo R_3GiyIwscwSZCjNA garbage 
collector + 
garbage man + 
garbo 

But I put the rubbish out, not the garbage. variants 

18 garbo R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f no word for 
this 

None of the responses seem especially right or wrong, and I can't think 
of a situation where I've had to refer to such a person so I don't know 
what I'd naturally say unprompted. 

other 

19 garbo R_Q0bs8VQFeHvDbnX rubbish 
collector 

I don't think I often talk about the individuals - I would mostly just refer 
to the 'rubbish truck' 

other 

1 gumboots R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc gumboots I can't stand any of the other words. Playschool always called them 
"gumboots", and that's what my mother called them, so that's the end of 
the question for me. 

age / attitude 
/ register 

2 gumboots R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h boots + rubber 
boots 

This is what comes to mind when I hear the word "boots" without any 
other context 

meaning 

3 gumboots R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N galoshes + 
rubber boots 

I would only have used galoshes for the rubber over shoes worn to keep 
shoes dry 

meaning 
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4 gumboots R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc gumboots + 

Wellies 
I lived in the UK for a few months culture 

5 gumboots R_2Scb0l2bcfKp3wd gumboots + 
Wellies 

I have picked up the British term by association culture 

6 gumboots R_3lzstfCWlgMy947 gumboots + 
Wellies 

I lived in the UK for a short times and picked up Wellies... culture 

7 gumboots R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 gumboots + 
Wellies 

We say wellies now as partner is from UK culture 

8 gumboots R_1ozf5Bibix21M3b galoshes + 
gumboots 

galoshes when we were kids age 

9 gumboots R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM gumboots + 
rubber boots + 
Wellies + 
Wellington 
boots + 
Wellingtons 

When I was a kid, they were rubber boots or wellingtons. Now I say 
gumboots or wellies. 

age 

10 gumboots R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 gumboots + 
Wellies 

I used to say wellies but not anymore. age 

11 gumboots R_3fvnZilcj6zxl0u gumboots + 
rain boots 

Since having a child, I call them rain boots, to go with raincoat. age 

12 gumboots R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 gumboots + 
Wellies + 
Wellington 
boots + 
Wellingtons 

Wellies or Wellingtons as a child but quickly learnt that in Sydney they 
were gumboots! 

age 

13 gumboots R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h gumboots + 
Wellies 

Two words - gum boots spelling 

14 gumboots R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o galoshes + 
gumboots + 
Wellies 

Occasionally I use Galoshes & wellies. use 
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15 gumboots R_50vnHPf8kjhWSDD gumboots + 

rubber boots 
Almost an even split between gumboots and rubber boots use 

16 gumboots R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp gumboots + 
rubber boots 

slight preference over gumboots use 

17 gumboots R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 galoshes + 
gumbies + 
gumboots 

Occasionally gumbies or galoshes variant 

18 gumboots R_cLVLEt89J9CsxMd bumbies + 
gumbies + 
gumboots 

Sometimes bumbbies variant 

19 gumboots R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk gumboots + 
Wellies 

Also use 'wellies' variants 

20 gumboots R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv gumboots Welly gogs haha!!! attitude 
21 gumboots R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj gumboots Wasn't exposed to them until I moved to VIC. Nobody I know wear 

them in the tropical north. Always thought they were things that people 
in places like England wore when I saw people wearing them on TV. 

region 

22 gumboots R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh gumboots question implies picture, but no picture. unsure 
1 gutters R_2dGbErjajLlitRD down pipes + 

gutter + 
guttering + 
spout + 
spouting 

guttering when referring to the whole lot, gutter if referring to just one 
spot. Spout or spouting when referring to downpipe as a child because 
that's what my parents called it but I use downpipe now because its 
much more descriptive/accurate word to use. 

age / meaning 

2 gutters R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 gutter + gutters gutters would be used as a normal plural, as in "I am going to clean out 
the gutters", referring to several separate setions of gutter. 

meaning 

3 gutters R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 down pipes + 
gutter 

guttering would include the downpipes meaning 

4 gutters R_2EclCBcwbUl2Wi3 gutter + 
guttering + 
gutters 

THE shallow trough - singular - then guter; plural, i.e. all the troughs all 
around the huse - then gutters or guttering 

meaning 
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5 gutters R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ gutter + the 

gutters 
I'd say "a gutter" for the singular, and "the gutters" for the plural. meaning 

6 gutters R_2xKwCRwuGJT2sCp gutter + gutters gutter' usually refers to one particular stretch, ie. along one specific edge 
of the roof, 'gutters' refers to the edging of the entire roof 

meaning 

7 gutters R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj gutter + 
guttering + 
gutters + spout 
+ spouting 

At different times and in different contexts I use/used all these terms. meaning 

8 gutters R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 gutter (but I also use "gutter" for a street-gutter, so....." other 
9 gutters R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz gutter + 

spouting 
Spouting in NZ, gutter in Australia. region 

1 harvesting R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 combine 
harvesting + 
harvesting 

i lived in the UK for 3 years as a primary school aged kid so some of my 
slang/choice of words is inherited from there. This is one of them. 

culture / 
register 

2 harvesting R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc harvesting "Reaping" is often used in the Bible, but aside from that, I've only ever 
called it "harvesting". I guess "reaping" sounds rather dated nowadays. 

age / register 

3 harvesting R_2zpeR4zmDT8vWJl heading I grew up on a farm. The machine is called a header age / register 
4 harvesting R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu harvesting + 

stripping 
I'd only say stripping for wheat. Not sure why. I think my grandparents 
harvest the rice but strip the wheat? But it's always called "harvest 
time"? 

age / meaning 

5 harvesting R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h stripping The machine is a 'header' after the Sunshine Auto Header of 1920s. also 
a 'combine harvester'. 

meaning 

6 harvesting R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM reaping I remember my dad's past tense for this was "reapt". Today we reap; 
yesterday we reapt. 

age 

7 harvesting R_01WwcrfFKFYV6GR harvesting + 
reaping 

I use both of the above use 

8 harvesting R_Uu1bxy5gaGXrn7H harvesting + 
ploughing 

The first thing I'd think to say would be "ploughing" variant 

9 harvesting R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 harvesting + 
stripping 

But I know it is stripping now. variants 
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10 harvesting R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N reaping auto header reaping wheat from my time on my cousins farm near 

Balaclava SA 
variants 

11 harvesting R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 harvesting ...I'm a city kid though other 
12 harvesting R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh harvesting this question made me think I should be seeing a picture. Am I missing 

the pictures? 
other 

13 harvesting R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt harvesting + 
stripping 

if I'm talking to people from the city, I say harvesting, but country 
people understand if you say stripping 

region 

14 harvesting R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 harvesting now I am in rural NSW I hear the term stripping frequently but don't 
use it myself 

region 

15 harvesting R_2xUVtNkb6NSKBSK harvesting Not really sure haven't lived on a farm region / 
unsure 

16 harvesting R_1gLVXqGmHjVEImb no word for 
this 

I don't know...! unsure 

17 harvesting R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO harvesting I am not in farming situations but would assume harvesting unsure 
1 here R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 here I tend to alternate, depending on mood(?) a lot of people ask if I'm 

American when I say words like "here" as I think I emphasise the 'r' like 
an American would 

culture / 
pronunciation 
/ register 

2 here R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh here Depending on the context i say it differently pronunciation 
/ register 

3 here R_3lzstfCWlgMy947 here Depends who I'm talking to as I adjust my accent to the group pronunciation 
/ register 

4 here R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 here Here I come is hee-rr and Emphatic here is hee-yah pronunciation 
/ register 

5 here R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc here My accent varies (unsurprisingly) from received to general depending 
on context - in formal/ academic environments, or with EAL speakers 
around, I'll tend towards received and in other contexts back to general. 

pronunciation 
/ register 

6 here R_2AYYLJ0iqz09WaQ here Two syllables when I'm yelling at my son! pronunciation 
/ register 

7 here R_1NsJ6UgujZSyS0E here when yelling: hee yerr pronunciation 
/ register 
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8 here R_3QEQIieYWkW7HzJ heeyah I said hee-yah growing up in Perth but changed to in between hee and 

heeyah when I moved to Sydney 
age / region 

9 here R_1DSX3OOmnv0wYJK here When I moved from Melbourne to Sydney I said it with two syllables, 
but due to teasing in school, I learnt to say it with one. 

attitude / 
pronunciation 
/ region 

10 here R_11WMzb0BMXCfuOP hee h+ear (no r said) pronunciation 
11 here R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk hee-rr Sounds like a mix of all three when I say it. pronunciation 
12 here R_1DSX3OOmnv0wYJK hee When I moved from Melbourne to Sydney I said it with two syllables, 

but due to teasing in school, I learnt to say it with one. 
pronunciation 

13 here R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 hee + between 
hee-heeyah 

sometimes it's like almost pronouncing the "r" rather than like an "-ah". 
Other times it's definitely one syllable like "hear" 

pronunciation 

14 here R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 hee-rr + 
between hee-
heeyah 

I tend to alternate, depending on mood(?) a lot of people ask if I'm 
American when I say words like "here" as I think I emphasise the 'r' like 
an American would 

pronunciation 

15 here R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx hee-rr hear -like sheer pronunciation 
16 here R_1NsJ6UgujZSyS0E between hee-

heeyah 
when yelling: hee yerr pronunciation 

17 here R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc hee-rr + heeyah My accent varies (unsurprisingly) from received to general depending 
on context - in formal/ academic environments, or with EAL speakers 
around, I'll tend towards received and in other contexts back to general. 

pronunciation 

18 here R_24keXhW7QekGZHR hee H- e( as in the first syllable in era- the r is barely pronounced pronunciation 
19 here R_2AYYLJ0iqz09WaQ hee-rr + heeyah Two syllables when I'm yelling at my son! pronunciation 
20 here R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc between hee-

heeyah 
I always include a brief schwa on the end of this word, but it's nowhere 
near as pronounced as in words like "pure" and "cure". I don't add an "r" 
on the end because Australian English is non-rhotic, nor do I include a 
yod between the "hee" and the "ah". hee-ah (where ah is a schwa) 

pronunciation 

21 here R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo hee-rr h-ere 2 sounds like ear pronunciation 
22 here R_2xUVtNkb6NSKBSK hee-rr Here like ear is how it sounds for me pronunciation 
23 here R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 hee-rr sounds the same as 'hear' pronunciation 
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24 here R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi hee i never noticed this before but the vowel i use for "here" is a long 

version of the short "i" vowel, but NOT the long ee vowel 
pronunciation 

25 here R_3lzstfCWlgMy947 hee-rr + 
between hee-
heeyah 

Depends who I'm talking to as I adjust my accent to the group pronunciation 

26 here R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK hee-rr + 
between hee-
heeyah 

it's not actually an r but it is something like how I would pronounce a 
word which was written with an r there... 

pronunciation 

27 here R_3mgipIuLq94jusI hee-rr rhymes with "hear, seer, weir, " (ear with a pronounced h) pronunciation 
28 here R_3MKjWxFE2Bmr4gc hee-rr Ere pronunciation 
29 here R_3pmcVwzFikfGtYa hee-rr (Soft) He-are like ear, cheer pronunciation 
30 here R_40bwKX8gYzNccjT hee-rr Heer (one syllable) pronunciation 
31 here R_78ktvhY6SLUs641 heeyah Hear pronunciation 
32 here R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb hee-rr More like one syllable with the "r" but without much emphasis on the 

"r" 
pronunciation 

33 here R_cLVLEt89J9CsxMd hee-rr But it defiantly has an 'r' pronunciation 
34 here R_PAsrBWhkipOE2kN between hee-

heeyah 
it's more like "heah", the y part of the second syllable isn't really there pronunciation 

35 here R_QayGdHUccnLe02R hee-rr + heeyah Between hee-yah & hee-rr pronunciation 
36 here R_QmKVJTqs9O9DCP7 heeyah hee-ah pronunciation 
37 here R_Uu1bxy5gaGXrn7H heeyah Hee-ah pronunciation 
38 here R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId between hee-

heeyah 
its not rhotic, but it is two syllables or a triphthong depending on 
analysis I'd say, the [ƒ�] is very 'weak'/*short* 

pronunciation 

39 here R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 hee-rr + heeyah Here I come is hee-rr and Emphatic here is hee-yah pronunciation 
40 here R_Z1tcsZzRheulunf hee-rr hear' as in 'ear' one syllable pronunciation 
41 here R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh hee-rr + heeyah Depending on the context i say it differently pronunciation 
42 here R_Z1tcsZzRheulunf here hear' as in 'ear' one syllable pronunciation 
43 here R_3pmcVwzFikfGtYa here (Soft) He-are like ear, cheer pronunciation 
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44 here R_QayGdHUccnLe02R here Between hee-yah & hee-rr pronunciation 
45 here R_cLVLEt89J9CsxMd here But it defiantly has an 'r' pronunciation 
46 here R_3MKjWxFE2Bmr4gc here Ere pronunciation 
47 here R_24keXhW7QekGZHR here H- e( as in the first syllable in era- the r is barely pronounced pronunciation 
48 here R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo here h-ere 2 sounds like ear pronunciation 
49 here R_11WMzb0BMXCfuOP here h+ear (no r said) pronunciation 
50 here R_78ktvhY6SLUs641 here Hear pronunciation 
51 here R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx here hear -like sheer pronunciation 
52 here R_Uu1bxy5gaGXrn7H here Hee-ah pronunciation 
53 here R_QmKVJTqs9O9DCP7 here hee-ah pronunciation 
54 here R_40bwKX8gYzNccjT here Heer (one syllable) pronunciation 
55 here R_2xUVtNkb6NSKBSK here Here like ear is how it sounds for me pronunciation 
56 here R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc here I always include a brief schwa on the end of this word, but it's nowhere 

near as pronounced as in words like "pure" and "cure". I don't add an "r" 
on the end because Australian English is non-rhotic, nor do I include a 
yod between the "hee" and the "ah". hee-ah (where ah is a schwa) 

pronunciation 

57 here R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi here i never noticed this before but the vowel i use for "here" is a long 
version of the short "i" vowel, but NOT the long ee vowel 

pronunciation 

58 here R_cLRz1ujAChzwcvf here I say both pronunciation 
59 here R_3lz7PmvBL4stJLd here interchange between hee and hee-yah pronunciation 
60 here R_PAsrBWhkipOE2kN here it's more like "heah", the y part of the second syllable isn't really there pronunciation 
61 here R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK here it's not actually an r but it is something like how I would pronounce a 

word which was written with an r there... 
pronunciation 

62 here R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId here its not rhotic, but it is two syllables or a triphthong depending on 
analysis I'd say, the [ƒ�] is very 'weak'/*short* 

pronunciation 

63 here R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb here More like one syllable with the "r" but without much emphasis on the 
"r" 

pronunciation 
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64 here R_3mgipIuLq94jusI here rhymes with "hear, seer, weir, " (ear with a pronounced h) pronunciation 
65 here R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 here sometimes it's like almost pronouncing the "r" rather than like an "-ah". 

Other times it's definitely one syllable like "hear" 
pronunciation 

66 here R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk here Sounds like a mix of all three when I say it. pronunciation 
67 here R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 here sounds the same as 'hear' pronunciation 
68 here R_3QEQIieYWkW7HzJ here I said hee-yah growing up in Perth but changed to in between hee and 

heeyah when I moved to Sydney 
pronunciation 
/ region 

69 here R_cLRz1ujAChzwcvf hee-rr + heeyah I say both pronunciation 
/ use 

70 here R_3lz7PmvBL4stJLd between hee-
heeyah 

interchange between hee and hee-yah use 

1 hide and 
seek 

R_3lzvkixGrS3wtIA hide & seek + 
hidey 

hidey primary school register 

2 hide and 
seek 

R_cT2aWYMrbiWsWzL hide & seek + 
hide & go seek 

Both were used in primary school - hide and seek has been much more 
prominent in Victoria 

region / 
register 

3 hide and 
seek 

R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ hide & seek + 
hide & go seek 

hide and go seek has chasing as well as finding meaning 

4 hide and 
seek 

R_3LhzyWstWjSY1EN hide & seek + 
hide & go seek 

"and go" means that after finding the person, they can run and you need 
to tag them. 

meaning 

5 hide and 
seek 

R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb hide & seek + 
hide & go seek 

For me hide and go seek was a variant of the game that was mixed with 
Tiggy, ie. The hider needed to be tagged by the seeker 

meaning 

6 hide and 
seek 

R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR hide & seek + 
hidings 

As a child this was called hidings by some children. age 

7 hide and 
seek 

R_3s6YHRuoqmKJG1B hide & seek + 
hide & go seek 

I feel like I used to use hide and go seek as a child, whereas I now use 
hide and seek 

age 

8 hide and 
seek 

R_7337OCX4KfR6YQ9 hide & seek + 
hidings 

I called it "hidings" when I was a child, now I would say "hide and 
seek". 

age 

9 hide and 
seek 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT hide & seek + 
hidey 

as a child in WA I would have called this 'hidey' age / region 
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10 hide and 

seek 
R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet hidey + hide & 

seek 
And hide and seek - I use interchangeably. use 

11 hide and 
seek 

R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN hide & seek + 
hidey 

WA region 

12 hide and 
seek 

R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R hide & seek + 
hidey 

Hidey in Vic though. region 

1 hit and run R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI hit & run + tip 
& run + tip & 
go 

Teachers had different opinions. I use which one they used. register 

2 hit and run R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj tipsy + tipsy 
run 

Tipsy was what we called it if you played with little kids. Bigger kids - 
it was tipsy run. That made the running mandatory and not optional 
which you could negotiate with little kids. 

age / meaning 

3 hit and run R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 hit & run + tip 
& run 

in backyard cricket, "tip and run" -- in more organised forms (such as 
vigoro) a term such as "hit and run" would be employed 

meaning 

4 hit and run R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz no word for 
this 

But I concieve of it as hit and run and would use those words to 
describe it, but not to 'name' it. 

meaning 

5 hit and run R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL cricket it's just cricket meaning 
6 hit and run R_TdbUQSZME0yfopX cricket + street 

cricket 
Most games of cricket you run and even if you don't run I still call it the 
same. 

meaning 

7 hit and run R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc hit & run + tip 
& run + tippety 
+ tippety run 

Most often hit and run; tip-words feel a bit unusual (and possibly a bit 
South Australian? Pretty sure my dad says that) 

age / region / 
use 

8 hit and run R_1f319808KDU4ul3 no word for 
this 

may have forgotten the word we used (would've been in primary 
school) 

age 

9 hit and run R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK tip & run Again, I picked the one that I vaguely remember from childhood age 
10 hit and run R_3JLS7Jr3v7TfsmR kanga cricket We used to call this Kanga Cricket age 
11 hit and run R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH tipsy It's T20 these days :) age / variants 
12 hit and run R_1Ca1ATc3RMueGAH tip & run It's more tip'n'run pronunciation 
13 hit and run R_1M0rwM0aKiKIoxW tip & go more like "tip'n'go" pronunciation 
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14 hit and run R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C tippety + 

tippety run 
Tippety' for short. Also 'tippety wicket'. variant 

15 hit and run R_27Jpg6PSavgRvw2 tippety run + 
tippety runs 

tippets runs variant 

16 hit and run R_29bI7KkIMjeqFBe boyer cricket I believe this term is local to the Engadine NSW area.... Not sure what 
else it would be called. 

variant 

17 hit and run R_3L08X6NdX6IW54y hit & run + hit-
run cricket 

hit-run cricket (no "and") variant 

18 hit and run R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci tippety run Actually tippety runs. variants 
19 hit and run R_12ybhZIGO31HWzd no word for 

this 
never played cricket other 

20 hit and run R_1FbTDjsrw7q5xad no word for 
this 

I didn't play much sport as a child other 

21 hit and run R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 no word for 
this 

.....not into sport other 

22 hit and run R_2aDFysdHEIruutd no word for 
this 

we played french cricket instead other 

23 hit and run R_2eR2ITpehtTernN no word for 
this 

I don't know anything about cricket rules other 

24 hit and run R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h cricket Isn't all cricket like this? Forgive me, I know shit all about sports. 
Actually, you should make a question about whether people say "shit 
all" or other similar phrases :P 

other 

25 hit and run R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 no word for 
this 

Never played this (or any other variant of cricket for that matter) other 

26 hit and run R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 
this 

Again, don't play sport. other 

27 hit and run R_3LXdnU0xVI3BVcq no word for 
this 

I haven't played this type of cricket, but that's probably because I've 
never played much cricket of any kind. 

other 

28 hit and run R_3lz7PmvBL4stJLd no word for 
this 

never played cricket before other 
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29 hit and run R_3NLeKMxWEztQ0mr no word for 

this 
not a cricket player either! other 

30 hit and run R_cLVLEt89J9CsxMd no word for 
this 

Too much work other 

31 hit and run R_eDQdqUhGX26FWV3 no word for 
this 

I wasn't a very sporty kid (or adult!) other 

32 hit and run R_2wSIJnW5iTwpEdx hit & run + tip 
& run 

May have got tip and run from some Victorian friends region 

33 hit and run R_zeWxoszM9Ex7OLf tippety I may have picked this up from relatives in Queensland, as that is really 
the only time I was exposed to cricket and they used tippety. 

region 

34 hit and run R_11dpB1YH6ZGVkNQ no word for 
this 

Have never heard of this game. Have played 'tiggy' but the game wasn't 
to do with cricket. 

unsure 

35 hit and run R_1kTR8lPsMYZ8AiC cricket never heard of those other names for cricket unsure 
36 hit and run R_21nNvOcjdWMxrZp no word for 

this 
I can't remember! Not these though... unsure 

37 hit and run R_2VwDmx7K4KxP1oT no word for 
this 

no idea. never played it as a kid. unsure 

38 hit and run R_30eCC53XocQhENt no word for 
this 

Don't play it/don't remember unsure 

39 hit and run R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb no word for 
this 

I don't think I have ever played such a game. unsure 

40 hit and run R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD no word for 
this 

I don't remember what the other kids called it. unsure 

41 hit and run R_ekzZcKlDJZvh5fj no word for 
this 

I don't remember... unsure 

1 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE ice cream 
sandwich 

I think it had another name when i was little but we didn't get them 
often. 

age / meaning 

2 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_2WOHQXIrcxsrvWs eskimo pie + 
brand name 

I use the brand name for the product from when I was a kid age / meaning 
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3 ice cream 

sandwich 
R_1KxUqi18RVZOXDq ice cream + 

wafers 
ice cream wafer is just the outside meaning 

4 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 ice cream 
sandwich + 
giant sandwich 

Giant Sandwich (after the brand name) meaning 

5 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT ice cream 
sandwich + 
giant sandwich 

giant sandwich if buying from a shop, ice cream sandwich if making at 
home 

meaning 

6 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG ice cream wafer 
+ ice cream 
sandwich 

It's a sandwich when between cookies or biscuits, an ice cream wafer 
when it's between wafers (as pictured). 

meaning 

7 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_3kjrHUQsG596L4W eskimo pie I think Eskimo Pie was a specific brand though. meaning 

8 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_3qR75nmmcAcpN4I eskimo pie + 
brand name 

That was the brand name they were sold under. meaning 

9 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN cream between 
+ ice cream 
wafer + ice 
cream 
sandwich 

Depends meaning 

10 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId no word for 
this 

There are Maxibons, the only thing I buy/eat that does this, but that is a 
brand name. Not sure what I would call it otherwise.... 

meaning 

11 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_1qdDpVHK65vtQL4 maxibon "a maxibon type thing" meaning 

12 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_zdReWVemNEjNs89 brand name Call it by the brand name. meaning 

13 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_2dGbErjajLlitRD cream between 
+ ice cream 
wafer + ice 

My dad definitely called it cream between when I was a child, then they 
seemed to disappear. I have noticed them back again and would 
probably call it ice cream wafer if I made one but ice cream sandwich if 
bought one because that's what the supermarket calls it 

age 
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cream 
sandwich 

14 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_1i4mLymbPwGK7ch cream between 
+ ice cream 
wafer + ice 
cream 
sandwich 

I think I have used all of these expressions use 

15 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA no word for 
this 

I never liked these so ignored them. attitude 

16 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_3JmXOoF6fwIN4ah ice cream 
sandwich 

There was a marketed variety of this in Brisbane can't recall its name 
but it was known by that 

region 

17 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet ice cream wafer I don't see these in SA but think I have had them in the eastern states region 

18 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_z28XoMshsKmNslP ice cream 
sandwich 

but i picked this up in NSW, i didn't have a word in victoria region 

19 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 
this 

I've never heard of anyone doing this before, so I don't know what you 
would call it. 

unsure 

20 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ no word for 
this 

I dont like them so dont pay any attention to them unsure 

21 ice cream 
sandwich 

R_6LOE4fx4PYJ3gtj no word for 
this 

Don't know, don't eat ice cream unsure / other 

1 ice cream 
tub 

R_1JUBqoaN4TqUcpl bucket + tub But both may imply a larger container also meaning 

2 ice cream 
tub 

R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE ice cream 
container 

Any plastic container that icecream comes in would be same meaning 

3 ice cream 
tub 

R_2aXKqrTH9X6EVxL tub Bigger containers are 'tubs' meaning 

4 ice cream 
tub 

R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 bucket a tub is a litre a bucket is anything bigger than that... meaning 
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5 ice cream 

tub 
R_2dGbErjajLlitRD dixie cup + 

little tub + tub 
I would probably only use dixie cup if it looked the same as the litle 
Peter's tubs we bought at the movies. Not for just any little tub. So not 
the one picture above 

meaning 

6 ice cream 
tub 

R_31avylB5WMXnRPF ice cream cup if it were more than a single serve (so not the 100ml thing described), it 
would be an ice cream tub 

meaning 

7 ice cream 
tub 

R_3HB3OuzF20PzAIw cup I only use these in ice-cream shops, where you are offered a cone or a 
cup. I suspect I picked it up from there. 

meaning 

8 ice cream 
tub 

R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO tub a bucket is a large or regular size you would by at the supermarket meaning 

9 ice cream 
tub 

R_W2QXuUaezsTf9F7 cup tub is a lot larger meaning 

10 ice cream 
tub 

R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 ice cream cup All of these were used except a "dandy" when I was a kid. use / age 

11 ice cream 
tub 

R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 dandy + punnet punnet, though when young a single serve in cardboard had the 
commercial name 'dandy' which then became generic; tub, bucket used 
now also, depending on the nature and size of the container 

age 

12 ice cream 
tub 

R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 dixie cup + 
small tub 

In my childhood I would have called it a dixie cup but don't see these 
much these days. Might call it a "small tub" now. 

age 

13 ice cream 
tub 

R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE dixie Tub as an adult age 

14 ice cream 
tub 

R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL dixie + tub dixie is old fashioned now age 

15 ice cream 
tub 

R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci dixie cup When I was a child in Tasmania I called it a dixie cup. Now I don;t have 
a name for it. I wouldn;t use dixie cup in Sydney where I live. 

age 

16 ice cream 
tub 

R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 dixie cup + ice 
cream bucket + 
ice cream cup 

I think of it as an ice cream cup, but I remember "dixie cup" as a brand 
and think I remember it being called Ice cream bucket 

age 

17 ice cream 
tub 

R_2VqIe2DU9e2wnhc dixie + tub I used Dixie as a kid living near the Vic/NSW border however since 
moving to Melbourne I say tub. 

age / region 
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18 ice cream 

tub 
R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH bucket + tub use either depending on variables use 

19 ice cream 
tub 

R_3lXMQAnt0esL2sN cup + tub I use either tub or cup use 

20 ice cream 
tub 

R_1f319808KDU4ul3 ice cream cut to the chase!! variant 

21 ice cream 
tub 

R_24wTXMv7XqOZoid tub it's a little tub variant 

22 ice cream 
tub 

R_R9QnW4jimf4gEq5 dixie + dixie 
cup 

I might call it a Dixie cup too variant 

23 ice cream 
tub 

R_Uu1bxy5gaGXrn7H little tub + tub I'd say "little/small tub" variant 

24 ice cream 
tub 

R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL dixie cup + tub If I was to use the term "dixie cup" I'd say it in a silly voice, as it's a bit 
quaint. 

attitude 

25 ice cream 
tub 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet dandy These were a favourite at the annual Sunday school picnic - given 
usually at the end or on the bus on the way home - generally with a 
small bag of lollies. Kept us well behaved all day! 

attitude 

26 ice cream 
tub 

R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h tub "Not enough" - just joshin' :) other 

27 ice cream 
tub 

R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI dandy + dixie When we moved to Adelaide they became dandies region 

28 ice cream 
tub 

R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb no word for 
this 

Vic has a name I've forgotten region / 
unsure 

29 ice cream 
tub 

R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa no word for 
this 

can't remember unsure 

1 icy pole R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc icy pole + 
paddle pop 

I usually call them icy poles, or Paddle Pops if they are made by that 
particular brand. However, my mother called them "iceblocks" recently, 
so I might adopt that terminology in future. 

age / meaning 
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2 icy pole R_3oF7QiMotW6YkWg iceblock + icy 

pole + paddle 
pop 

Ice block as a child, paddle pop if milky age / meaning 

3 icy pole R_2BbokehiEJ1H8Ys icy pole + 
jubbly 

The tetrahedron shaped iced confectionary was commonly called a 
"Jubbly" in Mulgrave, but I have found that description not used 
anywhere else. 

meaning / 
region / 
variant 

4 icy pole R_2uOoPmKc62MzeRG iceblock + icy 
pole 

interchangeable, but ice block has a stick and ixy pole is usually the 
ones in the plastic tube 

use / meaning 

5 icy pole R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 icy pole + twin 
pole 

usually by the name of the product which is where the term icypole 
originated for me....from a Peters Icecreamerie product in the 60's called 
a Twinpole...which was actually marketed as being for sharing ' cos it 
could be snapped into two "poles" 

variants / 
meaning 

6 icy pole R_0eUrim42R8EuYPT iceblock + 
paddle pop 

An iceblock is made with frozen water, a paddlepop with frozen 
icecream 

meaning 

7 icy pole R_10wVajxY74gMKWT iceblock Depends if it's made of cordial or ice cream meaning 
8 icy pole R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o iceblock + icy 

pole + paddle 
pop 

paddle pops are dairy based meaning 

9 icy pole R_1f319808KDU4ul3 iceblock + 
paddle pop 

paddle pop stick' if it's creamy, 'iceblock' if it's the ice+juice type meaning 

10 icy pole R_1gIxDhwTAM0dvi0 iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Ice block if it is water based, 'paddle pop' if it is milk based meaning 

11 icy pole R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y icy pole + 
paddle pop 

Icy pole is water based, paddle pop or ice cream is cream based meaning 

12 icy pole R_1MLJIPbCuAIU0ML iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Ice blocks are frozen flavoured water. Paddle pops are frozen favoured 
milk. 

meaning 

13 icy pole R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q iceblock + ice 
cream 

ice block if made from water, ice cream if milk meaning 

14 icy pole R_263bWu3UtL1hgHw icy pole + 
paddle pop 

paddle pop if it's creamy rather than icy meaning 
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15 icy pole R_28S75yNVILAI1xb iceblock It's obviously not a paddle pop meaning 
16 icy pole R_2aDFysdHEIruutd iceblock + icy 

pole + paddle 
pop 

paddlepop is specific for the brand meaning 

17 icy pole R_2D1tSZhLB2droZJ icy pole + ice 
cream 

ice cream (even if it's just a block of ice) meaning 

18 icy pole R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

An icy pole is frozen flavoured liquid on a stick as above. A paddle pop 
is ice cream on a stick, usually the branded version. An ice block is 
frozen flavoured liquid in plastic/wrap, which was branded as a 
Cruncha, and the home made version was called "home-mades". Frozen 
yoghurt is a froghurt, and the smaller 10cent version was a fruit cup. 

meaning 

19 icy pole R_2fiLFmDIU6rQafc iceblock + icy 
pole 

If it's an actual Icy Pole (the brand, name of the iceblock) then I would 
more likely call it an Icy Pole so as not to confuse it with a different 
name ice block. 

meaning 

20 icy pole R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q icy pole + 
paddle pop 

Paddle pops are milky, this is not meaning 

21 icy pole R_2VKHIZkfmZDXXx2 icy pole + 
paddle pop 

Icy pole pertains specifically to a water-based ice, whereas "paddle pop" 
is a milk-based one. 

meaning 

22 icy pole R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 iceblock + icy 
pole 

Iceblock is the general term, icy pole when you were asking for one. meaning 

23 icy pole R_2zcrLk1jqOUNnaC iceblock + 
paddle pop 

That picture is of an icy confectionary so I'd use "Ice Block". If it was a 
milk based one I'd use Paddle Pop 

meaning 

24 icy pole R_32W9aD15cWPCnEk icy pole I would only use icypole for the frozen tube of flavoured ice. Ones on a 
stick would be referred to by their type 

meaning 

25 icy pole R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu icy pole + 
paddle pop 

a paddle pop is only for the actual branded ice cream. meaning 

26 icy pole R_3fr4RKqXDbWawNJ iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

An icy pole is the above frozen flavored liquid on a stick. A paddle pop 
is ice cream on a stick usually the branded version. An ice block is 
frozen flavoured liquid in a plastic bag/wrap - we'd get orange cordial 
frozen in plastic at the canteen at school, and we'd call them ice blocks, 

meaning 
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also known as crunchies. If it was a frozen yoghurt it's a froghurt! 
Although the smaller 10cent version was called a fruit cup. 

27 icy pole R_3IQOSCbovUikCln iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

Iceblock - generic brand, icy pole - interchangeable with iceblock, 
paddlepop only for branded paddlepop. 

meaning 

28 icy pole R_3JmXOoF6fwIN4ah iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Depends on water or milk based, milk is paddle pop, water is iceblock meaning 

29 icy pole R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 icy pole + 
paddle pop 

paddle pop for milk based icy pole meaning 

30 icy pole R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

I differentiate iceblock/pole from paddle pop by milk content: iceblock 
is generic w/out milk content; icy pole and paddle pop are specific 
brands; generic with milk content is icecream. 

meaning 

31 icy pole R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

Icy Pole is a particular brand and Paddle Pops are creamy rather than 
icy 

meaning 

32 icy pole R_3oYpNvnAH6G7cYr iceblock + 
paddle pop 

paddlepop is an icecream meaning 

33 icy pole R_3t921cWcYKULGGR icy pole + 
paddle pop 

Icy pole for water ones, Use paddle pop for milk ones meaning 

34 icy pole R_6mnC3nnfRtpQ5Gl iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

Only refer to as "Paddle Pop" if it's chocolate, otherwise I will use either 
of the other two 

meaning 

35 icy pole R_AFeGKJeCiG3JpN7 iceblock + ice 
cream 

If itå«s non creamy it's iceblock, if it's creamy then it's icecream meaning 

36 icy pole R_AvsNvmu0wDpP0Gd iceblock + ice 
cream 

Unless it is creamy rather than watery and then an ice cream meaning 

37 icy pole R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh iceblock + 
paddle pop 

confusing question, as Paddle Pop is a type of iceblock (the good type, 
that contains milk) 

meaning 

38 icy pole R_cuL5SRFs1WLvZLn icy pole + 
paddle pop 

But it's a paddle pop stick! meaning 
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39 icy pole R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD icy pole + 

paddle pop 
Paddle Pop is a specific thing that is not in the picture. meaning 

40 icy pole R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h icicle + paddle 
pop + 
sunnyboy 

Photo of a water ice, Paddle Pop is a cream ice. Then we have the 
'Sunnyboy' _the_ frozen tetrahedron summertime treat. 

meaning 

41 icy pole R_ehetvvFjUMqsgZb iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

Icy pole is an iceblock; paddle pop is an icecream on a stick meaning 

42 icy pole R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

Paddle pop is ice cream, icy pole or ice block is cordial meaning 

43 icy pole R_PLMG98POMnXVtsd iceblock + icy 
pole 

There is a specific brand of ice blocks called icy poles, so if it were this 
brand i might refer to it as an icy pole but in general i would say ice 
block 

meaning 

44 icy pole R_QayGdHUccnLe02R iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Ice block for all types of iced confectionery on a stick, but Paddle Pop 
for the specific brand. 

meaning 

45 icy pole R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Paddle pop is ice cream. iceblock is iced-water meaning 

46 icy pole R_s5zPFZQHmcyfwQh iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Ice block and paddle pop are actually 2 different things. Not sure which 
one this is. Paddle pop has more milk than ice block. 

meaning 

47 icy pole R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet iceblock + icy 
pole + paddle 
pop 

I think Paddle Pop may be a brand name so I usually call them iceblocks 
or Icy Poles 

meaning 

48 icy pole R_2q4VfKrynzGjy4J iceblock I recognize by jingo though. My parents used it. age 
49 icy pole R_07HIThYkDra65Df by jingo + 

paddle pop 
I stopped saying "by jingo" after I left Qld in the early 1980's region / age 

50 icy pole R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR iceblock + 
paddle pop 

Also paddle pop variants 

51 icy pole R_PAsrBWhkipOE2kN icy pole "by jingo" what in the what attitude 
52 icy pole R_Xhos1HfUAgaqjWF icy pole confectionery with e not a other 
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53 icy pole R_2qkP5BwnLAE5ljV iceblock + icy 

pole 
in WA region 

54 icy pole R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R icy pole + 
paddle pop 

Icy pole in Vic but paddle pop in NSW. region 

55 icy pole R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb paddle pop Icy pole in Vic region 
1 jetty R_cUqdO41pHAZrlXf jetty + pier + 

wharf 
I work at a Tall Ship - most have specific names like "Prtarlington Pier' 
or 'North Wharf' or 'Rye Jetty' so it depends on the name.... 

register / 
variant 

2 jetty R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 jetty + wharf use both jetty and wharf - I think I use wharf for a more 'urban' or 
industrial structure e.g. ferry wharves at circular key 

use / meaning 

3 jetty R_2sbEDypjgFSmfj6 jetty + wharf Use interchangeably. Wharf were boats are docked. Jetty for structure use / meaning 
4 jetty R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu jetty + pier + 

wharf 
Pretty much interchangeable. Probably based on what its referred to 
locally. Although a jetty is smaller than a pier. 

use / meaning 

5 jetty R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH pier To me, a "jetty" is shorter than the one in the picture, and is often 
privately owned. On the other hand, if a ferry stops there, it's a "wharf". 

meaning 

6 jetty R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC jetty + pier + 
wharf 

jetty more, pier occasionally (seems more formal), wharf seems to be = 
NSW (yuck) 

meaning 

7 jetty R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp jetty + pier Jetty seems to be used for shorter or less robust piers meaning 
8 jetty R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf jetty + wharf Jetty if it goes out a long way. Wharf if it is for a ferry or similar. meaning 
9 jetty R_1DxaYnkzJvWBadS jetty + pier Jetty if small, pier if big, wharf if boats are parked there. meaning 
10 jetty R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv jetty + wharf Wharf is bigger meaning 
11 jetty R_1FzBm6U71KuiYQ8 jetty + pier + 

wharf 
I use all these terms, depending on the specific structure. meaning 

12 jetty R_1gIxDhwTAM0dvi0 jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Would depend on size and construction, most commonly 'jetty' meaning 

13 jetty R_1gUzCkaXxWLYTKL jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Predominantly pier, if it's smaller than the one in the picture a jetty and 
if it's large I'd call it a wharf 

meaning 

14 jetty R_1ieoXg4ypaMXAG8 jetty + pier A jetty is a small structure found on a beach or a lake. A pier is where 
medium sized boats embark regularly (eg Syd harbour). A wharf is a 
commercial port where large boats or ships embark. 

meaning 
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15 jetty R_1jU6UeBtfdRaE9Y jetty + pier + 

wharf 
Each of these structures would have a specific type of function. meaning 

16 jetty R_1JUBqoaN4TqUcpl pier + wharf Pier is longer and can be single, wharves shorter and typically > 1 meaning 
17 jetty R_1k1VugDhfC16RB0 jetty + pier I say both, they mean the same thing. To me a pier is longer meaning 
18 jetty R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa jetty + pier + 

wharf 
Depends on size, length, ownership (public or private) and usage meaning 

19 jetty R_1mF9IocQDeeSky7 jetty + pier A jetty is smaller than a pier. meaning 
20 jetty R_1MLJIPbCuAIU0ML jetty + pier + 

wharf 
I use all of these. Jetty for smaller structures, pier fora larger structure 
and wharf for large. 

meaning 

21 jetty R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q jetty those are all different things meaning 
22 jetty R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU jetty + wharf A wharf in the river and a jetty in the sea. meaning 
23 jetty R_1QF0EwmkBrROapX jetty + wharf jetty if wooden wharf if steel ie for grain meaning 
24 jetty R_21tek7JKWMV0otE jetty + pier + 

wharf 
wharf would usually be used for commercial scale jetties meaning 

25 jetty R_24Dcq9fozIAEVtW jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Depends how big it is meaning 

26 jetty R_25Z0VHCHkt8OYIx jetty + pier jetty if small, pier if big meaning 
27 jetty R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk jetty + pier + 

wharf 
Those words all mean something specific and different meaning 

28 jetty R_2aDFysdHEIruutd jetty + pier + 
wharf 

depends on what it loks ike meaning 

29 jetty R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz jetty + wharf I'd use jetty for a wooden structure, mainly used for walking on/fishing 
from. Wharf I'd user for heavier constructions where boats dock. Boats 
could dock at a jetty, but it's not the primary function of a jetty. 

meaning 

30 jetty R_2aFeXPKaFNU5oi2 jetty Depends on the official name, and the size. meaning 
31 jetty R_2aJh5xyeLPT48F5 jetty + pier Jetty if it floats, I think. meaning 
32 jetty R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 jetty But if it is made of rocks, then it is a "groin" or a "mole" meaning 
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33 jetty R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb jetty + pier + 

wharf 
I use all of these in ascending order of size - jetties are small, wharfs are 
large and piers in between 

meaning 

34 jetty R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ jetty + pier Pier is where the big boats go. meaning 
35 jetty R_2dGbErjajLlitRD jetty + pier One that big would be a pier. A jetty would be quite small, probably the 

length of a row boat. 
meaning 

36 jetty R_2EfQU6LEkMlTnXl jetty + wharf This is a wharf. ... A jetty is shorter, smaller; for small boats meaning 
37 jetty R_2fHBlq0oMhvn1gy jetty + pier A jetty is a small pier meaning 
38 jetty R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE jetty + pier + 

wharf 
depends on size and what it is used for meaning 

39 jetty R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ jetty + pier + 
wharf 

I have no real preference between the words, it depends on what the 
signs say or what i first here that particular one called 

meaning 

40 jetty R_2q1RxXuI7TtQAt4 jetty + pier + 
wharf 

I find mostly this depends on the length of the structure. Small = jetty, 
medium = pier and long = wharf. 

meaning 

41 jetty R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y jetty + wharf I'd call smaller 'jetties' a wharf - like at Circular quay. Larger ones, as 
pictured, I'd call a jetty. 

meaning 

42 jetty R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt jetty + pier + 
wharf 

it depends how big it is - jetties are smallest, piers are bigger and 
wharves are only for big ships. You don't have a wharf in a dam, you 
have a jetty 

meaning 

43 jetty R_2sTr7Tq1VQ5RwQh jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Subject to size meaning 

44 jetty R_2tyFa2TK7qZLhVf jetty + pier + 
wharf 

A jetty is small, a pier is big, and a wharf is used for industrial purposes meaning 

45 jetty R_2xFdireBxDi2BLU jetty + wharf I use wharf is the structure is quite large with boats near it. meaning 
46 jetty R_2YxCpRsaMwPFqUR jetty + pier + 

wharf 
They all mean slightly different things though- I would call the 
structure in the picture a pier. 

meaning 

47 jetty R_31avylB5WMXnRPF jetty + pier + 
wharf 

jetty only refers to smaller ones meaning 

48 jetty R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Depends on the context and if it has a specific name such as Station Pier meaning 
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49 jetty R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa jetty It depends on context. You fish from a 'jetty' and large ships dock at a 

wharf. 
meaning 

50 jetty R_3G257WaLXFZ4Ocd jetty + wharf Wharf in the picture but a jetty being a smaller in size meaning 
51 jetty R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU jetty + wharf I would use 'wharf' if it was at a port where bigh ships came in to dock. meaning 
52 jetty R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL jetty + pier depends on size of structure - jetty is smaller meaning 
53 jetty R_3HHLoxsd3fb0Ant jetty + pier jetty is smaller than a pier meaning 
54 jetty R_3Hjq3UQBpircOOv jetty + pier I call small ones jetties large ones piers meaning 
55 jetty R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 pier it's a pier that's pictured, but I'd use jetty or wharf for other marine 

structures 
meaning 

56 jetty R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH jetty + wharf I think a 'jetty' and a 'wharf' are different things. meaning 
57 jetty R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp jetty + pier + 

wharf 
jetties are smaller than piers, which are in turn smaller than wharves [in 
my lingo] 

meaning 

58 jetty R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI jetty + pier + 
wharf 

It depends on what it's called meaning 

59 jetty R_3qR75nmmcAcpN4I jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Depends on the size of the thing. meaning 

60 jetty R_3R2ZIJr9MH3pwbW jetty + wharf Jetty is smaller than a wharf which is used for bigger boats meaning 
61 jetty R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh jetty + pier + 

wharf 
They are distinct. Depends on context. meaning 

62 jetty R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh jetty + pier + 
wharf 

depends on context meaning 

63 jetty R_bradJnYCfArHeXT jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Often based on usage meaning 

64 jetty R_DTxjWyOvWWPGhLb jetty + pier Pier if it is commercial meaning 
65 jetty R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h jetty Depends on size and what / who uses it. meaning 
66 jetty R_ehetvvFjUMqsgZb jetty + wharf A jetty is more for fishing and recreation, but if it's more industrial it's a 

wharf. So there's a wharf down the Port, but Brighton and Glenelg 
beaches have jetties 

meaning 
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67 jetty R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 jetty + pier A jetty goes straight out into the water and is used for fishing. A pier is 

boarded walkways where boats are tied. 
meaning 

68 jetty R_POHggk46l5Z88gx jetty Usually jetty, but piers and wharves if that's their official name. If there 
is a distinction, it's that jetty's are small or privately owned. 

meaning 

69 jetty R_r7qayTjQRAKCrPr jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Depends on size. Jetty is smallest, pier something larger. Wharf implies 
there are big ships. 

meaning 

70 jetty R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 jetty + wharf I would now be equally familiar with pier as a result of reading and 
"Pier One" etc. 

meaning 

71 jetty R_SV59c6Kc5jJBWbT jetty + pier + 
wharf 

The one in the picture is pier; jetty is smaller; wharf is bigger and more 
commercial 

meaning 

72 jetty R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX jetty + pier + 
wharf 

I use all three it actually depends on the individual structure, what it is 
made of and what it has on it. the most basic wooden structure would 
be a jetty. a concrete structure with buildings etc on it would be a pier. 
and the wharf is actuary a waterfront area where there is a collection of 
piers and jetties. 

meaning 

73 jetty R_VJrXEb1qUTV7hzr jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Depends on size and context meaning 

74 jetty R_vPr4eF5YScoxkv7 jetty + pier + 
wharf 

A jetty is shorter. A wharf usually has boats moored at it. meaning 

75 jetty R_vuwFvjWxIO88u5z jetty + pier + 
wharf 

Pier I use for very large jetties. Wharf I use for commercial places, and 
for ferries 

meaning 

76 jetty R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV jetty + pier + 
wharf 

sort of depends on what it is being used for - your picture is a pier, a 
jetty is smaller 

meaning 

77 jetty R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ jetty + pier Jetty' for a smaller structure, 'pier' for a larger one. meaning 
78 jetty R_1M0rwM0aKiKIoxW jetty + pier + 

wharf 
all used for different places. Jetty is usually short and basic; pier has 
more structure; wharf for ports 

region / 
meaning 

79 jetty R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 jetty I use of all these now but as a child I would have probably used jetty age 
80 jetty R_2akIvDEemcKCBJ4 jetty Used in our family from my husband's childhood name for a jetty age 
81 jetty R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 jetty + wharf I think wharf growing up age 
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82 jetty R_3gDrxYTzHrwtbtD no word for 

this 
I grew up in Canberra where we don't have these things. age / region 

83 jetty R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C jetty + pier Either use 
84 jetty R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f jetty + pier + 

wharf 
All those words sound acceptable to me, and I've no idea which I'd use 
unprompted. Also, I kind of thought there was some technical 
difference between the three. 

use 

85 jetty R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 jetty + pier + 
wharf 

i would use these all interchangabley use 

86 jetty R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP x I would use all of these words, interchangeably use 
87 jetty R_1Qa3qJapa0k7oP9 jetty + pier + 

wharf 
all are interchangeable and location specific use / region 

88 jetty R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr jetty At times I use the other two - based on what it is known as locally: 
Tathra Wharf; Cairns Pier 

use / variants 

89 jetty R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il jetty + pier I would almost always say 'jetty'. variant 
90 jetty R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 jetty If it has a specific name I'll use that variant 
91 jetty R_2CJHzYpeRN5M03t jetty + pier Jetty is also familiar other 
92 jetty R_31HjSKOjvlR1cYr jetty + pier + 

wharf 
I use all dependant upon location region 

1 lego R_28TjQBc4f2O7RDp between leg-o 
& lay-go 

My first master's degree was in Swedish. I've also studied Danish. This 
is a shortened form of 'le god', which in Danish means 'play well'. It's 
pronounced as I have indicated.. 

register 

2 lego R_25F0uhfcjhSyyo9 between leg-o 
& lay-go 

My pronunciation is influenced by being half Danish pronunciation 
/ culture 

3 lego R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE leg-o Some people call them logos - but that may be Amereican. I've started 
hearing it recently 

pronunciation 
/ culture 

4 lego R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet lay-go My colleagues tell me it is "leggo" but I defy them and stick to laygo as 
that was it was to me as a child! 

age / attitude 
/ 
pronunciation 

5 lego R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE leg-o The pural of Lego is Lego, not Legoes pronunciation 
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6 lego R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 leg-o ...People from SA say "lay-go", I hear pronunciation 
7 lego R_1OSSDlFQRujYkpp leg-o NEVER LEGOS!!!! pronunciation 
8 lego R_3mgipIuLq94jusI leg-o Leggo, as in the sauce, first syllable stressed pronunciation 
9 lego R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp leg-o Grates me when people say 'Legos' shudder! pronunciation 
10 lego R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N between leg-o 

& lay-go 
I interchange tem due unsure of pronounciation pronunciation 

11 lego R_1IcPjfNrpew2kMk leg-o + lay-go I always said lay-go until I moved to qld pronunciation 
/ region 

12 lego R_2c1oVN2FyQH29ga lay-go but overseas, in order to be understood, I say leg-o. pronunciation 
/ region 

13 lego R_8C84KoCKNjCAlIR leg-o Everyone in Adelaide say lay - go pronunciation 
/ region 

14 lego R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT leg-o I say Leg-o because I'm from WA, mostly in SA people say 'lay-go' pronunciation 
/ region 

15 lego R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz lay-go I realise I am wrong, though. attitude 
16 lego R_upGVU8561RnPkPL can’t tell i lived in denmark, so it kind of clouds the issue other 
1 lock R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o bolting a sliding lock is a bolt. meaning 
2 lock R_1FbV9AWz6sO9jQw bolting + 

locking 
left hand is bolting the door meaning 

3 lock R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S locking + snib No "ing" for snib, only ever used as "snib" or "snibbed" meaning 
4 lock R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 bolting + 

locking 
bolting the door with his left hand but possibly locking the door with 
his right 

meaning 

5 lock R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q latching + 
locking 

latching implies a latch, not a lock meaning 

6 lock R_1pJuxVpZqlvMagx locking + 
snibbing 

He is locking the door; but he is snibbing the lock with his right hand. meaning 

7 lock R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk locking + 
snibbing + 
snipping 

I would use snip' or 'snib' for just flicking up the small knob to lock the 
door. 

meaning 
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8 lock R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz latching + 

locking 
Latch is something you slide into place, lock requires a key meaning 

9 lock R_2D1tSZhLB2droZJ latching + 
locking 

I would only use "latch" when there is an actual latch, not a tumbler lock meaning 

10 lock R_2dGbErjajLlitRD latching + 
locking + snib 

would not say snibbing but would say snib. As in 'go and snib the door' 
I can't remember ever saying snibbing. Woul probably have just said 
locking if using continuous tense. Latching has probably come later in 
my life from watching tv. 

meaning 

11 lock R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc latching + 
locking 

He is both "locking" and "latching" the door, but I think "locking" is a bit 
more precise and modern. 

meaning 

12 lock R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt locking + 
snibbing 

he is snibbing with his left hand (pushing the thing across) and locking 
with his right hand (using a key) 

meaning 

13 lock R_31tJhnNrBcTZJog locking + 
snipping 

snip is only specifically for a deadlock in my usage meaning 

14 lock R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 latching + 
locking + 
snibbing 

Depends on the exact context as to which I would use meaning 

15 lock R_3FLtxXAP2x1vNPV bolting + 
snibbing 

I use snib specifically for the lock on a screen door meaning 

16 lock R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU locking + 
snibbing 

I sometimes use 'snib' if it is just a button/switch on the back of the 
handle to differentiate from 'deadlocking' with a key. 

meaning 

17 lock R_3HHLoxsd3fb0Ant locking + 
snibbing 

my family only uses snibbing for the wire door as our main door only 
deadlocks 

meaning 

18 lock R_72OdK6bZEVSaF57 locking + 
snibbing 

I use 'snib' for pushing the little button on a locking mechanism that 
prevents the door from lcoking you out when you breifly go outside to 
hang washing. 

meaning 

19 lock R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 bolting + 
locking + 
snibbing 

I would only use 'snib' for a small button on a round door handle and I 
would say 'snibbing the lock'. Because of the horizontal bolt I might 
have said 'bolting'. 

meaning 
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20 lock R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 bolting + 

locking + 
snibbing 

With his left hand, locking with his right. Snibbing is locking with a 
lever to stop it being turned from outside. 

meaning 

21 lock R_QayGdHUccnLe02R locking + 
snibbing 

Usually I say snib when I'm referring to moving a lock so it stays 
open/unlatched, eg when I snib open the deadlock so I can let myself 
back in using only the door handle. 

meaning 

22 lock R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 latching + 
locking 

the one on top is a latch, the one below is a lock meaning 

23 lock R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 locking + 
snipping 

If you can open the door after without a key then it is sniping. meaning 

24 lock R_Xhos1HfUAgaqjWF locking + 
snibbing 

i use snib for the catch or similar on door knobs eg toilet door meaning 

25 lock R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd bolting + 
snibbing 

snib' when it's the little lock on a screen door meaning 

26 lock R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb locking + 
snibbing 

Pretty sure I got 'snib' from my mother in law who is Victorian age 

27 lock R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L locking For some reason I think my dad would say snibbing age 
28 lock R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N locking + 

snibbing 
I never hear the word snib now. When I was young we had a "snib" on 
our wire door 

age 

29 lock R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj bolting + 
locking 

it depends what comes to my mind first. use 

30 lock R_24keXhW7QekGZHR latching + 
locking 

Might occasionally use latch variant 

31 lock R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK putting the 
catch on 

He is putting the catch on. variants 

32 lock R_3fSINj6xcdBCXpb bolting Bolting the door variants 
33 lock R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu bolting + 

locking 
And bolting it too! variants 

34 lock R_3NU8B1NUtUVecQ6 latching Not v clear from picture unsure 
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1 lunch R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ lunch + 

lunchtime + 
lunch play 

At my primary school we often used 'morning play', 'lunch play' and 
'afternoon play' for our breaks 

meaning / 
register 

2 lunch R_5pUHTN12viJvJKR big lunch + 
lunchtime 

When I was at school, I called it big lunch. Now as a teacher I say 
lunchtime. 

age / register 

3 lunch R_e5koDNJ2AhKLQlz big lunch + 
lunch 

I use big lunch when kids were little and when I was at school. age / register 

4 lunch R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL big lunch + 
lunch + 
lunchtime 

In kindergarten or early years of school we distinguished with little and 
big lunch. Now I am a teacher and we use terms recess and lunch. 

age / register 

5 lunch R_7337OCX4KfR6YQ9 playlunch + 
recess 

When I was a child in Primary School we said "playlunch," but in High 
School it was recess". 

register 

6 lunch R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 big lunch + 
lunch 

We called it big lunch in infants, but by primary (year three), I think we 
just tended to call it lunch. The contrast is little-lunch/recess but I can't 
remember whether that change came at primary or at high school (yr 7), 
so I can't exactly remember whether both expressions changed at the 
same time. 

register 

7 lunch R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo big lunch + 
lunch 

little lunch and big lunch; I said in primary school, in highschool just 
morning tea and lunch 

register 

8 lunch R_3lMQjrsQybOjPmb big lunch I would only use 'big lunch' in the context that there is also a smaller 
break called 'little lunch' 

meaning 

9 lunch R_3mgipIuLq94jusI lunch Mid-morning 15-20 break was "play lunch" meaning 
10 lunch R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 lunch + 

lunchtime 
it's lunchtime but you go out for lunch meaning 

11 lunch R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 big lunch + 
lunch 

"big lunch" when we were really young age 

12 lunch R_2czSU6RI1bMeRfH big lunch + 
lunch 

I used to say 'big lunch' as a kid, but now I would probably just call it 
'lunch' 

age 

13 lunch R_2RTY3p1FsHNdca4 big lunch + 
lunchtime 

I haven't heard big lunch since I was very young age 
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14 lunch R_2V1MgrfQIx0GE0f big lunch + 

lunch 
When I was little, it was "big lunch" age 

15 lunch R_2Y4frGhrChp2rKd big lunch + 
lunchtime 

Big lunch came into usage when my kids were at school...number of 
teachers from NSW 

age / region 

16 lunch R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y big lunch + 
lunch 

bug lunch and little lunch when I was a child age 

17 lunch R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR dinner At home we called it dinner. The evening meal was tea. This usage 
came from my UK grandparents although my father's New England 
family also used the same words. 

age / region 

18 lunch R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH lunch + 
lunchtime 

We used "lunch" and "lunchtime" interchangeably. Officially "lunch". use 

19 lunch R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 big lunch + 
lunch + 
lunchtime 

Little lunch was 11am, "big lunch" at 1pm use 

20 lunch R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc lunch We mostly called it "lunch", but "lunchtime" wouldn't have earned any 
strange looks. 

use 

21 lunch R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb big lunch This seems to be changing use 
22 lunch R_1P1uTf0YSWvILJj lunchtime Lunch-time variant 
23 lunch R_2uswvCTiUVihCBZ lunchtime Now called big break variant 
24 lunch R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet lunchtime + 

lunch 
Or lunch variant 

25 lunch R_3ew2epgitrSiHO5 big lunch + 
lunch 

Big lunch in Qld. Lunch in NSW region 

26 lunch R_upGVU8561RnPkPL big lunch + 
lunch 

big lunch in qld; lunch in sa region 

27 lunch R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp lunchtime Big lunch in Brisbane region 
28 lunch R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh lunch + lunch 

break 
can't really remember. I'm sure I have never heard of "big lunch", but 
the question does suggest "little lunch", which does seem like somehting 
I remember 

unsure 
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1 melbourne R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi Mel (like bell) + 

Me(w) 
the l is not the same as "l" - it's further back the hard palate (lazy version 
of l) 

attitude + 
pronunciation 

2 melbourne R_12PS74kxV9a2HYW Mel (like bell) Melbin pronunciation 
3 melbourne R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 Mel (like bell) I noticed when I came to Melbourne that people called Albert park 

Elbert Park 
pronunciation 

4 melbourne R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S Mal-Mel 
interchangeable 
+ in between 
Mal-Mel 

Vowel sound is halfway between pal and bell pronunciation 

5 melbourne R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx Mel (like bell) Mell bn pronunciation 
6 melbourne R_1LMqsWSwdY6BLIF Mel (like bell) MEL-BIN pronunciation 
7 melbourne R_1OSSDlFQRujYkpp Mel (like bell) and the second syllable is of course 'burn' not 'born' pronunciation 
8 melbourne R_1QGS6V97vmTuSwD Mel (like bell) I clip the word pronunciation 
9 melbourne R_1QlvMOHGNHlTt3c Mel (like bell) Mel-bin pronunciation 
10 melbourne R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 Mel (like bell) + 

both Mal-Mel 
I think it's somewhere in between "mel" and "mew". Definitely not 
"mal". 

pronunciation 

11 melbourne R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb Mel (like bell) 
Me(w) + both 
Mal-Mel 

I can't tell whether I reliably pronounce the 'I' or not pronunciation 

12 melbourne R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT Mel (like bell) Victorians reverse the sounds of "el"and "al" A large grey animal is an 
alephant and you look at your photo elbum. 

pronunciation 

13 melbourne R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM Me(w) The L sounds like a W. But it doesn't rhyme with pew as in church. pronunciation 
14 melbourne R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L Ma(w) Mao-burn (mao rhymes with wow) pronunciation 
15 melbourne R_2PidoiRLiFqbyLV Mel (like bell) mell-ben pronunciation 
16 melbourne R_2SjW9s6HqTe5oe6 Mel (like bell) Melburn pronunciation 
17 melbourne R_2TXgtt3X7uYWsYt Mel (like bell) melbun pronunciation 
18 melbourne R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h Me(w) + both 

Mal-Mel 
My coda /l/ is always not even just a "slight w", but completely [w]. So 
"bell" is also [bƒÝw] for me. 

pronunciation 
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19 melbourne R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 Mel (like bell) like "mel-burn" pronunciation 
20 melbourne R_3CK0uPNuGb0xft6 Mal (like pal) + 

Ma(w) 
Ma[w]-bourne. The 'our' is pronounced as a schwa pronunciation 

21 melbourne R_3EcHJv1KpGau7yq Mel (like bell) Mel bin pronunciation 
22 melbourne R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr Mel (like bell) + 

both Mal-Mel 
Not sure between the two pronunciation 

23 melbourne R_3Ga2mgzMOahDc57 Mel (like bell) Mel-bern pronunciation 
24 melbourne R_3HHLoxsd3fb0Ant Mel (like bell) i have been living overseas recently and make sure i pronounce it 

clearly so americans and non native english speakers can understand 
me 

pronunciation 

25 melbourne R_3LhxOCcgB6tvABa Mel (like bell) Mel bun pronunciation 
26 melbourne R_3n1V6Ub3yE11zuk Mel (like bell) Mel-bin pronunciation 
27 melbourne R_3oT0FrftKFEqd3E Mel (like bell) Mel-bin pronunciation 
28 melbourne R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM Mel (like bell) Second syllable is "bun" or "bn" pronunciation 
29 melbourne R_3pmcVwzFikfGtYa Mel (like bell) Have not heard any other variations by locals other than the two I have 

suggested. 
pronunciation 

30 melbourne R_3PNQzc6p9UscteO Mel (like bell) Mel-ben pronunciation 
31 melbourne R_3rJtVA8iCeDVcrJ Mel (like bell) Melbin! pronunciation 
32 melbourne R_3ZZHhOFLUfhdZWt Mel (like bell) Mel-bun pronunciation 
33 melbourne R_40bwKX8gYzNccjT Mel (like bell) + 

Me(w) 
It's a soft w really, like miwk for milk. But doesn't rhyme with pew pronunciation 

34 melbourne R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr Mel (like bell) + 
in between 
Mal-Mel 

Difficult decision between pal and bell pronunciation 

35 melbourne R_7Tyghr3IRxR9nEt Mal (like pal) Mal-burn pronunciation 
36 melbourne R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb Mel (like bell) Also the "bourne" (second syllable) must be pronounced like the second 

syllable of "ribbon". 
pronunciation 

37 melbourne R_dgpB0CaIL6PzagN Mel (like bell) Melbin pronunciation 
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38 melbourne R_Oeun9BB83sXRX8J Mel (like bell) + 

both Mal-Mel 
I pronounce the second half more like bin than bourne as well pronunciation 

39 melbourne R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 Mal (like pal) + 
Mel (like bell) + 
Mal-Mel 
interchangeable 

I am assuming that by 'pal' you mean /Ì_/ but pal and bell don't rhyme 
for me because pal has a longer vowel /Ì_:/ 

pronunciation 

40 melbourne R_UaxzcjLZiUgqWKl Mel (like bell) Mel- bnn pronunciation 
41 melbourne R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId Mel (like bell) /mEl/ pronunciation 
42 melbourne R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd Mel (like bell) mel-bun [rhymes with 'bell' - 'bun' closer to b'n] pronunciation 
43 melbourne R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 Mel (like bell) I have asked Melburnians about this and they regularly tell me that they 

cannot hear a difference between tallavision and television ; aliphantor 
elephant 

pronunciation 
/ region 

44 melbourne R_3kjrHUQsG596L4W Mal (like pal) Pal and bell have the same vowel (the one in pal) to me (and I think all 
western Victorians) 

pronunciation 
+ region 

45 melbourne R_3Rsa7g5XgSn00PN Mel (like bell) Typically Victorian to use Mal-bourne however most don't realise 
they're doing it. 

pronunciation 
+ region 

46 melbourne R_29ijADjYvt5HHaf Mel (like bell) + 
both Mal-Mel 

Depends on how lazy I am in articulating attitude 

47 melbourne R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc Mel (like bell) I absolutely hate it when Melbournites say "Malbourne". It sounds as if 
they don't take any pride in their city, and want it to sound bad (which 
is exactly what the prefix mal- means). Dropping the L is also a big no-
no for me. I think all other pronunciations sound bogan (or should that 
be "bevan" in Queensland?). 

attitude 

48 melbourne R_31avylB5WMXnRPF Mel (like bell) #VictoriaMasterState #MakeMelbourneTheCapital attitude 
1 nature strip R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il footpath Since working for my local council, I also call it 'verge'. meaning 
2 nature strip R_10IqO6YYGRpypfY footpath + 

nature strip 
Depends if it's concrete or grass meaning 

3 nature strip R_10PguEw2iBNfyqN footpath + 
nature strip 

nature strip is grass. footpath is concrete. meaning 
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4 nature strip R_1FbV9AWz6sO9jQw footpath + 

nature strip 
footpath if there is a path; nature strip if it's grass meaning 

5 nature strip R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 verge As pictured it is the verge. If there were a paved/hard area to walk on, 
that would be the footpath and the remaining area would be the verge. 
The verge does not include the footpath. 

meaning 

6 nature strip R_1i4mLymbPwGK7ch footpath + 
nature strip 

Grassed area would be nature strip meaning 

7 nature strip R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C nature strip + 
verge 

But I'd prefer 'nature strip' if there was a formed footpath next to the 
fence. 

meaning 

8 nature strip R_1IY1d8GdlfSzZDR footpath + 
nature strip 

footpath if it's paved, if it's grass it's nature strip meaning 

9 nature strip R_1j6ZwvzhlyKJy3O no word for 
this 

I may call it a footpath if there was a path their meaning 

10 nature strip R_1JJFxJdeWzTMfQc footpath I think I use nature strip for the grass in the centre of the road, dividing 
the lanes 

meaning 

11 nature strip R_1Nf8ZljSR637p3c nature strip Only grass is a nature strip a footpath is concrete path meaning 
12 nature strip R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc nature strip + 

verge 
Where I live there's almost always a council-built footpath, and I'd call 
the strip of land between the path and the kerb the 'nature strip' or 
'verge'. If I spent more time in areas without purpose-built footpaths, I 
might become more inclined to call something like in the picture a 
footpath. 

meaning 

13 nature strip R_1OP4PnIXmrpeg7h footpath + 
nature strip 

Footpath is where one can walk; nature strip is planted. meaning 

14 nature strip R_1P1uTf0YSWvILJj footpath + 
nature strip 

This could be a footpath and/or a nature strip because there is no 
defining line between the two 

meaning 

15 nature strip R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 footpath If it's paved it's a pavement meaning 
16 nature strip R_21giddg5HeHE60u footpath + 

nature strip 
hard area is footpath, grassed area is nature strip meaning 

17 nature strip R_22PpJ9sJ8O0pIdy nature strip The nature strip is not the entire area between the front fence and the 
road. It does not include the footpath. Only the grassy area 

meaning 
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18 nature strip R_24keXhW7QekGZHR footpath + 

nature strip + 
verge 

More likely to call it a footpath if it has a hard surface eg bituminous, 
bricks and a nature strip or verge if grassed 

meaning 

19 nature strip R_25ARTXQ3725aXEz x if it is concreted it is footpath if it is lawn its verge or median strip meaning 
20 nature strip R_27NcgswNY6dEuP4 footpath + 

nature strip 
It's kind of more a nature strip since footpaths have concrete meaning 

21 nature strip R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk nature strip If there was a paved path it would be a footpath. If there is just 
vegetation, grass and/or bushes and trees, the part with vegetation 
would be the nature strip. 

meaning 

22 nature strip R_2dGbErjajLlitRD nature strip It's a footpath when there is concrete, so the footpath is next to the 
nature strip which is grass. 

meaning 

23 nature strip R_2EclCBcwbUl2Wi3 front lawn Front lawn (as opposed to our front garden). Footpath is specifically for 
the concrete path ans I only started using nature strip and verge in my 
20s and 30s 

meaning 

24 nature strip R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ footpath + 
verge 

Verge if it's lawn / garden, footpath if it's concreted for walking on. meaning 

25 nature strip R_2sbEDypjgFSmfj6 nature strip footpath only if there is a path meaning 
26 nature strip R_2tyFa2TK7qZLhVf nature strip The nature strip is the grassy bit. The footpath is only if there's a path 

there. 
meaning 

27 nature strip R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f footpath + 
nature strip 

The footpath and nautre strip are two distinct parts of that area, not 
used interchangeably. 

meaning 

28 nature strip R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo nature strip the grass/plants bit, if footpath (cement) there its just called a footpath meaning 
29 nature strip R_2xL6RWetHoVZt5k footpath + 

nature strip 
The path is a footpath and the grassed area is the nature strip meaning 

30 nature strip R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 footpath Nature strip if it is an actual strip of grass next to the concrete path or 
the middle of the road) 

meaning 

31 nature strip R_30uHS72pyZN8HDH footpath + 
nature strip 

footpath for the concrete and nature strip for the grass part meaning 

32 nature strip R_31avylB5WMXnRPF nature strip If there's a path, that's the pavement/footpath, grassy area is the nature 
strip. 

meaning 
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33 nature strip R_33a1Yf58z7cJt1z nature strip The footpath lies between the nature strip and the front fence meaning 
34 nature strip R_3ESc8jeaYMhb07n nature strip Footpath only if there is concrete meaning 
35 nature strip R_3jSYYwcObVIUO0J footpath + 

nature strip 
depending on whether there is a cement path or not meaning 

36 nature strip R_3k65lfiClBVGqz9 nature strip I use 'footpath' for the concrete pedestrian path and 'nature strip' for the 
grassy area between the footpath and the road. This question needs 
tweaking for accuracy as there are usually two distinct areas between 
the front fence and the road. 

meaning 

37 nature strip R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO front verge + 
verge 

not sure why but I often hear and say front verge. also verge side for 
collection. 

meaning 

38 nature strip R_3KSME66Dsn3NvqT footpath When I say footpath people think of concrete. They say nature strip in 
canberra 

meaning 

39 nature strip R_3L08X6NdX6IW54y footpath + 
nature strip + 
sidewalk 

"footpath" or "sidewalk" if it is concrete (nature strip refers to the grass) meaning 

40 nature strip R_3MbtcOb5ry1qg2O kerb The footpath is the concrete path in the middle of the grass area meaning 
41 nature strip R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T verge If it had paving, it would be a footpath meaning 
42 nature strip R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN footpath + 

nature strip + 
verge 

Footpath if hard surfaced. First heard nature strip in Vic. meaning 

43 nature strip R_3sBo8XfgtUB1vAf footpath + 
nature strip 

Footpath if paved, nature strip for the grassed area meaning 

44 nature strip R_40bwKX8gYzNccjT footpath + side 
of the road 

The side of the road meaning 

45 nature strip R_6i1pHQAMwmqKydP footpath + 
nature strip 

footpath if paved, nature strip if grass/trees meaning 

46 nature strip R_72OdK6bZEVSaF57 footpath + 
nature strip 

footpath is the paved area; a nature strip is covered in grass or plants, 
often between the footpath and the road 

meaning 

47 nature strip R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz footpath + 
verge 

It's only a footpath if paved path is present. Else verge. meaning 
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48 nature strip R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 footpath nature strip is the grassed area when there is a narrow strip of paving meaning 
49 nature strip R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh footpath + 

nature strip 
footpath is the paved part, the grass is nature strip meaning 

50 nature strip R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff nature strip But if there was an actual concrete path would say footpath meaning 
51 nature strip R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h nature strip + 

verge 
Deficient question, as photo shows no footpath, although the land is 
used as a path on foot. 

meaning 

52 nature strip R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 nature strip footpath only when its paved meaning 
53 nature strip R_sOr0rrdFtOizlip sidewalk I would use footpath if there was a path meaning 
54 nature strip R_vuwFvjWxIO88u5z footpath + 

nature strip 
Footpath, if it has a hard surface. Nature strip for this photo, with just 
vegetation. 

meaning 

55 nature strip R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV nature strip if there is a footpath then you have a nature strip and a footpath - 
otherwise just a nature strip - this is fun! 

meaning 

56 nature strip R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId nature strip + 
verge 

nature strip implies your exluding the pavement if there is one, verge 
woudld be both naturestrip & pavement 

meaning 

57 nature strip R_Yb3Bf2H76bQHhLz footpath + 
nature strip 

Nature strip = grass, footpath = concrete or asphalt meaning 

58 nature strip R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b nature strip Paved area is footpath, grassed area is nature strip meaning 
59 nature strip R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 nature strip In Melbourne suburbs, the area between a fence and a road would 

usually have both a footpath (paved path) and a nature strip (grass). 
region / 
meaning 

60 nature strip R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc nature strip That's what my parents always called it. age 
61 nature strip R_3m97Poe1129Hdow footpath + 

nature strip + 
verge 

interchangeable use 

62 nature strip R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp footpath + 
nature strip 

or footpath variant 

63 nature strip R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o nature strip verge & footpath would get me there but I don't tend to use them other 
64 nature strip R_1kFDzIArl3xk6Gq nature strip Now i live in Wa i now call it a verge region 
65 nature strip R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL nature strip + 

verge 
depends on state - see earlier response region 
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66 nature strip R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt nature strip encountered verge when in WA first region 
67 nature strip R_3R2ZIJr9MH3pwbW x I use something else but my mind has blanked on it right now. unsure 
1 paddy 

melon 
R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH melon melon with an adjective ifn think there is more identifying shape and 

markings grom rock to piemelon -otherwise just melon. 
meaning 

2 paddy 
melon 

R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 paddy melon + 
pig melon + pie 
melon 

pie melon....depending on which it is ....identification is vital as picking 
a pig/ paddy melon for pie or jam can cause illness with violent 
vomiting 

meaning 

3 paddy 
melon 

R_3mgipIuLq94jusI paddy melon Confusingly, paddymelons are also wallabies in Tasmania meaning 

4 paddy 
melon 

R_2Wum81oXGcZtiE0 paddy melon Only heard of these as an adult in QLD age 

5 paddy 
melon 

R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox paddy melon I assumed "patty melon" until I saw this but I think it's the same - kind 
of flapped ts anyway 

pronunciation 

6 paddy 
melon 

R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o paddy melon weed variant 

7 paddy 
melon 

R_3lXMQAnt0esL2sN no word for 
this 

is that a watermelon variant 

8 paddy 
melon 

R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH paddy melon I picked this up when I went to the APY lands, where they run rampant 
as a weed. The guides used this term. 

region 

9 paddy 
melon 

R_2VqIe2DU9e2wnhc paddy melon But I only saw the plant and learnt it recently. I was on holidays in 
mildura 

region 

10 paddy 
melon 

R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP paddy melon Never seen one til I lived in SA region 

11 paddy 
melon 

R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh paddy melon you say you want actual usage, but I have never seen a paddy melon, or 
any other melon, or a paddock, in the city. 

region 

12 paddy 
melon 

R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 paddy melon Learnt this on a bus trip from SA to Ayers rock region 

13 paddy 
melon 

R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 no word for 
this 

Saw them by the road near Mildura, but never found their name. region / 
unsure 
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14 paddy 

melon 
R_1DxaYnkzJvWBadS no word for 

this 
I have never seen them wild in Gippsland unsure 

15 paddy 
melon 

R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE no word for 
this 

I don't know what this is. unsure 

16 paddy 
melon 

R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 no word for 
this 

city person... I've never seen these unsure 

17 paddy 
melon 

R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z paddy melon Just a guess unsure 

18 paddy 
melon 

R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk no word for 
this 

I would have to look up what they are - never seen them unsure 

19 paddy 
melon 

R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 no word for 
this 

Never seen this plant before! unsure 

20 paddy 
melon 

R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL no word for 
this 

i've never seen this melon before unsure 

21 paddy 
melon 

R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 
this 

I don't know what this is. unsure 

22 paddy 
melon 

R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE no word for 
this 

Not in my paddocks unsure 

23 paddy 
melon 

R_3iqcOJZred1MxUX no word for 
this 

not seen in Tas unsure 

24 paddy 
melon 

R_3j670XEODrbSb4m no word for 
this 

Have never seen this before in my life... unsure 

25 paddy 
melon 

R_3MRSvWmHrCfL0qI no word for 
this 

Never seen nor heard of this unsure 

26 paddy 
melon 

R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP no word for 
this 

I have heard the term paddy melon but had never seen one unsure 

27 paddy 
melon 

R_phoytdOzNlxaihb melon if I were to call it anything... unsure 

28 paddy 
melon 

R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh no word for 
this 

Never seen it unsure 
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1 parking 

inspector 
R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA brown bomber 

+ parking 
inspector 

I would've used brown bomber more but my Aunt was one so I used 
the more respectful term. 

age / register / 
attitude 

2 parking 
inspector 

R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT parking 
inspector + 
sticker licker 

I mainly use parking inspector, but used sticker licker as a more 
colloquial term as a child 

age / register 

3 parking 
inspector 

R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM parking 
inspector + 
sticker licker 

Sticker licker familiarly, parking inspector formally register 

4 parking 
inspector 

R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 parking 
inspector 

Not sure about this - parking inspector sounds too formal, but I doubt I 
would say cop 

unsure / 
register 

5 parking 
inspector 

R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb brown bomber 
+ grey ghost + 
parking 
inspector 

I used to call them brown bombers when their uniform was brown; then 
when the uniform changed to grey/blue they became grey ghosts. 

age / meaning 

6 parking 
inspector 

R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il brown bomber 
+ parking cop + 
ranger 

Since working at the council, I would also call them Ranger, since the 
rangers in our LGA issue parking tickets. 

meaning 

7 parking 
inspector 

R_1d67vqVa45uobWM ranger Where i live the same person looks after all local laws, dog catcher etc meaning 

8 parking 
inspector 

R_1rCHrmArMmELn0r council ranger 
+ ranger 

Where I'm from, the people that give parking tickets are generally 
council rangers 

meaning 

9 parking 
inspector 

R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV parking police 
+ ranger 

not really printable what I call them - but sometimes we call them 
rangers or parking police (never gender specific) 

meaning 

10 parking 
inspector 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet brown bomber 
+ parking 
inspector 

I think they were in brown but now in blue but I mainly usually that 
term. 

meaning 

11 parking 
inspector 

R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ parking 
inspector 

I see 'grey ghost' used in the media but I wouldn't say it myself in 
conversation. 

culture 
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12 parking 

inspector 
R_2eR2ITpehtTernN brown bomber 

+ parking cop 
Used to use brown bomber but less so as the years go by as it has 
become superseded 

age 

13 parking 
inspector 

R_2w088ZOSKMYQfEi brown bomber 
+ parking cop 

brown bomber is also a word I remember from childhood used by 
adults 

age 

14 parking 
inspector 

R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 brown bomber 
+ parking cop + 
ranger 

Brown bomber growing up (70s Sydney) but now the ranger or parking 
cop 

age 

15 parking 
inspector 

R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP brown bomber 
+ parking 
inspector 

Brown bomber was used a lot when I was growing up age 

16 parking 
inspector 

R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh brown bomber 
+ grey ghost + 
parking 
inspector + 
parking police 

I think they've become parking inspectors, they were parking police, 
and I am familiar with brown bomber and grey ghost 

use 

17 parking 
inspector 

R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb inspector + 
parking 
inspector 

Sometimes just "inspector" variant 

18 parking 
inspector 

R_2dSbu8qHUFIfWIr grey ghost + 
parking nazi 

also known as parking Nazis variants 

19 parking 
inspector 

R_3lxhEMs8j87UPXM parking 
inspector + 
parking ranger 

Also use parking ranger variants 

20 parking 
inspector 

R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 brown bomber 
+ parking 
inspector 

Familiar with "brown bomber" from other people's expressions, 
particularly the newspapers 

variants 

21 parking 
inspector 

R_1ihduX8iX0mCNOA parking 
inspector 

Sticker licker is hilarious and I am going to start using it instead! attitude 

22 parking 
inspector 

R_31avylB5WMXnRPF parking 
inspector 

widely despised attitude 
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23 parking 

inspector 
R_3fTrGcSl1F0vF9f parking cop I will from this day forth call them the brown bomber! That is brilliant! attitude 

24 parking 
inspector 

R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 grey ghost + 
parking 
inspector 

only use grey ghost if feeling comical attitude 

25 parking 
inspector 

R_3LbPximP0nmrAD4 parking 
inspector 

I haven't heard Sticker Licker before but I like it! attitude 

26 parking 
inspector 

R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 parking 
inspector 

No childhood word for this - ther were none. other 

27 parking 
inspector 

R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa brown bomber 
+ grey ghost + 
parking cop 

uniform colour sensitive other 

28 parking 
inspector 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT grey ghost + 
sticker licker 

Grey ghost was in WA region 

29 parking 
inspector 

R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h brown bomber 
+ parking 
police 

They were Brown Bombers in Sydney. These days in Victoria I call them 
parking police. 

region 

30 parking 
inspector 

R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj parking 
inspector 

Didn't have any of those growing up in a small country town. They 
exist there now. 

region 

31 parking 
inspector 

R_qxVmu8sga12Vwl3 parking nazi Tasmanian... region 

1 paterson's 
curse 

R_2s089ZTDuqEq0iE Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Only known because there's a poem I learned in primary school called 
Salvation Jane / Paterson's curse! 

age / register 

2 paterson's 
curse 

R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 no word for 
this 

I've heard of Paterson's curse, but only from school lessons about 
introduced species. I'm not sure if this picture is it. 

register / 
unsure 

3 paterson's 
curse 

R_2y7NL8MMOUOmTvL Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Slavation Jane when lack of rain has reduce the pasture meaning 
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4 paterson's 

curse 
R_qDfkojlwk3oh0Qx no word for 

this 
Don't know what it is. Doesn't look like what I know is patter sins curse unsure / 

meaning 
5 paterson's 

curse 
R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt Paterson's 

curse + 
salvation Jane 

Paterson's curse and Salvation Jane used interchangeably in immediate 
family (mum grew up close to SA border) 

age / use / 
region 

6 paterson's 
curse 

R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

my parents argued about this one! age / attitude 

7 paterson's 
curse 

R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Terms used by my mother from Tumut in NSW age 

8 paterson's 
curse 

R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Always told by mum it was known by both names depending on state 
you are in. I think NSW was Paterson's curse and SA Salvation Jane. 

age / region 

9 paterson's 
curse 

R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

I use Salvation Jane generally but refer to it as Paterson's curse with my 
ACT mum and QLD dad, who both use that term. 

age / region 

10 paterson's 
curse 

R_cHnqZ0R6DjZJehP no word for 
this 

I've heard my mum say Patterson's a curse a lot so I would guess it is 
called that but I've never seen these actual flowers before 

age / unsure 

11 paterson's 
curse 

R_27eWFVo17FVJcOa Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Also Salvation Jane in equal distribution use 

12 paterson's 
curse 

R_eEA0b00p2ElH59n Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Pattersons curse or salvation jane use 

13 paterson's 
curse 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc purple flower I'd just call it a purple flower, but that's not very specific. variant 

14 paterson's 
curse 

R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f purple flower I'd call it a purple flower and leave it at that. variant 
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15 paterson's 

curse 
R_QfuiREGgvMmY1oZ Paterson's 

curse + 
salvation Jane 

I sometimes use Patterson's Curse as well variant 

16 paterson's 
curse 

R_2af9gxBQgc2Ku2r wildflower As per previous comment about the yellow flower, I would refer to it as 
a wildflower. 

variants 

17 paterson's 
curse 

R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Usually Paterson's curse variants 

18 paterson's 
curse 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Usually Salvation Jane variants 

19 paterson's 
curse 

R_3GiyIwscwSZCjNA Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Salvation Jane came first. other 

20 paterson's 
curse 

R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp Paterson's 
curse 

Mum's maiden name is Paterson, so it's well known in our family as 
this. 

other 

21 paterson's 
curse 

R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

probably use Paterson's Curse more since moving to Victoria region 

22 paterson's 
curse 

R_2Uf5BGlPj5s6VU6 salvation Jane Patersons curse in the ACT region 

23 paterson's 
curse 

R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

Depending where I am - Salvation Jane SA region 

24 paterson's 
curse 

R_3KBpniKPyaSkrI6 Paterson's 
curse + 
salvation Jane 

i only know this from living in nsw region 

25 paterson's 
curse 

R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP salvation Jane never saw this til I visited SA region 
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26 paterson's 

curse 
R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip Paterson's 

curse + 
salvation Jane 

can use either Patersons Curse(from NSW) or Salvation Jane (from SA) region 

27 paterson's 
curse 

R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj Paterson's 
curse 

Was never exposed to it in QLD. Have only ever seen it a few times in 
my life, and it has been referred to at those times as Paterson's curse. 

region 

28 paterson's 
curse 

R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE no word for 
this 

I don't know much about plants unsure 

29 paterson's 
curse 

R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc weeds If somebody spoke about Salvation Jane or Paterson's Curse, I'd know 
they were talking about a weed, but though I'm familiar with it through 
my mum I wouldn't recognise it by any name if I saw it. 

unsure 

30 paterson's 
curse 

R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH no word for 
this 

never seen unsure 

31 paterson's 
curse 

R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk Paterson's 
curse 

I'd look it up in a book to identify which it is unsure 

32 paterson's 
curse 

R_2AQjY51bHQXB6Vh no word for 
this 

I don't know this plant at all unsure 

33 paterson's 
curse 

R_2QKVOyvKcOaX8ce no word for 
this 

I don't know them unsure 

34 paterson's 
curse 

R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 Paterson's 
curse 

I wouldn't recognise this flower, but I've heard of paterson's curse and 
not the others 

unsure 

35 paterson's 
curse 

R_2YG1v9hdUApkw9k Paterson's 
curse 

Not exposed to this unsure 

36 paterson's 
curse 

R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 no word for 
this 

I actually have no idea what this is! unsure 

37 paterson's 
curse 

R_2ZK4YfPNHP10QQx no word for 
this 

don't recognise it, maybe paterson's curse sounds familiar unsure 

38 paterson's 
curse 

R_3GrYJN8kofAuTPJ no word for 
this 

never seen them unsure 

39 paterson's 
curse 

R_qxVmu8sga12Vwl3 Paterson's 
curse 

Not in Tas NW Coast unsure 
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40 paterson's 

curse 
R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 Paterson's 

curse 
I'm familiar with Paterson's Curse, though I didn't recognize the picture. unsure 

41 paterson's 
curse 

R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX no word for 
this 

i have no idea what this is unsure 

42 paterson's 
curse 

R_vPr4eF5YScoxkv7 no word for 
this 

These do not grow wild where I live, so if I saw them I would probably 
ask someone what they were. 

unsure 

43 paterson's 
curse 

R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh no word for 
this 

Ive never seen this before unsure 

1 peanut 
butter 

R_1LY81ATuR6VWWe9 peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

But when paired with honey on toast, bread or on a toasted sandwich I 
would say 'peanut paste and honey'. 

meaning 

2 peanut 
butter 

R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh peanut butter I have assumed you are referring to peanut butter, but of course what I 
buy and eat contains lots of stuff additional to roasted peanuts (sugar, 
salt, various numbered items), If I actually ground some peanuts, I 
would call the result peanut paste. 

meaning 

3 peanut 
butter 

R_vjGrtD4dRDCJKw1 peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

Depends - if it's pure ground peanuts, it's peanut paste, if it's kraft, it's 
peanut butter 

meaning 

4 peanut 
butter 

R_1FG7cU0tAGQKAlC peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

As a kid used peanut paste, now use peanut butter more age 

5 peanut 
butter 

R_25F0uhfcjhSyyo9 peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

Used to be peanut paste when I was a child age 

6 peanut 
butter 

R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

Grew up calling it peanut paste, but now having lived interstate means 
I've gotten used to saying peanut butter 

age 

7 peanut 
butter 

R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

When I was a kid everyone called it Peanut Paste but I don't use that 
anymore 

age 

8 peanut 
butter 

R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

When I was a kid it was peanut paste. Now I use -paste or -butter 
interchangeably. 

age 

9 peanut 
butter 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc peanut butter The labels on the jars we buy from the shops always say "peanut 
butter", so that's what I call it. Mum hates the term "peanut paste", and I 
think that only old people still use it nowadays. It's a carry-over from 
the 1980s, and should rightly belong to that era, not the 2010s. 

age 
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10 peanut 

butter 
R_2rl5zjbLhPXivP2 peanut butter + 

peanut paste 
Peanut paste when I was a child age 

11 peanut 
butter 

R_5pUHTN12viJvJKR peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

As a child, I said peanut paste. Now I say peanut butter. age 

12 peanut 
butter 

R_egGrVcX6V7YuNa5 peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

As a child it was referred to as "peanut paste", and my parents still call 
it this. 

age 

13 peanut 
butter 

R_1oBHMarOdYGgqUJ peanut butter I called it peanut paste (or penis paste) as a kid in WA age / region 

14 peanut 
butter 

R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp peanut paste grew up with peanut paste, but in NSW everyone seems to use peanut 
butter 

age / region 

15 peanut 
butter 

R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

But if in Qld I call it paste, as I grew up calling it this age / region 

16 peanut 
butter 

R_QayGdHUccnLe02R peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

Grew up saying peanut paste in Qld. Having now lived many years in 
NSW & VIC, I usually say peanut butter. 

age / region 

17 peanut 
butter 

R_22P9N49nkIPvsEs peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

Both use 

18 peanut 
butter 

R_25uumaqDtXOOmeU peanut paste slowing being usurped by the use of peanut butter use 

19 peanut 
butter 

R_2c1oVN2FyQH29ga peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

interchangeably. use 

20 peanut 
butter 

R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

I mainly use peanut butter, but my husband calls it peanut paste, so I 
am gradually changing how I name this food. 

variant 

21 peanut 
butter 

R_10pU4DNIAUmwOf9 peanut butter Who the hell calls it peanut paste?! attitude 

22 peanut 
butter 

R_1hVYaaSBJfUrz95 peanut butter I generally call it "disgusting" ;D attitude 

23 peanut 
butter 

R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 peanut butter ...."Peanut paste"?! attitude 

24 peanut 
butter 

R_07HIThYkDra65Df peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

Depends if I'm in Queensland! region 
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25 peanut 

butter 
R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu peanut butter I think peanut paste is a WA thing? region 

26 peanut 
butter 

R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb peanut butter Paste more common in Qld region 

27 peanut 
butter 

R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV peanut butter + 
peanut paste 

In WA we said paste in Vic we said butter region 

1 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_6tExHzbTwLOrTzj crossing + 
zebra crossing 

I, like most kids I knew in primary school used "zebra crossing." Don't 
use the term as often as an adult. Just call it a "crossing"now. 

age / register 

2 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI crosswalk + 
pedestrian 
crossing 

Depends on the people im talking to register 

3 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc pedestrian 
crossing + 
zebra crossing 

Pelican crossing also used by my girlfriend, who grew up in the UK. 
Always amuses me. 

age / attitude 
/ culture 

4 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_2dGbErjajLlitRD pedestrian 
crossing + 
zebra crossing 

Mainly call it Pedestrian crossing but from watching Sesame Street as a 
child occasionally will call it zebra crossing 

age / culture 

5 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_4OxyOR0yTbEb5Z3 crosswalk + 
zebra crossing 

May be influenced by 15 years in Canada culture 

6 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z pedestrian 
crossing + 
zebra crossing 

I used to use "zebra crossing" (30 years ago) but don't anymore. age 

7 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_1Q0c9aJiacIXHnO pedestrian 
crossing 

Thought I would add - I grew up in 3 states and over 60 towns by grade 
7 so I was multi state lingual !! 

age 

8 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p pedestrian 
crossing + 
zebra crossing 

I called it a zebra corssing as a kid, I know use pedestrian crossing age 

9 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_30d77DeiJvGwb5i pedestrian 
crossing + 
zebra crossing 

I used zebra crossing as a young child and have switched to pedestrian 
crossing since then 

age 
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10 pedestrian 

crossing 
R_24keXhW7QekGZHR pedestrian 

crossing + 
zebra crossing 

I might occasionally use zebra crossing use 

11 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM pedestrian 
crossing + 
zebra crossing 

Zebra was my first automatic response but I also use pedestrian use 

12 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_1lirDSyLFejyqbC crossing + 
pedestrian 
crossing 

Technically pedestrian crossing but just shortened to crossing most 
times 

variant 

13 pedestrian 
crossing 

R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj crossing + 
pedestrian 
crossing 

Call it crossing when I'm in QLD, pedestrian crossing in VIC. region 

1 peewee R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU magpie lark + 
mudlark 

I sometimes use 'magpie-lark' in formal contexts or speaking to people 
from overseas or who seem interesyed in bird identification. 

register 

2 peewee R_24FSof5P5KLXjW4 magpie Still call it a magpie meaning 
3 peewee R_3EJE7OayjU1VuV3 small magpie Small magpie that nobody knows the name of... meaning 
4 peewee R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h peewee After the call it makes. meaning 
5 peewee R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM magpie lark + 

Murray maggie 
+ Murray 
magpie 

When I was a child our family called them Murray magpies, or Murray 
maggies. Now I call them magpie larks. 

age 

6 peewee R_3nwxEClC80x1UPm Butcher bird Not sure - is it a butcher bird? unsure / 
variant 

7 peewee R_eyXEQzZdNifgFo1 magpie lark + 
mudlark 

I use both use 

8 peewee R_1mOQiWZK4D5pIlb willie wagtail I thought it was a willie wagtail variant 
9 peewee R_1Q9tb6OUjwqWwVY Murray magpie 

+ piping shrike 
Pipng Shrike at times variant 

10 peewee R_agEiVI6eCpWxskB no word for 
this 

Is it a magpie robyn? variant 
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11 peewee R_cLVLEt89J9CsxMd magpie I'd still call it a magpie variant 
12 peewee R_2BsKvg3Ux89RoqF Murray magpie Also Piping Shrike variants 
13 peewee R_3gLzOGqKaKw8NGh Butcher bird Butcher bird?? variants 
14 peewee R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu magpie lark + 

peewee 
Usually peewee variants 

15 peewee R_snAHOkFbbBj5YrL Butcher bird Butcher bird? Can't quite tell the size from this picture. variants 
16 peewee R_1kTacpwp7tyXLe9 non-evil 

magpie 
A non-evil magpie attitude 

17 peewee R_3qQXW7BKA7FjRT9 Australian 
magpie lark + 
peewee 

I am quite in to birds and so also in some situations do call it an 
Australian magpie lark. 

attitude 

18 peewee R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId small magpie "one of those small-not-magpies" no really, "magpie-lark" sounds 
wrong, both "peewee" & "peewit" sound silly, so tend to just point to 
them... 

attitude 

19 peewee R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 magpie lark + 
mudlark + 
peewit 

because ive travelled round Australia with an interest in birds ive 
picked up sevral names 

other 

20 peewee R_2pSsIUt5YLKb7SR peewee but you use the correct name if with birders. other 
21 peewee R_3GrYJN8kofAuTPJ magpie lark I know all the real names of the birds other 
22 peewee R_3iqcOJZred1MxUX no word for 

this 
no such bird in tas other 

23 peewee R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 Butcher bird I'm not really into birds. other 
24 peewee R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh peewee I can't remember seeing one in 30 years. are some of the magpies I see 

really peewees? 
other 

25 peewee R_qEDYzNUUmHkq5jj magpie IF IT LOOKS LIKE ONE IT IS ONE ! other 
26 peewee R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ peewee qld only, not in tas region 
27 peewee R_1rCZoBZE0ukcEii peewee from visiting queensland regularly region 
28 peewee R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN piping shrike Piping shrike in SA ? region 
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29 peewee R_3sAM2eLxpiY02YF peewee + 

Murray magpie 
Magpie in SA region 

30 peewee R_cSWhsRZoPSLnnMt peewee South Australia region 
31 peewee R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 Murray magpie My mother and I have conversations about how confused we are about 

what this bird is called, but in Victoria I learned it as Murray Magpie 
region 

32 peewee R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b magpie lark Never seen them in Tas, looked up their name last year in Vic, 
otherwise I would have had no name for them 

region / 
unsure 

33 peewee R_1F8Olj1bpxjXEKA mudlark I'm not quite sure what it is. unsure 
34 peewee R_1OqVeohNRqHRh6w no word for 

this 
Can't say I have ever seen one unsure 

35 peewee R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk no word for 
this 

I would look it up in a book for the right name. unsure 

36 peewee R_2dGbErjajLlitRD no word for 
this 

I don't think I have seen this bird unsure 

37 peewee R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc peewee + 
mudlark 

I've heard words like "mudlark" and "peewee" used before, but no one 
every told me what they meant. I would have just assumed it was a 
baby magpie and called it that. I've never heard of the other words in 
the list. 

unsure 

38 peewee R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ no word for 
this 

bird, i dont know many differnt bird types so have no name for them unsure 

39 peewee R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt no word for 
this 

i've heard of pee-wee and mudlark but didnt know this was what they 
looked like 

unsure 

40 peewee R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f no word for 
this 

I've heard of mudlarks, but I didn't know what they were. unsure 

41 peewee R_2ZE3mFR0ZJPQLnQ peewee never thought about it unsure 
42 peewee R_3fvnZilcj6zxl0u no word for 

this 
No idea what that bird is unsure 

43 peewee R_ysysm0IxIvwHPGh no word for 
this 

I'm not sure unsure 
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1 playground 

duty 
R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc duty + 

playground 
duty 

It was always called "duty" when I was at school, which I'm sure was an 
abbreviation for "playground duty". "Yard duty" sound very weird to 
me, and I don't think I've ever heard that before. 

attitude / 
register 

2 playground 
duty 

R_2D1tSZhLB2droZJ no word for 
this 

I might have known a word for this back in primary school age / register / 
unsure 

3 playground 
duty 

R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f playground 
duty + yard 
duty 

Playground duty is in primary school, yard duty in highschool. register 

4 playground 
duty 

R_3Jr31ONhrJxsyZB yard duty I used to be a teacher register 

5 playground 
duty 

R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi playground 
duty 

i now have to take yard duty in sa but i dont talk about it as that register / 
other 

6 playground 
duty 

R_9MPNY6JNsFxKYi5 playground 
duty 

We typically used 'yard duty' to describe when a class would be 
selected to clean up the playground after lunch 

meaning 

7 playground 
duty 

R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt yard duty i am a parent in victoria- cant remember what i would have said 
growing up in canberra 

age 

8 playground 
duty 

R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W yard duty My last year at any school was 1971 though. age 

9 playground 
duty 

R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y duty + 
playground 
duty + yard 
duty 

Duty struck first use 

10 playground 
duty 

R_1inAlla2JE4a2tC duty was never used in conjunction, just "the teacher is on duty" use 

11 playground 
duty 

R_3OjNJcbMZTLit2j duty + 
playground 
duty 

I use both duty and playground duty the same use 

12 playground 
duty 

R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId duty + 
playground 
duty 

usually just "duty", "playground duty" if I'm stalling, but never "yard 
duty" exempting quoting someone etc. 

variants 
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13 playground 

duty 
R_1l6LvHeFrbzhmqa playground 

duty 
As a teacher myself, I often call it "plague duty". attitude 

14 playground 
duty 

R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz yard duty drugs. Sorry, couldn't help myself. other 

15 playground 
duty 

R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh duty + 
playground 
duty 

Isn't a teacher always on duty(whlle at work)? Does "duty" or 
"playground duty" matter? 

other 

16 playground 
duty 

R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h playground 
duty 

Called 'yard duty' in Victoria region 

17 playground 
duty 

R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R yard duty Yard duty was form Vic but playground duty in NSW. region 

1 pool R_0HsPg8T5tJWnCMh pool=rule poo l pronunciation 
2 pool R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH pool=rule Like "pull" but the vowel is longer pronunciation 
3 pool R_0UuMP8A5yonM5Gx pool=rule sounds like the first option but I pronounce the l. pronunciation 
4 pool R_1DxaYnkzJvWBadS pool=rule puh-l, one syllable pronunciation 
5 pool R_1f1TQrmvXEArBii pool=fuel I don't say iw with a pronounced 'w' in it. pronunciation 
6 pool R_1F8Olj1bpxjXEKA x I say it as it is - pool pronunciation 
7 pool R_1g8sGO9KXIPQnXQ pool=fuel Rhymes with cool pronunciation 
8 pool R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx pool=rule pool one syllable pronunciation 
9 pool R_1LZGl60koueMpFn pool=rule Rhymes with rule pronunciation 
10 pool R_1M0rwM0aKiKIoxW pool=fuel "Pewl", but jewel also becomes "jool" pronunciation 
11 pool R_1N9ZVemqk484saf pool=rule Pull but a long 'oo' sound, one and a half syllable. pronunciation 
12 pool R_1OP4PnIXmrpeg7h pool=rule pool (one syllable - oo) pronunciation 
13 pool R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 pool=rule poo + letter l (1 syllable) pronunciation 
14 pool R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH pool=rule sometimes pul sometimes pu:l pronunciation 
15 pool R_1pJuxVpZqlvMagx pool=fuel "jewel" has one syllable too! pronunciation 
16 pool R_1pYceOKFsBAAXpM pool=rule simply pool pronunciation 
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17 pool R_1QlvMOHGNHlTt3c pool=rule Most similar to pull, but pull is a shorter sound than pool pronunciation 
18 pool R_22P9N49nkIPvsEs pool=rule Rhymes with cool, tool and stool, but not jewel, which has closer to 2 

syllables 
pronunciation 

19 pool R_247MANSAtsNkAzh pool=rule Jewel isn't the best word to use in that example because for me pool 
rhymes with jewel but with a long back /u:/ sound not a centralised one 
like in "who'd" 

pronunciation 

20 pool R_24keXhW7QekGZHR pool=rule Similar to pull and one syllable but a longer middle sound than pull pronunciation 
21 pool R_28P9LkMqhRHBF9w pool=rule More like ghoul. pronunciation 
22 pool R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz pool=rule I say it like 'pull', but very drawn out. For me it rhymes with 'drool'. pronunciation 
23 pool R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 pool=rule + 

pooh 
Rhymes with rule. I think it's somewhere in between "pool" and 
"pooh/poow". But it doesn't rhyme with "poo" (as in shit). 

pronunciation 

24 pool R_2co9Mv4hymdDeJU pool=rule fool pronunciation 
25 pool R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc pool=rule + 

pool=fuel 
This question is very confusing, because the way I speak, pool, rule and 
fuel all rhyme. I guess you're asking whether or not I insert a "w" sound 
before the "l", and the answer is "yes", because that's the traditional 
Queensland (and NSW/Victorian) pronunciation of it. However, I also 
insert a "w" sound before the "l" in "rule", so that it sounds like "rewl", 
which probably adds to the confusion. I try to pronounce all these 
words with a single syllable, although there is always a very brief pause 
before the L because of the need to quickly move my tongue from a "w" 
position to an "l" position (because I don't want to drop the l completely 
like South Australians do, because that defeats the purpose of 
pronouncing the "w"). Fortunately, I've lived in Queensland long 
enough to get this down to a fine art (although I very nearly lost it 
thanks to my time in Canberra and Adelaide). I retained the "ewl" 
sound in "tool" but lost it in "pool" and "school", so I had to use "tool" to 
reintroduce it to the other words in this set. Now, I use this 
pronunciation almost exclusively, because I'm proud of my Queensland 
heritage. 

pronunciation 
/ region 
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26 pool R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y pool=rule + 

pooh 
Intermediate / variable between top two options. pronunciation 

27 pool R_2q4VfKrynzGjy4J poo-ell It depends how you say jewell doesn't it! I rhyme pool with dual. p then 
oo then l. One short syllable 

pronunciation 

28 pool R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p pool=rule It's one syllable, but it's long pronunciation 
29 pool R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt pool=rule rhymes with rule 1 syllable pronunciation 
30 pool R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 in between 

rule-fuel 
Somewhere between pull and pewl? pronunciation 

31 pool R_2tGzSDj3mp8LogH paul Paul pronunciation 
32 pool R_2uBukvpS2gBmOMu pool=rule Pool' rhymes with tool and rule, longer sound than 'pull', but not two 

syllables and no 'e' sound 
pronunciation 

33 pool R_2uwiHJPwhsoQzWQ pool=rule Pressed wrong thing and couldn't delete it, but I say it a bit like pull but 
longer and more drawn out on the vowel sound. 

pronunciation 

34 pool R_2V1MgrfQIx0GE0f pool=rule + 
pool=fuel 

I say "Jewel" like "joule" pronunciation 

35 pool R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo pool=rule one syllable 3 sounds p-oo (as in moon) - l pronunciation 
36 pool R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h pooh Something like [pæ_w] pronunciation 
37 pool R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 pool=rule P(h)ool - one syllable, but can hear the L pronunciation 
38 pool R_2YtVGVgHaSY2xXy pool=rule pull with an long u (one syllable) pronunciation 
39 pool R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz pool=rule In think one syllable (rule) but non Aussies think "poo-ell" pronunciation 
40 pool R_32RWfXEn7Lolkro pool=rule poohl (loong oo sound) pronunciation 
41 pool R_32W9aD15cWPCnEk pool=fuel like jewel, which has one syllable pronunciation 
42 pool R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL pool=rule sounds almost like pull, but more like poool pronunciation 
43 pool R_3dN86WWs6bkrvHz pool=fuel "pewell" looks like it should be two syllables. But it definitely rhymes 

with pool if it's only one syllable. 
pronunciation 

44 pool R_3EEwuUWTvQnHREo pool=rule + 
pool=fuel 

definitely one syllable pronunciation 

45 pool R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 pool=rule Like pull but vowel is longer and a bit higher pronunciation 
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46 pool R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h pool=rule Pool' rhymes with 'fool' pronunciation 
47 pool R_3iEHUVwF2n0tjbt pool=rule Much like 'pull', but with a longer vowel pronunciation 
48 pool R_3JEMDe6VnraaPcp pool=rule pool (one syllable) pronunciation 
49 pool R_3jfJWDK6xdwpqxl pool=rule rhymes with ghoul pronunciation 
50 pool R_3k65lfiClBVGqz9 pool=rule rhymes with 'tool' - one long syllable pronunciation 
51 pool R_3KoNKh0IUCpYnS0 pooh puw pronunciation 
52 pool R_3kpoohgrgdqVRbh pool=rule but the vowel in 'pull' and 'pool' is different pronunciation 
53 pool R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi pool=rule the u is the same formant frequency as pull but longer pronunciation 
54 pool R_3magaP3RBsbqNu6 pool=rule The "oo" sound is longer in pool for me than in pull pronunciation 
55 pool R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj pool=rule + 

pool=fuel 
Sorry, I think it is somewhere between the three options selected. pronunciation 

56 pool R_3MRSvWmHrCfL0qI pool=fuel to me Pool and Jewel rhyme, but I say Jewel as Jool. pronunciation 
57 pool R_3oU5IzSID6wFJrn pooh puw (one syllable) pronunciation 
58 pool R_3P67IzZ9qcZ11lU pool=rule I guess "pull" is closest, but the vowel sound is different. pronunciation 
59 pool R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM pooh ?puhw. Pull might be closest. Als depends on what follows pronunciation 
60 pool R_3qrqV6oh4Ai69Kn pool=rule poohl (one syllable) pronunciation 
61 pool R_3qwc23aXxQd0iZo pool=rule poo-l pronunciation 
62 pool R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci pool=rule Not clear to me which if any represents my prounciation. I have the 

standard long high central rounded vowel in a single syllable. Is this 
meant to be the 'pull' option? For me pull and pool differ primarily in 
length. 

pronunciation 

63 pool R_4ZqeacEwUfziv0l pool=rule one syllable but longer than the 'u' in pull pronunciation 
64 pool R_6DaONOk493qNLQ5 pool=rule Pool - rhymes with tool or fool pronunciation 
65 pool R_71BcgusCt3WkHQJ pool=fuel Pool rhymes with jewel but is one syllable ie jewel should be spelt jool pronunciation 
66 pool R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh pool=fuel sounds most like, but not quite, pewl pronunciation 
67 pool R_A1ff0FFzgWYLvX3 pool=fuel like rule or spool not fuel pronunciation 
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68 pool R_agEiVI6eCpWxskB pool=rule like pull but longer pronunciation 
69 pool R_agys4ptaCzeLKJH pool=rule poool pronunciation 
70 pool R_ANXj21ZbOYdr33j pool=rule like pull, but a longer 'U" sound. One syllable. pronunciation 
71 pool R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD pool=rule "pool" goes a touch longer yhat "pull". pronunciation 
72 pool R_DIBxrSMgtTAXqSd pool=rule Pool (one syllable) pronunciation 
73 pool R_ekzZcKlDJZvh5fj pool=rule poo-ool (longer vowel but one syllable) pronunciation 
74 pool R_O2S4OIQ92rd4rYd pool=rule poool. more one syllable pronunciation 
75 pool R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip pool=rule pool as in cool pronunciation 
76 pool R_QayGdHUccnLe02R pool=rule Definitely make more of a double-o sound & only one syllable. 

Noticeably different from pewl & pewell, which I often here from 
others. 

pronunciation 

77 pool R_qxVmu8sga12Vwl3 pool=rule puhl pronunciation 
78 pool R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 poo-ell poo-ull (two syllables) pronunciation 
79 pool R_RXikJuZYZPxUt6V pool=fuel I read pew as pyoo pronunciation 
80 pool R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 pool=rule rhymes with jewel providing you mean 'jewel' with a monophthong not 

a diphthong. 
pronunciation 

81 pool R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX pool=rule its sounds most like pull but stretched more, not as abrupt a sound pronunciation 
82 pool R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL pool=rule + 

poo-ell 
Dependent on context in sentence. If it's a question perhaps 'poo-el' pronunciation 

83 pool R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId pool=rule /pu:l/, /ru:l/ pronunciation 
84 pool R_xt5M0SUfNoOfbUJ pool=rule + 

pool=fuel 
Not sure which of these is closest. Rhymes with "cool" pronunciation 

85 pool R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b pool=rule Longer vowel sound that pull though pronunciation 
86 pool R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 I can't tell Petty you can't capture a voice recording and tell for your self. other 
1 potato cake R_PAsrBWhkipOE2kN potato scallop potato cakes are where it has been mashed up first and I will fight 

anyone who disagrees 
meaning / 
attitude 
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2 potato cake R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il potato scallop + 

scallop 
If I was in a shop also selling Tasmanian scallops I would say 'potato 
scallop". 

meaning 

3 potato cake R_1JUBqoaN4TqUcpl potato scallop + 
scallop 

Context dependent. At a takeaway I'd order scallops, at a fresh/cooked 
fish shop I'd need to specify. 

meaning 

4 potato cake R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz hash brown hash brown. But only because I ate them first at Maccas. meaning 
5 potato cake R_2CUFMgaDbOBAJQd fritter + potato 

cake + potato 
fritter + potato 
scallop 

Whichever is written in the Fish'n'chips shop meaning 

6 potato cake R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc potato scallop That's what the shops called them, so that's what I call them. I would 
never used the word "scallop" without the word "potato" when making 
an order, though, because I'm a vegetarian, and I don't want to risk get a 
seafood scallop when travelling interstate. 

meaning 

7 potato cake R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ no word for 
this 

If the potato was mixed with other things into a patty I would call it a 
potato cake, but just slices I don't have a word for. 

meaning 

8 potato cake R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 potato scallop + 
scallop 

usually scallop, sometimes with 'potato' if it needs to be differentiated 
from the shellfish 

meaning 

9 potato cake R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 scallop I was surprised to learn that a scallop was a marine animal. I thought 
they were only potatoes. 

meaning 

10 potato cake R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 potato cake Potato Scallops as a kid age 
11 potato cake R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt potato cake + 

scallop 
i said scallop growing up, now I would only say potato cake (dont even 
think scallop) 

age 

12 potato cake R_2VqIe2DU9e2wnhc potato cake + 
potato scallop 

When I was a kid growing up in Victoria near the border of NSW we 
called the potato scallops however living in Melbourne I now call them 
potato cakes 

age 

13 potato cake R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh potato cake + 
potato scallop 

When I grew up they were scallops or potato scallops, in Victoria 
they're potato cakes. 

age 

14 potato cake R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL potato cake + 
potato scallop + 
scallop 

This causes much discussion between my Victorian born parents and us 
NSW kids! 

age 
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15 potato cake R_1FbV9AWz6sO9jQw no word for 

this 
not an Adelaide thing when I was a kid! age / region 

16 potato cake R_26fee0nZrwddvrK potato cake I say potato cake because that's what it was growing up in Victoria. age / region 
17 potato cake R_2rTSi9O9JDW0xCw potato cake + 

scallop 
AS a kid in Broken hill we called the scallops since moving to 
Melbourne I call them potato cakes 

age / region 

18 potato cake R_3FWHh25avJK5n8Y potato cake + 
potato scallop 

As a child they were potato cakes, my adult life has been in northern 
nsw and I now call them potato scallops 

age / region 

19 potato cake R_1FnyD43rUQv7B7M potato scallop and its a scOllop not a scAllop! (lol) pronunciation 
20 potato cake R_3ESc8jeaYMhb07n scallop Scollop pronunciation 
21 potato cake R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h latke + potato 

pancake 
Being raised Jewish, I've only encountered these in a Jewish context, so I 
would call them by the Jewish English term "latke". However, if I was 
trying to describe them to a non-Jewish person, I would say "potato 
pancake" 

variants 

22 potato cake R_3gSBq2h3sq2fN7e potato cake + 
tater cake 

as in potato cake variants 

23 potato cake R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb potato scallop + 
scallop 

And all other words are nothing more than Satan's trickery. attitude 

24 potato cake R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi no word for 
this 

dont eat em other 

25 potato cake R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 potato cake Partner from NSW calls it potato scallop region 
26 potato cake R_30d77DeiJvGwb5i potato cake + 

potato scallop 
I started using potato scallop when I moved to Sydney region 

27 potato cake R_31EheSYlxEnWu57 potato scallop Only because I first saw these in Melbourne region 
28 potato cake R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG potato cake + 

potato fritter 
More likely to use potato cake, but use potato fritter when talking to my 
dad and my QLD family. 

region 

29 potato cake R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h scallop Things got confusing when I moved to Victoria! Here a 'scallop' refers to 
what we called a 'Tasmanian scallop' in Sydney. These days I call it a 
'potato cake'. 

region 

30 potato cake R_3Jr31ONhrJxsyZB potato cake In Queensland they say potato scallop region 
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31 potato cake R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj potato cake + 

potato scallop 
Potato scallop is only used when speaking with NSW family. region 

32 potato cake R_3sAM2eLxpiY02YF potato cake + 
potato scallop 

Varies between states region 

33 potato cake R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb potato scallop Potato cake in Vic region 
34 potato cake R_QigFuMzu2Cw3MVr potato cake + 

scallop 
Scallop until moving to Melbourne region 

35 potato cake R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV potato cake + 
potato scallop 

Scallop in WA , cake in Vic region 

36 potato cake R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 potato scallop I've learnt to say differently when in Victoria region 
37 potato cake R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH no word for 

this 
if they were sold anywhere i have been i have not noticed unsure 

38 potato cake R_2AQjY51bHQXB6Vh no word for 
this 

I don't think I've ever seen these served in my part of Australia. unsure 

1 pram R_10o2m4jKHB4du7F pram + stroller Stroller is a chair-like thing, pram is more old-fashioned and for a 
younger child 

meaning / 
attitude 

2 pram R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o pram + stroller Pram if the child is facing you (backwards) meaning 
3 pram R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 pusher + 

stroller + 
umbrella 
stroller 

the one pictured is an umbrella stroller, but pusher and stroller can be 
used for those that don't collapse to umbrella shapes 

meaning 

4 pram R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf pram + stroller Pram is bigger than a stroller. Picture description is a stroller meaning 
5 pram R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox pram + stroller More likely to call it a stroller if like the one pictured - if bulkier or for 

babies (more like a basket on wheels) would go with pram 
meaning 

6 pram R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y pusher + 
stroller 

Pram is more for young babies, to sleep not sit meaning 

7 pram R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx pusher + pram pusher if for toddler. A pram is for baby up to toddler. meaning 
8 pram R_1lirDSyLFejyqbC pram + stroller A pram is different to a stroller though. A pram is used for infants, can 

move it to a seated or lying position, more padding. A stroller is more 
meaning 
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for toddlers just seated and a lot easier to pack down and put in your 
car! 

9 pram R_1MLJIPbCuAIU0ML pram + stroller Pram when baby just lies down, stroller for older children sitting up meaning 
10 pram R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 pusher + pram 

+ stroller 
A stroller is the light weight fold up kind, while a pram is more 
substantial. A pusher could describe either. 

meaning 

11 pram R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU pram + stroller The one pictured is a stroller. A pram allows the bay to lie flat. meaning 
12 pram R_1oulmKEdmEKQtki pram + pusher If it was bigger I would call it a pram but a small one is just a pusher meaning 
13 pram R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH pram + stroller pram if child/ren can recline-stroller if its for sittting only meaning 
14 pram R_1RLnmjHCRa4vCil pram + stroller 

+ umbrella 
stroller 

I would call what is in the image a stroller(or slightly smaller again an 
umbrella stroller), somthing small and light to be used for short jaunts, 
but the description given I would call a pram, a sturdier device for 
longer periods of usage. 

meaning 

15 pram R_21nNvOcjdWMxrZp pram + stroller Pram for lying down, little babies. Stroller for sitting up only, for 
toddlers. 

meaning 

16 pram R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA pram + stroller I use pram for the ones that are more lying down / younger babies. 
Stroller is more for toddlers sitting up. 

meaning 

17 pram R_26fee0nZrwddvrK pusher + 
stroller 

I would call a more substantial item than the one pictured a pram. meaning 

18 pram R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE pram + stroller pram if lie down, stroller if sit up, photo shows stroller meaning 
19 pram R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 pram + pusher 

+ stroller 
a pram is the old fashioned flat bottomed vehicle that holds a mattress 
and is with or without springs 

meaning 

20 pram R_2D1tSZhLB2droZJ pram + stroller Prams are for infants, strollers are simpler chairs for young walking-age 
children who might get tired 

meaning 

21 pram R_2dGbErjajLlitRD pusher + 
stroller 

Generally pusher, more recently stroller as that's what the shops seem 
to call it 

meaning 

22 pram R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc pram + stroller It depends on what type it is. If the baby can see out, then it's usually 
called a "stroller". If the baby can't see out, then it's usually called a 
"pram". 

meaning 
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23 pram R_2OUvCm2QNTTnrFU pram + stroller Pram and stroller are different things. Pram is for small babies (lying 

down) but strollers are for toddlers who can sit up. 
meaning 

24 pram R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ pram + stroller Pram is for the younger babies and are usually more padded and have 
more variation, strollers are more for todlers always have four wheels 
and only really one design (like in the picture) 

meaning 

25 pram R_2rTSi9O9JDW0xCw pram + stroller prams are for babies to lie down in; strollers are for older infants who sit 
up 

meaning 

26 pram R_2Sx04qCQYhf7KEu pram + stroller It depends on how sturdy and what functions it has. A pram will fully 
recline and have a proper hood and a basket. A stroller is a more flimsy, 
upright and very foldable for quick trips only. 

meaning 

27 pram R_2TYlb1GHK7GF8Un pusher + pram Pram isfor babies, pusher is more lightweight and for toddlers meaning 
28 pram R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q pusher + pram Pram is for infants, pusher for toddlers, the picture shows a pusher meaning 
29 pram R_2uBukvpS2gBmOMu pram + stroller Stroller' for toddlers use, as pictured, but also 'pram' flatter version for 

infant use. 
meaning 

30 pram R_2Wum81oXGcZtiE0 pram + stroller Pram if it is big and reclines, stroller if it has a fixed back. meaning 
31 pram R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 pram + stroller Pram for babies, stroller for toddlers meaning 
32 pram R_31avylB5WMXnRPF pram + stroller pram is the thing for babies where they're looking up at the person 

pushing it, stroller is the thing pictured (used for toddlers) where the 
face in the same direction as the person pushing them does 

meaning 

33 pram R_32W9aD15cWPCnEk pram + stroller Infants go in a pram, older kids go in a stroller. A pram is much more 
robust. 

meaning 

34 pram R_3MtDc2geEQxCA3x pram + stroller Pram' usually used for a pushchair designed for an infact and 'stroller' 
for one designed for a toddler and above. 

meaning 

35 pram R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 pusher + 
stroller 

Prams are the ones where they are lying down meaning 

36 pram R_3pXN8PBGIEmvWoN pram + pusher 
+ stroller 

I would use stroller/pusher for what's in the photo, but a pram for a 
different type - bigger, bulkier, and babies able to lie down 

meaning 

37 pram R_3QVG8BUltoM2rr0 pram + stroller Stroller is smaller, lighter note basic ones that the baby sits in upright 
like the one in the photo but a pram is the bigger ones where a baby can 
lie down 

meaning 
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38 pram R_5aHIT6EreP4shFv pram + stroller a pram is bigger and sturdier while a stroller is very basic and light. The 

picture is a stroller not a pram. 
meaning 

39 pram R_5pUHTN12viJvJKR pram + stroller Pram is for pushchairs that you transport infants in, can recline to a 
sleeping position. Stroller is smaller, for toddlers and only in sitting 
position. 

meaning 

40 pram R_6RappzXbgLnKD0l pram + stroller A pram is for the larger, sturdier ones, while a stroller is the lighter, 
umbrella style 

meaning 

41 pram R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh pram + pusher 
+ stroller 

the one you've pictured I'm more likely to call a stroller and sometimes 
a pusher 

meaning 

42 pram R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh pram + stroller "What do you call a three- or four-wheeled pushchair"? this is the first 
time i have heard the term "pushchair". It's a pram or stroller, 
depending on features/size/age of children 

meaning 

43 pram R_cMgap8qII3AQoQp pram + stroller I use stroller for what you have pictures. A pram is a more substantial 
item. 

meaning 

44 pram R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD pram + stroller Stroller is a specific kind of pram. meaning 
45 pram R_ehetvvFjUMqsgZb pram + stroller A stroller is more upright for older babies and toddlers like in the 

picture, a pram is for young babies 
meaning 

46 pram R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 pram + stroller If a big stroller then it's a pram meaning 
47 pram R_xrtkdSbxQPIQDmx pram + stroller The one in the picture is more of a stroller. When it's for small children, 

it's a pram. 
meaning 

48 pram R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet pram + pusher 
+ stroller 

Sometimes stroller but usually pusher. I call the big wheeled old 
fashioned ones a pram. 

meaning 

49 pram R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b pram + stroller Stroller for umbrella fold strollers only, all others are prams meaning 
50 pram R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 pram + stroller I say pram more, mum says stroller age 
51 pram R_2VqIe2DU9e2wnhc pusher + pram As a kid I said pusher I know say pram. age 
52 pram R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 stroller I quickly learnt that pushchair (what my mother called it) was not the 

right word in Sydney. A pram is different to a stroller - the child is lying 
down - used for babies not yet sitting up 

age 
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53 pram R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM pusher + 

stroller 
Pusher from childhood, stroller more recently. age 

54 pram R_VR60UvSYieXa9NL pram + stroller i think stroller is the first word i learnt but i can't remember age 
55 pram R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ pusher + pram I used 'pusher' when I was a child because that's what my parents said. 

Now I would usually say 'pram', because that's what the majority of 
people I know use. 

age 

56 pram R_xfvVQkDk63OEpkl pusher + 
stroller 

Pusher was used when I was young, stroller is very common now age 

57 pram R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG pram + stroller Interchangeable. use 
58 pram R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT pram + stroller I mainly use pram variant 
59 pram R_3qQXW7BKA7FjRT9 pram + stroller my preference is "pram" variant 
60 pram R_1IcPjfNrpew2kMk pram + pusher I only really used this word regularly when I moved to QLD and had 

kids before that I called it a pusher 
region 

61 pram R_RFwDOx4buh60Zpf pram + pusher After moving to Melbourne I started using "pram" region 
1 pumpkin R_2VwDmx7K4KxP1oT butternut 

pumpkin 
I'm a gardener and fond of cooking, so familiar with different types of 
pumpkin. also aware that some people refer to these as squash, but to 
me it's a pumpkin. 

register 

2 pumpkin R_1MLJIPbCuAIU0ML gramma + 
marrow + 
pumpkin + 
squash 

I use all these words although for different vegetables. I use gramma 
while my mother uses trombone. 

age / meaning 

3 pumpkin R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o pumpkin squash is small and yellow meaning 
4 pumpkin R_2dGbErjajLlitRD marrow + 

pumpkin + 
squash 

Depends what the supermarket calls it meaning 

5 pumpkin R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK butternut 
pumpkin + 
gramma + 
trombone 

this is not a picture of a gramma or trombone. It's a butternut pumpkin. meaning 
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6 pumpkin R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh gramma + 

pumpkin + 
squash 

I am familiar with gramma (pie) but I recall it being more like a 
pumpkin 

meaning 

7 pumpkin R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU pumpkin My partner, who is from England, argues that it's a squash. culture 
8 pumpkin R_4OxyOR0yTbEb5Z3 squash May be influenced by 15 years in Canada culture 
9 pumpkin R_1mVqmjjWM3pxhYp butternut 

pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

i think my grandparents used to call it trombone. well they called 
something trombone, so i assume it was this! 

age 

10 pumpkin R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 pumpkin I would usually distinguish this from other kinds of pumpkin e.g. Qld 
Blue. These pumpkins weren't around when I was a kid 

age 

11 pumpkin R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z pumpkin + 
squash 

Not sure. Maybe a squash. unsure / 
variant 

12 pumpkin R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Specifically a butternut pumpkin. variant 

13 pumpkin R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV gourd + 
pumpkin 

Possibly a gourd? variant 

14 pumpkin R_1EWqG8CxizYLz4h butternut 
pumpkin + 
trombone 

Now "butternut pumpkin" - everything else is trombone"Jap Pup variant 

15 pumpkin R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

specifically, butternut pumpkin variant 

16 pumpkin R_1JUBqoaN4TqUcpl butternut + 
butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

specifically butternut pumpkin or simply butternut variant 

17 pumpkin R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU butternut 
pumpkin 

I waould always refer to this as a butternut pumpkin, never just as a 
pumpkin. 

variant 
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18 pumpkin R_24GnkLmm7uiH1K4 butternut 

pumpkin 
I would call it a butternut pumpkin variant 

19 pumpkin R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

specifically, a butternut pumpkin variant 

20 pumpkin R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

It's a butternut pumpkin, right? If not, I don't know what it is or what 
it's called. 

variant 

21 pumpkin R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo butternut 
pumpkin 

looks a little like butternut pumpkin variant 

22 pumpkin R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

it's a pumpkin, but it looks like a butternut pumpkin variant 

23 pumpkin R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

To be specific, it is a butternut pumpkin, I believe. variant 

24 pumpkin R_3dYAnkfBzpl0WaA butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Or Butternut pumpkin variant 

25 pumpkin R_3dYPNhg98wEKgZs butternut 
pumpkin + 
gramma 
squash 

I think it is a gramma squash but it could be a butternut pumpkin! variant 

26 pumpkin R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

It's a butternut pumpkin! variant 

27 pumpkin R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL butternut + 
pumpkin 

often just "butternut": variant 
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28 pumpkin R_3lzvkixGrS3wtIA pumpkin + 

squash + 
trombone 

or pumpkin or squash variant 

29 pumpkin R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff butternut + 
pumpkin 

Pumpkin for general but that particular one I'd call butternut variant 

30 pumpkin R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

It's a butternut pumpkin variant 

31 pumpkin R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX butternut + 
pumpkin 

I actually call this a butternut. But i do class it as a pumpkin variant 

32 pumpkin R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

looks like a butternut pumpkin variant 

33 pumpkin R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Butternut pumpkin variants 

34 pumpkin R_2fr0tZ63dhC3ahx butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

butternut pumpkin variants 

35 pumpkin R_3fr4RKqXDbWawNJ butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Butternut Pumpkin variants 

36 pumpkin R_3JLS7Jr3v7TfsmR butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Butternut Pumpkin variants 

37 pumpkin R_3NLeKMxWEztQ0mr butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

butternut pumpkin variants 
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38 pumpkin R_3nwxEClC80x1UPm butternut 

pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Butternut pumpkin variants 

39 pumpkin R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Butternut pumpkin variants 

40 pumpkin R_3q9bflBFepZoABb butternut + 
pumpkin 

butternut rather than butternut pumpkin variants 

41 pumpkin R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci butternut 
pumpkin 

Butternut pumpkin, I think that's what that is. Definitely a kind of 
pumpkin. Squash is something ocompletely different. 

variants 

42 pumpkin R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h butternut + 
pumpkin 

Another is the JAP... a hybrid noticed by a farmer who coined it to be 
"Just Another Pumpkin" 

variants 

43 pumpkin R_RWjb1PG0OOLSen7 butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

Butternut pumpkin specifically variants 

44 pumpkin R_TtI4ykZV2Q8TyiB butternut 
pumpkin + 
pumpkin 

butternut pumpkin variants 

45 pumpkin R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh marrow + 
pumpkin + 
squash 

jimpossible to answer without a picture. either marrow/pumpkin or 
squash 

other 

46 pumpkin R_1gUzCkaXxWLYTKL pumpkin + 
squash 

I always call it a pumpkin unless speaking with my English (UK) 
friends 

region 

47 pumpkin R_1f319808KDU4ul3 squash i don't actually know what it is so i took a guess unsure 
48 pumpkin R_VR60UvSYieXa9NL squash i think it's a squash but i don't know unsure 
1 recess R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 little lunch That's what I would have said at school. I know that some of the other 

words are used these days 
age / register 

2 recess R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc little lunch + 
playlunch + 
recess 

Playlunch was also common at my school, little lunch very occasionally 
too. 

register 
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3 recess R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI playtime + 

recess 
I have put what I said as a child. However I trained as a teacher late in 
life, (50) in NSW and as a teacher would say recess 

age / register 

4 recess R_2RTY3p1FsHNdca4 little lunch + 
playlunch + 
recess 

I have worked as a primary school teacher and we always aid recess. As 
a child it was playlunch 

age / register 

5 recess R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb little lunch + 
recess 

It was little lunch when I was in Infants (early 1960s) but then became 
recess in later primary school. My children always said recess (1994 to 
2004). 

age / register 

6 recess R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 little lunch + 
recess 

Definitely used "little lunch" in infants (K-2), but can't remember when 
the change to using recess came in. I think it was at high school (thus in 
primary we just used little lunch v lunch), but the change to using 
recess may have come in as early as primary, yr 3 -> infants and 
primary were in separate sections of the school, so there was a change in 
terminology and the words you used when you when up to the bigger 
part of school. 

age / register 

7 recess R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH little lunch + 
playlunch + 
recess 

Again, seems to vary by school. At kinder it was "little lunch", at my 
first school it was either "play lunch" or "recess" depending on the 
teacher, at my second school it was indisputably "recess" pronounced 
"REE-cess". 

pronunciation 
/ register 

8 recess R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu playlunch + 
recess 

I've heard 'little lunch' before and I always thought it was a really odd 
expression. But when you think about it 'playlunch' probably is too. 
Playlunch is only a term used in primary school though. It's 'recess' in 
high school. 

attitude / 
register 

9 recess R_zeWxoszM9Ex7OLf recess + snack I used 'snack' in primary school then started using 'recess' in high school 
because people though me saying 'snack' was weird and childish. 

attitude / 
register 

10 recess R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p little lunch + 
recess 

When I lived in Queensland for the last year fo primary school we 
called it little lunch 

region / 
register 

11 recess R_2V1MgrfQIx0GE0f little lunch + 
recess 

Little lunch was our word for it in infants school register 
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12 recess R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL playlunch + 

recess 
playlunch in primary school, recess in high school register 

13 recess R_3EEwuUWTvQnHREo playlunch + 
recess 

playlunch for primary, recess for high school register 

14 recess R_3mgipIuLq94jusI playlunch + 
recess 

Playlunch in primary, recess in high school register 

15 recess R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 playtime + 
recess 

Playtime in primary school, recess in secondary school. register 

16 recess R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 playlunch + 
recess 

In the very early years of primary school I would have said "playlunch", 
but in later primary school and high school it would be "recess". We had 
both "morning recess" and "afternoon recess". 

register 

17 recess R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz playtime + 
recess 

"Playtime" in primary school, "Recess" in high school. register 

18 recess R_r7qayTjQRAKCrPr playlunch + 
recess 

At primary school it was play lunch. At high school it was recess. register 

19 recess R_1DxaYnkzJvWBadS play + playtime as children we would go out to play. Food didn't really happen. age / meaning 
20 recess R_1dfOrUqyzOz8mlL playlunch + 

recess 
90% recess..playlunch is really the snack food meaning 

21 recess R_1EWqG8CxizYLz4h recess Also, what we eat at recess is called recess meaning 
22 recess R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 playtime playlunch is what you might eat at playtime meaning 
23 recess R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y playtime + 

playlunch + 
snack 

My daughter says snack age 

24 recess R_2qkP5BwnLAE5ljV playlunch + 
recess 

It was playlunch when I was a child age 

25 recess R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q playtime + 
playlunch + 
recess 

Was always playtime or play lunch but recess is now more common age 
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26 recess R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 little lunch + 

playlunch + 
recess 

When very little, "playlunch", when a bit older "recess" age 

27 recess R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y little lunch + 
recess 

little lunch when I was a kid, recess by the time I was teaching age 

28 recess R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 morning tea + 
recess 

I started to use recess later in my high school years, down on the South 
Coast, NSW 

age / region 

29 recess R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip little lunch + 
playlunch 

grew up with playlunch; also use little lunch - from NSW age / region 

30 recess R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp little lunch + 
recess 

I did call this little lunch when at school in Brisbane, had to change 
when I moved back to Perth as it was 'recess' 

age / region 

31 recess R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC morning tea + 
recess 

recess moreso use 

32 recess R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C playtime + 
playlunch + 
recess 

All of three. use 

33 recess R_3Db781WyCPKhjkm little lunch + 
recess 

Little lunch was also used sometimes use 

34 recess R_2aFeXPKaFNU5oi2 morning recess 
+ morning tea + 
recess 

Morning recess or morning tea variant 

35 recess R_XH6xfjnXHUVltzX little lunch + 
playlunch 

Sometimes little lunch variant / use 

36 recess R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h little lunch + 
playlunch 

The food lexicon of children is a hoot, requiring examination as well. attitude 

37 recess R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 little lunch + 
playlunch + 
recess 

In NZ it was little lunch/playlunch. In Australia, recess. region 

38 recess R_upGVU8561RnPkPL little lunch + 
recess 

little lunch when I was in qld; recess when in SA region 
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39 recess R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf little lunch + 

playlunch 
Can't remember which one I said as a kid, but my siblings used the 
other one of whichever it was. They were 6 & 8 yrs younger than me. 

unsure 

1 relief teacher R_3dYPNhg98wEKgZs casual I was a " casual" myself, some kids use "substitute " as they have heard 
the term from Us shows. 

age / culture / 
register 

2 relief teacher R_2dGbErjajLlitRD emergency 
teacher + relief 
teacher + 
substitute 
teacher 

Think I would have used substitute teacher as a child or emergency 
teacher. Relief teacher more in high school and relief teacher now 

age / register 

3 relief teacher R_Q0bs8VQFeHvDbnX casual relief 
teacher + CRT + 
substitute 
teacher 

When I was in school I called it a 'substitute teacher' - now, as an adult 
with teacher friends, I would say 'CRT' (Casual Relief Teacher) 

age / register 

4 relief teacher R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp CRT + 
emergency 
teacher + 
substitute 
teacher 

Kids use emergency or sometimes substitute - adults use CRT age / register 

5 relief teacher R_21gOePvTONLFjP8 CRT + 
substitute 

Only because my partner is a teacher, and that is the term they use. As a 
child I believe it was 'substitute'. 

age / register 

6 relief teacher R_2Vm5kTgAwA6mt1D CRT + 
emergency 
teacher 

That was from when my mum was one. Now I use CRT. age / register 

7 relief teacher R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 CRT + 
emergency 
relief teacher + 
relief teacher 

Only as an adult have I used 'CRT'. As a child it was always 'relief 
teacher' or 'emergency relief teacher'. 

age / register 

8 relief teacher R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h CRT + fill in I have worked as a CRT, however I think in primary school we just 
called them fill-ins. 

age / register 
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9 relief teacher R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y casual + relief 

teacher 
relief teacher when I was a kid. casual by the time I got to high school 
and when I was teaching 

age / register 

10 relief teacher R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 casual relief 
teacher + CRT + 
emergency 
teacher 

My parents are teachers, so I'm well-versed in the terms age / register 

11 relief teacher R_3s4j2EKoT11OR2W CRT + 
substitute + 
substitute 
teacher 

As a child we called them substitutes but I have acquired CRT as an 
adult (partner is a teacher) 

age / register 

12 relief teacher R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ CRT + 
emergency 
teacher 

I used 'emergency teacher' when I was at school, I only know 'CRT' 
because my mother and sister are teachers. 

age / register 

13 relief teacher R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH emergency 
teacher + relief 
teacher + sub + 
substitute 
teacher 

Seems to vary between schools. At my first school we called them 
"emergency teachers" or "relief teachers". At my second school we called 
them "subs" (singular "sub", short for "substitute teacher"). 

register 

14 relief teacher R_b8ipvHbOTQ5NsZD casual + greenie 
+ substitute 
teacher 

I think this was school specific, the casual teacher would come in with a 
green slip of paper for the roll. 

register 

15 relief teacher R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi casual + relief 
teacher + TRT 

I am a teacher and hve taught in NSW and SA region / 
register 

16 relief teacher R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R casual I use casual because I taught in NSW for most of my teaching career. 
I've forgotten what they say inVic but not casual. 

region / 
register 

17 relief teacher R_129cN3UZcWUulwW casual + casual 
relief teacher + 
CRT + 
emergency 
teacher + relief 
teacher + 

This is my profession hence familiarity with all terms. register 
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substitute 
teacher 

18 relief teacher R_1NsJ6UgujZSyS0E CRT + 
emergency 
teacher + relief 
teacher 

guess what my job is? register 

19 relief teacher R_247QTHcvctD8zDJ CRT I'm a teacher. register 
20 relief teacher R_2wmBXrmOX86ulLz CRT I am a teacher so that's the term we use register 
21 relief teacher R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T casual relief 

teacher + relief 
teacher 

If the teacher was on staff & relieved for a number of other teachers, I'd 
call it "Relief teacher". If only came in occasionally to relieve, probably 
"casual relief". 

meaning 

22 relief teacher R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 casual + 
substitute 
teacher 

"substitute teacher" - heard from American shows & adopted, I think culture 

23 relief teacher R_4OxyOR0yTbEb5Z3 substitute 
teacher + 
supply teacher 

May be influenced by 15 years in Canada culture 

24 relief teacher R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 casual + relief 
teacher 

This would be affected by my mother being a teacher and AP age 

25 relief teacher R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP relief teacher a rarity (+left school school in 1973) age 
26 relief teacher R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC casual + casual 

relief teacher + 
CRT + relief 
teacher + 
substitute 
teacher 

substitute teacher much more common use 

27 relief teacher R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI relief teacher + 
substitute 
teacher 

I use both use 
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28 relief teacher R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 relief teacher + 

substitute 
teacher 

We primarily called them relief teachers, but I think substitute teacher 
was also used. 

use 

29 relief teacher R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU casual relief 
teacher + CRT 

This stands for casual relief teacher. variant 

30 relief teacher R_3fkS0yGibSsg12j sub + substitute 
+ substitute 
teacher 

or "sub" or just "substitute" variant 

31 relief teacher R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 sub + substitute 
teacher 

or just 'sub' variant 

32 relief teacher R_1ieoXg4ypaMXAG8 casual + sub Also a 'sub' variants 
33 relief teacher R_1ilhlOVl5KWOeSR relief teacher + 

sub + substitute 
+ substitute 
teacher 

also substitute/sub variants 

34 relief teacher R_29bI7KkIMjeqFBe casual + casual 
teacher 

Casual or casual teacher (never casual relief teacher or relief teacher) variants 

35 relief teacher R_2czSU6RI1bMeRfH emergency 
teacher + ET + 
relief teacher 

An ET variants 

36 relief teacher R_2dMTlRhYmmsBwOK casual relief 
teacher + CRT 

casual relief teacher variants 

37 relief teacher R_pAdnsCKq6i4RKMx casual relief 
teacher + CRT + 
substitute 
teacher 

Casual Relief Teacher variants 

38 relief teacher R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT relief teacher + 
supply teacher 

supply teacher in Qld region 
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39 relief teacher R_2RTY3p1FsHNdca4 casual + casual 

relief teacher + 
relief teacher 

As a child I had no word for this unsure 

40 relief teacher R_2VwDmx7K4KxP1oT substitute 
teacher 

school was so long ago, i have trouble remembering what term was 
used. I think it was substitute, but it might have been something else. 

unsure 

41 relief teacher R_3mgipIuLq94jusI x Don't recall. unsure 
1 rock R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH boondie Boondie' was in common usage where I grew up but it was most 

definitely not a rock - it was a hard-packed clump of soil. 
meaning / age 

2 rock R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h sand rocks You're talking about those clumps of sand, right? I think my brother 
and I coined "sand rocks" though. 

meaning / 
variant 

3 rock R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh boondie + 
gibber + rock 

familiar with boondie and gibber. You weren't really supposed to chuck 
rocks, but you could chuck clods (compacted dirt/clay) 

meaning / 
variants 

4 rock R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV boondie + rock A hardened lump of sand is a "boondie"! meaning 
5 rock R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE boondie + rock Boondies are usually clumps of sand for throwing. meaning 
6 rock R_1OJi0c0QF1S2VjD boondie + rock A boondie is a hard clump of dirt rather than a rock. Usually safe to 

throw at friends. 
meaning 

7 rock R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 rock I didn't chuck rocks, I threw them meaning 
8 rock R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE rock + stone Stone if smooth, rock if not smooth meaning 
9 rock R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz rock + skimmer Skimmer (as in, good for skimming on water). I didn't make a past time 

of throwing rocks in any situation besides skimming them across water, 
that I had a name for it. 

meaning 

10 rock R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 boondie + rock 
+ stone 

I would chuck a rock, but I would skip a stone on the water. I also 
recognise "boondie" in the list above, but I would use this for a clump of 
compacted sand, rather than for a solid rock. 

meaning 

11 rock R_2S99UpRvwmFJKjd sand boondie This is only used for compacted sand that explodes when it lands meaning 
12 rock R_2XgvnWsOePSYDHc boondie Not rocks but clods of sand. meaning 
13 rock R_3EheFyFY9TdQXet boondie + rock to me, a boondie is a lump of hard sand (rather than a rock), often found 

in bricklayers yellow sand, that will disintegrate into sand on impact. 
Not a rock. 

meaning 
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14 rock R_3iQr8tC2yL7m66d boondie + rock Boondie refers to a hard ball of sand, not a rock... meaning 
15 rock R_3LbhVSFbhGFLwwV boondie + rock assuming you mean the ones made of sand that just break apart on 

impact. Otherwise I would just call it a rock. 
meaning 

16 rock R_3nwxEClC80x1UPm boondie + rock Actually a boondie isn't exactly a rock. It's a hard clump of sand - 
sometimes concealing a rock. 

meaning 

17 rock R_d7kSvcdoGIJHmal boondie + sand 
boondie 

Only as 'sand boondie', for clumps of sand we were told not to throw 
cos it'd get in our eyes. 

meaning 

18 rock R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h gibber + stone Context? Shape and purpose of use. To hit a target (stone the crows) or 
to skip across water surface (gibber)? 

meaning 

19 rock R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp boondie + rock Boondie is sand clumped togethe which breaks when it is thrown and 
hits another object 

meaning 

20 rock R_vjGrtD4dRDCJKw1 boondie + rock Boondie is for compacted sand meaning 
21 rock R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj rock + skipper + 

skipping stone 
If it's just being chucked, then it's a rock. If it's being used to skim across 
water, then it's a skipper or skipping stone. 

meaning 

22 rock R_VJrXEb1qUTV7hzr goolie + rock I haven't used or heard 'goolie' for a very long time: it may well have 
dropped out of current usage. 

age 

23 rock R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ skipping stone is it like skipping stones? variant 
24 rock R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 pebble + rock + 

stone + yonnie 
I use yonnie for a pebble variant 

25 rock R_3EEwuUWTvQnHREo rock ...or just 'rock' variants 
26 rock R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv rock lol attitude 
27 rock R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 

this 
Um, I don't throw rocks? attitude 

28 rock R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W rock I'm 61! - I don't "chuck rocks" any more. attitude 
29 rock R_3Jn38n5RdivOjSV rock Oh my god- there's names for these?! attitude 
30 rock R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 rock But I wouldn't throw a rock... attitude 
31 rock R_3psezAPuk2ZXNic rock I was unaware there was a particular need to refer to a rock as one 

which is good for throwing. 
attitude 
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32 rock R_6lfJuYkFGGL68MB no word for 

this 
Where did you grow up that this is even a thing attitude 

33 rock R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox rock I don't have a specific word for that basically (so "rock" is fine) other 
34 rock R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk rock I don't chuck rocks other 
35 rock R_2fiLFmDIU6rQafc rock + stone Throwing rocks is dangerous other 
36 rock R_3s4j2EKoT11OR2W rock This thing does not have a special name it is just a rock because that is 

what it is. 
other 

37 rock R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD rock + stone I don't call them any different when they are not being thrown. other 
38 rock R_ekzZcKlDJZvh5fj rock + skipping 

stone + stone 
I don't use any particular word - could be rock or stone, or skipping 
stone 

other 

39 rock R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk rock + stone I didn't know they had other names - would just be rocks/stones to me unsure 
40 rock R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 rock Apart from 'stone', I hadn't heard any of the other terms unsure 
41 rock R_2aFeXPKaFNU5oi2 x I don't remember. There was a word I used to know but not any of the 

ones listed 
unsure 

42 rock R_4ZqeacEwUfziv0l rock I have no specific word for this. unsure 
1 rockmelon R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb cantaloupe + 

rockmelon 
I've called them rock melon for most of my life but have started to vary 
since working at a fruit shop 

register 

2 rockmelon R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

Use both, probably get confused between the green melon and the 
orange melon. 

use / meaning 

3 rockmelon R_2dGbErjajLlitRD cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

Mum always called it cantaloupe, so did I but supermarkets or tv shows 
started calling it rockmelon 

age / culture 

4 rockmelon R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc rockmelon My parents call it "rockmelon" and the shops call it "rockmelon", so 
that's what it is. I can't even pronounce "cantaloupe" correctly! 

age / attitude 

5 rockmelon R_1rCZoBZE0ukcEii cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

Originall y grew up with canteloupe age 

6 rockmelon R_23WguokDElRBrp3 cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

Rockmelon up to age 20 age 

7 rockmelon R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

said rockmelon all my life but have noticed that sometimes i say 
canteloupe now 

age 
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8 rockmelon R_30d77DeiJvGwb5i cantaloupe + 

rockmelon 
Cantaloupe is my mum's word. As I got older I used rock melon age 

9 rockmelon R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

i think I grew up with 'rockmelon' and acquired canteloupe later. age 

10 rockmelon R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

Rockmelon used more generally where I grew up. Cantaloupe used by 
father and mother as grew up in western districts of Victoria (and had 
SA parents themselves) so were used interchangeably 

age / region 

11 rockmelon R_2qdwCbuMXs5BMgK orange melon + 
rockmelon 

Ha ha! My partner & I fight over this all the time! It's now called orange 
melon in our house! 

variants / 
attitude 

12 rockmelon R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

rockmelon predominantly use 

13 rockmelon R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

both equally use 

14 rockmelon R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk cantaloupe Use rockmelon interchangeably use 
15 rockmelon R_3OevgocvXaIePSr cantaloupe + 

rockmelon 
Use both words equally use 

16 rockmelon R_eyXEQzZdNifgFo1 cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

I use canteloupe less nowadays. use 

17 rockmelon R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

i mostly call it cantaloupe. use 

18 rockmelon R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu cantaloupe It annoys me that they call them rockmelons in supermarkets in 
Melbourne. It's a cantaloupe. 

attitude / 
region 

19 rockmelon R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

was rockmelon in Sydney, Canteloupe in Melbourne region 

20 rockmelon R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ cantaloupe + 
rockmelon 

Pretty sure I use cataloupe, but my wife reports I use rockmelon when 
talking to her (NSW Native) 

region 

21 rockmelon R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU rockmelon Victorian relatives all say cantaloupe region 
22 rockmelon R_3lzstfCWlgMy947 cantaloupe + 

rockmelon 
Different areas have different names.. region 
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23 rockmelon R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R cantaloupe + 

rockmelon 
Canteloupe from Bic, rockmelon from NSW. region 

24 rockmelon R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb rockmelon Cantaloupe in Vic region 
25 rockmelon R_cSWhsRZoPSLnnMt rockmelon Rockmelon in Tasmania, canteloupe in South Australia region 
26 rockmelon R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip cantaloupe + 

rockmelon 
I use what is used in that location region 

1 rubber band R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX elastic band + 
rubber band 

I know I use both terms interchangeably, rubber band I picked up in 
school elastic band from home. 

age / register 

2 rubber band R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt elastic band + 
lacker band 

lacker band is informal register 

3 rubber band R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 elastic band + 
lacky band + 
rubber band 

Depends who you were asking for one. A teacher or perhaps a work 
colleague it would more likely be elastic band. Your family would be 
more likely to say Lacky band. 

register 

4 rubber band R_6LOE4fx4PYJ3gtj elastic band + 
lacker band + 
lacky band + 
rubber band 

Varies by formality register 

5 rubber band R_2s089ZTDuqEq0iE lacky band For me, 'lacky band' also refers to what VIC people call a 'hair tie'. variants / 
region / 
meaning 

6 rubber band R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y lacky band + 
rubber band 

Lacky band is specifically for hair meaning 

7 rubber band R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt elastic band + 
rubber band 

It is a rubber band in the picture. To me an elastic band has a fabric 
covering and used in your hair 

meaning 

8 rubber band R_21hrJNmdCFYsTnl lacky band + 
rubber band 

Lacky band is more of a hair tie meaning 

9 rubber band R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y elastic band + 
rubber band 

I'd probably say 'elastic band' for thicker, larger 'rubber' bands. meaning 

10 rubber band R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG rubber band Lacky band means hair tie to me, though I'd never use the term myself. meaning 
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11 rubber band R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 elastic band + 

rubber band 
Rubber band the thicker kind. Elastic band the thinner meaning 

12 rubber band R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU hair lacky + 
lacky band + 
rubber band 

When I was younger I used 'lacky band'. I still use 'hair lacky' - overseas 
friends seem to find it funny. 

age / attitude 

13 rubber band R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C lacker band + 
rubber band 

lacker band' for kids only age 

14 rubber band R_7337OCX4KfR6YQ9 elastic band + 
rubber band 

I said " elastic band" as a child, but now say "rubber band". age 

15 rubber band R_AyRXuN3KwRgSXId lacker band + 
rubber band 

used to say lacker band as a kid. age 

16 rubber band R_XFzyiDMfiXOADW9 lacky band + 
rubber band 

I used lacky band as a child, and rubber band as an adult. age 

17 rubber band R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT lacky band + 
rubber band 

lacky band as a child in WA age / region 

18 rubber band R_1M0rwM0aKiKIoxW lacker band More like "lacca" band pronunciation 
19 rubber band R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il elastic band + 

rubber band 
I mostly say rubber band. use 

20 rubber band R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH elastic band + 
rubber band 

alternately use 

21 rubber band R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ elastic band + 
rubber band 

Elastic first, rubber band I learned use 

22 rubber band R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk elastic band + 
lacker band + 
rubber band 

I have used "lacker band" in the past also variant 

23 rubber band R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU lacker band + 
rubber band 

Predminately "rubber band" but I do say "lacker band" too. variant 

24 rubber band R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc rubber band I've never heard of "lacker bands", although I have heard of "elastic 
bands" (the latter is not my preferred term). 

attitude 
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1 rubbish bin R_10o2m4jKHB4du7F garbage bin + 

rubbish bin 
Rubbish bin is inside. The ones the trucks empty are garbage bins meaning 

2 rubbish bin R_21tek7JKWMV0otE garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

Garbage bin for outside and rubbish bin for inside meaning 

3 rubbish bin R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ bin + garbage 
bin + rubbish 
bin + trash bin 

Garbage bin is the big one that you put on the street. meaning 

4 rubbish bin R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

If it was metal it would be "... can" meaning 

5 rubbish bin R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W wheelie bin On wheels = wheely bin meaning 
6 rubbish bin R_3L08X6NdX6IW54y bin + rubbish 

bin 
garbo' is what I would call someone who empties bins or picks up 
rubbish 

meaning 

7 rubbish bin R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

indoor= rubbish bin, outdoor= garbage bin meaning 

8 rubbish bin R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

Rubbish bin is the small one in a room, garbage bin is the large one 
outside for consolidating rubbish prior to collection. 

meaning 

9 rubbish bin R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

"Garbage bin" if it is the outdoor bin at home, "rubbish bin" if it is in a 
park or other public place. 

meaning 

10 rubbish bin R_cHnqZ0R6DjZJehP bin + garbage 
bin + rubbish 
bin 

The rubbish bin is inside the house (kitchen), the garbage bin is outside 
the house (what we out out for collection) and sometimes I just call 
either of them the bin 

meaning 

11 rubbish bin R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

Rubbish bin might be the one you have inside, but the garbage bin is 
definitely the one you put out to be collected. 

meaning 

12 rubbish bin R_vNYPTgKOY4VjJ8R garbage bin + 
wheelie bin 

Though wheelie bins are more common now. meaning 

13 rubbish bin R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

garbage bin is big, what you would have outside a house, rubbish bin is 
small & usually inside the house. the picture is sort of an exception, that 
typpe of bin is a (garbage) bin. 

meaning 

14 rubbish bin R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd kitchen tidy + 
rubbish bin 

inside one is kitchen tidy meaning 
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15 rubbish bin R_4OxyOR0yTbEb5Z3 garbage bin + 

garbage can 
May be influenced by living in Canada for 15 years culture 

16 rubbish bin R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

My parents call it a rubbish bin, so that's what I call it. "Garbage bin" 
would also do, but I absolutely hate "trash can". 

age / attitude 

17 rubbish bin R_1KxUqi18RVZOXDq garbage bin + 
garbage tin 

used to say garbage tin age 

18 rubbish bin R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 garbage bin + 
garbo + rubbish 
bin 

1 Grandfather said dust bin (which my Mum said a few times when we 
were kids) 

age 

19 rubbish bin R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 dust bin + 
garbage bin 

Dust bin as a child but Australians always said Garbage Bin age 

20 rubbish bin R_3P3ti1awFkpdSr7 dust bin + 
rubbish bin 

I would have said "dust bin" when I was a child age 

21 rubbish bin R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

rubbish in Sydney growing up. age / region 

22 rubbish bin R_01WwcrfFKFYV6GR garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

I use both of the above use 

23 rubbish bin R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

alternately use 

24 rubbish bin R_2rSnHQGQGhEHVNL bin + garbage 
bin 

varies use 

25 rubbish bin R_PTXelD1zFB3YiDD garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

I alternate randomly between garbage and rubbish use 

26 rubbish bin R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp bin + dust bin + 
garbage bin + 
rubbish bin 

I use these interchangeably, but most often just say 'bin' use / variant 

27 rubbish bin R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il bin + garbage + 
garbage bin 

I often just say bin or garbage. variant 

28 rubbish bin R_31FdMj3Uwdbs92F bin + rubbish 
bin 

normally just say bin variant 
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29 rubbish bin R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu bin + garbage 

bin 
Or just bin variant 

30 rubbish bin R_4MfFTRMZPPUnJwR garbage + 
garbage bin 

My family also says 'put it in the garbage' with no bin attatched variant 

31 rubbish bin R_2sTQaz4BTByaZjf bin + dust bin + 
garbage + 
rubbish bin 

bin' or 'garbage' individually variants 

32 rubbish bin R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI trash can just like me other 
33 rubbish bin R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 rubbish bin + 

rubbish tin 
originally said 'tin' but changed to 'bin' when in Sydney region 

34 rubbish bin R_egNRliAOTQUQo3n rubbish bin Don't have bins like that in melbourne region 
1 sandshoes R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h runners + 

sports shoes + 
trainers 

I think I may have called them "trainers" or "runners" when I was 
younger, but I really can't remember. I'd just call them "sports shoes" 
now because you wear them at school for sport. 

age / meaning 
/ register 

2 sandshoes R_2sTr7Tq1VQ5RwQh sandshoes + 
volleys 

Also use sand shoes but picture is not clear as to identify the type variants / 
meaning 

3 sandshoes R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h sandshoes + 
volleys 

Wrong photo possibly, as it is the Dunlop Volleys you may have been 
looking to use. Loved around the world by tennis ans squash platers as 
well as roof tilers, yup... non-slip on wet tiles. 

attitude / 
meaning 

4 sandshoes R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH tennis shoes Those shoes don't look like they're designed for running. I would 
definitely use "runners" if they were more solidly made. 

meaning 

5 sandshoes R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ dunlop volleys 
+ sneakers + 
volleys 

I would only say volleys for Dunlop volleys. sneakers for sports shoes. 
for these nothing particular 

meaning 

6 sandshoes R_1FJy4LtPXBkNEms runners + 
sandshoes + 
tennis shoes + 
trainers 

depends on type of casual shoe meaning 

7 sandshoes R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK runners + 
sneakers 

my 'runners' are specific sport shoes, and my 'sneakers' are lace-up 
comfy shoes 

meaning 
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8 sandshoes R_1OALxhJ2V1NCKou sneakers + 

volleys 
This particular shoe to me is a dunlop volly which has its own word. meaning 

9 sandshoes R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc volleys They would be 'runners' or 'sneakers' if they had more support than the 
pair in the picture 

meaning 

10 sandshoes R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU sandshoes + 
tennis shoes 

The picture looks like sandshoes or tennis shoes, but I use the term 
snakers for shoes that you run or play sport in (eg Nikes, Brooks etc.) 

meaning 

11 sandshoes R_25ARTXQ3725aXEz runners + 
sandshoes 

any thing like assics,adidas or modern looking ones i would call 
runners 

meaning 

12 sandshoes R_25RXJCGuzZOao23 pole shoes because i grew up in the circus and these are the shoes we wear on the 
apparutus called "pole" 

meaning 

13 sandshoes R_2aDFysdHEIruutd sneakers + 
tennis shoes + 
volleys 

the other words are for proper exercise shoes meaning 

14 sandshoes R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz tennis shoes + 
volleys 

I'd call plain white (no branding) ones 'tennis shoes', but anything with 
a bit of design to them 'volleys' (from the brand) 

meaning 

15 sandshoes R_2CUFMgaDbOBAJQd runners + 
sneakers + 
volleys 

Specific words for specific shoes meaning 

16 sandshoes R_2ebekJVIE58Oske tennis shoes + 
volleys 

only tennis shoes if they are white or Volleys meaning 

17 sandshoes R_2EclCBcwbUl2Wi3 sandshoes + 
tennis shoes 

Not volleys - they have the strip around the ankle opening! Only the 
dunlops can be called volley's 

meaning 

18 sandshoes R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea sandshoes + 
volleys 

These are sand shoes, whereas if they were bigger sportier version then 
they're runners! 

meaning 

19 sandshoes R_2fiLFmDIU6rQafc keds + 
sandshoes 

Something that looks like Keds but aren't keds meaning 

20 sandshoes R_2rSnHQGQGhEHVNL sneakers sneakers generally but to me theses are tennis shoes meaning 
21 sandshoes R_2s5ee9DPZp3GXQq volleys Only volleys because they are not as substantial as sandshoes meaning 
22 sandshoes R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q sandshoes + 

tennis shoes 
These are more fashion shoes now, 'proper' athletic shoes are called 
'runners' 

meaning 
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23 sandshoes R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo volleys those are volleys, converse are converse, hiking boots are hiking boots, 

sport shoes are sport shoes or runners, other lace up shoes are shoes 
meaning 

24 sandshoes R_2w088ZOSKMYQfEi joggers + 
sandshoes + 
sneakers 

My word is definitely sand shoes. Sneakers & joggers used so that 
others can understand what I'm talking about. 

meaning 

25 sandshoes R_2YPXfzdSApAjsho shoes Shoes, only really differentiate between heels, open shoes, boots, and 
closed shoes 

meaning 

26 sandshoes R_3ERSLUSXjL0nrBb sandshoes + 
volleys 

I use joggers and runners, but they are different shoes meaning 

27 sandshoes R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU shorts shoes Sports shoes? If you mean for playing sport? The ones in the picture (for 
casual wear) could be sand shoes. Sneakers, joggers and runners were 
also used in my family but I wouldn't use any unless perhaps talking to 
a small child. 

meaning 

28 sandshoes R_3HU3U1MbwFjLA7X sandshoes I'd use sneakers or runners for the more high tech version meaning 
29 sandshoes R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y sandshoes + 

volleys 
I would call these volleys only if they were actually Dunlop volleys. meaning 

30 sandshoes R_3puvafrvOTpo2Se volleys I use the term joggers for running shoes meaning 
31 sandshoes R_3RfH0NT1zRkxw2B tennis shoes I'd say sneakers but not for these canvas type meaning 
32 sandshoes R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN sandshoes Other names if more upmarket style, eg Adidas, Nike, etc meaning 
33 sandshoes R_3t921cWcYKULGGR dunlops + 

sandshoes + 
sneakers + 
volleys 

Unless you mean sports shoes in general. That would be sandshoes or 
sneakers 

meaning 

34 sandshoes R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP runners + 
sandshoes + 
tennis shoes 

tennis & sand shoes: only if this exact sort (and white). Otherwise, 
runners 

meaning 

35 sandshoes R_71BcgusCt3WkHQJ sneakers + 
volleys 

These ones in particular are sneakers or volleys. Runners or trainers 
would be more serious running shoes. 

meaning 

36 sandshoes R_AvsNvmu0wDpP0Gd sandshoes I call big cushioned shoes sneakers. meaning 
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37 sandshoes R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX runners + 

volleys 
unless you actually mean the type you do sport in? they don't look like 
it but I would call those runners. 

meaning 

38 sandshoes R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 sandshoes That specific shoe is a sand shoe. But I also use trainers, joggers, runners 
and sneakers for different types of sport shoe. 

meaning 

39 sandshoes R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV sandshoes you only call them volleys if they are volleys :) meaning 
40 sandshoes R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ plimsolls + 

runners 
Generally for athletic shoes I use 'runners', but I would say 'plimsolls' 
for the specific style of simple canvas shoe in the photo. 

meaning 

41 sandshoes R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj sandshoes Sandshoes are the flat canvas shoes like in the picture. Gym boots are 
similar, only with higher sides / lace-up area (used to be what 
basketballers wore), and sneakers / joggers are the more serious shoes 
with cushioning in the soles, etc. (I've lived in Victoria for a number of 
years now, and getting used to people calling them runners) 

meaning 

42 sandshoes R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R joggers + 
runners + 
sandshoes + 
sneakers 

I used sandshoes when gorowing up in Vic but not now. I use the other 
words but sneakers mostly. In England they called them plimsolls. 

age / culture / 
region 

43 sandshoes R_3jewplxOBqLMx6O sneakers Sand shoes is quite old fashioned. Trainers is more Americanised. attitude / 
culture 

44 sandshoes R_2OUvCm2QNTTnrFU sneakers Trainers is more Americanised culture 
45 sandshoes R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 plimsolls + 

slippers 
plimsolls is English usage, slippers English army usage -- usually say 
"sandshoes" to make myself understood in Australia, but it's quite dated 
now 

culture 

46 sandshoes R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL joggers + 
runners + 
sneakers + 
trainers + 
volleys 

I know I picked up the term 'trainers' after living in UK. culture 

47 sandshoes R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y sandshoes + 
volleys 

Daughter says Vanz age 
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48 sandshoes R_1IY1d8GdlfSzZDR sandshoes + 

sneakers 
When I was a kid I called them sandshoes, but now sneakers age 

49 sandshoes R_2S6Ti3Z3lUU5Qbs sandshoes + 
sneakers + 
tennis shoes 

sandshoes or tennis shoes were used when I was young. age 

50 sandshoes R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu runners My mum calls these sandshoes so it wouldn't sound odd to me if I 
heard it, but I don't say it. 

age 

51 sandshoes R_cHnqZ0R6DjZJehP joggers + 
sneakers + 
trainers 

Mainly used joggers as a kid age 

52 sandshoes R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 runners + 
sneakers 

Sneakers was the word I used as a child age 

53 sandshoes R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N sandshoes + 
sneakers 

Sandshoes in my childhood and sneaker in more recent years age 

54 sandshoes R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss joggers + 
runners + 
sneakers 

only used sneakers as a kid but picked up joggers and runners from 
Victorian friend when living in Byron 

age / region 

55 sandshoes R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 plimsolls + 
runners 

another hangover from my time in the UK as a child age / region 

56 sandshoes R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 sandshoes + 
volleys 

sandshoes growing up (70s Sydney) Volleys now age / region 

57 sandshoes R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 runners + 
sandshoes + 
tennis shoes 

Any of the 3 I nominated use 

58 sandshoes R_1kTR8lPsMYZ8AiC shoes + tennis 
shoes 

or just shoes variant 

59 sandshoes R_27IE40ujFtvKbsy joggers + tennis 
shoes 

could also be joggers variant 

60 sandshoes R_1FwULC5tQdFHpv3 runners Also calling them by the brand name variants 
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61 sandshoes R_1o0er88pVuOiySa joggers + 

plimsolls 
But my general word for running shoes/tennis shoes would be 'joggers' variants 

62 sandshoes R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 joggers + 
volleys 

volleys I only use for my actual volleys-brand joggers variants 

63 sandshoes R_bJgDdUJgnwY7oUp sandshoes + 
volleys 

Volleys picked up from husband as late teen - he was from Dubbo NSW 
as were his family 

variants 

64 sandshoes R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip sandshoes + 
sneakers + 
volleys 

Volleys if they are Volleys variants 

65 sandshoes R_1NEOsBh1P2RRj7S plimsolls + 
sneakers 

are the shoes in the photo plimsolls? other 

66 sandshoes R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV sandshoes This was the word we used in WA region 
67 sandshoes R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD shoes I admit to not being up with all the specific kinds of shoe but none of 

those words looked right. 
unsure 

1 santa R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

As a small kid, it was Father Christmas, but I suspect pop culture 
changed it to Santa for me, over the years. 

age / culture 

2 santa R_1o0er88pVuOiySa Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Oh, I wish I called him Father Christmas! 'Twould make me feel so 
British 

attitude / 
culture 

3 santa R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

As a young kid I always called him Father Christmas, and got a bit 
annoyed when other kids said Santa. But now I probably would use 
them interchangeably. 

age / use / 
attitude 

4 santa R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

My mum's family is very insistent on using the term "Father Christmas". 
I'd never dare say "Santa" when talking to them. My dad's family 
doesn't seem to care, alternating between "Father Christmas" and 
"Santa". 

age / attitude 

5 santa R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y Father 
Christmas 

Kids starting to say Santa. Not sure I like it age / attitude 
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6 santa R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox Father 

Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

I think as a kid we only called him Father Christmas age 

7 santa R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv Santa Claus + 
Santy 

You say Santy to a little kid sometimes age 

8 santa R_1feKuY7iNC6Ea3A Father 
Christmas + 
Santa Claus 

used to call him Father Christmas age 

9 santa R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

My children and I mostly call him Santa or Santa Claus but I grew up 
calling hime Father Christmas and my parents still do. 

age 

10 santa R_2dGbErjajLlitRD Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

Father Christmas definitely as a child but Santa now, mainly because 
that's more what every-one says. 

age 

11 santa R_2rSnHQGQGhEHVNL Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

I used to say Father Christmas as a child age 

12 santa R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

Father Christmas when primary aged changed to santa by the time I 
had my own children 

age 

13 santa R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 Father 
Christmas + 
Santa Claus 

Father Xmas when a kid age 

14 santa R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

my father always referred to him as 'Father Christmas', I do so 
occasionally but mostly it's Santa these days 

age 

15 santa R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y Santa + Santy my grandmother always called him Santy to us, but outside family I 
would say Santa 

age 
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16 santa R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 Father 

Christmas + 
Santa 

I grew up with my mother calling him 'Father Christmas'. age 

17 santa R_baucnoraEud9qG9 Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

though always Father Christmas when I was a child age 

18 santa R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip Father 
Christmas + 
Santa Claus 

grew up with Father Christmas; use Santa Claus if more used where I 
am 

age 

19 santa R_r7qayTjQRAKCrPr Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Growing up he was Father Christmas. As an adult he's Santa (Claus). age 

20 santa R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

I heard and used 'Father Christmas' more often as a child, but not so 
much now 

age 

21 santa R_yWMNn1zrvIAfcn7 Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Father Christmas as a child age 

22 santa R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

but called him Father Christmas as a child, again, I think, because my 
mum is English 

age / region 

23 santa R_26fee0nZrwddvrK Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Father Christmas from growing up in Melbourne. Santa or Santa Claus 
in Canberra. 

age / region 

24 santa R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp Father 
Christmas + 
Santa Claus 

It was 'Father Christmas' in Warrandyte in my childhood age / region 
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25 santa R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp Father 

Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

All versions of Santa are used by me, but I think Santa is most common use / attitude 

26 santa R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Any of three. use 

27 santa R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

I use both terms, probably using Santa more as it's quicker for general 
conversation. 

use 

28 santa R_3LbhVSFbhGFLwwV Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

I use multiple terms - I'm not even sure which one I use most use 

29 santa R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

I use either use 

30 santa R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 Santa + Santa 
Claus 

or Santa Claus variant 

31 santa R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

Or Santa variant 

32 santa R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Santy? Really? attitude 

33 santa R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi Father 
Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

i don't think he really exists other 
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34 santa R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI Father 

Christmas + 
Santa + Santa 
Claus 

Depends on what he wants to be called i guess ? other 

35 santa R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh Santa + Santa 
Claus 

I never call him; But he stiill turns up. other 

36 santa R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV Father 
Christmas + 
Santa 

In WA we said Father Christmas in Vic Santa region 

1 scallop R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il scallop + 
Tasmanian 
scallop 

I would say Tasmanian scallop if I was in a shop that also sold potato 
scallops. 

meaning 

2 scallop R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk scallop + 
Tasmanian 
scallop 

A Tasmanian scallop would have the orange roe still on it. meaning 

3 scallop R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 scallop + 
Tasmanian 
scallop 

What you were asking for was obvious due to where you were... If you 
were in a fish & chips shop you may say Tasmanian scallop's, if it 
seemed necessary. 

meaning 

4 scallop R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu scallop These are the best seafood in the world and the reason why potato cakes 
should NOT be called potato scallops. A New South Welshman once 
got me potato cakes when I asked for scallops and I'm still not over it. 

meaning 

5 scallop R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 scallop + 
Tasmanian 
scallop 

I'd only call it a tasmanian scallop if I had to differentiate from a potato 
scallop 

meaning 

6 scallop R_4MfFTRMZPPUnJwR scallop Also used for potato cakes meaning 
7 scallop R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet scallop bigger than usual so may be from Tassie! meaning 
8 scallop R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh scallop Its not called a tasmanian scallop unless theyre from Tasmania. Theyre 

usually imported from brazil or japan 
meaning 

9 scallop R_28S75yNVILAI1xb scallop Also pronounced scollop pronunciation 
10 scallop R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 scallop Pronounced sco-llop not sca-llop pronunciation 
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11 scallop R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH scallop They're 'scallops' now, but I would not have experienced them at all as a 

child. 
variant 

12 scallop R_12ybhZIGO31HWzd no word for 
this 

raised vegetarian other 

13 scallop R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v scallop I didn't know they existed as a child! Too expensive!! other 
14 scallop R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 

this 
I'm a vegetarian, so I really have no idea what it's called. It simply 
doesn't interest me at all. 

other 

15 scallop R_2xL6RWetHoVZt5k no word for 
this 

Am vegetarian, have no idea what those are other 

16 scallop R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD no word for 
this 

I don't eat seafood so I don't know what that is. other 

17 scallop R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 scallop + 
Tasmanian 
scallop 

I have heard the above terms, but don't normally eat scallops in 
Australia, so I don't really know 

other 

18 scallop R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 scallop + 
Tasmanian 
scallop 

in sydney, they were called Tasmanian Scallops region 

19 scallop R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 scallop I am from tassie! Which is probably why we say potato cake... region 
20 scallop R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp no word for 

this 
Vegetarian - no idea what these are called unsure 

21 scallop R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 scallop I'm guessing that this is a picture of scallops, but I don't really know 
what they look like. But I would call them "scallops" - I've never heard 
them called "Tasmanian scallops" or "Tassie scallops". 

unsure 

22 scallop R_2ZK4YfPNHP10QQx no word for 
this 

i dont know what it is unsure 

1 silverbeet R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc silverbeet I wasn't aware that silverbeet and spinach were the same vegetable. My 
parents always called it silver beet, and that's what I've done for many 
years, but I always believed that spinach was an entirely separate 
vegetable, and have treated it as such. If spinach were the same as silver 
beet, then I would call it silver beet, but I'm not fully convinced that that 

age / meaning 
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is the case, so I'm likely to keep using the word "spinach" to refer to 
something other than silver beet (although I have no idea what) 

2 silverbeet R_RWjb1PG0OOLSen7 silverbeet + 
spinach 

One that's changed over time. Growing up, I would have called this 
spinach and that's probably still the first word that comes to mind, 
however, if I was talking about it - asking you to pick some up for me, 
or telling you what I'd cooked last night, I'd use silverbeet to distinguish 
from 'proper' spinach. 

age / meaning 

3 silverbeet R_10IqO6YYGRpypfY silverbeet Spinach has smaller leaves meaning 
4 silverbeet R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o silverbeet + 

spinach 
spinach as a generalization, silverbeet when being more precise. meaning 

5 silverbeet R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk silverbeet This is clearly not spinach! meaning 
6 silverbeet R_1cRI3orhnaB6IBy silverbeet + 

spinach 
there are 2 different vegetable which look like this meaning 

7 silverbeet R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q silverbeet spinach has flat leaves, not curly meaning 
8 silverbeet R_1OP4PnIXmrpeg7h silverbeet Silverbeet and spinach are different plants meaning 
9 silverbeet R_1OSSDlFQRujYkpp spinach even though I'm led to believe it is actually silverbeet meaning 
10 silverbeet R_24keXhW7QekGZHR silverbeet + 

spinach 
I use both depending on whether it is silver beet or spinach ie they are 
two separate vegetables in our supermarkets . Silver beet is courser 
looking. 

meaning 

11 silverbeet R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk silverbeet I would call spinach 'spinach' and silver beet 'silver beet'. They are not 
the same thing. 

meaning 

12 silverbeet R_296P6Zcs4nSRoM8 silverbeet + 
spinach 

To me, it's spinach, but grocery stores insist on silverbeet meaning 

13 silverbeet R_2dGbErjajLlitRD silverbeet Spinach is something els meaning 
14 silverbeet R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ lettuce i think i call it letece but thats cos i dont know the difference between 

things 
meaning 

15 silverbeet R_2w088ZOSKMYQfEi spinach I know it's silverbeet but still call it spinach always meaning 
16 silverbeet R_31avylB5WMXnRPF silverbeet spinach refers to a different vegetable, not the one pictured. meaning 
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17 silverbeet R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu silverbeet I think spinach has reddish stalks, doesn't it? I dunno, I can't eat it 

anyway. 
meaning 

18 silverbeet R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE silverbeet They are 2 different vegetables! meaning 
19 silverbeet R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi silverbeet + 

spinach 
i only call it silverbeet if differentiating from actual spinach meaning 

20 silverbeet R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 silverbeet silverbeet and spinach are two different vegetables meaning 
21 silverbeet R_3oRxIswJmbu8dtQ silverbeet + 

spinach 
I use both as they are different meaning 

22 silverbeet R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM silverbeet + 
spinach 

Not sure which this is, but they are two different vegetables meaning 

23 silverbeet R_3puvafrvOTpo2Se bok choy + 
silverbeet + 
spinach 

I use Spinach and silverbeet but the vegetables I use those names for 
does not look like that 

meaning 

24 silverbeet R_6RappzXbgLnKD0l silverbeet + 
spinach 

I use both - I thought they were slightly different plants meaning 

25 silverbeet R_baucnoraEud9qG9 silverbeet + 
spinach 

I know technically it is called silverbeet though often I refer to it as 
spinach, more in the frozen state rather than fresh 

meaning 

26 silverbeet R_bIaZ8e5k4kEyaWJ spinach even though I know it is actually silverbeet meaning 
27 silverbeet R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 spinach I know it's not actually spinach though! meaning 
28 silverbeet R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh silverbeet + 

spinach 
it's spinach, except that (other) people get confused with baby spinach meaning 

29 silverbeet R_Od5DFZVoW22mBW1 x They are two different but related vegetables meaning 
30 silverbeet R_VJrXEb1qUTV7hzr spinach I know it's not really spinach but I've always called it that. meaning 
31 silverbeet R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b chard + 

silverbeet 
But we used it in recipes that call for spinach. I might also call it chard 
when it has purple red or yellow stems 

meaning 

32 silverbeet R_1g8sGO9KXIPQnXQ chard + 
silverbeet 

Lived in US for 20 years region / 
culture 

33 silverbeet R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il silverbeet + 
spinach 

I was brought up to call it spinach, but as an adult I learnt that it was 
silverbeet. 

age 
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34 silverbeet R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR chard + spinach 

+ silverbeet 
As a child spinach, then silverbeet as an adult and more recently chard. age 

35 silverbeet R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 silverbeet + 
spinach 

I called it spinach growing up, now I call it either silverbeet or spinach age 

36 silverbeet R_1feKuY7iNC6Ea3A silverbeet + 
spinach 

Used to call it spinach now silverbeet age 

37 silverbeet R_1gIxDhwTAM0dvi0 spinach + 
silverbeet 

Spinach' when I was young, but now 'silver beet' to distinguish it from 
'English spinach' 

age 

38 silverbeet R_1jjMr8dCvytlb73 spinach It was spinach as a child but became silver beer when spinach was more 
available 

age 

39 silverbeet R_1K42IiKPFpBAleX silverbeet + 
spinach 

I now call it silverbeet but spinach when I was growing up. age 

40 silverbeet R_240OlCCwORSROes silverbeet + 
spinach 

Maybe silverbeet now but spinach as a kid age 

41 silverbeet R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 silverbeet + 
spinach 

It was spinach when I was a kid age 

42 silverbeet R_2dEkth6v4wVp75o spinach My family used to call this spinach whilst I was growing up age 
43 silverbeet R_3nqkoVE8gMstVPg silverbeet + 

spinach 
grew up calling it spinach, now I call it silverbeet age 

44 silverbeet R_3P67IzZ9qcZ11lU chard + 
silverbeet + 
spinach 

I grew up calling it spinach but don't anymore. Have also heard it called 
chard. 

age 

45 silverbeet R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh silverbeet + 
spinach 

Spinach when I was a child, now more commonly silver eat as English 
spinach is now available as well 

age 

46 silverbeet R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp silverbeet + 
spinach 

but it was spinach growing up age 

47 silverbeet R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff spinach + 
silverbeet 

Grew up saying spinach though now I would say silverbeet age 

48 silverbeet R_QayGdHUccnLe02R silverbeet + 
spinach 

As a kid I probably also called it spinach. age 
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49 silverbeet R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj silverbeet + 

spinach 
Spinach when I was growing up in FNQ, silverbeet since I got older and 
discovered other leafy greens. 

age / region 

50 silverbeet R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK silverbeet + 
spinach 

I think that picture is spinach, but I do use the word silverbeet also (for 
chard). 

use 

51 silverbeet R_01WwcrfFKFYV6GR spinach I know it is really silverbeet, but everybody calls it spinach variant 
52 silverbeet R_3dYPNhg98wEKgZs spinach I know it is silverbeet but I call it spinach variant 
53 silverbeet R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj silverbeet + 

Swiss chard 
I also sometimes use the European term 'Swiss chard'. variant 

54 silverbeet R_Q0bs8VQFeHvDbnX chard + 
silverbeet 

Lots of people say 'chard' variant 

55 silverbeet R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 no word for 
this 

It's definitely not what I call spinach attitude 

56 silverbeet R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz chard + 
silverbeet 

If you call that spinach, you're just plain wrong. What you've got 
pictured there is also known as Chard, or scientifically B. vulgaris. 
Spinach is S. oleracea. 

attitude 

57 silverbeet R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 spinach But have known it's silverbeet for about 30 years (only say it if I need to) attitude 
58 silverbeet R_OPdpSgs9VJ9PIzf silverbeet I love it attitude 
59 silverbeet R_1dc1v6LfiqIXvfX English spinach 

+ silverbeet + 
spinach 

It cost me many a desert. other 

60 silverbeet R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 silverbeet + 
spinach 

I use both interchangeably depending on if I am speaking to NSW 
family or Victorian friends 

region 

61 silverbeet R_1f319808KDU4ul3 silverbeet tbh idk what that is unsure 
62 silverbeet R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W no word for 

this 
Unsure, either silver beet OR spinach - they are different. unsure 

63 silverbeet R_OHmsb8iasx0S4kV no word for 
this 

I dunno what that is. unsure 

64 silverbeet R_z0YcOOJ4pZggMTv no word for 
this 

I don't know what that is. It could be spinach, but I only eat baby 
spinach? 

unsure 
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1 skipping R_cT2aWYMrbiWsWzL jump rope + 

skip rope + 
skipping 

"jump rope" seems to leak into people's vocabs from American media - 
only "skipping" was used in early primary school 

culture / 
register 

2 skipping R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc jump rope + 
skippy 

"Jump rope" is the formal term, whereas as "skippy" is the informal one. register 

3 skipping R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH skipping rope The name of the charity "Jump Rope for Heart" seems to have pushed 
the Americanism "jump rope" into Australian speech. 

meaning 

4 skipping R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o jump rope + 
skipping 

skipping if by oneself meaning 

5 skipping R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 skippy we had a word for when two ropes were turned in opposite directions 
but i cant remember it. 

meaning 

6 skipping R_2z8BdLycEh4axnD skip + skipping I use skipping/skip as the verb and don't use play + a noun meaning 
7 skipping R_3qJXJGfBI0I0u7f jump rope + 

skipping 
They are playing jump rope but if you asked waht are they doing i 
would say skipping 

meaning 

8 skipping R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb skipping + 
skipping rope 

To clarify, they are skipping with a skipping rope meaning 

9 skipping R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL skipping + 
skippy 

jump rope appeared via US Sesame street culture 

10 skipping R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ jump rope + 
skipping + 
skipping rope 

mainly use skipping use 

11 skipping R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 skipping + 
skipping rope + 
skippings 

It's been a long time since the playground, but I remember it being 
called something like this. 

unsure 

12 skipping R_VR60UvSYieXa9NL no word for 
this 

i forget unsure 

1 slide R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD slide Slippery dip is a type of water slide. meaning 
2 slide R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 slippery dip I use of al these now but as a child I would definitely have said slippery 

dip 
age 
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3 slide R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU slide + slippery 

dip 
People used to call them slippery dips when I was really young, but 
slide is now almost excusively used where I live. 

age 

4 slide R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc slide + slippery 
dip 

Slippery dip much less, and likely with children age 

5 slide R_2qkP5BwnLAE5ljV slide + slippery 
dip 

As a child I used slippery dip age 

6 slide R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 slide + slippery 
dip 

slippery dip growing up, usually slide now age 

7 slide R_6tExHzbTwLOrTzj slide + slippery 
dip 

Used to say slippery dip as a kid. Just call it a slide now. age 

8 slide R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 slide + slippery 
dip + slippery 
slide 

When i was really little, possibly used "slippery dip" or "slippery slide" age 

9 slide R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV slide + slippery 
dip 

I remember my parents from WA calling it a slippery dip age 

10 slide R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj slippery dip + 
slippery slide 

When I was growing up, a slippery dip was a smaller version (it just 
gave you a quick 'dip'). A slippery slide was a larger one - where you 
would have a good slide. My parents would ask if I wanted to go for a 
ride on the slippery dip, or the big slippery slide. 

age 

11 slide R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC slide + slippery 
slide 

slide moreso use 

12 slide R_1kTR8lPsMYZ8AiC slide + slippery 
slide 

slippery slide variant 

13 slide R_RRjo06QNmZahVgl slide + slippery 
dip 

That's bizarre that I call it a slide or a slippery dip but would never call 
it a slippery slide! 

other 

14 slide R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R slide + slippery 
dip 

I said slide in Vic but slippery dip in Sydney. region 

15 slide R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 slide + slippery 
dip 

NZ- slide. Nsw - slippery dip. region 
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1 slingshot R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo slingshot probably picked up from the simpsons, very large ones you build are 

catapults 
culture / 
meaning 

2 slingshot R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt Shanghai + 
slingshot 

Mostly we had a Shanghai. If we wanted to tell someone what a Shangai 
was we would say it is a slingshot. But Shangai is the main word 

use / meaning 

3 slingshot R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc slingshot I've also heard "catapult" used, but not in this particular context. meaning 
4 slingshot R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt Shanghai + 

slingshot 
Shanghai and slingshot used equally freqently growing up but 
Shanghai discouraged by adults (racist or something?) 

age / attitude 

5 slingshot R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR catapult + 
Shanghai + 
slingshot 

Shanghai was also used in my childhood along with catapult age 

6 slingshot R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE slingshot my father would say shanghai (born 1935) age 
7 slingshot R_3dN86WWs6bkrvHz slingshot Dad calls it a shanghai. age 
8 slingshot R_3R2ZIJr9MH3pwbW Shanghai + 

slingshot 
Dad said Shanghai age 

9 slingshot R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il sling + 
slingshot 

Not sure, I might just say 'sling'. unsure / 
variant 

10 slingshot R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 catapult + ging 
+ Shanghai + 
slingshot 

used 3 different terms interchangeably use 

11 slingshot R_22DjyVyYrqyvxn9 Shanghai + 
slingshot 

I USUALLY CALL IT A SLINGSHOT NOW variant 

12 slingshot R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T catapult + 
slingshot 

I might also use "Slingshot", variant 

13 slingshot R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI slingshot LEGENd OF ZELda other 
14 slingshot R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h slingshot And is now a prohibited weapon same as a biro pen blow tube other 
15 slingshot R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 catapult + 

Shanghai + 
slingshot 

I am not sure - could be catapult. Shanghai I only heard later as an adult unsure 
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1 smoked cod R_2af9gxBQgc2Ku2r Baccala In my culture we have something similar called Bakala but it is dried 

cod not smoked. 
meaning / 
variant 

2 smoked cod R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT smoked cod + 
South African 
fillet 

South African fillet as a child in WA age 

3 smoked cod R_2CjGtBn8MIGzH7a gold fish + 
smoked cod 

We used to call it gold fish at our place when I was a kid age 

4 smoked cod R_3NLeKMxWEztQ0mr smoked cod + 
South African 
fillet 

as a child we called it South African fillet but now I call it smoked cod age 

5 smoked cod R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj no word for 
this 

I grew up in Far North QLD near the coast, and only ever ate or knew 
about freshly caught fish. I always thought that fish like smoked cod 
was only eaten by Poms / Europeans / people from overseas. I didn't 
discover that smoked fish existed in Australia at all until I moved to 
South East QLD years later. 

age / region 

6 smoked cod R_3sAM2eLxpiY02YF kippers + 
smoked fish 

I know it's herring but thats what I call smoked fish. variant 

7 smoked cod R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd haddock + 
smoked cod 

sometimes haddock, though rarely variant 

8 smoked cod R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL smoked cod + 
yellow fish 

family name is "yellow fish" variants 

9 smoked cod R_1LZGl60koueMpFn no word for 
this 

Disgusting attitude 

10 smoked cod R_1oiDl1uFeljpNPv smoked cod I also use the expression "I WILL not eat it. It is disgusting". I pronounce 
this word "diz-GUST-ing" 

attitude 

11 smoked cod R_20U32ja4k8NYHtz smoked cod OMG vomit...so many bad memories attitude 
12 smoked cod R_27NcgswNY6dEuP4 x No thanks attitude 
13 smoked cod R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v no word for 

this 
yuk! attitude 

14 smoked cod R_30eCC53XocQhENt x Yuck! attitude 
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15 smoked cod R_C32kacICAGDtVh7 English fillet It's disgusting and I hated it as a child attitude 
16 smoked cod R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 smoked cod And awful! attitude 
17 smoked cod R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D haddock Bloody awful - a schoolboys worst nightmare. attitude 
18 smoked cod R_10q4vUqsZZDH9sY x Don't have this as a meal at any time other 
19 smoked cod R_1rP2dY96miW2gOM no word for 

this 
I can't eat seafood and have no interest in words for it other 

20 smoked cod R_2ayonZuLmuL31hl no word for 
this 

I have never eaten a meal of smoked cod other 

21 smoked cod R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 no word for 
this 

I've never eaten smoked cod. other 

22 smoked cod R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ smoked cod I've never had such a meal, so I'm not sure. other 
23 smoked cod R_2RQYR1DW7vRtllh x I don't eat this other 
24 smoked cod R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 

this 
I've never eaten this. other 

25 smoked cod R_3fCz2B9od3DmTtQ smoked cod I'm allergic to fish and seafood so I've never had to say it really. other 
26 smoked cod R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH smoked cod It would be 'smoked cod' now, but I have no recollection of eating it as 

as child. 
other 

27 smoked cod R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI no word for 
this 

i dont eat or talk about fish other 

28 smoked cod R_8kOCn2aqpCeLWXT no word for 
this 

I don't really eat fish other 

29 smoked cod R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh haddock + 
smoked cod + 
smoked fish 

Not something I eat. other 

30 smoked cod R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP smoked cod I didn't know what this was as a child other 
31 smoked cod R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX no word for 

this 
i have never had a meal of smoked cod. other 

32 smoked cod R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL smoked cod Don't ever eat it! other 
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33 smoked cod R_1dirseyXawvZqEm haddock I didn't even know what haddock was until I went to to UK. region 
34 smoked cod R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp no word for 

this 
Vegetarian - don't know any fish dish names, so count me out here. unsure 

35 smoked cod R_1ihduX8iX0mCNOA smoked cod I guess, I have never eaten this unsure 
36 smoked cod R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 no word for 

this 
Never eat it unsure 

37 smoked cod R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ x i dont know, i know nothinkg about fish unsure 
38 smoked cod R_xt5M0SUfNoOfbUJ smoked cod unfamiliar unsure 
39 smoked cod R_Z1tcsZzRheulunf smoked cod I am not aware of 'smoked cod', but given that, I would call any 

unfamiliar words exactly what it was called. 
unsure 

1 soft drink R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc cordial + 
lemonade + soft 
drink 

I think I've used all these words in the past, depending on the situation. 
"Cordial" was an old word I used to use as a child, but as I got older, I 
started using other words such as "lemonade" and "soft drink". I think 
"soft drink" is my preferred terms at the moment, but it would depend 
on who I was with and what the drinks contained. If someone else 
called them "lemonade", "fizzy drink" or "cordial", then I would 
probably do the same, but I'd be very confused if they called it "cool 
drink" (unless they had blocks of ice in them). 

age / meaning 

2 soft drink R_11jPS8CiswtP5ta soft drink Soft drink if it was fizzy, cordial if it was not meaning 
3 soft drink R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk soft drink Assuming it's got fizz - soft drink. But if it didn't it looks a little like 

cordial too. 
meaning 

4 soft drink R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ soft drink fizzy = softdrink, water mix=cordial meaning 
5 soft drink R_1ihduX8iX0mCNOA soft drink Soft drink is fizzy and pre-made, cordial is made from a diluted syrup meaning 
6 soft drink R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C soft drink Depends whether the drink is made from a 'cordial' or whether it's from 

a bottle or can and is effervescent. 
meaning 

7 soft drink R_1kFjkX1cOkByBy1 fizzy drink Cordial is not s fizzy drink meaning 
8 soft drink R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt fizzy drink + 

soft drink 
Cordial is the drink you make mixing concentrate with water. Soft srink 
is a purchased fizzy drink 

meaning 
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9 soft drink R_1ONoHT0VyF9vJNA soft drink I can't tell from the picture if it is carbonated or not. I assume it isn't, 

hence cordial. If it is, soft drink. 
meaning 

10 soft drink R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU soft drink If it is fizzy they are "soft drinks". If they are not, I would say "cordial". meaning 
11 soft drink R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH soft drink again gthey are specifically identifiedas cordial, softdrink or juice. meaning 
12 soft drink R_1QlvMOHGNHlTt3c soft drink Cordial if it isn't carbonated and you had to mix water into it, soft drink 

if it comes carbonated in a bottle 
meaning 

13 soft drink R_25F0uhfcjhSyyo9 fizzy drink I can't tell whether they are fizzy from the image, so hard to say meaning 
14 soft drink R_28MvUC3QVk16UBM soft drink would be more specific if new type of drink meaning 
15 soft drink R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz soft drink soft drink is carbonated, cordial is not. meaning 
16 soft drink R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc soft drink Cordial if made from pre-mix, soft drink if fizzy from a bottle etc meaning 
17 soft drink R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT soft drink soft drink is aerated (bottle, can, soda stream), cordial is still meaning 
18 soft drink R_2duPjqCcbmQOs5u soft drink If it is fizzy I use soft drink, still I use cordial meaning 
19 soft drink R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea soft drink If it's fizzy it's a soft drink, if it's cordial with water then it's cordial. meaning 
20 soft drink R_2QKVOyvKcOaX8ce soft drink If fizzy, soft drinks, if still, cordial meaning 
21 soft drink R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt lemonade + soft 

drink 
cordial has to be mixed with water; softdrink is fizzy and ready to 
drink; lemonade is a colourless type of soft drink 

meaning 

22 soft drink R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f coke + 
lemonade + soft 
drink 

"Lemonade" only if it's lemon flavoured. "Coke" only if it's cola. meaning 

23 soft drink R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo coke + fanta + 
soft drink 

depends on the type of drink, cordial if cordial ie no bubbles and self 
mixed with water. soft drink is coke, fanta etc 

meaning 

24 soft drink R_31avylB5WMXnRPF soft drink carbonated = soft drink, uncarbonated = cordial meaning 
25 soft drink R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL coke + 

lemonade + soft 
drink 

in general terms, softdrink, but individually i would call it by name, ie 
coke or cola, lemonade, fanta etc. 

meaning 

26 soft drink R_3dN86WWs6bkrvHz slurpee + soft 
drink 

With ice, it's a slurpee. With bubbles, it's soft drink. With neither, 
cordial. 

meaning 

27 soft drink R_3iEHUVwF2n0tjbt fizzy drink as long as it's fizzy. If it's not fizzy, it'd just be a cold drink meaning 
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28 soft drink R_3k65lfiClBVGqz9 soft drink cordial if they're flat drinks, but soft drinks if they're carbonated meaning 
29 soft drink R_3pmcVwzFikfGtYa lemonade If the liquid is flat then cordial. If with bubbles them lemonade. meaning 
30 soft drink R_3psezAPuk2ZXNic soft drink It depends on the source, either a pre-mixed container of fizzy drink 

(soft drink) or a concentrated mixture, with either plain or 'fizzy' water 
added (cordial) 

meaning 

31 soft drink R_3R1tSPBCc0gWDfz soft drink If it is a fizzy drink then soft drink, but if no fizz, cordial. meaning 
32 soft drink R_3rSCohzqlg9XRNh soft drink It depends if it's fizzy. Soft drinks are fizzy, cordial is not. meaning 
33 soft drink R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci cordial It's a hyponym of soft drink. meaning 
34 soft drink R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP soft drink only if carbonated meaning 
35 soft drink R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr soft drink soft drinks = with carbonation meaning 
36 soft drink R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz soft drink Hard to tell if this is fizzy or not.If yes: soft drink. If no, 

cordial/juice/cold drink 
meaning 

37 soft drink R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

that's if it's actually fizzy. If it's still like Cottee's cordial, then cordial meaning 

38 soft drink R_cvWDzcKN0VbcRVj soft drink flat is cordial, with bubbles it's a soft drink meaning 
39 soft drink R_djakxhAaMvmZhmx soft drink Firstly thought they were cordials but realised there is no blue cordial 

that I am aware of, so changed to soft drinks 
meaning 

40 soft drink R_ehetvvFjUMqsgZb soft drink It's hard to tell from the picture whether it's cups of cordial or soft drink meaning 
41 soft drink R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 fizzy drink But I would use cordial if it's not fizzy and is made by adding water to a 

concentrate 
meaning 

42 soft drink R_qDtZ7Of8TvWzlDz soft drink cordial' if flat; 'soft drink' if fizzy meaning 
43 soft drink R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 soft drink These are distinct concepts, cordial being made up with water from a 

bottle. Soft drink being the commercially available fizzy stuff. 
meaning 

44 soft drink R_rdvIdzS671FyqjL soft drink Hard to tell if they have bubbles or not meaning 
45 soft drink R_RfwDngZLoMaxpQZ soft drink cordial only if no bubbles meaning 
46 soft drink R_RWjb1PG0OOLSen7 fizzy drink + 

soft drink 
Cordial if they're bottled syrup diluted in water; soft drink (or fizzy 
drink) if pre-mixed and carbonated. 

meaning 
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47 soft drink R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 fizzy drink + 

soft drink 
If it's carbonated it's a fizzy/soft drink and if it is a concentrate mixed 
with water then its cordial. 

meaning 

48 soft drink R_UGAZs0eEYJM1ZBf drink + soft 
drink 

if its made with cordial i call it mix up, but if its fizzy like coke i would 
call it soft drink. They are two different things 

meaning 

49 soft drink R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 soft drink If carbonated then soft drink meaning 
50 soft drink R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV soft drink depends of if they are fizzy or not - if they are then softdrink - if not 

cordial 
meaning 

51 soft drink R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj soft drink Depends if they're carbonated or not - whether I'd call them cordial or 
softdrink 

meaning 

52 soft drink R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y cool drink + 
fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

Cool drink' is used in NT to refer to commercial soft drinks also. I 
would use cordial to refer to self-mixed drinks and soft drink to refer to 
fizzy drinks sold in shops. 

meaning / 
region 

53 soft drink R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

I am pretty sure I picked up the soft drink from watching and reading 
american tv/film and books 

culture 

54 soft drink R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

I've always said soft drink, but we now use 'fizzy' with our kids, it's 
more descriptive somehow 

age / use / 
attitude 

55 soft drink R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

I said "fizzy drink" more as a kid. Now I usually say "soft drink". age 

56 soft drink R_2rSnHQGQGhEHVNL fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

used to say fizzy age 

57 soft drink R_2ZBIxLh1qiYvL4M fizzy drink I used to call them fizzy drinks age 
58 soft drink R_30uHS72pyZN8HDH coke + soft 

drink 
or coke because my mum lead me to believe they were all called coke 
when i was too young to have caffeine but wanted coca cole 

age 

59 soft drink R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

Soft drink as an adult, not sure if it's a vic thing age 

60 soft drink R_s5zPFZQHmcyfwQh fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

Soft drink or fizzy drink use 

61 soft drink R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet cool drink + 
fizzy drink + 
soft drink 

I use interchangably depending on mood use 
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1 sour sobs R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV Oxalis (Parents were scientists! This is the genus of this annoying weed I 

believe) 
register / 
attitude 

2 sour sobs R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 lemongrass we called them lemongrass in primary school register 
3 sour sobs R_3mfbDnpleqTlDup no word for 

this 
It's a horticultural term, on the tip of my tongue but I can't retrieve it 
right now 

unsure / 
register 

4 sour sobs R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea sour grass We'd eat the bottom of the stem, that's why it's sour grass! meaning 
5 sour sobs R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b Oxalis my kids call it sour grass in vic age / region 
6 sour sobs R_1mOQiWZK4D5pIlb sour sobs but I think I had another name for it as a kid age / unsure 
7 sour sobs R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH lemongrass lemongrass - I know it is different from the 'real' Asian lemongrass, but 

that is what we called this yellow flower as children. 
age / variants 

8 sour sobs R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt weed Don't know this plant but I would probably call it a weed unsure / 
variant 

9 sour sobs R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx oxalis oxalis (ox ar lis) variant 
10 sour sobs R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH no word for 

this 
I thought it was an Allamanda -other-i would have no word. variant 

11 sour sobs R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 
this 

I'd just call it a yellow flower, but I think that's much too generic for 
your purposes. 

variant 

12 sour sobs R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE no word for 
this 

Yellow bell shape flower variant 

13 sour sobs R_2tGzSDj3mp8LogH sour sobs soursob variant 
14 sour sobs R_3dYAnkfBzpl0WaA clover + Oxalis I'd call it Clover or Oxalis, because of the leaf,. variant 
15 sour sobs R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId Englishweed + 

Oxalis + yellow 
wood sorrel 

really just depends what flows better variant 

16 sour sobs R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh buttercups Looks like buttercups but is probably different variant 
17 sour sobs R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL no word for 

this 
i might just call it a weed variant / 

unsure 
18 sour sobs R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 Oxalis + sour 

sobs 
also use oxalis variants 
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19 sour sobs R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v no word for 

this 
pretty? other 

20 sour sobs R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj x we have that in the garden. other 
21 sour sobs R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S sour sobs Word learnt in Adelaide only, never used in darwin region 
22 sour sobs R_2s7HsKDc9VvPqDu sour sobs First came across them in Adelaide region 
23 sour sobs R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 sour sobs Only ever seen in SA region 
24 sour sobs R_10pU4DNIAUmwOf9 no word for 

this 
I'm bad at plant identification. unsure 

25 sour sobs R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv no word for 
this 

I know the plant in a slightly different variety, just don't know the name unsure 

26 sour sobs R_1fmcWlDFd3lO5pT buttercup I'm probably wrong. unsure 
27 sour sobs R_1FtXPW5ynqjvw9e no word for 

this 
I don't know these flowers, or any of the terms for them. unsure 

28 sour sobs R_1gUzCkaXxWLYTKL no word for 
this 

Not sure what this flower is! unsure 

29 sour sobs R_1JRvLpH0Z2crhHw no word for 
this 

Not strong on flowers unsure 

30 sour sobs R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk no word for 
this 

I'd look up the name in a book unsure 

31 sour sobs R_2af9gxBQgc2Ku2r wildflowers Where I do not know the actual name of a flower, I would describe it. 
i.e. yellow flower. However if the flower in the picture is one that grows 
in fields of untamed grass or bushland I refer to them as wildflowers. 

unsure 

32 sour sobs R_2ebekJVIE58Oske no word for 
this 

don't know the plant but above options are unfamiliar to me unsure 

33 sour sobs R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f no word for 
this 

I've heard of "sourgrass" but I could not identify it or its characteristics. 
I'd just call that a yellow flower and leave it at that. 

unsure 

34 sour sobs R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 no word for 
this 

Maybe we don't have them commonly ? unsure 
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35 sour sobs R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 no word for 

this 
Don't know this plant either! unsure 

36 sour sobs R_3iqcOJZred1MxUX no word for 
this 

never seen this plant unsure 

37 sour sobs R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 no word for 
this 

I don't think we have this plant in Queensland. unsure / 
region 

38 sour sobs R_3psFhJ6KuFgHcrm no word for 
this 

Never seen it before unsure 

39 sour sobs R_3qCYLCHlkESWZ0y no word for 
this 

I wouldn't've come up with Sourgrass myself, i'd describe it as "you 
know, that sour weed with the yellow flowers?" 

unsure 

40 sour sobs R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD no word for 
this 

I have never heard those two terms. unsure 

41 sour sobs R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 no word for 
this 

Male who isn't into plants. unsure 

42 sour sobs R_2xXCJtrtz0FbEQj sour sobs Never knew it growing up; now call it a soursob, learned from my SA-
born partner 

unsure / 
region 

1 spider R_10IqO6YYGRpypfY float + spider Depends on the flavour meaning 
2 spider R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f float + spider "Spider" only if it's lime flavoured softdrink. meaning 
3 spider R_3exj0pbwOIcINpt ice cream soda 

+ spider 
If it's got lime cordial it's a spider meaning 

4 spider R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 coke float + ice 
cream float 

Ice cream and coke was the format more normally consumed, called a 
"coke float" 

meaning 

5 spider R_1OqVeohNRqHRh6w float + spider I only use float after returning from the UK, I'd never heard it before 
that 

culture 

6 spider R_6hdItpeSXkSef3H ice cream soda 
+ spider 

Now I use spider because that's what local shops call it culture 

7 spider R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH no word for 
this 

my mother called it a spider but the term was rejected by my generation age 

8 spider R_2xUVtNkb6NSKBSK ice cream soda 
+ spider 

spider became fashionable later in my childhood age 
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9 spider R_21Fe6BubBnEsANb ice cream float 

+ spider 
If I recall, Coke was the first 'spider', if it wasn't 'Coke' it was a 'float'. variant 

10 spider R_3dYAnkfBzpl0WaA coke float + ice 
cream float + 
float lemonade 
float + lime 
float + spider 

Coke float, Lemonade float, Lime float etc variant 

11 spider R_0UmDVdJjkEWjrLf spider They are vile attitude 
12 spider R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH spider Big fan of spiders! attitude 
13 spider R_3R1tSPBCc0gWDfz spider We use coke in SA though. A coke spider is the shot. region 
14 spider R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb spider From Vic region 
15 spider R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet spider Have not seen or had one for years in SA. region 
16 spider R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc no word for 

this 
I don't think I've ever ordered one of these before, so I've never had to 
give it a name. 

unsure 

1 street 
directory 

R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp Melway + street 
directory 

Melways if it is actually the melways brand...other wise street directory meaning 

2 street 
directory 

R_1dfOrUqyzOz8mlL Gregory's + 
Melway + street 
directory 

i would say by pic it is a gregorys...so i would use melways meaning 

3 street 
directory 

R_1M0rwM0aKiKIoxW Melway + street 
directory 

Melways when referring to an actual melways map meaning 

4 street 
directory 

R_2e8yYHuKYEuGYDj map book + 
Melway + street 
directory 

If it was a large city directory or a melways I would probably call it 
melways 

meaning 

5 street 
directory 

R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f map book + 
Melway + street 
directory 

It's only a Melways if it's, you know, a Melways., Other map books have 
different names. 

meaning 

6 street 
directory 

R_3CK0uPNuGb0xft6 Melway + street 
directory 

I said 'street directory'. I would usually use Melways in a genericized 
way. 

meaning 
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7 street 

directory 
R_3kpoohgrgdqVRbh Melway + street 

directory 
But if I was looking for it, it would be "have you got a Melways?" It only 
becomes 'street directory' because I can see from the picture that 
Melways didn't, in fact, print it. 

meaning 

8 street 
directory 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc street directory I usually call it a "street directory" because it's a generic term, unlike 
"Gregory's", "Melways" and "UBD". I've never used the word "Refidex", 
but because it's been printed on all the Brisbane street directories for as 
long as I can remember, I am beginning to wonder whether I should just 
use that instead. After all, what's the point of printing that word on all 
our street directories when no one's actually going to use it? 

region / 
meaning 

9 street 
directory 

R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p Gregory's + 
Melway + street 
directory 

When I was a kid it was the Gregory's, then Melways when I was at uni 
in Melbourne 

age 

10 street 
directory 

R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 Gregory's + 
street directory 

originally 'Gregory's' but changed to street directory in recent years age 

11 street 
directory 

R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 Gregory's + 
street directory 

Gregorys growing up but always a street directory now (since 1990s ?) age 

12 street 
directory 

R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr map + Melway I use "get the map out" if i'm paying attention, but often still refer to the 
Melways - to the amusement of my children 

age 

13 street 
directory 

R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId map + Refidex refidex to anyone over 40, or if I'm not paying atention age 

14 street 
directory 

R_vMtVLH10JIEsZgt Melway + 
Refidex 

Grew up with Melways but converted to Refidex when migrated to Qld age / region 

15 street 
directory 

R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt Melway + street 
directory 

i would have called it a street directory before moving to Melbourne at 
21 

region / age 

16 street 
directory 

R_QayGdHUccnLe02R Refidex + street 
directory + 
Sydway 

When I lived in Melbourne I quickly learned to say (& use) Melways, & 
Sydways when I first returned to Sydney. Now I would mainly say 
street directory, although this is rapidly being replaced with Google 
Maps. 

region / age 
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17 street 

directory 
R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA Gregory's + 

Melway + street 
directory 

I use all 3 words at different times. use 

18 street 
directory 

R_2CjGtBn8MIGzH7a Gregory's + 
street directory 
+ UBD 

Mostly street directory use 

19 street 
directory 

R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 Gregory's + 
street directory 

Wasn't uncommon to hear Gregory's use 

20 street 
directory 

R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu Gregory's + 
street directory 
+ UBD 

We mostly used a UBD but called it a street directory use 

21 street 
directory 

R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC Melway + street 
directory 

It's a Melways predominantly variant 

22 street 
directory 

R_1l6LvHeFrbzhmqa street directory If I were using a specific brand I would use its name. variant 

23 street 
directory 

R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb Refidex + street 
directory 

Or refadex. variant 

24 street 
directory 

R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH Melway + 
Refidex + street 
directory + 
street map + 
UBD 

Technically what is shown in the Picture is a UBD variant 

25 street 
directory 

R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk Melway + street 
directory + 
street map 
book + UBD 

Also street map book variants 

26 street 
directory 

R_6hdItpeSXkSef3H street directory 
+ UBD 

Also called UBD variants 

27 street 
directory 

R_3EhbVdcrTCViCAw Gregory's + 
Melway 

I can tell it's a Gregory's but I prefer a melways attitude 
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28 street 

directory 
R_8wRgzcsu8hfq3Gp street directory obsolete! attitude 

29 street 
directory 

R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh Gregory's + 
UBD 

Gregory's or UBD (Gregory's is better) attitude 

30 street 
directory 

R_2AQjY51bHQXB6Vh map book I think this may be an Albany idiom. Perth people laugh at me when I 
say this! 

attitude / 
region 

31 street 
directory 

R_2VwDmx7K4KxP1oT Gregory's + 
Melway + street 
directory 

i think it's a gregory's. I've always preferred Melway for a street 
directory,when in Melbourne, or Sydway if in Sydney. 

attitude / 
region 

32 street 
directory 

R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj Melway + street 
directory 

it doesn't look like a melway. other 

33 street 
directory 

R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 street directory gregory's in Sydney, Melways in Melbourne region 

34 street 
directory 

R_1N9A2Z5jfEQqsNf Melway + 
Refidex + street 
directory 

I picked up Refidex while living in Brisbane region 

35 street 
directory 

R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU Melway + street 
directory 

I use Melways when I refer to my copy of Melways for Melbourne and 
Victoria. My Adelaide one I simply call my Adelaide street directory. 

region 

36 street 
directory 

R_21Fe6BubBnEsANb Gregory's + 
UBD 

UBD in Brisbane region 

37 street 
directory 

R_21tek7JKWMV0otE Melway + UBD I would refer to it as a Melways in VIC or an AtoZ in London region 

38 street 
directory 

R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz Melway + street 
directory 

Never heard anyone is Adelaide refer to it as the UBD, but I'm very 
used to hearing people refer to it as Melways when in VIC. 

region 

39 street 
directory 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT Melway + 
Refidex + street 
directory 

Melways in Melbourne, Refidex in Brisbane region 

40 street 
directory 

R_2czSU6RI1bMeRfH Melway + street 
directory + 
UBD 

I would say UBD if I was in Queensland, and Melways in Victoria. region 
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41 street 

directory 
R_2ebekJVIE58Oske Gregory's + 

Melway + street 
directory 

would use gregorys in sydney if talking to someone my age and 
Melways while in Melbournel 

region 

42 street 
directory 

R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea Gregory's + 
map book + 
Melway + street 
map 

Gregory's for Sydney, Melways for Melbourne, otherwise a street map region 

43 street 
directory 

R_2scIjjwkuVL6VKr Melway + street 
directory 

In Victoria this was always a Melways. I have only started saying 'street 
directory' since moving to Canberra 

region 

44 street 
directory 

R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 Gregory's + 
street directory 
+ UBD 

Depends on the city! region 

45 street 
directory 

R_2yezNpdY2B4ruvu map book + 
street directory 
+ UBD 

Map book for general maps, UBD/ Street Directory for use in urban 
navigation. 

region 

46 street 
directory 

R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 Gregory's + 
Melway + 
Refidex + street 
directory 

in queensland I'd use refidex; melbourne Melways; sydney Gregory's; region 

47 street 
directory 

R_3Jr31ONhrJxsyZB Melway + street 
directory 

in melbourne I used Melways region 

48 street 
directory 

R_3PXOkCnskAaFrE9 Melway + street 
directory 

I'd call it a Melways if it's of Melbourne, but of anywhere else it's a 
street directory 

region 

49 street 
directory 

R_3sAM2eLxpiY02YF Gregory's + 
Melway + 
Refidex + UBD 

Depending on where your living region 

50 street 
directory 

R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh Gregory's + 
Melway + street 
directory + 
UBD 

Depends on context. In NSW was always the Gregory's until I drove 
cabs which used the UBD. In Melb obviously Melways. Nowadays just 
a street directory. 

region 
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51 street 

directory 
R_cLRz1ujAChzwcvf Melway + street 

directory 
Only use melway in melbourne region 

52 street 
directory 

R_QigFuMzu2Cw3MVr Melway + UBD Ubd before moving o Melbourne now melways region 

53 street 
directory 

R_tMbMlk9q2J6TRJf Gregory's + 
Melway 

Gregory's Nsw melways victora region 

54 street 
directory 

R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 Gregory's + 
Melway 

If it was of Brisbane then a Gregory's, if Melbourne then Melways region 

55 street 
directory 

R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b Melway + street 
directory 

Street directory in tas, Melways in vic region 

56 street 
directory 

R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj map book + 
UBD 

Didn't discover map books until I moved to the city (Brisbane), SE QLD region 

1 suitcase R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 bag + case 
(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

I remember a kid at school in about 1st grade who called school cases 
"ports" 

age / register 

2 suitcase R_3oF7QiMotW6YkWg port 
(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

Port for school case in Albury region / 
register 

3 suitcase R_upGVU8561RnPkPL bag + port it was a port when I was in primary school in qld region / 
register 

4 suitcase R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE port + suitcase depends on who I am talking to register 
5 suitcase R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE bag + port + 

suitcase 
port when young, suitcase more formally to someone I don't know, bag 
to family and freinds 

age / meaning 

6 suitcase R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh bag + port + 
suitcase 

My grandfather (a shearer) used port and I still do but don't expect 
people beyond Warren to understand it. Going on a journey I'll pack my 
suitcase, but I'll collect my bags at the airport. 

age / region / 
meaning 

7 suitcase R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf bag + suitcase Use both, depending on size use / meaning 
8 suitcase R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C bag + suitcase Suitcase' if like the picture, otherwise generically 'bag'. meaning 
9 suitcase R_1jjMr8dCvytlb73 bag + suitcase Suitcase for large travel items bag for school and small items meaning 
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10 suitcase R_1N9ZVemqk484saf x I could use all these words (apart from 'port') when refering to a specific 

thing; to me, they are all different items. 
meaning 

11 suitcase R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU suitcase If it is a suitcase I all it a "suitcase". If I travelled with a duffle bag or 
other bag then I would say "bag". 

meaning 

12 suitcase R_22VQv0mkdr0dOoL port 
(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

I called my school bag a port, but I call luggage I travel with a suitcase meaning 

13 suitcase R_25ARTXQ3725aXEz suitcase the pictured item i would call a suitcase meaning 
14 suitcase R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc backpack + bag 

+ pack + 
suitcase 

Suitcases for the rectangular travel option; bag for most other things, 
except for the backpack/pack element mentioned separately. 

meaning 

15 suitcase R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM bag + case Cases are made of hard material; bags are soft material or rigid but 
cloth-covered. 

meaning 

16 suitcase R_2TYlb1GHK7GF8Un bag + suitcase It depends on the type of luggage meaning 
17 suitcase R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG bag + suitcase A bag is soft, while a suitcase is sturdier and always rectangular. meaning 
18 suitcase R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W luggage Hardly ever use a hard-frame suitcase. More like a large sportsbag. meaning 
19 suitcase R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa luggage + port I think of them as 'port' but it depends on context. It is only 'luggage' if 

you are actually in transit. 
meaning 

20 suitcase R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE luggage + 
suitcase 

This shows a suitcase - to me. I sometimes use a bag as luggage meaning 

21 suitcase R_3NLeKMxWEztQ0mr bag + case + 
suitcase 

sometimes i might call it a case or a bag, depending on size meaning 

22 suitcase R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN bag + case + 
suitcase 

Bag for different style meaning 

23 suitcase R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh bag + case + 
suitcase + trunk 

depends on context meaning 

24 suitcase R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD bag + suitcase Depends on type of bag. meaning 
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25 suitcase R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP port 

(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

a school bag was definitely a port meaning 

26 suitcase R_vuwFvjWxIO88u5z suitcase + trunk I use suitcase but I think the photo is old enough to be a trunk. meaning 
27 suitcase R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL bag + luggage + 

suitcase 
Dependent on the type of bag/luggage. meaning 

28 suitcase R_ysig1oGtU2Gnub7 bag + suitcase Suitcases are hard, bags are soft. meaning 
29 suitcase R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj port + port 

(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

Suitcase was large and for travelling. Port was smaller and for overnight 
/ short stays. School port was for school. 

meaning 

30 suitcase R_2pSsIUt5YLKb7SR port 
(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

Used port for school bag in Queensland. region / 
meaning 

31 suitcase R_2PBY1CmDkSLAymO bag + suitcase + 
torba 

My maternal side is Macedonian, hence the use of 'torba', which is 
Macedonian for bag 

age / culture 

32 suitcase R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il bag + case 
(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

I called my school bag a 'case' and when my children were at school in 
Qld I called them 'ports'. 

age / region 

33 suitcase R_11dpB1YH6ZGVkNQ bag + port + 
port 
(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

I used to say 'port' or 'school port' when I was a child, no long hear the 
term used these days. 

age 

34 suitcase R_1FG7cU0tAGQKAlC bag + port + 
suitcase 

Would not use port now age 

35 suitcase R_1k1VugDhfC16RB0 bag No one under the age of 50 says port age 
36 suitcase R_2rjBUnToVykdte2 port + suitcase I would have said port when I was young. age 
37 suitcase R_2S6Ti3Z3lUU5Qbs bag + port When young it was port. age 
38 suitcase R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 suitcase Grandparents call it a port, and so do mum and dad sometimes age 
39 suitcase R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 port + suitcase Used to say port as a small child age 
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40 suitcase R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y bag + port + 

suitcase 
when I was little we always used port for a suitcase. I then started 
calling it a suitcase in front of other people because port was weird. I 
think I most commonly say bag to refer to any sort of luggage though. 

age 

41 suitcase R_egGrVcX6V7YuNa5 suitcase My parents still call it a "port" age 
42 suitcase R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z bag + port 

(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

I used "port" at primary school in Brisbane in the 80s. age / region 

43 suitcase R_3HU3U1MbwFjLA7X bag + case + 
port 
(schoolbag) 

I said port for school bag until we moved from nth qld to nth NSW and 
got ridiculed 

age / region 

44 suitcase R_3MRkPZE7xmijNQN suitcase My mother was born in norther NSW in 1919 and called any case a port age / region 
45 suitcase R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh suitcase My mother grew up near Taree and called a suitcase a port age / region 
46 suitcase R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz bag + port 

(schoolbag) + 
suitcase 

Growing up in QLD a school bag was a port, but I have never called it 
that in any other context 

age / region 

47 suitcase R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp port + suitcase port' growing up, but now 'suitcase' in NSW age / region 
48 suitcase R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj port + suitcase Port is used when speaking to my relatives from country NSW. region 
1 tea trolley R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet tea trolley + 

traymobile 
Both...depending on what being used to transport use / meaning 

2 tea trolley R_1F2nCFpmdK2Qow6 trolley Haven't really seen/used one of these outside of a hospital or caring 
facility... 

meaning 

3 tea trolley R_1KxUqi18RVZOXDq tea trolley + 
traymobile 

if it just used for serving tea eg at work, it is a tea trolley but if it is used 
for displaying cakes or desserts at a restaurant, it is a tray mobiles 

meaning 

4 tea trolley R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA autotray + tea 
trolley 

I use autotray for our antique wooden one, but tea trolley for the one 
our tea lady used. 

meaning 

5 tea trolley R_C1u1ZPe6lSofLFv autotray + tea 
trolley 

Pictured variety tea trolly. Autotray for wooden version meaning 

6 tea trolley R_2e8yYHuKYEuGYDj tea trolley Possibly from english side of family, cant recall hearing it generally culture 
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7 tea trolley R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH trolley My parents use "autotray", but no-one of my generation seems to 

understand it (I get strange looks, etc), so I avoid it with them 
age / attitude 

8 tea trolley R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y traymobile + 
trolley 

my grandmother called it a traymobile , but I would probably say 
trolley unless it was an old fashioned one 

age / attitude 

9 tea trolley R_12F0asVLF3nKIo4 trolley My mother says 'traymobile' she's from NSW or maybe just more 
oldfashioned. I think its a dumb name. 

age / attitude 
/ region 

10 tea trolley R_1f1TQrmvXEArBii tea trolley My grandmother calls it an autotray age 
11 tea trolley R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y autotray + 

trolley 
Auto tray from grandparents age 

12 tea trolley R_2S6Ti3Z3lUU5Qbs tea trolley + 
traymobile 

traymobile when I was young and Mum had one age 

13 tea trolley R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr no word for 
this 

I think I'm a bit young for this. age 

14 tea trolley R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh traymobile + 
trolley 

as kids we said tray mobile, but more likely to say trolley now age 

15 tea trolley R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh traymobile never seen one outside my mother's home age 
16 tea trolley R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ trolley My grandparents always used 'autotray', but I wouldn't say that myself 

because I don't think anyone would know what I mean. 
age / unsure 

17 tea trolley R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox tea trolley Familiar with tea trolley but wouldn't call it anything myself use 
18 tea trolley R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z tea trolley I'm going to use "traymobile" from now on! attitude 
19 tea trolley R_4MfFTRMZPPUnJwR tea trolley I feel like I got this from Harry potter other 
20 tea trolley R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 trolley I've never referred to it. Trolley seemed natural unsure 
21 tea trolley R_t0oYA9WUvqc6SL7 trolley never seen one actually used. unsure 
1 telegraph 

pole 
R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc power pole + 

telegraph pole 
I usually call them "power poles", but I occasionally use the term 
"telegraph pole" instead. I often heard them talking about "Stobie poles" 
on the news when I was living in Adelaide, but it took me a long time to 
figure out what they actually were. It's such an obscure word that I 
could never bring myself to use it outside of South Australia. 

variant / 
meaning 
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2 telegraph 

pole 
R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q power pole + 

Stobie pole 
stobie pole is two I-beams and concrete, otherwise they're power poles meaning 

3 telegraph 
pole 

R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz Stobie pole + 
telephone pole 

I only say Stobie pole for poles that actually are Stobie poles, i.e. the 
design with steel sides and a concrete middle. 

meaning 

4 telegraph 
pole 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

that particular picture is a telegraph pole, but in South Australia, the 
concrete and steel poles are Stobie Poles 

meaning 

5 telegraph 
pole 

R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

Stobie pole if it is made of steel and cement; if it's wooden then it's a 
telegraph pole. 

meaning 

6 telegraph 
pole 

R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU power pole Don't these poles carry power not telephone cables? meaning 

7 telegraph 
pole 

R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

stobie poles are different (patented?) meaning 

8 telegraph 
pole 

R_3oYpNvnAH6G7cYr Stobie pole + 
telephone pole 

stobies carry electricity meaning 

9 telegraph 
pole 

R_3P3ti1awFkpdSr7 Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

the word Stobie pole would be used by me (and only if) it was made of 
concrete with iron sides 

meaning 

10 telegraph 
pole 

R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

Stogie poles are not made from wood, they are steel framed with 
concrete inside 

meaning 

11 telegraph 
pole 

R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz power pole + 
Stobie pole + 
telephone pole 

Stobie poles are the concrete ones in SA. Others (wooden) are telegraph 
or power poles 

meaning 

12 telegraph 
pole 

R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 power pole + 
Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

Stobie pole is only for the concrete ones meaning 

13 telegraph 
pole 

R_RRjo06QNmZahVgl Stobie pole + 
telephone pole 

Ah well, your problem here is that the photo is not of stogie poles. 
Stobies are very specific: concrete with rail tracks either side of it. 

meaning 

14 telegraph 
pole 

R_1N2GNYaWsjsVyHA power pole + 
Stobie pole 

In SA they have Stobie poles made from concrete sandwiched between 
steel beams. 

region / 
meaning 

15 telegraph 
pole 

R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG power pole + 
Stobie pole 

I used power pole while living in Vic - no one knew what Stobie meant. 
Plus they weren't made out of concrete. 

region / 
meaning 
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16 telegraph 

pole 
R_PAsrBWhkipOE2kN telephone pole note - I grew up after all of Perth's telephone lines moved underground, 

so the aerial telephone wire is not something I've really ever 
encountered in the wild - therefore "telephone pole" is what I'd go with 
if I had to think of something but it's not a regional dialect feature as 
such 

region / 
meaning 

17 telegraph 
pole 

R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa light pole + 
telegraph pole 
+ telephone 
pole 

these days also light pole age / variant 

18 telegraph 
pole 

R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il power pole + 
telegraph pole 

I'm more likely to say telegraph pole than power pole. use 

19 telegraph 
pole 

R_2rDcHOyG8huuoav power line + 
power pole 

I would probably just call it a power line, which isn't really specific. variant 

20 telegraph 
pole 

R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH Stobie pole + 
telegraph pole 

I love the term Stobie pole and use this for those build of metal attitude 

21 telegraph 
pole 

R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W Stobie pole South Australian through and through! region / 
attitude 

22 telegraph 
pole 

R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ hydro pole + 
power pole 

hydro pole = blank looks in qld so have shifted to power pole region 

23 telegraph 
pole 

R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI hydro pole + 
power pole + 
SEC pole + 
Stobie pole + 
telephone pole 

Changes as I live in different states. Stories for SA and hydro here in tas. region 

24 telegraph 
pole 

R_1LUpdmIlcWHw84X Stobie pole Adelaide region 

1 thumb tack R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

Call it drawing pin at home as that is what my parents use, tumb tack 
everywhere else. 

register / age 

2 thumb tack R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

People seem to use drawing pin more for the metallic ones, and 
variations of tack for the ones with a projecting plastic part 

meaning 
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3 thumb tack R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox drawing pin + 

thumb tack 
For the ones that aren't flat I would definitely go with drawing pin, for 
these ones it's a bit of both 

meaning 

4 thumb tack R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

Pin' isn't specific enough for me - in context I'd know what someone 
was talking about, and might even use it myself, but out of context I'd 
avoid it. 

meaning 

5 thumb tack R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG drawing pin I would use thumb tack for the plastic tipped pins. meaning 
6 thumb tack R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU pin + thumb 

tack 
I might occasionally use 'thumb tack' if I needed to differentiate it from 
other types of pin or to write on a shopping list 

meaning 

7 thumb tack R_3pXN8PBGIEmvWoN drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

Probably use drawing pin more for the ones with bigger (not flat) heads 
on them 

meaning 

8 thumb tack R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT drawing pin I think of thumbtack as being an Americanism culture 
9 thumb tack R_1mOQiWZK4D5pIlb drawing pin + 

tack 
but I probably used to say tack age 

10 thumb tack R_3e2GlkfgAnrN2iI drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

"drawing pin" as a child age 

11 thumb tack R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

always drawing pin from childhood but thumb tack over the last 20 
years as well 

age 

12 thumb tack R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

I mostly say 'thumb tack'. use 

13 thumb tack R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

Drawing pins more often, but both. use 

14 thumb tack R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

alternatively use 

15 thumb tack R_2CjGtBn8MIGzH7a drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

mostly drawing pin use 

16 thumb tack R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc thumb tack I've also heard "drawing pin" and "pin", but I think "thumb tack" is 
much more common, so that's what I use. 

use 

17 thumb tack R_qOz4bzpeRiUrFFn drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

Use both use 
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18 thumb tack R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L drawing pin + 

push pin 
sometimes "push pin" variant 

19 thumb tack R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 drawing pin + 
thumb tack 

Sometimes drawing pins variant 

1 trolley R_1lgXKS1Su1A6usE barouche I'm a Nurse so I use medical language register 
2 trolley R_1MS48zVwSSPNTqH theatre trolley May be different because of my profession. register 
3 trolley R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp gurney + 

hospital trolley 
+ theatre trolley 
+ trolley 

I hear and use all of those 4 options for hospital beds with wheels - if it 
was specifically for theatre, then a theatre trolley would be most likely 

meaning 

4 trolley R_1dfOrUqyzOz8mlL gurney + 
hospital trolley 
+ theatre trolley 
+ trolley 

i would tend to say trolley or with adjectives but tv gives me gurney too use / culture 

5 trolley R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p gurney got this word from too many episodes of MASH culture 
6 trolley R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 gurney + 

hospital trolley 
I would have got this word from television or books, or newspapers etc. 
Not from home. 

culture 

7 trolley R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH gurney It's a 'gurney' now but I don't think I would have known that word as a 
child. 

age 

8 trolley R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM barouche + 
gurney 

Barouche and gurney are interchangeable. use 

9 trolley R_1rfCLmZAWay0z3B hospital bed Hospital bed variant 
10 trolley R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC gurney + 

hospital trolley 
+ theatre trolley 
+ trolley 

gurney variants 

11 trolley R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 no word for 
this 

I think I've heard "gurney" before, but I don't think I would ever say it. other 

12 trolley R_2pSsIUt5YLKb7SR gurney Dunno where I got it from, but that's what I call it. other 
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13 trolley R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr gurney Never really said this. other 
14 trolley R_3HOh8SE5aZHB52O no word for 

this 
I haven't been to a hospital in a while other 

15 trolley R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8N barouche + 
trolley 

Barouche in SA Trolley Qld region 

16 trolley R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z trolley Just "trolley"? Not sure. unsure 
17 trolley R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h hospital trolley I've never consciously thought about the word for this, but I guess 

"hospital trolley" sounds the most comfortable to me out of the options 
given? 

unsure 

18 trolley R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU hospital trolley I'm not sure I've ever had to use a word for this. unsure 
1 trough R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU laundry sink + 

trough (troff) + 
wash trough 

Wash trough for the ones you find in school playgrounds, art rooms etc, 
laundry trough/sink if it's in your house. 

register 

2 trough R_1lirDSyLFejyqbC laundry sink + 
trough (troff) + 
wash trough 

In my house it's just a normal sink so we call it a laundry sink...that 
picture is a laundry trough though 

meaning 

3 trough R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q trough (troff) troughs for long ones, tubs for short meaning 
4 trough R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z laundry tub In the laundry is a laundry tub but that doesn't look like one. meaning 
5 trough R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz sink + trough 

(troff) + wash 
trough 

depends where it is. The general thing is a sink, but the one you've got 
pictured looks like the sort you'd find in a public toilet (not a laundry, 
as you've said)- which I'd commonly refer to as a wash trough (troff). It 
would be weird to find a public hand-washing station in a laundry. 
Bathroom sink? Bathroom wash trough? 

meaning 

6 trough R_3qQXW7BKA7FjRT9 laundry sink + 
laundry tub 

I think I would say "laundry tub" only when things were going to be 
washed in there and "laundry sink" at other times. 

meaning 

7 trough R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP laundry tub + 
trough (troff) 

looks more like a trough than a tub as such) meaning 

8 trough R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX laundry sink + 
trough (troff) 

I use the two interchangeably, generally if it is a bigger sink I will call it 
a trough. 

meaning 
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9 trough R_vPr4eF5YScoxkv7 laundry tub + 

trough (tro) 
I would call most laundry tubs a tub, but as this particular one is so 
shallow, I would call it a trough. 

meaning 

10 trough R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ laundry sink + 
sink + trough 
(troff) 

I would only say 'trough' for a long sink like that. A smaller sink with 
one set of taps would be 'sink' or 'laundry sink'. 

meaning 

11 trough R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj laundry trough 
+ laundry tub 

Laundry tub was small and single sized. Laundry trough was bigger, 
and usually found in laundries that were outside / downstairs - often 
made of concrete (and sometimes called the concrete trough). 

meaning 

12 trough R_zeWxoszM9Ex7OLf laundry trough 
+ trough (troff) 

I would specify it was the laundry trough meaning 

13 trough R_30d77DeiJvGwb5i laundry tub + 
trough (troff) 

Trough as in "troff" is the word I used and heard as a kid. Now I use 
laundry tub 

age / 
pronunciation 

14 trough R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHqM laundry trough 
+ trough (troff) 
+ wash trough 

Used interchangeably. My mother said "Wash trough" (Tro) sometimes, 
(troff) other times. 

use / age / 
pronunciation 

15 trough R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox laundry sink + 
sink + trough 
(troff) + wash 
trough 

I'm not sure I would call it a trough/wash trough myself but it's 
definitely something I'm familiar with (maybe something my 
grandparents would say) 

age 

16 trough R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 sink + tub The old-style, deep concrete models would be tubs age 
17 trough R_1rJ0nrwIYG3HmIu wash trose wash trose (old Hobart way) age 
18 trough R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 laundry sink + 

laundry tub 
I think we called ours the laundry tub as kids, but would now call it the 
laundry sink as adults. 

age 

19 trough R_Z1tcsZzRheulunf sink + wash 
trough 

When younger used 'wash trough' but generally now use 'sink'. An age 
thing. 

age 

20 trough R_1FG7cU0tAGQKAlC laundry sink + 
sink + trough 
(troff) + 
washing trough 

Only used trough when younger in the country age / region 
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21 trough R_1i4mLymbPwGK7ch trough (troth) + 

wash trough 
More of a 'th' than a 'ff' pronunciation 

22 trough R_2ZK4YfPNHP10QQx trough (troff) 
wash trough 

wash troff pronunciation 

23 trough R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP laundry sink + 
trough (troth) 

I pronounce trough as "troth" pronunciation 

24 trough R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 laundry sink + 
laundry tub + 
sink + trough 
(troff) + tub + 
washing trough 

All of them are used by my family. use 

25 trough R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo laundry trough 
+ wash trough 

sometimes say laundry trough variant 

26 trough R_1f319808KDU4ul3 sink why does a laundry have that big a sink?? attitude 
27 trough R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPCE sink I have not encounter something like that before unsure 
28 trough R_PLMG98POMnXVtsd sink I have never seen something like this in a laundry! (I consider a laundry 

to be where you wash your clothes...) I would expect to see something 
like this in a school bathroom 

unsure 

1 yabby R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T crayfish + 
yabby 

Use both, "Yabbies" with family & friends. Crayfish at the fish market use / register 

2 yabby R_Xhos1HfUAgaqjWF yabby i know from masterchef these are different creatures, but our generic 
term was yabby 

register 

3 yabby R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH crawchie + 
marron + yabby 

these are all size species and place dependent. Its not that simple. meaning 

4 yabby R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE crayfish + 
lobster 

lobster if warm water crayfish if cold meaning 

5 yabby R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk crayfish + 
lobster + yabby 

I would call it a crayfish, lobster or yabby depending on what it actually 
was. 

meaning 
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Count Item Respondent ID Terms selected Commentary 
Comment 

codes 
6 yabby R_2AYYLJ0iqz09WaQ koonac + 

marron + yabby 
I would only use marron if I was purchasing a larger one from a hop or 
restaurant. If i caught it in a dam, yabbie and coonac are 
interchangeable. 

meaning 

7 yabby R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 gilgie + marron depending on which one it is meaning 
8 yabby R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q crayfish + 

lobster + yabby 
Yabbies, crayfish and lobster, but they are all different things meaning 

9 yabby R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU marron + yabby To me, 'yabby' and 'marron' are two different things, but you can catch 
both in farm dams, creeks etc. 

meaning 

10 yabby R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH gilgie + marron 
+ yabby 

Gilgies, Yabbies and Marron are three different (albeit similar) species! 
There are also Koonacs. The picture above looks like a Yabby. 

meaning 

11 yabby R_3LbPximP0nmrAD4 yabby Crayfish are a different species to yabbies where I'm from so "small 
crayfish" is just a baby cray, yabby is a smaller claw thing. 

meaning 

12 yabby R_3PoT5fBiFCaezeY yabby if they are small they are yabbies meaning 
13 yabby R_vPr4eF5YScoxkv7 fresh water 

cray + lobby + 
red claw 

Redclaw - a particular type of local freshwater cray. meaning 

14 yabby R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId yabby if they're really small, otherwise IDK meaning 
15 yabby R_2zcrLk1jqOUNnaC crayfish + lobby Lobbbie (as a child) age 
16 yabby R_2EclCBcwbUl2Wi3 marron + yabby Yabbies growing up; and only Marron if they're from WA age / region 
17 yabby R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp crawchie + 

yabby 
crawchie was used when I was young, probably hear yabbie more often 
in NSW 

age / region 

18 yabby R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt marron + yabby Grew up with yabbie, encountered marron in WA age / region 
19 yabby R_XLFtmrVErwj3cCl joogie + yabby I think joogie might come from my parents living in WA when I was 

born 
age / region 

20 yabby R_2y7NL8MMOUOmTvL gilgie coreect spelling is gilgie spelling 
21 yabby R_27NcgswNY6dEuP4 lobster I don't really know that much about cry this but I guess lobster unsure / 

variant 
22 yabby R_3e2GlkfgAnrN2iI red claw + 

wokajis 
I've also heard them called "wokajis" variant 
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Count Item Respondent ID Terms selected Commentary 
Comment 

codes 
23 yabby R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h yabby Yum, collect from dams and streams with a bit of Sunlight soap as bait 

or rotten meat 
attitude 

24 yabby R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC crayfish + 
lobster + 
marron + yabby 

marron not so much other 

25 yabby R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc crayfish + 
lobster + yabby 

My parents and I are vegetarians, so we almost never talk about these 
things. I have no idea what the local terminology is, but I've heard all 
these words used by others. The others are completely unfamiliar to me. 

other 

26 yabby R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f yabby I've caught yabbies many years ago, I guess this is what they were? I 
don't know. 

other 

27 yabby R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D yabby I wouldn't throw'em on the barbie! other 
28 yabby R_1pJuxVpZqlvMagx marron + yabby WA ones I would call marron. Local ones, yabbies. region 
29 yabby R_2pWVjDVBVQC1nvv marron + yabby There are marron on Kangaroo Island region 
30 yabby R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss marron + yabby Use marron too which I picked up from friends from NSW and TAS. 

Family uses lobby, lobster for saltwater crays but also know them as 
crays. 

region 

31 yabby R_3lzstfCWlgMy947 craybob + 
yabby 

Different areas have different names region 

32 yabby R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 yabby Marron are different and found in WA (or so I thought!) region 
33 yabby R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN marron + yabby Marrin in WA but don't recall use there. Yabby in SA/Vic region 
34 yabby R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj crawchie + 

yabby 
Picked up the term crawchie from lving in Central QLD for a number of 
years. Usually call yabbies the saltwater ones, but have discovered 
freshwater yabbies in VIC.. 

region 

1 you're it R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y in I'd say 'Who's in?', or 'She's in', but would have a specific word for the 
person. 

meaning 

2 you're it R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc in and it and 
up 

I think I used all three of these words interchangeably when I was a kid, 
depending on the type of game that was being played. In 
tiggy/tag/chasey, it was either it or in, whereas in cricket, it was either in 
or up. Very confusing, but they all mean exactly the same thing. I think 

age / attitude 
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Count Item Respondent ID Terms selected Commentary 
Comment 

codes 
"He" would sound rather sexist in today's word, so I'm surprised that it 
even exists. 

3 you're it R_3exj0pbwOIcINpt in and it I used 'in' as a small child but I would say 'it' now. age 
4 you're it R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 he and it I think I learned 'he' first as a child. age 
5 you're it R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT he and it was 'he' when I was a child in WA region / age 
6 you're it R_1QGS6V97vmTuSwD in Your in variant 
7 you're it R_2Scb0l2bcfKp3wd in and it Or 'In' variant 
8 you're it R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG it "Tag, you're it!" variants 
9 you're it R_3gSBq2h3sq2fN7e you as in ha u variants 
10 you're it R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S it Also, the game itself is referred to as "tip" other 
11 you're it R_1l3MNQmSfWKXfEl it as in tiggy right? other 
12 you're it R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R he In is used in NSW. region 
13 you're it R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa x can't remember unsure 
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Appendix F Dialect Survey Items by Region 

Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

AFTERNOON Afternoon 
 

Afternoon 
 

Afternoon 
 

Afternoon 
 

Afternoon 
 

Afternoon 
 

Afternoon 
Arvo 

Afternoon 
 

         
BARLEY - 

Bar 

  

- 
Bar 

B-A-R 

- 
Barley 

Bar 
  

Barley 
- 

- 
- 

Barleys 
Bars 

Barley 

Barleys 
Cross 

fingers 

- 
Barleys 

Bars 
Cross 

fingers 

         
BATHERS Togs 

Swimmers 
Swimmers 
Cozzies 

Swimmers 
Bathers  
Togs 

Bathers 
Togs 

Bathers 
Swimmers 

Bathers 
- 

Bathers 
Swimmers 
Togs 

Bathers 
Swimmers 
Togs 

         
BEACH HOUSE Beach 

house 
Holiday 

house 

- 
Beach  
house 

Holiday  
house 

- 
Beach  
house 

Holiday  
house 

- 
Beach  
house 

Holiday  
house 

Shack 
Beach 
house 

Shack 
Beach  
house 

Holiday  
house 

- 
Beach  
house 

Holiday  
house 

Beach 
 house  
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

BILLY CART Billy cart 
Go cart 

Billy cart 
Go cart 

Billy cart 
- 

Billy cart 
Go cart 

Billy cart 
Go cart 

Go cart 
Billy cart 

- 
Billy cart 
Go cart 

- 
Billy cart 
Go cart 

         
BINDI Bindi 

Bindi-eye 

Bindi 
Bindi-eye 

Bindi 
Bindi-eye 
Three-

corner jack 

Bindi 
Bindi-eye 

- 
Bindi 

Three-
corner jack 
Bindi 

Double gee 
Bindi 
Prickle 

Bindi 
Prickle 
 

 
         
BINGO Bingo 

- 
Bingo 
- 

Bingo 
- 

Bingo 
- 

Bingo 
- 

Bingo 
- 

Bingo 
- 

Bingo 
- 
 

BLACKBOY Blackboy 
Grasstree 

 

- 
Blackboy 

Grasstree 

- 
Blackboy 

Grasstree 

- 
Blackboy 

Grasstree 

- 
Blackboy 

Grasstree 

- 
Yakka 

Blackboy 

Blackboy 
Grasstree 

Blackboy 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

BLOOD NOSE Nose bleed 
Blood nose 
Bleeding 

nose 

Nose bleed 
Bleeding 
nose 

Blood nose 
Nose bleed 

Blood nose 
- 

- 
Nose bleed 
Blood nose 

Bleeding 
nose 

Blood nose 
Nose bleed 

Blood nose 
Nose bleed  

Blood nose 
Nose bleed 

         
BOBBY PIN Bobby pin 

- 
Bobby pin 
- 

Bobby pin 
- 

Bobby pin 
Hair pin 

Bobby pin 
- 

Bobby pin 
Hair clip 

Bobby pin 
Hair pin 

Bobby pin 
- 

         
BUBBLER Bubbler 

Drinking 
fountain 

Bubbler 
- 

Bubbler 
- 

- 
Drinking 
fountain 

Drinking tap 
Bubble tap 

- 
Drinking 
fountain 

Water 
fountain 

Bubbler 

Drinking 
fountain 
Water 

fountain 

Water 
fountain 
Drink 

fountain 
Drinking 

fountain 

Bubbler 
- 

         
CANTEEN Tuckshop 

- 
- 
Canteen 

Tuckshop 

Canteen 
Tuckshop 

Canteen 
Tuckshop 

Canteen 
Tuckshop 

Canteen 
Tuckshop 

Canteen 
Tuckshop 

Canteen 
Tuckshop 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

COCKTAIL 
FRANKFURTS 

Cheerios 
- 

- 
Cocktail 
frankfurts 

Little boys 
Frankfurts 

- 
Cocktail 
frankfurts 

Little boys 
Frankfurts 

- 
Cocktail 
frankfurts 

Little boys 
Frankfurts 

- 
Little boys 
Saveloys 

- 
Cocktail 
frankfurts 

Little boys 
Frankfurts 

Little boys 
Cocktail 
frankfurts 

Cocktail 
sausages 

Frankfurts 

- 
Cocktail 
franks 

         
CORN ON THE 
COB 

Corn on the 
cob 
- 

Corn on the 
cob 
- 

Corn on the 
cob 
Corn cob 

Corn on the 
cob 
Corn cob 

Corn on the 
cob 
- 

Corn on the 
cob 
Corn cob 

Corn on the 
cob 
Corn cob 

Corn on the 
cob 
- 

         
CORNER SHOP - 

Corner shop 
Corner store 

Corner shop 
Corner store 

- 
Corner shop 
Milk bar 

Corner store 

Milk bar 
- 

- 
Corner shop 
Milk bar 

Corner store 
 

Deli 
Milk bar 

Deli 
Corner store 

- 
Corner shop 

CRAYFISH - 
Crayfish 

Lobster 
Crayfish 

Lobster 
- 

Crayfish 
Lobster 

Crayfish 
Lobster 

Crayfish 
Lobster 

Crayfish 
Lobster, 

Cray 

- 
Lobster 

Crayfish 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

DANCE Dance 
- 

Dance 
- 

Dance 
- 

Dance 
- 

Dance 
- 

- 
Darnce 
Dance 

Dance 
Darnce 

Dance 
- 

         
DANDELION - 

Dandelion 

- 
Dandelion 
Daisy 

- 
Dandelion 
Daisy 

Cape weed 

- 
Dandelion 
Daisy 

Cape weed 

- 
Dandelion 
Capeweed 

Dandelion 
Daisy 

- 
Dandelion 
Daisy 

- 
Dandelion 
 

         
DEVON - 

Devon 
Luncheon 

sausage 

Devon 
- 

Devon 
Strasburg 
Straz 

- 
Devon 
Strasburg 

Straz 

- 
Devon 
Belgium 

sausage 

Fritz 
- 

Polony 
Devon 
 

Devon 
Fritz 

         
DINK Double 

Dink 
- 
Dink 

Dink 
- 

Dink 
- 

- 
Dink 

Double dink 

Dinky 
Dink 

Donkey 

- 
Dink 

Dinky 
Double dink 

Dinky 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

DRESSING 
TABLE 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Duchesse 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

Dressing 
table 
Dresser 

         
EARLY MARK Early mark 

- 
Early mark 
- 

Early mark 
- 

- 
Early mark 

- 
Early mark 

Early minute 

Early minute 
- 

- 
Early mark 

Early mark 
- 

         
FACE WASHER - 

Face 
washer 

Washer  

- 
Face 
washer 

Washer 

Face 
washer 
Washer 

Wash cloth 

Face 
washer 
Flannel 

Face 
washer 
Flannel 

Flannel 
Face 
washer 

 

Flannel 
Face 
washer 

 

- 
Flannel 
Face cloth 

         
FAIRY - 

Father 

Christmas 
Santa Claus 

- 
Santa Claus 

- 
Fairy 

Santa Claus 
Wish 

Fairy 
- 
 

Fairy 
- 
 

- 
Fairy 

Father 
Christmas 

- 
- 

- 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

FILM Film 
- 

Film 
- 

Film 
- 

Film 
- 

Film 
Fiwm 

Film 
Fiwm 

Film 
Fiwm 

Film 
Fiwm 

         
FOOTPATH Footpath 

- 
Footpath 
- 

Footpath 
- 

Footpath 
- 

Footpath 
- 

Footpath 
- 

Footpath 
- 

Footpath 
- 

         
FRENCH 
KNITTING 

- 
French 
knitting 

French 
knitting 
- 

French 
knitting 
- 

- 
French 
knitting 

French 
knitting 
- 

- 
Tomboy 
Tomboy 

stitch 

French 
knitting 
- 

French 
knitting 
- 

         
GARBO - 

Garbo 
Garbage 

man 

Garbo 
Garbage 
man  

Garbo 
Garbage 
man 
 

Garbo 
Garbage 
man 
 

- 
Garbo 
Garbage 

man 

- 
Garbo 
Garbage 

man 
Garbage 

collector 

- 
Garbo 
Garbage 

man 
Garbage 

collector 

- 
Garbo 
Garbage 

man 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

GUMBOOTS Gumboots 
- 

Gumboots 
- 

Gumboots 
- 

Gumboots 
- 

Gumboots 
- 

Gumboots 
Rubber 
boots 

Wellies 

Gumboots 
Wellies 

Gumboots 
- 

         
GUTTER Gutter 

- 
Gutter 
Guttering 

Gutter 
Guttering 

Gutter 
Guttering 

Gutter 
Guttering 

Gutters 

Gutter 
- 

Gutter 
Gutters 

Gutter 
- 

         
HARVESTING Harvesting 

- 
Harvesting 
- 

Harvesting 
- 

Harvesting 
Stripping 

Harvesting 
- 

Harvesting 
Reaping 

Harvesting 
- 

Harvesting 
- 

         
HIDE AND 
SEEK 

Hide and 
seek 
- 

Hide and 
seek 
- 

Hide and 
seek 
Hidey 

Hide and 
seek 
Hidey 

Hide and 
seek 
- 

Hide and 
seek 
- 

Hide and 
seek 
- 

Hide and 
seek 
- 

         
HIT AND RUN - 

Hit and run 

Tipsy 

- 
Hit and run 

- 
Hit and run 

Tip and run 
Tippety run 

- 
Tippety run 

Tippety 

- 
Tippety run 

Tip and run 

- 
Tippy go 

Tip and run 

- 
Hit and run 

Tip and run 

- 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

ICE CREAM 
SANDWICH 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
- 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
Ice cream 

wafer 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
- 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
Ice cream 

wafer 

- 
Ice cream 
sandwich 

Cream 
between 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
Ice cream 

wafer 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
- 

Ice cream 
sandwich 
- 

         
ICY POLE Ice block 

Icy pole 
By jingo 

Ice block 
Icy pole 

Icy pole 
Icy pole 

Icy pole 
- 

Icy pole 
- 

Ice block 
Icy pole 

Icy pole 
- 

Icy pole 
- 

         
JETTY Jetty 

Pier 
Jetty 
Pier 

Wharf 

Jetty 
Pier 

Jetty 
Wharf 

Jetty 
Pier 

Jetty 
- 

Jetty 
Wharf 

Jetty 
- 

         
LEGO Lego 

- 
Lego 
- 

Lego 
- 

Lego 
- 

Lego 
- 

Laygo 
Lego 

Lego 
- 

Lego 
- 

         
LOCK Lock 

- 
Lock 
- 

Lock 
- 

Lock 
Snib 

Lock 
- 

Lock 
- 

Lock 
- 

Lock 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

LUNCH Big lunch 
Lunch 

- 
Lunch 
Lunchtime 

Big lunch 

- 
Lunch 
Lunchtime 

Big lunch 

Lunchtime 
Lunch 

- 
Lunch 
Lunchtime 

Lunch 
Lunchtime 
Lunch break 

Lunch 
Lunchtime 

- 
Lunch 
Lunchtime 

Big lunch 
         
MELBOURNE Melbourne 

- 
Melbourne  
- 

Melbourne 
Malbourne 

Melbourne 
Malbourne 

Melbourne 
- 

Melbourne 
- 

Melbourne 
Malbourne 

Melbourne 
- 
 

         
NATURE STRIP Footpath 

Nature strip 
 

- 
Nature strip 
Footpath 

Nature strip 
- 

Nature strip 
- 

Nature strip 
- 

- 
Nature strip 
Footpath 

Verge 

Verge 
Nature strip 
 
 

Nature strip 
Footpath 
 

         
PADDYMELON - 

Paddy 

melon 

Paddy 
melon 
- 

Paddy 
melon 
- 

- 
Paddy 

melon 

- 
Paddy 

melon 

Paddy 
melon 
- 

Paddy 
melon 
Pig melon 

- 
Paddy 

melon 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

PARKING 
INSPECTOR 

Parking 
inspector 
- 

Parking 
inspector 
Brown 

bomber 
Parking cop 

Parking 
inspector 
- 

Parking 
inspector 
Grey ghost 

Parking 
inspector 
- 
 

Parking 
inspector 
- 

Parking 
inspector 
Grey ghost 

Parking 
inspector 
Brown 

bomber 
 

         
PATERSONS 
CURSE 

- 
Patersons 
curse 

Patersons 
curse 
- 

Patersons 
curse 
- 

Patersons 
curse 
- 

- 
Patersons 
curse 

Salvation 
Jane 
Patersons 

curse 

- 
Patersons 
curse 

- 
Patersons 
curse 

         
PEANUT 
BUTTER 

Peanut 
butter 
Peanut 

paste 

Peanut 
butter 
- 

Peanut 
butter 
- 

Peanut 
butter 
- 

Peanut 
butter 
- 

Peanut 
butter 
Peanut 

paste 

Peanut 
butter 
Peanut 

paste 

Peanut 
butter 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

PEDESTRIAN 
CROSSING 

Zebra 
crossing 
Pedestrian 

crossing 

Pedestrian 
crossing 
Zebra 

crossing 

Pedestrian 
crossing 
Zebra 

crossing 

Pedestrian 
crossing 
Zebra 

crossing 

- 
Pedestrian 
crossing 

Zebra 
crossing 

Pedestrian 
crossing 
Zebra 

crossing 

- 
Pedestrian 
crossing 

Zebra 
crossing 

Crosswalk 

Zebra 
crossing 
Pedestrian 

crossing 

         
PEEWEE Peewee 

- 
Peewee 
- 

Peewee 
Mudlark 

- 
Mudlark 

- 
- 

Murray 
magpie 
- 

- 
Peewee 

Mudlark 

Peewee 
Magpie lark 

         
PLAYGROUND 
DUTY 

Playground 
duty 
Duty 

Playground 
duty 
Duty 

Playground 
duty 
Duty 

Yard duty 

Yard duty 
Playground 
duty 

- 
Playground 
duty 

Duty 

Yard duty 
- 

- 
Playground 
duty 

Duty 
Yard duty 

- 
Playground 
duty 

Duty 
Yard duty 

         
POOL Fuel 

Pull 
- 
Pull 
Fuel 

- 
Pull 
Fuel 

- 
Pull 
Fuel 

Pull 
Fuel 

Pull 
Fuel 

Pull 
Fuel 

Pull 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

POTATO CAKE Potato 
scallop 
Scallop 

Potato 
scallop 
Scallop 

- 
Potato cake 
Potato 

scallop 
Scallop 

Potato cake 
- 

Potato cake 
- 

- 
Potato cake 
Potato fritter 

- 
Potato cake 
Potato 

scallop 
Potato fritter 

- 
Potato cake 
Potato 

scallop 

         
PRAM - 

Pram 
Stroller 

Stroller 
Pram 

Stroller 
Pram 
Pusher 

- 
Pram 
Stroller 

Pusher 

Pram 
Stroller 

Pram 
Stroller 
Pusher 

- 
Pram 
Stroller 

- 
Pram 
Stroller 

         
PUMPKIN Pumpkin 

- 
Pumpkin 
Squash 

Pumpkin 
Squash 

Pumpkin 
- 

Pumpkin 
Squash 

Pumpkin 
- 

Pumpkin 
Butternut 
pumpkin 

Pumpkin 
- 

         
RECESS Little lunch 

Morning tea 
Recess 
Little lunch 
Play lunch 

 

Recess 
Little lunch 
Play lunch 

 

- 
Recess 
Play lunch 

Playtime 

Recess 
- 

Recess 
- 

Recess 
Morning tea 
Playtime 

 

Recess 
Little lunch 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

RELIEF 
TEACHER 

Relief 
teacher 
Substitute 

teacher 
Supply 

teacher 

- 
Relief 
teacher  

Substitute 
teacher 

Casual 

Relief 
teacher 
Substitute 

teacher 

- 
Relief 
teacher 

Substitute 
teacher 

Emergency 
teacher 

Relief 
teacher 
Substitute 

teacher 

Relief 
teacher 
Substitute 

teacher 

Relief 
teacher 
Substitute 

teacher 

Relief 
teacher 
- 

         
ROCK - 

Rock 

Stone 

- 
Rock 

Stone 

- 
Rock 

Stone 

- 
Rock 

Stone 
Yonnie 

- 
Rock 

Stone 

- 
Rock 

Stone 

- 
Rock 

Boondie 

Rock 
Stone 

         
ROCKMELON Rockmelon 

- 
Rockmelon 
- 

Rockmelon 
Cantaloupe 

Cantaloupe 
Rockmelon 

Cantaloupe 
Rockmelon 

Rockmelon 
- 

Rockmelon 
- 

Rockmelon 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

ROLLIES - 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
Tally hos 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
Tally hos 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
Tally hos 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
Tally hos 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
Roly papers 

Rolling 
papers 

- 
Cigarette 
papers 

Rollies 
Tally hos 

         
RUBBER BAND Rubber 

band 
- 

Rubber 
band 
Elastic band 

Rubber 
band 
Lacky band 
Lacker band 

Rubber 
band 
Elastic band 
Lacker band 

Rubber 
band 
- 

Rubber 
band 
- 

Lacky band 
Rubber 

band 
Elastic band 

Rubber 
band 
- 

         
RUBBISH BIN Rubbish bin 

Garbage bin 
Garbage bin 
Rubbish bin 

Rubbish bin 
Garbage bin 

Rubbish bin 
Garbage bin 

Rubbish bin 
Garbage bin 

Rubbish bin 
- 

Rubbish bin 
Garbage bin 

Rubbish bin 
Garbage bin 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

SANDSHOES - 
Sandshoes 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

Volleys 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

Runners 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

Runners 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

Volleys 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

Volleys 
Tennis 

shoes 

- 
Sandshoes 
Sneakers 

         
SANTA Santa 

Santa Claus 
Santa 
Santa Claus 

 

Santa 
Santa Claus 

Father 

Christmas 

Santa 
Santa Claus 

Father 

Christmas 

Santa 
Santa Claus 

Father 

Christmas 

Father 
Christmas 
Santa  

Santa Claus 

Santa 
Santa Claus 

Father 

Christmas 

Santa 
Santa Claus 

         
SCALLOP Scallop 

- 
Scallop 
Tasmanian 

scallop 

Scallop 
- 

Scallop 
- 

Scallop 
- 

Scallop 
- 

Scallop 
- 

Scallop 
- 

         
SILVERBEET Silverbeet 

Spinach 
Spinach 
Silverbeet 

- 
Silverbeet 

Spinach 

Silverbeet 
- 

Silverbeet 
- 

Spinach 
Silverbeet 

Silverbeet 
Spinach 

Silverbeet 
Spinach 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

SKIPPING Skipping 
Skipping 
rope 

Skippy 

Skipping 
Skipping 
rope 

- 
Skipping 
rope 

Skippy 

- 
Skipping  
Skipping 

rope 
Skippy 

Skipping 
Jump rope 
 

Skipping 
Skipping 
rope 

Skippy 
Jump rope 

- 
Skipping 
Skipping 

rope 
Skippy 

- 
Skipping  
Skippy 

Jump rope 

         
SLIDE Slippery 

slide 
Slide 

Slippery dip 

Slippery dip 
Slide 

- 
Slide 
Slippery dip 

Slide 
- 

Slide 
- 

Slippery dip 
Slide 

Slide 
Slippery dip 

- 
Slide 
Slippery dip 

Slippery 

slide 
         
SLINGSHOT Slingshot 

Shanghai 
Slingshot 
Shanghai 

Slingshot 
- 

Slingshot 
Shanghai 

Slingshot 
Shanghai 

Slingshot 
Shanghai 

Slingshot 
Ging 

Slingshot 
- 

         
SMOKED COD - 

Smoked cod 
- 
Smoked cod 
Haddock 

- 
Smoked cod 

Smoked cod 
- 

- 
Smoked cod 

Smoked cod 
- 

- 
Smoked cod 

- 
Smoked cod 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

SOFT DRINK Soft drink 
Cordial 

Soft drink 
Fizzy drink 
Cordial 

Soft drink 
Fizzy drink 

Soft drink 
- 

Soft drink 
Fizzy drink 
Cordial 

Soft drink 
- 

Soft drink 
Fizzy drink 
Cool drink 

Soft drink 
- 

         
SOUR SOBS - 

- 
- 
- 

- 
- 

- 
Sour grass 

- 
Sour grass 

Sour sobs 
- 

- 
Sour grass 

- 
- 

         
SPIDER Spider 

- 
Spider 
Ice cream 

soda 

Spider 
- 

Spider 
- 

Spider 
- 

Spider 
- 

Spider 
- 

Spider 
- 
 

         
STREET 
DIRECTORY 

Refidex 
Street 
directory 

UBD 

Street 
directory 
Gregorys 

Street 
directory 
Melway 

Melway 
Street 
directory 

 

Street 
directory 
- 

Street 
directory 
- 

Street 
directory 
UBD 

Map book 

Street 
directory 
- 
 

         
SUITCASE - 

Suitcase 

Bag 
Port 

Suitcase 
Bag  

Port 
 

Suitcase 
Bag 

Suitcase 
Bag 

Suitcase 
Bag 

Suitcase 
Bag 

Suitcase 
Bag 

Suitcase 
- 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

TEA TROLLEY - 
Tea trolley 
Trolley 

Tea trolley 
Trolley 

Tea trolley 
Trolley 

- 
Tea trolley  
Trolley 

Tea trolley 
Trolley 

- 
Tea trolley 
Trolley 

- 
Trolley 

Tea trolley 
Trolley 
 

TELEGRAPH 
POLE 

-  
Telegraph 

pole 
Power pole 

Telephone 
pole 

Telegraph 
pole 
- 

- 
Telegraph 

pole 
Power pole 

Telephone 
pole 

- 
Power pole 

Telephone 
pole 

- 
Telegraph 

pole 
Power pole 

Telephone 
pole 

Stobie pole 
Power pole 

Telephone 
pole 

Power pole 
Telephone 

pole 

- 
Telephone 

pole 

         
THUMB TACK Thumb tack 

Drawing pin 
Thumb tack 
Drawing pin 

Thumb tack 
Drawing pin 

Drawing pin 
Thumb tack 

- 
Thumb tack 

Drawing pin 

Drawing pin 
Thumb tack 

Drawing pin 
Thumb tack 

Thumb tack 
- 

TROLLEY - 
Trolley 
Gurney 

Hospital 
trolley 

- 
Trolley 
Gurney 

Hospital 
trolley 

Theatre 
trolley 

- 
Trolley 
Gurney 

Hospital 
trolley 

- 
Trolley 
Gurney 

Hospital 
trolley 

- 
Trolley 
Gurney 

 

- 
Trolley 
Gurney 

Theatre 
trolley 

Barouche 

Trolley 
Gurney 
 

- 
Trolley 
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Primary terms  

Elective terms 

North-

eastern 

Eastern Central South-

eastern 

Far South-

eastern 

Southern Western Northern 

TROUGH - 
Laundry 
sink 

Laundry tub 

- 
Laundry 
sink 

Laundry tub 

- 
Trough 
Laundry 

sink 
Laundry tub 

Trough 
Laundry 
sink 

Wash 
trough 

- 
Trough 
Laundry 

sink 
Laundry tub 

Trough 
Laundry 
sink 

Laundry tub 
Wash 

trough 

Trough 
Laundry 
sink 

Laundry tub 
Wash 

trough 
Sink 

- 
Trough 
Laundry 

sink 
Laundry tub 

         
TUB - 

Tub 
- 
Tub 

- 
Tub 

Dixie 
Dixie cup 

- 
Tub 

Dixie  
Dixie cup 

- 
Tub 

Dixie 
Dixie cup 

- 
Tub 

Dandy 

- 
Tub 

Bucket 
Ice cream 

bucket 

Tub 
Dixie cup 

         
YABBY Yabby 

Crayfish 

Crawchie 

Yabby 
- 

Yabby 
- 

Yabby 
- 

Yabby 
Crayfish 

Yabby 
- 

Yabby 
Marron 

Gilgie 

Yabby 
- 

         
YOURE IT Youre it 

- 
Youre it 
Youre in 

Youre it 
- 

Youre it 
- 

Youre it 
- 

Youre it 
- 

Youre it 
- 

Youre it 
- 
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Appendix G Bryant (1992) and Kingstone (2019) Comparison 

Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

1 Slide Regional26 SE, SW Regional WA, TAS, SE Same 
1 Slippery 

dip 
Regional NSW, SA Regional SC, Can, NSW Same 

1 Slippery 
slide 

Regional QLD, Riverina Regional NQLD Same 

2 Bleeding 
nose 

Regional NE Regional NSW, NQLD Same 

2 Blood 
nose 

Regional Southern Regional Dar, WA, SC, SE, Can Same 

2 Bloody 
nose 

Regional NE Minor  Reduced 

2 Nose 
bleed 

Regional NE Regional Syd, Bri Same 

3 Bucket Regional NE, SW Regional WA, NE Same 
3 Dandy Regional SC Regional Ade Same 
3 Dixie Regional SE Regional SE Same 
3 Tub   Regional DAR, SC, SE, NE Increase 
4 Billy cart   Australiawide  Increase 

 
 

25 Difference (Same=no difference, Reduced=reduced use, Increase=Increased use, New=additional term, Change=switch from auswide to reg or 

vice versa). 

26 Bryant’s (1992) coding of ‘Elective Regional’ has been coded here as ‘Elective’; and her coding of ‘Obligatory Regional’ has been recoded as 

‘Regional’ to make the chart easier to read. 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

4 Go cart   Elective Dar, WA, SC, QLD Increase 
5 French 

knitting 
Regional NE, SE, SW Regional Dar, SWA, Tas, Can, 

NSW 
Same 

5 Tomboy 
stitch 

Regional SC Regional SC Same 

6 Dink Regional SE, SW Regional SE, Can Same 
6 Dinky Regional SC, SW Regional Dar, Cen SA, BH Same 
6 Donkey Regional SC Regional CSA Same 
6 Double Regional NE Regional N QLD Same 
6 Double 

bank 
Regional NE Minor  Reduced 

6 Double 
dink 

Regional SE Regional TAS, SWA Same 

7 Footpath   Australiawide  Increase 
8 Potato 

cake 
Regional SE, SC, SW Regional TAS, SE, BH Same 

8 Potato 
fritter 

Regional SE Regional CenSA Same 

8 Potato 
scallop 

Regional NE Regional NE Same 

8 Scallop Regional NE Minor  Reduced 
9 Laundry 

sink 
  Regional Dar, WA, SC, Tas, SE, 

NSW, Bri 
Increase 

9 Laundry 
tub 

  Regional Dar, NWA, NE Increase 

9 Sink   Regional Per Increase 
9 Trough Regional Southern Regional SWA, Ade, BH, VIC Same 
9 Tub Regional NE Regional NE Same 
9 Wash 

trough 
  Regional SWA, CSA Increase 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

10 Bindi-(eye) Regional NE Regional Dar, SE, NE Same 
10 Bull-head Regional QLD Minor  Reduced 
10 Cat head Regional NSW Minor  Reduced 
10 Cat’s-eye Regional NSW Minor  Reduced 
10 Double 

gee 
Regional SW Regional WA Same 

10 Three- 
corner jack 

Regional SC Regional SC Same 

11 Cigarette 
papers 

  Elective Dar, SW, SC, Tas, SE, 
NE 

Increase 

11 Papers   Elective Riverina Increase 
11 Rollies   Australiawide  Increase 
11 Rolling 

papers 
  Elective NWA, Per Increase 

11 Roly 
papers 

  Elective WA Increase 

11 Tally hos   Elective Dar, Tas, Can, Syd, QLD Increase 
12 Crayfish Regional QLD, SE, SC, 

SW 
Regional WA, SC, TAS, VIC Same 

12 Lobster Regional NE, SC, SE 
mainland 

Regional NSW Same 

13 Belgium 
sausage 

Regional TAS Regional Tas Same 

13 Byron 
sausage 

Regional Lismore, NSW Minor  Reduced 

13 Devon Regional NSW Regional NSW, Dar, Tas Same 
13 Empire 

sausage 
Regional Newcastle, NSW Minor  Reduced 

13 Fritz Regional SC Regional SC Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

13 German 
sausage 

Regional SE mainland Minor  Reduced 

13 Luncheon 
sausage 

Regional QLD Regional QLD Same 

13 Polony Regional SW Regional WA Same 
13 Strasburg Regional SE mainland, 

QLD 
Regional SE Same 

13 Windsor 
sausage 

Regional QLD Minor  Reduced 

14 Silver beet Regional SE, QLD, SC, 
SW 

Australiawide  Change 

14 Spinach Regional NSW, QLD, SC, 
SW, SE 
mainland 

Elective WA, SC, NE Change 

15 Corn cob   Elective Dar, NWA, CSA, CVIC Increase 
15 Corn on 

the cob 
  Australiawide  Increase 

16 Bobby pin Regional NE Australiawide  Change 
16 Hair clip Regional Southern Elective CSA Change 
16 Hair pin Regional Southern Elective NSW, Per, Ade, Mel Change 
16 Hair slide Regional SE Minor  Reduced 
17 Gutter   Australiawide  Increase 
17 Guttering   Elective Tas, SE, NSW Increase 
17 Gutters Australiawide  Elective SW, TAS Reduced 
17 Spouting Elective SE mainland Minor  Reduced 
18 Cantaloupe Elective SE Elective Tas, VIC Same 
18 Rockmelon Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
19 Pram   Australiawide  Increase 
19 Pusher Elective Southern Elective SC, SE Same 
19 Stroller Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

20 Elastic 
band 

Australiawide  Elective Per, Syd, Mel Reduced 

20 Lacker 
band 

Elective SE mainland Elective SE Same 

20 Lacky 
band 

Elective SW Elective WA Same 

20 Rubber 
band 

Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

21 Crosswalk Regional SW Elective WA Change 
21 Pedestrian 

crossing 
Regional NE, SE, SC Australiawide  Change 

21 Zebra 
crossing 

Regional NE, SE, SC Australiawide  Change 

22 Beach 
house 

Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

22 Holiday 
house 

Australiawide  Elective WA, SE, NE Reduced 

22 Shack Elective Southern, QLD Elective NWA, SC, Tas Same 
22 Weekender Elective NSW Minor  Reduced 
23 Cheerio Elective QLD, Echuca Regional QLD Change 
23 Cocktail 

Frankfurt 
Australiawide  Regional Mel, Riv, Can, NSW Change 

23 Cocktail 
franks 

  Regional Dar Increase 

23 Cocktail 
sausage 

  Regional NWA, Per Increase 

23 Frankfurt   Regional WA, SC, SE, NSW Increase 
23 Little boy Elective SE, SW Regional Dar, NWA, TAS, Riv Change 
23 Saveloys   Regional Tas Increase 
24 Gregorys Elective NSW Elective NSW Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

24 Map book   Elective WA Increase 
24 Melways Elective SE mainland Elective SE Same 
24 Refidex Elective QLD Elective QLD Same 
24 Street 

directory 
Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

24 UBD   Elective WA, N QLD Increase 
25 English 

fillet 
Elective SC, SW Minor  Reduced 

25 Haddock Elective NE Elective NNSW Same 
25 Smoked 

cod 
Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

25 South 
African 
fillet 

Elective SW, SC Minor  Reduced 

26 Mudlark Regional SE, SW Regional WA, SE Same 
26 Murray 

magpie 
Regional SC Regional SC Same 

26 Peewee Regional NE Regional NE, Dar, Riv Same 
27 Cream 

between 
Elective SE Elective Tas Same 

27 Ice cream 
sandwich 

Elective SW Australiawide  Increase 

27 Ice cream 
wafer 

Australiawide  Elective SA, NNSW Reduced 

28 Drawing 
pin 

Australiawide  Elective WA, SC, SE, NSW Reduced 

28 Thumb 
tack 

Elective NE Australiawide  Increase 

29 Bag   Elective NWA, Per, SC, SE, NE Increase 
29 Port Elective NE Elective QLD Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

29 Suitcase Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
30 Bubble tap   Regional CVIC Increase 
30 Bubbler Regional NSW Regional Dar, Riv, Can, NSW, 

QLD 
Same 

30 Drink 
fountain 

  Regional WA Increase 

30 Drinking 
fountain 

Regional QLD, SE, SC, 
SW 

Regional SC, Tas Same 

30 Drinking 
tap 

  Regional VIC Increase 

30 Water 
fountain 

  Regional WA, Tas Increase 

31 By jingo Regional Nth QLD Elective N QLD Change 
31 Ice block Regional NE, SC Elective SC, NE Change 
31 Icy pole Regional NSW, SE, SC, 

SW 
Australiawide  Change 

31 Paddle pop Regional NE Minor  Reduced 
32 Garbage 

bin 
Regional NSW, SE, SC Elective Dar, NWA, Perth, TAS, 

SE, NE 
Change 

32 Rubbish 
bin 

Regional QLD, SE, SC, 
SW 

Australiawide  Change 

33 Butternut 
pumpkin 

  Elective NWA Increase 

33 Gramma Elective NSW Minor  Reduced 
33 Marrow Australiawide  Minor  Reduced 
33 Pumpkin Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
33 Squash Australiawide  Elective Tas, Can, Syd Reduced 
33 Trombone Elective SC Minor  Reduced 
34 Gumboots Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

34 Rubber 
boots 

Australiawide  Elective SC Reduced 

34 Water 
boots 

Elective SC Minor  Reduced 

34 Wellies   Elective NWA, Per, Ade Increase 
35 Autotray Elective SE mainland Minor  Reduced 
35 Tea trolley Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
35 Traymobile Elective NE, SC, SW Minor  Reduced 
35 Trolley Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
36 Hydro pole Elective TAS Minor  Reduced 
36 Power pole Australiawide  Regional WA, SE, QLD Change 
36 SEC pole Elective VIC Minor  Reduced 
36 Stobie pole Elective SA Regional SC Change 
36 Telegraph 

pole 
Australiawide  Regional NSW Change 

36 Telephone 
pole 

  Regional Dar, WA, BH, Tas, SE, 
Can, NNSW, QLD 

Increase 

37 Father 
Christmas 

Regional QLD, Southern Elective WA, SC, Mel, Tas Change 

37 Santa   Australiawide  Increase 
37 Santa 

Claus 
Regional NE, SE Elective Dar, WA, Tas, SE, NE Change 

38 Latch Australiawide  Minor  Reduced 
38 Lock Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
38 Snib Elective SE mainland Elective CVIC Same 
39 Blackboy Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
39 Grasstree Australiawide  Elective WA, NE Reduced 
39 Kangaroo 

tail 
Elective NSW, SE 

mainland, SC 
Minor  Reduced 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

39 Yakka Elective SC Elective SC Same 
40 Ice cream 

soda 
Regional NE Elective NNSW Change 

40 Spider Regional Southern Australiawide  Change 
41 Brown 

bomber 
Elective NSW Elective NSW Same 

41 Grey ghost Elective VIC Elective NWA, Mel Same 
41 Parking 

inspector 
Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

42 Peanut 
butter 

Regional NSW, SE, SC Australiawide  Change 

42 Peanut 
paste 

Regional QLD, SC, SW Elective SC, QLD, WA Change 

43 Dresser   Elective Dar, WA, Tas, SE, NSW, 
Bri 

Increase 

43 Dressing 
table 

Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

43 Duchesse Elective QLD Elective NQLD Same 
44 Cool drink Elective SC, SW Elective WA Same 
44 Cordial Elective SE, NSW Elective Tas, NNSW, NQLD Same 
44 Drink Australiawide  Minor  Reduced 
44 fizzy drink elective NSW Elective Tas, Can, NSW Same 
44 Lemonade elective SE mainland Minor  Reduced 
44 Soft drink Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
45 Boondie Elective SW Elective WA Same 
45 Gibber Elective NE Minor  Reduced 
45 Gonnie Elective QLD Minor  Reduced 
45 Goolie Elective NE Minor  Reduced 
45 Rock Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

45 Ronnie Elective SC Minor  Reduced 
45 Stone Australiawide  Elective SC, SE, NE, Dar Reduced 
45 Yonnie Elective SE mainland Elective CVIC Same 
46 Bathers Regional Southern Regional Dar, WA, SC, TAS, SE Same 
46 Costume Regional NSW Minor  Reduced 
46 Cozzie Regional NSW Regional Syd Same 
46 Swimmers Regional NSW Regional NSW Same 
46 Swimming 

costume 
Regional NSW Minor  Reduced 

46 Togs Regional QLD, SE 
mainland 

Regional QLD, Riverina, Cenral 
VIC, NWA 

Same 

47 Garbage 
collector 

  Elective WA, CSA Increase 

47 Garbage 
man 

  Elective Dar, WA, Tas, SE, NE Increase 

47 Garbo Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
47 Rubbish 

man 
Elective Southern, QLD Minor  Reduced 

48 Footpath Regional NE, SC Regional SC, NE Same 
48 Nature 

strip 
Regional SE Regional Tas, SE, Can, NSW Same 

48 Verge Regional SW Regional WA Same 
49 Barouche Elective SC Elective CSA Same 
49 Gurney   Elective SW, SC, SE, NE Increase 
49 Hospital 

trolley 
  Elective SE, NE Increase 

49 Theatre 
trolley 

  Elective CSA, NNSW Increase 

49 Trolley Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
50 Catapult Australiawide  Minor  Reduced 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

50 Ging Elective SW, QLD Elective WA Same 
50 Shanghai Australiawide  Elective CSA, TAS, NNSW, QLD Reduced 
50 Slingshot Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
51 Fairy Regional SE Regional TAS, VIC Same 
51 Father 

Christmas 
Regional SE mainland, 

SC, SW 
Regional SC Same 

51 Santa 
Claus 

Regional NE Regional NSW, BRI, RIV Same 

52 Paterson's 
curse 

Regional NSW, SE 
mainland 

Regional Dar, WA, Tas, SE, NE Same 

52 Riverina 
Bluebell 

Regional Riverina Minor  Reduced 

52 Salvation 
Jane 

Regional SC Regional SC Same 

53 Joggers   Elective NWA Increase 
53 Runners Elective SE mainland Elective SE Same 
53 Sandshoes Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
53 Sneakers Elective Southern Elective WA, TAS, SC Same 
53 Tennis 

shoes 
Elective Riverina, NW 

VIC 
Minor  Reduced 

53 Volleys   Elective Per, SCA, Syd Increase 
54 Clawchie Regional SE QLD Minor  Reduced 
54 Crawbob Regional NSW Inland Minor  Reduced 
54 Crawchie Regional Newcastle, 

Rockhampton 
Minor  Reduced 

54 Craybob Regional NSW Inland Minor  Reduced 
54 Craydab Regional NSW Inland Minor  Reduced 
54 Crayfish Regional NE, SE mainland Elective TAS, QLD Change 
54 Jilgie Regional SW Elective SWA Change 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

54 Lobby Regional QLD Minor  Reduced 
54 Lobster Regional TAS Minor  Reduced 
54 Marron Regional SW Elective WA Change 
54 Yabby Regional S NSW, SE 

mainland, SC 
Australiawide  Change 

55 Jump rope   Elective Dar, Tas, BH Increase 
55 Skipping Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
55 Skipping 

rope 
  Elective Perth, BH, Mel, Riv, Can, 

Syd, QLD 
Increase 

55 Skippy Elective Southern, QLD Elective SE, BH, Dar, NQLD, 
NWA 

Same 

55 Skips Elective S NSW Minor  Reduced 
56 Scallop Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
56 Tasmanian 

scallop 
Elective S NSW Minor  Reduced 

57 Little lunch Regional NE Regional NE, Dar Same 
57 Morning 

tea 
  Regional SWA, QLD Increase 

57 Playlunch Regional NSW, SE, SW Regional SE, NSW Same 
57 Playtime Regional NSW, SE, SW Regional NWA, SE Same 
57 Recess Regional SC, NSW, SE, 

SW 
Regional DAR, WA, SC, SE, NSW Same 

58 Big lunch Elective NE Elective NE Same 
58 Lunch   Australiawide  Increase 
58 Lunch 

break 
  Elective CSA Increase 

58 Lunch time Australiawide  Elective Dar, WA, SC, SE, NSW Reduced 
59 Duty   Regional WA, Tas, Can, Syd, Bris Increase 
59 Playgroun

d duty 
Regional NE, SW Regional NE, WA Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

59 Yard duty Regional SE, SC, SW Regional SC, SE Same 
60 Casual   Regional NSW Increase 
60 Emergency 

teacher 
Elective VIC Regional VIC Change 

60 Relief 
teacher 

Australiawide  Regional Dar, SC, WA, Can, Riv, 
NE 

Change 

60 Substitute 
teacher 

  Regional WA, BH, Tas, SE, NE Increase 

60 Supply 
teacher 

  Regional N QLD Increase 

61 Bingo Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
61 Housie Elective NSW Minor  Reduced 
61 Housie-

housie 
Elective SE mainland Minor  Reduced 

62 Cape 
weed 

Elective SE mainland Elective Tas, CVIC, Riv Same 

62 Daisy Australiawide  Elective SW, Ade, BH, VIC, Can, 
NSW 

Reduced 

62 Dandelion Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
62 Pee the 

bed 
Australiawide  Minor  Reduced 

62 Wet the 
bed 

Australiawide  Minor  Reduced 

63 Corner 
shop 

Australiawide  Regional Dar, NE, TAS Change 

63 Corner 
store 

  Regional SWA, Tas, SE, NE Increase 

63 Deli Elective SC, SW Regional WA, SC Change 
63 Milk bar Elective SE mainland Regional SE Change 
64 Jetty Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
64 Pier Elective NE, SE mainland Elective SE, NSW Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

64 Wharf Elective NSW, SE Elective NWA, NSW Same 
65 Harvesting Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
65 Reaping Elective SC Elective SC Same 
65 Stripping Elective SE mainland Elective Riv Same 
66 Camel 

melon 
Elective Riverina Minor  Reduced 

66 Paddy 
melon 

Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

66 Pig melon Elective SW Elective WA Same 
67 Sour grass Regional SE mainland Regional SW, SE Same 
67 Sour sobs Regional SC Regional SC Same 
68 Hit and run Regional NE, SE Regional NE Same 
68 Tip and 

run 
Regional NE, SE Regional WA, SC, NE Same 

68 Tippety 
(run) 

Regional SE, ACT Regional SE Same 

68 Tipsy (run) Regional QLD Regional QLD Same 
69 Hide and 

seek 
Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 

69 Hidey Elective SE mainland, 
SW, QLD 

Elective CVIC, RIV Same 

70 He Elective Southern Minor  Reduced 
70 In Elective NE Elective NSW Same 
70 It Australiawide  Australiawide  Same 
70 Up Elective QLD Minor  Reduced 
71 B-A-R   Elective Eastern Increase 
71 Bar Regional NE Regional NE, E, C Same 
71 Bar'leys Regional SC [not presented]  Reduced 
71 Barley Regional SE mainland Regional SE Same 
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Item no. 
(Bryant 1992) 

Term Bryant Analysis 
(1992: 70-76) 

Bryant Region 
(1992: 70-76) 

Kingstone 
Analysis (2019) 

Kingstone Region 
(2019) 

Categorical 
comparison25 

71 Barleys Regional SC, SW Regional SC, WA Same 
71 Bars Regional SC Regional CSA, DAR Same 
71 Cross 

fingers 
  Regional Dar, SW Increase 

72 Afternoon   Australiawide Australiawide Increase 
73 Canteen   Regional Dar, WA, SC, Tas, SE, 

Can, NSW 
Increase 

73 Tuckshop   Regional Dar, Tas, NE, SE Increase 
74 Early mark   Regional NE, Can, Dar Increase 
74 Early 

minute 
  Regional SC, Tas Increase 

75 Face cloth   Regional Dar, Can Increase 
75 Face 

washer 
  Regional Dar, NWA, SWA, SC, 

Tas, SE, NE 
Increase 

75 Flannel   Regional WA, SC, Tas, Mel Increase 
75 Washer   Regional Riv, Can, NE Increase 

 
Difference (Same=no difference, Reduced=reduced use, Increase=Increased use, New=additional term, Change=switch 
from auswide to reg or vice versa) 
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Appendix H Perceptual Dialectology Respondent Demographic Information 

ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_9v0WPHU4l5BB1Dn Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Gungahlin Canberra 

R_1Ne6evrdFSId47X Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Public servant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_a5zUecx3rKJIHnD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_bEMem1TfTfC7Bhr Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student  Familiar Multilingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_4NOiaVJaG2UygL3 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_cIVGew7rJ4cBehD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_3CY3vgZCpM7ex6t Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Belconnen Canberra 

R_1HUAJ6fGgujolKJ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Duffy Canberra 

R_7aFt4lKfe6Sda85 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retail Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_eqtNP6yVG0n2FdH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9uzrpOBz8a4xzSZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Lawyer Familiar Monolingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_40ne7nUaGpSIEq9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual canberra Canberra 

R_cNidxVD2b3teNbD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_dmzHZoUhZOhRZat Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Public Servant - 
IT Support 

Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_b1ozUSAx9NMzsm9 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual All over the 
place 

Canberra 

R_ePfKarfKlQFUa6F Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Digital 
Publications 
Coordinator 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_5bB06VEQlpuB7Xn Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_5A6x3vPCrQPWVMN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS university student  Intro Study Monolingual Canberra 
(Weston Creek) 

Canberra 

R_dma6AdslygIBiip Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant  Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_7ZLv4dg1FgiPRtP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_02RTsw8h5iZoZIF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS student Familiar Monolingual canberra Canberra 

R_bI5H5p7xoJBU53n Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

unemployed Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_01kCeqji93ijXx3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

cashier Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_06tadjMXNMOuR6t Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Multilingual Belconnen Canberra 

R_0Bc7AbUkRus5LPD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student/Receptio
nist 

Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_0BRRsgDPfHhG6rj Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Tuggeranong Canberra 

R_0cCk6bDDQ7P9LW5 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_0j6OKwRJw8e57VP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retail Assistant  Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_0rN5lSvurwXIecB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual belconnon Canberra 

R_0SxisRCyvYTXJMF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS PhD student Familiar Multilingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_0VdhPPv8SUVL6jb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Curtin, Canberra  Canberra 

R_0xr7ZD59LlZJ4y1 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Administrator  Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1Fb7NxNI6BW3xe5 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1GiRcDCHPrOi97f Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Executive 
Support Officer 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1IcjeWEYdLYIyNL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student  Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1KUIyHQvC6SvXjD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Writer Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1M68c1WQcmT6mep Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1NB4vRNKCoDo7cx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Barista Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1ZB6mgTBwxbUjjv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_24YNSj9F0PUwgHb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Swim Instructor Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_2gX60o5QMEfyPzL Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS casual 
employement at 
mcdonalds 

Familiar Monolingual canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_2uCG6FR0lFx3nAF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Waitress Familiar Monolingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_3EpYoerogYIxnw1 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_3gQwhwnZTINuSUd Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Hospitality/ 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_3gzCmEzWxeT4Yzr Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_425eP9qTlXYU9Zb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_4IKKtQqGbQsViEB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Skyguard Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_55P0Mi0JAVrrOT3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

veterinary 
student 

Familiar Monolingual Tuggeranong Canberra 

R_56ffCfAKqxDQsbb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_5A59d6KtUaUGLWt Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Tuggeranong Canberra 

R_5hB3yjosTcs3PDL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_5hdqIsf2KDu0Zk9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_5uyEgGp1xrHBw7X Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Administration Familiar Monolingual Calwell Canberra 

R_6Ehd1286c1e4FNP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Marketing 
advisor 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_6QeqQslnzJ4H82N Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS Theatre 
Technician 

Familiar Monolingual Evatt, ACT Canberra 

R_6Roao9ww848DWvz Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

undergraduate  Familiar Monolingual canberra Canberra 

R_6XdjHHHCCQdUssd Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Gowrie Canberra 

R_71h0fZVg8294IHb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_72ItJcvKf2qeXMp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_77EdFmgWK5QfmCx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_77lfrRzlKrVRg6p Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_7OQwoMviTIhJ9SR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Data analyst Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_7OrPqgWhTc9ZAKV Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Dance Teacher Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_7TXvmsttB3mpDjD Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Unfamiliar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_8Brbpryzznv7R1H Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_8IgIUhc0izJBYQ5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_8IhyJLX5rpSnNnT Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_8nXP7I0KD0FW2UZ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student/Delivery 
Driver 

Intro Study Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_8uF4DhArev7oBAV Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retail Assistant 
and Student 

Familiar Monolingual Canberra. Canberra 

R_8vUPu1wdjWiGJo1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS undergraduate 
student 

Familiar Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9otjhDXPn9VMWOx Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Cook Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9pkuObelViq5Jrv Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual In suburbia  Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_9QRUhBgfvyPXIhL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9RdWXuYFqI5FSNn Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Public servant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9S90GDmqtpdKjDn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9TUIsZh2xtZ5Lq5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student  Intro Study Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9WuVtIHtOYr1lk1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_a8XRfUtTAYepcRT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_abLK5YS3GodT8FL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra ACT Canberra 

R_aeMDFRxoNnvVpGZ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual Gordon Canberra 

R_ahOc3MrsaM4JRK5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Private 
HS 

Student/ Waitress Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_aX0noQ7ixrodXqB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_b1HQDi7OtwX4ci9 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Graduate student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_b1nxEZmiOoj1dTD Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_b3grQNXK34Lv00t Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_b3mvrlG34QGPZyt Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_b4qCsIcGgJwHj01 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

Economist Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_ba40Prlx0NuzEr3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Private tutor Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_bdUvqN4ZD5f5iDP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra, 
Tuggeranong 

Canberra 

R_bILZ2cRyTil2cXr Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_blSXy3VWSFawSz3 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_broSsB4Dp0mCAEB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_bvZBUzKcQMVgkF7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_cC88cBtOhQjTGuN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Multilingual Canberra Canberra 
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ResponseID Age Gender Aboriginal 
or Torres 
Strait 
Islander 

Education 
Level 

High 
School 

Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
where grew up 

Region derived 

R_d6BGSh1KVVtgKK9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Multilingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_d76T8re9FbPHa85 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student  Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_dcK9TQ7XYtDGzMF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Unfamiliar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_dpoCDxxwocqfQAB Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Dance Teacher Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_e8KVBr3Y97A25nv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual canberra Canberra 

R_eaZurW40xqmiv09 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Lawyer Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_eE7JBMlK7UBMUIZ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS accountant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_eFGrX6LBeP9aTeR Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_en8f5KxQ5buo6Ox Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_eR2NbYDbywiDYmF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

University 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Southern 
Canberra 

Canberra 

R_er4zDayiR43kSSp Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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Strait 
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Education 
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High 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_es844q0MxAElq5v Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Gungahlin, ACT Canberra 

R_etAX8kjxQ6dyxSZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Assistant english 
teacher (in Japan) 

Intro Study Monolingual Northern 
canberra 

Canberra 

R_eUMihwZzzhQYjeB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Accountant Familiar Multilingual ACT Canberra 

R_eVzDwhrYAmTZbGR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_ex7swJSRUJmvEPj Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Honours student Familiar Monolingual Ainslie Canberra 

R_2mJE4eFN8aDP5pr Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Admin Familiar Monolingual Ingham FNQ 

R_6J4yW5Q9yOs6d7v Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS university student Intro Study Monolingual Townsville FNQ 

R_6Ym4g2G6Da0Op49 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Uni student/Mum Intro Study Monolingual Townsville FNQ 

R_cA6r1IBXqqeCfrv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual Emerald FNQ 

R_eXw0Uu3NKOjqz2J Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Dysart FNQ 

R_dhbsvMCNxQ09iNT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 
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R_1OkwwAUQIDtBbed Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

retail assistant Familiar Monolingual Brunswick, 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_6nj0U5yUfnuYEMR Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student  Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_bxQbih44wnWMuLX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Swimming 
Instructor 

Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_6fI7eT3EQAEwEQt Younger 
18-29 

Not 
Stated 

Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Operations 
Officer, 
Australian 
Taxation Officer 

Intro Study Monolingual Oak Park, 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_38FZHh2BACXHJeB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual Doncaster, 
Melbourne, VIC 

Melbourne 

R_8pn2CTGjuVkbd9H Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_08pEDuAT22mPjHn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Research 
Assistant 

Familiar Monolingual Melbourne, Vic  Melbourne 

R_1OmqR7adupsIcst Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Carnegie, 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_1TZ4A7Wy4tn9CG9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_205YGN5DMb8tSfz Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_261w3wQmJCtoTc1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 
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R_2tX2IdF0COszlpb Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Support Worker Intro Study Monolingual Emerald Melbourne 

R_3DWwLr78Fournjn Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_3rTPIkKrvlL0cvj Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

public servant Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_3t5bX7apyVM4mWN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Kew mostly  Melbourne 

R_3VoozV70vipF0Y5 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Williamstown Melbourne 

R_5bThzIGHUclLgWN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Multilingual Ivanhoe, 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_5ySvlx625GM9ygR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student/waitress/
nanny 

Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_6fLSiAVI7RDjiS1 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Maths Tutor Intro Study Multilingual Melbourne (Mill 
Park) 

Melbourne 

R_6QoLkm3LwCL2DK5 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Scientist Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_8bTp2JTmNXfmt37 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Heathmont Melbourne 

R_8Dp8psvCEyFfCVn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

unemployed Intro Study Multilingual Vermont South Melbourne 

R_8zSttaYpfBufDUx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

Consultant Intro Study Multilingual Lalor Melbourne 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_9oaLe2sBKnXTTGR Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS clerical Familiar Monolingual Mooroolbark Melbourne 

R_9u8wxzD318dZUs5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS public servant Familiar Multilingual glen waverley Melbourne 

R_a67J4XxiKa4uy9f Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

student  Familiar Monolingual Ringwood East 
Melbourne  

Melbourne 

R_aaWsBS2YxqLf27z Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Communications 
Professional 

Familiar Monolingual Kew, Melbourne Melbourne 

R_b3nGOYZ8K69R02N Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS sTUDENT Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne, Vic Melbourne 

R_b9p31DlRIEIhMVf Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Frankston Melbourne 

R_bHjeqX6gOxvwl2R Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Journalist Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_bkpe7WqR9zcJyJL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Writer Intro Study Monolingual Eltham Melbourne 

R_brWwkUJCTYvlbaR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student  Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne  Melbourne 

R_cABcaxfU183QT2J Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Waitress Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_do3Yu5Jmnv5m2IB Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS University 
Student 

Intro Study Multilingual Suburb of 
Edithvale 

Melbourne 

R_eb90uj8dHkk1ZPf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_eFqw7NKW5Zd69ox Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Full-time student Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 
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R_eL1PnOkpQyOJIMd Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_eV4INojIXMKEWoZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retail Intro Study Monolingual melbourne Melbourne 

R_eVRp7kYQBYHTVMp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Multilingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_e3S7XHn8Xu8vjal Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS exercise 
physiologist 

Familiar Monolingual young nsw NSW 

R_238DV5aCGx5EDhH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Queanbeyan NSW 

R_3afYmC8BOrt0Ey9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS PhD Student Familiar Monolingual Queanbeyan NSW 

R_6ur2lKAN6TrwYU5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Goulburn NSW 

R_erP92x4pKFKL0t7 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Dubbo NSW 

R_eo0nIXYerUkvqst Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Student Familiar Monolingual Bega Valley NSW 

R_2mhVqsCEFVfl1EV Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Cambewarra  NSW 

R_0GTINWUO1XsaWpf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS PhD Student Intro Study Monolingual Bowral NSW 

R_4SN6Qdzud0OrEtD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Childcare 
Educator 

Familiar Monolingual In south 
Canberra and 

NSW 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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out near 
Bungendore 

R_6nWv8ndACn1WCIR Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Wagga Wagga NSW 

R_aYnymduqLUXaRP7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Murrumbatema
n 

NSW 

R_9FhABlQA2B3g2YR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Public Servant Familiar Monolingual Bungendore NSW 

R_abCASurNH72Mw3r Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Public Servant Familiar Monolingual The Rock NSW 

R_0IfwziJrWSKIe9L Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Queanbeyan NSW 

R_6gx0hLFd8fZ6y2h Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Graduate student Familiar Monolingual Wagga Wagga NSW 

R_6xmZtWtBouJIwrr Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Wagga Wagga NSW 

R_9GrGUKRCjtQ95pH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Government Intro Study Monolingual Mildura NSW 

R_3qokFpXqmI5IdxP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Byron Bay NSW 

R_002lbRAuk02Qb6R Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Gunnedah- 
town 

NSW 

R_0Go99aLQbEIsBBH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

University 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Blue Mountains NSW 
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R_0HSaroi2eOl6Plj Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Cootamundra NSW 

R_0judiIsv2oAWCGx Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Dubbo NSW 

R_0qailM39SF4W5F3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Human Resources 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Goulburn NSW 

R_1GkfGfuXZ33GEqF Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Young, NSW NSW 

R_1NdCMUFZE8rscQZ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Kitchen Hand Familiar Monolingual Murrumbatema
n 

NSW 

R_250hgJYM8MMeH0p Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Jerrabomberra NSW 

R_2bKs4KJFR9qPVbv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

ANU Student Familiar Monolingual Old Junee NSW 

R_2fNxoXlbK2HMy3z Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Rigger Familiar Monolingual Barham NSW 

R_2oueUMPalxvTTtr Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Queanbeyan NSW 

R_2sDgvTkBAisOJBX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Blayney NSW 

R_2ujtXtad9WbaLIh Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual The Lagoon NSW 

R_39t3kD2BEcfVtE9 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Bathurst (Or just 
outside of, on a 
farm) 

NSW 
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R_3F8ZgNqvBjUEFJH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Michelago NSW 

R_3OiMML58PJghi1T Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS PhD Student Familiar Multilingual Sutherland 
Shire, Sydney 

NSW 

R_3syIpe37oM2rhCl Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Multilingual Yass NSW 

R_425DDwLWNGstf9j Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Bartender Familiar Monolingual Goulburn NSW 

R_4T9Zo2Kb3kwA2Md Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Doctor Familiar Monolingual Singleton NSW  NSW 

R_5b7O51eORAqMUvj Younger 
18-29 

Not 
Stated 

Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS disabled Familiar Monolingual Northern Rivers NSW 

R_6DJmtrwgkbLtNEV Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Part time 
student/part time 
Security 
Technician 

Familiar Multilingual Tanja-Bega 
Valley 
Shire,NSW 

NSW 

R_6Fn2NO0heMys789 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Berry NSW 

R_6nklLI7MyoWcQQJ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Cooma NSW 

R_6rt5JtA0Aw1ahdH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Familiar Monolingual goulburn NSW 

R_6zq9nksoFjpIW1v Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Yass NSW NSW 
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R_7a3tTpGiyZ2PI9f Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Not 
Stated 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Nyngan NSW 

R_7OMGwbrF2fzxIm9 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Wahroonga, 
Sydney 

NSW 

R_87E6AFoNlzUMEKN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Armidale NSW 

R_9SIUjdvjjo2wBTf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Mcdonalds  Familiar Monolingual Goulburn NSW 

R_9Yu32L8fybbZL0N Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Goulburn NSW 

R_a4aD9WjmZt6eQRv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Albury NSW 

R_a5lMNTqlShkYDXL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS student  Intro Study Monolingual Adaminaby NSW 

R_afakCxxaTW32aLH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Orange NSW 

R_ag6ClDvzBV0nQHP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Orange NSW 

R_aW8FJv8O4Ozj1ZP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Tumut NSW 

R_aWcHdi3g3r3clV3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS student Familiar Monolingual Young NSW 
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R_aWRHWpDblkQFuaV Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Tantawangelo NSW 

R_aWWb8MR84CjDJe5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student, casual 
child care worker 
and tutor 

Familiar Monolingual Nowra NSW 

R_baeg1mPiPaDNezX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Admin Intro Study Monolingual Broken Hill NSW 

R_baxAxigrvbfyhX7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Full time student Intro Study Monolingual Wellington, 
NSW 

NSW 

R_bk0kuIvUGg4psot Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

unknown Familiar Monolingual yass NSW 

R_cBg5e3Sqh9AtbE1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Waitress Intro Study Monolingual Bathurst NSW 

R_cNK5eL9sd1jYx5H Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Waitress Intro Study Monolingual Yass NSW 

R_cv7SigwjyLoIGCV Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

University 
Student  

Familiar Monolingual Wamboin  NSW 

R_cZIp4t6sUR58BdH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student  Familiar Monolingual Queanbeyan/Jerr
abomberra 

NSW 

R_d4NnBKOXlbAjPet Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student  Intro Study Monolingual Jilliby NSW 

R_d5Rl1I9MCQ4F8tT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Allen's Hill, 
Tullibigeal 

NSW 

R_dgSx603mJ9zreYt Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Tamworth NSW 
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R_elDKZmF4R8HTyDz Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Accountant Intro Study Monolingual Nowendoc NSW 

R_eVigzIixiD8vREF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Wagga Wagga NSW 

R_eWMcQIEVSTA71BP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Barista  Familiar Monolingual Wee Waa NSW 

R_eYdAQpVwDFAQDHf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Coffs Harbour NSW 

R_ezkTQyO7ZDNeizj Younger 
18-29 

Woman Aboriginal High 
School 

Not 
Stated 

Student Familiar Monolingual Forbes NSW 

R_cSWyPcWqd3lYaZn Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Undergrad 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_0SBPgIi8zkCzUNf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Aboriginal 
Communities 

NT 

R_4PhWtESJ75AYzs1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_5AuixC45xHOgFUx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Humpty Doo NT 

R_5j6vLiy5UM9ieDH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_6glApNUOdCWpymN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Public Servant  Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_7PrcuK2ukCBVNnT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Engineer Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_1OdWvo8DBBcLm6x Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Journalist Intro Study Monolingual Sunshine Coast QLD 
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R_0k20Niq0QZsGuBn Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Accountant Intro Study Monolingual Indooroopilly QLD 

R_3aTAgop9wLtBQ5n Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

Researcher Familiar Monolingual Toowoomba  QLD 

R_bNlmZD0dfO4DuRf Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

About to begin 
employment as a 
risk/data analyst 

Familiar Monolingual Beenleigh QLD 

R_cUs3kKstIrBExQp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Project Manager Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_bHqEz3v894oGTat Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student  Familiar Monolingual Jondaryan QLD 

R_57wjFQyxZdWpl09 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_2hFP8DIUYft08Kx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane/Rural 
Ipswich 

QLD 

R_2uhzfGlNQiycaln Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Charters Towers QLD 

R_3auUfFsT4w9CHEp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student/Register 
Operator 

Intro Study Monolingual Redcliffe QLD 

R_3mXZhXiHQoGVALb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

university student Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_41laihbjvicVDw1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Kingaroy QLD 

R_4NGVFQCiNSv14AB Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Mulgowie, QLD QLD 
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R_4Zt6ue2qQLVSTel Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Marketing 
manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_6D0sWs6jpmPTKtv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_79DAH6qkFfB2EcJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student/Waitress Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_79iXiiyZ5Tw9T3D Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retail Assistan Familiar Monolingual Gladstone QLD 

R_7UKR180aUGEvdsh Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Information 
Consultant 

Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_9HRvMlEYmuzKVkp Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Noosa QLD 

R_9Zhlz9FdEMtdwsB Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Inala QLD 

R_a9ttWoa3mO22uBn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Toowoomba QLD 

R_aVIb0lS4dxrCTwp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

OSHC 
worker/teacher 

Intro Study Monolingual Toowoomba QLD 

R_b2sTX35e2KpBRXf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student/work in 
law firm 

Familiar Monolingual Atherton QLD 

R_b7Rx0aqwt8vk6Ql Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual Mount Crosby QLD 

R_bDAWKwBj5udew61 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

doctor Familiar Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_bfoImGzdOFDHVel Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Actor Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 
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R_bODYvjjhbq8DlA1 Younger 
18-29 

Not 
Stated 

Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Glenwood QLD 

R_bsBvTPXvKMWkigJ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_bsFlALIkuUARzrD Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_cUE8IHQywESQedT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_daPImzZcHX5gesR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Public servant Familiar Monolingual Ipswich QLD 

R_eDHA6RbcoVhNrHn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

phd student Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_eDn00ozK75BVjXn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Gaming 
Attendant 

Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_elLHqO604wJQHel Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Manager  Intro Study Multilingual Bundaberg  QLD 

R_emTggLyV4hRedVj Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Multilingual Deception Bay QLD 

R_emVqThclTOzJ1qZ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Artist and 
Designer 

Familiar Monolingual Woodgate and 
Redcliffe 

QLD 

R_eQBayy23iOHUypf Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Chef Intro Study Monolingual Toowoomba QLD 

R_eRrsxc7lWiERt5j Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Logan City QLD 

R_2gEfuFdmjHWmuTX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Swimming 
Instructor and 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Kadina SA 
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R_1S6Bv6XtziFpf9z Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Pharmacy 
assistant  

Familiar Monolingual Mount barker  SA 

R_6LidPMswr7mCiVL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

teacher Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_db9b93mPtO8aca9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Nurse Unfamiliar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_bw1s92dkgrgridv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Manager of ABC 
Radio, also a 
radio producer 

Intro Study Monolingual Geranium SA 

R_1FW0mpQUDQVqSPz Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Geologist Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_cvhhtAK67ONWlKt Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_1UeOxOlF9V0OVmd Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Uni Student  Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_9RA5czdHmlkGBuJ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Political Advisor Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_6zqa1kFoPFte1KJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

broadcast 
journalist 

Intro Study Monolingual port lincoln SA 

R_1XL77XaV0on1EMZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Policy Officer Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_bqFml85WkeQLzQF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Woodcroft, SA SA 

R_6DavpPyQBzp3j6Z Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

tutor Intro Study Monolingual adelaide SA 
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R_8rl4jXY0bZUnKjr Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS None Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_0V68CR5YIWTY4sJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Project Manager - 
NGO 

Intro Study Monolingual Watervale, Clare 
Valley 

SA 

R_4PnSRHtRNhRY6G1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Casual cafe 
worker/nanny  

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide / 
Victor harbor  

SA 

R_1zUsJN3Tlz5pCQZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Brighton SA 

R_cFOVIbQLgN9hI0Z Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

University 
student 

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide Hills 
area 

SA 

R_brbFegGkC8VzoNv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Public servant - 
performance 
analyst 

Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_0ujz5PrFQ1QwJ8h Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Not 
Stated 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_2icdt9g4Z9XF8DX Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual adelaide SA 

R_2nNELi8NB8FsuTr Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Administration Familiar Monolingual Two Wells SA 

R_3lp0pui6fu4LSfz Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Public Servant Intro Study Multilingual Adelaide SA 

R_5BdpDSWl9KSACPz Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Clinical Dietitian Familiar Monolingual Crafers SA 

R_6oisEboqJmdnA8Z Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS University 
Student  

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_6PDJxleVTGmoEJL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 
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R_8hIWbH4K7sOsYkd Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Multilingual Adelaide SA 

R_9ENdf1hvaorpNDT Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_bBIj2JkSfhsvRK5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Midwife Familiar Monolingual Adelaide  SA 

R_d0vXE5dIs2g6xKt Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS University 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_dnzdcXuCmtJT5hH Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Not 
Stated 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Oakbank, SA SA 

R_e4IgAi56mJX7Ce1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_eCZN34gNZDKOZKd Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Freight Handler Intro Study Monolingual Hope Valley SA 

R_a92dMqQRhogToEZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student and 
private music 
teacher 

Intro Study Monolingual Toongabbie Sydney 

R_3V1Biwitxsb5WYt Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Sydney 
(Northern 
Beaches) 

Sydney 

R_9XK1sRezfKhjO2p Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Paralegal  Familiar Monolingual Sydney  Sydney 

R_ctDyA3NBuGDcjtP Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Kings Langley Sydney 

R_bfqbRBJGJcm0uUJ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student teacher Intro Study Multilingual Riverwood Sydney 

R_9tqS0KBBZlvWszX Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Consultant Intro Study Monolingual Normanhurst Sydney 
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R_bQJ9FpKGzpMD03P Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public Servant Familiar Monolingual Dapto Sydney 

R_cSkIskv204CVBjf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_9LiJLLjAVgBZNsN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Sponsorship Intro Study Monolingual Eastwood Sydney 

R_88R3Y7JUiDzxqO9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS University 
Student 

Intro Study Multilingual West Pymble Sydney 

R_e5oGb3krQzCu8M5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_6yDKD4hS3rCcJy5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Baulkham Hills Sydney 

R_1Yea3DZqPxeXthr Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_0IH1Iqdkk8ZoCvH Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Outdoor Trainer Familiar Monolingual Hunters Hill, 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_7Xaj7m0tgawU2IB Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Manly (Sydney) Sydney 

R_02QtEdhHZjPuDl3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Annandale, 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_23iMgzqp3z2VCPH Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual Greenwich Sydney 

R_08RoOR3DmpKDsqh Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Parramatta Sydney 

R_09y5FaHTEjngOXP Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_0AO4hGiU1l4lzPT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Administration 
Officer 

Familiar Monolingual Galston Sydney 
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R_0B3g8D1jw9Qtr93 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student/ 
Bartender 

Intro Study Monolingual Umina Beach Sydney 

R_0B4wsZT5BTWhAwd Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_0eVPLkIAV98fiVn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Aviation 
Innovation 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Padstow NSW Sydney 

R_0lbx38wISmJUnFX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual Doonside Sydney 

R_0lJiK8RIBEWaAxT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

University 
student 

Familiar Monolingual Sydney west & 
inner west 

Sydney 

R_0Omgh3Sn90gfeIJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student/IT 
Consultant 

Intro Study Monolingual Inner Western 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_0SwijTiAsgpga4B Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student at ANU Familiar Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_0vssUpjClqiNU7H Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_1EWcPSmhVh63OHX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Editor Familiar Multilingual Clovelly, 
Kogarah, North 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_1H7kmNuJ3dDiYIZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Westleigh 
(Sydney suburb) 

Sydney 

R_1M67efjjbZnqLT7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Bookseller  Intro Study Monolingual Newcastle  Sydney 

R_1OhABnu4wLdDGVD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Pyrotechnician Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 
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R_1YW5ePi6LG0XHBb Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_2926mnsfcmegP1H Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Intro Study Multilingual eastwood Sydney 

R_2bPp9PMZQgR3yJL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Admin Familiar Monolingual Newcastle Sydney 

R_2sjgBQRBf8YXaoR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_39sy2iOQkhVd4dn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student  Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_3f0BOppr29uMK5D Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Part time Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_3m9QNRK7jJR8n5j Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Msoman Sydney 

R_3Ue8CmCbBD4pC5L Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

STUDENT Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_40icK1m5DWJgHT7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Mosman Sydney 

R_4IMfcowa3hhMDHv Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Newcastle Sydney 

R_4IS15w5jNm56EDz Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_4Z8nyF95Snhplrf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_57IU7VgPrtymUTj Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Pharmacy 
assistant 

Intro Study Monolingual Windsor Sydney 
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R_5zQMrmowhBGFsgd Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS River guide Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_6D3vLiJVaz0Cp25 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Multilingual Minto Sydney 

R_6fEt7DzrvYBTpaJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Bartender Intro Study Monolingual Newcastle Sydney 

R_6JvhcSwGrZzUE8R Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Chester Hill Sydney 

R_6ShebLJV7VdwtwN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_71x4rE1zdMI0SZT Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_7U2JYswZNWNlbdr Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Tutor Familiar Monolingual Camden, NSW Sydney 

R_7UHQ1FN8TYkXqGp Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_7Uju0amOM6uFgy1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_8dkwD3wrA0Mz8Z7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_8f6phCtcMH2mjRz Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney  Sydney 

R_8faRNI8G9S9JNJ3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Carlingford Sydney 

R_8GiZ79erthgSfd3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Newcastle Sydney 
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R_8Gk9ID6sWcle2mp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS student Intro Study Multilingual belmore Sydney 

R_8ICHd807wf9fQMZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Speech Pathology 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Cherrybrook, 
NSW 

Sydney 

R_8zYfjeWownI3YDH Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Florist Assistant Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_9BKtfpDVdDU03AN Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_9BMHAXylfm16nLT Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Multilingual Carlingford Sydney 

R_9GKMqNl6KeZngKp Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Eastern Suburbs, 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_9Ssl166WCHKaPVb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS student Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_9YwoQu2VgS4g3jL Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Dance teacher, 
Arts and crafts 
teacher, full time 
uni student 

Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_a8KMsoRNMARgL3f Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Administrator/ 
Student 

Intro Study Monolingual Turramurra 
(Sydney) 

Sydney 

R_a9snzKjSYlduMXb Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Penrith Sydney 

R_aafZ5cSlcalNN6l Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Full-time Student Intro Study Monolingual Sydney 
(Northern 
Beaches) 

Sydney 
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R_aeZOh0h3djv5noh Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Finance Broker Familiar Monolingual North 
Parramatta 

Sydney 

R_aYkhFmYqzG32V3n Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Music 
Teacher/Student 

Familiar Monolingual Toongabbie Sydney 

R_bdw0pA3aGksBimx Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Central Coast Sydney 

R_bEOaWES3aGYIMPr Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Multilingual Cabramatta Sydney 

R_bHDvD5C8M29w2Jn Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Part-time in retail Familiar Monolingual Newcastle Sydney 

R_bI3StIruDiLjehD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Blacktown Sydney 

R_bIXuAsaAPFNCpuJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_bNwgCnttPe4ZeWV Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Bartender Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_bQx6aiO6VFyoYst Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Multilingual Dural Sydney 

R_bvWTbS30apsazFb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

University 
student 

Familiar Monolingual Sydney's North 
Shore 

Sydney 

R_bw7B4o2bdmBtOlf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_bxcskkBsiHQHmF7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Lawyer Familiar Monolingual Clareville, NSW Sydney 

R_cBa6ocdI8QFYuMd Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual liverpool Sydney 
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R_cIu9dfSLQiVeovj Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Newcastle Sydney 

R_cuQ7vXM60R6inMF Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Gordon Sydney 

R_dgr3DhamuPf4VqR Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual Sydney - Eastern 
Suburbs 

Sydney 

R_dpekeQIHzGmCJCZ Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Procurement and 
probity 
consultant 

Familiar Monolingual Eastwood Sydney 

R_e9HLJWnhLnPKic5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS PhD 
Student/Librarian
/Tutor 

Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_ehr2ibYRGNZOqUZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Familiar Multilingual Parramatta, nsw Sydney 

R_eR5O35RnlJvDANf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_exS8h2J302VsLYx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student ANU Familiar Monolingual Katoomba NSW  Sydney 

R_3xwxB9meseHgGC9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_b0YKGhVWhwcMuP3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Media Officer Familiar Monolingual Burnie TAS 

R_2c1nN9ZaCSjD6TP Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Sulphur Creek TAS 
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R_3gBY2TrOTZD1uGF Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Dean of Students Familiar Monolingual Burnie TAS 

R_6lM23v5KrO19vU1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS freelance writer Intro Study Monolingual launceston TAS 

R_8eqvr2rdhp5z91r Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Lyons, Canberra TAS 

R_ePToX9ZeMeX5vcF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS PhD student Intro Study Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_8tVN2o3aNZWgmOx Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual Ballarat VIC 

R_2mZwnOUbJCE2ZJb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS PhD Student Familiar Monolingual Sale VIC 

R_3fLIWVrCj268EkZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Adminstration 
assistant/student 

Intro Study Monolingual Bendigo VIC 

R_4NS89w5ebLZO0G9 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student/Musician Intro Study Monolingual Wodonga, VIC  VIC 

R_eVSzgEpbFgeigsZ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Wool classer Familiar Monolingual Apsley Victoria  VIC 

R_1YMeU1E1iCQi9hz Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Woodend, 
Victoria 3442 

VIC 

R_3f0wdfke7l0yAE5 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Morwell 3840 VIC 

R_4NGMIukez5vfOZL Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS University 
student 

Intro Study Monolingual Woodend (12 
yrs) and 
Melbourne 

VIC 
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R_4OsxFrGH8okU39r Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Sale, Victoria VIC 

R_5jOmN3LQccYKBgh Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Business analyst Familiar Monolingual Wangaratta VIC 

R_6yAsHMRNdi7pyYt Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Mallacoota VIC 

R_88jodY1jFQpAspD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS sales assistant Familiar Monolingual Phillip Island VIC 

R_8GNIp0G928yxpR3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Shepparton VIC 

R_9TaB7OJM3FXFep7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Student Unfamiliar Monolingual Wodonga VIC 

R_bNIMBNUD7KXa55H Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS translator Intro Study Monolingual Lethbridge VIC 

R_dm34MT4Gpkp3agl Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS public servant  Familiar Monolingual Hamilton  VIC 

R_en9vES5sCH7fwvX Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Intro Study Monolingual Geelong VIC 

R_0Nxjmjgf77WfKxD Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Adult 
Entertainment 

Intro Study Monolingual Bayswater - 
Eastern suburbs, 

WA 

R_0rneARtyaZnPy4t Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

Both  Familiar Monolingual Rockingham WA 

R_205oaEutnOWfqw5 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Director Familiar Monolingual Perth  WA 
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R_2biQe1H7HdfNODj Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS People logistics 
officer 

Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_2tKwUtoucvZAHIN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Finance Officer Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_3UXQDgzi79rvcfX Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retail Assistant Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_4I1yUc7DXPw0LUF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Engineer  Familiar Monolingual Perth  WA 

R_4InwL8ihdoOLbw1 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Lecturer Intro Study Monolingual Bunbury WA 

R_51jbqMV1tuI2qWN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Lead teacher 
(secondary 
humanities) 

Intro Study Monolingual Wanneroo WA 

R_57qqIKCBMOdTO0R Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Familiar Monolingual Perth  WA 

R_5BhzK28vIp3K5lb Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS associate engineer Familiar Monolingual Bunbury WA 

R_5bwLbyhNrWQz2h7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_5pgzSWDHs2ZPDOB Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_6fDdUIwxsMqMEtf Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Music teacher Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_6ljNa6fXAo8qQGF Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Doctor Familiar Monolingual Mosman Park WA 
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R_6MxmTqJHsnj3bH7 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Public servant Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_6o3zW6NN68RQk9D Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Pinjarra WA 

R_87FLC7LN2njSFW5 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Project 
Administrator 

Familiar Monolingual perth WA 

R_8CzwzlGoLsWmGiN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Architect Familiar Monolingual Bunbury WA 

R_8ul2uLIEIDVVLb7 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Dealer Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_9ujpmZ46fKJfyXH Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Operations 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual York WA 

R_9XOpXyF68Y6DA0t Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Educator (autism 
specific) 

Intro Study Monolingual Northam WA 

R_a03nD7Tdd5CKkVD Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

student Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_b2XbSeMwv0nXymN Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Architect Familiar Monolingual Bunbury WA 

R_bltgpSomQKGhGT3 Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Occupational 
Therapist 

Familiar Monolingual Byford WA 

R_cLPZXvm3ht0uLyJ Younger 
18-29 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Early childhood 
educator 

Familiar Monolingual Perth, WA  WA 
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R_e3bmCJvvdP0V7j7 Younger 
18-29 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

lawyer Familiar Monolingual perth WA 

R_4NsjaN6uZdUexSd Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Administrator Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_eVx37FtQcc2uv0F Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Higher education 
professional 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9M6Rw5XIrGTJVJ3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Accountant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9HK5kgYy4JAaA61 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student - Bachelor 
Interdisciplinary 
Studies 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra - 
Downer 

Canberra 

R_54hjfmi6Qcl6S3P Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public Servant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_3OAPCG7rNl9xt0V Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant  Familiar Monolingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_5mvVXdkqsAEH3eZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

public servant Familiar Monolingual canberra Canberra 

R_6DrZKKHLsGT3FgV Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Museum 
Educator 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_3lv3LyVFGvdhWsZ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Journalists Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_dds16CEAyTYzWpn Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Teacher Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_4MXcMyaStWrum57 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Media Sales  Familiar Monolingual Canberra  Canberra 
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R_b2slLOGTk3p7e6N Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Religious Worker Intro Study Monolingual Scullin Canberra 

R_9tsrpumAd6OiAbb Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Public servant Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_01BVF5tRq6nsGgd Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Government  Intro Study Monolingual Canberra  Canberra 

R_06wub3rupQVFHeZ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Gardener Familiar Monolingual Wooden Canberra 

R_0qbJj4Vz6kn5ucJ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Administration Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_1ZVGxJMYGwzzDh3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS teacher Intro Study Monolingual canberra Canberra 

R_3BOjFFQcU9z4ltb Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

IT consultant Intro Study Monolingual Canberra, ACT Canberra 

R_3g5Yl3tvuJyMwV7 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS teacher Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_4YmzCi0aCZnRxpH Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Manager Intro Study Monolingual aranda Canberra 

R_5sQ7d4cbTEYukkt Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS public servant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_5tEHMoXZ072NNdP Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_6saGJ9kfruaDmFD Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Arts Educator Familiar Monolingual Tuggeranong Canberra 

R_aUVvQAb0Px7y7dj Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Community 
worker 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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R_bekWX631vn6PoUZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Public servant  Familiar Monolingual Belconnen Canberra 

R_cMdv9FWubOifZpH Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Relationship 
Manager - 
University 

Familiar Multilingual Canberra Canberra 

R_5o13ZFoKBx7xpL7 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Nurse 
practitioner 

Familiar Monolingual Muttaburra, 
Richmond, 
Bundaberg 

FNQ 

R_0P4Te5DHC4TfQJD Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Not 
Stated 

Political analyst  Intro Study Monolingual Townsville  FNQ 

R_bfnKey6GZwgdPvL Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS business owner Familiar Monolingual moranbah FNQ 

R_brygszjS269QCFv Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Industrial 
Advocate 

Familiar Monolingual Mackay FNQ 

R_dbrQCJWVRZCJtQN Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Fitter and Turner Familiar Monolingual Weipa FNQ 

R_ehu4g7hxmfLPgQ5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Scientist Familiar Monolingual near Dingo, 
Queensland 

FNQ 

R_24gtdi3H4P289St Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

unemployed Intro Study Monolingual mordialloc Melbourne 

R_86z8nspXHuSQELj Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Stage Manager Intro Study Monolingual Cranbourne Melbourne 

R_eG6HHOZWcnkrnH7 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Social work Familiar Monolingual Crib point  Melbourne 

R_cwG64XQX3jLcSBn Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS accountant  Familiar Monolingual Fawkner  Melbourne 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_2sCYRr27guxAIF7 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Academic Intro Study Monolingual Templestowe Melbourne 

R_cvWrm6pJpr5mpVz Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS researcher Familiar Monolingual Berwick Melbourne 

R_3eKGXDxbsWMj7HD Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Academic Familiar Monolingual Pascoe Vale Melbourne 

R_56lieLnk0cDXInb Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

engineer Familiar Monolingual melbourne Melbourne 

R_cDctpLWY7NO492l Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_9vP5vSETPYIqLkh Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Unemployed Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_aXIYwe3EN9pKYtv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Software Product 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne and 
Kilmore, Vic 

Melbourne 

R_0AHhpWKLaPNQm7
X 

Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

unemployed Intro Study Monolingual Mordialloc Melbourne 

R_9BmXalMn6QbIFwx Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Careers 
Counsellor 

Familiar Monolingual Tecoma  Melbourne 

R_42PlpwuBQFv7P5X Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Designer Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_2tWkGZvIMwEOULP Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Admin officer Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_5j0tnAhAg8qTLQp Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Town Planner Intro Study Multilingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_eRrQaTPVyG0IafX Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Beaconsfield, 
Victoria 

Melbourne 

R_cUVh6nHTr6YU2Al Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS teacher Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_3yKoNZ5cBy2A8hn Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS . Familiar Monolingual Melbourne  Melbourne 

R_5dIIkt92Dby2SNL Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Occupational 
Therapist 

Familiar Monolingual South 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_01iUdiVMv5CzSBL Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Support worker Intro Study Monolingual Ashburton Melbourne 

R_03CB42FSZi4maj3 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS software 
developer 

Intro Study Monolingual mornington Melbourne 

R_06s4u0rQQTPxseV Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Donvale Melbourne 

R_0d40V1MKcgL83iZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Lawyer Intro Study Monolingual Doncaster Melbourne 

R_0fFhmVWVPhGoV5X Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Public servant  Familiar Monolingual Pakenham Melbourne 

R_0vR8BdgaYtSKgwl Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS University 
Lecturer 

Intro Study Monolingual Alphington, 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_1LnzlBrVtwNUU9T Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Flooring 
applicator  

Intro Study Monolingual Noble Park Melbourne 

R_3EJIbt6aLX6hTSJ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Sales Familiar Multilingual Frankston Melbourne 

R_3OC3e8wnvzjQoTP Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Analyst Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_3Wa1AXl35MMl8cR Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS IT Consultant Familiar Multilingual Western suburbs 
Victoria 

Melbourne 

R_4OOoR6oEcvbbUgt Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Designer Familiar Monolingual Town Melbourne 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_51jyaH5NnOl2raZ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Pharmacist Familiar Monolingual Upper 
Beaconsfield  

Melbourne 

R_5ilNExL7KJ0c65n Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Technician Familiar Monolingual Mordialloc Melbourne 

R_6KUZa9TIIaxFTZH Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Doctor Intro Study Monolingual Camberwell Melbourne 

R_6yxW2wXs17sKWs5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Artist / Accounts Intro Study Monolingual Dandenong 
Ranges 

Melbourne 

R_8ADdnoOM6r7bi3r Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Office 
administration  

Familiar Monolingual Watsonia, 
Victoria  

Melbourne 

R_8IVvsDR3Gu0Z8sl Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Nurse Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_9MkSNafgwXj4ANT Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS graduating 
student  

Intro Study Monolingual Footscray Melbourne 

R_9XIvc6xDLsnaRQ9 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Digital 
Communications/
Marketing/Event 
Mngt 

Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne 
(Warrandyte 
suburb/village) 

Melbourne 

R_b1QU3AlX7s6yXyt Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Travel consultant Familiar Monolingual Seville Melbourne 

R_bKoHRVg21EF8M4t Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS office worker Familiar Monolingual melbourne Melbourne 

R_bxy4yRkvO7jCm7H Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Business owner Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 
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Strait 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_cC0D914IkbeL5WJ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Finance Intro Study Monolingual Broadmeadows  Melbourne 

R_dcYKtKeC7ZlsRgh Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Administration Familiar Monolingual hoppers 
Crossing 

Melbourne 

R_djpjLtDehiRGDbv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Software 
developer 

Familiar Monolingual Broadmeadows Melbourne 

R_eWIlZ8DTFS9zQRT Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Bricklayer Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_bHLbyQUzYot2kEl Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Marketing & 
Communications 

Familiar Monolingual Binnaway NSW 

R_3Kv4KyR6fYlArPL Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Business Banking 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Orange NSW 

R_2iaWfE0khZOwOUZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Market research 
consultant 

Intro Study Monolingual Albury NSW 

R_dokZ83tECdVz3F3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS policy officer 
(public servant) 

Familiar Monolingual Armidale NSW 

R_9H4UiKhGq32DIaN Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

researcher Intro Study Monolingual Kangaroo Valley NSW 

R_bsdOE5RiwR8rrg1 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Barrister Intro Study Multilingual Yanco NSW 

R_9mhmpDQymJLhxLD Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Medical 
receptionist  

Familiar Monolingual Wee Waa NSW 

R_3azzlue9xAkFdop Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant Familiar Monolingual Coonabarabran 
and Bombala 

NSW 

R_eRt2SecwyfZFtUF Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS Accountant Intro Study Monolingual Sutherland Shire NSW 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_3faCeEAPYqWnL5X Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Librarian Familiar Monolingual Queanbeyan NSW 

R_9MGUBazC9ZWDS1T Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Tax consultant Familiar Monolingual Mudgee NSW 

R_6Gpr641IM0yYiMJ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS plant operator Familiar Monolingual newrybar NSW 

R_9z4NFkQ80fPVuKN Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Manager Familiar Monolingual Leeton NSW 

R_dnUIW1zAp22J46F Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS IT Consultant Familiar Monolingual Lthgow NSW 

R_eLtkR1yudchCGBn Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Lawyer  Familiar Monolingual Coonabarabran  NSW 

R_cHiWL7X8izXlLil Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Business 
Development 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Tumut, NSW NSW 

R_2rwvueSZVDsjrAV Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

warehouse 
assistant 

Intro Study Monolingual Orange NSW 

R_1Ufd58Wtib3WngF Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Lab assistant Familiar Monolingual Kempsey NSW 

R_1X61TOi7urU3OLz Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Youth worker Intro Study Monolingual Singleton NSW 

R_2gc3qJsYz4Sawex Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Programme 
Coordinator 

Intro Study Monolingual Bermagui NSW 

R_3QJAnx50V2PgbLn Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Receptionist/Proje
ct Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Cooma, NSW NSW 
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Occupation Linguistics Languages Community 
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R_5jykTJaWlRjHMpf Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Administration 
Assistant 

Intro Study Monolingual Mittagong NSW 

R_6XXNoZbYEhj9nBX Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Prison officer Familiar Monolingual Grafton NSW 

R_77E5zHMViaYdkRn Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Translator Intro Study Monolingual wagga  NSW 

R_78tv8XmPOUAbLzT Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Software 
Engineer 

Familiar Monolingual Lavington NSW 

R_bEGRrlCYMKNWwyp Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS laborer Intro Study Monolingual nowra NSW 

R_bfkMTGLClbDEsZv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Team leader Familiar Monolingual Dubbo NSW 

R_byEXS7pw2RHURMh Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Engineer Familiar Monolingual Tathra NSW 

R_cYLuN9eugzGDtsh Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Mining 
Technician 

Familiar Monolingual West Wyalong NSW 

R_e2kDfgLeScsB5I1 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Manager Intro Study Monolingual Taree NSW 

R_3QPDlt5mzOA2tBX Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Owner/Manager Intro Study Monolingual Alice Springs NT 

R_2gJxuCzpxLTgOA5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Gymnastics Club 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Darwin NT 
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R_eqSAcTBu6T7aVYF Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS IT Systems 
Specialist 

Familiar Monolingual Alice Springs NT 

R_1T9z22lV76NUnd3 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS teacher Intro Study Monolingual alice springs NT 

R_9uESQaSFoGCmUXX Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Senior 
Administrator 

Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_3dFxLEGkKnMn1Pf Middle 
30-49 

Man Aboriginal College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS truck driver Intro Study Monolingual Alice Springs NT 

R_4Zag9SswkOENSw5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Diplomat Intro Study Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_0rcYFCnMJ40igol Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Manager Intro Study Multilingual Alyangula NT 

R_6ya8GdFWif62ZyR Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Travel agent Unfamiliar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_7XauND4YMbs2k7j Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Manager Familiar Monolingual Alice springs NT 

R_a5btNDOkRF2jlm5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Paramedic Familiar Monolingual Alice springs NT 

R_bltqHxPAiZHtsGh Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Air Force officer Familiar Monolingual Parap, NT NT 

R_cFM1eWukn3LqB13 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Journalist Familiar Monolingual Nhulunbuy and 
Darwin 

NT 
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R_cLNguS4Yu5c2w5f Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Police officer Intro Study Monolingual Alice Springs NT 

R_cwfn5KCTouI53wN Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Ludmilla, 
Darwin 

NT 

R_cx9arPlNciBQWix Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS manager Familiar Monolingual darwin NT 

R_eDnFkwjWyVIAlkF Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Not 
Stated 

Environmental 
scientist 

Familiar Monolingual Darwin, NT NT 

R_aUX7vdK0QU3RTJr Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Engineer Familiar Monolingual Toowoomba QLD 

R_aahTcUfvMjbyCwZ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Accountant Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_3aWRc1OowbzTWqp Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Carer Familiar Monolingual Stanthorpe QLD 

R_cwLzoDCg888HROZ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Consultant Intro Study Monolingual Kobble Creek  QLD 

R_8eukngLemBLSgRv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

At home mother 
& wife 

Familiar Monolingual Indooroopilly 
Brisbane 

QLD 

R_beJLLTFRwLiDgmV Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Massage 
Therapist 

Intro Study Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_3e2Jli6t6OQ7Y6F Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Clerk Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_8GGziWTsFEXclPn Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Public servant Intro Study Monolingual Redcliffe QLD 

R_7V7Sv9PeMMJnmIZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS Government 
lawyer 

Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 
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R_bw3Ux61746PxDQV Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Chef/Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_0Cem1j9Hu0OE61v Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Wellness assessor Familiar Monolingual Capalaba QLD 

R_0j0TVXAgnXJn7Mx Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

telephone 
researcher/grocer
y assitant/student 

Intro Study Monolingual ipswich, qld QLD 

R_0pHichklnIAHSMR Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

environmental 
scientist 

Intro Study Monolingual Toowoomba QLD 

R_0xmlsF4xjWLmpnL Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

business 
consultant 

Familiar Monolingual Aspley, Brisbane QLD 

R_54oIMfFplR4VFWd Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Public servant Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_5h91f9Avfz7gVM1 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Receptionist  Familiar Monolingual Gladstone QLD 

R_6LLoJ22Z74d4hvv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

scientist Intro Study Monolingual Toowoomba  QLD 

R_6MxK6VpzwxpydGl Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Hotelier Familiar Monolingual Sunshine Coast  QLD 

R_7Vhlduorw4R5KXH Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Cashier Unfamiliar Monolingual Gladstone QLD 

R_8AoELZObVg0jHiB Middle 
30-49 

Man Aboriginal High 
School 

Public HS Avangerlist Familiar Monolingual S/E-S/W QLD QLD 

R_8GJvxkm9rK6Ilet Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_8hT5EHHrVcQzoTX Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS SALES 
ASSISTANT 

Familiar Monolingual Gold COAST QLD 
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R_8prSrENYFZ2oS2h Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Consultant Familiar Monolingual Ipswich, 
Queensland  

QLD 

R_9MHtOVsx4hECfPf Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Homemaker Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_9QqxMwd3tLtZ5qJ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Not 
Stated 

journo Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_b4uE5XrEHeVBomV Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Coach Familiar Monolingual Beaudesert QLD 

R_bladZuO4EAXZMGx Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Community 
Development 
Worker 

Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_bwOLDu0qxG7h4i1 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Complaints 
management 
officer 

Familiar Monolingual Brisbane & 
Ipswich 

QLD 

R_bxSKNkfnVueruIJ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

telephone 
researcher & 
supermarket 
retail worker 

Intro Study Monolingual Ipswich QLD 

R_cHNk7b2Snn5TOJL Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS sales Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_cLVhQCOUhIMlakZ Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Defence  Familiar Monolingual Woodridge  QLD 

R_dncBhK0YTy1Qhxz Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS teacher Familiar Monolingual Maryborough QLD 
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R_efzXnwOHwicsboV Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS it Familiar Monolingual caboollture QLD 

R_0632D2iVDVVAhuZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS home duties Familiar Monolingual travelled.,South 
Australia, 
Victoria, New 
South Wales 

SA 

R_4YMc0pQ6MyCvK1T Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_eVvC6pzZCUU6cIJ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Administration Familiar Monolingual West lakes shore SA 

R_dnwcmxkpd0L9zmt Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Petroleum 
Engineer 

Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_cBiE55qpBTgAX2Z Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Social Worker Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_8Hpoc7IieYGOkNn Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

PhD student Familiar Multilingual Frances SA  SA 

R_6nZJ5Kyur8oZh77 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Vet Familiar Monolingual St Agnes, Tea 
Tree Gully, 
Adelaide 

SA 

R_4IqxbnH2FZcM0Pr Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Customer Service 
Officer 

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_cCmyB56hxkFV8xL Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_9NtEL77veuNC4df Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

public servants Familiar Monolingual Salisbury SA 
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R_erqbZZPvxjoyotv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Teacher Familiar Monolingual Adelaide  SA 

R_9GZr2DsEZC0QlWl Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS home duties 
looking for work 

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_39sug5StZQa57LL Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Engineer Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_3NVoKHFGSMyluwR Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Landscape 
Architect 

Intro Study Monolingual Tanunda SA 

R_01lD3uAb3g8AEtf Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS storeman Intro Study Monolingual port augusta SA 

R_0kt3yC3CeJPYprT Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Sales Manager Intro Study Monolingual Tea Tree Gully SA 

R_befrE3I4gCWXD2R Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS student Intro Study Monolingual I moved around 
a lot. I grew up 
in Wallaroo SA, 
Mt Pleasant SA, 
Goodwood, 
Beaulah Park, 
Mansfield, 
Stepney to name 
a few. I spent at 
least 1.5 - 2 years 
of my childhood 
at each of these 
locations. 

SA 

R_equf7nzNHezMlIF Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Development 
worker 

Familiar Monolingual Toorak Gardens, 
Adelaide 

SA 
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R_9KQ2vHeHPdts3nD Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

travel agent Familiar Monolingual Elizabeth South SA 

R_0Hh8rbllL5jk98h Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS teacher Familiar Monolingual glengowrie SA 

R_0IN57eI1RSXm71b Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Software 
programmer 

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_0jHvBLfORok8Yh7 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Digital 
Communications 
Coordinator 

Familiar Monolingual Ridgehaven, 
Adelaide, South 
Australia 

SA 

R_0vJl1goHP513Tg1 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

nurse Familiar Monolingual adelaide SA 

R_24gslKiPjgECF8N Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS self employed Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_2l6VgmhXRPiu9Uh Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS barman Intro Study Monolingual Woodville SA SA 

R_2t3Ex4mWI2GPtxr Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS student Familiar Monolingual adelaide SA 

R_3Kmj3lcPtG7W4pn Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS clerk Unfamiliar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_4OVHVvnWXyoiO4B Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Radio broadcaster Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_5pDUxXftyiYKt3n Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS hairdresser Familiar Monolingual adelaide SA 

R_6QHAlP7TaIvm2TX Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Utility Unfamiliar Monolingual Crystal Brook SA 
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R_6sOqxDQl1mXXepT Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Lecturer, trainer 
and assessor 

Intro Study Monolingual Athelstone, 
Adelaide 

SA 

R_7WLgjkzBPEWJLpj Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Contract 
Administrator 

Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_819ZdqJLJDiRy1T Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Cleaner Familiar Monolingual Port Lincoln, SA SA 

R_8GQkt5dtLbqwDhr Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS IT Worker Familiar Monolingual Mount Gambier SA 

R_9pCX0KyyRmrvUKF Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Manager Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_ba5Sj7dLWosaPpb Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student 
coordinator 

Familiar Monolingual Appila SA 

R_bfShwt50VaODDAp Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Phd Candidate Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_bJeGcuorb6IXral Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Librarian Familiar Monolingual Jamestown SA 

R_brrfQM7wYcBne05 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Internet manager Familiar Monolingual Campbelltown SA 

R_byoX6qQHE5X9JKR Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS social worker Familiar Monolingual Port Pirie SA 

R_d0GvAKst4O58TFX Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS lecturer Intro Study Monolingual adelaide SA 

R_8ddGg1KZUVLdKfj Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Hedge Fund 
admin 

Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 
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R_009DnnoegPG108Z Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

doctor Intro Study Monolingual Lindfield Sydney 

R_23NgKsvd8O54C9v Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Government Familiar Monolingual Narrabeen Sydney 

R_5hA2PMNbWcJEEE5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Wollongong Sydney 

R_7OlMVxaLETlVSux Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Youth Pastor Intro Study Monolingual North Epping Sydney 

R_enFEBIu9rD7q9Gl Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Journalist Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_28ZVbPPQW0JTquh Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Researcher (PhD) Intro Study Monolingual Dundas (NSW) Sydney 

R_39PTNefhb8Uc1c9 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Musician Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_0DrV0qTXQ8MuUbX Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS lawyer Intro Study Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_08jB6OHuNTsS2wt Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS IT Manager Familiar Monolingual Wollongong Sydney 

R_0PbpowAL9YemsuN Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

engineer Familiar Multilingual camberdown Sydney 

R_0qDVf725Qd9duEB Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Government Familiar Monolingual Wollongong Sydney 

R_1Te3wlzAHScElet Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Primary teacher  Intro Study Monolingual Sydney  Sydney 

R_1YQD077zEerV1Yx Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS parent Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 
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R_2hOJbSgRMFqATaJ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Teacher Familiar Monolingual St Ives Sydney Sydney 

R_2s11kN1pL20rVKB Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Public Servant Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_3frYRoFpN6PiOVv Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS social worker Familiar Monolingual kenthurst NSW Sydney 

R_3l3yB5cLaGySrQN Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Bottle Shop 
Attendant 

Familiar Monolingual Allambie 
Heights 

Sydney 

R_4Hg6MDZaCr80CFL Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Mother Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_4MipQ681ZeEGTKB Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Steel fixer Familiar Monolingual Penrith Sydney 

R_4PHgaZAOInraBSJ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Store manager Intro Study Monolingual Liverpool Sydney 

R_51hrFG5fai3qbJz Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Croupier Intro Study Monolingual Katoomba Sydney 

R_5w1bWEtR1qkHuqF Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Account manager Familiar Multilingual Summer Hill, 
Abbotsford 

Sydney 

R_6FLSJJWZmaiNdEp Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Executive 
Assistant 

Familiar Multilingual Sydney (inner 
west) 

Sydney 

R_6PBTseYL1O84Nb7 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Actor Familiar Monolingual Mosman  Sydney 

R_6PrH4oi4DNPUg05 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Voice over artist 
and actress  

Intro Study Multilingual North Ryde in 
Sydney  

Sydney 

R_6WJI8Mbvm1PSdbn Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

political adviser Intro Study Monolingual Parramatta Sydney 
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R_82fdiTnu4bU4e4R Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Senior Executive Intro Study Monolingual Penrith Sydney 

R_8GRDYYWw0Ew8Cw
Z 

Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Compliance 
Officer, finance 
industry 

Familiar Monolingual Oak Flats Sydney 

R_9HL7gH6CcCQTYrj Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_9MG5ZomBDhkdRY1 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Contracts 
Administrator 

Familiar Monolingual Weston Sydney 

R_9XmxyaspyTc8Jx3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

homemaker Familiar Monolingual avalon sydney Sydney 

R_a2YbjkBTSpEMOUt Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_a5mTDIEGer65v6d Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Retired Familiar Monolingual Maroubra, NSW Sydney 

R_a639sCEAWdSZaZf Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Education Intro Study Monolingual 2117 Sydney 

R_abXhUyKXmJ40XIN Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS IT Familiar Monolingual SYDNEY Sydney 

R_aVsahwO6oggDnKd Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Software 
Engineer 

Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_aWRvXLmPnxR0HtP Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS librarian Familiar Multilingual Marrickville Sydney 

R_b9NxKz0iV7SLjIp Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS curator Familiar Monolingual Berowra Heights Sydney 
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R_bfvMEq0zjv46hQ9 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Bakery Manager Intro Study Monolingual Campsie NSW 
2194 and 
Lewisham NSW 
2049 

Sydney 

R_bNHCIMBQtjyJR7T Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS design strategist Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_bQ1lSBaBD0b6jWZ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS House duties Familiar Monolingual Bankstown in 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_cBWMEXt2LtMnzil Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Public servant Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_d5Y14D1aRlo3hcx Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Development 
Manager for 
theatre company 

Intro Study Monolingual Balmain, Sydney Sydney 

R_e3vBjp9e0PBh9fD Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

sta at home 
parent 

Familiar Monolingual blacktown/baulk
ham hills 

Sydney 

R_eF3njlYWm7Tu8h7 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Concord West Sydney 

R_3h45lfavVSc8cQd Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Surgeon Intro Study Monolingual Burnie TAS 

R_5stBvwM8GjW0G7X Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Student Intro Study Monolingual Huonville TAS 

R_0TbtQCTlty7zo4B Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Electrician Familiar Monolingual Penguin 
Tasmania 

TAS 

R_246xC5B7a7CB63H Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Labourer Intro Study Monolingual Devonport TAS 
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R_2icprQop6pOTAep Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Police Public 
Enquiries Officer 

Familiar Monolingual Flinders Island TAS 

R_2lzSMXGETFsmRo1 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Software Test 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Melbourne TAS 

R_55yPc6ixkP6JoEJ Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Lecturer Intro Study Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_9EopjpEclkCENUx Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Mechanical 
Designer 

Familiar Monolingual Launceston, 
Tasmania 

TAS 

R_9WyOQAgMUEQmpK
Z 

Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Administration Familiar Monolingual Savage River TAS 

R_b3jbvmDnfDdUVNz Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Uni lecturer Familiar Monolingual Hobart  TAS 

R_b412XkUTQsLhxqt Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

telephonist in 
govt call centre 

Familiar Multilingual Glenorchy TAS 

R_d6krbKg3MpfXVt3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Union official Familiar Monolingual Stawell VIC 

R_0iZiQxZQsOq6MGV Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Online Learning 
Developer and 
Trainer 

Familiar Monolingual Warrnambool VIC 

R_bEP4jkb4iS8pw9L Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Operations 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Hamilton VIC 

R_0CKKiD2RwCDhr9j Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Programmer Familiar Monolingual Werrimull  VIC 

R_0wjVOzWm5Ou6ZQp Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Administrator Familiar Monolingual Koondrook VIC 
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R_0NXCpjA2KKUM3at Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public Servant Intro Study Monolingual Warragul VIC 

R_6ncR8EG9NVLw137 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Radiographer Familiar Monolingual Whittlesea VIC 

R_byIq8xuyCbeeQ8l Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

Health service 
executive 

Familiar Monolingual Shepparton VIC 

R_0dmyKMFhmMTRDsF Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Solicitor Familiar Monolingual Geelong VIC 

R_3HJC9bjXH3wc1Zb Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Study Unfamiliar Monolingual Melbourne VIC 

R_3XmGZOQwmNtQcz
H 

Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Student Familiar Monolingual Mortlake VIC 

R_6rpzkknP1NADJNr Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Bookkeeper Familiar Multilingual Geelong VIC 

R_9uBUxySCb9jw4Lz Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Admin Clerk Familiar Monolingual Maffra VIC 

R_elgWvA1EYOXjOMl Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Engineer Familiar Monolingual Portland VIC 

R_1BQy9DlWX0uFJ5j Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Engineer Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_0cgfbYtqaa3lpSl Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Software 
Developer 

Familiar Monolingual Fremantle WA 

R_1BuHbErQ8esEq4R Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS project manager Familiar Monolingual Leinster WA 

R_3ghGh2LExnuiEgB Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Occupational 
Therapist  

Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 
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R_3IbMqUexivH0mBT Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Security Guard Intro Study Monolingual Town WA 

R_3KLmOWTYtbTDkc5 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Accountant Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_3lzcLMLUUBAGrQ1 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS homeduties Familiar Monolingual perth WA 

R_3UH8wIxGuAKfgI5 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Filmmaker Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_4Jl4dNezdNBgwXH Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Manager Familiar Monolingual Shenton Park, 
W.A. 

WA 

R_4UcsTTKnCeOzMyh Middle 
30-49 

Man Aboriginal High 
School 

Public HS unemployed Familiar Multilingual Wiluna WA 

R_51MjJrwsqwX398V Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Human Resources Intro Study Monolingual Mount Lawley WA 

R_5mPYgHmW3FQjQX3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Public servant Familiar Monolingual North Perth WA 

R_6tg3OBwnWFdZe1D Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Accountant Familiar Monolingual Busselton WA 

R_6XaPmLxap5K4UW9 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Home duties Familiar Multilingual Perth WA 

R_6zfFcWChfy4YStn Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

retired Unfamiliar Multilingual osborne park, 
perth, wa 

WA 

R_9v50cxGbHPU73lb Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

IT support Familiar Monolingual eden hill WA 
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R_9XZ6Xj2XIiNtrr7 Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Public servant Familiar Monolingual Subiaco WA 

R_a2Jptpm8h33dWMB Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS manager Intro Study Monolingual perth WA 

R_a3mGwC7ShQlEXQ1 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

teacher Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_aWA2gHmzlZOvz25 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Farmer Familiar Monolingual Esperance WA 

R_b2Z4aPObuuG5lpX Middle 
30-49 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS process operator Intro Study Monolingual warnbro  WA 

R_cCNk1RrzVfFGQTj Middle 
30-49 

Man Aboriginal High 
School 

Public HS Aboriginal liaison 
officer 

Unfamiliar Multilingual canarvon  WA 

R_cCNtfE7K0lYsML3 Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Domestic Duties Familiar Monolingual Geraldton WA 

R_cCvQnGrDcHQeGjz Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Admin officer Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_d0Di0O3rzzuYhxP Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Hairdresser Familiar Monolingual Northam WA 

R_elMxZh3gjdVFm6x Middle 
30-49 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Disability Familiar Monolingual Lesmurdie WA 

R_2lfFY5Rdd7ZEkrb Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS scientist Familiar Monolingual Weston creek Canberra 

R_430IsY7ejK5k7iJ Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Novelist Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 
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R_5iJpA3hWoUURPE1 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

public service Familiar Monolingual belconnen Canberra 

R_6S5lN1AdZqX3TdX Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Writer, ESL 
Teacher 

Intro Study Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_9TVtxMvjAX2ASyx Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_etc1vop5bisAR7L Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Unfamiliar Monolingual Canberra Canberra 

R_2aCCJ4rINDOXEW1 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Townsville FNQ 

R_cTtIbMUUo6B0w5f Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

manager Familiar Monolingual Townsville FNQ 

R_5yxP2RWT4Jh7GAZ Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS unemployed Familiar Monolingual Gracemere (near 
Rockhampton) 

FNQ 

R_5BADjP981aQ144l Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Police officer Intro Study Monolingual Moranbah FNQ 

R_1BtkWBGV6Tq54YB Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS manager Familiar Monolingual marian FNQ 

R_885F7PXOG7APwTX Older 
50-69 

Woman Aboriginal College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Senior 
Administration 

Familiar Monolingual Winton FNQ 

R_8uHPWEfjprZithz Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Homeduties Familiar Monolingual Ayr Queensland FNQ 
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R_dmMOxth9ZSRmVZr Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

University 
Administration 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Dimbulah FNQ 

R_1ESWyjlDNHOEFmt Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

electorate officer Familiar Monolingual Balwyn Melbourne 

R_d5sl7zKOW7LJuIt Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Interior Designer Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_d1r4ClZuJsr5kA5 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retail Manager Familiar Monolingual Rosanna Melbourne 

R_8xgt9IIP8m983lz Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retired engineer Familiar Monolingual Preston Melbourne 

R_bDdNq8faukJdvXD Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Nurse Familiar Monolingual Caulfield Melbourne 

R_eFpfBDFOYzzOMT3 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Actor/director 
learning and 
visitor experience 
at Art Gallery 

Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_9H0h43naJ5y7YZn Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS retired ex-uni 
lecturer 

Intro Study Monolingual Warrandyte Melbourne 

R_eCXV9nNJ1jIpf37 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS artist Intro Study Monolingual Boronia Melbourne 

R_5urh9Hc1dzMUuy1 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Nurse Familiar Monolingual Glen Waverley  Melbourne 

R_0NcZcO1v5ydqZAF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired 
Accountant 

Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 
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R_0NfD01pd8m9ti2F Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Manager Familiar Monolingual dromana Melbourne 

R_0wh7GTPKwDgpgjz Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS self employed Familiar Monolingual mornington Melbourne 

R_1IisDFNajmDhAfX Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

retired/unemploy
ed 

Familiar Monolingual footscray Melbourne 

R_1NUBA6L71MvKd3T Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Retired Intro Study Monolingual Fawkner Melbourne 

R_1QTfc8IpL0CkuEJ Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS self employed Familiar Monolingual Spotswood Melbourne 

R_3PDg6vDMjMTIfKB Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_3t6AOdDPR4MlTox Older 
50-69 

Woman Aboriginal Bachelors Private 
HS 

Engineer Familiar Monolingual Mount Waverley Melbourne 

R_3wy4RYJnUIDZQJn Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Pensioner Familiar Monolingual Healesville & 
Suburban 
Melbourne 

Melbourne 

R_5BjHYan4evUkBdr Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Doctor Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_5iO8aGBbehhKVx3 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Personal care 
worker 

Familiar Monolingual Melbourne 
suburbs of 
Seaford and 
knoxfield 

Melbourne 

R_71A857jQYlVofEV Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Mitcham Melbourne 
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R_7QmvvEq5Yr2MOQR Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Kew Melbourne 

R_85M0oWxU1GjiNJb Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Unemplyed Familiar Multilingual Mount Waverley Melbourne 

R_9LirIpse0DNkjuR Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS technician Familiar Monolingual Hampton, Vic. Melbourne 

R_9sHwvprodYH3vet Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Office Manager Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_9zUVp2Hz3LuQ96t Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Office manager  Familiar Monolingual Melbourne  Melbourne 

R_aWS4g1TZDTt7bhj Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

CO OWNER 
SMALL 
BUSINESS 

Intro Study Monolingual THORNBURY 
VIC 

Melbourne 

R_bqkAKqBaUvMGDEV Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Receptionist/Adm
in 

Familiar Monolingual Carrum Melbourne 

R_cAzxuknslMV8yWN Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS social ecologist 
semi-retired 

Intro Study Monolingual Boronia/Melbou
rne 

Melbourne 

R_cVjQFScet5PaNxj Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Lecturer 
Workplace 
Assessor 

Familiar Monolingual Frankston Melbourne 

R_d3TlY7CEVl1wLAN Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired 
educational 
administrator 

Familiar Monolingual melbourne Melbourne 
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R_e8m1Rphkc6Z5gtD Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Aviation 
Consultant 

Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_e8xaIRWBWiNYsF7 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Real Estate Agent Intro Study Monolingual Brighton Melbourne 

R_eQL9et1rNPGkSO1 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Laboratory 
manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Mornington, vic Melbourne 

R_eqvskH0H95jHtsx Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Building 
Supervisor 

Familiar Monolingual Caulfield Melbourne 

R_eV4Y1F6aemD4Hn7 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Glenfield---NSW Melbourne 

R_eWqdhOKRkURsjxr Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS stocktaker Familiar Monolingual Reservoir Melbourne 

R_0pmmJmGHrspLOjr Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Academic Intro Study Monolingual NSW country 
towns 2-3 years 
each (Portland, 
Dungog, Nowra, 
Kiama)  

NSW 

R_9B9lrLcCWy14unr Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Teacher Familiar Monolingual Scone NSW 

R_26mSUUY041lVQS9 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Condobolin NSW 

R_3IeqwVvNEAmc6tT Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Retired Familiar Monolingual Cessnock NSW 
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R_00PObkb8aZgOHKR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual coonabarabran NSW 

R_29aaNoO69FNNcz3 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Maintenance 
Services 
Coordinator 

Familiar Monolingual Kiama NSW 

R_3duNmgj5NePgJNj Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Leading hand Familiar Monolingual Young, NSW, 
2594 

NSW 

R_3K50KEpk3FGfAJn Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Manager Familiar Monolingual Jindabyne NSW 

R_3sISZ6VlSMN6xc9 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Unemployed Familiar Monolingual Kempsey 2440 NSW 

R_4MJHqCTWcPWhEwZ Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Public Servant Familiar Monolingual Nambour NSW 

R_4P0O4FaLe4t8cgR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Coffs Harbour NSW 

R_5i4GE9hAsLmG2JT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Executive 
Assistant 

Intro Study Monolingual Queanbeyan NSW 

R_8D1pRBLtPsDMsxT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Midwife Intro Study Monolingual Cooma NSW 

R_8HR7SQDPS185UCp Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Editor Familiar Monolingual Albury NSW 

R_8xdwBkle1j9chVP Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Engineering 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Muswellbrook  NSW 
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R_a5HRBzGL3v6rzVj Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Gunning NSW 

R_cvfPnWTir0Ox3qB Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Moss Vale NSW 

R_cx32XlaiU2Rds57 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Not 
Stated 

Retired 
bookkeeper 

Familiar Monolingual Leeton NSW 

R_e9SDM3ICinuJJDn Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Public Servent Familiar Monolingual Bathurst NSW 

R_eA5thSAgYvRsUst Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Not 
Stated 

Psychotherapist 
(previously IT 
professional) 

Familiar Monolingual Wagga Wagga 
(1st 10 years), 
Goulburn next 7 
years 

NSW 

R_ebavBHk55qx3gQ5 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Network 
Administrator 

Familiar Monolingual Bathurst NSW 

R_4OtaCil3xjlReBv Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS eHealth 
Coordinator  

Intro Study Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_4Zb9tflAjRUJTlH Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_6AqKoePxa8uIy1f Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_6zKbRbgtja1qTC5 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Nurse Intro Study Monolingual Nightcliff Fannie 
Bay 

NT 
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R_9MHnND7A7dexOaF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Designer Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_9Y2S7NkOcijTDuZ Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Lecturer Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_bBhwleEj6LxEYuN Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Administration Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_bPZolEyLcUPsFIV Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Registered Nurse Familiar Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_d0iUkhgqIyiZMj3 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Kinesiologist  Intro Study Monolingual Darwin  NT 

R_dcfOVhTLT7i9zvf Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Darwin NT 

R_bkiTAew0VAGxZcx Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_ehyHpYYQnZrfHSZ Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

retired Familiar Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_a9IvVVuTcTkmjZj Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retired from 
medical 
administration 

Unfamiliar Monolingual capalaba, 
redlands shire 

QLD 

R_9z8CPna8Vt9bHMN Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Handyman Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_08SAyKnhTu61lpr Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS analyst Familiar Monolingual bundaberg QLD 
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R_0OH4I5CoF1ajFY1 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Bush Regenerator Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_1WSB15FUUooWwlf Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Administration Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_3rdrPNZXB9oeV37 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired pilot and 
registered nurse 

Familiar Monolingual Toowoomba QLD 

R_3vKNaZ0HkqdmSWh Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Holland Park QLD 

R_5Bg7EVfKTDS1Yd7 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Teacher Early 
Childhood 

Familiar Monolingual Beaudesert Qld QLD 

R_5jOMYDFbpmuNV4x Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Payroll 
Administrator 

Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_6SFbmIN4CvxE6Et Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS unemployed Intro Study Monolingual Ipswich QLD 

R_6sP7O4GVhDakHIx Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_78m2ckHu1emocoR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired Intro Study Monolingual Stanthorpe QLD 

R_81D1UOqAM4VPUkR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Education 
consultant 

Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_81E9yGzrt0VM1Lv Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Carina QLD 

R_8eJqh7FOR8axaq9 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Intro Study Monolingual sunnybank 
brisbane 

QLD 
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R_8GEtvP68FaUIEU5 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS civil Servant Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_9SrXumGg5EKzBMp Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired social 
worker 

Intro Study Multilingual Brisbane QLD 

R_b9gak5Q9O3Rbu5f Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS tafe teacher Familiar Monolingual brisbane QLD 

R_bDu4heLOaypZay9 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Dental Technician Familiar Monolingual Tingoora, 
Queensland 

QLD 

R_bvGASxGoHz40QER Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Administration Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_cTPPRxLlRYfrfEx Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Volunteer Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_cYEBgSv6jPgALT7 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS General Manager 
Sales 

Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_e9XyUddk7HNC3t3 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Never mind Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_eaeMHSYUQjnrWG9 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retired Bank 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Irvingdale near 
Dalby 
Queensland 

QLD 

R_eqHgJgSMLR7l65v Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

retired  Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_eWoAtwUUY7oZbuJ Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

School principal Intro Study Monolingual Caboolture QLD 
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R_56ycb5AJq5rbayV Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS Library technician Familiar Monolingual Whyalla SA 

R_5nf2lcntcQtAvBP Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual port augusta SA 

R_bw40ByYydBRY9Wl Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

University 
lecturer 

Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_dd6tH959grfP9Ih Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS High School 
Teacher 

Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_5AT6SvRS6uOk1p3 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS home duties Familiar Monolingual Port Pirie SA 

R_eEtNcafSblmXZ2Z Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS economist Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_3UXjvy2dMqt7E3z Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Maitland SA 

R_eo3lLDEFstov5fT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Merchandiser Familiar Monolingual Coonalpyn SA 

R_5oP5R0jgw9zgH0p Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Suburb SA 

R_85H1gddYsRW2Pzv Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Uni Lecturer Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_86dQOmpz9dPiCkR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS clerk Familiar Monolingual Whyalla SA 

R_9vODLnk6QDq4fyZ Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Hallett SA 
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R_9zf1ZOARmeuLOwB Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS ex-Secretary Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_6LOwjEBvDkeELKl Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired Intro Study Monolingual adelaide SA 

R_1zVx2gjTxkFwU2F Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

PR Officer Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_3BZWsIDQmqg71SR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Receptionist Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_78njyzpK61gTFgF Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

teacher trainer Intro Study Multilingual Adelaide SA 

R_25yXotkjD4hodNP Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Offiice Familiar Monolingual Adelaide 
suburbs 

SA 

R_2bEHxhfbdQHF7eJ Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Dispatcher Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_3KJX7IzZalpcrKR Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Sales 
Manager/Grazier 

Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_7aCyg6Q8VnTSacB Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Journalist Familiar Monolingual Port Lincoln SA 

R_8HcFJnK9M622Akt Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

teacher Intro Study Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_bpX0s9xsOBOChSJ Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS cabinetmaker Familiar Multilingual adelaide SA 

R_bvIvY4F3b79DotT Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Physiotherapist Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 
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R_cU4CWullxDZ5eYd Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Director Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_e4pdJYC4jvWJSyF Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Retired Familiar Monolingual Adelaide SA 

R_ePsBFYWx6nuwtZr Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Manager Familiar Monolingual Port Pirie SA 

R_cVfzsUyVEue1KJv Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Manager Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_6fixWE9dS0Zphxb Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

retail manager Familiar Monolingual Hornsby Sydney 

R_57uclpGM6gnBUUt Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

English/ Drama 
teacher Actor 
Designer writer 

Intro Study Monolingual Lower North 
Shore Waverton 
& Dubbo 

Sydney 

R_afTsFBzprpUp3XD Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Not 
Stated 

English drama 
teacher Actor 
Director Designer 
Writer 

Intro Study Monolingual Sydney's Lower 
North Shore 
Waverton 

Sydney 

R_7WF3krwsWkHXzox Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Investigator Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_e4JwB7QAhmd4q33 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired Familiar Monolingual Berkeley Vale Sydney 

R_b2FG31geZYzID0F Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Small Business 
Owner 

Intro Study Monolingual Kingscliff Sydney 

R_0qVek3eeMEVugip Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Greenacre, NSW Sydney 
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R_7W1ZWYrX3EwQaY5 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Retired teacher Intro Study Monolingual Granville, 
Parra,atta and 
Blacktown in 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_7Pqtx6OND9WvyVT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS ICT Programme 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Sydney, 
Australai 

Sydney 

R_bdMWOtTjkViKhJr Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Human Resources 
Executive 

Familiar Monolingual Eastern suburbs 
& Inner West of 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_02HBLqmbMNbNMJD Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Database 
Manager 

Familiar Monolingual Peakhurst, 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_0eNLoHXTBu6QyBn Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Music tutor Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_0UIhmKf0AtneXxb Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired RAAF 
officer 

Familiar Monolingual Ryde NSW Sydney 

R_0v0xO3qBH7Vl0NL Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Registered Nurse Familiar Monolingual Hurstville Sydney 

R_1zfjhsgUQY1f1u5 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Company 
Director 

Intro Study Monolingual Lidcombe Sydney 

R_25JKZtIUHkg7lFb Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Finance Broker Familiar Monolingual Greenacre Sydney 

R_29VLqeQ7RwKAneB Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Environmental 
Manager 

Intro Study Monolingual Auburn NSW Sydney 

R_2t9hQyRNYnBHYEt Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Student Familiar Monolingual Wollongong Sydney 
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R_3eKqMVoVk2q7w0J Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS senior manager Unfamiliar Monolingual merrylands Sydney 

R_3KNTxXx9XwdLLFj Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Business 
development 
manager 

Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_40fJ1iLrEWx5DPT Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS artst Intro Study Monolingual Baulkham Hills Sydney 

R_5aucX6d89o9BBcN Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS na Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_6Frf2Wi7XlNzLVP Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

teacher/librarian Familiar Monolingual Guildford Sydney 

R_6gODz2IncxiEXxX Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS University 
administrator 

Intro Study Monolingual Beecroft Sydney 

R_6hVqZvFxps7ClHn Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS ESL Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_6LO03WaV6LwSQ4t Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS homemaker Familiar Monolingual Guildford West, 
Sydney 

Sydney 

R_6W0WGbrtfRDwhkF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Engadine Sydney 

R_7QzXJQlooXr4tQp Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Administration Familiar Monolingual Toronto, NSW Sydney 
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R_80UwxwzEmPeAWzz Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Comedian/Actor Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_8l7qQ0DUyEzVJvT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Accountant Intro Study Multilingual Sydney Sydney 

R_8uIftZomFlXMXrf Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Manager Familiar Monolingual Newcastle,  
NSW 

Sydney 

R_9FZzP5lbYx46bUF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS IT Manager Familiar Monolingual Richmond Sydney 

R_9ZS0STAfzAmO27b Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Manager Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_a2I3SyD7qTMvaRL Older 
50-69 

Man Aboriginal Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

accountant Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_b3CdAbQqQku2wPH Older 
50-69 

Woman Aboriginal College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS A.i.n Familiar Monolingual Parramatta Sydney 

R_bIPUy8NkdOkeltH Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS mathematics Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_blxAc6VmANe6pGR Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual sydney Sydney 

R_cJeykb0yhPtT59r Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

retired Familiar Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_dgnXjiuLjKRkCr3 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Sydney st.Ives Sydney 

R_eaNNggkgnvNFEW1 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS customer service Familiar Multilingual Marrickville Sydney 
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R_ehUKMtXXOSkErYx Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual seaforth, sydney 
nsw 

Sydney 

R_er3oo3OPDyLzdu5 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Hospitality Familiar Monolingual Mascot Sydney 

R_ewzo3PTxp5HMcbH Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

Teacher Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_9XrfIqvOA3Owg5v Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS pharmacist Intro Study Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_4VCvw9yjfwDd88d Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS public servant Familiar Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_01WMx6tXQqWTTdH Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual queenstown 
tasmania 

TAS 

R_0JTtZH0HlH89r1j Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual ulverstone TAS 

R_0wegrCNTv2Id0ZT Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Teacher Familiar Monolingual New Norfolk TAS 

R_1Gpf2EWfQurlTvL Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS medically retired Familiar Monolingual Glenorchy TAS 

R_1THeZYgK1QIGj7D Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Retired Familiar Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_37ZIcdo82xHpWFT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Not 
Stated 

Retired Intro Study Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_3IZndzbfHbW7VWt Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

customer service Unfamiliar Monolingual swansea TAS 
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R_560x4VN1OkI26Fv Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_6KDbCrSKO4OcTvT Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Rretired Unfamiliar Monolingual New Norfolk TAS 

R_9ulLzZd8kECrZwp Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retired Intro Study Monolingual Long let Tas TAS 

R_a8E6vZZhOyqKqcB Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Project Manager Familiar Monolingual Kingston TAS 

R_bezqjIw7P8xIFQF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Retired  Familiar Monolingual Longford  TAS 

R_e52zIBrDaRkitV3 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Unfamiliar Monolingual Geelong Victoria TAS 

R_eFktAoI3OD3kiCF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Scientist Familiar Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_eOKrc9GBuDgcxRX Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS semi retired Familiar Monolingual Chowerup TAS 

R_eUNf6vzV4iIfkah Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Retired Familiar Monolingual Devonport TAS 

R_eyVQpDvlyejBJT7 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Professional 
Recruitment 
Consultant 

Familiar Monolingual Wynyard, 
Tasmania 

TAS 

R_bwM1MoNQczS24Xb Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS insurance broker Familiar Monolingual melbourne VIC 

R_byMKsYYEfyDGwWF Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Gellibrand River 
- Dairy Farm 

VIC 

R_818vNtaonidiDFb Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS lab technician Familiar Monolingual St Arnaud VIC 
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R_d4nRVH2g7q1pfXn Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

scientist Intro Study Monolingual Murrayville VIC 

R_cCpMWOUYTFeCs2p Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

TV Director Familiar Monolingual Seymour VIC 

R_03wpdmFKJkcfs3z Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS Director Familiar Monolingual Maryborough 
Victoria 

VIC 

R_09d8G7xwvcZjMtn Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Unfamiliar Monolingual country VIC 

R_1zGavCMuHTFDhZj Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

consultant Unfamiliar Monolingual casterton VIC 

R_2sKLHWHeCJ44Nzn Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Other Private 
HS 

registered nurse Familiar Monolingual hamilton VIC 

R_5jUdyaKDn4b0W8d Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Accounts Payable 
Clerk 

Familiar Monolingual Moved around a 
lot 

VIC 

R_9u9S8Svx5LSt9Zz Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Health...Nursing Intro Study Monolingual Mildura 3500 VIC 

R_byzwADtEuyj9YWN Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

Unemployed Familiar Monolingual All over 
Australia, we 
moved alot. 

VIC 

R_bdvP0ruhiKHgEOF Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

retired Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_1LgMhea8MzLzHdb Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS retired Unfamiliar Monolingual perth WA 

R_1ThNurAAZ9v1mwR Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

counsellor Familiar Monolingual mandurah  WA 
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R_25npwS3ryNSFchf Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Barrister Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_39RQt8xhThhan0p Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS academic Familiar Monolingual Perth suburbs WA 

R_3kiMATlQjt63ZVH Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Administrtion 
Officer 

Familiar Monolingual Kendenup WA 

R_3w4YSusw4mlGbg9 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS project manager Familiar Monolingual willagee WA 

R_3wwl76GlutXvKYd Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Welfare 
Worker/Tutor 

Familiar Monolingual Fremantle WA 

R_4ONzJ75P8SSIzRP Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS none Familiar Monolingual perth WA 

R_4YmbNvxJHhhNZ2Z Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

teacher Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_50SteCxubBHuAN7 Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

lecturer Intro Study Monolingual Perth WA 

R_56CMsgtcmshjmzb Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Other Public HS retired carpenter Familiar Monolingual Mt. Hawthorn WA 

R_6tDi9Djyah3Kkg5 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS carer Familiar Monolingual woodford WA 

R_79Aoaxa8mqS3ajb Older 
50-69 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Beverley WA 

R_83bJvMnanxbjlCl Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Various Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 
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R_8jlLW4IKrdmZh65 Older 
50-69 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Manager Familiar Monolingual East Fremantle WA 

R_e2wH5M7DJX1ofTn Older 
50-69 

Man Aboriginal Bachelors Public HS Consultant Familiar Monolingual Perth WA 

R_cDfgKwwS2of9b01 Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Teacher/LIbrarian  Intro Study Monolingual North Caulfield, 
VIctoria 

Melbourne 

R_9SIyzxGYXKAIoNT Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Public HS Volunteer Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_1B8Ejk48BopSCj3 Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

retired Familiar Monolingual wonga park Melbourne 

R_3kKpK4pGlQKT5yt Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

retired Familiar Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_9vjY5LzNZCZvMEd Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS public servant Familiar Monolingual North Coburg Melbourne 

R_a9IdaG5ZxkC8Tl3 Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Public HS Retired 
Biochemist and 
Teacher 

Intro Study Monolingual Melbourne Melbourne 

R_0eWUa8UhxYD90gd Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

High 
School 

Private 
HS 

pensioner Familiar Monolingual saying creek 
Laggan 

NSW 

R_6u0lpDMwf27sJzn Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS retired TESOL 
teacher 

Intro Study Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_01xkHbJUgIKsBGl Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired 
physiotherapist 

Familiar Multilingual Brisbane QLD 

R_1yLTXzWkOGJEAoB Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired engineer Familiar Monolingual Maryborough, 
brisbane 

QLD 
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R_73wacnNKYk61DZr Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Paediatrician 
(retired) 

Familiar Monolingual Brisbane QLD 

R_eD4ALQM6SLBm4x7 Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Private 
HS 

Editor Intro Study Monolingual Toowong, 
Brisbane 

QLD 

R_cGX77dSeueb7tM9 Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Private 
HS 

retired printer Familiar Monolingual suburban 
Adelaide 

SA 

R_6Q0Bab6wEWJdU1f Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Part-time editor Intro Study Monolingual Beachport SA 

R_0P7gLnKQ5OXv9ad Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

retired Familiar Monolingual Brinkworth SA SA 

R_bavrZFadnapLw7b Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Retired statistical 
interviewer 

Intro Study Monolingual Sydney Sydney 

R_7WHfChbOUbbdAVf Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

Masters or 
Above 

Public HS retired Familiar Monolingual Hobart TAS 

R_envFHlB2heH3OqF Oldest 
70+ 

Man Non-
Indigenous 

College / 
certificate / 
diploma 

Public HS Chemical 
Engineer 
(Retired) 

Familiar Monolingual Jindivick VIC 

R_3rDTGjHIWPxokn3 Oldest 
70+ 

Woman Non-
Indigenous 

Bachelors Private 
HS 

Retired English 
teacher 

Familiar Monolingual Perth  WA 
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Appendix I: Dialect Survey Respondent Demographic Information 

ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_01WwcrfFKFYV6GR Taree 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Student Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_07HIThYkDra65Df Bowen 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Public servant Public HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_0AIuEVHlGf1zgVH Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_0BWoTW8dg3Ry7Zf Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ education  Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_0cEyG8hGVvB2Zo1 Bentleigh 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Optometrist  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_0CmLSiC7D2FMvrX Mildura 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) First Doctor Not stated 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_0cv2FMex7AKs8il Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Records Officer Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_0eSgUuJenGyEACJ box hill 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second medical 
practitioner  

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_0eUrim42R8EuYPT Strathfield 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_0eVdiNNLXtNVoVX Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 
Natural 
Resource 
Management 

Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_0GN2EY3NF2ldk6B Bundarra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Academic Private HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_0HsPg8T5tJWnCMh Cairns 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ paediatrician Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_0IfG1NDzI2cXq37 cheltenham 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Facilities 

Manager Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_0k5WEUY6GH2qzOV Kalamunda 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Public servant Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_0lHPkrAOIMuVxjr Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Analyst Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_0PPfxG7Gl6JCgZH Lara 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Student Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_0PrzutG38Uo5Ibv Baulkham Hills 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_0UJJ5HRQ4CqYr7P Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Business 

Analyst Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_0UmDVdJjkEWjrLf Townsville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Graphic 
Designer Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 

TOWNSVILLE 

R_0uNloFgZOLDiW1H Deer Park 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_0UuMP8A5yonM5Gx croydon nsw 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_0vau2eS0pBTUPSR Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Clerk Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_0wBYh7TJHRzckvf Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Customs Officer Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_10CtWPCnfwRLNuP ballarat 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_10IcsHwhKQsqYfQ Mordialloc 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_10IqO6YYGRpypfY Warrandyte, 
Melbourne 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Architect Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_10o2m4jKHB4du7F Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Playwright Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_10PguEw2iBNfyqN cohuna 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second retired Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_10pU4DNIAUmwOf9 Winston Hills, 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD student Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_10q4vUqsZZDH9sY Ingham 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) First Retired Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_10qSrz3aC0TNA4l Stawell 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Postal clerk Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_10r3GosERxB1pIS Dimboola 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3418 VIC CENTRAL 
NORTHWEST 

R_10UGFTAOsOGGQI1 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Journalist Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_10wVajxY74gMKWT Bribie Island 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Legal Assistant Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_110YF1Nc6SiEe7o Berowra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Horse Riding 

Instructor Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_114LQN56mQIJ10o Bethanga 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) First Student Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_11dpB1YH6ZGVkNQ Wallaville 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Administration Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_11dW4xbxHQfIw7j Manilla 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Teachers aide Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_11jPS8CiswtP5ta Geelong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Veterinarian Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_11WMzb0BMXCfuOP Willoughby 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired teacher Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_11WT5s77M6QVq0m Yeoval 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Museum 
Education Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_125CdErxHP9BCp2 Kenthurst NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Archaeologist Private HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_129cN3UZcWUulwW Eltham 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_12a2o15yxkqjoIo Mount 
Waverley 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second nurse Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_12D1IIPfvzHOLOF Glen Waverley 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Bank officer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_12DbSiGHTf53dI9 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Sales Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_12DOR7lObnMkgn3 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First IT Professional Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_12F0asVLF3nKIo4 Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_12FvpOb1acoOZmA St Clair 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Retail  Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_12hetmzq3mbbW2M Strath Creek 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Accountant Not stated 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_12hVhuh1N9O6wNv Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Lawyer Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_12J7cp7pHlu5ymv Adelaide  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Lecturer Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_12KFC0jBGEuv9CE Mackay 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First High school 
teacher Private HS 4740 

QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_12M8rzhGeo7EKnr Picton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ policy analyst Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_12PiNEY7QPq7Lnm Park Orchards, 
Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Medical 

practitioner  Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_12PjUiF80qCWIWP Aldgate  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ pensioner Private HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 

/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_12PS74kxV9a2HYW merrylands, 
nsw 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Printer Not stated 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_12QJO7jLVUwkMj3 Beaudesert 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Doctor Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_12qWpoqn2sMst45 Reservoir 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second National Sales 

Manager Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_12Sh760cSZIy1sR Far north coast 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Consultant Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_12xSP3htmvqwUiG Moranbah 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Media Producer Public HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_12ybhZIGO31HWzd Mullumbimby 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ student Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_12yDc0N4HqoAet4 Darwin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Scientific 
technician Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_12ygUzEqxZWhqBB Albany Creek 
Queensland  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second APS finance 
manager  

Not stated 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1ADFqthg40MufgB Marrickville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Auditor Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1BP19qaMudP5eQQ Adelaide 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First sales manager Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1BPCIUKDHuWPAA
3 Brisbane 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ laboratory 
technician Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1BQtAtPLezs0UKS Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1BRTpJeTUTYdKDg Devonport 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired 
registered nurse Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 

NORTHWEST 

R_1BRXsGOC1LSd6WC Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1BRzdyKlwEgOL3e Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second public servant Not stated 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1BSehCtQcUmlevn sale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ personal care 
assistant Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 

GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_1BVopwNG0GAUmx
s 

Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic Private HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_1C2a8k0MtLbY5EW Wynnum 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1C2efMfQBbBXoXI Sydney West 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Advertising Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1C2s5kE6dL8H1oB northcote 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second student Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1C2z2r5vqwOTbNr Dunolly 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_1Ca1ATc3RMueGAH Perth 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1CBeaBhprO9V0TV Berri 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ traveller Public HS 5341 SA MURRAY / 
RIVERLAND 

R_1CC4FBWKSBRIGXC 
Sunshine, 
Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired teacher Public HS 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_1CdKuukEsbKg7Iw 

Yanco, 
Hanwood, 
Thirlmere, 
Wollongong 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1CejN11e446GjZg Geelong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Barista Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_1Cex2RWbcIbQkW0 Davidson, 
Sydney,NSW 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration 

Officer Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1Cexdm0v5DWibfu Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_1CfLmwPyIbPvug2 Wangaratta 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second retired academic 
geologist 

Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_1CIw9RaVHHloJkp Sassafras 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Academic Not stated 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1CIzgZfV6yH4NJ3 Campbelltown 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Librarian Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1CKBYiKCDF0uXMs Stawell 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Education 
coordinator Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1Cmyr2iokmLPjdk Geelong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Laboratory 
Assistant  

Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_1CpAlFErUglKUgv Galwer 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Administration 

Officer Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1CqnzrbyL0DWJ6X Vermont 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Consultant Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1cRI3orhnaB6IBy Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ librarian Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1cU0oZIYH8ZinfA Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Journalist Public HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_1CvfrxwmawuUSjs Geelong  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_1CxWkmgKgYjfbza Albury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ waiter Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1cYb5QMIutayT97 Ingleburn 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Admin Private HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1d4xpWti8s76BVk Flynn, Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Editor (science) Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 

GENDER REMOTENESS GENERATION OCCUPATION 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 

POST 
CODE 

DERIVED MAPPED 
REGION 

R_1d64lF4hPr0hnie Scottsdale 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ 

Furniture 
restorer Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_1d67vqVa45uobWM Swan Hill 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Banker Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_1d6URDv4VAt3dPV Newcastle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Advocacy 

officer Not stated 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_1daFgDeLjFyZzdo Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_1daletyABtqfKv3 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Not stated 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1dAYtikxc1AC6Cf Ermington 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1dbDNmIwbwMndP
Z Melbourne  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Bookkeeper Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1dc1v6LfiqIXvfX Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Puchasing Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1dcpJG17GQKknaq Sunshine 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Risk Manager Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_1DFHasq354MUajK Braidwood 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student 
(masters level) Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1dfOrUqyzOz8mlL melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ educator Not stated 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_1DGzRU1dSwvkL1T Southport 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Park ranger Not stated 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 

GOLD COAST 

R_1DHkbEA59n1LxBY Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1dhnG789Ex8IAD3 Epping, Sydney, 
NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired, Home 

Duties Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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ResponseID 
COMMUNITY 
GROWING UP 

BIRTH YEAR/ 
AGE RANGE 
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R_1dirseyXawvZqEm Wonga Park 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1djhvztnempbUbM west ryde 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ manager Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1dM48GSJqy57use Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1dmeD3i7457O3CC wellington 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ policy manager Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_1dnosvuQ92yDIox Tambellup 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 

PhD 
student/Researc
h 
assistant/Univer
sity tutor 

Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_1DOlbnfEPKlPTf0 Rockhampton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ speech 
pathologist Private HS 4700 

QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_1DPd3kD1q4LF753 Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1DSeo7fQYo3FXw6 Shellharbour 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1dsMgqmv15vENso Bribie Island 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Student Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1DSX3OOmnv0wYJK Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Project designer Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1DxaYnkzJvWBadS Yallourn 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ psychotherapist Public HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 
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R_1E4hga1d1koyxOF Metung 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ IT Public HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_1E5xX5otVFd24Vh Greensborough 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Publications & 
Communication
s 

Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1EcBRLSjShe2sxc Altona 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_1eFzKUblkFW01cF Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First IT Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1eFzzuVxFd68mPQ Launceston 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

First public servant Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_1Eh5NDjc19V8D8K adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First teacher Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1EhOruVSm41T52J Swan Hill 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Unemployed Private HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_1Ej0mhajqorWQsG Boronia 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Waitress Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1EjtVW8vG1448HE Brunswick 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Currency 

exchange Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1eK6qC4lQSFqRo6 Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1eL96oij45jCHCQ Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
laboratory 
manager, 
university 

Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1ePivqFuDqWpNDR Sunshine 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_1eQ7VbXt73XxfKF Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ white collar Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1etlre5fkXiDXun Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Researcher Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 
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R_1eV3yEVhrVY5gDv Broadwater 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
Professional - 
local 
government  

Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1EWqG8CxizYLz4h Port Augusta 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_1EXnv5jCS0sCdfD Warburton  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Musician  Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1EXRftXqVIloT7a Blackburn 
North 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Legal Secretary Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1exuFE2O5UOEkJL Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Sales Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1EYbQN3iL5Y1UZM Blackmans Bay 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Human 
resources  Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1EZfA8uTlIHS7SK Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second IT Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1ezpIVVdFCalD5X Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Dr Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1f1TQrmvXEArBii Hamilton, 
Victoria 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public servant 
(policy analyst) Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1F2nCFpmdK2Qow6 Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1f2XJET2UFnbvKq Mullaloo 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1f319808KDU4ul3 Drummoyne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First contemplation  Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 
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R_1F3ChmIqOEp5FyV Townsville 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second editor Private HS 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_1f3foJXJ47HPcze Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ librarian Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1F8Olj1bpxjXEKA Woodend Vic 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second retired Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_1F8tULZRZnNkLlS Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1f966s2VzJ9e0pu Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Urban Planner Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_1Fa0kwpLe0X26pP Albany 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second engineer  Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_1FbTDjsrw7q5xad cockatoo, vic 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Student Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1FbV9AWz6sO9jQw Toongabbie 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

company 
director Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1feh8LC9AoxYwaL Launceston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Mixed Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_1feKuY7iNC6Ea3A Elizabeth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ logistician Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1FENE3m6ojhprue Burnie 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Policy advisor Private HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_1FFaEuJbB32yTQ0 Geelong 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second public servant Public HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 
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R_1FG7cU0tAGQKAlC Boonah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Administration Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_1FIASDa8nSU9yq5 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Receptionist Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1fjjaUak65KFiHK Charters Towers 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) First Teacher Not stated 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_1FJVt7iccoFhOQO Thirlmere 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Travel agent Not stated 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1FJy4LtPXBkNEms Outside 
Longreach 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second Editor Private HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_1FLAKe2SdbuB1kO Norseman 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Education 
Assistant Public HS 6429 WA SOUTHEAST 

R_1FLjJ5FvrjbmYBq Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second scientist Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1fmcWlDFd3lO5pT Croydon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Software 

Engineer Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1FnChEGELbi4uvD Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Production 

Manager Private HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1FnyD43rUQv7B7M St. Ives 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Interior 
Designer Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1FqYUsa1K3dlpPo Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1FrfinPmogPEaxw Upwey 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_1FsuAQqGVRVwPC
E Perth 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student/Enginee
ring Intern Not stated 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1FtXPW5ynqjvw9e Birchgrove 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Unemployed Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1FtYUVeAi0XmGsp Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1FwULC5tQdFHpv3 Wahroonga, 
NSW 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Not stated 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1FxEfl7RcPeexLQ Ryde 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1FxGDRTd5H5OJ4o Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Parent Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1FxitkgkLydX6QF Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Priest Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1FzBm6U71KuiYQ8 
South 
Marrickville, 
NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

retired, 
previously 
clerical & admin 
work 

Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_1fZq0y26zIFzbIX coolah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ unemployed Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_1fZxuG7swfwkpor Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Receptionist Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1g1jdl6YSSg2y22 wollongong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1g7J3vBnEUMocr7 Lismore 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Book editor  Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 
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R_1g8baGtDsHpafyc Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ public servant Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1g8ifUZbFDsMbxe Gold Coast 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 

GOLD COAST 

R_1g8iOT6iGo4PFYk Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ full time mum Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1g8sGO9KXIPQnXQ Coolaroo 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Homemaker Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1gcZy0nyrchJTwu Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Public Servant Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1gFtttTaUVezdXF Croydon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Academic Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1gGSsOU3iMmdzhW Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Veterinary 

student Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1GHc6axHKTIxBeg Wagga Wagga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Real estate sales Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1GImkIiZxXvrm1w Nunawading 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second clerk Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1gIxDhwTAM0dvi0 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second ESL teacher Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1GJlBROrc4d6Rg8 Ganmain 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ IT Manager Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1GKbl080ws95LD8 Goulburn 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Company 
Director Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1gkJtHrBme4v7Ya Mount 
Hawthorn 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second 
Bank 
Relationship 
Manager 

Public HS 6010 WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 
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R_1GkwqKbMeQNH0D
D Coonabarabran 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ police officer Public HS 2400 

NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_1gLOrWgCQT99h1H Penshurst  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1gLpV59eDC47IF0 Nanango 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Retired museum 
curator Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 

TOOWOOMBA 

R_1gLVXqGmHjVEImb Wollongong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1gLyIqGZ2nHkyWs Lilydale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Homeduties Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1GOZu9SUrVrZU9Y Mornington 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Artist  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1guUT0kpfv83JYq Belgrave 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Professional Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1gUzCkaXxWLYTKL Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Theatre/Events 
Production 
Manager 

Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1gvfd9cbHIMGpPx Wangaratta 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Speech 
pathologist Public HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_1GWhLhHQ8gEhevt Blackwater 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) First home duties Public HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_1GZlRyJ9Zo7dzhY Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1H1UiEimA7yYyjo Cannington  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Banking Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1H8HQerI9kIDklt Kiama, NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ HR Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 
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R_1hAsIW7IxQRQe1j Yarrawonga 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_1hBl1pnMycL72iY Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Tour guide Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1hDQdTd8GO0Qfwq Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

University 
lecturer Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1HeDvbeL6rwDKI7 Bundanoon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Solicitor Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1hEEG3XBS6GNU66 Roxburgh Park 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

First Student Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1HeGmsKs2tIgo5S Darwin 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Secretary Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_1hEJC2IvJUI49d8 Hawkesbury, 
NSW 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Bookkeeper Private HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_1HePS9gfWA1P5d0 Narrogin W.A. 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 
Service Delivery 
Coordinator 
Rail 

Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_1hFNHckmxrSggEI Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Medical 

practitioner Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1Hisz6yft2KBRiO Gunnedah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_1HoVHsK8OYVP1pk Old Toongabbie 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1HpA9wfIqZVvevt Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Air Force officer Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_1hPXIm1r5OvBmHN Elzabeth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_1hSa9kwueNyjYNt Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Bar tender Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1HUjUieH5AO5mIp Grenfell 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Acountant Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_1hVYaaSBJfUrz95 Bayswater 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Web Developer Private HS 6000 

WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1hzKlHXgmq5DeCo Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ academic Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1hzPodFZV6bZK7l Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Solicitor Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_1i1W1udvY54eiUK Pymble 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Freelance Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1i3QHp0szzaG5Lx Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Librarian Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1I4cWJQDvgbMoY4 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1i4mLymbPwGK7ch Kyneton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Admin  Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_1I4sekeGDRMS7W6 Melville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ policy analyst Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1I4zHIJCqDgpJoF Marioch 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Teacher Private HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_1i8cbR2mbZOQYFI Casterton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Teacher Not stated 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 
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R_1IablHpGwHpfSkc Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1IAC0R7bskOUrVN Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Government Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1IBkZg4VmQlCUNL Gold Coast 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 4210 

QLD SOUTHEAST 
GOLD COAST 

R_1ibqYoQKaaJPRte Harbord 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1IccMQaU0lCLdAt Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second stock broker Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1IcPjfNrpew2kMk Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1ieoXg4ypaMXAG8 Newcastle 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_1ihDMoxuHg5bhww Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1ihduX8iX0mCNOA Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second IT analyst Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1Ihh0YMcwNSYQF4 Yarra Junction 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Home Duties Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1IinxMcPn14Sn7C Coburg 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Consultant Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1IiU6ce6lZiYz5t austinmer 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Research Public HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 
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R_1IKqbPp0cPKFfID Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Researcher Not stated 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1IKRgPBIgGlOo1o Victor Harbor 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Urban Planner Private HS 5211 
SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_1ilhlOVl5KWOeSR West Moonah 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second 

Software 
Developer Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1ilq7hB4WohmHDn Harbord NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Director Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1IMia1jKiAh6Fad Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1imyiPW7zBI2Rg9 Croydon 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Scientist Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1inAlla2JE4a2tC Weston Creek 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Student, Rope 
Access 
Technician, 
Outdoor 
instructor 

Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_1IQJkPrZoRpzGc4 Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student/Retail 

part time) Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1iriIp7caX3sNb6 bundaberg 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ roadie Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_1IrQu2GQfjQ8KAR Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second health education Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_1Is0AdNx1vSp1vw Traralgon 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second private Private HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_1Isy1R8wDQx932P Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Visual Artist Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_1IubjT9GZPJPNVh Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Business analyst Private HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1IWAt2lOdPuhRxA Hobart 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Lawyer Not stated 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1IXcHN7jOu4XrTL Forster 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Engineer Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1Iy0Tz71SHb6XXL Kempsey  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Editor Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1IY1d8GdlfSzZDR Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ marketing Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1Iy1TtBvSDw8ORf Townsville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public servant Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_1IYrCvELZfsWtQR Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Book 

keeper Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1j6ZwvzhlyKJy3O Goulburn 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Student Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1j863whCI5AIacF Canterbury 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Economist Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1jAP7TONLWxvkd3 Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ linguist Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_1jAQvJUs6MTIslF Corowa 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Auto Electrician Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1jBBUAPmxdnmflO Elands 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Public Servant Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 
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R_1jBSZMnu92j8Eog Alexandra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Scientist Not stated 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_1jCX9kkVIKVxnAF Kangaroo island 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Home duties  Not stated 5211 
SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_1jCXeCst0NBCWes melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Law 
Enforcement Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1jfRnEjNUbUpdy3 Springwood 
NSW 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1JFsPOk1UIZGg72 Bathurst 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Student Private HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_1JIRpBnHRS0jbPU Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Museum 

Assistant Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_1JJFxJdeWzTMfQc Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Aid worker Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1jjMr8dCvytlb73 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Home 

duties/farming Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1jJoWXDIuUUmOa9 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second clerical Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1JJXgOk7tErcgY0 Mentone 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Ex teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1jkZ48P9HcFUnqf Bendigo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Visual Artist Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_1JQPZbyIHAIOj8a Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First consultant Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1JRvLpH0Z2crhHw Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired Private HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 
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R_1jU6UeBtfdRaE9Y Kingston 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

University 
Student Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1JUBqoaN4TqUcpl Mount Pritchard 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First University 

academic Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1JVAvQm0OGNwRY
6 Bendigo 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second 

Trades Hall 
Secretary Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_1JWURYqaLK4Xuqj Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Graphics 

Animator Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1JXYgOtXKBqAgSj Ballarat 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_1k02WdC64ispesQ Wollonging 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1k04kvICGpagvw3 Murray Bridge 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Digital Marketer Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_1K0ymh6Vxp7HHQy Swan View 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Document 

Management Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1k1UpnCRVQBNuRi Gold Coast 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Scientist Private HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 

GOLD COAST 

R_1k1VugDhfC16RB0 West Ryde 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Hospitality  Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1k1zQegXfbPrave Geelong 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Journalist Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_1K3DsDwbC9o79tu Kew 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

English teacher 
2nd language to 
foreigners 

Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1K42IiKPFpBAleX Dee Why 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Training 

Manager Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_1K6HzG6H1C3mzlx 
moondarra, 
victoria. 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ retired nurse Public HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_1K906HS8O9MPeWC Boonah  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Registered 
nurse  Public HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_1Kd0us7zbzdgwlK Crawley 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Editor Private HS 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_1Kd8yB2L51N6VZx Bendigo 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Retired teacher Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_1kFDzIArl3xk6Gq Warrnambool 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Art 
mentor/suppprt 
worker 

Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1kFGfEQrrV6bewL Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Unemployed Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1kFjkX1cOkByBy1 Cheltenham vic 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1kGoRdHeO7OCyO
M Adelaide 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Production 
quality control Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1kHPssFp2AWzhd2 Lilydale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Bookkeeper Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1kIB5HCuzDpiKLn Glen Innes 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Reitred Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_1kMSPD7qwnNzajz Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Customer 

service rep Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1KqmR6mHczSrIGK Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 
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R_1kSLNqTpOQbOPTd Quilpie 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Third+ RN Public HS 4470 

QLD SOUTHWEST 
OUTBACK 

R_1kTacpwp7tyXLe9 Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD Candidate Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1kTR8lPsMYZ8AiC Launceston  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ at home mum Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_1KxUqi18RVZOXDq Blacktown 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1Ky9SxjvJSd0j7y Glenelg 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Reg Nurse Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1l3MNQmSfWKXfEl St Kilda 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second waiter Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1l43kyup4KyMjPo Kambah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Mapping Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_1l6LvHeFrbzhmqa Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Languages 
Teacher 

Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1lafJqbbtwkSfmF Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired Hotel 

Manager Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1lAKeiNPs88oipo Croydon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Osteopath Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1LcGsFASifRubMg Kurri Kurri 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 
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R_1LCJMXYJjgVOx7I Cromer 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Marketing 

Manager Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1lcPyPZ0bcFOGbV Mildura 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ furniture maker Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_1lgiIDoNECRO3jx Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Environment 
manager Private HS 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_1LGsegjtSFL48ma Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1lgvTqvZy2Q2hde Millmerran 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second none Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_1lgXKS1Su1A6usE Adelaide  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1LH7VNTCayQri2d Murwillumbah 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Student Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1LHBzVigXCTqWdt Biloela 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 
Library assistant 
& primary 
producer 

Public HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_1LhCk0tGur4skeI Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_1LiDiKLixaYDGEF Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ postgraduate 

student Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1LiHDRaR4oYnQv6 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired  Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1lirDSyLFejyqbC Gold Coast 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student at uni Public HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 

GOLD COAST 

R_1LjOpYGFbmsleFO Launceston 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

food service 
/hospital Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 
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R_1LLhKOUIK7vKbwq Pennant Hills 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Lawyer & 
Chartered 
Secretary 

Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1LLuVe3wzQVbcL3 Box Hill North  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Domestic 

Engineer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1LM31lLkOhGQYyT Warranwood 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Psychologist Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1LMqsWSwdY6BLIF WENTWORTH
VILLE 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second ADMINISTRAT
ION Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 

RIVERINA 

R_1ln7yhswGJYFY3Q Coffs Harbour 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

First Arts 
Administration 

Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1LNfcIXhS1Fi98S Cairns 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second clergy Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_1LNgFuPGbhDQbbT Canley Vale, 
NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin 
Assistant 

Not stated 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1LNLvVkBRjyT2wy Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Arts worker Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1LOMQKJg6lhn8Aa Adelaide metro 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

retired, was 
computers and 
residential 
building 

Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1lrGP9J0AI04ggl Condong 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1lu92PAYLhNrI0G Cairns 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Solicitor Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_1LUpdmIlcWHw84X Broadford 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_1lv1QbA7fmdfMuN Melbourne  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Entrepreneur Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 
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R_1LvgdLhelW99hdK Revesby  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Administration  Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1LY81ATuR6VWWe9 Townsville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_1lyPXVgQi50JzPz Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

University 
Student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1LZGl60koueMpFn Yea  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ English teacher Private HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_1LZTtjJdf40bln3 
Sydney 
(Hurlstone 
Park) 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First retired academic Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1lzXJV0eKUKIkHC Launceston  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Solicitor Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_1M08YQLX4jgN5xF Wembley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second IT Support Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_1M0rwM0aKiKIoxW Port Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1mC12jCixyRGIPo Adelaide 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1mE5QyqiUzPC3oh Milton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Studenr Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1mE66voP43Riu9o Moss Vale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Teacher Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1mefGXLCAnFwJnA Glen Innes 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ HR Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_1mF9IocQDeeSky7 Brunswick, 
Victoria 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Lawyer Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 
R_1mggUS3ZDhU8Vw
X Newcastle 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 
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R_1mIvz63fWrhRwqJ Gladstone park 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Director Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1mJHgAmJMOz2EUe Western Sydney  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Government  Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1mKNYqBaGLy3z6j cremorne, nsw 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1MLJIPbCuAIU0ML Matcham 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Bookkeeper  Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_1mn4VKeUFH1xJai Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second None Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1mOfulB6HM3s2QE Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Travel Agent Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1mOQiWZK4D5pIlb Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ science writer Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1MQaiZ5tWYA5sBj Bulahdelah 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Manager Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1mQbHn7vYdUyzd3 Glen Waverley 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second psychologist Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1MS48zVwSSPNTqH Newcastle  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Registered 

Nurse Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_1MSfuhyaqpCR5So Myrtleford 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ software 
licensing 

Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_1msgukm60nNM9ET Geelong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) First Student Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_1mVqmjjWM3pxhYp Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second environmental 
advocate 

Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_1mwPblTONPA5nd7 Gold coast 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administrator  Public HS 4210 

QLD SOUTHEAST 
GOLD COAST 

R_1MZ0hoKRon4dOsm Blackburn 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Musician Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
R_1n0GDkAmMXCrpO
Y Young 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_1n1wuy5j4nQoOXt Glenwaverley 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Psychologist Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1N2GNYaWsjsVyHA Williamstown 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Graphic 
Designer Public HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 

/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_1n6MvxJnlBfBr9Q Gawler 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second student/tutor Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1N9A2Z5jfEQqsNf Melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Customer 
Service Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1N9vOfZYXjReI0K Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1N9ZVemqk484saf Merrijig 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Housekeeper Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_1Nam3zJn7JSc0Lf Darlington, 
Victoria  

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Accountant  Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1NbvFlLo5Fe6uK4 Werribee 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Not stated 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_1NEOsBh1P2RRj7S Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Book distributor Public HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_1Nf8ZljSR637p3c Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Hairdresser Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_1NhyekvdqSoJOhq Rockhampton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Advisor Not stated 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_1NmrjOsKv0JE7Qy Ipswich 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Teacher Private HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_1nMUaZ9MMPBRxB
9 Nowra 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Doctor Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1Nn9ct9iuLBGCla Wentworth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ product 
manager Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 

RIVERINA 

R_1NsJ6UgujZSyS0E dandenong 
ranges 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First teach Not stated 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_1NtbQNzlmeMHmh2 Albury, NSW 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Office Worker Private HS 2680 

NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1NttWuOWHitjPaO Bonnie doon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_1NxKl9USHdqK8dV Beaumaris 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Retired 
kindergarten 
assistant 

Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1Ny9QvXhckvlQXz Charters Towers 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second retired Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_1Nypw6D5tpZ26pf Bexley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Leisure 
&Lifestyle 
Officer 

Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_1o08NGjKGPiYSiy Hay NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) First receptionist Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 
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R_1o0er88pVuOiySa Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1o4Lz5AsB7q1p1N Whalan 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Housewife Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1o6KCR9OqnEGwM
p Townsville 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Student Private HS 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_1OALxhJ2V1NCKou Snowtown  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Stock agent Public HS 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_1oAviK0itAZK1sl Brisbane 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1oAWDByI8DiW7Gb Mill Park 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Croupier Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1OBGI5hqYq780ZS sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ doctor Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1oBHMarOdYGgqUJ Capel 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Arts manager Private HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_1Ocd8EOCmqspDHj Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ painter Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1oGfNzPvRWKork0 Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Customer 

Service Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1oHXhXYkcvrBmn8 Longreach 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ IT Public HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_1oi5zyGMftOgwMc Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Marketing Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1OId9MB62i1GW9Z Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Linguist (sorry!) Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_1oiDl1uFeljpNPv 
Brighton/Hampt
on, Melbourne, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Legal & 
Compliance 
Manager 

Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1OiDZZ39Tld6edx Scott creek 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) First Surgeon Public HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_1OJ36LxgBwywAbJ geelong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second store 
administration Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_1OJi0c0QF1S2VjD Girrawheen  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Gardener Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1OlANDkqKF3yLP4 Parramatta 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public service 

federal Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_1ONoHT0VyF9vJNA Geelong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_1OP4PnIXmrpeg7h Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Retired - 
previously, 
teacher 

Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1op8NFF4LUrVC1E Bundanoon 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ wildlife 
ecologist Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1opqM3mIPWHpzlV Cororooke 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Communication 
professional Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1opS7Dg4Z8uwmax Keysborough 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Librarian  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1OPSJWU1dbQxifA Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_1OqlTC7tHP1RCGe Adelaide  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Parts interpreter  Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_1OqVeohNRqHRh6w Terang 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Primary School 
Teacher Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1OrA69SOzjGXqTU 
Kerribee Station 
via Gol Gol, 
N.S.W 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_1OSSDlFQRujYkpp Seaforth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Manager Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1OuIM8SdxsDkd1I Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Teacher Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_1OULKaJNAtNCtgu Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1oulmKEdmEKQtki Belgrave 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Careers Adviser Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1ouwSu3dkObc93Q Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Librarian Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1ozf5Bibix21M3b Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired 

stockman Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1P1uTf0YSWvILJj mont albert 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Agriculture Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1P1Y5fcYDkiF7K0 Arncliffe 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Librarian Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1P4MxffbRWKZ2SP Box Hill 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Estate agent Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1PbdNFL33RLBTqH Rolleston 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second 
Linguist/speech 
educator/ accent 
reduction 

Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_1PcNV3IkheaFRCN Tumut 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second nursing Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 
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R_1PdVTNP9VkzGExy Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Other Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1pGw5m0pwRwxiu
W Heatherdale 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Secondary 
teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1pJuxVpZqlvMagx Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) First manager Public HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_1psSeIbHUezfJbz werris creek 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_1pXoxAtQeRLZdJQ Ferny Hills 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Zoologist Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1pYceOKFsBAAXpM Earlwood 
Sydney 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired carer Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_1PZ6D32ZNOtxmMf Melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Librarian Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1Q0c9aJiacIXHnO 
Regional nsw, 
Pilbara WA, 
Perth 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public servant Public HS 6760 WA NORTHERN 
PILBARA 

R_1q3ebq11qNdPc03 
Watsonia/Roms
ey 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Procurement for 
a retailer Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1q3emcZtf4KzQDm Coffs Harbour 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Grants officer Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1q4nCe9teuMrxX5 Melbourne 
(Pascoe Vale) 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Web content 
officer 

Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_1Q61I4MUymYjL91 Maidstone 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Marketing Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_1q95rzVboPIVfCm Chapman 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_1Q9iv1eF9qOQRwe Oatley 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 
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R_1Q9tb6OUjwqWwVY Queenstown 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1Qa2fYNu1YwylTz Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Technical 
Analyst Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1Qa3qJapa0k7oP9 wodonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second land surveyor Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_1qdDpVHK65vtQL4 Ouyen 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Admin officer  Public HS 3418 VIC CENTRAL 

NORTHWEST 

R_1QEGmI5XIUxgsd0 Whyalla 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Payroll Clerk Public HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_1qeNNgNkmGE71EA Wauchope 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1QF0EwmkBrROapX port lincoln 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Third+ 

scientist 
(environmental ) Public HS 5606 SA PORT LINCOLN 

R_1QFQ48XgK2PALKz Moorabbin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1QFTazn2O6RZzem west pennant 
hills (Sydney) 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Consultant Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1QFvus8T9VKresr Cunnamulla 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) 

Third+ Public servant Private HS 4470 QLD SOUTHWEST 
OUTBACK 

R_1QGS6V97vmTuSwD Bondi 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1qgtvHGJZKSJDr4 Jacana 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ FDC Educator Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1QgViHz4McBp7KN Woombah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Traveller Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 
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R_1QK43Pv9wNitPIG Lismore 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1QK5BBR0viUYREz Cherrybrook 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Occupational 

therapist  Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1QLpadmWDxansSP Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_1QLU98fWSNdS7bK Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic 

manager Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1QlvMOHGNHlTt3c Northern 
Rivers, NSW 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 

Teaching 
administrator 
for the School of 
Physics and 
Astronomy at 
Monash 
University 

Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1QuU3LciTFipZpA Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_1qWgix1suEaBUbM Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Librarian Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1Qz50n3y8ySDAMT Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Scientist Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1QzkeU90Ipey8XR Clayfield 
brisbane qld 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Finance 

specialist  Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1r1a7QqBUqjqCEx Bayles 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Accountant Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
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MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1r1Y0N3U9p8jHPc Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Engineer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_1r2JlYVNrDwewig Windsor NSW  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

First Book 
editor/Librarian  

Public HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_1r84m75z9wr4lQj Toowoomba 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_1r8re3oxIYTeFbq Brisbane 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_1rABbWfdR5xlCPj Morley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Stay at Home 

Mum Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_1rc4tx3H6AnIQkw Flagstone Creek 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Administration  Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_1rCHrmArMmELn0r Mosman, 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Management 

Consultant Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1rCZoBZE0ukcEii Bellerive 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Retired Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_1rdoxauiqRgPYtO Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Accountant Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_1rfCLmZAWay0z3B Bathurst 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Communication
s Private HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_1rIekULwUDZlWRf Nunderi 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ University 
student Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_1rJ0nrwIYG3HmIu Moonah  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retiredc Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 
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R_1RLnmjHCRa4vCil Albany 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Mail Officer Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_1rON5F33K4bO42n Sutherland 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_1rP2dY96miW2gOM Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second retired teacher Not stated 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_1rP6FwnVdNSVnuk Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_1rPMyehXtxokHbe Keilor Downs 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Data Analyst Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_1rPy4vtc5U3lCIT Wollongong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Waiter Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_1rwgB6nlrnKZyy2 Brighton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ lawyer Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_1S19j5S5U1kvSEx Caloundra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Not stated 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 

SUNSHINE COAST 

R_1SucSX399plzrt7 Kingsville 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accounts clerk Not stated 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_1TAcRmkcTZ0dbmp Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Registered 

nurse  Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_1TFYiqQRtLHopS9 Birregurra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second student Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_1UsmlrKfyuYQ081 Queensland 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public servant Not stated 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_1YwVRM0f81rwXCx MT 
WAVERLEY 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lecturer Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_1ZbVUBFwWHNs4Jb Wahroonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Nurse Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_1zyRmK3q0Xlj6sp Montmorency 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_20NV3P4IGVllnh7 Ashfield 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_20PE3x8KlxrPjVm Seacombe 
Gardens 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_20PuRgt3ERYZxcL Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_20SPcAzSVdvCpud Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Journalist Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_20U32ja4k8NYHtz Highett 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ ADMINISTRAT

ION Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_21AtjVaoRTmSfjH parkes 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ was nursing Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_21do60YO3fM0Wmi Darwin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Operations 
Manager Not stated 810 NT DARWIN 

R_21dpyEpbfx5h1UW Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired  Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_21Fe6BubBnEsANb Austinmer 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_21giddg5HeHE60u brunswick 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_21gOePvTONLFjP8 Parkdale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Building 

Designer Private HS 3193 VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
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MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_21hrJNmdCFYsTnl Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_21hU5iNW0qR1L9I 
Narre Warren 
North 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Communication 
Manager Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_21jigRyJyqkg1k0 Rockdale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ school 

administration  Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_21nNvOcjdWMxrZp Blacktown  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Home duties Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_21ppvHeTDhibIaK Berwick 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_21tek7JKWMV0otE Mullumbimby 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First public servant Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_21uebtGSz6FqS6y Naracoorte 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Community 
worker Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_21yXOajdZQ5BPYA Weston Creek 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Executive 

Assistant Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_22DjyVyYrqyvxn9 RIVERENA 
AREA NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ RETIRED Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_22DOhDbDhxrmXTD Atwell 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Unemployed Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_22EXPr1k7MdMW4l Kingsley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Public HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 
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R_22kNXI1blicbiae Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_22lcR8Xnz51NBcv Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Paralegal Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_22LVfPj3jrhEB9z Salisbury 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_22Mtc28Su35TCw1 Hellyer 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ educator Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_22oaL7KUcxMkgrZ Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ PhD student Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_22P9N49nkIPvsEs Coolum beach 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Climate change 
specialist Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 

SUNSHINE COAST 

R_22PpJ9sJ8O0pIdy 
Hobart, 
Tasmania 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

I.T. Business 
Owner Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_22VQv0mkdr0dOoL Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second High school 

teacher  Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_22XNjMVHYI9oAkw Perth 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student  Public HS 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_231BDh0Hlh32ucv Tecoma 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_232B7swPO1QIZ46 Yarram 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Park Ranger Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_238Kw0QzI5gHeRR Freemans Reach 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Student/Vet 

Nurse Public HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_23Ulf3Q1FopVMTV Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Social worker Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 
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R_23WguokDElRBrp3 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Finance 
(formerly 
teacher) 

Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_240hiAFWBGhCkki Lower Plenty 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_240OlCCwORSROes earlwood nsw 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_242a3Ndga8D2WIB Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_242g91v4TtVegmN Marrickville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_247MANSAtsNkAzh Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Research 

assistant Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_247QTHcvctD8zDJ Mount Gambier 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_24CNzdSCZYk4FQm Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_24dcLR2gmBru286 Bentleigh 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_24Dcq9fozIAEVtW Warrenbayne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_24edQfCfAfAT2FN Warwick 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Vet surgeon Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_24f3LQ69cM4uZ8v Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Judge's associate Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_24FSof5P5KLXjW4 
Springvale, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Unemployed at 
present Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
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MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_24GnkLmm7uiH1K4 Yarra Valley 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_24keXhW7QekGZHR Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired teacher Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_24l1zVnbrTF2Vmm grays point 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ librarian Private HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_24M0j3oWjkYqOo3 sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First writer and 

editor Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_24NmhQKreNiCF8F Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ medical 
practitioner 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_24pgQcglV4MHNZU Croydon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ clerical Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_24uCcBlvGwqX3zX Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Government Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_24Vq3J3261bPJtP Griffith Nsw 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Writer Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_24wQBGoIwcMyPpu Newcastle  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Social worker Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_24wTXMv7XqOZoid buronga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ builder Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_24wV4f45Txqf1xL Croydon 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First 

Assistant 
Manager retail Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 
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R_25ARTXQ3725aXEz glenelg 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ self funded 

retiree Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_25F0uhfcjhSyyo9 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Project Manager Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_25G9KXNoZHE6Yfd Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Service manager Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_25GHwnLowVlseuV Terrigal 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin officer Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_25KETOUMOry2WpJ Brisbane  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Stay At Home 
Mum Not stated 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_25L1iSSdFLcg0tW Caringbah 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin manager Private HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_25MTEKiZ3vbPe1M Langford 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_25QsYkGTUL8AEuc Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_25RwXdq3FBDddWh Lucas Heights 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Software 

Developer Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_25RXJCGuzZOao23 kiewa valley 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second circus performer Public HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_25uP6OA9LTzAZCu Darwin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_25uumaqDtXOOmeU Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ diffuclt to 

describe Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_25Z0VHCHkt8OYIx Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Futures trader Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_25Z10mp3YdXZjOL Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Civil Servant Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_25zcfGyL5OPFGhT Blackwood, 
South Australia 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Pharmacist Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_25zKQ3saOhJiLbw Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_263bWu3UtL1hgHw Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Phd student Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_264lUMYCmlFODW
K 

East Doncaster 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 
aged 
carer/poultry 
farmer 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_26bffNCHqnYXdTA Grafton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public servant Not stated 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_26fee0nZrwddvrK Weetangera 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Public HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_26fHRnOHA6dLCxB The 
Hawkesbury 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) First Lecturer Not stated 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_26fJaSXUHMyYcVU Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_26fkn1E4TcYNzyZ Footscray 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_26l2tgbcB0ZSVar Wonthaggi  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Deputy 
Principal Private HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 

GIPPSLAND / LAKES 
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R_26lrm8DTnF77QS3 Wollongong 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Programmer Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_26lrn3c8PxYgV63 Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Aged care nurse Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_273F7gLbBptOmpP Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PA Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_273Wf8Ed1cTjhG9 keysborough 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) First student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_278PYdAEK2NfVSA Singleton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Manager in local 
government Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_279jXVrCxQ8A3sG Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Training 

Coordinator Private HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_27a3vp6C6uJADbO Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired dr Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_27aqJIDDq9BT7D7 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Manager -
Community 
services 

Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_27BTGRlpWCkU6Tl Birdwood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Administration 
Officer 

Public HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_27D0BYJUBMyWQD
q Hornsby 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Game 
Developer Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_27DQWclBTOW4DrJ Emu Plains 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Lecturer Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 
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R_27eWFVo17FVJcOa Bribie Island 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Public servant Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_27IE40ujFtvKbsy Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Scientist Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_27Jpg6PSavgRvw2 Oakleigh/Clayto
n 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_27NcgswNY6dEuP4 Campbelltown  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student again Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_27NGiZdRAqgVwxn Toowoomba  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Barista Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_27pPfWnOl6Cv2TC Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Food 

Production Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_27pUXvjdUHEOaEh Dandenongs 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Archaeologist Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_27PxgeD8LJjbwMz Berri 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 
Dental Therapist 
/ School Services 
Officer 

Public HS 5341 SA MURRAY / 
RIVERLAND 

R_27qa7VOWG3rh4Qx Smithfield NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired teacher Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_27TLo3FsGedszN4 Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ I still in school Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_27Vb5YxkgpBfOn8 Balmain 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Litigation officer Not stated 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 
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R_27VcyGfXf8WZrrY Darwin 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Student Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_27VEV1z5jeEhkKF Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Sahm Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_27WCev6CeWourrX Colac 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_27whuQ2hkA1furJ Toowoomba  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Admin Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_27wn5tfCQ2YLzIs Oaklands 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Librarian Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_27WNUKQqp7thSKn Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_27ywpR9YPrXEfiO Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Theatre 

producer Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_28HCyrxLI5MOk6H lake Macquarie 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ stay at home 
Mum Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_28MUNSns3Lw36nE newcastle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ electrical 

engineer Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_28MvUC3QVk16UB
M granville 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First manager Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_28P9LkMqhRHBF9w Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Civil servant 
(Media & 
communications
) 

Not stated 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_28RR0PbBIyz09Pb Ringwood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Self Employed Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_28S75yNVILAI1xb 
Born Brisbane, 
lived 
queenstown, 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Second Research 
engineer -water 

Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 
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georgetown and 
hillwood in Tas 

R_28SfSW8o8zKciUK Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Industrial 

Chemist Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_28TjQBc4f2O7RDp 
Balwyn 
(Melbourne) 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Manager of 
medical library Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_290rmTB7HYJQZdk Mornington 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Retired Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_296P6Zcs4nSRoM8 PADSTOW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_296sA82Ls74ENy2 Belgrave 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Unemployed Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_296TqUeq9yZlDs5 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_299OgD8DaQYnge6 Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second University 

student Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_29aJNvlQgcY0lTv Sunbury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Project manager Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_29bI7KkIMjeqFBe Heathcote 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Public Servant Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_29di0q11gu5U5Ol Kewdale , Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Project Manager  Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_29ijADjYvt5HHaf Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Programmer Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_29j1hiUxmfgU89t Geelong 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Project Officer Private HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_29nTo7BeWuaWg0R Geelong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First Lawyer Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_29ogINoO7pSVCC1 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Therapist  Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_29P8Lr1cupKErNr Darwin 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_29unTnBWjHje46Q Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second retailer Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2A0EPA96rsiW4Kf Turramurra, 
Sydney 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Mum Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2a9mPVEp0jDoifu Mullumbimby  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Consultant  Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2abKKPCH4Troz3L Geilston Bay 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ operations 
manager Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2aDFysdHEIruutd Subiaco 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2aDjPTlkuMAdAyz Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Communication

s manager Private HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2aE9wSJCss0hWKK Sunshine  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Customer 

service Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_2aejGESvUoq9Klc Ulverstone 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Public Servant Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_2af9gxBQgc2Ku2r Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Policy Manager Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2aFeXPKaFNU5oi2 Clackline 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) First Translator Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 
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R_2aFhacKtZR6eIvm Sydney NSW 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2aFhlD69xuMAX5b Melton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Parent Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_2aFZx89gasBC3Gs Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Management Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2aJh5xyeLPT48F5 Branxton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Web Developer Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2aJn1cbZ1PUTqAw Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2AKDZ3km5kCvOD2 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Dental assistant  Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2akIvDEemcKCBJ4 Singleton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Home duties Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2amKd5pY7n0KW4V Shepparton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Finance Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2aPN2Amm6lDaoLd Dandenong 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Granmother Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2aQbts8AxqMVdK1 Cranbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2AQjY51bHQXB6Vh Albany 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Not 
stated 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Teacher Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2aRDd9HLmVnPBc7 Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Event staff Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_2aRlsWMjsaEOqc9 Melbourne  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Mental Health 
Worker Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2ASFPPJl8Quq9hD Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Engineer Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2at0MciUrjmAyYj Sydney  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2aWwfr1cBABx54u Darwin  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 
Senior child 
protection 
practitioner  

Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2aX43mxN0ydwF8e Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Community 

Service Public HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2AXblAac9GTBH44 Sydney  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Researcher Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_2axDaXg9RW6Wxdy Warracknabeal  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ PhD candidate  Public HS 3418 VIC CENTRAL 
NORTHWEST 

R_2aXKqrTH9X6EVxL Port Fairy 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2aXOzaILFEJ6fAN country 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) First volunteer Public HS 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_2ayonZuLmuL31hl Mount 
Waverley 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Data entry Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2ayR83F7y35OEbS Kyabram 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Accountant Public HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2AYYLJ0iqz09WaQ Northam 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Social Worker Private HS 6429 WA SOUTHEAST 

R_2b0HdJ33Fq8JvII 3034 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Doctor Private HS 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 
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R_2B2NAYsa6nZvhK0 
Kalamunda 
Shire 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

customer 
service Private HS 6000 

WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2b2yjkfbrUWgQP7 Melville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second PhD student Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2B4CXuRtFfNddaH Melnourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2BbokehiEJ1H8Ys Mulgrave 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Greengrocer/Mu

sician  Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2Bbu9UkMgHTzWZ
W Coffs Harbour 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2BeBErvdNrs9axj Kallista 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ screenprinter Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_2Bff6lTlawuJYko Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Sales 
Assistant/Stude
nt 

Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2BfiFUWq62CeEBX Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2BfiGnwMpAEcAw6 Bonnells bay  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Retired Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2Bg69uJrOySQSwL City 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2BgkvZV1XfTGDQA Salisbury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_2Bh2k0MTTshtjgH Orange 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) First 

Museum 
Curator  Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2bHtvpLFLLxvsF6 Dwellingup 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second 

currently the 
gardener plus 
several other 
roles if required 
in minesite 
services 
company 

Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2bIvscxlDX9QWXI Berwick 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2bN4571sJVfgk8R Wheelers Hill 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Editorial 
Assistant Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2bQ4a9m7kOtWA27 Redfern 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Barmaid Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2BsKvg3Ux89RoqF Crafers 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 5235 

SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_2bTsMvZyg3VLNct Box Hill South 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Admin 

Assistant Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2bUmRKrYbDahi6v Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Journalist Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_2bVoPuhSHZIJNR3 Bowral 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2bWzZ84oZReKcj2 Melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second IT Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_2BxOX4CKwYDGeeb Nowra 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Public servant Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2c0ksdUiPE7qm6a Punchbowl 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second looking Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2c11rn46uNqYTpZ Ryde 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Editor Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2c1oVN2FyQH29ga Woodside 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Engineer Private HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_2c2CICfJ9Yhknww Eltham 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Data Entry Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2c5tYVHkbGEyEVT Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second primary school 

teacher Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2c5wWuEcdlCULfF Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Managerial Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2cB0jNOlEhvftk2 Mount 
Waverley  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2CB5oWFTzSqrGgR Kingaroy 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Scientist Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_2cbDLrujV9y8wdH Moriac 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second retired Public HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_2ceaDDqAadY808R Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Barrister at Law Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2CfzzHzufQ88GaP Ballarat 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired school 
teacher Public HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_2CIDHEp86NL7lpn Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Dentist Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2CIZLUY1AN0tHPZ Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Consultant Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 
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R_2CjGtBn8MIGzH7a Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Scientist Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2CjHs8pSgN1jDQL Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ actress Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_2CJHzYpeRN5M03t 
Glen Waverley 
(Melbourne) 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2CJrvxwOywPBZpZ Gawler 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Bank 

Agrimanager Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2cjuYjDUOzRSKh8 Rushworth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ It professional Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2CK4fcEyjAO12W4 Wahroonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second IT Engineer Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2CNSodbS3YT9qve Auburn 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Policy analyst Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2co7X7TD5sZSJGf Sale 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Town Planner Private HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_2co9Mv4hymdDeJU ingelburn nsw 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 0ffice work Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2COOG7f82mrPUm5 Beaumaris 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired kinder 

assistant Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2CPmgnrIHWKyzD1 Redland Bay 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_2CPpGEK1YsnKqZl Swan Hill 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Electrician Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_2CUFMgaDbOBAJQd Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Tutor Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2CUlfGP4GYEWyJ8 Darwin 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Marketing Not stated 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2cvAZGTT8mGkHq
M Willunga 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

retired; formerly 
management 
educator 

Not stated 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_2Cvq8ykM66l0ksa Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Public Servant Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2CvSRIWhzMVfrpe Moree 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Team Leader Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_2CvThMp7ZAZn220 cowra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ consultant Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2cw8nj56KrEySM9 Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Local 
Government 
Officer 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2Cyrs1enYG5ZttS Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second student Not stated 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_2czHWHDJkH1OX8u Croydon north 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Psychologist Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_2czSU6RI1bMeRfH Cairns 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_2D0K1e7EY7N3FTE Melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Unemployed Not stated 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 
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R_2D0kM24OGdnILSZ Delamere 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Musical 
instrument tutor Private HS 5211 

SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_2D0vPAFk3LQotC5 Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Sysadmin Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2D1fSnxGbFZ8NMD Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Software 
Engineer Private HS 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2D1tSZhLB2droZJ Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2D5kqNOk70UPuyg Narromine 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Engineer Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2D79RERZ26R0itY port macquarie 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ consultant Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2D7htTrXlmesvF6 Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Early childhood 

educator Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2dEkth6v4wVp75o Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Project manager Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2dEVOgCj2IaGOTD Broken Hill 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second Public Servant Public HS 2880 NSW FAR WESTERN 

R_2dGbErjajLlitRD Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Currently not 
working-
parenting 

Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2dGCfmBxgZSWWv2 Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Scientist  Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2diiEJAfnRlqzYj North Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Education 
Administrator 

Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_2dj4uB0PFQxOufi Armidale NSW 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second 

Speech 
Pathologist Private HS 2400 

NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_2dJZSN5EFg1kqdC Hindmarsh 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2dlToPJ9Riaw8Ys Hillview 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Manager Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_2DM3uJ6deFy0h0b Geelong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Management 
Consultant Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_2dMTlRhYmmsBwO
K 

Cheltenham, 
Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2DOFSYSpwqA722o Margate 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Writer Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2dSbu8qHUFIfWIr Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Disability 

pensioner Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2dSiUjqkronrn2v Canberra  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second enrolled nurse Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2dtekN8QL06HOzN Cootamundra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2DTShHnvOaaoHbn Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher- 
primary school 

Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2du4UXBSz8SjwcO stawell 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Scientist Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2duPjqCcbmQOs5u Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2dv7GGEQuJEL9hx Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant now 

Retail Hardware Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_2dWI3vSKgIzoHZL Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second missionary Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2dXOZ0BkuBrEvCd Launceston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Social worker Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_2DZvxDtPdcAk96l Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ General 
Manager 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2e2PJTDPwCEEJDc Stanthorpe 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second 

Unemployed - 
About to begin a 
job in risk 
analysis, 
although I 
generally 
consider myself 
to be a 
mathematician. 

Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_2E7eJceMGW8u2TK Dapto 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second PUBLIC 
RELATIONS Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2e8yYHuKYEuGYDj Portland 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Chef Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2e9gGa1XIqBQp6w Poolaijelo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ accountant  Not stated 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2e9nmuSlaUGFS9a Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ manager Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2EAcDnaMdu8Uuhm perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) First film and tv Public HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2EAfpCOMyfcZeMR Toowoomba 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Student Public HS 4350 

QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 
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R_2ebekJVIE58Oske picnic point 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

pensioner 
working 
voluntarily as a 
curator of 
military 
memorabilia 

Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2EclCBcwbUl2Wi3 Kings Langley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Learning and 
Org Dev 
consultant 

Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2EcsTuNl00YzvLR Sandringham 
Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Medical 

receptionist Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2EfQU6LEkMlTnXl Gosford, NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ 
Tertiary 
educator/consul
tant 

Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2EGJorxAIP48Ehm Townsville 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Cleaner Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_2ElNwImNfRzO5Wp Molong NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Accountant Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2Emi7KZ4iu87uRP Meadow 
Heights 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Secretary Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2EmLj2ex8kU9Zea Albury, NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Doctor Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2EnPzX2jNfbxuwf adelaide  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Marketing Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2EoA7giZcGAzw4J Renmark 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Don't have a job Public HS 5341 SA MURRAY / 
RIVERLAND 

R_2eOrZCiLEBdCMpm Rockhampton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Writer Not stated 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 
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R_2EothaA3UqhiddV Lameroo 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Third+ retiree Not stated 5341 

SA MURRAY / 
RIVERLAND 

R_2eR2ITpehtTernN Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_2eRMb4bDKYwToK
V Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accounts officer Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2Et3QC2QoPm7fwR Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Seafarer Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2eX44cXha4boYVl Berkeley vale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ social worker Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_2EyDyECVtVGqd2L Harcourt 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Teacher Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_2f0N8ik4yG77FOr Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Company 

Director Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2f6CDTlHU7ylETw Townsville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ laboratory 
assistant Private HS 4810 QLD NORTH 

TOWNSVILLE 

R_2fAHxzQZEFlEvxa Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Private HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2fd3rfb8W604bjv Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2fDwh3AQmCZuyeT SE Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2fEhRNAxU4AFzgx Sydney  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2feMiK25r5qJdSe Robe 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 
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R_2ffhLCmdmItLCTC Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Marketing and 
Communication
s 

Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2fH6uvLq98xKcHY Port Noarlunga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2fHBlq0oMhvn1gy Cheltenham  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2fiLFmDIU6rQafc Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2fl0Eb9xXZiXGb5 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teaching Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_2fpn1MwltfJtnGJ Toowoomba 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Study abroad 
officer Private HS 4350 

QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_2fqvuk2D0U8jv50 Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Retired Not stated 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2fr0tZ63dhC3ahx Gin Gin Qld 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Second chaplain Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_2frZ8QfTiK5mpCO Katanning 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Accountant  Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2fuJonoRTij0sJw Hornsby 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

University 
Administrator Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2fvBguofJ26dH6m Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2fwTB2OuqbhUQM8 Warragul 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Solicitor Not stated 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 
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R_2idYyWIYXTSRJsZ Naracoorte 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second engineer Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_2nNt13LUGeMD2o5 Darwin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Scientist Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2nsOYuUJkQZFTVv Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2OIpTipVv3SqPVo Fremantle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2OJ8aU3jbUX3RTw Townsville 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Public servant Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_2OMQZQ1upu8KPQ
O warrnambool 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Director Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2ONEUZuUuCrHZm
c Darwin 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Lecturer Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2OT73xCaKRS434H Newcastle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retail Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_2OUTk1Li185sflM Baulkham Hills 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_2OUvCm2QNTTnrF
U Sydney 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servanr Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2OUYqu6AdRgiUmE Brighton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2OVKV2gr1XYJMmJ Wagga wagga 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Primary school 
teacher Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 

RIVERINA 

R_2OYFq3ksw1XrigR Lugarno 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Software 

Engineer Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 
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R_2P0fiiJRGjH15WB Launceston 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_2P1kJjquubJj0q6 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Home duties Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2P7kGfIQMO240qu Northam 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ musician Public HS 6429 WA SOUTHEAST 

R_2P7NX15tSBzc74I Heidelberg 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Primary school 

principal Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2Pbcy5g02pksbJe Cowra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Stagehand,fork 
driver, gardener Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2PbeUjidbrT1GaJ Kellyville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second student 

(university) Public HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_2Pbxa4Kwban4Pj5 Kyabram 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

First Teacher Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2PBY1CmDkSLAym
O Sunbury 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2Pd3xwma1dlIf1A Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2PidoiRLiFqbyLV Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

casually 
employed swim 
teacher 

Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2PimZbbNmGhtiha Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Musician Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2pJZ74KzexQzuio Wagga wagga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Laboratory 
manager Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 

RIVERINA 

R_2pMgQlCNNP3P3Me Geelong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_2pRZe7ap4KATEKm Frankston  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Veterinarian  Private HS 3193 VIC MELBOURNE 

BAYSIDE / 
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MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2pSsIUt5YLKb7SR Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Editor Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2pSu4AVmmbl9R5d 
Quorn, South 
Australia 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Traffic Engineer Private HS 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_2Pums8t5INKbnPc Narooma 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Scientist Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2pWVjDVBVQC1nvv Moonta 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Retired livestock 
researcher 

Public HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_2q1RB7xjkq1hLzE Fairfield 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Data Analyst Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2q1RxXuI7TtQAt4 Latrobe Valley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Writer Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_2q1uWn53M28GJ2Y Thornleigh, 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Community 
development 
worker 

Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2q4VfKrynzGjy4J Gladstone 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Speech 
Pathologist 

Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_2qaxKJzO5r9OD4p Avalon, Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

research 
assistant and 
educator 

Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2qDedQBB7J6aYPY Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Software Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2qdPy0A93rMPbxj Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Government 
Worker 

Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 
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R_2qdwCbuMXs5BMgK Darwin  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Public servant Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2qdxU0vcRdEvUVu Griffith 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ student Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2qgDcFiu3oVkVgp Canowindra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Nurse Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2qgZfGOUj7ZGM5P Mulgrave  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Credit officer  Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2QiK7BI1tgS063r Yea 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ teacher Private HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_2QJWqJk8QmQ2K8u Hamilton hill 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2QJxNU97Js6AahT Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Graduate 

student Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2qk2d5y6163NBTg Woodvale 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Unemployed Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2qkP5BwnLAE5ljV Bathurst 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Speech 
Pathologist Private HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2qksSq4OGJM7u7i Temora 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Early educator  Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2QKVOyvKcOaX8ce Mackay 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Teacher Not stated 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_2QlgXuNOP7EHXCD Harcourt 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 
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R_2QoMPtc4NJCjFWD 
Melbourne, 
suburb of East 
Brighton 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second retired but still 

busy! Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2qqKbBUUo9ivYqV Ipswich 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Secondary 
teacher 

Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_2qsGiVHesa0w12Q Nandaly 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_2QsVIeJaFZpsDMu Nowra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Academic  Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2QuFkeFIVJ9rlFV Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second information 

analyst  Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2QVWDFGkqS4uvPz granville 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First manager Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2Qy2ymjyPBnPbRU Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First manager Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_2R836YSmFtwWBQG Benalla 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ CFO Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2R9eKL143fEyslm Cherrybrook 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First System 

Administrator Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2rARjxguitwitlD Colonel Light 
Gardens 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2rCt44yBAlmjtDZ Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) First At-home parent Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 
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R_2rDcHOyG8huuoav Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public Servant Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2rFCeBxqg090TwB Gulgong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2rIV5F0VUAdy3pD Adelaide 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Childcare 
assistant Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2rJ7NSsO3esB3QE north shore 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ FORENSIC 

PSYCHIATRIST Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2rjBUnToVykdte2 Mount Isa 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ teacher Public HS 4825 QLD NORTHWEST 

R_2rl5zjbLhPXivP2 Ipswich 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_2rMI8wdR0ZNJEgu Lithgow 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Courier Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2ROmfcsUzhe5oFB Oak Park 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Doctor Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2rpcYR0U2lfxL05 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Musician Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2RQD2GQ95tdlgHb Mosman in 
Sydney 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Software 

Developer Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2RQYR1DW7vRtllh Ballarat 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Home maker Public HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_2rSnHQGQGhEHVN
L Forster 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ costume  maker  Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2rTSi9O9JDW0xCw Broken Hill 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) First Australian 
Public Servant Private HS 2880 NSW FAR WESTERN 
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R_2RTY3p1FsHNdca4 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First HDR student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2rUBuNDZMipx4xL Erina 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Executive 
Officer  Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_2rZLXCKBGbolh17 Townsville 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ 

Admin 
Assistant Public HS 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_2rZrb1GQGS1I2Pa Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2s089ZTDuqEq0iE Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Actor Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2s2YUxGCvOkHgbj taree 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ train driver Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2s4IEycIBFTWBgt canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ lecturer Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2s5ee9DPZp3GXQq Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2S6It1nYT1rGR73 Doncaster 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Educational 

Consultant Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_2S6OGE5RUZEuSOt Maraylya 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_2S6Ti3Z3lUU5Qbs Cowra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Retired 
principal Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2s7HsKDc9VvPqDu Moe 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) First Technical Writer Public HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 
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R_2S7wNgTHTVR9aTN Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2S8306Ng7Cs12qi Port Lincoln 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Police Officer Public HS 5606 SA PORT LINCOLN 

R_2S99UpRvwmFJKjd Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Technical writer Public HS 6000 

WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2SAG9sVNEejf5Lv Lake Macquarie 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ unemployed Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2SAI59LpaC0VTDP St.arnaud 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Social worker Public HS 3418 VIC CENTRAL 
NORTHWEST 

R_2SAmdaAxHQyvrSt Ararat 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ teacher Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2sbEDypjgFSmfj6 Orange 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Gap Year in 
Boarding School Private HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2Scb0l2bcfKp3wd Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Academic Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2scIjjwkuVL6VKr Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2SCTxALGzNQlsxS Newcastle 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Sustainability 
Officer Private HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2ScUmVM1tWKqttZ Frankston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Registered 

Nurse Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2SGGj63E9W32ui5 Darwin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Stay at home 
mum Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2SGGoTJ7i46MzLP Mackay 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Second Manager Private HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 
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R_2Si4OyN4fquANrJ Penrith 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Rights Data 
Coordinator Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2SIDkoLWszcy6wv Steels Creek 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Documentary 
maker Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_2Sj1TUq082KvvOA Penrith 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Auslan 

interpreter Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2SjW9s6HqTe5oe6 St Ives 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Surveyor Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2SkHnALJQc1ZHPd Wedderburn 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Retired, was a 
public servant Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_2SluXThAzt8tdkA Ganmain 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Accountant Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2SojoR5xsV1QFQy Traralgon 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Administrative 
assistant Private HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 

GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_2SoYzaWn9JrdVsy Rockhampton  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Au pair Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_2SrGi1Gu8tG2hXj Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2Srl9ZhR04Crnjb Mt Helena 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second cashier Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2sTQaz4BTByaZjf Springwood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First communicator Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2sTr7Tq1VQ5RwQh Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2sTujSVT6JLqtKe Bendigo 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ physicist Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 
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R_2SuXVZ3bbPAmDq8 Balwyn, Victoria 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2SwPlzI8Tfv72tJ Ulverstone  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student  Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_2Sx04qCQYhf7KEu Millmerran 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ SAHM Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_2sXBmS5u4uDpdYe Evandale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Government 
Employee Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_2sXywHWAwsBDSe4 Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Manager, higher 
ed Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2t4oidE4mU0EmZY Burleigh  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Manager Private HS 4825 QLD NORTHWEST 

R_2t51Jus2YJTwWvl Melbourne  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2t5v5e5OKR0GQ2x Narre Warren 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second IT nuffy Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2t9iWzFTgH54uZR Jugiong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Primary Teacher Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2tb8ZDL4sANkfnu Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second student Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2TCepifg65GFTvZ bendigo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ public servant Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_2TFegOTk0Te1uLP Sunshine Coast 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Civil servant Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 

SUNSHINE COAST 

R_2tffuFjk7YDJbEz sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Speech 

pathologist Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_2tFH4PobgQCA3kD Farrell Flat 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ 

family support 
person Public HS 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_2tFIZa5iV5i18LS Portland 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Aid Worker Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2tFk06A7wmlgG2v Leichhardt 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Architect Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_2tfnGeVS9N5I6ud East Burwood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2tGaSG3nvRvqHze Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2tGtgv1vbunEcZc Langwarrin 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2tGzSDj3mp8LogH Ferntree Gully 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ RN Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2THGrgxhAkRoRhI corrimal 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second retired Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2tieBPops2Ord13 Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2tkS84FoomfzWtR Brisbane  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retail manager Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2tKY8j14yDwRM1n Firefly 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ PhD Student Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2tLnNYS5i6Aq7rf Camden 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 
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R_2tloHejqWJDbg9z Redcliffe 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second IT Engineer Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2tmpK6o6yCaiTGF Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Police Not stated 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2TnIFMuYhCzw0NV Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First PA Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2To94TdQBmxsOrM Broken Hill 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Business 
Manager Private HS 2880 NSW FAR WESTERN 

R_2ToCnHvpdevUXIk tomerong 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ professional 
educator Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2TQL3imxNoCPsbx Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second student Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_2TQY7teIoFhuiry Marrickville 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Editor Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2trKA29iULcYGKw Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Scientist Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2TRZ3ozCYemUjAl Essendon 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Police Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2TSQ26wdWis1phn Ellenborough 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Home duties Not stated 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2TSsCbpcR0LOkdR Elizabeth 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Manager  Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2TuGyvMGPlGLlL3 Rockingham 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Interpreter Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2TXgtt3X7uYWsYt Townsville 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second fitter/welder Public HS 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 
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R_2txtMqhCu2YoV5m Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2tyFa2TK7qZLhVf Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ I don't know. Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2TYlb1GHK7GF8Un Port Elliot 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Landscape 
Architect 

Public HS 5211 
SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_2tzCO7qKOkv9PjA Camden 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Electrician Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2TZu93rXrCmmA72 Wedderburn 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Exercise 
Physiologist 

Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_2TZz6McVZ4uld4Q Sunbury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Primary school 

teacher Not stated 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2U5jBGAlhdd6Z2f Bendigo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_2U60S13dttmeNyu Greensborough 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Retired IT 

Consultant Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2U9mD7mOdLrzku1 Warwick 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Home duties  Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_2UaevwOOV23uEXS Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2uBukvpS2gBmOMu 
Melbourne, 
Western 
Suburbs 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Inventory 
Coordinator/Stu
dent 

Public HS 3000 
VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2uBXMUDGsaHAsa
U Brisbane 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2uC0EfeL0NAtT8m Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Architect Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_2uD2NGJbeLoqhiO Strathmore  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Volunteer Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2Uf5BGlPj5s6VU6 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2Ugd1Yua4WWPuzK Kadina 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Educator Public HS 5700 

SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_2Ui6dFkqSp99ZLj Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Public Servant Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2Uiket7NtB4VfNx Brisbane 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Researcher Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2uIO15Bl9fzD3vY Newcastle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Registered 

nurse Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2uK9NPmHnNZX1Q
n Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Library 
technician Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2uKTiZBEmx0eEXe Murrumbatema
n 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ full time student Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2uOoPmKc62MzeRG Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2uQIJ48KBvJvqN3 Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Banker Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2uQmYpGsHCUWf3J Noble Park 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Registered 

nurse Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2urEpOV91FSEhIj Marburg 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Banking clerk Public HS 4350 

QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 
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R_2uswvCTiUVihCBZ Brunswick 3056 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Community 
development 
worker 

Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2uwiHJPwhsoQzWQ Salisbury North 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired teacher Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2uWzL7MXUPNNM
W9 Balwyn 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Medical 
librarian Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2uWztlv7txRa3Xr Castle Hill  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Doctor Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_2UXAGT25lMm7mPo brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

student- 
university 
double degree 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2V1kknwWv4CnGy7 Jilliby 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ 
Quality 
Assurance 
Chemist 

Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2V1MgrfQIx0GE0f Mittagong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Office admin & 
Retail Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2V1NnenCWoosOeJ Five Dock 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First academic Private HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2v3d9Fbt6eaToyo Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2v8FfkNGFeu5q6X Brunswick 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2v8SwAEvbZOnQw6 Ballarat 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Education Private HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_2V8UAYnnD3UeyyY Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Army Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 
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R_2V9L4QySGuacpwH Epping 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2ValibhrXIHndPG Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2vbKVSVnFsg7kG1 melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ general 

practitioner Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2VCLr3h7IfoDoxK O'Sullivan 
Beach 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Finance 

Professional Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2Ve98t9SKPQjj1D Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Occupational 

therapist  Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2VeICQjTXgDpbww Burpengary 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Advertising  Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2VEMwZEKkp1a4km Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2VeVaBvmYM0p4L0 Lithgow 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ whs manager Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2Vf34HsKUZhlfu3 Strathalbyn 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Senior lecturer Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_2vhNllD8jzkI52Z Stanthorpe 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Disability 
Support Worker Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 

TOOWOOMBA 

R_2Vkd8HHW7zktWzJ Atwell (Suburb 
of Perth) 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) Second student Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2VKHIZkfmZDXXx2 Bathurst 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Journalist Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2VkXYSdZWKOzBL
O Melbourne  1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT manager Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_2Vm5kTgAwA6mt1D Vermont 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ English teacher Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2VOOknqEUSZyeem Hobart 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Engineer Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2VqF8cnjxDHBYx2 

Middlesex, 
Manjimup, 
Western 
Australia 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Second Lecturer Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2VqIe2DU9e2wnhc Myrtleford  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Artist Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_2VwDmx7K4KxP1oT Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second disability 

pensioner Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2VyaFfgpqfBGZKf Parramatta 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired 

geologist Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2vZauAj6Po6nP1Q Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2w088ZOSKMYQfEi Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired teacher Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2w0GhDbX7aKp7hy Fawkner  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Public servant  Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2w7aLXojxuu7X1y Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First 

Automotive 
Finance 
Consultant 

Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2waeY5I9taLGC5f 
Brisbane, 
Queensland 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second chef/teacher Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2WBS3xWkBNVulXz Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 
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R_2wcO5F4WhtB1VqT Hamilton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 
Registered 
nurse policy 
officer 

Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_2wFf7el4F0AbXdl Balnarring  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher  Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2WGXUgKAku8Zt9f Blue Mountains 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ PhD student Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2WI6z8hzR73oQJk Brisbane  
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Private 
Language 
School Principal  

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2wibOPRB1oi2b6h Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second University 

Student Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_2WIPTQLfnzl2l74 Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Bookkeeper Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_2wmBXrmOX86ulLz Sandringham 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2wMgHgBCWept0M
K Adelaide 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Change 
Manager Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2wMOI5BT1FNS6kp Darwin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) First Clerical officer Not stated 810 NT DARWIN 

R_2WNo3yb3iMxXyLW Lugarno, 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ HR Consultant Private HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2WO0mgFXJ8xDfUN Wollongong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 
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R_2WOHQXIrcxsrvWs North Balwyn 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

IT Development 
Manager Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2wpljh1e0oySMMR Kew 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_2wSIJnW5iTwpEdx Crookwell 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Business 
Analyst Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2wTtD5DwLLZ5ro3 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Legal Editor Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_2wufS8vZLG0gakh Cockatoo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ administrator Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_2Wum81oXGcZtiE0 Mt Pritchard 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ home maker Not stated 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2WxnuuqZdRcxyWl berala 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second librarian Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2X0ryQoUZpnOJRg Coffs Harbour 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2X4GRYMA3bsVVL4 Wollongong 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2XaI8CuYlj6qcih Gawler 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Journalist Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2XaszlLuXtzuuOG Castle Hill, 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Researcher/Univ
ersity 
Administrator 

Private HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_2Xck7DAR58ASd3X Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2xCZ94Y6wwUlodr Springfield 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ IT Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 
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R_2xDiyom6EO9FTEi Geelong 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Banking Public HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_2XdmaCaC8OmrAQt Judbury 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Manager Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2xFdireBxDi2BLU Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Linguist and 
Writer 

Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2XgvnWsOePSYDHc Mandurah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Engineer Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_2XhAvB597yW8O0H Seymour  
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Retired Not stated 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2xIZlv991ho4x7G Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Communication
s/health 
promotion  

Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2xJcdp8zOy7LkN6 Gunnedah 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_2xKwCRwuGJT2sCp Gosford 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
Full-time 
university 
student 

Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2xL51vsPZ8UOMqU Kyabram 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2xL6RWetHoVZt5k Pascoe Vale, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired library 
assistant 

Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2XmP77cy1xbFF52 
Endeavour 
Hills, 
Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2XoFL8WqAJsxAE0 Maitland 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Quality 
manager Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 
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R_2xPFlN8jupEOVlC Adelaide, South 
Australia 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2xQ8Li9Y1ZJ9FkH Forbes 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ General 
Manager Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2xUVtNkb6NSKBSK Grafton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ 

Book keeper 
now retired Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2xXCJtrtz0FbEQj Alstonville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Editor Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2xzY6YrDL5mX8qq DAYLESFORD 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Policy Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_2Y37briZ7gNQPss Brookvale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ unemployed Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2Y3NyRCIKlKUeEt Bundaberg 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First Researcher Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_2y45kbWey2iYicz Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second High school 

student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_2Y4frGhrChp2rKd Geelong 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Counsellor Public HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_2y4n1u1dPqUbD3s Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Manager Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2y4nJZTmFmREMqv Sale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Administrator Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_2Y5Gci6ybMKCtVC Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Myotherapist Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
R_2y7NL8MMOUOmTv
L Perth 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second retired manager Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_2Yb8zfMK8KTZUrK Ballarat 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 
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R_2YCTP4SumHfUwn6 Balmain 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Surveyor, pest 
controller, bus 
driver, dental 
technician, carer 

Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2yd9AIsPjcQvqob Leichhardt, 
NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Registered Land 

Surveyor Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2yezNpdY2B4ruvu Geraldton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) First Picture Framer Not stated 6530 WA GERALDTON 

R_2YG1v9hdUApkw9k Wollongong  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Not stated 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_2Yg4pHhVMhnKObi City 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Manager Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2YhbmAAjGcxPoGX Chadstone 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Office Manager Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2YJ2ocqGNh5hkW3 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Private HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2YJKE4JubFr3KID Deniliquin 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student Not stated 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_2YKhBuZRVaYdCID Hobart 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Public servant Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_2yl6FpuCHCjv2eH Warracknabeal 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Manager Public HS 3418 VIC CENTRAL 
NORTHWEST 

R_2YlXiWfeYqHRRmp Elwood 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2YM9XiY5qPkK5s3 Salisbury 
Heights 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Teacher Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_2Yn4QzQisqcRIgp Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Disability 

Support Officer Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_2YoaEaj35XWv9p9 Toowoomba 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ IT Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_2YP50aCKW1IXEdg Sutherland shire 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Histo-
technologist Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_2YPXfzdSApAjsho Sunshine Coast 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 

SUNSHINE COAST 

R_2YRtqrbGlfd6AVa Broken Hill 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Scientist Public HS 2880 NSW FAR WESTERN 

R_2YS4EJVDyoKiXCp Mildura 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Broadcaster Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_2YtVGVgHaSY2xXy Glen Iris 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Business 

Analyst Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2YwQQAEbzYZibQV Glen Iris 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Researcher Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2YxCpRsaMwPFqUR Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Painting 

conservator Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2YxnvQSAmRAK10U Ballarat 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_2z7HtdamZTZtx9f Kingston S.E. 
SA 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Parent Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_2z8BdLycEh4axnD Aldgate 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 5235 

SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 
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R_2z91OzZPesJmoGY Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Private HS 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_2zASFP5MvBbkamD Bathurst 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First Lecturer Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_2ZBIxLh1qiYvL4M Melbourne  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Fitter (retired) Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2zcrLk1jqOUNnaC Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second chef Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_2ZCZD3li3LOuW68 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Professor Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_2zdceK8wUcu1T7z Echuca 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_2zdLxZ8EGnrMW7Q Canberra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Retired 
academic Not stated 2905 

ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_2ZE3mFR0ZJPQLnQ Sydney  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired  Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_2ZE6prwS0IuDQUG Quoiba, Tas 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ 

Arts Manager / 
Tourism Private HS 7320 

TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_2zhTsFarX7SZbZ1 Bellingen 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) First PhD student Not stated 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2ZIApexZKlmWnvC canberra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ psychologist Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2ZJHsR0eTg3UMBQ Frankston, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired analyst Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_2ZJocUhY7z1ObIj Newcastle  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Speech 
pathologist  Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_2ZK4YfPNHP10QQx nhill 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second carer Public HS 3418 VIC CENTRAL 
NORTHWEST 

R_2zkXD8M81N46U9y Cranbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ research Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2ZKYhcHMXeHzk0S beaconsfield 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ public servant Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_2zMY0eZ8xu4aiDp Gloucester 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 

student/ part 
time 
employment at 
hungry jacks 

Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_2ZNZs7effhFxYm0 Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_2zon4Egpu0BrcRZ 
Outer East 
Melbourne 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second social worker Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_2zpeR4zmDT8vWJl Glen Innes 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ 
Studying 
Undergraduate 
Bach. Education 

Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_2ZQBTx7cR4MeG2K Rockhampton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_2zSyNxrG9c1g4GL Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic 

Services Officer Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 
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R_2zTFMKDCiuECsM6 Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_2ZVS11jl6gLRhHM Penrith 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second self employed Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_2zvTyJWXXjcKxjX Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_2zwgSnafvTn7ipU Townsville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_2zY0Kglcx1s93O7 Canberra 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

retired, ex-
military Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_2zYlfeAhyG4zaNz Geraldton  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second retired Public HS 6530 WA GERALDTON 

R_3014oxefAxQ2II8 Geelong 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Student Public HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_308BOvSGeZiXn2G Melbourne  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Book editor Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3097c8TBdUBgkkE Werris Creek 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_30d77DeiJvGwb5i Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_30dZvE2RUTnVAKh Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_30eCC53XocQhENt Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ University 

professor Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_30i6X8Isokh6j16 sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First editor Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_30jU8e5O8FfsePw Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Government Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_30pYCMxwtvIqq4n Tascott 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

environmental 
health officer Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_30qsiSkP3aw5j6q Lurnea 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Project Manager Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_30r8J42jJFKpN4O Wollongong  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_30re7TYweCOAKgo Bunbury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Reporting Lead Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_30tL15VrZpWa0ks Glenorie 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Complaint 
handler  Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_30ucmzwd9B2TIsy Coogee, Sydney  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_30uHS72pyZN8HDH brooklyn 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

stay at home 
parent Public HS 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_31AFFnpIHyM0ClB Launceston  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Stay at home 
mum Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_31avylB5WMXnRPF 
Hawthorn East, 
Melbourne, 
Victoria 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_31d9SdUUv4xPfnb Reservoir 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_31EheSYlxEnWu57 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Program 

coordinator  Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_31FdMj3Uwdbs92F Keilor 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Auditor Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_31FPUtXX44spKMJ Howrah 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Bookkeeper Not stated 7000 TAS HOBART 
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R_31FYT0ROye5glob Hazelbrook 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ account clerk Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_31HGtoTZ4KMK9G6 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_31HjSKOjvlR1cYr Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Lecturer Public HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_31ml5TTjzdvDiKM Rockhampton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Systems Analyst Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_31NsMTQk8U7dolw Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Historian Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_31tJhnNrBcTZJog Langwarrin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Academic Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_31vIpZY4K3FJVtC Salisbury 
Heights 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Engineer Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_31Xa2YMzEcfaQ4W Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Clerical Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_324tRE82HFxM2o5 blackburn 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second retired Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_325Py7iEyCV0KGQ Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Risk Manager Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_32JizoNDVZYozbH Shepparton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ PhD Student Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 
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R_32LpcLruVrHlf5H Adelaide 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_32Qu3pJ3UXV1YOj Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Music teacher Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_32RWfXEn7Lolkro Blackburn 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_32UWkCPtg4SXOxu Darwin 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Student  Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_32W9aD15cWPCnEk Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Statistician Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_32WKgDVCmPOyT8
1 Melbourne 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Oil and gas 
Professional Private HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_32YfrlmRTJ2oX9N Ringwood Vic 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired Police 

Officer Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_331LFtUiziKTe93 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Operations 

Manager Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_334nMpquI58zLoJ Tahmoor 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Accounts Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_33a1Yf58z7cJt1z Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_33are8EkJ7SifFL Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_33Blc024KJ48h8e Shepparton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Admin Clerk Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 
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R_33g0CdgIfzYOKjY Kiama 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ PRIEST Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_33kEVzAJAT2gYga North Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Finance Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_33qH9K4yhuc9W0k 
Southern 
Highlands 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Engineering Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_33r7Y0hXr6xVcZ1 Greenbank 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second CAD Manager Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_33vRE94oW4FOzh0 Manly 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Writer Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_33wBmtdQA9DazVL Merrylands, 
NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ i was in IT.  

retired now.  Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_38ApEOS9FM7bR6N Newman 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Public service  Public HS 6760 WA NORTHERN 
PILBARA 

R_38kEqpH5xZz9CUx Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Clerk Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3aAUbCoK4WrsM01 Townsville 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_3CAsVuqflzRyzK1 Bendigo, 
Victoria. 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_3CC9az6JGCrJVSu Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

PhD student/ 
university 
teaching 
associate 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3CDEbKUcotpxLRw Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 
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R_3CINmnEHm9dLs4r Windsor 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Parole officer Private HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_3CIwcCBNdd5jCYd St Ives 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Manager Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3CJKbuVcFgmE9CE drouin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second engineer Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3CK0uPNuGb0xft6 Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3CKr1l0ISii1a4y Wollongong  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3Cs1eF1fxgPQ5oN Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second computer 

analyst Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3CUflFKRk0XHuUk Margate 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second IT Consultant Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_3CZ4f7jLLDA5Tcs Frankston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Managing editor Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3CZRJHGoNvc6dmG Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Business 
Information 
Consultant 

Private HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3D588WPlWFnrv9p Goulburn 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Town planner Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3Db781WyCPKhjkm Port Macquarie 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ carer Not stated 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_3Dc3hz8iafyiIoQ adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ lecturer Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_3DedvJmwQ5Xtof8 Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Interpreter Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3dFxTdoc6Yz111M Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Research 

Student Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3DhzmidxRWfKeG0 Belgrave 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Paramedic Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3DijzGhAOw496UY Bayswater 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Management 

consultant  Not stated 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3dN86WWs6bkrvHz North 
Melbourne 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ PhD Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3dY9qaw5FMk2aWH Buddina Beach 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Private HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 

SUNSHINE COAST 

R_3dYAnkfBzpl0WaA Brisbane/Bunda
berg 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retail/Hardware Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3dYcBQOXgETp2du Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Consultant Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3dYPNhg98wEKgZs Maitland 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired public 
servant Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3e2GlkfgAnrN2iI Malanda 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) First Teacher Public HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_3e8O1NVYN4WudS
U Adelaide 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Consultant Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3eaGG0bg1XQBpak Brisbane  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ University 

academic Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3EalnP6SRYJMKqX Labrador  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Programmer Public HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 

GOLD COAST 
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R_3EcHJv1KpGau7yq Blackwater  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ 
Speech 
pathology 
assistant  

Private HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_3EDYgOUjozZgJ0r Williamstown  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_3EDYHpsxw70SxUK Tamworth 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 2400 

NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_3EETYf4a49wgfJj Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Finance Officer Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3EEwuUWTvQnHRE
o 

Hobart, 
Tasmania 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ legal secretary Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_3EfKQ6mMihlW3B2 MELBOURNE 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second telecommunicati

ons Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3EGccnR15oFDeRO Sydney, 
Hunters Hill 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Librarian Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3EhbVdcrTCViCAw Footscray 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Public servant  Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_3EheFyFY9TdQXet Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second student Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3EhWG7Fvhz3PKNA Berri 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) First Teacher Public HS 5341 SA MURRAY / 
RIVERLAND 

R_3EhwXAXm3aAGnI0 Townsville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Second Public servant Private HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_3EJE7OayjU1VuV3 Murrumbatema
n  

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3EKeBOZeteWhJMx Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Medical Typist Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3elVEypSzsMjboa Tailem Bend 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 
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R_3Em3bVe1soxMndV Box Hill North 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Mental health 
practitioner Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3emf4dETzQS4zSr Westleigh 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3emnRgtYQa7VNEV Cootamundra 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2680 

NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_3EmO1iiJZ6b6VHH ayr 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Process 
technician Private HS 4810 QLD NORTH 

TOWNSVILLE 

R_3En9g2RakBloqD1 Logan 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3EPVf5zgrRrRixb Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Rn Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3eqbjPmbXDighxC Werribee 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ SAHM Public HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_3eqyQGj6mfp0xeL Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Nurse Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3erDC9oQmsFOod3 Romsey 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Museum  
employee Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_3ergW5fvqwJFyK7 Kalamunda (in 
Perth) 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Anaesthetist Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3ERSLUSXjL0nrBb Brisbane 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second ESL Teacher Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3ESc8jeaYMhb07n Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Operations 

Manager Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3EszhxCa5lNnNuC Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_3Eu6OsaBVpnQtt2 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3EuHnSo8Y1yx7aS Ashwood, 
Melbourne 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Medical Admin 

Spvr Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3ew2epgitrSiHO5 Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired court 

officer Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3EW6WaB3ZTN3qz1 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Executive 

Assistant Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3exj0pbwOIcINpt Orange 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Lawyer Private HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3EXuKempzZkh5CY Melton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Chef Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_3EYjg89n6qLTRiM Ashfield 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_3EYJuvT5bQjQeIM Atwell 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Designer Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3f6GO9ntwAlsYRr Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student 

(university) Not stated 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3F9m49b0vk8Jcw9 

Portland nsw, 
Sydney nsw, 
Nowra nsw, 
dungog nsw, 
Kiama nsw 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Professor Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3fAHLx8DoPIinHs Leeton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2680 

NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 
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R_3fAJgs7mOLdNG1T Coffs harbour 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) First Programmer Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_3fBFBouPdx5eKkq Adelaide  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Registered 

nurse  Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3fCz2B9od3DmTtQ Wollongong 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3fdC5grnf11rUcv Devenish 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Speech 
Pathologist Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_3fIPiZCZ73mAIbY North Canberra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Educator Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3fJHPOGheUCQPfW Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second IT Support Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3fjznzq2YCzSAEh Orange 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Principal  Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3fkmGhLrvNExBpy Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3fkS0yGibSsg12j Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Grant Manager 

at NGO Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3fl6kjUZHXpzuHn Newman WA 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Contracts 
Administration Public HS 6760 WA NORTHERN 

PILBARA 

R_3FLtxXAP2x1vNPV Warragul 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ None Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3fqmcm2lZPwrTh7 Ipswich 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 
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R_3fqpMDL3HQnRbDJ Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Veterinarian  Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3fr4RKqXDbWawNJ Albury, NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Doctor Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_3fSINj6xcdBCXpb Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Radiographer  Private HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3fT3cWzcz6rWHJf Hornsby 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Administration Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3fTrGcSl1F0vF9f Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Archaeologists Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3fUcNhfXRjUjha9 sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ health worker Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3FUtlvo6rbm6n7W Modbury, SA 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Ceo 
manufacturing 
company 

Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3FVELW2gtk4clKT Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3fvnZilcj6zxl0u Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Parent Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3FWHh25avJK5n8Y Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Parent & full 

time Carer  Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3fwLqhyxFms6PU8 Ipswich 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 
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R_3fZXZcqxDgY7zwa Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second retired Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3g0BBhPmQ87AbsE Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3g1UeWixfT8QJ6h Marrickville 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Heritage 
Consultant Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_3G257WaLXFZ4Ocd Newcastle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Unemployed  Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3g2cUc0DLrv27uH Darwin, 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ High School 
Student 

Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_3g4PpThkcZgvgdu Kelmscott 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Statistician Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3g7P0fxB8Mcqzxb Greenacre 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Software 
engineer Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3Ga2mgzMOahDc57 Mount Isa 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) First Manager Public HS 4825 QLD NORTHWEST 

R_3GcvqRhb82hWBTH Portland 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Public Servant Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3gDrxYTzHrwtbtD Belconnen 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Academic Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3GEbhjboN5P8FbT Campbelltown 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Secondary 
teacher Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3GfHBynTvErt4fW Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second student Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3GfT0N0aaatB7b0 Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_3GivPLpDDwATpXU Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3GiyIwscwSZCjNA Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ public servant Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3GjjB0BMl0UTO2s Rowville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Nurse Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_3GkBMb8zoSwSRQp wodonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second stay at home 
mum Not stated 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3gLUILsNIXjJpoL Springvale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second retired I.T. Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3GlyEEUP01GLGzl Newcastle  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Architect Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3gLzOGqKaKw8NGh Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Manager Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3GoAPwjmL4cU4L0 Cheltenham, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3GpQJ1SERjx967I Seafortj 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3GrYJN8kofAuTPJ Duncraig 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second PhD Student Public HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 
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R_3gSBq2h3sq2fN7e lake boga Vic 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ 

truck driver 
with A/post Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_3GxPNsLEChvK6vY croydon 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second law clerk Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_3gXYGyLatCcgF0B Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Heritage 

manager Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3gYnbKGjoDQlhRe Wheelers hill  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Paramedic  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3gYrUYhqPoK59a5 Town 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Humanitarian 
Aid Worker Not stated 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3h3H2Yci2B8nfE6 Parkes 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3h4rYPZnMqFvqXR Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Doctor  Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3hABkJATPyBClYG Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Fundraiser Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3hAcSO41I0eyoq1 Yarraville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_3HB3OuzF20PzAIw Pakenham 
Upper 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_3hcj3OEe5JWTRWF Preston Vic. 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Nurse Not stated 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3hcl2wbQUbYop4O Somers 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3hDAQwWJ8SIBdEI Orange 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Legal manager Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3hE21SmijUo4l0K Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First customer 

service rep Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3hFlTYac7ZHfpru Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Undergraduate 

Student Private HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3hFoCHUrn0lNAtF Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Student/ 
banking Private HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3hGazxKRFMpGVM
q 

BONDI 
jUNCTION 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ HOUSEWIFE Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3Hh4fbn2qbFpCQT Baulkham Hills 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_3HHLoxsd3fb0Ant Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Unemployed Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3HIBKh6bNIDuUeG 
Tuggeranong,  
Central 
Canberra 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Web business Public HS 2905 

ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_3HiDQDDiuNtKlYP brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ boilermaker Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3HjDVpVUwQPlC6u Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_3Hjq3UQBpircOOv Oatley 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_3HOh8SE5aZHB52O Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ I graduated a 

month ago Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3HpfAuSb3qWsLa4 Dalmeny 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Pharmacist; PhD 
Student Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3HTWCsQgtZpxYIs Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student  Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3HU3U1MbwFjLA7X Bowen 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Third+ French teacher  Public HS 4740 

QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_3hucmJVu4ZRyyLR Adelaide  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3HUrv1RrmqdUX9Q sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

none of your 
business Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3HY1EGaFys0GaGq Myrtleford 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Director Private HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_3hyjfLaHB06LRAQ Newport 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Journalist Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_3hyZL8SENXbxXLa Oberon 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Accountant Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3I3Lxl4A9VDWIjk North Balwyn 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Engineer Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3Ia7rtinQFLDHha Fairfield 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Accounts 

clerical Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3Ib28jvKILiVcOM Newcastle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Solicitor Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3IbC1RHyDaAyPgk Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 
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R_3IcQWBVUUl2Ckvt Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Professional Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_3iCrHM7A4GIZi8s Logan City 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admissions 

Officer  Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3iDQMdm9sLXxEcA Lane Cove 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Manager Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3iEHUVwF2n0tjbt Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3iFutWpZRknHtDy Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3iJ7sizwgAB0jhu Broadmeadows 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ None Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3ijX9Yb1uk8oFBa Rockingham 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_3iKDjgLFXVyJnez Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Manager Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3inm6En0nS1GVhT Hobart 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ n/a Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_3iPa58Pf1I2smwH Roseville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3iqcOJZred1MxUX hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ teacher's aide Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_3IQOSCbovUikCln Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Radiographer Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 
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R_3iQr8tC2yL7m66d Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Professor  Private HS 6000 

WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3IRgXwiOWqlBU9v Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Past: 

government  Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3isbCFV83kxhYmX melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First mechan1c Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3Iw20P3DsmIFig5 Nowra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Artist Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3ixLBnTOdc7MOpb Gateshead 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student/checko

ut chick Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_3J1PNL9UEvqvKwI sunshine coast 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Administration Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_3j2redXHbrX8R1i Maleny 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Student Public HS 4550 

QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_3J4M0mLeP86G8IH Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ public servant Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3J4PB4OTBhe4tH5 Benalla 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3J5csc2US4hki0Y Sydney  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second technical writer Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_3j670XEODrbSb4m Everton Hills 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3j86qGG2mFO6KAf Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_3j88JCMXrDYH0Ox Adelaide  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Researcher Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3JDx4O52p9pbgcX Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Marketing Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3JeDQepcNAyBloB geelong 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ was self 

employed Not stated 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_3JEhOPLneoMRH1C Wheelers Hill 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second 
communications 
media and 
marketing 

Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3JELan237oqkV3v Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3JEMDe6VnraaPcp West Newport 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Writer Not stated 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_3jeq6iSQXOAoF0Q Preston, victoria 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Teacher Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3jewplxOBqLMx6O Lidcombe 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3JezrA6hClmoASn Robinvale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Communication
s Advisor Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_3Jf202csyRPI9Lh Brisbane 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student/Carer Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3jfJWDK6xdwpqxl Terang 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Chaplain Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_3JgcrotPaVFy5vn whyalla 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ IT support Public HS 5700 

SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 
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R_3JLS7Jr3v7TfsmR Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First 

Account 
Executive 
(Bank) 

Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3JmXOoF6fwIN4ah Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Manager Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3Jn38n5RdivOjSV Canberra  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Relationship 

coach  Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_3JqnGvgWF32QJop Fremantle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Scientist Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3Jr31ONhrJxsyZB Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3Jr5pilJCGgf0Bd Gympie 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second None Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_3JrzRP0Jm24tcpq Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3Jso72wLCfAGAgu Liverpool 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3jSYYwcObVIUO0J Darwin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ singer Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_3JVKnBQSd8Boygp Adelaide 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Planner Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3Jx9uDHGjgTnSPF 

hoppers 
crossing, 
melbourne, 
victoria 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Director Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 
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R_3jZiiSqmgmQxNzt Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3k0zZjluw4cQdP8 Warrnambool 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Systems 
administrator Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_3k1lcg0DZaWJiKa Melbourne.  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3k5uyRXkjOzgbpH berkeley 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retail assistant Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3k65lfiClBVGqz9 Balwyn 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ secondary 
teacher 

Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3kAozNrf2yCtTGV Hoppers 
Crossing 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First University 

Student Not stated 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_3kBbcwTDvrGrxpK Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Physiotherapist Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3KBlZ6oBHOBg1g7 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second TV producer/ 

researcher Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3KBpniKPyaSkrI6 blackburn 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Engineer Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3kchnrDVcBalikW Greensborough 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second scientist Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3khd4O4Tv6TwMNc Nambour 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Miner Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_3kiwLXNHoGNk3vO Perth  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second retail Not stated 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3kj5JitaonUrgmJ Ballarat 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Health 
Management Private HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_3KJBhdZ3zHiFP1K 
New England 
Tablelands 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 2400 

NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 
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R_3kjrHUQsG596L4W Ballarat 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_3kMWvL8q3KurSJu Mittagong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Solicitor Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3knvgKbpZUykZZA Glen Waverley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ HR Manager Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3KOaSq8mIrI3hSa Gold Coast 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Solicitor Private HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 
GOLD COAST 

R_3KOcwYFxSJE3H9x Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student (PhD) Not stated 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3kogAWL0XYXkpQA Berridale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 

RIVERINA 

R_3KoIYSh9imCQsZy Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second school Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3KoNKh0IUCpYnS0 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Researcher Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3KOptNKZCjZb2Jf Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Accountant Not stated 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3KOQ1rhahY3zXzS Central coast 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Public servant  Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_3KPDZ1kBUuI93Bh Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3kpoohgrgdqVRbh Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Programmer Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3KSDqEIib9Y5J5B Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 
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R_3KSME66Dsn3NvqT Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Data analyst Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3KT2jKU0iZ8eeIR Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Designer Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3ktaxCQuAfNhmAf Waikerie 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Chef/student Public HS 5341 SA MURRAY / 
RIVERLAND 

R_3KTk7Ojnr2JuHj0 Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retail assistant Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_3KuXhKaqMF9sxw4 Bacchus Marsh 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ none Public HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_3KVHxLGntAC7NbP morwell 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ pension Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3KW0IKQjRBaFo5J Melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3KW5yAROQQfMjK
W Sydney 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Not stated 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_3KW9BUceA0428j2 Blue Mountains 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3kwb7qtUbYqT4HB Rockhampton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Volunteer Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_3KwNAtRJu4fnntR Newcastle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Librarian Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_3Kxy6AaAiqihqfn Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3KYLSYJMrDgtuwU Rochester 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Student Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 
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R_3L08X6NdX6IW54y Box Hill South 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3L6ZmVCGCtGCcM2 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Social worker Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3L7inEZHpjBMgdJ Guildford 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Advertising 

media director Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3L84ZdvtUxhC36b Mount Eliza 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Librarian Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3L8vlDls2ZixeWF Beaudesert, 
Queensland 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First psychologist Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3LalcyconNW6CzL Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Retired Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3LaLP197S4kErKq Hamilton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Retired Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_3LbhVSFbhGFLwwV Hawthorn 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Accountant Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3LbPximP0nmrAD4 Rushworth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Homemaker Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3lEObrXZILfOT9A Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Removalist/ 
Journalist 

Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3lGPNhHHrKJkS2d Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Sales rep Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3LgWL5bKJdrkibN Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
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MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3LheIfgKazyGFf9 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Admin Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3LhxOCcgB6tvABa Penrith 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Science teacher Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3LhzyWstWjSY1EN Lidcombe 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Physiotherapist Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3lLfUxBd28IDUEi Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ music teacher/ 
singer 

Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3lM2zluyB3Fu91r Greensborough 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Manager Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3lMOLtO9VDCs3mI Neerim East 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired teacher Private HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3lMQjrsQybOjPmb Cairns 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ University 

student Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_3lSpvGf1NjfgLiS Oatley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Unemployed Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_3lSrcK1m1emkXcu Doveton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Pharmacist Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3lWYkeVWDspylKA Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher and 
Paralegal 

Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3LXdnU0xVI3BVcq Croydon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant - 

Policy officer Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_3lxhEMs8j87UPXM Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Nurse Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_3lXMQAnt0esL2sN Melbourne 
(strathmore) 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

I have a causal 
job in a 
newsagency  

Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3LXS1gRv89ZqlYj Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3ly4YcPEXDUtIEk Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Receptionist Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_3lz7PmvBL4stJLd Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3lzstfCWlgMy947 Taree 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Academic 
English Teacher Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_3lzvkixGrS3wtIA Whyalla 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Retired engineer Private HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_3m1Yi71Hm9EOUdT Richmond 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Librarian Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3M3htGvoGNWXPjZ Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Software 

Developer Not stated 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3m4ALV6qfV93nJT 

Windsor 
Gargens 
Adelaide Sth 
Australia 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Retired Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3m4d4cCgobLLpNH windsor 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ nurse Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_3m4wDT9gIQLjfal Bendigo 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_3M5vgTegi6niqg4 Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 
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R_3M6DuuVKVSQ5O6
N Bairnsdale 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Student Public HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3m8Av7ebKGk7rPs Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant  Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3m8ZcUYRh1bmvV
M Adelaide 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3m97Poe1129Hdow Blue Mountains 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Software 

Engineer Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3magaP3RBsbqNu6 AUSTRALIND 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Public Servant Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_3MbtcOb5ry1qg2O Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First Government 
officer  Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3mefNDfoM7BdjOG Ashburton 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First public servant Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3mfbDnpleqTlDup Geelong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second None Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_3MfebPDAwY1fFlm Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Manager in 
public service 

Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3MFpsISAcnQgnxK Springwood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second student Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3mfSLYTUK997ils Grafton nsw 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Registered 
nurse 

Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_3mgipIuLq94jusI Orange 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second guide Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_3Mhfzc8KeZf1SLZ Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_3MKIxFD6desF3Bj Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Retired 
librarian/public 
servant 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3MKjWxFE2Bmr4gc IPSWICH 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin Private HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_3MKYWBPgGmAXV
7C Blackburn South 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 
Division 1 
Registered 
Nurse 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3MLJ6RMm4ycXyRk Brighton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3MnWaofwc8LPXAp Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Nurse  Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3MPVE7hsECyVAbq Uralla 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Service Manager Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_3MRkPZE7xmijNQN Epping 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Social worker Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3MRSvWmHrCfL0qI Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Client Contact 
Centre Quality 
Assurance 
Officer 

Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3MtDc2geEQxCA3x Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Case Worker Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_3Mzi5slyK2LJOzo CRAFERS 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First teacher Public HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 

/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_3n03z2sbkQKxPX6 Dalby 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second Journalist  Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 
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R_3n0FDyVUf9Iy4b7 Adelaide  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Town Planner Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3n1c7IE8QxWdey5 Mt Isa 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second Physicist Public HS 4825 QLD NORTHWEST 

R_3n1V6Ub3yE11zuk Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD student Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3n5jQ6BTD7n9UEV Turramurra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ game designer Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3n787SNMZ1cX0Jf Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Executive  Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3n7UTWhri0Nfxgu Robinvale 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Mechanical 
engineer Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_3n7vFIxayI5dsq6 caringbah, 
sydney 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First admin and 

teacher Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3n9jrzZ9atsm4ls Wollongong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3nBPlbvkv7me2p6 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Occupational 

therapist Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3nC7hVV2jDcAj9f Robinvale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ A mum  Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_3ndVNynz4SQ0TXW My Waverley  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Le turer Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3negZWs3HQFZk4Q Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Cabinet Maker Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_3nf4jw3MUfL0bWE Shepparton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3NHVL70IpsyQBzi Bright 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second University 
Student Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_3NIlWG5ZAnasAQ9 Mission Beach 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Self Employed Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_3niORweN0sa8UVs Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ University 

administration Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3nIzZBkxqWLos5k Camberwell 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Broadcast 

engineer Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3nj6fHp3hY5gOIy Hobart 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Barrister Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_3nJGSeceMWCuv8e Weston Creek 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Public servant Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_3NLeKMxWEztQ0mr Perth 
(Bayswater) 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired public 

servant Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3NLm9OhagTSdLDi Melton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_3nOb8r9BxFUERUs Moonee ponds 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Tram driver Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3NOQ5PklI1d4tFn Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3nqkoVE8gMstVPg Manly 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second environmental 

scientist Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_3NQm2N4V32TbelH Canberra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First aid worker Private HS 2905 

ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_3nqoTmjpKUY5PBe Bunbury 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Game developer Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_3NRikatKotk84lk Melbourne  
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Research and 
Development  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3nShrLoEktS6C3z Frenchs Forest 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3NU8B1NUtUVecQ6 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3nue6RwDLcBVwFy Adelaide 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Retired teacher Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3nwxEClC80x1UPm Fremantle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ unwaged Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3NyaNBrZA6zdG1b Paraburdoo  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Second Pilot Public HS 6760 

WA NORTHERN 
PILBARA 

R_3Nzhzojw8HHHh5z Marong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Fast Food Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_3O8MVxM2TijDahC Frankston 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3O93iMfDUVE2jjp Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ writer Not stated 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_3O9x0nCwftBIVb4 Ringwood 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Engineer Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3oAtPaSYvqNyYX5 Bayswater 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3OdlD021Xt7EdcB Port Noarlunga 
south  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Sales manager  Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3ODo2jZwtdC1t41 Melton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Management 

Consultant Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_3OeHwlnARyAIksG brisbane 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

carer of a 
disabled 
daughter 

Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3OevgocvXaIePSr Geelong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Home duties Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_3oF7QiMotW6YkWg Haberfield 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Retired high 
school teacher Private HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_3Ofyg3tGnvgKulf Blackwood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Teacher Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_3Oixq3fbm2UcATh 
Mornington 
Peninsula  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Vet nurse Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3OjNJcbMZTLit2j Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second teacher Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3OkpaET2DnlXTo9 Yeppoon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public relations  Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_3OoU2guUjsiGaO8 Wodonga 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ student Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 
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R_3oRObIltPnZhVJv Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Health Service 
Coordinator Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3oRxIswJmbu8dtQ Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accounting Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3oT0FrftKFEqd3E Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Reception Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3oU5IzSID6wFJrn Benalla 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3OXH0P0v6zP77Q5 Perry Bridge 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ consultant and 
shop manager 

Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_3oyG6ELOMUYf7kj penrith 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second librarian Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3oYpNvnAH6G7cYr Bruce SA 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second retired school 
principal Private HS 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_3P3ti1awFkpdSr7 
Unley Pk, a 
suburb in 
Adelaide 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ social worker Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3P65bBC3JSaIGbN Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Manager Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3P67IzZ9qcZ11lU Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3Pb4OIrTrT6BQ2l Wadell, N.S.W. 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second retired office 
manager Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_3PbhOITXWI67VMM Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired public 

servant Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3PbmdjC2I2BVifK Orange 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Business 
Analyst Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 
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R_3pfHjYTCRROhNCv Merrylands 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3PH1pcG5XgH0mHh Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ PhD student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3Ph648f8c9ukXQH 
Greenwood, 
Western 
Australia 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration 

manager  Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3Ph7r9cQPmmpDKx Adelaide 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

University 
student Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3pmcVwzFikfGtYa Dandenong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3PMGIjqBvIgE8XH Balaklava 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Linguist Public HS 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_3pnD6fZpXAKk5PI Bullcreek 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3pnFHR13wBRRLxu Sydney  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Software 

architect  Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3PNQzc6p9UscteO Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3PoT5fBiFCaezeY Boyne island, 
QLD  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second administration Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_3PpL6eZoQpEQ3BK Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Medical 

researcher Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_3psezAPuk2ZXNic Mallala 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second 

None, Full-Time 
Student Not stated 5723 SA OUTBACK 

R_3psFhJ6KuFgHcrm Taree 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Teacher Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_3psVhIra6gDgQtT Wallan 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Student Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_3PT5FUWRBlXgrz9 Townsville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Director in 

public service Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3pu8OBWqwlJcPvF Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Business 

Analyst Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3puvafrvOTpo2Se Golspie 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Not stated 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3pXN8PBGIEmvWo
N Brisbane 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Social Worker Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3PXOkCnskAaFrE9 Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Doctoral student Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_3q7mgBf1ajN4o1p Mt Ganbier 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retiered Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_3q9bflBFepZoABb Gymea 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second High School 

Principal Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3q9Hc4XJp9vxWUS Melbourne  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_3qCYLCHlkESWZ0y South Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Engineer Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3QDb2T5xtdfEVK0 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Maths tutor Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3QDHZgBh9M4eMg
M Sydney  1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Nurse Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3qDtiw9rVMpEA76 Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3QEQIieYWkW7HzJ Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Actress Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3QEsJjPBeCVqlWx Canberra  
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Education 
specialist Public HS 2905 

ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_3QFB8VQccO4Ve48 Mackay 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Private HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_3qHASOqSA2rsKLh Epping NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Social worker Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3qJXJGfBI0I0u7f Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Systems 
Administrator Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_3qlF7ginNOnPKt8 Ringwood, 
Melbourne 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3qm4mbrgJyXHkLR St Kilda, 
Victoria 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD Student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_3qNIuuQA6FPL5I4 Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3qO01nNI5NC4PIF Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Academic Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3QQ9qPdFMqtc9Yt Ipswich 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Postgraduate 

Student Not stated 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_3qQDFOoSxvnotGQ Melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Health 
promotion 
officer 

Public HS 3000 
VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3qQXW7BKA7FjRT9 Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second student - PhD 

candidate Public HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3qR75nmmcAcpN4I Port Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Disabled social 

worker. Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3QReHVPq9tVoQqX Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Reception/Admi

nistration Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3qrqV6oh4Ai69Kn Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Primary school 

teacher Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3qrtt9xLViseZbv Port Pirie 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_3qSSlbAqU24eXwF Albany  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Ecent planner Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_3qUKtYYIXQVljjE Gerroa 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Social worker Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3QVG8BUltoM2rr0 Darwin 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Public servant Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 
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R_3qVgkLmRM21Apjp Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3QVki13vDTDOgLY Mooroopna 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Admin officer Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3qwc23aXxQd0iZo Melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3qWncDaEZfxQT8T 

property, 
between 
Brewarrina & 
Walgett 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second 

company 
director - 
insurance  
finance 

Private HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_3QXhunPaNWMQZI
h Marrickville 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Disability 
support officer Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_3qxNlxGVmzTLYmo Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Clerical Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3QYtZr0dL89v0p6 Merrylands 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Home duties Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3r1Cl9VoewzBAZP Wodonga, 
Victoria 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Teacher Private HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3R1jOdcU7ZOTuqg Newcastle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Firefighter Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3R1Nrv1wjdnXmml Perth 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Mathematician Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3R1tdgaGm8aHBrv Albion Park 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Research 
scientist Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_3R1tSPBCc0gWDfz Semaphore 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second English Teacher 

in Spain Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 
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R_3R2ZIJr9MH3pwbW Port Lincoln 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ 
Personal 
Assistant/Office 
Admin 

Not stated 5606 SA PORT LINCOLN 

R_3R48BSeS9JY3IB6 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Software 

Developer Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3R8790G6hA9e17s Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3R89bxxqC218uWL Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3R8ZkR4NdCiCX5V Glen Waverley 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3R9oczr2oyATeS1 Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Facilities & 
Catering 
Manager 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3R9odhw3mUX6Mq
m Riverton  1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3R9OIsX87Pig4pJ sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3Re0irzIH4wSdk2 Indigo Valley 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ lawyer Not stated 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3RenvujwyLbSSDf Allambie 
Heights 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Childcare 

worker Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3RfH0NT1zRkxw2B 
Springvale 
South  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Policy advisor Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
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MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_3RgACb46opOXfBv Campbelltown 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Doctor Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_3Rh1NxkzrNL1WTq Carlton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Teacher Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_3rImcxZpZuLfZoE Gippsland 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second TEACHER Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3rJtVA8iCeDVcrJ Shepparton  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Policy 
researcher Public HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_3RlVVw3xAUAZjHN Fremantle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Petroleum 

Engineer Private HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_3Rmf1P1bVD2NHXU Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_3rMUn1uM1XiJtl4 3153 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Store owner Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3RmwtslrXZvH9nY Swan Hill 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) First Student Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_3rPpeptonKxh5p0 Tewantin 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Public servant Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_3RrxNnktC7rlfsn Mareeba 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Second Teacher-Aide Public HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_3Rsa7g5XgSn00PN Kurri Kurri  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_3RsadfRB3O6PTyc Pennant Hills 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Legal Business 
Development 

Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_3rSCohzqlg9XRNh Redcliffe 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Consultant Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3RvUWDrI7YcfuDE Brisbane  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

I graduated 
high school 
today so I'm not 
a student but I 
will be in uni 
next year 

Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3Rw3M2ITzQWhl5L Sydney 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Procurement Not stated 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_3rYE0sgrzBmKvhK Penrith 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Swimming 

teacher  Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3rZKjDQPfHsmKci Launceston 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) First 

Linguistics 
academic Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_3s4c01Y04IJvITv North Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Homemaker Public HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_3s4j2EKoT11OR2W 
Glen Waverley, 
Melbourne 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Manager Not stated 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3s6YHRuoqmKJG1B St clair 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Scientist Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_3sACKfwwpU17KWt Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accounts officer Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_3sAM2eLxpiY02YF Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Procurement Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_3sBo8XfgtUB1vAf Hawthorn, 
Melbourne  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD candidate Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_3sc6jJJELcQbxAJ Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ University 

Student Private HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3snqTv4n48XEOnC Canberra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Solicitor Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_3szW859nPvEuq9w Talbot, Victoria  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Primary teacher 
(retired) Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_3t921cWcYKULGGR Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_3UVMu2l04oEMhFv Albany 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Administration Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_3wNPalyVg9RzvGh Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3WS2y0kjA76Ya8p Gosford 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ University 
student Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_3wubaflOdqW4uCB Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Unemployed 
Currently 

Not stated 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_3x7q7xHDs5r82kx Bendigo 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
Technical 
Services 
Coordinator 

Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_3XmOQNMKaPRmJ7
H Cairns 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 
regional) Second retail Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_3xRHjlBjoWldpUR trafalgar 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retail manager Private HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_3ZZHhOFLUfhdZWt Newcastle 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ I.T. Private HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 
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R_40bwKX8gYzNccjT Port Lincoln 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Third+ 

Student/pharma
cy assistant Private HS 5606 SA PORT LINCOLN 

R_41pl3qBJwkYauTH Gawler 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Unemployed Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_4G9xKeKUhpj6rnP Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_4I9NFqqaCQ2JWw5 wagga wagga 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retiree Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_4JekT8nAvc5Adfb Reservoir 
(Darebin)  

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student  Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_4JzH2YeVPsxrQv7 Bombala 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Medical 
receptionist Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 

RIVERINA 

R_4MfFTRMZPPUnJwR 
Earlwood, 
Sydney 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

early childhood 
teacher Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_4Ml9ykdEEelNGYp Launceston 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_4OxyOR0yTbEb5Z3 Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First HR Executive Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_4TnmsplCEvjRhyF Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Educator Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_4Yp0kl0ITuMWfZv Central Coast 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Nursing Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_4ZqeacEwUfziv0l Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Academic Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_50vnHPf8kjhWSDD Maroubra, NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Meteorologist Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 
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R_515OFBe4PDrmJA5 Wahroonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Accountant Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_55uwjiSsA0CpxKh Julia Creek 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second Shop assistant Public HS 4825 QLD NORTHWEST 

R_56aiiCtY7ZwIkpP Croydon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second interviewer Not stated 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_56Yw5PSusAGNs5j Gold Coast 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 
GOLD COAST 

R_5aHIT6EreP4shFv Townsville 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_5cBVHpAhQbEg8cF Ivanhoe 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_5da7JwKYC3KTZp7 Kingston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Engineer Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_5gUevRWGcPZkOM
p Brisbane 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ N/A Not stated 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_5hgxBmEOEsWY8Rr Wodonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second OHS Advisor Not stated 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_5hVBGr8nNKjKttn Baxter 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_5mpxn7lRkWKQvKN Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Anthropologist Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_5mZ1LtDIChjyov3 Mulgrave 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Business 

Analyst Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_5pUHTN12viJvJKR Ipswich 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

First 
Special 
Education 
Teacher 

Private HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_5sFD5hC2vB77xXH Essendon 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Not stated 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_5yzTLXQmUglLSYp Southern 
Highlands 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second textile designer Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_6DaONOk493qNLQ5 Roma 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Theatre 
Practitioner Public HS 4470 QLD SOUTHWEST 

OUTBACK 

R_6DmCta0qf6kKLw5 Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

First Retired public 
servsnt 

Private HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_6EAyAW99DabZ6yR Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student  Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_6eYLJTj5TtUx34R Stawell 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Retired ESL 
teacher Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_6FmQ5B9sR42csut Mordialloc 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second lawyer Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_6hdItpeSXkSef3H Rockhampton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_6i1pHQAMwmqKyd
P Footscray 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Translator Public HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 
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R_6KXFjEh2fCa6nHr Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_6lfJuYkFGGL68MB Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Software 

Developer Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_6LOE4fx4PYJ3gtj Mentone 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_6M43OWzZHf035sJ strathmerton  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second machine 
operator  Public HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_6mnC3nnfRtpQ5Gl Castle Hill 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Student (BA of 
Visual Arts, 
Game Design 
Major) 

Private HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_6RappzXbgLnKD0l Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Publications 

Officer Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_6RPHe6EP2Y5BaDf Redcliffe  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Actor Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_6rQ6dLsYrKV1d6x Rockhampton 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 4700 

QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 

R_6sXVmVcbUJPPGGp Eltham 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Human 
Resources 
Advisor 

Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_6tExHzbTwLOrTzj Revesby 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 
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R_6umxZC4JkU9l23D Drouin 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Speech 
Pathologist Not stated 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_6WGRsTCKiVa0jBf Hills shire 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Professional Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_6WmhrEuIeYphhVT Greenwich nsw  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_6wYK3jz4EAxMVi1 Portland 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Parent Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_6xNgGXePMS81urn Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Travel agent Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_6YAiRwIEBAww3iZ Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second lawyer Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_71BcgusCt3WkHQJ Weetangera, 
ACT 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_72OdK6bZEVSaF57 melbourne 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) Second 

teacher and 
student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_7337OCX4KfR6YQ9 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ School Librarian Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_77FEL3NUkJjKg3T Murrurundi  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Insurance sales Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_77mIwWO4dvUIgaB Oakleigh 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired 

academic Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_782SFAXCxOgMump Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_78ktvhY6SLUs641 East Burwood 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Warehouse 

stocker Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_7QCkyBCSxwTYa1r Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Marketing Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_7R1Efs2wr1jafDz Mt Eliza 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired school 

principal Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_7TFXBXwOntQ7xrr camberwell 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First artist Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_7Tyghr3IRxR9nEt Kyabram 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Not stated 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_7U71fb9YAd4hex3 Ayr, Nth Qld 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) First Retired teacher Private HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_805qPW97jsJNSH7 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Kindergarten 

teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_81vfNDlVeNei7Fn Bendigo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Administration  Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_83743QjFdby4Amd Toowoomba 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_869yJ9StOZao3Fn Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lawyer Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_86Xnp7gK68SiXJL Perth 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Not stated 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 
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R_8862VMhYyfPrZux Adelaide 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Retired Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_8B2lqY9StgKHgdz Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_8Bcfi7ZGBvAKm3f 
Sundial, 
Melbourne  

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Chaplain Private HS 3418 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTHWEST 

R_8bQizv3NBpouQud Glenroy 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Customer 

Service Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_8C84KoCKNjCAlIR Brisbane 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

High school 
student Not stated 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_8csQ67HM41DZrDb Richmond NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second 

Carer for 
husband, 
previously 
office 
administration 

Public HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_8deAu5CoHBU8fbb Shoalhaven 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retail assistant  Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_8GEE9rJqdSURrvb Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_8IVyiI6ydmkdVgR Essendon 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Web Designer Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_8kOCn2aqpCeLWXT Devonport  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Not stated 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_8kyLaFGKqxWPTkR Port Stephens 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ N/A Not stated 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_8oi92T8Jf0zeXel Proserpine 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Chemist Public HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 
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R_8q5ov6n6AOGo7Yd sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Private HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_8rf6pij4VzIhiox Merrylands 
NSW 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Admin 

Assistant Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_8uGw8PThEK6Sqzj Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Research 
Scientist 

Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_8uoIAVdlFXJ7IUp Emu Plains 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Vet Nurse Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_8uzohARJwISl7Db City 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_8wRgzcsu8hfq3Gp Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

motor 
mechanic/journa
list/ advertising 

Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_8wRKZ5QThseLnyh Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Research 

Analyst Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_9EtTjlah2YBwEEN South east qld 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ physiotherapist Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 

SUNSHINE COAST 

R_9FYdE5US8NPrLTv Melbourne 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ none Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_9Gn9YPZpifeHUnT Yarrawonga vic  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_9HKfWZlERctVAVH Shepparton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second Student Private HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_9MPNY6JNsFxKYi5 Carlingford 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ PhD student Private HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_9N1urHES43OOPKN 
Dulwich hill 
nsw 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Retired loans 
manager Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 
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R_9sCQ2QLLCUw4pcB melbourne 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_9TViGWjRVVF36JX Brisbane  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second banker  Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_9ubhlsE6uE466DT Newcastle 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Postal Worker Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_9vFGouXLSthJqJf New Farm, 
Brisbane 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

retired 
university 
librarian 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_9WxK7LQIkTsESJ7 Croydon 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Scientist/Manag

er Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_9zbVQc1tvkPRlAh Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second social worker Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_9zzbOMRCQ0CigGl Prospect 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Game 

Developer Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_A1ff0FFzgWYLvX3 Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Policy Advisor Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_A1y7BwKUUCMMu
Wd Melbourne 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second heritage 
consultant Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_a3mnNMxMAD1QG
8F 

Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ University 
administration 

Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_A5JcCSWscrCdt17 Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Analyst Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_A5pjWfbji2WqbLP Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second None Not stated 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 
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R_A6TwDSllGIdO1mV Caringbah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Developer Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_AaJRnzv7lE5kwdX Salisbury 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First home duties Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_abgOkYwJA6aaBnr Wagga Wagga 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Engineer Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_AcSY9BS7gIPkdPP Anglesea 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Academic editor Not stated 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_AdJuRTkLTpQEa09 Blackburn, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_AEQt49kTJANNnln Inglewood 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Police Officer Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_AFeGKJeCiG3JpN7 Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Service 

consultant Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_AFgJJHlhaTeeA0N Freemans Reach 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Manager Public HS 2155 
NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_agEiVI6eCpWxskB Gawler 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Architect Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_agwgADRRFFPOGml Maroochydore 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_agys4ptaCzeLKJH Newcastle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second retired law 

academic Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_AGzflQhi1rLlPi1 canberra  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second costumier Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 
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R_AheIw1dw8rTG5uV Perth 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Homemaker Public HS 6000 

WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_AhxvJ3bEVAjdMFr Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First University 

student  Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_AiLTtrwM8i0nb8J Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Banker Private HS 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_AmkTEFFBrWAfQ2Z Lower Mount 
Hicks 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_AmMDJ9JGV7llrAB 
East 
Cannington, 
Perth 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Travel agent Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_AMvQ0GLrhlFYv05 Wollongong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public servant Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_AnaXOUZYeEn26CB Adelaide  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Retired special 
needs teacher 
aid 

Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_AnCLVO8GabuGWbf Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Small business 

owner Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_Anj1gEKF8zHT4K5 Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Office 
Administration Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_ANXj21ZbOYdr33j Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ speech 

pathologist Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_AO4MR56zBOm7sSB Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_ApMCv5t2IxFlmhj Wangaratta 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Retired Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 
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R_Av5MpurFghkRMQ1 Canberra 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 2905 

ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_AvsNvmu0wDpP0G
d Brisbane 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Banking Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_AvYXgYZbT2oouBz 
Mount 
Waverley 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_aYl1dNstPRAuyEZ Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_aYoQUjfHU9Cp01r Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Speech 

Pathologist  Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_AyRXuN3KwRgSXId Heywood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Business analyst Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_AyWBeLIjX5NFMhb Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public Servant  Private HS 6000 

WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_b1w50TBTIwHvzax Mt Waverley 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Community 

advisor Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_b3K0w41TsTAd1c1 Emerald 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ WHS 
Coordinator Not stated 4730 QLD CENTRAL 

OUTBACK 

R_b8ipvHbOTQ5NsZD Sydney  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second University 

Student  Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_bati06MjGC8ijo5 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ scientist Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_baucnoraEud9qG9 Vaucluse 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ foster carer Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_bBqAv3m1U8sA8gN Oakdale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Business Owner Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 
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R_bCnnNLVIJQDBIYh Bull Creek, 
Perth 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_BEOmXxRsgQJRRZf Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Web designer Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_bf2Arz4i7XtDmcJ Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

1st Year 
University 
Student 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_BFjmNAVqP8jjUcN Coolgardie 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ IT Public HS 6429 WA SOUTHEAST 

R_bI5CfSefYvwXygx Rosewood 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Manager  Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_bIaZ8e5k4kEyaWJ sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First professional Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_bJEXb4CFZLmQOg9 Sydney (North 
Shore) 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Editor Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_bJgDdUJgnwY7oUp Erskine Park 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Home educator Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_bJhMqdafxZJQ0oN Wodonga 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) First student Public HS 3620 

VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_bmeiABahTAqIeSp DIngo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ lawyer Private HS 4730 QLD CENTRAL 
OUTBACK 

R_bmi3mKI4Y4X8YLf Port Lincoln  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) Third+ Public servant  Not stated 5606 SA PORT LINCOLN 
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R_bpdVTu8TK2jrCj7 Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second public servant Public HS 2000 

NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_bPi2duX9NxcB2Sh greenwich 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_bPzkrIyGvqY1S5b Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Lecturer Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_bqm4i2Z8OztI5vH 3550 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Animal Welfare Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_bradJnYCfArHeXT Dee Why 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired 

chiropractor Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_BrbUHzxEjhmV30d Jindivick 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Business 
Manager Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 

GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_BWadjR6GUotIEpP Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ University 

student  Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_BXIKWv0SH1bnBK1 Paddington 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD student Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_byeI8oOM1zSoEKd surfers paradise 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ general 

manager Public HS 4210 QLD SOUTHEAST 
GOLD COAST 

R_BzAxIflHafqT5Kh Quirindi 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ teacher before 
retiring Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 

ENGLAND 

R_C1hQSs6iR8IO17H Waratah 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Doctor Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_C1u1ZPe6lSofLFv Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Learning skills 

adviser Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_C2IQ03rath2cipr Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Accountant  Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_C32kacICAGDtVh7 Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Lecturer Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_C9b610CWfkGdZkd Perth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired  Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_CaiY00W38IUvS81 
Newcastle, 
NSW 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_cAYFm05g52Tuo6h Hall, Canberran 
suburb 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Mother Private HS 2601 
ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_cGVr3JDGhSK1yLf Newcastle 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ public servant Not stated 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_cHnqZ0R6DjZJehP Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ System 

administrator  Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_cIQgPz4sdMLFWLv Dee Why 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second shop assistant Not stated 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_cIya72LlJJrtZuN Pilbara 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Student Public HS 6760 WA NORTHERN 
PILBARA 

R_CkKczv27zwKA09z Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Speech 

pathologist Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_cLRz1ujAChzwcvf Gungahlin 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Lawyer/ public 
servant Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_cLVLEt89J9CsxMd Newnham, 
Launceston  

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Stay at home 
mum Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_cMgap8qII3AQoQp Wingham 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Civil engineer Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 
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R_cNrqxjMIwCt6fdz mt. eliza 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_cSDHMeZPmwH9E5j Kincumber 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_cSWhsRZoPSLnnMt Mole Creek 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Mother Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_cT2aWYMrbiWsWzL Jellat Jellat, 
NSW 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_ctHF2B5lTOf8MZr Cairns 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student Private HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_cTMJd7y8ynaf2Df Albury NSW 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Senior Executive Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_cuL5SRFs1WLvZLn Woy Woy 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Local 
government  Private HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_cUqdO41pHAZrlXf Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_cvWDzcKN0VbcRVj Stonyfell 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ academic Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_cw2oeUtuySd9105 Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired nurse Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_d06T1COe7urTgcN Illawong 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Speech 

pathologist Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_D3526FahxAs9gyt Adelaide  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Unemployed Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_d5uE4q9ZtZy6YSZ 
Richmond, 
Adelaide, SA 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Retired              
Retired.                     Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_d5YFx6Vx6outEE9 Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_D6jC6AVF0NsniDL Clayton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Projects officer Public HS 5211 
SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_d7kSvcdoGIJHmal Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Web developer Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_DA9GIN2ByuQj79v Melton South 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Administrator Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_DAfachmYDcIHqCd Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Senior Manager Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_daqIAXI1ZgS7Kff Canungra Qld 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Bookseller Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_dbf9j1zkLNSJBxD Bendigo  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Writer Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_dcoM6bASIQwfPix Patterson Lakes 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Electrician Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_dd62x2kRODu67ux Narrawong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second 
Community 
Development 
Worker 

Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_dgaYSlAIR8zOwF3 Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ PhD Student Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 
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R_DGgdHdzxpTuTxjH Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second public servant Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_dgpB0CaIL6PzagN Mundoo Island 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ dog groomer Public HS 5211 
SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_dhd7xHZed1laST7 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ IT Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_DIBxrSMgtTAXqSd Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retail 

administration Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_djakxhAaMvmZhmx Canley Heights 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Bank manager Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_DLVNJPR6BZvXMAx Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Environmental 

Health Officet Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_Dqa4jrTLMHviSZP Mordialloc 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Senior Technical 

Officer Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_DTxjWyOvWWPGhL
b Melbourne 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Accountant Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_DVsb9Su3rYVfXvb Perth 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second IT Support Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_Dw5mHCNrCWO8n
Xb Devonport 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Uni student Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 

NORTHWEST 

R_e2MvIYdBG2Br1Od Adelaide  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second None  Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_e3Eo5KDq2Fs9UDD Eden Valley 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
retired Police 
officer 
(Detective) 

Private HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_e5kGsYerAFdeXvz Blue Mountains 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Homemaker Not stated 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_e5koDNJ2AhKLQlz Bathurst 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Have had 
various work Not stated 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_e5oIlGSh21vVQ2h Condell Park 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Yes. Not stated 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_e8UZUfEdOEzYKWZ Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Library 
cataloguer 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_e8WqXsuOYGXuqL7 Albany 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_e9Xufx4FLwbnDDb Upwey  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student  Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_e9ZfbjSNriow0Ap Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ public servant Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_eDQdqUhGX26FWV3 Chipping 
Norton 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Customer Care 

Manager Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_eEA0b00p2ElH59n Adelaide  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher  Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_efl1xpPNywEJ9Bv Calwell 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Project Private HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_eFOoiLegyhlFt1T Marrickville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_egGrVcX6V7YuNa5 Brisbane 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Currently 
seamstress, 
formerly 
primary teacher. 

Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_egNRliAOTQUQo3n Finniss 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Researcher Public HS 5211 
SA SOUTH 
FLEURIEU 
PENINSULA 

R_ehdWcwyMoiObeiR Beaumaris 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_ehetvvFjUMqsgZb Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student, cleaner Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_eKgu6zDuxULTarX Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Scientist Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_ekt6HluRGJnwHfP Newcastle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ communications 

manager Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_ekVVucWrOkE3mRX Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_ekzZcKlDJZvh5fj Mulgowie 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Educational 
technologist Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 

TOOWOOMBA 

R_eLiIS1QMkwaAJWh adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

dance teacher, 
checkout 
operator 

Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_eOG82dEw0Sz8945 Manly, Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_ePVAZpUwFE7SgO9 Hurstbridge 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Lecturer Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_eRw2nTC7IGyhyZH Blairgowrie 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Business 
manager Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 
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R_eS4I1ZQLvyg1pcd Preston 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Manager Private HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_etk0FZLCvdV0UMx Noble Park 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Was a teacher, 
now home 
duties, farmer. 

Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_eVeXKutu4yso2iJ Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_ey7QLEBaXGs2XpD Macarthur 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Third+ Lecturer Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_eyBj8XsEzaATXKV mount waverley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ customer sales 

assistant Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_eyXEQzZdNifgFo1 Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second retiree Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_NUBHziiND5PDJx7 Mirboo North 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_NVI7skimrJ4qIcF Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_NVjwphAhHV2srex Wollongong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Nurse Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_O2S4OIQ92rd4rYd Brisbane 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PR Consultant Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_O8w1Dz00T9HKJMt Glen Waverley  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Lecturer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_OCDE7pvJwaFmBD
H 

Richmond, 
NSW 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Communication 
Manager Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 
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R_OCJvyLa4JNrH6Ip 
Hobart, 
Tasmania 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Administration - 
retired Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_Od5DFZVoW22mBW
1 Wallsend 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired and 
volunteer  Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_Oeun9BB83sXRX8J Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Red Rooster 
employee 

Private HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_OHmsb8iasx0S4kV Northcote  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_OHTr5qvPjpavf1f Beaumaris, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_ONfAI2cxCIDSyLD Geelong 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Architect Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_ONGAZ75tRkj9jwt Beechworth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Veterinarian Public HS 3741 VIC NORTHEAST 

R_ONksKMjQqJE934R Launceston 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Consultant Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_Op5oUFLlFsEjax3 Miranda 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second medical scientist Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_OPdpSgs9VJ9PIzf Latrobe 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second 
School 
laboratory 
technician 

Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_OPshoO7jvY3HW3n Raymond 
Terrace 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Housewife Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_OvPUAuF6TXtW9wd Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Communication

s professional Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 

R_Ovudaz3F0yW8aeB Doncaster 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Medical Doctor Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
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R_OwkhnvBEbQQLSil Moorabbin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Solicitor Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_oXJqiX2TTJ8xgFb Warrnambool 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Tutor/student Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_p5FlfPptSSjR8L7 Charleville  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Family therapist Public HS 4470 QLD SOUTHWEST 
OUTBACK 

R_p5THp1u99O9MmuB Launceston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Banker Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_p6pDfY0Peq7mvKN Northam 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Home Duties  Public HS 6429 WA SOUTHEAST 

R_pAdnsCKq6i4RKMx Eastern suburbs 
of Melbourne 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_parV1xOATFU93Xz Pennant Hills 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Accountant  Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_PAsrBWhkipOE2kN Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Data Scientist Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_pATApxhIexEDn1f Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Systems analyst 

retired Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_PB9hQERXjDDKif7 Darwin 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Digital 
marketing Not stated 810 NT DARWIN 

R_PBg3GBFyPj3tA4x Thornlands 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Finance officer Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_pbhsE2WoGnQbN05 Redlands Shire 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_PBrxNG7RBCioxuF 
North Fitzroy, 
Melbourne 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Social Worker Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_PBU0zwxEC8wOOD
D Brisbane 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Barrister at Law  Public HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_pE51CXXEcGR9Nfz 
Richmond.victor
ia 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_pFbRjgqSwYJqdaN West Preston 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Management Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_PGajJg1kL3euB5T Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Policy Advisor  Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_phh8sd5E5jd2Tsd Curtin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Home duties Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_phoytdOzNlxaihb Sutherland 
Shire, Sydney 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Retired Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_PLMG98POMnXVtsd Ipswich 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Speech 
Pathology 
Student 

Private HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_po6l2jocVkiiv29 Glenroy, 3046 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Information 
Specialist Public HS 3070 

VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_POHggk46l5Z88gx Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_PS99weSemm9t57z Brisbane 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Public Servant - 
Director Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_pSiBPjxRvVPGpAR Tamworth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ retired Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_PTmqT7AxsUc12W5 Tweed Heads 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Domestic 
Engineer Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 
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R_PTXelD1zFB3YiDD Melbourne  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Masters student 
and stay at 
home mum 

Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_PUpmrQOaFN1Vxux Tongala 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Teacher Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_PUrSMo66eMzHCP7 Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ postgraduate 

student Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_pxAQ31rXBLMrLmV ipswich 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

speech 
pathologist Public HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_PzbMeiPFJX7T6BH Darwin 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Analyst Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 

R_PZhTyAYqGPJ6dGN Wollongong 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Museum 
registrar Private HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_Q0bs8VQFeHvDbnX Mount 
Dandenong 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second PhD student Not stated 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_Q5O5WIdPPMgOyJP Ipswich 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second unempoloyed 

(ex A/Nurse) Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_QayGdHUccnLe02R Inala 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Varied. 
Disability 
pensioner. 
Communication
s consultant, 
project manager. 
Diverse skills & 

Private HS 4065 
QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 
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jobs over the 
years.  

R_QcuSw7ZfLlc77W1 sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ academic Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_qDfkojlwk3oh0Qx Sutherland 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
Vocational 
trainer and 
assessor 

Private HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_qDtZ7Of8TvWzlDz Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ journalist Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_qEDYzNUUmHkq5jj MOREE 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ RETIRED Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_QfuiREGgvMmY1oZ Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired Teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 
R_QgLkWOpLyuKoMd
b Terang 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Integration Aide Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_QigFuMzu2Cw3MVr Scone 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Office Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_qL1Jcb3wRlPgRtD 
Strathfield, 
Sydney, NSW 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second 

Health 
Consultant Private HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_qL9VT9kbKOdQYLf Rottnest Island 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) Second 

student/ 
customer 
service officer 

Public HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_qLAxP3SsKuqVQg9 Coffs Harbour  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Policy adviser  Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_QmKVJTqs9O9DCP7 Finley 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ STUDENT Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_qOz4bzpeRiUrFFn Shellharbour 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Office manager Public HS 2540 

NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 
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R_qQj832nT5hxjrbz Woodend 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Second 

Aircraft 
technician Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_qxAB0eYUoyQKtON Blackburn 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_qxVmu8sga12Vwl3 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 
Retired 
Technical 
Consultant 

Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_qyKsZu5i2mVYYkp Hobart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Librarian Public HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_R2hTD4LxHKirF3H Tregear 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Writer Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_R2Mi1yJYBknq3wB Mount Isa 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Second Teacher Public HS 4825 QLD NORTHWEST 

R_R3T1ykEeBXf0UzD Malvern East, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Account 

manager  Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_r6L0Cy7XQpVVmwh Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second SOCIAL WORK 

EDUCATOR Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_r7qayTjQRAKCrPr Werribee 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Pharmacist Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_R9QnW4jimf4gEq5 Bracknell  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Journalist Private HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_rcY7XgawddQBOV3 Villawood East, 
Sydney 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Japanese to 
English 
Translator 

Not stated 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_RDcYzb81kD6cnGF Newcastle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ public servant Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_rdKjg7UrSG64uR3 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 
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R_rdvIdzS671FyqjL Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Public servant Private HS 6050 

WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_RfwDngZLoMaxpQZ Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Dispensary 

Technician Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_RFwDOx4buh60Zpf Leongatha 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Artist, stay at 
home parent Private HS 3850 

VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_RgFjvoBq1YZxP8d Fitzroy north  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Speech 

pathologist Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_RICn2cqLg3svYel Port Adelaide  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Waitress  Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_RKRei91YaoXXvTH Glenelg 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Naval Engineer 

Officer Private HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_RkrfsJHxV7l2WCl Goulburn 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ teacher Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_RLwHe0MbY9TDzxL Maitland  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ musician  Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_Rm3jNKcIRrIezLP Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retail Assistant Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_RPoJgRUkoemcGTn Narromine 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Consultant Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_RQ3rEJRkgYVT2ZH gymea bay 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First clerical Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_RRjo06QNmZahVgl Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Communication

s manager Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_RWjb1PG0OOLSen7 Pennant Hills 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Publisher Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_RXEihBWHCkzhMTn Morphett vale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Business owner Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_RXikJuZYZPxUt6V Stawell 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Banking Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_RXm7EGKJvXmI6KR Frankston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Publisher Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_RzD51BXjXxbCztv Berwick 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lecturer Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_s5zPFZQHmcyfwQh Granville 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Manager Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_s7gjpobahiGvABz Picton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Public servant Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_sA5cYycp5dY6gKZ Suburban 
Melbourne  

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Linguist Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_SBozWGs2457beHT MonbulK 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Administration  Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_sbVJUUIGCBltwzf Nowra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Retail Sales Private HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_sd8nrJbqzeylJpn Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Consultant Private HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 
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R_sgLUODs6DIq4Dcd Perth 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_sHkKR8SyqrOjB8B Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Payroll manager Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_shSv88cVB3p4tJD Littlehampton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 5235 SA ADELAIDE HILLS 
/ BAROSSA VALLEY 

R_sjoCOyH1NoH6545 Bargo 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Support Worker 
aged care Public HS 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_sjtXBRuGvPDOGe5 Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_sMaI5cNNAXDeKuR Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Journalist Not stated 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_sMgFgBZMojuVBsZ Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Secondary 

teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_snAHOkFbbBj5YrL Haigslea 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Web Developer Public HS 4310 
QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_soHOOk2YjpIVn5D Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired (Old 

Age Pensioner) Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_sols6nxL5agwGWt Colac, Victoria 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ University tutor, 
PhD student Private HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_sOr0rrdFtOizlip GlenWilliam 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 
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R_sptzInwbwwJx2RH Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Retired Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_stbURi1c5pdzXPP Port Augusta 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Physiotherapist Public HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_sTFDCWExyEq8w5X Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Communication

s Private HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_sTYEVje6YWjkmDT Corowa 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Teacher Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_SV59c6Kc5jJBWbT Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Barrister Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_sYbGvqTqGi0M4et kariong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ 
telephone 
services 
operator 

Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_szg0yLz5hWr5HaN Altona 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Technician Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_SZxAqvxNEyOWg25 Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ teacher Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_SZxIBDD9apNLYEV 

Turramurra 
(northern 
suburbs of 
Sydney) 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) First Public servant Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_t0oYA9WUvqc6SL7 mildura 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA3 (outer 
regional) 

Second unemployment  Public HS 3500 VIC NORTHWEST 

R_T1tcqRpS3XNSu8F Chadstone  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ ESL teacher Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_T89Gzb3u5ALh6cF Launceston 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ doctor Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_TbiO4BzRjgc6dGx Parramatta 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ consultant Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 
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R_TdbUQSZME0yfopX Cherrybrook 
2126 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_tDLiA13K76cBVwl Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Not 
stated RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_TdxqsNWJJ7fk2pb Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second student Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_tEP99OBb37nyDoB Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Campaigner Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_tG1rUZyOllIe0ut York 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ teacher Public HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_TgRMcnxhQ8QZAop Dapto 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Chef Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_ThBrOfxqXxAikE1 yarra junction 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ electrical 
engineer retired Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_tJNy4nEWDMJSGZ3 Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_tJVvsq1ImcMeCpr Sale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Media Adviser Private HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_tKEIbXzV2VkNENX Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Management  Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_tKFTrhAyiIYxq0N Elizabeth 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First Teacher Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_tKGbyw7KGR6c5GN Gladstone  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Lawyer  Private HS 4700 
QLD CENTRAL 
BUNDABERG / 
ROCKHAMPTON 
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R_tLgf0PDa7tXIKFX 
Kingston - 
suburb of 
Hobart 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second UNI student  Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_tMbMlk9q2J6TRJf Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Farmer Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_TtI4ykZV2Q8TyiB Geelong 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Researcher Private HS 3216 

VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_tVunJjYuEsDAKZ3 Morphett Vale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Administration Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_tWc7LU6kRCkb0Zz Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_tWgtw9AgyMkuWLT Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Researcher Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_tWjI7PAGmslVfmV Geelong 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Language 
Teacher Private HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 

GEELONG 

R_tYT29aB65393lnj Dardanup 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Cook Private HS 6330 WA SOUTHWEST 

R_u2mN3hjLpTyOVB7 geraldton 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ carpenter Public HS 6530 WA GERALDTON 

R_u3nn2VNCPcoOAzn Beenleigh 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_U9mxtnlerIf1QGJ Strathalbyn 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_u9PVVw1t3SsItwZ Nowra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) First Manager Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_uaitPb0gE4c7ctj Adelaide 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Bookkeeper Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 
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R_UaNlpshjcI7iiK5 Rozelle, Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Editor Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_UaxzcjLZiUgqWKl Lismore 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Registered 
Nurse Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_Ubuix6XJE89k3IJ Melton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ 
Manager of 
Information 
Systems 

Public HS 3216 VIC MELBOURNE 
GEELONG 

R_Uc1WFMVcBKhgMm
J Eltham 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ HR Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_udFUEVUkRoMKUr
n Logan 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Mother Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_UfhnjRx53eXAHiV Frankston 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Social worker Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_UFkx3imwW6Ne9Al Sydney 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Photographer Public HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_UGAZs0eEYJM1ZBf Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Clerke Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_UgPUXR6uB62kHrr Clunes 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Private HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_UGVhKpLy4o5NEg9 Ayr 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Draftsman  Private HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_UGZAIqQTmYzJsDD Hobart  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Delivery driver  Not stated 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_UihwyRsAvNw5xdL Griffith 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_ukcMgn2FRa6zaXn Townsville 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Second Landscaper Private HS 4810 

QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 
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R_ulhd77w7Wt99stP Adelaide  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Barista Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_ULJOInj5Y3EqMfv Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Private HS 3038 VIC MELBOURNE 

WEST 

R_UlKYUdkaozH1KSZ Port Augusta 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ APS Public HS 5700 SA EYRE 
PENINSULA 

R_Um7MOXFzkkhIARX Brisbane 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_UmR3hVep32yt9VD Sydney 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

Retired Library 
Manager/Casual 
TAfE teacher 

Public HS 2000 
NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_UMYtRiwu5r90oTL Melbourne  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Translator Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_UoHR9npSW4VDseB Boronia 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second IP manager Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_UoridNYF5yxUygp Gerringong 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Social worker Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 
/ ILLAWARRA 

R_upGVU8561RnPkPL adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Data analyst Private HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_uqAsvAIbhmX4ypH ST.KILDA 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First POLICE 

OFFICER Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_uqxCSq6U6v3UJvb Bribie Island 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Lawyer Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_urff4O9DfCdDDHP Port Macquarie 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ IT Manager Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_us2Ebv4wZJjj7sR Armidale NSW 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Art Conservator  Public HS 2400 NSW NEW 
ENGLAND 

R_Ut2K21FzXkycBpL Bunyip 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Embryologist  Public HS 3850 VIC SOUTHEAST 
GIPPSLAND / LAKES 

R_Uu1bxy5gaGXrn7H Bassendean 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ University and 

TAFE student Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_UXZuBgCKsL3cFUJ Maroubra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Designer Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_uyrqA6on7DhzzCV Ulverstone 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Sales associate Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_V2b1PZS7yA5eLSx Launceston 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second 
Injury 
Management 
Consultant 

Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_vCTYVdEIt7nF17j Wahroonga 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Veterinarian Not stated 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_vcVrCD5STucgknL Townsville 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Lawyer Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 
TOWNSVILLE 

R_vDNrc4t84CAdGeJ Toowoomba 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Youth worker Public HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_vGOBYBn0IHaiDJv Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) First Research 
Assistant Not stated 2565 

NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_VIH7wyyQFZvPmcp Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_vjGrtD4dRDCJKw1 Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Writer Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_VJrXEb1qUTV7hzr Turramurra 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second teacher Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_vkQ9EkYoNFI5e9P Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Policy advisor Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_vMGXON7YBkkn0V
X Perth 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Scientist Private HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_vMtVLH10JIEsZgt Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Health service 
executive 

Not stated 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_vNYPTgKOY4VjJ8R Townville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Student of 
Architecture Public HS 4810 QLD NORTH 

TOWNSVILLE 

R_VP9UJxAb0a9GXVn Edithvale 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First Buyer Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_VPaqVlFf21eFnTH Palmwoods 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Student Not stated 4550 QLD SOUTHEAST 
SUNSHINE COAST 

R_vPr4eF5YScoxkv7 Mackay 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Retired. Public HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_VPYhSvqK5QG8r7j Cannington 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_VQ243gNO57wzzz3 Henley Beach 
South 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Semi-retired Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_VQBnNtkwFJH7Pih launching place 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ farming Public HS 3799 VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
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DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_VR60UvSYieXa9NL Perth 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ adacemic Private HS 6010 WA PERTH 

WESTERN SUBURBS 

R_vSStjNvQisbLLdT 
BRIGHTON 
VIC 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second 

MOBILE 
PHONE 
DESIGNER 

Private HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_vuwFvjWxIO88u5z Bathurst, 
Sydney 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Retired, (ex ICT) Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_VVD2shAWANLpz7
b Lancefield 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Retired Public HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_VW3naD7tezxzHgJ Blacktown 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Archaeologist Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_vZepMpxnREnBDQl Launceston 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Barman Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_w1N3jYNBrcSCJDX Embleton 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second clerical / admin Public HS 6000 WA PERTH CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_W2QXuUaezsTf9F7 Bomaderry 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Registered 
Nurse Public HS 2540 NSW SOUTH COAST 

/ ILLAWARRA 

R_W3hrWDcWv3cSKBP Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Public HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_W65LNdfeWsy9IIx Drummoyne, 
Sydney 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Man RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_WAGI5dg3saOY8Qp Epping 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Vet nurse Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_WCNbjQBQAzRJG8
N 

Norwood South 
Australia 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Retired 
Registered 
Nurse 

Private HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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R_WDqSIoWl6VbSU2l Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) First 

Home maker.  
Used to be a 
senior public 
servant 

Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_WDQXdbWVksBep4l Brisbane  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA1 (urban) First Pharmacist  Public HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_Wq9HSFNkXzAV61z Naracoorte 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Communication
s Public HS 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_wRiSsbG7cpgxbnX Hobart 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Teacher Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_Wrl5sWc7atDV8pr Adelaide  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Bookkeeper  Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_wTuhdv0BbJlwB3j Brisbane  1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer  Public HS 4310 

QLD BRISBANE 
IPSWICH / SCENIC 
RIM 

R_Wv6Ug8dw0m5FHu
p Sydney 1966-1947 / 

(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Second Freelance Writer Public HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_WxtRydnKfTq5Eyt Woolloomooloo 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Employment 

consultant Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 
EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_WxuGygOiMOZTQv
D Hobart 1986-1967 / 

(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Teacher 

Librarian Private HS 7000 TAS HOBART 

R_wYp5236at2Dt8Yx Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Clerk  Not stated 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_wZXSGcK7LoK6QLL Eastwood 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ primary teacher Private HS 2100 
NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 
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R_x5uhWMgrpAWIfiV Newcastle 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Receptionist Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_x8Xpa7xPj2XOcsV Normanhurst 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ CFO Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_x9i2YZPmC9MMLfj Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second film executive Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_xa766yZUBH4D3GN Adelaide 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second English Teacher Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_XBocOfcGqsbb9QZ Melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Digital 

marketing Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 
NORTH 

R_xDCpzk9Y9UAw1UZ Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Journalist Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_xE3u1Xa6HyugtB7 Roseville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second admin Not stated 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_xf3ipVdunMAsvId Redlands City 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First 

Student - 
Bachelors at the 
moment 

Private HS 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_xfvVQkDk63OEpkl Kyogle 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Removalist Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_XFzyiDMfiXOADW9 Sunbury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Consultant  Private HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_xgCJQrqlJZiToL7 Richmond  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_xGFv3sh3vGsji7L Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ home duties Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_XGvUd3ExvTUCgGR Perth  1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Government Private HS 6163 

WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 
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R_XH6xfjnXHUVltzX Windsor  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Financial 
adviser Public HS 2155 

NSW SYDNEY 
HAWKESBURY / 
HILLS 

R_XhLLn5bpQdjyiNH Adelaide 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Registered 

Nurse Private HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_Xhos1HfUAgaqjWF Carnegie 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ retired Public HS 3000 

VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_XiHdG9JlnbTrqXD Morisset 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Teacher Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_XL1k6Wvg3f85Iqt Brisbane  
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First public servant  Private HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_XLFtmrVErwj3cCl Penola 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second 
Business 
development 
manager 

Not stated 5291 SA SOUTHEAST 

R_XM40vtHZLssh8WJ Warrnambool 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Office Manager Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_xmfuimOMP2CKjYd Salisbury East 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Student/Stay at 

home parent Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_xmjvg2Uzas0y3o5 Maitland 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Pathology 
Collector Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 

R_XMToFf4C4Zh2rzb Como 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Marketing 

Manager Private HS 6163 
WA PERTH 
FREMANTLE / 
SOUTH SUBURBS 

R_XNb3HVEo0LGONq
h Perth 1998-1987 / 

(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) First Student Public HS 6050 
WA PERTH 
NORTHERN 
SUBURBS 

R_Xp7xLyPvsSyDJNn Penguin  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ Student  Private HS 7320 

TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 
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R_xrQ0QHf4clUfMlj Albury 
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

Speech 
Pathologist Public HS 2680 

NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_xrtkdSbxQPIQDmx Toowoomba 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Lawyer Private HS 4350 QLD SOUTHEAST 
TOOWOOMBA 

R_XsHWb57EX5nyFhf Sydney 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Financial 
Planner 

Public HS 2565 
NSW SYDNEY 
SUTHERLAND / 
SOUTHWEST 

R_xt5M0SUfNoOfbUJ North Epping - 
Sydney 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_XUr8XiIftEfvOZb adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ scientist Private HS 5050 

SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_XvQkxJmbQxDmk7L Narre Warren  
1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Nurse  Public HS 3193 

VIC MELBOURNE 
BAYSIDE / 
MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA 

R_XvSYuzi5TlxHuet Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Community 
Development 
Officer 

Public HS 5000 SA ADELAIDE CITY 

R_xxbmxsJHzPAHldf Canberra 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ IT service desk Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_xzNhglnwEo8IBrj melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second don't have one Not stated 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_XzzQzd6f5uk97pL kinglake 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_Y33YC00QEwVhosx Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Private HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 
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R_Y465pqVnaHXsWRz Sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) First Manager Private HS 2100 

NSW SYDNEY 
NORTH SHORE / 
BEACHES 

R_Y5DfGHGXljEHRVD Launceston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second Pharmacist Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_YaJFRpPppW8N1At LAUNCESTON 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ 

LAB 
MANAGER Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_Yb3Bf2H76bQHhLz Ellendale 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Scientist Public HS 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_yHABKgdoB5cMjtv Mac Masters 
Beach 

1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Second Small business Public HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_yKojLOxzwfKcLyV North 
Parramatta 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Teacher Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_ykWvwyBHrn4yhz3 Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired public 

servant Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_YPvEdEyvJN5Y4Kd granville 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ policy officer Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_yQiOUO8FYUnZV9T port melbourne 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Teacher Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_YRd5ShIy0VHLiox Sunshine 
1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) First Retired Public HS 3038 

VIC MELBOURNE 
WEST 

R_ysig1oGtU2Gnub7 Temora 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ editor Private HS 2680 NSW MURRAY / 
RIVERINA 

R_ysysm0IxIvwHPGh Woodend 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ retired Private HS 3550 VIC BENDIGO 

R_yTTbXJm822zemVH Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Retired Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_yvYwsmpybvhuMvf Darwin 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Second unemployed Public HS 810 NT DARWIN 
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R_yWMNn1zrvIAfcn7 Brisbane 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Domestic Duties  Public HS 4065 

QLD BRISBANE 
SOUTHWEST 
SUBURBS 

R_z0YcOOJ4pZggMTv Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Man RA1 (urban) Second Engineer Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 

EAST / INNER CITY 

R_z10RdXXD2vEBPRT Penrith 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ 

Medical 
education (client 
services) 

Not stated 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_z1J9fT382MnrIeB Geraldton 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ student Public HS 6530 WA GERALDTON 

R_Z1pwRc5ELG9UvmN Adelaide 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Key Account 

Manager Public HS 5050 
SA ADELAIDE 
SOUTH / WEST 
SUBURBS 

R_Z1tcsZzRheulunf Wangaratta, 
Victoria 

1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Man RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Teacher/Princip
al (retired) 

Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_z28XoMshsKmNslP ballarat 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Second teacher Private HS 3350 VIC BALLARAT 

R_Z3NgFsxudW1DL7b Kundabung 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Second Scientist Public HS 2450 NSW NORTH COAST 

R_Z4a9tsMhJK1yVa1 Lismore 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ green grocer Public HS 3300 VIC SOUTHWEST 

R_Z4ekBOumh7gVZ3b Dysart 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA3 (outer 

regional) Third+ Mum Not stated 7320 TAS CENTRAL / 
NORTHWEST 

R_z6Y5jEw8juv0HzX Greensborough 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Lecturer Public HS 3070 VIC MELBOURNE 

NORTH 

R_z6Ya7BgTUWbCjlL central coast 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ student Private HS 2305 NSW HUNTER / 

CENTRAL COAST 
R_Z7P1dOumTONhAQ
x Perth 

1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Private HS 6010 

WA PERTH 
WESTERN SUBURBS 
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R_Z7xwQR6qV2J94Ih Doonside 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Public Servant Public HS 2770 NSW SYDNEY WEST 

R_Z8i7zoWw3VxNewN sydney 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA1 (urban) Second student/retail Private HS 2000 NSW SYDNEY CITY / 

EASTERN SUBURBS 

R_Z9SOdpiN1m4p2wh Brisbane 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA2 (inner 
regional) 

Third+ Project Officer Not stated 4000 
QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_Za6Q56J8bRitOG5 Petersham 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) Man RA1 (urban) Third+ Banker Private HS 2130 NSW SYDNEY INNER 

WEST 

R_zcbAUyB1p1Dphbr Melbourne 1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Lawyer Private HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_ZCWJpK2ZlCb7Zg5 Seymour 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Social worker Not stated 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_zd6WhosfpXD7Q7T Warburton 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ stay-at-home 
mum Public HS 3799 

VIC MELBOURNE 
YARRA-
DANDENONG 
RANGES 

R_zdReWVemNEjNs89 Adelaide  1966-1947 / 
(50-69) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Retired  Public HS 5095 
SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_ZDzNP3QTHhN2eJj Ingham 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA4-5 (remote-

very remote) Third+ Project Manager Public HS 4870 QLD NORTH CAIRNS 

R_zeWxoszM9Ex7OLf Melbourne 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) 

Woman RA1 (urban) Second Student Public HS 3000 VIC MELBOURNE 
EAST / INNER CITY 

R_Zf7uv51V866LGVP Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Public HS 2601 

ACT CANBERRA 
NORTH / INNER 
SOUTH 

R_ZFdZVFi4FVJmQtX Canberra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Man RA1 (urban) Second Public servant Private HS 2905 

ACT CANBERRA 
SOUTH / WEST 
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R_ZfQNg1ehXKiHlvP Cowra 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA3 (outer 
regional) Third+ lecturer Public HS 2870 NSW WESTERN 

R_ZfuT4xEWAa9dXLr Wodonga 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Public servant Public HS 3620 
VIC CENTRAL 
NORTH / 
SHEPPARTON 

R_ZgXW8Chim1AdaRr Medowie 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman 

RA2 (inner 
regional) Third+ Scientist Public HS 2305 

NSW HUNTER / 
CENTRAL COAST 

R_ZJ298ku10XqHk6B Canberra 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Public  servant  Public HS 2905 ACT CANBERRA 

SOUTH / WEST 

R_ZkGPpkRLofdn7z3 Brisbane 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Second Librarian Public HS 4000 

QLD BRISBANE CITY 
/ NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 

R_Zl5IvxpBSbzf2gh Launceston 1998-1987 / 
(18-29) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ Student Public HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_ZqmeAuI9N7UMbpT Sydney 
1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) First Lawyer Public HS 2130 

NSW SYDNEY INNER 
WEST 

R_Zt6i2KehlmNBbtT Launceston 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA2 (inner 

regional) Third+ English teacher Private HS 7250 TAS LAUNCESTON 

R_ZxvttYZBbNP5KqB Carmila 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) 

Woman RA4-5 (remote-
very remote) 

Third+ Teacher Public HS 4740 
QLD CENTRAL 
MACKAY / 
WHITSUNDAYS 

R_Zz2RcvEwWVLEDvz Modbury 1986-1967 / 
(30-49) Woman RA1 (urban) Third+ Office manager Public HS 5095 

SA ADELAIDE 
NORTHEAST 
SUBURBS 
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Appendix J Website and Map Links 

 

 

There is a website for this thesis, which can be found by visiting the following website: 

 

https://talkingaussie.wordpress.com/ 
 

On this website, there is information on the project presented in a public-friendly format. The website includes very detailed visual 

information regarding all aspects of the surveys. Please follow the link to get a more thorough understanding of the visual 

techniques explored and presented as part of this thesis. 

 

There is also a website which hosts all of the interactive maps. The link to that website can be found by following this link: 

 

https://sydneymkingstone.carto.com/maps 


